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Preface

I was invited to participate in the Rāmāyaṇa Translation Project in the autumn of 1977. The Ayodhyākāṇḍa was substantially completed two years later in the summer of 1979, before I left for India to begin work on the third volume of Vālmīki’s poem, the Aranyakāṇḍa. During both the actual work on the text and what has seemed an interminable process of preparing the volume for publication, I have benefited from the kindness and advice of many friends and institutions.

Robert Goldman of the University of California, Berkeley, general editor of the Translation Project, read through the entire manuscript carefully and knowledgeably and offered numerous suggestions for improving the work. Perhaps even more than this, his enthusiasm for the enterprise has been infectious, and his good humor and calmness under pressure have been a support from the beginning. His friendship is one of the most valued outgrowths of my association with this project.

The University of Iowa has been extraordinarily generous to me during my work on the Rāmāyaṇa. Through the Faculty Scholars Program in particular it has provided me with extended periods of time for research and reflection, without which my labors would have been appreciably retarded.

In India I received substantial help from V. W. Paranjpe, Professor Emeritus of Deccan College, Poona, who made available to me the rich resources of the Poona Dictionary Project. Pt. Śrīnivāsa Śāstri answered my questions about Sanskrit with vast knowledge and great good will. Friends in America who kindly took time to comment on parts of the book include Paul Greenough and Ronald Inden. A. L. Basham read through the whole work, and with his wide learning and experience in India clarified a number of obscurities for me. That errors and excesses remain means only that I should have adopted more of my colleagues’ suggestions than I have done.

Maureen Patterson, South Asia Librarian at the University of Chicago, helped to solve many frustrating bibliographical puzzles, and graciously made available to me several rare editions of Sanskrit texts. Margaret Case of Princeton University Press prepared the
press copy with editorial skill and Indological acumen. Sally Sutherland of the Translation Project assisted in numerous ways in securing formal consistency between this and the previous volume of the series. Malinda Cox, with her impeccable literary taste and her generous hospitality, both improved the translation and made my frequent visits to Berkeley a great pleasure.

In Iowa City I have particularly to thank Chris Preuss of Weeg Computing Center. Without her technical expertise and willingness to help, the difficulties of computer translation between Iowa and Berkeley—at times more intractable than translating from Sanskrit into English—might never have been solved. I received a great deal of secretarial help from research assistants. Jey Flick entered well over six hundred pages of the commentary and has continued to oversee the progress of the volume through its final stages; her assistance has been more than one has the right to expect from one’s student, and I am truly grateful to her. Martha Selby did a good deal of last-minute checking and assisted in the preparation of the glossary and index.

March 1984

Sheldon Pollock
Guide to Sanskrit Pronunciation

The pronunciation of Sanskrit is usually not very difficult for English speakers. A few guidelines will serve to clarify the basic pronunciation of the sounds. English examples are based on hypothetical “dictionary” pronunciation.

**Vowels**
- a like the u in “but”
- å like the o in “mom”
- i like the i in “bit”
- ï like the ee in “beet”
- u like the first u in “suture”
- ù like the oo in “pool”
- r something like the ri in “rig”
- e like the a in “gate”
- ai somewhat like the i in “high”; this sound becomes a diphthong to glide slightly into an “i” vowel
- o like the o in “rote”
- au somewhat like the ou of “loud” with a similar lip-rounding glide

**Consonants**
- k like the k in “skate”
- kh like the k in “Kate”
- g like the g in “gate”
- ñ like the n in “sing”
- c like the ch in “eschew”
- ch like the ch in “chew”
- j like the j in “jew”
- ñ like the n in “cinch”
- t like the first t in “start”
- th like the first t in “tart”
- d like the d in “dart”
- n like the n in “tint”
- th, dh like the four preceding sounds, but with the tip of the tongue touching or extending slightly between the teeth
- p like the p in “spin”
- ph like the p in “pin”
- b like the b in “bin”
m  like the m in "mum"

y  like the y in "yellow"

r  like the r in "drama"

l  like the l in "lug"

v  produced generally with just the slightest contact between the upper teeth and the lower lip; slightly greater than that used for English w (as in "wile") but less than that used for English v (as in "vile")

ʃ  like the sh in "shove"

ʃ  produced with the tongue-tip further back than for ʃ, but giving a similar sound

s  like the s in "so"

h  like the h in "hope"

m  a nasalization of a preceding vowel

h  an aspiration of a preceding vowel pronounced, almost like an echo, as an "h" followed by the short form of the preceding vowel; for example: devah, pronounced deva(ha)
INTRODUCTION
1. Preludé to the Ayodhyākāṇḍa

Although one can no longer claim with Jacobi’s confidence that in its “original” form the Rāmāyaṇa began with the Ayodhyākāṇḍa, nonetheless, the main narrative of the poem commences in this book. The name of Ayodhyā, the capital city of the ancient state of Kosala in east-central India, is an opposite choice for the title of the section. For in contrast to the other four central books of the epic, where the action takes place in the unpeopled wilderness (Book Three), the land of the monkeys (Book Four), and the island fortress of the rākṣasas (Books Five and Six), here the center of interest is the city, where social life reaches its greatest degree of complexity and intensity.

It was probably not much earlier than the seventh century B.C. that the major urban centers of aryan India came into existence, and yet during the composition of the Rāmāyaṇa in pré-Mauryan times the city had already become the literary focal point of civilized life. Not surprisingly, given the conditions of their existence, the epic poets were primarily concerned with life as played out in the city. Their interest embraced both social life—especially the family with its inherent tensions, the responsibilities it imposes on the individual, and the often-conflicting allegiances it exacts—and political life, the “state,” and the powers of the state, which appeared in their most tangible manifestation in the city. For all the attention they pay it, the village might not have existed for the epic storytellers. Moreover, as we shall see in the Arānyakāṇḍa (Book Three), they regarded the “desolate forest” as a zone of mystery, where supernatural forces came into play, yet where a certain Edenic quality had been preserved, as well.

The contrast—at times tension—between the city and the forest, which was increasingly to command the attention of the urban poet, becomes palpable, perhaps for the first time in Indian his-

1 Jacobi 1893, pp. 50ff., 64. See the General Introduction in Volume I.
2 A recent overview of the question can be found in Rubeh 1978. Archaeology and philology are in accord; cf. Rau 1976, who notes (p. 51) that such words as nagara occur with the meaning “town” only in the very latest stratum of vedic literature.
3 The theme becomes commonplace later on, as in the fifth-century poet Kālidāsa. See Ingalls 1976, especially pp. 22ff.
tory, here in the Ayodhyākānda. It is with an unmistakable sense of liberation that Rāma will find himself banished from Ayodhyā and its troubles, and declare:

To set one's eyes on [Mount] Citrakūṭa and the Mandākini [River], my lovely, is far better than living in the town.⁴

This attitude, partly a function of the innovative world view that we shall discover in the hero, seems also to be symptomatic of a new urban malaise.⁵

But this opposition remains secondary in the present book. For the most part, Vālmiki directs our attention to the city and its central concerns—those social and political features that are thrown into particularly high relief in an urban setting. As a consequence, the Ayodhyākānda is a remarkably human book; the story it tells is realistic and credible, and its subject-matter familiar and immediately understandable to an audience, village or urban, that would never march with an army of monkeys against a demon fortress.

Although these characteristics distinguish the Ayodhyākānda from the rest of the Rāmāyaṇa, the book by no means stands isolated from the main concerns of the poem as a whole: Quite the contrary. Because the scene later shifts beyond the human social order, the issues raised here may become attenuated, but they still remain the fundamental ones for Vālmiki.

These problems can be formulated through a large comparative generalization. If Homer, for example, addresses a transcendent problem, showing us what makes life finally impossible—in the words of one writer, "the universality of human doom"⁶—Vālmiki poses the more difficult question: What is it that makes life possible? This is more difficult because it is a social, not a cosmic question. The answer, as we might anticipate, is complex, raising additional questions that demand resolution: it is behavior in accordance with dharma, "righteousness," that alone makes life possible. But what

⁴ 2.89.12; cf. 2.50.22 and 2.88.1ff., especially verses 3 and 19.
⁵ The Rāmāyaṇa, and the Ayodhyākānda in particular, may well have contributed from the beginning—as it certainly did later—to the legend of the life of the Buddha, whose spiritual quest is at least partly conditioned by social problems of the sort noticed here (see Fairservis 1975, pp. 378-79). The city-forest antithesis does not, of course, exhaust the meaning of Rāma's exile, or fully explain it. Other themes are also present: a folkloric quest motif, for example, and perhaps that of a ritual enthronement (for the latter cf. Heesterman 1978).
⁶ Griffin 1980, p. 69 (cf. p. 76).
exactly does “righteousness” mean? What are the kinds and limits of the obligations it imposes? Who is placed under these obligations, and to whom and how are they to be discharged?

Vālmīki, who represents the culminating of an epic tradition, was certainly not the first to explore this problem. On the basis of all the epic poetry we know, it seems safe to say that “the subtlest of things, dharma,” had figured centrally in the genre from the start. That the interest in this issue was historically vital is demonstrated by the fact that an emperor of the third century B.C., toward the end of the creative epic period, had the question carved into rock: “Dharma is good. But what does dharma consist of?” Vālmīki, however, subjected the matter to an especially sustained and profound analysis, and offered a set of answers that has deeply affected and durably fixed itself in the Indian imagination.

7 Aśokan Pillar Edict II. For the subtlety of dharma, cf. MBh 2.34.3 and elsewhere in that epic. See also Cg on Ayodhyākānda 18.36: “The main concern of this śāstra (that is, the Rāmāyana) is to validate dharma.”
The story opens abruptly. Bharata, the king's second-eldest son, departs with his younger brother Śatrughna to the northwest land of Kekaya, to visit his maternal family. Rāma meanwhile carries out, on his father's behalf, the administrative duties of the kingdom, and his unique virtues begin to manifest themselves to the king, who consequently decides to consecrate him as prince regent. Daśaratha convenes an assembly of vassal kings and leading citizens, declares his resolution, and receives their ceremonial ratification (sargas 1-2). Rāma is informed of the decision, and then in a private meeting with his father learns that the ceremony is to take place the following day lest, as Daśaratha points out, Bharata have time to return and contest the succession. The people of Ayodhya joyfully decorate the town, while the family priest Vasiṣṭha ritually prepares Rāma and Sītā for the ceremony (sargas 3-6).

Bharata's mother Kaikeyī, meanwhile, learns about the king's plans from her hunchback servant, Manthara. At first delighted for Rāma, the queen is gradually convinced by the servant that the coronation poses a serious threat to Bharata. She resolves to secure her own son's succession and Rāma's banishment to the wilderness of Daṇḍaka for fourteen years (sargas 7-9). In her meeting with the king that follows, Kaikeyī attempts to realize her objectives by means of two boons Daśaratha had granted her long ago, the terms of which she now formulates in a devious way. Alternately threatening and pleading, the king in the end finds himself unable to change her mind (sargas 10-12).

Kaikeyī has Rāma summoned, and amid the joyful bustle of preparation for the consecration the prince makes his way to the king's palace (sargas 13-15). While Daśaratha lies prostrate and speechless with grief, Kaikeyī tells Rāma about the two boons and the demands she had made, and insists on his compliance. He agrees unhesitatingly, assuring her he will depart the same day (sarga 16). Rāma then leaves to inform his mother Kausalyā of the calamitous reversal of fortune, and both she and his youngest brother Lakṣmaṇa attempt to dissuade him from obeying Kaikeyī. Rāma stands firm in his resolve, and finally Kausalyā gives him her blessing for a safe journey (sargas 17-22). Returning then to his
wife Sītā, he breaks the news to her and, though he is at first apparently reluctant, he is finally persuaded to take her along to the forest (sargas 23-27). He also grants Lakṣmaṇa permission to accompany him into exile (sarga 28). While preparing to leave, Rāma gives away all of his wealth to brahmans, mendicants, and his dependents, and then returns to his father to receive formal permission to depart (sargas 29-30).

The king at first remonstrates with Rāma, exhorting him to disobey—in fact, to depose him. When that course of action is rejected by Rāma, Daśaratha orders the whole army and treasury of Ayodhya to accompany his son. But Rāma refuses it all and, dressing in the barkcloth garments of an ascetic, he takes leave of his parents and sets out, now amid the lamentation of the inhabitants of the city (sargas 31-36). The king desperately wants to follow Rāma, but his ministers prevail upon him to return. Back in the palace, Kauśalyā laments and denounces her husband until she is calmed by the sage words of Sumitrā, Lakṣmaṇa’s mother (sargas 37-39).

Many inhabitants of the city, however, resolutely continue to follow Rāma; on the next morning he deserts them, for their own good, and they return grief-stricken to Ayodhya (sargas 39-42). Rāma makes his way south to the Ganges river, where he meets his old friend, the tribal chief Guha. After dismissing his charioteer Sumantra, he crosses the river and reaches the abode of Bharadvāja (sargas 42-47). This seer advises Rāma to establish his hermitage on Mount Citrakūṭa, and it is there that Rāma, his wife, and brother finally settle down (sargas 48-50).

On returning to Ayodhya, Sumantra delivers Rāma’s greetings to the king and queen, and attempts to console the sorrowing parents. Daśaratha and Kauśalyā continue to grieve through the day and evening until late at night, when from out of the very depths of his misery, Daśaratha recovers the memory of something that had happened in his youth. He had accidentally killed a young ascetic, and the boy’s father, a sage, had laid a curse on him that he, too, would end his days in grief for a son. A little after midnight on that, the sixth night of Rāma’s exile, Daśaratha dies (sargas 51-58).

While the palace and city mourn the death of their king, the ministers, who are reluctant to perform the funeral with no prince at court, embalm the corpse. After consultation, they determine that the proper course of action is to fetch Bharata (who, after all,
is now heir-apparent), in order to install him as king. Envoys are dispatched to the land of Kekaya (sargas 59-62). On the night of their arrival, Bharata has an ominous dream, and returning to the city of Ayodhya, he learns to his horror of the crimes his mother has perpetrated in his absence (sargas 63-68). After protesting his own innocence to Kausalya, Bharata performs the funeral rites for Daśaratha (sargas 69-72). The ministers afterward press the kingship upon him, but he adamantly refuses it, vowing instead to have Rāma brought back from the forest (sargas 73-76).

With a vast army Bharata goes out in pursuit of Rāma. Along the way he encounters Guha and Bharadvaja, and allays their suspicions concerning his intentions. At last he reaches Citrakūta (sargas 77-87). Rāma, strolling over the mountain, perceives the army of Bharata approaching. Laksmana is convinced the expedition is a hostile one, but Rāma calms his fears and meets with Bharata (sargas 88-93). Assuming Bharata now to be king, Rāma interrogates him about his administration, only to learn of Daśaratha's death. After Rāma performs the funeral rites on his father's behalf, repeated attempts are made—by Bharata, the minister Jābali; and the family priest Vasiṣṭha—to persuade Rāma to return and assume the kingship. But it is all to no avail: he is resolved to keep his father's promise and his own (sargas 94-103). He consents only to give his slippers to Bharata in token of his kingship, and after receiving them Bharata returns home and begins the period of his viceroyalty from the neighboring village of Nandigrāma (sargas 104-107).

Sometime later, the sages among whom Rāma is living decide to quit the hermitage on Mount Citrakūta because of repeated attacks of rākṣasas, and soon afterward Rāma departs as well. He heads further south, to the hermitage of Atri. The seer's wife Anasūyā bestows precious gifts on Sītā, and the princess tells her the story of her marriage to Rāma (sargas 108-110). The book ends with Rāma; Sītā, and Laksmana leaving Atri's hermitage and entering at last the wilderness of Daṇḍaka.
3. The Central Issues

The meaning and significance of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa will come into focus more readily if we view the story against the background of other ancient Indian epic narratives and locate those narratives in their historical context. Although the problems addressed by Vālmiki are typical of the epic genre, the manner in which he treats them is markedly innovative. History can suggest why these problems were addressed by resuscitating for us the crucial importance they once possessed. Just as, according to the first rule of interpretation, we determine the signification of a word in reference to the words surrounding it, so the literary text can be viewed as a semantic entity that acquires specific meaning in reference to the “texts” in which it is embedded: the literary genre, for example, and its historical situation. These are critical procedures the Ayodhyākāṇḍa presses upon us in an unusually insistent manner, though here it is not possible to do more than indicate their application in a brief and general way.

Indian epics—not only the other great epic, the Mahābhārata, but also the Hariyamśa and a variety of lesser heroic tales—are admittedly interested in a wide range of issues. In the course of their transmission, in oral and afterwards in written form, and as a result of their appropriation by brahmanical orthodoxy, a congeries of topics—mythological, philosophical, religious, and so on—was incorporated into them. But at the root, in the very heart of many of these epic narratives, can be found a political problem similar to the one with which the Ayodhyākāṇḍa confronts us. This is true, for example, in the Mahābhārata. Here two claimants, Yudhiṣṭhira and Duryodhana, contend for the succession to the Kuruc throne. They are related as bhrātṛya, first cousins in the male line, called also bhrātṛ, which signifies in the first instance “brother,” half-as well as full (Yudhiṣṭhira refers to Duryodhana’s father as pīṭṛ, “father”). Their contention leads to the division of the kingdom and eventually to the exile of Yudhiṣṭhira. The dispute is finally resolved only by a cataclysmic struggle that spirals out to engulf the entire Indian world, besides resulting in the extermination of Duryo-

1 What follows is an abbreviated version of a paper delivered at the Third Rāmāyaṇa Conference, Berkeley, summer 1978.
dhana and all his ninety-nine brothers. The Harivasa, on the other hand, tells the story of Kṛṣṇa, the bhrātya of the usurping prince Kaṃsa. He is likewise exiled, in a sense, but returns to slay the tyrant and reinstate the deposed ruler, the father of Kaṃsa himself. King Nala, in the Nalapakhyāna, finds his position usurped (by his bhrātya) and is driven into exile. In the stories of Yayāti, Śakuntalā, and Devavrata (Bhīṣma), to cite only a few more of the better-known examples, the struggle among “brothers” for succession to the hereditary throne forms the core problem of the narrative.

It seems, then, that an integral theme of Sanskrit epic literature is kingship itself and its attendant problems: the acquisition, maintenance, and execution of royal power, the legitimacy of succession, the predicament of transferring hereditary power within a royal dynasty. We are naturally led to wonder why this question should assume such importance for the Indian epic. We are not dealing here, as in other epic traditions, with just the heroic deeds of warrior kings, but with the nature and function of kingship as such; and these questions are not tangentially significant but central to the structure of the epic. One explanation may be that the problems of kingship addressed so insistently by the epic texts were new ones and, in their very nature, urgent.

This formative and referential relationship with historical reality that I propose holds true for certain other important aspects of the Ayodhyākānda, as well. The historical context is a complex one, and no less than the literary text an object of interpretation. But a couple of major developments and their consequences seem clear and especially relevant.

During the three or four hundred years following the middle Vedic age (c. 800 b.c.), a critical period of dynamic transition, fundamental and enduring changes came about in the Indian way of life. Besides the growth of cities like Ayodhya and the rise of politically discrete polities like Kosala, the most important social development seems to have been a far more markedly defined hierarchical ordering of society. The pyramidal social organization

---

3 Cf. HariVAS 65.77, where Kṛṣṇa’s father Vasudeva is called the husband of Kaṃsa’s father’s sister; cf. also verse 88.
3 See most recently Mylius 1970.
4 For example, according to Rau (1957, pp. 62ff.), “the classical Indian caste-order did not exist” at the time of the Brāhmaṇas; “the four orders of the Brāhmaṇa-
maintained by institutionalized inequality is now often met with; the assumptions about it are made clear enough in the Rāmāyaṇa itself:

The kshatriyas accepted the brahmans as their superiors, and the vaiśyas were subservient to the kshatriyas. The śūdras, devoted to their proper duty, served the other three classes (varṇas) (1.6.17).

However gross and ideal this schematization might be—whether, indeed, we are here presented with fact or, far more likely, hope or injunction—seems finally beside the point. It has now become the single paradigm of social relations, an inflexible hierarchy based on birth.

A second change, more pertinent to our immediate purpose, concerns the extraordinary expansion of the role of the king. Whether or not it is true that vedic India knew no “institution that we can usefully call kingship,” the nature of monarchy in this period appears unlike anything existing earlier. As the Rāmāyaṇa represents it, the welfare of the “state”—the economic, social, political, and cultural-welfare—was now felt to depend exclusively on the king. Again, the model contained in this representation is of principal interest here, whether it was fully actualized or not—though it is a fact that the king's central position in the life of the community was steadily enhanced until, by the end of the epic period, his power would radiate out to encompass every sphere of social activity.

Political power, moreover, came to be concentrated in royal dynasties as exclusive proprietors. For the first time it became the conventional practice to transfer the kingship through heredity.7

---

7 A similar evolution has been suggested for “Celtic” kingship, where more or less strict primogeniture developed from the right to kingship of a much larger royal kin group. Cf. Binchy 1970, pp. 24-30.
This is a significant development because it implies a specific type of control of royal power; even more important, it is in itself problematic and regarded as such by the epics. Several consequences of hereditary monarchy are continually thrust upon our attention by their central position in the story of the *Ayodhyākandā;* none of them figures significantly in the pre-epic documents.

One such feature is the *yaunvarājya,* “prince regency,” whereby the still-reigning king appoints his successor (as Daśaratha intends to appoint Rāma). It is likely that this type of transfer of power would evolve as a response to the problem of legitimacy within a dynastic succession, presumably because other, more communal mechanisms for legitimation, such as popular assemblies, are no longer effective (the assembly in *sarga* 2 of the *Ayodhyākandā* is clearly *pro forma*). Another feature is intertribal—or what is now really interstate—marriage. Its function is to secure a political alliance (such as the Kosala-Videha alliance here, or the Kuru-Paṇcāla in the *Mahābhārata*), and that can be done effectively only when high office is transferred within a single dynasty. Closely related to this is the politically significant practice of *rājyāśula,* “the bride-price consisting of the kingship (or kingdom),” which Daśaratha had offered to the king of Kekaya (99.3). Like the marital alliance, this brideprice, a pledge to the woman’s male relations that her son shall succeed to the throne, would be practicable only when the kingship is proprietarily controlled. Moreover, one must wonder whether there had actually been any clear conception of an

---

8 Goody 1966, p. 8. He continues: “But the difficulties [of this type of premortal succession] are clear. For the sharp contrast that exists between king and ex-king . . . makes it well-nigh impossible for a man easily to cast off the authority he has held by right of birth. . . . This aura that attaches to the ex-king creates problems . . . which can often be resolved only by the banishment or killing of the king” (cf. Tod’s remarks on the Rajputs of medieval India: “It is a rule [for an ex-king] never to enter the capital after abandoning the government; the king is virtually defunct; he cannot be a subject, and he is no longer king” [1920, vol. 3, p. 1,467]). The Ikṣvāku dynasty solved this problem by the institutionalized ritual exile of the king, his entering upon abdication into the vānaprasthāśrama, the stage of life of the forest hermit. It is not the least of the ironies of the *Rāmdyana* that Rāma should fulfill in his youth this “vow” of the aged Ikṣvāku kings (see the pointed verses of Kālidāsa, *RaghuV1a* 12.20 and Bhavabhūti, *UtaRaC* 1.22, and contrast the words of Lakṣmana in *Ayodhyākandā* 20.20-21).

9 Though we do find records of marital alliances between dynasties at a comparable geographical distance (for example, the alliance of the Śiśunāgas of Magadha with the northwestern Madras effected by Bimbisāra), the *rājyāśula* of Daśaratha makes
exclusive royal dynasty in the Vedic period. We almost never hear of heirs displaced either by rival claimants or because of incompetence, so frequent an occurrence in the epics (as happens to Asamanjya, 32.12-20). There seems to be no term for “royal dynasty,” and the common epic word for it, *vamsa*, is not once employed in Vedic texts in this signification (we hear only of undifferentiated, nonroyal lineages, *gotras*). Nor is any major role played by genealogy, which is the principal method of dynastic self-authentication and primogenitural validation. Thus we have good reason to suppose that the special prominence dynasties and dynastic succession acquire in epic texts is at least partly the result of major changes in the structure of political power in later Vedic times.

One final, and critical, intrinsic problem of kingship remains. The new restricted control of political power entailed a heightened competition attending its transfer. The process of transferring high office is inherently a perilous one, but the antinomies involved in hereditary monarchical succession posed the constant threat of the sharpest possible intensification of the process: the divisive and usually violent dynastic struggle.

Better political sense if we do not accept at face value the narrative of the *Ayo-
dhyakanda*, which locates the kingdom of the Kaikayas in their Vedic homeland, the Punjab. It may be that, first, Rajagṛha-Girivraja (cf. *Ayo-
dhyakanda* 8.22 and note, and 62.14) is to be taken as referring to the Magadhan capital (mentioned at 1.31.5); the itineraries of 2.62 and 65, then, might be regarded as a set piece, archaic or archaizing, at all events imperfectly transmitted to the monumental poet (cf. notes on 62.9 and 65.1). Second, the Kaikayas may be identical with Haihayas (cf. Lüders 1940, p. 108 note 4; according to “Jain sources” cited by Kosambi 1952, pp. 188-89, the Haihayas seem to have had some relation to the ruling house of Magadha at the time of the Buddha: “Ajātaśatru’s grandfather, the Licchavi (Haihaya) Cedago ...”). In this light, the alliance of Daśaratha and Kaikyē would have a strategic geopolitical function, paralleled by the historical Kosala-Magadha alliance secured during the reign of Prasenajit (see Kosambi 1952, pp. 185, 189). Note also that earlier in the “history” of the Ikṣvaku dynasty, Sagara fought and defeated the Haihayas (*MBh* 3.104.7; cf. *Rām* 2.102.14).

10 Zimmer 1879, p. 165 on *RV* 7.104 is to be corrected according to Geldner’s translation.

11 As Vasiṣṭha shows in *sarga* 102. It is a matter of some labor to reconstruct the few Vedic genealogies available. See Zimmer 1879, p. 162; Rau 1957, p. 86 and notes 2 and 3. (The examples usually cited, such as Spellman 1964, pp. 53, 57, derive from the end of the Vedic period.)

12 The “law of primogeniture,” while an ideal repeatedly pointed to in the *Ayo-
dhyakanda* (cf. 8.12-16, for example) as in other epic narratives, was liable to con-
If, as most evidence leads us to believe, the genesis of Sanskrit epic literature is to be located in the period that witnessed these historical changes, then our interpretation of the Aṣṭādhyāyikā may acquire some new points of leverage. Just as we have begun to comprehend how much fiction enters into the writing of history, so we are beginning to understand how much reality comes to be represented in fiction. The Rāmāyana appears to derive much of its meaning from its intense engagement with the conditions of social and political existence. A work of fiction it no doubt is, but fiction that in both its genesis and its reference is historically constituted, that issues from and, in a complicated way, describes, interprets, and evaluates reality. From this perspective it is reasonable to see in the poem’s preoccupation with kingship responses to unfamiliar and serious political questions. But, though this is a major concern of the poem, it is not its exclusive concern. Such problems (particularly the “laws” of political succession) are finally subordinated to and made a pretext for the epic’s larger interests. On this higher level, attention is directed to broader patterns and expectations of behavior in the social hierarchy that are likewise constituted by historical conditions. Thus, although these patterns are elaborated on the basis of political problems, they are by no means restricted to that narrow focus of the narrative.

By its nature, epic seeks to embrace the totality of a society—as Hegel put it, both its “world-outlook” and its “concrete existence.”¹³ It is the most social, the most public of literary genres. We should

¹³ Hegel 1975, vol. 2, p. 1,044. He had the Rāmāyana specifically in mind; he speaks of the “national-bibles like the Rāmāyana, the Iliad and the Odyssey” (p. 1,087). (The Aesthetik consists of lectures prepared during the 1820s. Presumably Hegel got what knowledge he had of the Rāmāyana from A. W. von Schlegel and the fragmentary translations mentioned below, chapter 9 note 6. Contrary to the translator’s identification of the “English translator” [p. 344], Charles Wilkins never published, to our knowledge, a translation of the Rāmāyana.)
not lose sight of the broader concerns and larger audience of this poetry, even when, as in India, its selection of "concrete existence" has been conditioned by special factors. The most important of these factors in the case of the Sanskrit epic is that it was a literature composed by more or less professional poets for the politically dominant group, the kshatriyas.\textsuperscript{14} Although the Rāmdāyaṇa was also performed "on the streets and royal highways" of Ayodhyā (Uttarakāṇḍa 84.4), a popular function it has preserved to the present day, its primary and determinate audience, the one that authenticated and validated the work, was composed of kshatriyas; let us recall that Rāma, the hero of the poem, was also the original auditor (Bālakāṇḍa 4). It is natural that the issues addressed by the epic were those central to the lives of the kshatriyas who patronized it.

Thus, the genre itself and its primary social context restricted Vālmīki, like his predecessors and contemporaries, to a particular set of themes. But when we compare the Rāmdāyaṇa with other examples of epic literature, it seems evident that Vālmīki found the previous treatments deficient not only aesthetically but ethically, as well.

As the Mahābhārata (and Harivaṇśa) makes clear, the early epic tradition had acknowledged, if sometimes reluctantly, only one means for the resolution of political and dynastic conflict: armed combat. For Vālmīki violence becomes, quite literally, the strategy of the inhuman. Although the position of the monkey prince Sugrīva resembles Rāma's own in many ways (4.4.19), he forcibly seizes the throne of the monkeys when, with Rāma's aid, he kills his elder brother, Vālin, who has "abandoned the path of kings" (4.18.12) through "sexual" excess (4.18.18ff.).\textsuperscript{15} Here, in Kīśkindhā, force is explicitly promoted as the only correct means of dealing with infringements of righteousness (4.18.21), and Rāma resolves to employ force as soon as he learns of the circumstances of Sugrīva's

\textsuperscript{14} Oldenberg 1922, pp. 12-18, 96ff.

\textsuperscript{15} Given the fact that royal proprietorship of the land is so often in the text expressed through sexual metaphors (the king is "husband" of the earth, 2.1.28, for instance, and his death leaves the earth a widow, 2.45.12, 97.11), one wonders whether the "sexual" perversity of Rāma's foils, Vālin, Rāvana, and Daśaratha himself, is not in part to be read as proprietary rapacity, a correspondence the poet elsewhere implies (see 2.94.22 and note). Rāma's monogamy, contrasting sharply with the polygyny of the other kings, may continue and advance the correspondence. (On the possible symbolic resonances in the name "Śītā," cf. note on 110.30.)
exile (4.4.19). No attempt at peaceful reconciliation is made. In the sixth book, when the banished Vibhiṣaṇa, the younger brother of the demon-king Rāvaṇa, takes refuge with Rāma, it is not—or not primarily—an act of disinterested altruism.16 As Hanumān perceives (6.11.18)—and as Vibhiṣaṇa, in fact, later admits (6.40.18-19)—his defection is prompted in the first instance by his ambition to secure the kingship of the rākṣasas for himself. Rāma crowns him at once,17 and repeats the ceremony after he kills Rāvaṇa (100.9ff.), another king who has erred, again through "sexual" immoderation. In Lāṅkā, once more, the struggle for political power among brothers is settled by the sword.

These incidents establish instructive parallels with the events of the Ayodhya-kāṇḍa. Bharata, too, has the chance to displace his elder brother in dynastic succession, while Rāma himself is; dispossessed and driven from his country through a tyrant’s unrighteous conduct (resulting from "sexual" excess). But the naked violence and unscrupulous political opportunism we encounter in Kiśkindhā and Lāṅkā are rigorously excluded from the city of Ayodhya. For civilized society the poet inculcates, by positive precept and negative example, and with a sometimes numbing insistence, a powerful new code of conduct: hierarchically ordered, unqualified submission.

As we saw at the beginning of the poem, Vālmīki is shown to have developed a new form for his epic,18 the śloka meter—itself an emotional response to violence and unrighteousness (1.2.13)—as the formal prerequisite for the communication of his new criticism of social life. In the context of the epic tradition, the ethics he advocates would have been thought an equally pronounced innovation.

Everyone in the Ayodhya-kāṇḍa expects Bharata to mount a struggle for power: Daśaratha (sarga 4), Kausalyā (69), Guha (78), Bharadvāja (84-85), and, of course, Lāṅkā (90). This was the established pattern of behavior. “There is no brotherly love among

16 Note that in the MBh, Vibhiṣaṇa had gone into exile with Vaiśravana when the latter was driven from the kingship of Lāṅkā by his younger brother Rāvaṇa (3.259.36). Cg predictably tries to argue away Vibhiṣaṇa’s political ambitions: the rākṣasa wants only to serve Rāma, as Lāṅkā does (GPF 6.17.1, VSP vol. 3, p. 110).
17 Perhaps to ensure his continued support. No further mention is made of Vaiśravana, who, theoretically at least, is the rightful successor.
18 But see the remarks below regarding the truth of this claim, chapter 6.
heroes,” Rāvāṇa is told when urged to take up arms and drive his elder brother Vaiśravaṇa from the throne of Laṅkā (7.11.12). The Mahābhārata narrates in full the tragic consequences of this principle, which historical kings throughout the period—the young Aśoka, for example—tried to forestall by the summary execution of virtually all possible claimants, elder brothers among them. For Vālmīki such struggle must be averted at all costs. Bharata himself is the first to agree:

It has always been the custom of our House that the kingship passes to the eldest son.... Rāma, our elder brother, shall be the lord of earth. (73.7-8)

The kingship belongs to that wise prince.... How would a person like me dare seize it from him? How could a son born of Daśaratha usurp the kingship? The kingship, and I myself, belong to Rāma.... Righteous Kākutstha, the eldest son and the best.... must obtain the kingship just as Daśaratha did. The other course is an evil one, followed only by ignoble men, and leading to hell. Were I to take it I should become a blot on the House of the Ikṣvākus in the eyes of all the world. (76.10-13)

There is an ancient practice of righteousness.... established among us for all time. It is this: with the eldest brother living.... a younger may not become king. (95.2)

And the way to obviate this deadly antagonism is by the doctrine of unqualified submission of the younger to the elder brother:

The way of righteousness good people follow in the world is just this: submission to the will of one’s elders [here, elder brothers]. (35.6)

Analogously, Rāma is urged to seize the throne of Kosala. Laṅkāṣmaṇa (sargās 18 and 20; cf. Śatrughna’s words in 72.3-4) and Daśaratha himself (31.23) exhort him to do so, with the kinds of arguments that might have been adduced in the many actual instances of usurpation occurring in this epoch and afterwards—as in the case of Ajātaśatru (himself both a parricide and a victim of

19 “Followed only....,” a quarter verse appearing in the Bhagavadgītā (2.2c), where significantly it is used by Kṛṣṇa in reference to Arjuna’s “fear” of engaging in the war against his kinsmen for the kingship.
parricide), or, in the ruling house of Kosala itself, Viḍūḍubha. For Vālmīki, the forceful seizure of power and the bloodshed that, as the Harivamsa shows, it inevitably brings in its train, must likewise be prohibited. And again the means is unqualified submission, now to one’s father:

And righteousness is this . . . : submission to one’s mother and father. . . . My father keeps to the path of righteousness and truth, and I wish to act just as he instructs me. This is the eternal way of righteousness. (27.29-30)

The Mahābhārata is no doubt sensitive to the desperate dilemma of living made possible only through killing. But its interrogations are indecisive; it can conceive of no solution except the final one in heaven. Political violence is no less necessary for its impossibility. That the fratricidal doctrine is so often and positively enunciated and defended in the Mahābhārata suggests that for this and other epic stories, as for the historical kings of ancient India, the acquisition and retention of political power ultimately if tragically succeeded all other concerns. We shall later have an opportunity to appreciate how starkly the Rāmāyaṇa differs in this regard from the Mahābhārata when we juxtapose Rāma’s attitudes to those of Kṛṣṇa.20 Here it is enough to remark that Vālmīki altogether inverts the priorities both literature and history had valorized, asking incredulously,

How, after all, could a son kill his father, whatever the extremity, or a brother his brother, Saumitri, his very own breath of life? (91.6)

The question contains less rhetoric than admonition and instruction; and “just as you do not legislate against things nobody does,” as one recent writer puts it, “so also no one needs to teach what everybody knows.”21

Viewing the poem against such a literary and historical back-
ground, and keeping in mind its primary audience, we can appreciate more fully the significance and urgency of its contribution: the moral injunctions it seeks to place at the center of political life. The code of behavior Vālmiki prescribes in this context has a practical as well as an ethical dimension. If hereditary power could not be transferred smoothly, the consequences could be disastrous: the fragmentation of the state among rival claimants, or a dangerous interregnum entailing pressures for redistribution of power and liability to external attack. The Ayodhyākāṇḍa seeks to solve this dilemma (one that may, in fact, be insoluble) by prescribing a pattern of behavior consonant with the demands of political order. Whatever the rival claims among the heirs themselves or of a single heir against the king, submission to the hierarchy—younger to elder prince, eldest prince to king—is essential, for only in this way is it possible to arrest the tendency in hereditary kingship toward ruinous fragmentation.

In addition to this practical vocation, the ethics represents a new and hopeful humanism in the realm of political-behavior. Violence is brutality in the radical sense of the word, and belongs to the subhuman world of monkeys and demons; it is no longer to be regarded as a way of resolving social conflict. In this regard we may agree that the Rāmāyana constitutes the first literary attempt in India to “moralize” the exercise of political power.

Yet much of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa will remain unaccounted for if we restrict our analysis to this level of practical and ethical instruction designed for a kshatriya audience. Indeed, the larger audience of the epic might naturally be expected to extrapolate the narrative beyond the princely relationships and what is, after all, a remote struggle for dynastic control. The poem itself, however, urges us to penetrate the surface discourse to another set of references embedded in it. By both its explicit injunctions and the implications of its structure, the Ayodhyākāṇḍa invites and, in fact, has always been subject to wide social extension. “One must behave like Rāma” is the later proverbial formulation (one that was to receive encouragement from the kings of medieval India, who endowed pub-

---

23 Ruben 1975, p. 19. This humanism appears to have been a truly felt conviction of the poet, even beyond the strictly political sphere. Consider particularly his treatment of the forest-dwelling Niṣadas, whom the MBh regards as little more than animals. See the note on Ayodhyākāṇḍa 45.9.
lic recitations of the epic). For Rāma represents a comprehensive model of behavior, enacting in particular two roles that encompass communal life in its totality.

After Rāma’s banishment Kausalyā exclaims to Daśaratha:

If only Rāma could have lived at home, though it meant his begging in the city streets! You had the freedom to grant such a boon, which at the worst had made my son a slave. (38.4)

The verse directs our attention to an important aspect of Rāma’s status: his absolute heteronomy. The status of junior members of the Indian household was, historically, not very dissimilar to that of slaves (as was also the case in ancient Rome), both with respect to the father and, again, hierarchically among themselves. The image of Rāma’s bondage is enhanced by the fact that he is obliged to pay a debt that devolves upon him with the death of his father (104.6). More generally, like the slave, Rāma is “not his own master, he is subordinate to others and cannot go where he wishes,” as an early Buddhist text defines the condition of slavery.

On this level of signification, where Rāma’s position is one of unqualified subservience to the will of his master, the relations that had come to characterize the social formation in general can be understood. As Lākṣmana and Bharata submit to Rāma (“I am your

44 On the endowments made by the Pallavas, Colas, and Paṇḍyas for Rāmāyana recitation — see Raghavan 1956, p. 504, who goes on to remark on the unbroken tradition of exposition, which at present “constitutes one of the leading forms of popular religious instruction all over South India. . . . The epic that holds the people enthralled is the Rāmāyana . . . hardly a day passes without some expounder sitting in a temple, maṭha (centre of religious preaching), public hall, or house-front and expounding to hundreds and thousands the story of the dharma that Rāma upheld” (p. 505). For the proverbial formulation, see Sañcita 1.2 vytti. The didactic function of poetry is repeatedly stressed in the later rhetorical tradition, which, regards it as literature’s primary function. See, for example, Kāṇḍālaṅka 5.3; KāvyaPra 1.2 and 4vytti. Despite the view of one school that includes uttāsā within kavya and ascribes this didactic function to it, as well (Mahimabhaṭṭa, Bhoja; see Raghavan 1963, p. 694), we would argue that it is precisely utpadesa, “instruction,” that distinguishes “poetry” from narratives of things “as they were” (uttāsā); it idealizes, exemplifies, and creates paradigms.

45 See, for example, Bongert 1968, especially pp. 184-85. The definition cited is found in Dīghanikāya 2.72. The MBh repeatedly attests to the congruence in status of slave and son; for example: “There are three who control no wealth whatever: a wife, a slave, and a son” (1.7.22, 5.83.57, and elsewhere). Note too that the Paṇḍava princes are temporarily reduced to slavery (through gambling, that is to say, debt; cf. Bongert 1963, pp. 151, 160, and note 2).
servant," says Lakṣman to Rāma, 20.85; "I am your slave," says Bharata, 97.12), and as Rāma himself submits and suffers ("the king [my] master is exercising his authority over . . . me," 21.17), so all the orders of society are to recognize and observe the strict boundaries of hierarchical existence. This is not something the poet is content merely to suggest. It is explicitly enunciated; "as I myself have shown you," Rāma tells the people of Ayodhya, explaining the example he is setting, "you must obey your master's order" (40.9). Rāma's behavior is a paradigm to which all subordinates must conform. Where his status might seem to be different is in his apparent freedom to choose to obey. But this freedom is illusory, conjured by the poet only to dismiss it; it is precisely such freedom that Rāma himself denies: "It is not within my power to defy my father's bidding" (18.26); "I cannot disobey my father's injunction" (18.35). He acts, in fact, as if he had no choice, without deliberation, "without questioning my father's word" (16.37).26 His obedience as unreflective action holds as much interest for the poet as its justification—indeed more, for the latter is consistently minimized.

On another socially symbolic level, where Rāma's filial relationship with the king is brought into prominence, the relations obtaining in the political organization at large are grasped. According to the paternalistic formulation of the text, the people are the prajayā, the "children," of the king. The institutionalization of dependency and loyalty would appear to be a major precondition for the centralization of power;27 a basic problem, especially in the period of consolidation, is how to incorporate and manage the more traditional local allegiances. The mediating expression of a higher yet recognizable unity, the broadly integrating and richly allusive image of the state as family and the king as father would do this effectively—perhaps even more effectively than the ascription of divine status to the king (which, as we shall see in Book Three, likewise plays a significant role in the ideology of the poem). For the king comes to represent a superior kinship bond, drawing on and incorporating the symbolic power of those that had previously been dominant. The deeper resonances of "father" in the following verses would have been perceptible to any Indian audience "on the streets and highways of Ayodhya":

26 On the corroborative function of Rāma's fatalism, see chapter 5.
27 Cf. also Thapar 1961, p. 147.
There is no greater act of righteousness than this: obedience to one’s father and doing as he bids. (16.48)

It is this that is my duty on earth, and I cannot shirk it. Besides, no one who does his father’s bidding ever comes to grief. (18.31)

As long as Kākutstha lives, my father and lord of the world, he must be shown obedience, for that is the eternal way of righteousness. (21.10)

Both you and I must do as father bids. He is king, husband, foremost guru, lord, and master of us all. (21.13)

My father keeps to the path of righteousness and truth, and I wish to act just as he instructs me. That is the eternal way of righteousness. (27.30)

Thus the ideological dimension of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa comprises two principal components. Actual relations of subordination, on the one hand, and the identification of “state” and more localized political interests, on the other, can no longer be recognized as having a determinate and historical character; the one is now in every sense natural and inevitable; the other, an inextricable genetic bond. Social subordination and political domination now become “the eternal way of righteousness” and the ultimate horizon of possibility for human life. They thus acquire a heightened value, which in turn promotes their continuous reproduction.

It should come as no surprise to the reader of Spenser or Milton to find, as we do on our first level of signification, an extension of a private ethics into a public context, a grounding of political success on moral success, and an embodiment of these concerns, with self-conscious didactic purpose, in epic poetry. In Vālmiki, however, no screen of allegory or allusion is interposed between the literary text and the political “subtext.” The latter has a less ambiguous presence and is permitted a greater degree of transparency than most Western literature has prepared us to expect. Similarly and more importantly, on the second level, the actual formulations of the larger social and political reality and its fictional

---

29 It was left to the medieval commentators to rewrite the text according to an analogical code. Much of the material for the Ayodhyākāṇḍa is made available in the annotations below (see for example on 47.22).
representation—the literary and “general” ideological discourses—are more simply and directly related than we are accustomed to finding.\textsuperscript{30} They seem, in fact, to be fused into virtually total congruence, and they are enunciated with all the force and authority of a commandment of śāstra—precisely what the Rāmāyaṇa came later to be considered.

What, external evidence substantiates the claim that the Ayodhya-kāṇḍa incorporates such a “general ideological discourse”? Here we find ourselves in a more favorable position than that of students of many other oral epic traditions. The inscriptions of Aśoka (mid-third century B.C.) furnish an instructive historical analogue for the Rāmāyaṇa: The perspectives and attitudes, almost the very formulations that we find in the Ayodhya-kāṇḍa, were also those of the king who consolidated and ruled the first great Indian empire:

How might the people be made to advance in dharma? . . . This thought occurred to me: I shall have messages about dharma proclaimed.

It is the supreme duty of the king to instruct people in dharma.

[The people] must believe that the only true success is success through dharma.

This world and the other are impossible to secure without a deep love of dharma, extreme vigilance, extreme obedience, extreme fear, and extreme effort. But thanks to my giving instruction, attention to and love of dharma grow day by day and will continue to grow.

Whatever good deeds I have done the people have followed and will imitate. Thereby they have been made to progress and will be made to progress, in obedience to parents.

One’s parents must be obeyed, one’s gurus must be obeyed.

And this is dharma: . . . Obedience to one’s mother and father.

. . . that [the people] may learn that the king is to them like a father . . . that they are to the king like his children.

\textsuperscript{30} Cf. Eagleton 1976, especially pp. 44-63 and 81.
All men are my children.\textsuperscript{31}

Vālmīki’s chronological relationship with the Maurūyan king is problematical. But this should not conceal the essential and intriguing fact that so similar a discourse should come to be intimately shared. Whether it permits us to draw conclusions about the poem’s “genetic” history, or restricts us to its “effective” history, in either case this fact invites us all the more readily to situate the ideological dimension of the *Ayodhyākāṇḍa* in the world of actual social experience.

\textsuperscript{31} The nine citations are, respectively, from: Pillar Edict VI, Rock Edict IV, Rock Edict XIII, Pillar Edict I, Pillar Edict VIII, Minor Rock Edict II, Rock Edict XI, Separate Rock Edict II, Rock Edict I. For an informed analysis of Āsoka’s dharma see Thapar 1961, pp. 147-75, also Tambiah 1976, especially pp. 56 and 59. There is no question but that many of its elements are old (cf. *TaiU* I.11 and *Dīghanikāya* 3.188-89); what is important here is how these components, hitherto considered exclusively “sacred,” are introduced into the political context (contrast Tambiah 1976, pp. 49-50).
4. A Problem of Narrative
and Its Significance

When we speak of "Vālmiki," we are using the name as a convenient, shorthand way of referring to the composer of the monumental Rāmāyana, which we have before us in the critically edited text. But we should bear in mind that this text is only the middle point of a poem in progress: we know that it continued to be amplified even after Vālmiki fixed the essential contours of the work; similarly, the monumental poem was itself not the beginning of the tradition; but a major synthesis of antecedent elements.¹ We would not expect such a synthesis to be seamless, but rather to show traces of elaboration or re-working.

The Rāmāyana does contain such traces, which reveal themselves in the occasional discrepancies and inconsistencies of the narrative. We are surprised, for example, to find that the hero has such a superfluity of magical weapons—in fact, four different sets;² that now Sumitrā, now Kaikeyī, is the “middle mother” among the three (note on 18.22); that Sītā at one point is said to be wearing jewelry, then not wearing it, then again wearing it (34.17, 54.16, 82.13); that Rāma is shown to be crushed with grief at the news of his father’s death (95.8ff.), and then described as one who is never “affected by sorrow, however insufferable”(99.45; see note to 99.15 and, more generally, note to 28.12-13). But, like the constitution of the embassy to Achilles or the death and later reappearance of the warrior Pylaimenes in the Iliad, such lapses are really trivial. There are, however, more instructive remnants of a premonumental version of the Rāmāyana that do not appear to derive, like those, from poorly conflated traditions, imperfect transmission, the “inconsistency” of an oral text, or a faulty memory. Nor are they simple matters of formulaic amplification or thematic accretion. They may be seen, though with some caution, as revisions. They affect certain structural features of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa, and stand out as knots in the otherwise closely woven narrative of the book.

¹ See Volume 1, General Introduction.
² Given by Viśvāmitra (1.26), Varuṇa (2.28.12), Brahmā (2.39.11; see note there), and Agastya (3.11; this last will be used to slay Rāvaṇa, cf. Yuddhakāṇḍa 106).
By analyzing some of these remnants, we can try both to clarify a troublesome obscurity in the story and, in a more speculative way, to suggest how the narrative could have been adjusted by the monumental poet to serve his larger objectives.

Bharata's claim to the throne of Kosala, as the early chapters of our *Ayodhyākāṇḍa* present it, has an unsteady foundation. His mother Kaikeyī, we are told, once received two boons—the fulfillment of two wishes—from Daśaratha in gratitude for her somehow having saved him at a battle "when the gods and asuras were at war" (9.9-13). On the eve of Rāma's consecration as prince regent she claims her boons, demanding with one that her own son be made king, and with the other that Rāma be exiled (sarga 10).

There is no question that the theme of the two boons belongs to the monumental poem of "Vālmīki." The textual evidence for 9.9ff. is sufficient to guarantee its authenticity. Yet, on the face of it, the story Mantharā tells Kaikeyī has an unusually contrived appearance:

'When the gods and asuras were at war, your husband went with the royal seers to lend assistance to the king of the gods, and he took you along. . . . In the great battle that followed, King Daśaratha was struck unconscious, and you, my lady, conveyed him out of battle. But there, too, your husband was wounded by weapons, and once again you saved him, my lovely. And so in his gratitude he granted you two boons. (9.9-13)

The presence of a queen at a battle is extraordinary and virtually unparalleled in Sanskrit literature. The later manuscript tradition of the *Ayodhyākāṇḍa* evidently felt further explanation to be in order. It attempts to supply this by attributing some "magical knowledge" to Kaikeyī (see notes to 9.27 and 10.25), though that hardly suffices. Later adaptations of the *Rāmāyaṇa* are similarly troubled, but can do no more than replace the story with one still more improbable: Kaikeyī's service was to have held together the broken axle of Daśaratha's chariot. All of this points to the adventitious, secondary character of the incident. It is like a makeshift part with no integral position in the structure of the story, which the tradition felt free or obliged to tinker with until it could be made to work.

---

5 First in *BrahmP* 123.24ff. (cf. also *AdhyāRā* 2.2.63ff.). Here note also that Daśaratha rewards Kaikeyī with three boons, none of which she is ever said to use.
A close reading of sargas 9-10 reinforces this impression and strongly suggests that originally the two boons played no part in the scene. Kaikeyi has oddly forgotten about the boons, and even when reminded (9.14) she does not simply claim them as her due. Instead she is told, "recognize the power of your beauty" (9.19), and "when the great king Rāghava ... offers you a boon, then you must ask him for this one, first making sure he swears to it" (9.22). In sarga 10, Daśaratha tries to mollify his angry wife: "I will do what will make you happy, I swear to you" (10.19), to which Kaikeyi directly replies, "Let the ... gods ... hear how you in due order swear an oath and grant me a boon. This mighty king ... in full awareness grants me a boon—let the deities give ear to this for me" (10.21, 24). The queen thus "ensnared" the king, "who in his mad passion had granted her a boon" (10.25). With a quite casual indifference to the logic of the narrative, the text here continues, "I will now claim the two boons you once granted me" (10.26). Vālmīki clearly wanted to preserve the scene that originally, one would infer, must have shown Kaikeyi trick Daśaratha into offering, now for the first time, a single boon, to be used to exile Rāma.4 For the poet can thus impugn her claim to the kingship for her son, transforming it into a deception when in truth it had been nothing of the sort.

Early in the Ayodhyākāṇḍa we are shown how Daśaratha fears the presence of Bharata and insists on holding the royal consecration while the prince is absent from the city (4.25-27). His motive is not merely to avoid the dispute which, given the problematic character of succession, a younger brother might be expected to raise. As Daśaratha knew, Bharata had a legitimate title to the throne, for near the end of the book we learn how the aged king, in order to gain the hand of the beautiful princess of Kekaya, had agreed to pay the highest brideprice. This was the rājyaśulka, a promise to the woman's male kin that her son shall succeed to the throne—a

4 Since Rāma could not very well be killed outright, the purpose of this boon is to allow Bharata time to "sink deep roots" in the kingdom (9.25). In 6.114.5 only one boon is mentioned, used to banish Rāma (as also in 2.99.4, though here still, artificially, it is tied in with the Timidhvaja war). For the problems this poses the scribes and commentators, consult the critical apparatus. See also 5.45.7 and note. The MBh also knows only one boon (3.261.21ff.). The original scene would thus have been isomorphic, as was probably the design, with the Viśvāmitra incident in the Bālakāṇḍa: there, with similar rashness, Daśaratha offers the seer a boon, which likewise results in Rāma's departure to the forest (1.17.34-38; 18.3).
decision of major political significance. "Long ago, dear brother," Rāma explains to Bharata, "when our father was about to marry your mother, he made a brideprice pledge to your grandfather—the ultimate price, the kingship" (99.3). In the premonumental version, the armature of which is still visible here, it would have been on the basis of this pledge that Kaikeyī raised the legitimate demand that her son be crowned. This inference is corroborated by testimony from outside the Rāmāyaṇa tradition, namely, in the work of the first-century Buddhist poet, Aśvaghoṣa.5

Why, we must now ask, did Vālmiki revise the story, introducing the two boons and attempting to minimize, if not eliminate altogether, the rājyaśāṅka, at some cost in narrative coherence? Several answers suggest themselves.

First, the revision enables the poet to preserve the honesty and integrity of Daśaratha. The king is no longer endeavoring to repudiate his marriage pledge by a calculated and opportunistic political maneuver. On the contrary, he is now keeping his word to fulfill two promises given as a noble gesture of gratitude, however deceitfully and cruelly the terms of both of them were formulated by Kaikeyī. This would then be yet another in a series of attempts at idealizing the story that we find in the Rāmāyaṇa tradition. Just as, for instance, the later tradition will exculpate Kaikeyī by turning her slave Mantharā into an agent of the gods and making a divine virtue of her vicious ambition; just as it will maintain the chastity of Śtā by having Rāvana abduct not the real princess but a magically enlivened simulacrum of her,6 so already in the monumental version Daśaratha is to a large extent freed from guilt. He is transformed from an object of reproach into one worthy if not of admiration at least of commiseration.

---

5 In a verse describing the origins of the Śākyas, the tribe of the Buddha, Aśvaghoṣa writes as follows of their ancestors, the Ikṣvākus: "They did not try to seize the royal office that had come [to their half-brother] as the brideprice of their mother. No, instead they guarded their father's truth [that is, ensured that his word would be made good] and so retired to the wilderness" (Saund 1.21). Aśvaghoṣa knew the Rāmāyaṇa, the Ayodhyākanda in particular, with great intimacy and adapted it in his work repeatedly (see, for example, note on 251.4). Here we would submit that he is alluding to the incident of Daśaratha's brideprice agreement, in the awareness of a tradition in which it played a more conspicuous role.

6 Mantharā as emissary of the gods already in the MBh 3.260.9-10; the simulacrum of Stā first, it seems, in KuṁRAP 2.33.112-41 (see note on Aranyakanda 43.34), and cf. Adhyātā 3.7. In the Bālarāmāyaṇa, a drama of the late ninth-century poet Rā-
from the political and ethical point of view is suggested in the
Ayodhyākānda itself:

Subjects will behave just like their king. The actions of a king
must always be truthful and benevolent. The kingdom will
thereby be true, the world firmly established on truth. (101.9-
10)

And more pointedly by a verse in the Mahābhārata:

A king must be an example to his people. If he lie let him be
destroyed. In whatever the plight he finds himself, a king must
never deceive. (1.77.18)

Second, a considerable intensification in the dramatic action has
been achieved by the alteration. Like Shakespeare in adapting his
sources for, say, Macbeth or Othello, Vālmīki may have chosen for
aesthetic reasons to redirect the emphasis of his plot, diminishing
such external factors as had hitherto been prominent (the marriage
agreement) while magnifying the more personal motivation of the
hero. How different the book would have been, to paraphrase the
words of the Shakespearean critic, had the poet dwelt more on the
reasons for Rāma's going into exile than on the reasons for his not
going.?

Another explanation, similar to but more consequential than the
last, is that, by amalgamating into a single act of Kaikeyi's perversity
Rāma's dethronement and exile, the revision allows the poet to
reinforce the principal didactic thrust of the book. For Rāma no
longer abdicates the kingship and submits to his elders merely in
recognition of the just claims of a contractual agreement (as in the
version alluded to by Āśvaghoṣa, and like Bhīṣma in the Mahābhā-
rata, whose father had made the identical pledge), nor does a deus
ex machina demand compliance by asserting the validity of the agree-
ment (as in the not dissimilar circumstances of the Śakuntalā story).
He submits, instead, in the face of what is presented as a grave
injustice—the unfounded, capricious, and selfish demand, indeed
the deception (as Rāma sees, 21.8) of a junior wife. He submits in

---

jaśekhara, we are told that Śūrpanākhā took the form of Kaikeyi, and another rakṣasa
that of Daśaratha, and they were the ones who banished Rāma to the forest (thus,
as the poet explicitly says, Daśaratha is totally exculpated; cf. Raghavan 1968, pp.
882, 792).

* See Stoll 1961.
the face of repeated protestations of its injustice by all his loved ones, including his father and spiritual preceptor. The moral code exemplified in Bharata's self-abnegation before his elder brother, an innovation in political ethics already present, presumably, from the beginning of the Rāma legend, is effectively recapitulated by the hero's obedience to the word of his parents, regardless of the mendacity, unjustness, and avarice underlying it.

One wonders, then, why the later passage about the marriage pledge was retained, despite the serious inconsistency it presses upon our attention. Is it a simple question of the natural conservatism of oral poetry, or a function of its "inconsistency"? I think not. A closer scrutiny here discovers a basic and unresolvable problem in the argument of the poem. Later in the book Rāma must know of and reveal the agreement in order to justify his obdurate refusal to acquiesce in the pleas of his brother, his spiritual preceptor, and his people, and to fortify a position that appears increasingly untenable—for the argument is finally and forcefully made that what Daśaratha did was mad, "done in delusion"; it was "sinful, contrary to all that is right and good," he did it "just to please a woman," and thus Rāma is urged to save his father "from sin," 98.50-55, 66). Yet, he cannot have known of the pledge if he is to have a tenable position at all: had he been aware of it in the early chapters of the book, he would then have been directly implicated in precisely the fraud he is so determined to avoid.8 In much the same way, Rāma will later repeatedly justify his behavior by asserting that he must "obey his father's order." But nowhere in the book does Daśaratha issue any such order, nor even explicitly grant Kaśyapa's demands. At every crucial juncture where he might do so, he faints or remains speechless; at times we see the poet struggling to eliminate any suggestion of Daśaratha's involvement.9

* The commentators are baffled by the revelation in 99.3, and try to dismiss its relevance by claiming that Daśaratha's promise was not binding (see 99.3, 5, 6 and notes). If that were so the story's own terms, Rāma would obviously not adduce the promise as an argument to support his position. For a more traditional interpretation of several of the problems raised here, see Ramaswami-Sastri 1944, pp. 78-82.

* For Rāma's obeying his father's express order, see 97.21; 98.38 and 69; 99.7; 101.16 and 24; 103.21. In 16.32 he in fact asks, "But there is still one thing troubling my mind and eating away at my heart, that the king does not tell me himself that Bharata is to be consecrated," but his question is never straightforwardly answered
We may have some reason to conclude that what Vālmīki found essential to underscore later in the story (the brideprice, the order) he found equally essential to bracket provisionally in the earlier portion. A direct royal order for banishment, which is a judicial punishment exacted only for the gravest offenses (cf. 66.37-38), would unavoidably have called into question the righteousness of the king and so the ultimate basis of his authority—a question now only rhetorically put, when not altogether suppressed. The same holds true, as we saw, if the brideprice had earlier been accorded the prominence it merits in the narrative. We are left to infer that these loose ends had to remain loose if the foundation of Rāma's obedience was to be secure. It is, once again, the necessity of obedience that the poem desires to emphasize, rather than the quality of the authority demanding it.

It may still be objected that this interpretation of the dramatic and didactic reasons behind the revision of the boon-motif shows an insensitivity to certain tensions and nuances within the poem. Doesn't Vālmīki himself actually demur before his hero's sacrifice? Indeed, the price of that sacrifice is deliberately shown to be high—maybe, by that very fact, too high for us to believe it to have been justified in the eyes of the poet. What are its consequences? Rāma's mother is left in a state of abject misery. His young wife and brother are to be exposed to the harshest trials. The city, whose protection should be Rāma's chief concern, is left without a king, as he would have anticipated, knowing that Bharata would never acquiesce in the fraud. The people are overpowered by their grief and desert Ayodhyya en masse to live out the period of his exile in the village of Nandigrāma. Last, and crucially, it is in part his very compliance that kills the man whose word he set out to make good. What results from Rāma's submission is despair, sorrow, and death. Can it be claimed that the poet means to endorse this, and not suggest by the crescendo of misery the need for reason to temper an obedience that might, in the end, destroy its own object?

These are considerable tensions, more easily exposed than resolved, which raise some delicate problems of the historical relativity

(16.41), nor is it ever posed again. The order is simply taken for granted. Furthermore, in 18.15 Kausalya calls it Kaikeyi's order, and when not ignoring her argument (18.26-31), Rāma fails to explain clearly how Daśaratha is involved (18.35). See also chapter 9 note 9 below.
of cultural meaning. They may exist for us, but have we sufficient reason to believe they existed for the poet and his audience? The suffering brought about by the hero’s sacrifice may be meant precisely to enhance its grandeur, not call it into question. Friction, severe friction, is necessary if heroic resolution is to keep its radiance and not fade into a common dullness. Rāma is aware of the suffering (47.19ff., for example, or 95.13), but he is never swayed from his purpose. He knows the price and is willing to pay it; the more he must pay the more precious the act becomes. And who is to gauge, for a work like an ancient Indian epic, the degree of suffering beyond which the value of a heroic act begins to depreciate? Finally, and most important, we must bear in mind that there was thought to exist no integral or causal relation between the sacrifice and the suffering. As the poem itself so often stresses, to have suffered was ineluctable.
5. The Philosophy

Obedience and the suppression of the individual will are not self-validating moral imperatives. On the contrary, the individual resists his abnegation; and empirical arguments to justify his sacrifice will necessarily fall short. The surest philosophical foundation would be provided by some transcendent authority that obviates the possibility of verification: a metaphysical category, a nontestable axiom. One function of the profound fatalism in the Ayodhyakanda, it would seem, is to supply this authority.

It has long been recognized that fate plays a central role in much epic poetry, but considerable variation in the role can be discerned among the different traditions.\(^1\) Achilles may be doomed to choose between a short life of heroic glory and a long but obscure existence; nevertheless, the choice is his and he knows it. The characters of the Rama\(\text{yana}\) believe themselves to be denied all freedom of choice; what happens to them may be the result of “their” own doing, but they do not understand how this is so and consequently can exercise no control. This essential difference implies another, equally weighty. Since the Greek hero in large measure makes and is aware of making his own fate, fate carries with it a substantial element of justice.\(^2\) The fate of Rama and the others is prepared for them, at some plane beyond their intervention or even comprehension. “Justice” never enters the picture in any demonstrable or even cognizable way. Further, since in the archaic Greek world fate has both a cosmic dimension and an aspect of justice, the gods can guarantee the whole process as guardians of a just and moral order. Significantly, the gods play no role whatever in the Ayodhyakanda. There is a mechanical quality to the course of human affairs, regulated only by some “dark, dumb force that turns the handle of this world.” (The component of theodicy would, however, be affixed to the story at this point by the later Rama\(\text{yana}\) tradition and elaborated in the medieval scholastic allegories.)

In the Ayodhyakanda man is prohibited from making his destiny,

\(^1\) An early meditation on the question is to be found in Hegel (1975, Vol. II, pp 1,070 ff.).
\(^2\) Dietrich 1965, pp. 283, 333, etc. On the “justice” of fate, see, for example, p. 327
and cannot truly comprehend the cause of his suffering. His predicament results from and is perpetuated by something entirely beyond his control. Fate—daiva, “what comes from the gods”; kāla, “time”; adṛśta, “the unforeseeable”; kṛtānta, “doom” or “destiny”—is something one cannot understand and against which one cannot struggle:

It is nothing but destiny, Saumitri, that we must see at work in my exile. . . . For why should Kaikeyī be so determined to harm me; were this intention of hers not fated and ordained by destiny? (19.13-14)

What cannot be explained must surely be fate, which clearly no creature can resist; for how complete the reversal that has befallen her and me. What man has the power to contest his fate, Saumitri, when one cannot perceive it at all except from its effect? Happiness and sadness, fear and anger, gain and loss, birth and death—all things such as these must surely be the effect of fate. (19.18-20)

No one acts of his own free will; man is not independent. This way and that he is pulled along by fate. (98.15)³

Rāma has no choice, as we saw; no one does. Choice is replaced by chance, and action is nothing more than reaction.

If the possibility of verification is obviated, the need for it cannot be denied. The doubts and hesitations in the face of so paralyzing an axiom are not suppressed; Laksmana throughout much of the epic and the minister Jābali in sarga 100 of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa are permitted to express them. They urge the antithetical position: reliance on puṇḍara, “human effort,” “free will”⁴:

For it is only the weak and cowardly who submit to fate; heroic men, strong of heart, do not humble themselves before fate. A man able to counter fate with manly effort does not give up for all that fate may frustrate his purposes. (20.11-12)

³ Compare also Bālakāṇḍa 58.21-23 and Avamkāṇḍa 62.11.
⁴ As the commentators are at pains to point out, this, significantly, is the Lokāyata or materialist posture. See, for example, Cg on 18.86, as well as 61.22 and 94.32-33.
But these characters are only foils, supplying a pretext for Rāma to advance his uncompromising position. His own convictions are never affected.⁶

Besides generally underpinning the action of the story, this fatalism takes on, in the recurrent appeal to karma, a more specific shape. Though the word karma seems not to be used in so technical a sense in the Rāmāyana,⁶ the belief is clearly present that there exists a latent and unfailing mechanism of retributive justice for transgressions committed in the past, usually in a former life.⁷ No other explanation is ever available to the characters in the midst of their suffering. Without this, their suffering must remain inexplicable:

It must be, I guess, that in the past I injured many living things or made many childless; that must be why such a thing has happened to me. (Daśaratha, 34.4)

I guess, my mighty husband, yes, it must no doubt be that once upon a time, when calves were thirsting to drink, I ruthlessly hacked off the udders of the cows, their mothers. And so now . . . I who love my child so have been made childless by Kaikeyi. (Kausalyā, 38.16-17)

It must be that in some past life women were separated from their sons by my mother’s doing, Saumitri, and so this has happened to her. (Rāma, 47.19)

The cause of sorrow is hidden in a vast obscurity that effectively renders hopeless any attempt to remedy it—or to have prevented

⁶ The controversy over fate and free will is not restricted to the Rāmāyana, and it is often the antagonist (Duryodhana, for example, or Kaṃsa) who articulates the free-will position. There is one intriguing exception to this in the Rāmāyana, near the end of the poem. In 6.103.4-5 Rāma does claim (despite such earlier statements as 6.39.28) that he, a human being, has overcome the adversity of fate through human effort. But by this point in the narrative we are too aware of the divine plan underlying the theft of Sītā and Rāvaṇa’s death to fail to hear a certain irony in the words the poet places in Rāma’s mouth.
⁷ See note at 62.16 in the Aranyakaūpikā.
⁸ "Normally the good or evil deed a person does bears its fruit in some other world or in some other life. Because [Daśaratha’s] deed was so heinous it bore its fruit in this very world" (Cg on 57.8). On the logical problems involved in the coexistence of the doctrines of fate and karma see Hopkins 1906.
it. Only once is the connection ever perceived (by Daśaratha, sargas 57-58) between a specific deed and its grievous consequences, which might serve to clarify the mechanism, to explain or justify suffering. But as we shall see, Daśaratha’s deed was accidental; the inscrutability of retribution is only intensified.
6. Aesthetic and Literary-Historical Considerations

Although the Rāmāyaṇa, in the form we have it, must represent the culmination of a long bardic tradition of heroic song, the poem is more easily considered as the first chapter in a new volume of Indian literary history than as the last of an old one. As the Ayodhyākāṇḍa well illustrates, little in antecedent literature can be brought to bear to situate the Rāmāyaṇa in a literary-historical continuum, and even less that prefigures its formal character.

The Ayodhyākāṇḍa does not in any consistent way presuppose the earlier sacred literary tradition. Though many stray allusions can be found (at one point a yajurmantra is quoted, at another a well-knownṛkloka),1 these are by and large oblique and sparse. One intriguing, if minor, exception is the poet's use of the Taittirīya corpus.2 The Taittirīya Saṃhitā is virtually cited once (85.42), and it is probable that the Brāhmaṇa and later texts of the school are alluded to in at least four other places, which lends credence to the tradition associating Vālmiki with this branch of Vedic learning.3

With respect to the lawbooks, the situation is similar. Although parallels with many extant dharmaśāstras are not uncommon, no particular one appears to inform the Ayodhyākāṇḍa; the Manusmṛti tradition seems, however, to have particular affinities with it.4

I do not think it can be questioned that the monumental poet adopted certain motifs from folk literature as we find it represented in the Buddhist jātakas. The Sāma Jātaka (#540), for example, is closely related to sargas 57-58 and represents, as I shall argue, the prototype for that apparently rather late stratum of the text. Sim-

1 We have been unable to trace the mantra (see 26.16 and note). For the ṛkloka citation, see 68.14 and note.
2 Contrast the note on Bālakāṇḍa 18.23, where it seems that the poet of the episode was most familiar with the Aśvamedha sacrifice known to the Vājas.
3 See note on 29.13 for the possible allusions, and Taittirīya Pratīkāhyā 5.36, 9.4, for Vālmiki's affiliation with this sākhā.
4 For the eclectic use of the dharma tradition, see 69.14ff. and notes; for the Manusmṛti, see the notes on, for example, 2.22; 25.7; 69.22; 94.44 and 51; 99.12; 101.8 and 26; 103.9; 109.24.
ilarly, the tradition of Rāmapondita, “The Wise Rāma,” which is preserved in the gāthās of the Dasaratha Jātaka (#461), seems to have been adapted in Ayodhyākāṇḍa 98.15ff., where it is tacked onto the narrative.5 By contrast, several jātakas presuppose the Rāma legend in broad outline, and perhaps even the Vālmiki Rāmāyaṇa itself.6 The Jayadīsa Jātaka (#513) is a case in point. One gāthā found in it refers explicitly to the events—minor events after all—narrated in sarga 22 of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa:

As Rāma’s mother made her prayers for him when he was about to leave for Daṇḍaka wilderness, so I make my prayers for you...7

The vast body of early Indian legend and myth is only occasionally narrated or adumbrated, and then only in two contexts.8 One is the rhetorical figure, where mythical allusions are quite common, but serve only to elevate the tenor of the figure—by supplying a point of paradigmatic and nonspecific reference.9 The second is the appeal to mytho-historical precedent, as when Kaiveyī cītes the stories of King Śibi and others to show that Daśaratha must keep his promise, whatever the cost (sarga 12). Several of the stories contain archaic features, testifying to an origin antedating the rise of Vaiṣṇava syncretism.10 There are also a few rather obscure tales that, as Vālmiki’s passing references imply, must have been well known. But they remain obscure, for there are apparently no surviving versions elsewhere in Indian literature.11

The complicated issue of the relationship between the Rāmāyaṇa and the Mahābhārata, sketched in the General Introduction (in Volume I), will not be simplified by a detailed analysis of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa. The evidence of the present book obliges us to regard

5 See 98,15ff. and notes for the parallel verses and discussion.
6 Vessantara Jātaka, #547, and sāra. See Jātakas with Commentary, vol. 6, p. 557.29-30. For a discussion of the date of the gāthās here see Cone and Gombrich 1977, p. xxix (possibly pre-Buddhist).
7 Jātakas with Commentary, vol. 5, p. 29.1.
8 For example, the stories of Alarka, Śibi, 12.4-5; Kaṇḍu, Rāma Jāmadagnya, 18.27ff.; Sāvitrī, 27.6; Surabhi, 68.15ff.; Anaṣṭāya, 109.9-12.
9 See note on 2.29.
10 Indra (not Viṣṇu) and Bali, 12.8; the boar incarnation of Brahmā (not Viṣṇu), 102.3. See notes there.
11 See, for example, 18.20 and 24 with notes.
the two epics as more or less co-extensive and to a high degree interactive traditions. We have already seen that the intractable problem of dynastic power lies at the heart of both. But there is a deeper structural affinity between them, and it emerges nowhere more dramatically than in their second books.

The *Ayodhyākāṇḍa* and the *Sabhāparvan* follow an almost identical narrative pattern; their congruence is astonishing and quite involved. Both constitute the true commencement of their respective stories. All the action that follows depends directly on what happens here, just as everything that precedes serves no other function than to prepare this site. The problem of royal power is brought abruptly into sharp focus. Yudhīśṭhira’s claim to sovereignty, though ostensibly vaster than Rāma’s, rests on a similar legitimacy of primogeniturial succession, and is asserted, as in the case of Rāma, by the decision to perform the royal consecration. This decision is likewise a provocation that evokes immediate and open opposition in the party of a rival claimant (a “brother”). It is the rival’s maternal kin that promotes the opposition, and the means resorted to is comparable: the deception on the part of Bharata’s mother finds its parallel in the trickery (at dicing) of Duryodhana’s maternal uncle Śakuni. Like Kaikeyī, Śakuni aims at securing a long exile for his opponent so that in the interval Duryodhana can “sink deep roots” in the kingdom (*MBh* 2.66.22; cf. *Rām* 2.9.25). As in the *Ayodhyākāṇḍa*, the only voice of authority able to check the course of the tragic events, that of the aged king, is silenced by a weakness born of reckless affection (Dhṛtarāṣṭra’s for his son Duryodhana parallels Daśaratha’s for Kaikeyī; both kings, incidentally, justify themselves on the grounds of fatalism, *MBh* 2.45.57, 51.15, etc.; cf. *Rām* 2.34.4, 53.17). Like Rāma, Yudhīśṭhira acts out of obedience to his “father’s” order (*MBh* 2.52.15, 18); like Lākṣmana, the prince’s brothers exhort him to armed resistance (*MBh* 3.28-34), only to receive a response similar to Rāma’s: Yudhīśṭhira gave his word (at the time of the dicing, *MBh* 2.35.11, 14, 21); and so on.14

---

12 Some of the relevant narrative spills over into the third book, the *Vanapravam.*
13 For dramatic reasons this legitimacy is deliberately complicated in Book One but clearly untangled in Book Five (see, for example, *adhyāya* 147, especially verses 29f.).
14 The public enactment of the drama unfolds in virtually identical ways. The justice
Although this isomorphism is remarkable and merits more detailed exploration, the disagreements are equally significant and instructive. A difference of vision, first, seems to be inscribed in the very names of the books, as it is in the texts throughout. There is a keen awareness of the broad social impact of political behavior, and consequently an exemplary figuration to it, in the “City of Ayodhyā,” which is missing in the story of the idiosyncratic, at times erratic, conduct of the leaders who sit in closed session in the “Assembly Hāll.” Like Rāma, Yudhiṣṭhira is a victim of treachery and deceit, but he is in large measure also a victim of his own moral vacillation, lack of judgment, and ambition—characteristics that adhere to him throughout the poem, and that he himself recognizes. He feverishly gambles for the crown that Rāma abandons with indifference; to put it another way, he confronts (and will be ruined by) the insoluble dilemma of the political problem transcended and so annulled by Rāma.

Bharata’s temperamental distance from any participation in the political struggle finds an objective correlative in his removal from Ayodhyā to the land of the Kekayas. Duryodhana, by contrast, remains present all the while; his “humiliation” at the hands of the Pāṇḍavas (MBh 2.43) is the correlative of his clear recognition of, and sharp emotional response to their political challenge. Bharata’s horror at learning of his mother’s intrigues and his frantic attempt to conciliate and reinstate his brother stand in irreducible oppo-

---

of the hero’s dispossession, for example, is called into question (MBh 2.60-64; cf. Rām 2.52), but the controversy ends in similar indecision. The prince in the end must strip and don the clothing of a beggar. His wife suffers the humiliation of public exposure (MBh 2.62.4ff.; cf. Rām 2.30.8ff.); in sorrow she takes leave of her mother-in-law and receives the latter’s tearful parting advice (MBh 2.71.25ff.; cf. Rām 2.36.9ff.). The hero departs amid dire portents (MBh 2.71.25ff.; cf. Rām 2.36.9ff.). The people condemn the king for his weakness (MBh 2.61.50; cf. Rām 2.33.13) and denounce the victor, the prospect of whose coming rule terrifies them (MBh 3.1.12; cf. Rām 2.42.17ff., especially 21). They long to desert the city and follow the prince into banishment, but he urges them to return (MBh 3.1.16ff.; cf. Rām 2.40).

---

15 These traits, of which Yudhiṣṭhira shows a clear understanding in 2.35.1ff., and which come into particularly distinct prominence in the fifth book, are difficult to dismiss on the basis of the role of dicing in the ṛggaśāya ceremony as presented in the Brāhmaṇas (see van Buitenen 1975, pp. 3ff., especially pp. 27-30). The ritual explanation accounts only for the least interesting and least meaningful features of the narrative.
osition to Duryodhana's collusion at every step of the plot and his final exultation.

Finally, although the injustice surrounding the hero's exile is similar in the two books, in the Mahābhārata it is no pretext for brotherly submission. On the contrary, injustice is magnified into atrocity, which can only be cleansed in the blood of kinsmen. The symbolic focus of fratricidal conflict is the heroes' wife, Draupadi. The sexual outrages Duryodhana and the others commit against her in the Sabhāparvan call forth vengeful threats on the part of the Pāṇḍavas, and it is toward the fulfillment of these threats in the extermination of their "brothers" that all the remaining action of the poem inexorably moves. In the Rāmāyaṇa, Sītā functions as a comparable symbolic focal point, but its location is shifted. A sexual outrage is similarly perpetrated (Rāvana's rape), but this will occur outside the assembly hall; it is, so to speak, strategically isolated in the forest, whereby its political charge is defused.¹⁶

The structural congruence of the two books thus seems to point to a more fundamental relationship between the epics than generic affiliation. Equally interesting, however, are their divergences. Their basic uniformity only illuminates the more distinctly the ways in which the Ayodhyākāṇḍa has sought to reformulate the terms of their common problem. This image of formative interaction remains if we examine the two poems on a more superficial level.

It is true that the Ayodhyākāṇḍa, like the rest of the poem, betrays no knowledge of the main narrative of the Mahābhārata, but it is reticent about much other early literature, as well. The Rāmāyaṇa has a single-minded purpose, with none of the encyclopedic interests of the Mahābhārata in its final form. Nor was it ever subjected to a literate, comprehensive redaction of the sort the Mahābhārata underwent. The Rāmāyaṇa has no interest in, and actually appears hostile to, placing itself in history, as reference to the Mahābhārata—history for the Indian audience—would place it. It exploits only those features of the Mahābhārata narrative that can furnish a mythic paradigm: the story of Yayāti, for example (which the Rāmāyaṇa knows in detail and whose earliest known source is probably

¹⁶ For a discussion, see the introduction to the Rāmāyaṇa, Volume III. If it is anything more than rhetoric, Rāma's willingness to surrender his wife Sītā to his brother Bharata (16.83-84, for example) would only reinforce the contrast between the two narratives.
the Mahābhārata). Its silence about the Mahābhārata may come not from ignorance but from wilful disregard. As if it were attempting to supersede the second epic, the Rāmāyaṇa incorporates the great personages of the lunar dynasty into Rāma’s solar lineage: Bharata, Nahuṣa, Yayaṭi, and perhaps even Janamejaya.

By contrast, those specific themes that the Ayodhyākāṇḍa shares with the Mahābhārata by and large fit more appositely in Vālmiki’s poem—if we are prepared to ascribe any cogency to the idea of narrative propriety. A good example is furnished by the kaccitparvan, sarga 94, where Rāma interrogates Bharata about his administration of the kingship. Many scholars, including the editor of this volume, Vaidya, have asserted the priority of the Mahābhārata version (2.5). However, the scene plays a vital narrative function in the Ayodhyākāṇḍa. It serves in part to testify to Rāma’s profound knowledge of righteousness and statecraft, and so to make his refusal to assume the kingship all the more poignant—and unarguable. No such integrating purpose can be discerned for Mahābhārata 2.5, where a divine sage puts the questions to a prince who, in fact, is not yet fully a sovereign. But, on the other hand, the very aptness of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa’s handling of the motif might lead one to conclude that it adapted and enlivened a stale, extraneous didactic catalogue with the careful attention to narrative functionality that is one of Vālmiki’s talents.

Problems like this, coupled with the numerous features of the folk tradition of storytelling in the Rāmāyaṇa, suggest that the question of priority with respect to preliterate epic or popular texts is in general misleading. The oral traditions of all the various genres and particular works must have been continuously interactive and

17 Ayodhyākāṇḍa 5.9, 11.1, 71.10, etc.; Aranyakāṇḍa 62.7; MBh 1.70ff. The vulgate of the Uttarākāṇḍa (GPP 7.58-59) relates the story, which seems to be a late addition, in a modified form.
18 Cf. 2.102.13, 27; 1.69.30, 2.58.36 and note.
19 Vaidya 1962, p. 702; cf. also more recently Kane 1966, pp. 51ff.
20 See, for example, the note on 69.14ff. Besides the kaccitparvan, other sections the Ayodhyākāṇḍa holds in common with the MBh include the aravāka chapter (sarga 61) and the story of Surabhi (68.15ff.). See the notes there. Although a verse like Rām 2.61.22 seems to be a clear borrowing from the MBh (see note at 61.22), several introductory (and probably late) portions of the MBh appear to borrow from the Ayodhyākāṇḍa. Compare MBh 1.135.5ff., especially verse 12, with Rām 2.30.15ff.; MBh 1.138.15ff. with Rām 2.82.1ff. (the two motifs are irrelevant in the MBh contexts).
cross-fertilizing. Even more clearly than the Rāmāyaṇa, the Mahābhārata has roots that stretch back into the late Vedic age. This fact, coupled with the structural similarity of the poems, forces us to think of the two epic traditions as coextensive processes that were underway throughout the second half of the first millennium B.C., until the monumental poet of the Rāmāyaṇa and the redactors of the Mahābhārata authoritatively synthesized their respective materials and thereby in effect terminated the creative oral process.

The impress of Vālmiki has been left particularly deeply on the formal aspects of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa. The reader who comes to it with an awareness of the literary character of late Vedic myth and legend, the jātakas, or other early Pāli or Sanskrit Buddhist narratives, or of the central portions of the Mahābhārata, must be struck by the sophisticated artistry of the book, which nothing in the antecedent or contemporary literature had prepared him to expect.

We have already noted that the poet represents himself as developing a new formal vehicle for his work. Nothing of the sort really occurred, of course; the elements of the metric revert to Vedic times (and were in great measure an Indo-European heritage). But Vālmiki’s versification does unquestionably possess a polish and grace, a quiet elegance, that markedly differentiate it from anything known before. We should also note the function of the “lyric” verses at the sarga ends. They are designed to mark closure, either by recapitulating the action (such as 76.27-30), or by providing a synoptic preview of what is to come (such as 21.25). There is no analogy for this device that I know of in early Indian literature.

If the ballad-like refrain style to which Vālmiki is especially partial in the Ayodhyākāṇḍa has antecedents in the folk tradition, nowhere else do we find it used with the same degree of skill. It is employed here with a fine sense of proportion and restraint, and is used only when there is compelling contextual motivation for the tone of pathos that it contributes. This kind of mature execution holds true for the poetic style of the book in general.

Unlike much early Sanskrit epic poetry, indeed, unlike oral epic

---

21 There are very few technical problems: one apparently hypermetric pāda, in 95.31, and two verses that, no doubt because of the complexity and rarity of the meters, have suffered from an imperfect transmission (108.25, 26).
22 For examples of the refrain, see 25.6ff., 61.8ff., 69.14ff., 77.3ff., 92.4ff., 103.4ff. For the relationship of this style to the folk tradition, which appears far more archaic, see the remarks of Oldenberg cited in the note to 25.5.
in general, with its natural impulse to subordinate the line to the paragraph, the paragraph to the book, and the book to the whole. Vālmiki is particularly (though by no means exclusively) interested in sculpting the memorable individual line, often by the use of almost classical rhetorical devices. Consider the moving figure in the following verse, which concludes Sītā's supplication of Rāma to take her to the forest. Speaking of the pain of fourteen years of separation she says,

I could not bear the grief of it even for a moment, much less ten years of sorrow, and three, and one. (27.20)

Or the very effective anaphora (in Sanskrit rhetorical terminology, an ekāntarapādāyamaka) when Daśaratha is making ready to shoot the arrow that is to have such disastrous consequences for him:

I drew out a shaft that glared like a poisonous snake, and I shot the keen-edged arrow, and it darted like a poisonous snake. (57.17)

Or the "poetic fancy" (utpreksā) in Daśaratha's lament before his wife at the departure of Rāma:

I cannot see you, Kausalyā! Oh please touch me with your hand. My sight has followed after Rāma and has not yet returned. (37.27)

In all these cases, which one could easily multiply, the listener or reader is asked to pause and relish, as he had not often been asked before.

Perhaps the most impressive formal feature, and the most sophisticated aesthetic advance, is to be found in the construction of the book. Besides its overall architectonic design and cohesion, it exhibits at times a complex narrative technique, quite unlike either the simple episodic or the embossing procedures that are the norm in Sanskrit literature. This not only achieves a dramatic intensity of a very high order, but serves, on occasion, obliquely and for that reason the more effectively, to concretize certain aspects of the basic problematic of the story.

The *Ayodhyākānda* is probably the most skillfully structured of the seven sections of the poem; the links of the plot are securely and tightly concatenated. Our sight is never allowed to wander as the story progresses toward the final conflict and resolution (or provisional resolution, for the story does continue). And the progress has an implacable quality to it, marked by stirring and at times vehement and bitter encounters between the principal characters, by sudden and compelling reversals, and the stimulation and frustration of our expectations. This kind of artistry will be perceptible to even the casual reader, who will immediately appreciate how the narrative is propelled by the intensely dramatic series of confrontations; between Mantharā and Kaikēyī (*sargas* 7-9), Kaikēyī and Daśaratha (10-12), Rāma and Sītā (23-27), Bharata and Kaikēyī (69), Rāma and Bharata (97-99, 103-104), to mention only the most prominent.

Beyond the mere linear development of the action, we can discern two other narrative modes that function as formal correlates to the major problematic of the story. The first is distinguished by its spatial discontinuity, the second by its temporal synchrony.

The narrative time span for approximately the first two-thirds of the book is extremely brief. The action of *sargas* 1-40 (1-4 and 7-12 excepted) occurs in a single day; 1-63 all together occupy only ten days.\(^4\) The feeling we get about Rāma’s departure is a long ache rather than a single sharp pain. Moreover, if so much of the story occupies so limited a temporal framework, we would naturally expect a lingering, minute examination of what action there is from multiple perspectives—which, in fact, we do find. Whereas the narrative in the first mode proceeds directly forward, here we constantly find the scene shifting to register individual responses to the action. Diachronic narration starts in *sarga* 13, where for the first time the separate strands of the narrative are fully interwoven, but soon a spatial discontinuity sets in. With Rāma’s departure from the city in *sarga* 35, the narrative focus begins to alternate frequently: to Ayodhyā (36-39), to Rāma (40-41), to Ayodhyā (42), back to Rāma (43-50), to Ayodhyā (51-87; on 51-58 in particular

\(^4\) 2.64-104, with the seven days of Bharata’s journey and the thirteen days of Daśaratha’s funeral subtracted, take up some eight days. The narrative time-keeping pretty much ends with Bharata’s departure from Mount Citrakūṭa and the commencement of Rāma’s stay in the forest where, in a sense, normal time is suspended.
see below), to Rāma (88-91), to Bharata (92), when finally the action
is again unified (95-104), only to disconnect once more into separate
strands (105-107::concern Bharata, 108-11 Rāma).

Rāma’s fate is not his alone; his family as well as the entire com-

munity are involved in it. From the hero’s banishment result di-
lemmas of every sort—social, political, ethical. This kind of nar-

rative presentation (which is not in any way a “natural” consequence
of the story, as a comparison with the end of Mahābhārata 2 shows)
permits us to witness each successive predicament as it is individ-
ually addressed. At the same time, it continually underscores the
central importance of Rāma, and, by juxtaposing his response to
those of the other characters, allows us to distinguish its uniqueness.
Additionally, in a way less easily analyzed or demonstrated, the
form of dyadic progression itself seems to incarnate the spirit of
dilemma that so pervades the book.

A rather more subtle narrative procedure is discernible in the
synchronous mode. Here the narrative does not move directly for-
ward but retraces itself to examine the same narrative time frame
from two different vantage points. A telling example is provided
early in the book. Sargas 7-9 backtrack to show us the previous
day’s conversation between Mantharā and Kaśyapa, which is taking
place at the same moment as the one between Daśaratha and Rāma
(sarga 4). The simultaneity of plot and counterplot produces the
expectation of explosive fusion.

Less transparent but more elegant and expressive is the instance
that occurs in sarga 50-58. In sarga 50 Rāma reaches the grove of
asceticism and settles down, with a feeling almost of contentment,
to his life in exile. It is the sixth evening of his banishment, as we
can discover by following the poet’s careful chronological indica-
tions. At that very hour, back in Ayodhyā, Daśaratha lies plunged
in sorrow and recovers at last the memory of the evil deed of his
youth: he remembers that long ago he had slain a young ascetic
and had been cursed by the boy’s father. Now blind and feeble and

25 The passage won the enthusiastic admiration of A. W. von Schlegel as early as
1838: “Not only is nothing confused in the ordering of events, but we can observe
a marvellous artifice on the poet’s part in ordering the narrative: presenting first
everything that could awaken the most certain expectations of the happy event, he
delays till the last possible moment the presentation of the fatal obstacle that will
suddenly confound everything” (Schlegel 1838, p. 257).

26 The six evenings of Rāma’s exile: sargas 40, 45, 47, 48, 49, 50. See also 51.1, 4,
and notes; 56.14, 57.3, where the poet becomes explicit.
as good as childless, Daśaratha is reduced to a condition identical to that of the seer he had bereaved, while Rāma, the son whom Kausalyā accuses her husband of having destroyed (55.20), has at the same moment been transformed into an ascetic of the sort Daśaratha had murdered.\footnote{Although Rāma mats his hair and adopts “the vow of forest, hermits” in 46.55-58, he does not appear to enter fully on the renouncer’s way of life until he reaches the grove of asceticism in sarga 50 (in 49.14, for example, he still eats meat, despite his claim in 17.15; see note to 48.15). For further parallels between the stories of Daśaratha/Rāma and the seer and his son, see 57.20, 27, 32 and notes, and note to 58.48. Jacobi underestimates the poet’s narrative skill. He explains Daśaratha’s death on the sixth day (rather than immediately after Rāma’s departure, as poetische Gerechtigkeit demands) either as the result of the mistaken belief that narrative time must correspond to real time (that is, if Rāma’s progress had been followed for six days, the scene in Ayodhya that immediately ensues must be six days later), or for other, more implausible reasons (Jacobi 1893, pp. 47-50; addendum p. 255). See note on 57.3.}

\footnote{Not so significant but nonetheless interesting as an indication of the poet’s self-conscious artistry is the narrative parallelism of the Ayodhyākiṇḍya. The city and forest scenes where Rāma is begged to reconsider his decision unfold in similar ways: Kausalyā’s demands for obedience, 18.16-21 = Vasiṣṭha’s, 103.1-4; Lakṣmana’s counter-arguments, 18.1-15, 20.1-35 = Jābalī’s, 100; Rāma’s defense, 19.13-22 = 101; Kausalyā’s threat to fast to death, 18.25 = Bharata’s, 109.12-19; the sentiments of the people, 30.15-20 = 103.19-23. This was first pointed out, though with some not very persuasive conclusions, by Ruben (1956, pp. 48-49).}
7. The Characters

If the style and narrative organization of the *Ayodhyākānda* often show great and easily accessible artistry, it may perhaps be more difficult for the modern reader to evaluate and gauge the quality of characterization. Since the characters are first fully introduced to us in this book, it is appropriate here to consider how they are depicted and to enquire whether there is any reason for us to temper our response, which initially may be unfavorable.

I think we can observe definite and important differences in the methods of characterization. Two distinct groups of characters seem to present themselves: those, on the one hand, who possess the natural uneven contours of imperfect human beings, depths where we can hear the cacophonous resonances of familiar emotions—hate no less than love, and ambition, remorse, fear, envy, rancor—and the many tones of moral uncertainty, of doubts, compulsions, scruples; and those, on the other, who seem to lack all this, who are more regular and flat, with almost emblematic features.

Daśaratha, Kaikeyī, and Kausalyā have a natural unevenness. They command full and complex emotional and moral registers, and a wide range of their modulations can be clearly heard throughout much of the book. Choices confront them with which they must grapple; they suffer and in their suffering engage in a painful and very human process of self-recognition. They thereby learn some fundamental truths about themselves and come to understand the consequences of reckless desire, or the hollowness of success achieved at the cost of one's integrity, or the futility of naive hope.

Yet we perceive all this only if we search for it; the culmination of these processes is rarely allowed into the foreground of the narrative. In the case of Daśaratha, the impact of recognition is deflected and appreciably diminished: it is turned into a useless if exonerating discovery of an act done long ago, over which he no longer has control—if, indeed, he ever had. With respect to Kaikeyī, although we see the groundwork prepared for her realization, we are never given the opportunity to witness it. After her principal narrative function is completed (sarga 33), she is given only several silent entrances (87.4, 60.1ff., 72.19ff., 86.16). What appears to be
reconciliation (77.6) or contrition (86.16) is never developed or explained.

The treatment of Kausalyā is similar, and the many hints about her personal tragedy, scattered throughout the book make the absence of some final resolution more conspicuous. Much of her story is only vaguely suggested, and we are left to reconstruct it inferentially. Her husband never loved her, and she set her hopes on finding in a son the joy and comfort denied her in her marriage (17.22; cf. 10.17 and note on 40). With the arrival of Kaikeyī she was “superseded” (see 28.7 and note), and from then on she sought retribution for her wrongs by her son’s succession to the throne (4.38-39), living a life of religious austerity with the aim of securing her goals. But her realization is a bitter one:

What a sorrowful thing that my vows, my gifts of alms, and acts of self-denial have all been to no avail, that the austerities I practiced for my child’s sake have proved to be as barren as seed sown in a desert. (17.31)

But this limited discovery is all we are shown. The more important resolution of her relationship with Daśaratha is never provided. We get some sense of a final reconciliation through shared suffering (sarga 56; note on 57.7), but the poet does not take the trouble to substantiate it.

Vālmiki, rather clearly, is uninterested in these contingent characters. This whole rich ensemble of substantial and comprehensible human emotion is left incomplete, reduced to an epiphenomenon taking place on the periphery of Rāma’s world. The poet’s indifference is, of course, partly a result of the fact that Rāma and those who directly participate in his sacrifice—Lakṣmaṇa, Sītā, and Bharata—are the principal focus of his attention. But Vālmiki’s unconcern has some other origin, which will become apparent if we examine his characterization of the second set.

The reader will probably be struck, despite the driving momentum of the action, by a feeling of stasis in these four characters. In contrast to those just discussed, they do not grow or change in the course of the narrative, or develop through inner struggle in the presence of moral choice.1 They answer without hesitation the so-

1 It has been argued that the poet disallows this by his bipartition of “whole” character types. Rāma’s inner struggle is objectified in his alter ego Lakṣmaṇa, as less significantly Bharata’s in Śatrughna (see Goldman 1980, pp. 164ff.).
cial and moral questions with which they are presented, for the most part secure in their particular patterns of behavior. Unlike Kaikēyī or Daśaratha, they define themselves in relation to others with an immutable and unnatural consistency. Their actions, consequently, have an emblematic regularity about them.

This, I believe, is exactly what the poet wishes us to perceive in them. He was not restricted in his characterization by some metaphysical concepts peculiar to India about time, causality, or reality, which predisposed him to see the transcendent and enduring in the local and transient. We have just viewed in the first set of characters the full range and clarity of his vision. Rāma and the others are evidently designed to be monovalent paradigms of conduct.

Vālmiki has not only an aesthetic intention but a didactic purpose, as well. And he has created these four great moral figures to achieve that purpose. The specific moral dimension of each is encapsulated in a formulaic, often alliterative, epithet, which augments the impression of stasis; no such tags are, or could have been, provided for Daśaratha, Kaikēyī, or Kausalyā. Rāma is the “champion of righteousness” (rāmo dharmabhūtāṁ varah); Bharata “a man of brotherly love” (bharato bhāratvāsalaḥ); Lākṣmaṇa “marked with goodness” (lakṣmāṇaḥ subhālaḥ) in devotedly serving his eldest brother; Sītā is “like the daughter of the gods” (sītā surasūtu-pamā), by reason of both her beauty and the virtue (that is, unwavering fidelity to her husband) that in Indian culture beauty is so often said to reflect.2

The two sets of characters thus serve very different literary func-

2 The concomitance of beauty and virtue is stated most succinctly by Kālidāsa as a proverb: “Beauty cannot do wrong” (pāpavṛtiṣṭe na rāpam, Kumāsāṃ 5.56; also yātrākṛṣṭaśatra guṇād vasantī, “Virtue and beauty go hand in hand,” Śāk. 4.0.7-8 [Pischel]). Cf. Kale’s remark, “For beauty of person presupposes a degree of religious merit on the part of the person endowed with it; hence such a person cannot be expected to lead a sinful life” (Kale 1967, ad loc.), and the passages he adduces, especially Mṛch. 9.16, nāḥḥ kṛṣṇāḥ susadṛṣṭam vyāhātāḥ urtām (“Beauty and good conduct always go hand in hand,” spoken by the judge).

The later purānic tradition clearly was aware of the four moral dimensions and the paradigmatic quality of the characters:

[Kuśa and Lava sang the story of Rāma] wherein the ways of righteousness are set forth before one’s very eyes [Rāma], and fidelity to one’s husband [Sītā], great brotherly love [Bharata], and devotion to one’s guru [Lākṣmaṇa]” (Pādmap 4.66.128).
tions. The four central ones embody permanent moral values in a society marked by generalized contingency. The others (and this is the only sort known to the poets of the central portions of the Mahābhārata) typify precisely that uncertainty, hesitancy, and vacillation; it is for this reason that their personal fates are not pertinent. We may find it hard to respond to the former, since they will necessarily lack moral variety, although they retain a certain "freedom of sentiment" that often saves the work from lapsing into melodrama. But we must remember that if they do not manifest a recognizable human complexity it is because they were never intended to do so; Rāma’s "true feelings" will remain secret, and properly so, for they are quite irrelevant to the poem's purposes. These characters must be ideal because they are imaginary solutions to problems that do not admit of real solutions. The didactic exigencies of the work required perfect moral types, and perfection, by definition, does not alter.

This manner of characterization has parallels in other traditions (cf. Fränkel 1962, pp. 30, 37), and it has even been argued that it is fundamental to much western epic (not just to "alterorientalische Despotismus," as claimed by Ruben 1936, pp. 34-35). One authority has remarked that "what epic can’t do is to accommodate private, esoteric states of feeling or complex analyses of character. From Virgil to screen westerns the characters act out the type of a Roman, a barbarian" (Lawrence Kitchen cited by Merchant 1971, p. 89). But these kinds of generalizations are less helpful than specific explorations of the reasons enforcing the convention. We see in the Rāmāyaṇa that it is only partially observed, and in that part quite purposefully. Thus, with respect to the Rāmāyaṇa, it is not possible to agree that "there are no individuals in Sanskrit literature, there are only types" (Ingalls 1968, p. 17).

This point is well brought out by D.H.H. Ingalls, whose remarks are worth quoting at length:

"In the Rāmāyaṇa, which sets the pattern for much in Sanskrit literature, we witness the making of decisions, but there is never any doubt what the decisions will be. Rāma could not disobey his father without ceasing to be the Rāma he has been from the moment we first see him in childhood. Nor can one imagine a Sītā who would not join Rāma in his banishment. How different are Rāma and Sītā from the characters that set the patterns of European literature! An Antigone only comes to be Antigone by the tragic choice that we see her make. And yet, the predestination of action in the Indian poem does not produce a mechanical effect. The characters have a certain freedom of sentiment as opposed to a freedom of action. What they will do is not in doubt, but they may do it with compassion or stoicism, with laughter or eagerness or fear, sentiments which seem to arise from within as much as to be occasioned from without" (1968, p. 17).

Rāma's madness in the Aranyakānda (58-60) is a unique deviation, which will be discussed in the introduction to that volume.
With all that said, it will still be useful to consider more closely several of the main characters of the *Ayodhyākānda*: the female figures as a group, Daśaratha, and Rāma. In the first case, we must investigate an apparent disjuncture between precept and practice; in the second, we have to examine further the poet’s idealizing treatment of a problematic character; and in the third our attention is commanded by a figure who represents a new attitude in the history of Indian thought.
8. The Women of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa

Like the Rāmāyāṇa as a whole, the Ayodhyākāṇḍa is as interested in the domain of sexual relations as in socio-political life in general. The structure of relationships in the one sphere is fundamentally congruent with that of the other, not surprisingly, given their constitutive (if complex) interaction. We have already seen that the poet is reluctant to let the message of the story emerge on its own, that he intervenes to explain what the fictional events are supposed to mean to the social formation at large. The same thing happens with respect to sexual relations, and to a much greater degree.

"A woman's first recourse is her husband," Kāsalyā says to Daśaratha, "her second is her son, her third her kinsmen. She has no fourth in this world" (55.18). Here we have, possibly for the first time in Indian literature, a formulation of what was to become the normative view, strictly enforced in practice, on the status of women. The locus classicus is found in the Lawbook of Manu, which recasts the idea and unambiguously appends the logical conclusion:

In childhood a woman must bow to the will of her father, in adulthood, to the will of the man who marries her, and when her husband is dead, to the will of her sons. She must never have independence. (5.148)

Inasmuch as the Ayodhyākāṇḍa deals chiefly with marital relationships, it is the woman's position vis-à-vis her husband that is the principal subject of explicit didactic intervention, and the poet seems never to tire of repeating the categorical imperative:

So long as she lives, a woman's one deity and master is her husband. (Rāma to Kāsalyā, 21.17)

You must not feel disdain for my son in his banishment. He is your deity, whether he be rich or poor. (Kāsalyā to Sītā, 34.21)

1 This interaction is apparent to some degree in the text itself; in the political doctrine of paternalism and in the sexual metaphors used to express a primary economic relationship, the king’s possession of the land (see chapter 9 note 15 above). More particularly, one might consider such a verse as 2.61.9.

2 The Rām commentators ad loc. make the same connection with Manusmṛti, only they point to the doublet, 9.3.
I fully understand how to behave toward my husband. . . . A husband is a woman's deity. (Śītā to Kausalyā, 34.23 and 27)

Ever venerate the feet of my lord [your husband], as if he were a god. (Rāma to Kausalyā, 52.14)

Tō a woman of noble nature her husband is the supreme deity, however bad his character, however licentious or indigent he might be. (Anasūyā to Śītā, 109.24)

A woman must show her husband obedience and earnestly strive to please and benefit him. Such is the way of righteousness discovered long-ago, revealed in the ēda and handed down in the world. (Rāma to Kausalyā, 21.21)

There is a close congruence between these precepts and the broader social interpretation offered by the Ayodhyākāṭha. Although the poet portrays some expression of resistance to this interpretation (Lakṣmaṇa, Jābāli), this seems to be little more than artifice, enabling the hero to argue out his position; no one enacts opposition. In the case of the female characters, however, we find some essential contradictions between the ideal and the actual, between the accepted norms and the specific behavior. For the women of the story do seem to be strong, self-willed, in fact independent.

Whatever the real purpose behind Rāma's initial reluctance to take her with him to the forest, Śītā is by no means ready to submit to his command. She argues vigorously, at one point insulting her husband:

What could my father Vaideha, the lord of Mithilā, have had in mind when he took you for son-in-law, Rāma, a woman with the body of a man? . . . like a procurer, Rāma, you are willing of your own accord to hand me over to others. (27.3, 8)

Her declared position is that “Even if my husband were wholly lacking in good behavior, . . . still I would always obey him whole-heartedly” (110.3). Yet here we see her caustically disputing and engaging with her husband as an equal.

Kausalyā similarly opposes her husband, with equal spirit and even greater frequency (38.1-7; 51.24-27; 55). If she can say that a woman has but three recourses in her life, she can also tell her

3 See the notes on 29.29 and 27.26.
husband, “And you are no recourse for me.” When Rāma informs her of his banishment, she insists that she shall desert her husband and go with her son. Rāma must remind her that

For a woman to desert her husband is wickedness pure and simple. You must not do so despicable a thing, not even think it. (21.9)

In the same way, later in the story, during Kausalyā’s harshest attack against her husband, Daśaratha himself must reacquaint her with the imperative:

And as you know, my lady, a woman who has regard for righteousness should hold her husband, whether he is virtuous or not, to be a deity incarnate. (56.5)

The contradiction between precept and practice that surfaces in these episodes is concretely realized in the character of Kaikeyī.

There are substantial ambiguities in Kaikeyī’s character. If, by formula, Sītā is beautiful and therefore good (as the servant Mantharā is ugly and therefore wicked), Kaikeyī occupies some ambivalent middle zone. “The golden Kaikeyī,” Vālmīki calls her—fair as gold and just as malleable, as one commentator explains.⁴ And indeed the impression is unavoidable, for the modern reader at least, that here is a good and trusting woman who is being slowly corrupted (sargas 7-9). But for nearly everyone in the story—Lakśmaṇa (90.20-21), Kausalyā (60.3ff.), Bharata (sarga 67), and the people at large (42.18-21)—she is simply an evil woman, blinded by her ambition to the cruelty of her acts. Her inclination to do wrong was natural and was only activated by her servant:

A greedy person is oblivious to risks; he will eat even fruit that makes one sick. And thus, at the instigation of the hunchback, Kaikeyī has destroyed the House of the Rāghavas. (60.6)

One branch of the Rāmāyana tradition, in fact, adds an illustrative story to prove that her evil nature was inherited,⁵ and Daśaratha discerns inimical scheming in her family as well as in the woman herself (53.15).

The poet cannot refrain from judging Kaikeyī. He calls her guile-

---

⁴ See 9.44 and note.
⁵ Properly rejected by the critical edition; see note on 32.1.
ful (10.3), unscrupulous (12.8), ignoble (16.54), artful (66.14), and so on. More effectively, he illustrates these traits through her behavior in the skillfully crafted scene of her reunion with Bharata (sarga 66), where the calculated nonchalance of her horrific disclosures evinces a brutality that has numbed her to all normal emotional response. As we have seen, Vālmiki also goes out of his way to eliminate the one factor that can extenuate her guilt, the legitimacy of her claim to the kingship. Only Rāma affirms the propriety of her behavior (103.29), or excuses it on the grounds that she was compelled by fate (19.16-22). And only the seer Bharadvāja is vouchsafed the larger view:

Bharata, you must not impute any fault to Kaikeyī. The banishment of Rāma will turn out to be a great blessing. (86.28)

Vālmiki, it appears, meant Kaikeyī to serve largely as a negative exemplar. The scene, for example, where the impudent queen forces her husband to grovel before her (sarga 10.40-sarga 11) is hard to forget, and not only because of its drama. The poet will not let us forget, for he later shows how a good wife is to behave in such circumstances (55.7-13). Kaikeyī, then, would be intended as an illustration of what happens when a woman seeks to act autonomously: she destroys the foundation of her life, her husband:

Without strings a lute cannot be played, without wheels a chariot cannot move, without her husband a woman finds no happiness, though she have a hundred sons. (34.25)

And it is no doubt this aspect of her portrait that makes the greatest impact on the reader.

But if, like both Bharadvāja and the later Rāmāyāna tradition, we are disposed or even supposed to see her primarily as an instrument, a catalyst, a "dramatic mechanism," we may be approaching a vantage point where the contradictions between the poet's stubbornly reiterated homilies and the behavior of the other female characters can be transcended and so resolved. From such a perspective we see that these characters actually function on the whole either to enact the emotional content of the narrative, or as sound-

---

6 His words in 47.14-18 may well be, as the commentators suggest, only pretense: he is trying to persuade Lakṣmana to return to Ayodhyā in order to take care of Kausalyā.
ing-boards by means of which the proper role of women may be clearly articulated. They are merely instruments of the narrative, passively acted upon but not significant agents of the action. If superficially they deviate from the pattern, structurally, in their fully subservient functionality, they conform to it. In this sense, then, there is no conflict: in their “real” practice they are permitted no independence and exercise none.
9. Daśaratha

I have already argued that in the course of the development of the Rāma story, alterations appear to have been made in order to secure a more idealized action and characterization. The effects of this revision are particularly noticeable in the case of the portrait of Daśaratha.

Initially Daśaratha is presented to us as the venerable, dignified, self-disciplined, and virtuous monarch. He tells us that as king he has "always kept to the path my ancestors followed" (2.4). We are invited to infer his integrity when he says, "I have grown weary bearing the burden of righteousness for the world. For it is heavy, one must have self-discipline to bear it" (2.7). Early in the story he advises Rāma, "exercise constant self-control, and avoid all the vices that spring from desire and anger" (3.26), giving us every reason to suppose that he practices what he preaches.

In the development of the story, however, the conflict between these professions and his behavior becomes irreconcilable. For other traits, elements of the structure of the narrative, slowly but with unmistakable clarity emerge: Daśaratha is weak, tyrannical, and reckless.

If these traits can be subsumed under any single character flaw, it is the king's unmastered sexual desire. In the magnificent scene in sarga 10, under the pressure exerted by this desire, the king's whole personality begins to disintegrate. The unspeakable deeds of which it makes him capable now come out into the open. Pathetically attempting to ingratiate himself with his capricious young wife, the king asks her,

Is there some guilty man who should be freed, or some innocent man I should execute? What poor man should I enrich, what rich man impoverish? (10.10)

If the reader should overlook the enormity of this offer, the text itself, once again, is there to remind and instruct him. When Bha-

---

1 On the possible multivalence of this theme, see chapter 3 note 15 above.
2 The first line is one of the very few from the Ayodhyākāṇḍa that appears verbatim in the Rāmapākhyāna (MBh 3.261.22), an indication of its power if not of its antiquity.
rata is told that Rāma has been banished, he fears it might have been as the result of some heinous crime:

Concerned for the greatness of his dynasty, he began questioning her further: “Rāma did not seize the wealth of any brahman, did he? He did not harm some innocent man, whether rich or poor?” (66.36-37)

Later on we learn from Rāma that what Daśarātha has proposed to Kaikeyī is the kind of conduct a king must avoid at all costs:

No noble, honest man is ever charged with theft, I hope, without being interrogated by men learned in the sacred texts; and if innocent, is never imprisoned out of greed. And when a thief has been seized and interrogated, I hope he is never set free out of greed for money. . . . For the tears people shed when falsely accused come to slay the livestock and children of the king who rules for personal gain. (94.47-48, 50)

Daśaratha, in fact, should be viewed as one of several studies in calamitous passion, along with Vālin and Rāvana himself, and like them a figure designed as a foil to Rāma. He conspicuously lacks the emotional control of his son, the self-discipline, equanimity, and dignity. Rāma’s strictly monogamous sexuality likewise stands in sharp contrast to the habits of his father. And whereas Daśaratha offers the kingship as brideprice for Kaikeyī (the rājasūlka), Rāma wins Sītā by a “feat of heroic strength” (the vīrāsūlka, sarga 110; Bālakāṇḍa 66ff.). Daśaratha’s own character is distinctly projected when at one point he imagines Rāma’s banishment as a kind of holiday outing: in the forest “there will be deer and elephants to kill, forest liquor to drink” (32.5). Rāma conceives of his sacrifice in considerably different terms:

But it is righteousness . . . that I am set on following today. (27.28)

I will . . . live a life of purity in the forest, restricting my food to holy things, roots, fruit, and flowers. . . . My five senses will have contentment enough, and I shall be maintaining the world on its course. (101.26-27)

As Daśaratha’s transgression was committed, in Bharata’s words, “out of anger [v.i., greed], delusion, and recklessness” (98.52), so

3 For a full discussion cf. Ruben 1950, especially p. 352.
Rāma says to Jābāli that “not out of greed, delusion, or ignorance” would he himself ever act untruthfully (101.17). Although Rāma seems clearly to recognize the failings of his father, the latter is not once shown to possess any awareness of the need to uphold righteousness. At one point Rāma makes him the object of an important—perhaps the most important—gnomic utterance of the book:

Whoever forsakes righteousness [dharma] and statecraft [artha] and follows the urgings of desire [kama], will soon come to grief, just like King Daśaratha. (47.13)

The portrait, then, is constructed with careful, effective, and tragic irony—we suppose. But standing against the whole spirit and much of the letter of the story are many disavowals. The “truthful Rāma” himself assures us that the king is “noble and self-controlled” (46.20), “a truthful man, true to his word, ever striving for truth” (19.7). Is this wilful blindness, one wonders, a son’s attempt to reassert his father’s rectitude in the face of so much evidence to the contrary? Yet when the poet begins to describe the king as “the truthful and righteous lord of men, like the ocean in profundity and as free from taint as the sky” (31.6), our suspicions are aroused, and they focus on Vālmiki himself.

We might conclude that there is a fundamental ambiguity in Vālmiki’s conception of Daśaratha. But it is even more probable that he was reluctant to reproduce unchanged the received characterization of the king. It was too fundamental to discard, but it could be transfigured by some extenuating incident.

The earlier tale, as we saw, must have turned on the brideprice offer Daśaratha attempted to reverse and the one boon the reckless king was seduced into bestowing during his interview with Kaikeyi. This Vālmiki revised into the present story: two boons granted as a noble gesture of gratitude at a war of gods and demons, Kaikeyi’s claim to the throne being now complete deception. A further transmutation, in the same spirit of exoneration, seems to have been effected elsewhere.

4 Epic bards participated in a world of social relations like anyone else. Open criticism of legitimate kings is rare, and if weakness and tyranny are represented, an attempt is usually made to palliate this representation. An instructive example is MBh 15.15, especially verses 15ff., where this mechanism leads the poet to an encomium on Dhṛtarāṣṭra and Duryodhana that is irreconcilable with the description of their actions in the first fourteen books of the epic.
The text suggests that originally the tale recounted the tragedy of an old king overmastered by his passion for a beautiful young woman, who then had to face the disastrous consequences of the grave commitments he rashly made and later found impossible to keep. Daśaratha himself at one point is shown to perceive and admit his guilt. He fell into the trap set for him by Kaikeyī and her family, and abdicated the responsibility incumbent upon him as king to make rational political and moral judgments:

Kaikeyī, a woman of evil family and evil designs, forced me, and I failed to seek the advice of elders skilled in counsel. I failed to take counsel with my friends, my ministers, and wise brahmans. It was on my own, in delusion, for a woman’s sake that I did the rash thing I have done. (53.15-16)

But then there follows the defense that the poet will shortly expand into the only\(^5\) fully developed subnarrative of the book:

Or perhaps—yes, surely charioteer, this great calamity was something destined to be, that had somehow to happen, to bring ruin upon this House. (53.17)

Under the impact of Kausalyā’s harsh criticism of him (sarga 55), Daśaratha plumbs “the very depths of his grief, and there a memory was revived of something evil he once did” (55.21). Later, as he continues to brood, the recollection of an evil deed of his youth again flashes momentarily across his mind (56.2). Finally, in the dark night of his soul, there emerges into full consciousness the remembrance of the event that made Rāma’s exile inevitable, and doomed Daśaratha (57.3).

Sargas 57-58 constitute a brilliantly composed and moving section with considerable poetic power.\(^6\) But at present its narrative function is of principal interest. Daśaratha here still recognizes the weakness and imprudence that led him to spurn Kausalyā and come under Kaikeyī’s power (57.6-7), traits that he seems to recognize as part of his own character even in youth. As a young man he was proud of the reputation he had earned as an archer who could

\(^5\) With the possible, if minor, exception of sarga 110.

\(^6\) It caught the attention of early European scholars. Aside from the rudimentary attempts of Friedrich Schlegel in 1808 (cf. Oppenberg 1965, pp. 54ff.), it was the first extended passage of the Rāmdānya to be correctly translated in Europe (Chézy 1814; the work of Carey and Marshman, 1806-1810, was carried on in India).
strike a target without looking, merely by hearing it move. And with this pride was coupled a natural intemperance (57.8-9,15). But perhaps we should believe that it is less Daśaratha's weakness that opens the door to doom than the compulsion of doom that causes the weakness to begin with. Out hunting, Daśaratha shoots blindly in the night at a sound coming from the deserted riverbank. What he had thought to be an elephant was a young ascetic who had renounced all violence, and whose murder will entail the death of his two blind parents. The fact that the crime was wholly unintentional only secures for Daśaratha a temporary reprieve (58.20-21); it cannot avert the curse of the boy's father that ultimately the king, like the sage, "will end his days grieving for a son" (58.45-46).

Vālmiki appears to have reworked and inserted a narrative derived from the folk tradition (preserved for us in the form of the Sāmaññajātaka), one that could be adapted to harmonize with the pervasive fatalism of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa. By means of this, the poet was able to effect yet another alteration in his idealization of Daśaratha, and to relieve him of any direct responsibility for what happened to his son. "How unlike me it was . . . to do what I did to Rāghava!" the king protests one last time before he dies. It was not an act, we now are told, that was in any way characteristic of him; or for which he is to be held accountable, but the doing of some hidden power, as inexplicable and uncontrollable as the force that guided an arrow shot in the dark to the heart of an ascetic boy. The king is no longer

7 "When a man is to be ruined by implacable doom," we are told later in the Rāmāyaṇa, "he loses all sense of right and wrong—and it is this that dooms him" (8.54.16; cf. 2.98.51 and MBh 2.72.8-11).
8 See note on 57.10. The degree of inter-recensional divergence for these two chapters is unusually high. This may well indicate that the episode originates in the latest compositional stratum of the Rāmāyaṇa, and was imperfectly absorbed into the oral tradition. Oldenberg, on stylistic grounds, likewise puts the Rām version later than the Pāli jātaka ("One sees how the simple presentation of the other text is here [in the Rām] enriched, nuanced, lent accents," and so on, 1918, p. 459).
9 This tendency is evident elsewhere in the Ayodhyākāṇḍa. Nowhere in our text does Daśaratha explicitly command Rāma to leave; in 31.25ff., he only gives the prince permission to depart, and even here some manuscripts, including the critical edition, seem reluctant to attribute the words directly to Daśaratha; see note ad loc. and on 12.16ff. A problem never conclusively solved by the text is the lie of which Daśaratha becomes guilty by failing to consecrate Rāma after having declared in open assembly that he would do so (sarga 2). The king himself, in a curious aside, recognizes his dilemma (11.2), and later in the epic Laksmana pointedly reverts to it (6.70.27).
a victim of his own choices, as all the previous narrative would seem to have us believe; he is instead a victim of chance. And thereby, again, his probity is preserved intact.\(^{10}\)

\(^{10}\) Despite the purely accidental character of the deed, the later Rāmāyaṇa tradition apparently felt it necessary to minimize even this degree of Daśaratha's guilt. The ascetic boy seems originally to have been described as the son of a brahman, and was subsequently changed, in our Rāmāyaṇa, into the son of a vaśya (and a śūdṛa). See the notes on 57.37, 58.46 and 47.
10. Rāma

In some respects it may be erroneous for us to think of the protagonist of the Rāmāyana as a hero. Properly understood, heroes are those who do great things in the face of certain defeat, such as Achilles, Siegfried, Roland, Cuchulain. They far transcend us and are not figures we are supposed to emulate. Rāma emphatically is; and the various types of behavior that he exemplifies—filial devotion, for example, or obedience—we have already observed.

Moreover, as has often been remarked, heroes generally set themselves apart from their community, and it is the latter that asserts the true values of the society, to which the hero as an outsider is unable to accommodate himself. In the Ayodhyākānda, just the reverse is true: the community itself is shown to be in the wrong. At every step of the way, Rāma must instruct each in his proper role: his mother (18.26-31, 21.9-22), his father (31.25, 32), his brothers Laksmanā (18.32-36, 20.36, 91.2-6) and Bharata (97.17-24, 98.37-39, 99.8-14), his ministers (101). The appeal to Rāma that is sounded throughout the book ends, finally, in the choruslike supplication made by his own spiritual teacher, Vasiṣṭha:

I was your father’s teacher and am yours, too, slayer of foes; in doing my bidding you will not stray from the path of the good. Here are the men of your assembly and the guildsmen gathered together; in practicing righteousness on their behalf, my son, you will not stray from the path of the good. Your mother is aged and righteous, and you must not disobey her; in doing as she bids you will not stray from the path of the good. If you do as Bharata bade when supplicating you, Rāghava, you will not go astray in your pursuit of truth and righteousness. (103.4-7)

But Rāma is uncompromising, secure in the conviction that the imperatives he is honoring must take precedence, since they are fundamental. This feature of his character is intimately related to another model role he plays in the poem, that of the ideal king.

Two primary considerations that underpin Rāma’s behavior are

1 Cf. Griffin 1980, pp. 81-102, especially pp. 92-93.
his concern for public opinion and for "righteousness" (dharma). The former has its parallels elsewhere in Indian epic poetry, but nowhere else is it so conditioned by a sense of "righteousness," and nowhere is "righteousness" itself invested with the special significance it possesses in the Ayodhya-kāṇḍa.

A keen sense of honor and shame—an overriding emphasis on the opinion of other men—is characteristic of most protagonists in heroic epics. And this is no less the case with Rāma. Consider his statement to Lākṣmaṇa:

In my rage, Lākṣmaṇa, all by myself I could overpower Ayodhyā or the world with my arrows. But truly force is useless. I fear the danger of unrighteousness [adharma], blameless Lākṣmaṇa, and I fear what other people might say. That is why I do not have myself consecrated at once. (47.25-26)

It is from this fear of what "other people" might say that Rāma wishes to free the king:

Let my father ... be freed from the fears he has of what other people might say. For if this rite were not called off, he too would suffer mental torment to hear his truthfulness impugned. (19.7-8)

Lākṣmaṇa realizes that here Rāma is indirectly speaking of himself, and responds accordingly:

Now is not the time for panic, the source of this sheer folly. Could a man like you talk this way were he not panicked, fearful of losing people's respect on account of some infraction of righteousness [dharmadosa-]? (20.5-6)

In the sixth and particularly the seventh books of the poem, this motivating factor in Rāma's character will be dramatically highlighted. For fear of public opinion (about the chastity of his queen), he will demand that Sītā undergo an ordeal, and for the same reason he will ultimately repudiate her, the wife for whom he suffered so deeply, just as here in the Ayodhya-kāṇḍa he renounces his claim to the kingship.

² See note on 19.7 for a discussion of this interpretation of paraloka-, "what other people might say."
It is not so much concern for the “world to come” that conditions Rāma’s behavior\(^3\) as concern for this world and the opinion of the men who inhabit it. His desire for yāstāḥ, “glory,” a good name that will outlive him, weighs heavily when he prepares to go into banishment:

I cannot for the sake of mere kingship turn my back on glory [yāstāḥ], whose reward is great; nor, since life is so short, my lady, would I choose today this paltry land against all that is right [adharmaṭaḥ]. (18.39)

That Rāma’s abdication was meant to confer glory on him is reiterated in Sūmitrā’s address to Rāma’s mother:

What gain has your son failed to reap, who is waving the banner of his fame throughout the world by his self-restraint and devotion to truth? (39.7)

A thirst for glory is a quality everywhere associated with the heroic, and many analogies are to be found in Indian epic literature; a good example is Karna in the Mahābhārata. Normally it is prompted by fear of cowardice and ignominious behavior on the field of battle, and is quenched in suicidal struggle. In Rāma’s case, however, the desire for fame is coupled with and qualified by his understanding of “righteousness.” And for Rāma’s valuation of righteousness the other epics provide no precise antecedents; it is virtually a new attitude.

Rāma is a kshatriya, and we are well informed by other epic texts about the conventional understanding of the dharma—the proper conduct; the duties, the “righteous” behavior—of a kshatriya. The Mahābhārata takes pains to set it out with special clarity:

I shall explain to you the dharma of the kshatriya: He must give and not demand. ... He must always be ready to slaughter the enemy, he must show bravery in battle. ... The kshatriya who conquers in battle most effectively wins the [higher] worlds. Killing is the chief dharma of one who is a kshatriya. There is no higher duty for him than to destroy enemies. ... [A kshatriya] who would satisfy the claims of his dharma, a king in particular, must fight. (MBh 12.60.13-18)

\(^3\) Though this does play some role; see 101.8ab, 104.6, etc.
The dharma of a kshatriya, as we have been told, includes great savagery. He lives by the sword and in due course dies by the sword in battle... One's heart, a kshatriya's heart in particular, must be hard as adamant... Indra was born the son of Brahmā, but he became a kshatriya by his actions: he slew his evil kinsmen, all ninety-nine of them, an act worthy of esteem and praise, and one that made him king of all gods. (MBh 12.22.5-12)

Perhaps the most celebrated formulation occurs in the Bhagavatadvīta, where Kṛṣṇa exhorts Arjuna before the cataclysmic battle:

You must take regard for your proper code of conduct [svadharma] and not waver. There is no better thing for a kshatriya than to wage righteous war. . . . Fortunate the kshatriyas who are granted such a war as this. . . . Better to die in the adherence to one's own code of righteousness; to adopt another's is a greater peril. (2.31-32; 3.55)

The injustice of Rāma's banishment, the unrighteousness of everyone implicated in it, is repeatedly emphasized by the text. We have already seen how Rāma acts in response to the arguments in favor of resistance that Lakṣmanā and others offer (sargas 18, 20, 90, 100, etc.), arguments very like those made by Kṛṣṇa. But how does Rāma answer the charge that he is acting contrarily in preferring the wilderness to the kshatriya order, “matted hair” to the government of men (98.56)? That he is neglecting “the code of righteousness appropriate” for him, the “code of kings” and the “traditional code of his House” (98.61, 104.10)? That, in essence, he is failing in his proper duty, his dharma? He answers by altogether reinterpreting what that proper duty is. He replies to Lakṣmanā:

So give up this ignoble notion that is based on the code of the

---

4 Note that for Rāma, Indra has achieved his position of preeminence not by slaugthering his kinsmen (vindicated by Vyāsa, 12.23.2), but rather by sacrificial rites (Rāmdāna 2.101.29). (According to the Mahāsvāma 5.18-20, Asoka likewise slew his ninety-nine brothers to secure the kingship.)

5 Rāma’s actions are consciously designed to ensure a moral order in society: “Were I to adopt this practice,” he tells Jābali, “the entire world would follow suit in acting as it pleases, for subjects will behave just like their kings” (101.8cd-9). This is exactly the position of Kṛṣṇa (BhagOf 3.21), but defends precisely the opposite course of action.
kshatriyas [ksatradharma]; be of like mind with me and base your actions on righteousness [dharma], not violence. (18.36)

Similarly, in his response to the Realpolitik of the minister Jābālī, Rāma asserts that he has a “personal code of righteousness” (pratyagātma dharma), one that he knows to be correct—a code that good men have always observed. He rejects out of hand the kshatriya's code [ksātraṁ dharmaṁ], where unrighteousness and righteousness go hand in hand [adharmāṁ dharmasamhitam], a code that only debased, vicious, covetous, and evil men observe. (101.20)

The glory at which Rāma aims, then, is not the martial fame his own guru Vāsiṣṭha urges on him (102.31), but the fame of dharma in its new valuation (18.39) on behalf of which “force is useless.” Rāma is unequivocal: it is not for the sake of political power (artha) that he suffers living in the world; he is only concerned with dharma, “like a seer” (16.46); he is like the sage “who has passed beyond all things of this world” (16.59), he has “given up attachment to everything” (33.2). And it is the seer alone whom Rāma considers to be deserving of esteem and emulation:

Those men who are earnest in righteousness and keep company with the wise, who are supremely generous, nonviolent, and free from taint, those supreme and mighty sages are the ones truly worthy of reverence in this world. (101.31)

The path to the highest heaven for Rāma is not “conquest in battle,” as in the Mahābhārata, but “truth, righteousness, and strenuous effort, compassion for creatures and kindly words, reverence for brahmans, gods, and guests” (101.30).

We must not, however, leap from this to the conclusion that Rāma

* Yudhiṣṭhira in the MBh, especially in Book 2, before the royal consecration, and in Book 5, before the decision to fight is made, exhibits some of the traits we see in Rāma. But these are not consistent and constitutive aspects of his portrait. If anything they are simply pūruṣopakṣas, raised only to allow Kṛṣṇa, Arjuna, and the others to refute them and reassert true kshatriya dharma (which Yudhiṣṭhira invariably, albeit reluctantly, accepts). This becomes particularly clear in Book 12, where Yudhiṣṭhira's desire to renounce is branded as nāstikya (atheism, heresy; cf. 12.25), while his brothers' arguments for his enjoying the fruits of victory, however bloody, are called vedamāśaya (in conformity with the teachings of the Vedas; cf. 14.1); Vyāsa himself, the authorial voice, concurs (sargas 25, 25; cf. Bhīṣma's words in 12.55.14ff.).
represents a renouncer (though he is that in a special, restricted sense); he will come back to rule his kingdom. Here he is not so much rejecting the obligations of his social order as redefining them, transvaluating them. By subsuming his caste-specific dharma under a larger, superordinate dharma, he loosens the claims of the former by the same power that had given them their strength.

What is the significance of this reformulation? It has long been observed that there existed a fundamental dichotomy in the structure of power in ancient India. Although real power lay in the hands of the kshatriyas, its legitimation was in the hands of the brahmins. Hierarchy of status conferred supremacy on the brahman; the differentiation of actual power ("mere force") conferred supremacy on the kshatriya. There was a mutual dependence, the brahman depending for his material welfare (artha) on the kshatriya, the kshatriya for his spiritual welfare (dharma) on the brahman. The two domains remained separate:

The supremacy of dharma is beyond question. . . . Artha is recognized only in second place, we may say in matters indifferent to dharma; artha remains finally contained within the all-embracing dharma, confined within dharma-prescribed limits. . . . Being negation of dharma in a society which continues to be ruled by dharma, the political sphere is severed from the realm of values.7

Or as another scholar has more pertinently formulated it:

Kingship as an institution has no authority and legitimacy of its own. It is dependent on the uneasy relationship between king and brahmin. . . . [The brahmin's] monopoly of the source of authority and legitimation leaves the king with mere power and effectively bars kingship from developing its full potential as the central regulating force.8

7 Dumont 1962, p. 66. See also Buss 1978 (Buddhist evidence). The legitimizing power exercised by the brahman derives ultimately from his magical control of the sacrifice, which he could manipulate for political purposes, as the Brāhmaṇa texts show (cf. Rau 1957, pp. 60-61).
8 Heesterman 1978, p. 4. The Rāmāyaṇa evidence suggests conclusions different from those drawn by these authorities. Dumont argues that the bifurcation is a "necessary institution" (p. 54) that makes kingship "in some way . . . 'rational'" (p. 66). Heesterman appears to deny any competition for priority (p. 5); he finds the king seeking his authority in a supernatural domain outside the community.
The characterization of Rāma seems to be a response to this politically incapacitating bifurcation. We find this dichotomy manifested in a number of brahmanical and epic narratives. It is certainly no coincidence that several of the more striking examples are in one way or another intimately associated with the Rāmāyaṇa tradition—in particular the biography of the Buddha, for which the Rāmāyaṇa may well have served as a prototype, and the legend of Viśvāmitra, absorbed into Vālmīki’s work itself. But in these accounts the dilemma is resolved in quite different ways. On the one hand (in the case of the kshatriya prince Śākyamuni), the problem is repudiated and a new dharma altogether extrinsic to society is introduced, the śrānapādharma: communal asceticism as a self-sufficient and fully integrated way of life receives new valorization: On the other hand (in the kshatriya-king Viśvāmitra), we meet an isolated, unrepeatable, in effect a fantasy transcendence of the actual: by means of asceticism a kshatriya king is literally transformed into a brahman. Rāma, by contrast, resolves the contradiction through a new definition of the dharma incumbent on him as a kshatriya. By the increment of a hieratic component, not derived from but only enriched by his temporary ascetic vocation, his code is enlarged to become simply “righteousness.” It is made to intersect with and so absorb brahmanical dharma and its legitimizing ethics, nonviolence, and spirituality. In this way the kshatriya becomes self-legitimizing, and the “full potential” of kingship as an integrating power can at last be activated. The political and spiritual spheres may now converge in a single locus: the king.

9 See especially Rām 1.53.15, 55.4, 23. The problem reverberates throughout the Viśvāmitra-Vasiṣṭha legend and is unusually well articulated in the story of Satyavrata (Triśaṅku) as given in the HariVam (9.88-10.20), where Vasiṣṭha seizes control of the Ikṣvāku kingdom. The brahman thus not only possessed the legitimizing authority, but could present himself as an actual rival for power. Such passages as AitBr 8.23 presuppose that a brahman could be king (cf. Rau 1957, p. 68).

10 Rāma’s asceticism during his exile (cf. note on 25.7 and references) may be an “overdetermination” of this spiritualizing tendency: the political exile of the Pāṇḍava princes, of Nāla, Triśaṅku; and so on, includes no ascetic features.

11 Thus the remarkable ambiguity of Rāma’s status, which will be repeatedly underscored in Book Three. See 3.2.10-12; 16.11, and especially note on 2.48.8. This may help account for the many similes in which Rāma is likened not to the divine embodiment of kshatriya power, Indra, but to Brahmā. See 2.29.11, 93.27, 96.27 and especially note on 46.64, where we read in the Southern Recension, “Rāghava ... prayed like a brahman and a kshatriya.”

12 This conjunction may figure as an element in the dharma of Aśoka, and go some
By the resolution of the dichotomy through the character of Rāma, the conditions are provided for the poem’s conclusion, with its utopian vision of peace and abundance on earth, of an enduring empire based on righteousness. This hopeful image at once cancels and justifies all the misery and suffering that had gone before and prepared the way. It carries us beyond the more or less negative functionality of the text’s broad social prescriptions and beyond its positive political and ethical mission, standing as the ultimate incentive to both. And it is made possible, it appears, only by the presence of a moral or spiritualized king, for whom violence is inhuman and is to be exercised only against the bestial (Vālin) or demonic (Rāvana).

The Mahābhārata ends in anomy, ascetic suicide, and apocalypse. Individual life on earth can have no meaning for those who fail to understand the true “syntax” of social existence: it becomes instead a “living death.” The Mahābhārata heroes failed to understand this syntax precisely because it was incomprehensible as such, in that its constituent elements, the political and the spiritual, could never be construed. In sharp contrast, the righteousness of Rāma, not only as exemplar for the collective sense of duty but also as the integrating force of these two realms of human life, restores a universal Golden Age, the perfectly harmonious existence of man with nature and man with man (6.116.80ff.).

way to explain his political success. (The connection between the usual subordination of the “political element” to the “religious” and “India’s political instability” is drawn by Dumont 1964, p. 53, cited and translated by Derrett 1976, p. 597.) One is again struck by the similarity between the inscriptions and the Ayodhyākāṇḍa. For Asoka, too, “the only true conquest is conquest through dharma”; through “compassion, generosity, truthfulness, and honesty,” through “reverence for brahmins and ascetics.” Glory, too, is desirable only on account of his aim that “men may [be induced] by him to practice obedience to dharma, that they may conform to the duties of dharma.” The “drum of battle” (for another analysis of the phrase see La Vallée Poussin 1922, p. 515) is similarly transformed into the “drum of dharma,” and the “abiding welfare of all the world” (sarvalokakāla, as in the Ayodhyākāṇḍa, 52.22) becomes the fundamental concern (the citations come respectively from Rock Edict XIII, Pillar Edict II, Rock Edict IV, Rock Edict X [after Hultzsch 1925, p. 18], Rock Edict IV [for the bheri used to give the call to arms see, for example, Rām 6.24.19-20], Rock Edict VI [see lines 9, 11]).

13 Mrdā jivāmhe vayam, says Yudhīṣṭhira (MBh 15.46.8), and he elsewhere articulates the fundamental contradiction between kṣatriya dharma as conventionally understood and social life (12.38.3, 76.15, 98.1).

14 Much of the parallel passage in 1.1.5ff. may well be an adaptation of the Yud-
Although the compensatory aspect of Rāmarājya is in part responsible for the undiminishing vitality of the poem and its enshrinement in Indian culture, as well as for the ready acknowledgement of its often prescriptive admonitions, it may be less significant in itself than for its latent foundations. If, in his course of action, Rāma explicitly affirms hierarchical subordination, the spiritual commitment that allows for his utopian rule seems implicitly to oppose it. If we are prepared to accept that the separation of domains was an actual model for social behavior, one broadly sanctioned in historical India; if we agree that

status and power, and consequently spiritual authority and temporal authority, are absolutely distinguished. . . . The supremacy of the spiritual was never expressed politically . . . [and] only once this differentiation has been made [can] hierarchy manifest itself.\textsuperscript{15}

then we are obliged to see the characterization of Rāma as a judgment on that model. Rāma expressly seeks to cancel the dichotomy by integrating the two “forces”—a resolution that inaugurates the Golden Age. Hierarchical life and the separation of “powers” that underpins it, which the poem elsewhere unambiguously attempts to validate, appears at the highest and critical level to be questioned, and a reformulation is offered in its place. And it is this that makes it possible for real political stability and social harmony finally to be secured.\textsuperscript{16}

Whatever the validity of these speculations, much of the meaning and significance of the Ayodhyākānda does seem to lie in its vigorous, sustained, and searching interpretation of the conditions of social existence. A great culture’s exploration of such central issues as the nature and function of political power and of a hierarchical social

\textit{dhakānda}, presumably included again with the aim of idealizing Daśaratha; the narrative of the Ayodhyākānda certainly stands in opposition to it. At all events, the important contrast drawn here is not between Daśaratha and Rāma but between the Rāmāyaṇa and the Mahābhārata.

\textsuperscript{15} Dumont: 1980, p. 72.

\textsuperscript{16} That at a deeper level the significance of this complicated work may lie in questioning rather than in affirming social hierarchy will no doubt seem surprising. For the theoretical foundations that support this conclusion, see the work of Jameson (1981).
order is preserved for us in this poem. The formulation, on the one hand, of hopeful solutions to what may be insoluble political problems, and on the other, of a code of conduct that appears to call that social order into doubt, supplies the particular answers of India's first poem to the question of what makes life possible.
11. The Text, Annotations, and Translation

The general Introduction (Volume 1) discusses the nature of the critical edition upon which this translation is based, with regard to both its merits and its limitations. A careful and prolonged scrutiny of all the published manuscript evidence for the Ayodhya-kānda has validated the general principles adopted for the critical edition. The manuscripts for the Ayodhyākānda, however, make it clear that in some places the original form of the poem cannot be confidently recovered. The annotations here often suggest alternative approaches (such as the note to 12.16), but only in a hypothetical way. For such passages, certainty is unattainable with the evidence available to us.

The critical edition is, furthermore, occasionally subject to question. Both the unavoidable subjectivity of text-editing, even upon the most scientific principles, and the natural limits to every editor's knowledge force us to recognize that any such edition can secure only a provisional status. Thus, when I found myself in serious disagreement with the editor, I emended and translated as I thought necessary. All departures from the constituted text are listed in an appendix to the translation and explained in the notes. No large segments of the text have been affected. I did not find it necessary to remove anything from the critical edition, though had I been editing the work I would probably have made some different decisions.¹ There was only one occasion when it proved necessary to add something that had been discarded—a short passage of two verses.² At this higher level of the work, my disagreements with the critical text were rarely serious. I usually concur with the editor about the secondary character of the additional material. But because the Rāmāyaṇa is not only a discrete poem but a tradition as well, every insertion that holds interest for the general reader or scholar has been translated or summarized in the notes.

At the level of the phrase, the word, the syllable, however, I have

¹ See, for example, notes to 75.1 and 92.1.
² See 31.25 note. A second addition (after 95.19) is the editor's (cf. Vaidya 1982, p. 706).
introduced some seventy changes in the text. Sometimes this was required when the editor preferred the hazardous procedure of ignoring the absolute unanimity of the manuscripts (e.g., 23.30) or the principles upon which the critical edition is based (e.g., 43.14); when a good variant was apparently mistaken by the editor as a corruption (e.g., 12.22, 63.4), or when the text as printed seemed to be nonsense (e.g., 106.9, 111.5). In all these cases I emend on the basis of manuscript testimony, evaluated on the grounds I discuss in the General Introduction. In a few instances I have conjectured readings, but only when I had good reason to believe in their inherent probability (e.g., 20.5, 30.10, 101.22; contrast the notes on 45.24 and 87.13).

The annotations have been prepared in accordance with the guidelines collectively decided upon for this translation: to serve as expeditiously as possible the needs of both the general reader and the scholar. They are intended in the main to explain the translation where necessary and to indicate how and why I arrived at such an interpretation. While I have sought to keep my attention focused on the Ayodhyākāṇḍa text itself and to refrain from enlarging on cultural matters beyond what was essential for the immediate comprehension of the translation, the work presents a multitude of textual and philological problems that required more detailed investigation.

I have kept before me all the medieval commentaries on the Ayodhyākāṇḍa that are available in print. My admiration for the learning and perspicacity of the commentators is as great as my indebtedness to them. Many of the verses owe their English shape directly to the exegetical labors of these scholiasts, although, as will be obvious on virtually any page of the annotations, I have never followed them uncritically. But even when I disagree with them, I often record their remarks if some interesting observation is offered. Their responses are the closest approximation we have to those of an original audience. In addition, since in their eyes the Rāmāyāna is a dharmaśāstra or manual of proper conduct as well as a work of theological significance, I have translated or summarized many of their comments of a more general sort (ritual, legal, al-

---

5 These are the ten listed in the General Introduction. I have additionally made occasional reference to the Tanślokī of Ātreya Ahobala, printed in extracts in the VSP edition. The modern Sanskrit notes of K. S. Varadcharya, published in his edition of Katakā's commentary (1964-1965), have also proved useful.
legorical), though these may have no direct bearing on our understand-
ing of the text.

All translators acutely feel the obligation of not disappointing
their author; well aware, at the same time, that there is always
someone to charge them, as Blake put it, with being "hired to run
down men of genius under the guise of translator." Vālmīki has
substantial elements of genius, and I have striven to discharge the
duty his genius imposes. But he is uneven, and the temptation to
improve—supposing I had been able to do so—had to be resisted.
The Ayodhyākāṇḍa is roughly two-thirds the size of the Odyssey, and
there is bound to be a certain amount of chaff in it. It is in large
part an oral composition; the repetitions of formula and epithet
are as essential to it as any other literary or narrative feature, and
for this and other reasons, these can no longer simply be thrown
overboard at the whim of the translator. It is a heroic épic, too,
and for that sort of literature a truly appropriate diction is no longer
available. The only serviceable medium is, predictably, the "idiom-
matic, living language," but, besides its clear limitations in the pres-
ent case, it seems sometimes a disappearing target. There is a cer-
tain indeterminateness, a certain evanescence about it, and in those
moments when it disappears bombast usually finds a way in.

Finally, the problem of tradition. The contemporary translator
of the Greek epic, to take the most celebrated parallel, has behind
him some four hundred years of attempts at producing an English
Homer, in which solutions have been reached that he can accept,
blind alleys followed that he can now safely ignore. The Sanskritist-
works in a tradition both much more recent and less useful, and
cannot safely assume that a single problem, whether philologica-
lor literary, has already been solved. He must start from the ground
up—in fact from the very word dharma—and the only reasonable
hope he may entertain is to have cleared some of this ground
satisfactorily.
AYODHYĀKĀṇḍA
Sarga 1

1. Time passed and then one day King Daśaratha, the delight of the Raghus, spoke to Bharata, his son by Kaikeyī:

2. "My mighty son, your mother’s brother Yudhājit, the son of the king of Kekaya, has come and is waiting to take you back home with him."

3. When he had heard what Daśaratha told him, Kaikeyī’s son Bharata prepared to depart with Šatrughna.

4. Taking leave of his father, of tireless Rāma, and of his mothers, the hero, the best of men, went off with Šatrughna.

5. Delighted to have Bharata and Šatrughna with him, mighty Yudhājit returned to his native city, to the great satisfaction of his father.

6. There Bharata lived with his brother, enjoying the warm hospitality of his uncle Aśvapati, who showered him with all the affection one shows a son.

7. And yet, as the mighty brothers stayed on, their every desire satisfied, they often thought with longing of aged King Daśaratha.

8. The great king likewise often thought of his two absent sons, Bharata and Šatrughna, the equals of great Indra and Varuṇa.

9. For he cherished every one of the four bulls among men, as if they were four arms extending from his body.

10. But still, of all of them, it was mighty Rāma who brought his father the greatest joy. For he surpassed his brothers in virtue just as the self-existent Brahmā surpasses all other beings.

11. In Bharata’s absence Rāma and powerful Lakṣmaṇa showed reverence to their godlike father.

12. Following his father’s orders, righteous Rāma did all that was required to please and benefit the people of the city.

13. He scrupulously did all that his mothers required of him and attended to his gurus’ requirements with strict punctuality.

14. Thus Daśaratha was pleased with Rāma’s conduct and character, as were the brahmans, the merchants, and all who lived in the realm.
15. Rāma was always even-tempered and kind-spoken. Even if he were to be harshly addressed, he would not answer back.

16. He would be satisfied with a single act of kindness, whatever its motive, and would ignore a hundred injuries, so great was his self-control.

17. With good men—men advanced in years, virtue, and wisdom—he would converse at every opportunity, even during breaks in his weapons practice.

18. He was of noble descent on both sides of his family, he was upright and cheerful, truthful, and honest. Aged brāhmans had seen to his training, men who were wise in the ways of righteousness and statecraft.

19. And thus he understood the true nature of righteousness, statecraft, and personal pleasure. He was retentive and insightful, knowledgeable and adept in the social proprieties.

20. He was learned in the sciences and skilled in the practice of them as well. He was an excellent judge of men and could tell when it was appropriate to show his favor or withhold it.

21. He knew the right means for collecting revenue and the accepted way of regulating expenditure. He had achieved preeminence in the sum total of the sciences, even the most complex.

22. Only after satisfying the claims of righteousness and statecraft would he give himself up to pleasure, and then never immoderately. He was a connoisseur of the fine arts and understood all aspects of political life.

23. He was proficient in training and riding horses and elephants, eminently knowledgeable in the science of weapons, and esteemed throughout the world as a master chariot fighter.

24. He could head a charge and give battle and lead an army skillfully. He was invincible in combat, even if the gods and asuras themselves were to unite in anger against him.

25. He was never spiteful, haughty, or envious, and he had mastered his anger. He would never look down on any creature nor bow to the will of time.

26. By his eminent virtues the prince won the esteem of people throughout all the three worlds, for he was patient as the earth, wise as Brhaspati, and mighty as Indra, Śaci's lord.
27. Rāma’s virtues were prized by all the people, a source of joy to his father, and lent the prince himself such splendor as the sun derives from its shining beams.

28. His conduct and invincible valor made him so like one of the gods who guarded the world that Earth herself desired to have him as her master.

29. Now, as King Daśaratha, slayer of enemies, observed the many incomparable virtues of his son; he fell to thinking.

30. In his heart he cherished this single joyous thought: “When shall I see my dear son consecrated?

31. “His one desire is that the world should prosper; he shows compassion to all creatures and is loved in the world even more than I, like a cloud laden with rain.

32. “He is as mighty as Yama or Śakra, wise as Brhaspati, steady as a mountain, and far richer in virtues than I.

33. “O that at my age I might go to heaven seeing my son holding sway over this entire land.”

34. Recognizing that his son was endowed with these consummate virtues, the great king consulted with his advisers and chose him to be prince regent.

35. The lord of earth then convened the chief men of the land from the various cities and provinces in which they lived.

36. The nobles arrived and in the different places he assigned to them they solemnly took their seats, facing the king.

37. The lord of men paid his respects to the nobles and the men of the city and provinces, and as they sat deferentially around him he resembled Indra, the thousand-eyed lord, surrounded by the deathless gods.

The end of the first sarga of the Ayodhyākanda of the Śrī Rāmāyana.

Sarga 2

1-2. King Daśaratha, lord of earth, called the whole assembly to order, and rumbling like a storm cloud, his loud voice deep and resonant as a bass drum, he made this incomparable speech to their delight and benefit.
3. "The whole world has long been under the protection of Ikṣvāku kings. It is my desire to ensure its well-being; for continued happiness is its due.

4. "I myself have always kept to the path my ancestors followed and watched over my subjects unremittingly, to the best of my ability.

5. "And, in my striving for the benefit of the entire world, my body has grown old in the shade of the white parasol.

6. "I have lived a life of many, countless, years, and now I crave repose for this aged body of mine.

7. "I have grown weary bearing the burden of righteousness for the world. For it is heavy, one must have self-discipline to bear it and the royal powers it encompasses.

8. "I seek respite by entrusting my subjects' welfare to the care of my son, with the approval of all you twice-born men assembled here.

9. "My eldest son was born resembling me in every virtue. He is a conqueror of enemy fortresses, as powerful as Indra, breaker of fortresses.

10. "It is my pleasure to invest Rāma, champion of righteousness and bull among men, with the office of prince regent, a union as propitious as the moon's with the constellation Puṣya.

11. "The majestic eldest brother of Laksmana will be a fit and proper master for you—indeed, the three worlds all together would find a superior master in him.

12. "Once I have ensured the well-being of this land by entrusting it to this son of mine, I shall be free from care."

13. So the king spoke, and the nobles rejoiced at his words like peacocks at the rumble of a rain-laden cloud.

14. They fully recognized that the aim of their aged king, Daśaratha, was embraced in the wisdom of righteousness and statecraft, and when they had reflected upon it they replied:

15. "You are old, your majesty, and have lived many, countless years. You should consecrate Rāma as prince regent of the land."

16. But when the king heard their reply he pretended not to know it was their heart's desire, and in order to test them he asked:
17. "How can it be that, while I am ruling the land in righteousness, you want to see my son become prince regent?"

18. In concert with the men of the city and provinces they answered great Daśarathâ: "Your majesty, the virtues of your son are many and excellent.

19. "They are divine virtues, which make valiant Rāma the equal of Śakra and elevate him far above all other Ikṣvākus, lord of the peoples.

20. "All the world knows Rāma to be a decent man, for truth and righteousness are his first concern. And he is wise in the ways of righteousness, true to his word, a man of character, and never spiteful.

21. "He is forbearing, conciliatory, kind-spoken, grateful, and self-disciplined. He is gentle, firm of purpose, ever capable, and un-spiteful.

22. "He speaks kindly to all people, and yet he always tells the truth. He shows reverence for aged and deeply learned brahmins.

23. "Because of this his fame among us is without equal and his glory and power have steadily grown. He is proficient in the use of all the weapons of the gods, asuras, and men.

24. "Whenever he goes forth with Saumitri to battle in defense of a village or city, he always returns triumphant.

25-26. "And coming back from battle on chariot or elephant, Rāma always stops to ask the men of the city after their welfare as if they were his kinsmen—about their sons, sacred fires, wives, servants, and students, without omission and in due order, just as a father might ask his sons, his own flesh and blood.

27. " 'Do your students obey you? Are they prompt in their tasks?' This is how Rāma, tiger among men, always questions us.

28. "When misfortune strikes anyone Rāma feels the sorrow keenly, and he takes the pleasure a father might in all the people's celebrations.

29. "He is a great archer, a man who tells the truth, who seeks the counsel of the aged and is master of his senses. How fortunate you are to be blessed with a son like your Rāghava, who, like Mārtaka Kaśyapa, has every virtue a son should have.
30-32. "The people of the kingdom and in this the foremost of cities wish the celebrated Rāma strength, health, and long life—all the people of the city and the provinces, outsiders as well as intimates. And at dawn and at dusk women young and old alike devoutly worship all the gods for glorious Rāma's sake. By your grace, O god, let what they pray for come to pass.

33. "Grant, great king, that we may see Rāma become prince regent, your son who is dark as the blue lotus, and deadly to his every enemy.

34. "O god, your godlike son is committed to the good of all the world, and so for our good, granter of boons, please consecrate the exalted prince joyfully and without delay."

The end of the second sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyana.

Sarga 3

1. All around him they held out their hands cupped like lotuses, and the king acknowledged them, adding these kind and beneficial words:

2. "Ah, how overjoyed I am. You have magnified my grandeur beyond all measure that you should want my beloved eldest son to become prince regent."

3. When the king had paid the brahmans this honor in return he addressed Vasiṣṭha and Vāmadeva as the others stood listening.

4. "This is the majestic, auspicious month of Caitra, when the woods are in full bloom. Let all the preparations be made for Rāma's installation as prince regent."

5. "It shall be done," the two brahmans replied with joy and delight as they approached the lord of the world, "just as you command."

6. Then the splendid king said to Sumantra, "Please bring Rāma, my accomplished son, here at once."

7. Sumantra assented and by order of the king went in his chariot to fetch Rāma, best of chariot-fighters.

8-9. Meanwhile the kings who were seated there—the eastern,
northern, western, and southern kings, aryan and barbarian, and others who lived in the forest and mountain regions—all paid homage to King Daśaratha, as the gods do to Vāsava.

10. From the terrace of the palace where he stood in their midst like Vāsava among the Maruts, the royal seer watched his son approaching in his chariot.

11. Rāma was the very image of the king of gandharvas, and renowned throughout the world for his manliness as well. His arms were long, his strength immense, and he carried himself like a bull elephant in rut.

12. He was extremely handsome and his face had the lovely glow of moonlight. With his beauty and nobility he ravished both the sight and the hearts of men.

13. He was like the rain that refreshes people parched by summer’s heat, and the lord of men could not get enough of gazing at him as he drew near.

14. Sumantra helped Rāghava down from his splendid chariot and followed at the rear, hands cupped in reverence, as Rāma made his way into his father’s presence.

15. Accompanied by the charioteer, Rāghava, bull among men, went to see his father, ascending to the rooftop terrace lofty as Mount Kailāsa’s peak.

16. With hands cupped in reverence Rāma came before his father. He prostrated himself and, announcing his name, did obeisance at his father’s feet.

17. Gazing at his dear son bowed down beside him with hands cupped in reverence, the king drew him up by his clasped hands and embraced him.

18. The majestic king then directed Rāma to the throne made ready for him, a splendid one brilliantly set with gems and gold.

19. As Rāghava sat down, the throne seemed to glow more brightly still from the prince’s own luster, like Mount Meru when the bright sun rises.

20. As the autumn sky, for all its bright planets and constellations, is illuminated still further by the moon, so was the assembly hall lit up by the radiance Rāma shed.
21. Daśaratha observed his dear son with keen satisfaction. It was as if he were looking in a mirror and seeing an enhanced reflection of himself.

22. The king, and most blessed of fathers, turned to his son with a smile and in words Kaśyapa might once have used with Indra, lord of gods, he said,

23. “Rāma, my dear son, you were born of my eldest wife—a worthy son of a worthy woman—and you are most virtuous.

24. “And since by your virtues you have won the loyalty of these my subjects, you shall become prince regent on the day of Puṣya’s conjunction.

25. “You are by nature disciplined and virtuous, as much as one could desire. But still, in spite of these virtues, I shall give you some beneficial advice, my son, because of my affection for you.

26. “Impose even stricter discipline on yourself, exercise constant self-control, and avoid all the vices that spring from desire and anger.”

27. “Actively concern yourself with both overt and covert activities, to retain the loyalty of all your subjects, from the ministers down.

28. “He who protects the earth while keeping the people content and loyal will give his allies cause to rejoice like the deathless gods when they obtained nectar. So hold yourself in check, my son, and behave in this fashion.”

29. Upon hearing this speech Rāma’s friends hurried off bearing the good news, and at once conveyed it to Kausalyā.

30. The excellent lady directed that gold and cows and an assortment of precious objects be given to those who brought the news.

31. Rāghava, meanwhile, after doing obeisance to the king, mounted the chariot and started back to his splendid dwelling amid the acclaim of the multitude.

32. When the townsfolk heard the king’s announcement, it was as if they had secured some longed-for object and, on taking leave of the lord of men, they went home and worshiped the gods in deep delight.

The end of the third sarga of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.
Sarga 4

1. After the townsmen had gone the king held further consultation with his counsellors. When he learned what they had determined the lord declared with determination,

2. “Tomorrow is Puṣya, so tomorrow my son Rāma, his eyes as coppery as lotuses, shall be consecrated as prince regent.”

3. Retiring then to his private chamber, King Daśaratha instructed the charioteer Sumāntra to fetch Rāma again.

4. Upon receiving his orders the charioteer set out at once for Rāma’s abode to fetch him.

5. The guards informed Rāma that Sumantra had returned, and as soon as he learned of his arrival he felt uneasy.

6. Rāma had him shown in at once. “Tell me the reason for your returning,” he said, “and omit nothing.”

7. The charioteer replied, “The king wishes to see you. Such is the message, but you of course must be the judge of your comings and goings.”

8. Such were the charioteer’s words, and, upon hearing them, Rāma hurried out and went to the palace to see the lord of men once more.

9. When word was brought that Rāma had arrived, King Daśaratha had him shown into his chamber, anxious to pass on the important news.

10. As majestic Rāghava entered the residence he caught sight of his father, and at a distance prostrated himself, cupping his hands in reverence.

11. He bowed low until the protector of the earth bade him rise and embraced him. Then, directing him to a splendid seat, the king once again addressed him:

12. “Rāma, I am old, my life has been long. I have enjoyed all the pleasures I desired. I have performed hundreds of sacrifices rich in food, with lavish priestly stipends.

13. “The child I wanted—and you are he—was born to me, a son who has no peer on earth today, the very best of men. I have given alms, offered sacrifices, and studied the scriptures.”
14. “I have experienced every pleasure, everything I wanted—and thus, my mighty son, I have discharged all my debts, to the gods, the seers, my ancestors, the brahmans, and to myself.

15. “There is nothing further required of me except your consecration. Therefore you must do for me what I am about to tell you.

16. “All the subjects today expressed their wish to have you for their king, and so, my dear son, I will consecrate you as prince regent.

17. “But there is more, Rāma: I have had dreams lately, inauspicious, ominous dreams. Great meteors and lightning bolts out of a clear sky have been falling nearby with a terrible crash.

18. “The astrologers also inform me, Rāma, that my birth star is obstructed by hostile planets, Aṅgāraka, Rāhu, and the sun.

19. “When such portents as these appear it usually means a king is about to die or meet with some dreadful misfortune.

20. “You must therefore have yourself consecrated, Rāghava, before my resolve fails me. For the minds of men are changeable.

21. “Today the moon has reached Punarvasu, just to the east of Puṣya; tomorrow, the astrologers predict, its conjunction with Puṣya is certain.

22. “On this very Puṣya day you must have yourself consecrated—I feel a sense of great urgency. Tomorrow, slayer of enemies, I will consecrate you as prince regent.

23. “Therefore today you and your wife must take a vow to remain chaste this night, to fast and sleep upon a bed of darbha grass.

24. “Have your friends guard you warily today at every turn, for there are many impediments to affairs of this sort.

25. “I believe the best time for your consecration is precisely while Bharata is absent from the city.

26. “Granted your brother keeps to the ways of the good, defers to his elder brother, and is righteous, compassionate, and self-disciplined.

27. “Still, Rāghava, it is my firm belief that the mind of man is inconstant, even the mind of a good man constant in rightousness. Even such a man is best presented with an accomplished fact.”
28. Once told his consecration was set for the next day, Rāma was given leave to go, and after doing obeisance to his father, he went home.

29. In keeping with the king's instructions regarding the consecration, he entered his house but then left immediately and went to his mother's apartment.

30. There in the shrine-room he saw her, clothed in linen, solemnly and silently praying for his royal fortune.

31. Šumitrā and Lakṣmāṇā had already come, and Sītā had been sent for as soon as they heard the news of Rāma's consecration.

32. At that moment Kauśalyā stood with her eyes closed, while Šumitrā, Sītā, and Lakṣmāṇa were seated behind her.

33. From the moment she received word that her son was to be consecrated as prince regent on Puṣya day, she had been controlling her breathing and meditating on the Primal Being, Janārādana.

34. While she was engaged in these observances Rāma approached her and did obeisance. Then to her delight he said:

35. "Mother, my father has appointed me to the task of protecting the people. On father's instructions my consecration will take place tomorrow.

36. "And as Father, with his priests and preceptors, directs, Sītā and I both are to fast tonight.

37. "Please see that any auspicious rites appropriate for my consecration tomorrow are performed today on behalf of Vaiḍeṛi and me."

38. Hearing him say what she had so long desired, Kauśalyā spoke to Rāma in words muffled with sobs of joy:

39. "Rāma, my child, long may you live. May all who block your way be vanquished: And when you are invested with sovereignty may you bring joy to my kinsmen and Šumitrā's.

40. "Truly it was under a lucky star I bore you, my dear son, since by your virtues you have won the favor of your father, Daśarātha.

41. "Truly the vows of self-denial I made to the lotus-eyed Primal Being were not in vain, since the royal fortune of the Ikṣvākus will pass to you, my son."
42. So his mother spoke, and Rāma then turned to his brother. He smiled as he looked at him sitting diffidently nearby, hands cupped in reverence, and he said:

43. “Come, Lākṣman, rule this land with me. Sovereignty falls to your share, too, for you are my second self.

44. “You too shall enjoy every pleasure you desire, Saumitri, and all the fruits of kingship, for the kingship, and life itself, I covet only for your sake.”

45. So Rāma spoke to Lākṣman, and then doing obeisance to his mothers and bidding Sītā take leave of them, he returned home.

The end of the fourth sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 5

1. When he had given Rāma his instructions regarding the consecration on the coming day, the lord of men summoned his family priest Vasiṣṭha and said:

2. “Go, ascetic; and assist Kākūṭātha and his wife in undertaking a fast today, so that my son, a man strict in his vows, may gain majesty, glory, and kingship.”

3. “So be it,” said the holy Vasiṣṭha, greatest of vedic scholars, in reply to the king, and he went himself to Rāma’s residence.

4. Arriving at Rāma’s dwelling, which looked like a bank of silvery clouds, the great sage entered and drove through the three courtyards in his chariot.

5. At the arrival of this venerable seer, Rāma hurried from his house in great excitement, to show him veneration.

6. Hurrying to the side of the wise man’s chariot and lending him support, he helped him to climb down.

7. The family priest, noting Rāma’s deference, addressed him with compliments, and then to the delight of the prince, who was deserving of every kindness, he said:

8. “Your father is well-disposed toward you, Rāma; you shall become prince regent. Today you and Sītā must fast.
9. “For tomorrow morning the lord of men, your father Daśaratha, shall consecrate you as prince regent, with all the joy Nahuṣa felt in consecrating Yayāti.”

10. So the sage spoke, and then, with the appropriate vedic verses, he assisted Vaidehi and Rāma, a man of strict vows, in undertaking their fast.

11. Afterwards, when he had been duly honored by Rāma, the king’s guru took leave of Kākutstha and left his residence.

12. Rāma remained a while sitting there in the company of his affable friends. Then with their best wishes he took leave of them all and went inside.

13. Delight filled the throngs of men and women in Rāma’s house so that for the moment it resembled a pond of blooming lotuses, where cheerful birds are flocking.

14. As Vasiṣṭha emerged from Rāma’s kingly residence he saw the highway filled with people.

15. Curious onlookers, crowd upon crowd of them, were jamming every inch of the royal highways in Ayodhya.

16. Like waves the crowds dashed together, and the royal highway sent up a roar of delight, like the sound the ocean makes.

17. The city was being decked with fresh wildflower garlands, banners run up high above the houses, the thoroughfares swept and sprinkled.

18. All the people who lived in Ayodhya—women, children, and the aged alike—were eagerly waiting for sunrise and Rāma’s consecration.

19. They were anxious to witness Ayodhya’s greatest festival, a source of joy to the people, and an occasion for their adornment.

20. The royal highway was so jammed that the family priest seemed to part a flood of people as he slowly made his way back to the palace.

21. He ascended to the rooftop terrace, like a mountain peak wreathed in white clouds, and rejoined the lord of men as Bṛhaspati might rejoin Śakra.
22. Seeing he had come, the king left his throne and questioned him, and Vasiṣṭha informed him that his mission had been carried out.

23. Given leave then by his guru, the king dismissed the multitudes of people, and withdrew into his private chamber, 'like a lion into a mountain cave.'

24. His palace, rivaling great Indra's palace, was crowded with womenfolk in rich attire, and as the king entered, he shed over it as brilliant a light as the hare-marked moon sheds over the sky with its crowds of stars.

The end of the fifth sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyana.

Sarga 6

1. When the family, priest had gone, Rāma bathed and then, restraining his desire, he worshiped Nārāyaṇa in the company of his large-eyed wife.

2. With bowed head he held out the oblation vessel. Then, in accordance with the ritual precepts, he offered the clarified butter in a blazing fire to the great divinity.

3-4. He consumed the remains of the oblation and earnestly made his wish. Meditating on the god Nārāyaṇa, maintaining silence and restraining his desire, the prince lay down to sleep with Vaidehī on a thick-spread bed of kūṭa grass in the majestic sanctuary of Viṣṇu.

5. With one watch of the night remaining, he awoke and saw to the decorating of the entire house.

6. Thus done and hearing the pleasant voices of the bards, genealogists, and panegyrists, he began to intone his prayers in deep concentration, performing the morning worship.

7. Dressed in spotless linen, his head bowed low, he glorified Viṣṇu, crusher of Madhu, and had the brahmans pronounce their blessings.

8. The deep sweet sound of their benedictions was echoed by the sound of pipes and pervaded all Ayodhya.
9. All the people who lived in Ayodhya were elated to hear that Rāghava and Vaidehi had undertaken their fast.

10. All the people of the town had heard about Rāma’s consecration, and so when they saw night brighten into dawn they began to adorn the city.

11-13. On sanctuaries that looked like mountain peaks wreathed in white clouds, at crossroads and thoroughfares, on shrines and watchtowers, on the shops of merchants rich in their many kinds of wares, on the majestic, rich dwellings of householders, on all the assembly halls, and on prominent trees colorful banners and pennants were run up high.

14. There were troupes of actors and dancers, there were minstrels singing and their voices could be heard everywhere, so pleasing to the ear and heart.

15. In public squares and private houses people spoke with one another in praise of Rāma, now that his consecration was at hand.

16. Even children playing in groups at their front doors talked together in praise of Rāma.

17. The townsfolk beautified the royal highway, too, for Rāma’s consecration, placing offerings of flowers there and perfuming it with fragrant incense.

18. And anticipating that night would fall, they set up lantern-trees for illumination everywhere along the thoroughfares.

19-20. Thus the residents decorated their city. Afterwards, eagerly waiting for Rāma’s consecration as prince regent, they grouped together in public squares and in assembly halls. And there in conversation with each other they sang the praises of the lord of the people:

21. “Ah, what a great man our king is, the delight of the House of the Ikṣvākus, to recognize that he is old and to be ready to consecrate Rāma as king.

22-23. “What a blessing to us all that for a long time to come Rāma will be the lord of earth and our protector. For Rāghava can tell good people from bad, he is wise and righteous and not arrogant. He loves his brothers and shows us the same affection he shows to them.
24. "Long live the righteous king, blameless Daśaratha, by whose grace we shall witness the consecration of Rāma!"

25. As the townsmen conversed in this fashion, the people of the provinces listened; for they too had come from every quarter when they got word of the event.

26. The people of the provinces had come to the city from every quarter to witness Rāma’s consecration, and they filled his city to overflowing.

27. And as the waves of people rolled in, one could hear a sound like that of the sea when its swell is raised on a full-moon night.

28. The city, resembling Indra’s residence, grew so noisy and congested everywhere with spectators arriving from the provinces that it looked like the ocean waters teeming with all the creatures of the deep.

The end of the sixth sarga of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 7

1. Now, Kaikeyi’s family servant, who had lived with her from the time of her birth, had happened to ascend to the rooftop terrace that shone like the moon.

2-3. From the terrace Mantharā could see all Ayodhyā—the king’s way newly sprinkled, the lotuses and waterlilies strewn about, the costly ornamental pennants and banners, the sprinkling of sandalwood water, and the crowds of freshly bathed people.

4-5. Seeing a nursemaid standing nearby, Mantharā asked, “Why is Rāma’s mother so delighted and giving away money to people, when she has always been so miserly? Tell me, why are the people displaying such boundless delight? Has something happened to delight the lord of earth? What is he planning to do?”

6. Bursting with delight and out of sheer gladness the nursemaid told the hunchback Mantharā about the greater majesty in store for Rāghava:
7. "Tomorrow on Puṣya day King Daśaratha is going to consecrate Rāma Rāghava as prince regent, the blameless prince who has mastered his anger."

8. When she heard what the nursemaid said, the hunchback was furious and descended straightway from the terrace that was like the peak of Mount Kailāsa.

9. Consumed with rage, the malevolent Mantharā approached Kaikeyī as she lay upon her couch, and she said:

10. "Get up, you foolish woman! How can you lie there when danger is threatening you? Don't you realize that a flood of misery is about to overwhelm you?

11. "Your beautiful face has lost its charm. You boast of the power of your beauty, but it has proved to be as fleeting as a river's current in the hot season."

12. So she spoke, and Kaikeyī was deeply distraught at the bitter words of the angry, malevolent hunchback.

13. "Mantharā," she replied, "is something wrong? I can tell by the distress in your face how sorely troubled you are."

14. Hearing Kaikeyī's gentle words the wrathful Mantharā spoke—and a very clever speaker she was.

15. The hunchback grew even more distraught, and with Kaikeyī's best interests at heart, spoke out, trying to sharpen her distress and turn her against Rāghava:

16. "Something is very seriously wrong, my lady, something that threatens to ruin you. For King Daśaratha is going to consecrate Rāma as prince regent.

17. "I felt myself sinking down into unfathomable danger, stricken with grief and sorrow, burning as if on fire. And so I have come here, with your best interests at heart.

18. "When you are sorrowful, Kaikeyī, I am too, and even more, and, when you prosper, so do I. There is not the slightest doubt of this.

19. "You were born into a family of kings, you are a queen of the lord of earth. My lady, how can you fail to know that the ways of kings are ruthless?"
20. “Your husband talks of righteousness, but he is deceiving you; his words are gentle but he is cruel. You are too innocent to understand, and so he has utterly defrauded you like this.

21. “When expedient, your husband reassures you, but it is all worthless. Now that there is something of real worth he is ready to bestow it upon Kausalyā.

22. “Having got Bharata out of the way by sending him off to your family, the wicked man shall tomorrow establish Rāma in unchallenged kingship.

23. “He is an enemy pretending to be your husband. He is like a viper, child, whom you have taken to your bosom and lovingly mothered.

24. “For what an enemy or a snake would do if one ignored them, King Daśaratha is now doing to you and your son.

25. “The man is evil, his assurances false, and, by establishing Rāma in the kingship, dear child who has always known comfort, he will bring ruin upon you and your family.

26. “Kaikeyī, the time has come to act, and you must act swiftly, for your own good. You must save your son, yourself, and me, my enchanting beauty.”

27. After listening to Mantharā’s speech, the lovely woman rose from the couch and presented the hunchback with a lovely piece of jewelry.

28. And, when she had given the hunchback the jewelry, Kaikeyī, most beautiful of women, said in delight to Mantharā,

29. “What you have reported to me is the most wonderful news. How else may I reward you, Mantharā, for reporting such good news to me?

30. “I draw no distinction between Rāma and Bharata, and so I am perfectly content that the king should consecrate Rāma as king.

31. “You could not possibly tell me better news than this, or speak more welcome words, my well-deserving woman. For what you have told me I will give you yet another boon, something you might like more—just choose it!”

The end of the seventh sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyāna.
Sarga 8

1. But Mantharā was beside herself with rage and sorrow. She threw the jewelry away and said spitefully:

2. "You foolish woman, how can you be delighted at such a moment? Are you not aware that you stand in the midst of a sea of grief?

3. "It is Kausalyā who is fortunate; it is her son the eminent brah- mans will consecrate as the powerful prince regent tomorrow, on Puṣya day.

4. "Once Kāusalyā secures this great object of joy, she will cheerfully eliminate her enemies. And you will have to wait on her with hands cupped in reverence, like a serving woman.

5. "Delight is truly in store for Rāma's exalted women, and all that is in store for your daughters-in-law is misery, at Bharata's downfall."

6. Seeing how deeply distressed Mantharā was as she spoke, Queen Kaikeyī began to extol Rāma's virtues:

7. "Rāma knows what is right, his gurus have taught him self- restraint. He is grateful, truthful, and honest, and as the king's eldest son, he deserves to be prince regent.

8. "He will protect his brothers and his dependents like a father; and long may he live! How can you be upset, hunchback, at learning of Rāma's consecration?

9. "Surely Bharata as well, the bull among men, will obtain the kingship of his fathers and forefathers after Rāma's one hundred years.

10. "Why should you be upset, Mantharā, when we have prospered in the past, and prosper now, and shall have good fortune in the future? For he obeys me even more scrupulously than he does Kausalyā."

11. When she heard what Kaikeyī said, Mantharā was still more sorely troubled. She heaved a long and hot sigh and then replied:

12. "You are too simple-minded to see what is good for you and what is not. You are not aware that you are sinking in an ocean of sorrow fraught with disaster and grief.

13. "Rāghava will be king, Kaikeyī, and then the son of Rāghava, while Bharata will be debarred from the royal succession altogether."
14. “For not all the sons of a king stand in line for the kingship, my lovely. Were all of them to be so placed, grave misfortune would ensue.

15. “That is why kings place the powers of kingship in the hands of the eldest, faultless Kaikeyi, however worthy the others.

16. “Like a helpless boy that son of yours, the object of all your motherly love, will be totally excluded from the royal succession and from its pleasures as well.

17. “Here I am, come on your behalf, but you pay me no heed. Instead, you want to reward me in token of your rival’s good luck!

18. “Surely once Rama secures unchallenged kingship he will have Bharata sent off to some other country—if not to the other world!

19. “And you had to send Bharata, a mere boy, off to your brother’s, though knowing full well that proximity breeds affection, even in insentient things.

20. “Now, Rāghava will protect Laksmana, just as Saumitri will protect Rāma, for their brotherly love is as celebrated as that of the Aśvins.

21. “And so Rāma will do no harm to Laksmana, but he will to Bharata without question.

22. “So let your son go straight from Rajagrha to the forest. That is the course I favor, and it is very much in your own best interests.

23. “For in this way good fortune may still befall your side of the family—if, that is, Bharata secures, as by rights he should, the kingship of his forefathers.

24. “Your child has known only comfort, and, at the same time, he is Rāma’s natural enemy. How could the one, with his fortunes lost, live under the sway of the other, whose fortunes are thriving?

25. “Like the leader of an elephant herd attacked by a lion in the forest, your son is about to be set upon by Rāma, and you must save him.

26. “Then, too, because of your beauty’s power you used to spurn your co-wife, Rāma’s mother, so proudly. How could she fail to repay that enmity?

27. “When Rāma secures control of the land, Bharata will be lost
for certain. You must therefore devise some way of making your son the king and banishing his enemy this very day."

The end of the eighth sarga of the Ayodhyākanda of the Śrī Rāmāyana.

Sarga 9

1. So Mantharā spoke, and Kaikeyī, her face glowing with rage, heaved a long and burning sigh and said to her:
2. "Today, at once, I will have Rāma banished to the forest, and at once have Bharata consecrated as prince regent.
3. "But now, Mantharā, think: In what way can Bharata, and not Rāma, secure the kingship?"
4. So Queen Kaikeyī spoke, and the malevolent Mantharā answered her, to the ruin of Rāma's fortunes:
5. "Well then, I shall tell you, Kaikeyī—and pay close attention—how your son Bharata may secure sovereign kingship."
6. Hearing Mantharā's words, Kaikeyī half rose from her sumptuous couch and exclaimed:
7. "Tell me the way, Mantharā! How can Bharata, and not Rāma, secure the kingship?"
8. So the queen spoke, and the malevolent hunchback answered her, to the ruin of Rāma's fortunes:

9-11. "When the gods and asuras were at war, your husband went with the royal seers to lend assistance to the king of the gods, and he took you along. He set off toward the south, Kaikeyī, to the Daṇḍakas and the city called Vaijāyanta. It was there that Timi-dhvaja ruled, the same who is called Śambara, a great asura of a hundred magic powers. He had given battle to Śakra, and the host of gods could not conquer him.

12-13. "In the great battle that followed, King Daśarathā was struck unconscious, and you, my lady, conveyed him out of battle. But there, too, your husband was wounded by weapons, and once again you saved him, my lovely. And so in his gratitude he granted you two boons.
14. "Then, my lady, you said to your husband, 'I shall choose my two boons when I want them,' and the great king consented. I myself was unaware of this, my lady, until you yourself told me, long ago.

15. "You must now demand these two boons of your husband: the consecration of Bharata and the banishment of Rāma for fourteen years.

16. "Now go into your private chamber, daughter of Aśvapati, as if in a fit of rage. Put on a dirty garment, lie down on the bare ground, and don’t speak to him, don’t even look at him.

17: "Your husband has always adored you, I haven’t any doubt of it. For your sake the great king would even go through fire.

18. "The king could not bring himself to anger you, nor even bear to look at you when you are angry. He would give up his own life to please you.

19. "The lord of the land is powerless to refuse your demand. Dull-witted girl, recognize the power of your beauty.

20. "King Daśaratha will offer gems, pearls, gold, a whole array of precious gifts—but pay no mind to them.

21. "Just keep reminding Daśaratha of those two boons he granted at the battle of the gods and asuras. Illustrious lady, you must not let this opportunity pass you by.

22-23. "When the great king Rāghava helps you up himself and offers you a boon, then you must ask him for this one, first making sure he swears to it: 'Banish Rāma to the forest for nine years and five; and make Bharata king of the land, the bull among kings.'

24. "In this way Rāma will be banished and cease to be 'the pleasing prince,' and your Bharata, his rival eliminated, will be king.

25. "And by the time Rāma returns from the forest, your steadfast son and his supporters will have struck deep roots and won over the populace.

26. "I think it high time you overcame your timidity. You must forcibly prevent the king from carrying out Rāma's consecration."

27. And so Mantharā induced her to accept such evil by disguising it as good, and Kāikeyī, now cheered and delighted, replied:

28. "Hunchback, I never recognized your excellence, nor how ex-
cellent your advice. Of all the hunchbacks in the land there is none better at devising plans.

29. "You are the only one who has always sought my advantage and had my interests at heart. I might never have known, hunchback, what the king intended to do.

30. "There are hunchbacks who are misshapen, crooked and hideously ugly—but not you, you are lovely, you are bent no more than a lotus in the breeze.

31. "Your chest is arched, raised as high as your shoulders, and down below your waist, with its lovely navel, seems as if it had grown thin in envy of it.

32. "Your girdle-belt beautifies your hips and sets them jingling. Your legs are set strong under you, while your feet are long.

33. "With your wide buttocks, Mantharā, and your garment of white linen, you are as resplendent as a wild goose when you go before me.

34. "And this huge hump of yours, wide as the hub of a chariot wheel—your clever ideas must be stored in it, your political wisdom and magic powers.

35. "And there, hunchback, is where I will drape you with a garland made of gold, once Bharata is consecrated and Rāgha has gone to the forest.

36. "When I have accomplished my purpose, my lovely, when I am satisfied, I will anoint your hump with precious liquid gold.

37. "And for your face I will have them fashion an elaborate and beautiful forehead mark of gold and exquisite jewelry for you, hunchback.

38. "Dressed in a pair of lovely garments you shall go about like a goddess; with that face of yours that challenges the moon, peerless in visage; and you shall strut holding your head high before the people who hate me.

39. "You too shall have hunchbacks, adorned with every sort of ornament, to humbly serve you, hunchback, just as you always serve me."

40. Being flattered in this fashion, she replied to Kaikeyī, who still lay on her luxurious couch like a flame of fire on an altar:
41. "One does not build a dike, my precious, after the water is gone. Get up, apprise the king, and see to your own welfare!"

42. Thus incited, the large-eyed queen went with Mantharā to her private chamber, puffed up with the intoxicating power of her beauty.

43. There the lovely lady removed her pearl necklace, worth many hundred thousands, and her other costly and beautiful jewelry.

44. And then, under the spell of the hunchback Mantharā's words, the golden Kaikeyī got down upon the floor and said to her:

45. "Hunchback, go inform the king that I will surely die right here unless Bharata receives as his portion the land and Rāghava, as his, the forest."

46. And uttering these ruthless words, the lady put all her jewelry aside and lay down upon the ground bare of any spread, like a fallen kīmnara woman.

47. Her face enveloped in the darkness of her swollen rage, her fine garlands and ornaments stripped off; the wife of the lord of men grew distraught and took on the appearance of a darkened sky, when all the stars have set.

The end of the ninth sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyāna.

Sarga 10

1. Now, when the great king had given orders for Rāghava's consecration, he gladly entered the inner chamber to tell his beloved wife the good news.

2. But when the lord of the world saw her fallen on the ground and lying there in a posture so ill-befitting her; he was consumed with sorrow.

3. The guileless old man saw her on the floor, that guileful young wife of his, who meant more to him than life itself.

4. He began to caress her affectionately, as a great bull elephant in the wilderness might caress his cow wounded by the poisoned arrow of a hunter lurking in the forest.

5. And, as he caressed his lotus-eyed wife with his hands, sick with worry and desire, he said to her:
6-7. "I do not understand, my lady, why you should be angry. Has someone offended you, or shown you disrespect, that you should lie here in the dust, my precious, and cause me such sorrow? What reason have you to lie upon the floor as if possessed by a spirit, driving me to distraction, when you are so precious to me?

8. "I have skilled physicians, who have been gratified in every way. They will make you well again. Tell me what hurts you, my lovely.

9. "Is there someone to whom you would have favor shown, or has someone aroused your disfavor? The one shall find favor at once, the other incur my lasting disfavor.

10. "Is there some guilty man who should be freed, or some innocent man I should execute? What poor man should I enrich, what rich man impoverish?

11-12. "I and my people, we all bow to your will. I could not bring myself to thwart any wish of yours, not if it cost me my life. Tell me what your heart desires, for all the earth belongs to me, as far as the wheel of my power reaches."

13. So he spoke, and now encouraged she resolved to tell her hateful plan. She then commenced to cause her husband still greater pain.

14. "No one has mistreated me, my lord, or shown me disrespect. But there is one wish I have that I should like you to fulfill.

15. "You must first give me your promise that you are willing to do it. Then I shall reveal what it is I desire."

16. So his beloved Kaikeyi spoke, and the mighty king, hopelessly under the woman's power, said to her with some surprise:

17. "Do you not yet know, proud lady, that except for Rama, tiger among men, there is not a single person I love as much as you?"

18. "Take hold of my heart, rip it out, and examine it closely, my lovely Kaikeyi; then tell me if you do not find it true.

19. "Seeing that I have the power, you ought not to doubt me. I will do what will make you happy, I swear to you by all my acquired merit."

20. His words filled her with delight, and she made ready to reveal her dreadful wish, which was like a visitation of death:

21. "Let the three and thirty gods, with Indra at their head, hear how you in due order swear an oath and grant me a boon."
22-23. "Let-the sun and moon, the sky, the planets, night and day, the quarters of space, heaven and earth, let all the gandharvas and rākṣasas, the spirits that stalk the night, the household gods in every house, and all the other spirits take heed of what you have said.

24. "This mighty king, who is true to his word and knows the ways of righteousness, in full awareness grants me a boon—let the deities give ear to this for me."

25. Thus the queen ensnared the great archer and called upon witnesses. She then addressed the king, who in his mad passion had granted her a boon.

26. "I will now claim the two boons you once granted me, my lord. Hear my words, your Majesty."

27. "Let my son Bharata be consecrated with the very rite of consecration you have prepared for Rāghava."

28. "Let Rāma withdraw to Daṇḍaka wilderness and for nine years and five live the life of an ascetic, wearing hides and barkcloth garments and matted hair.

29. "Let Bharata today become the uncontested prince regent, and let me see Rāghava depart this very day for the forest."

30. When the great king heard Kaikeyi’s ruthless demands, he was shaken and unnerved, like a stag at the sight of a tigress.

31. The lord of men gasped as he sank down upon the bare floor. "Oh damn you!" he cried in uncontrollable fury before he fell into a stupor, his heart crushed by grief.

32. Gradually the king regained his senses and then, in bitter sorrow and anger, he spoke to Kaikeyi, with fire in his eyes:

33. "Malicious, wicked woman, bent on destroying this House! Evil woman, what evil did Rāma or I ever do to you?"

34. "Rāghava has always treated you just like his own mother. What reason can you have for trying to wreck his fortunes, of all people?"

35. "It was sheer suicide to bring you into my home. I did it unwittingly, thinking you a princess—and not a deadly poisonous viper."

36. "When praise for Rāma’s virtues is on the lips of every living soul, what crime could I adduce as pretext for renouncing my favorite son?"
37. “I would sooner renounce Kausalyā, or Sumitrā, or sovereignty, or life itself, than Rāma, who so cherishes his father.

38. “The greatest joy I know is seeing my first-born son. If I cannot see Rāma, I shall lose my mind.

39. “The world might endure without the sun, or crops without water, but without Rāma life could not endure within my body.

40. “Enough then, give up this scheme, you evil-scheming woman. I beg you! Must I get down and bow my head to your feet?”

41. His heart in the grip of a woman who knew no bounds, the guardian of the earth began helplessly to cry, and as the queen extended her feet he tried in vain to touch them, and collapsed like a man on the point of death.

The end of the tenth sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 11

1-2. The king lay there, in so unaccustomed a posture, so ill-befitting his dignity, like Yayāti himself, his merit exhausted, fallen from the world of the gods. But the woman was unafraid, for all the fear she awoke. She was misfortune incarnate and had yet to secure her fortunes. Once more she tried to force him to fulfill the boon.

3. “You are vaunted, great king, as a man true to his word and firm in his vows. How then can you be prepared to withhold my boon?”

4. So Kaikeyī spoke, and King Daśaratha, faltering for a moment, angrily replied:

5. “Vile woman, mortal enemy! Will you not be happy, will you not be satisfied until you see me dead, and Rāma, the bull among men, gone to the forest?”

6. “To satisfy Kaikeyī Rāma must be banished to the forest, but if I keep my word in this, then I must be guilty of another lie. My infamy will be unequaled in the eyes of the people and my disgrace inevitable.”

7. While he was lamenting like this, his mind in a whirl, the sun set and evening came on.
8. To the anguished king lost in lamentation, the night, adorned with the circlet of the moon, no longer seemed to last a mere three watches.

9. Heaving burning sighs, aged King Daśaratha sorrowfully lamented in his anguish, his eyes fixed upon the sky.

10. "I do not want you to bring the dawn—here, I cup my hands in supplication. But no, pass as quickly as you can, so that I no longer have to see this heartless, malicious Kaikeyī, the cause of this great calamity."

11. But with this, the king cupped his hands before Kaikeyī and once more, begging her mercy, he spoke:

12. "Please, I am an old man, my life is nearly over. I am desolate, I place myself in your hands. Dear lady, have mercy on me for, after all, I am king.

13. "Truly it was thoughtless of me, my fair-hipped lady, to have said those things just now. Have mercy on me, please, my child. I know you have a heart."

14. So the pure-hearted king lamented, frantically and, piteously, his eyes reddened and dimmed by tears, but the malicious, black-hearted woman only listened and made no reply.

15. And as the king stared at the woman, he loved but could not appease, whose demand was so perverse—for the exile of his own son—he once again was taken faint, overcome with grief, and dropped unconscious to the floor.

The end of the eleventh sarga of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa of the Śrī Rāmāyāna.

Sarga 12

1. The evil woman watched as Aikśvāka lay writhing unconscious on the ground where he had fallen, tortured with grief for his son. Then she spoke:

2. "How can you collapse like this and lie upon the floor, as though you deemed it a sin to fulfill the promise you made me? You must stand by your obligation.
3. "For people who understand the meaning of righteousness hold truth to be its essence: Now, I am simply appealing to truth and exhorting you to do what is right.

4. "Śaibya, the lord of the world, once promised his very own body to a hawk, and he actually gave it to the bird, your majesty, thereby attaining the highest goal.

5. "The same was true of mighty Alarka. When a brahman-versed in the Vedas begged him for his eyes, he plucked them out, his own two eyes, and gave them unflinchingly.

6. "The ocean, lord of rivers, respects the truth, keeping his narrow limits, and in accordance with the truth does not transgress the shore he pledged to keep.

7. "If you do not make good this pledge to me, my noble husband, then right before your eyes I will abandon my life, as you have abandoned me."

8. So the shameless Kaikeyi pressed the king, and he could no more free himself from her snare than Bali could from Indra's.

9. His heart began to beat wildly, his face was drained of color, he was like an ox struggling between the yoke and wheels.

10. His eyes so clouded he could hardly see, barely steadying himself by an act of will, the lord of earth said to Kaikeyi:

11. "Once, in accordance with the sacred hymn, I took and held your hand in mine before the marriage fire. I now repudiate you, evil woman, as well as the son I fathered on you."

12. Blind with rage, the wicked Kaikeyi again addressed the king in the harshest words at her command.

13. "What are these venomous and cutting words you are speaking? Just have your son Rāma brought here without delay.

14. "Not until you have placed my son on the throne, sent Rāma to live in the forest, and rid me of all my rivals, will you have met your obligations."

15. Subjected to this constant pressure, like a noble horse prodded by a sharp goad, the king finally said:

16. "I am bound by the bond of righteousness. My mind is failing me! I want to see righteous Rāma, my beloved eldest son."
17. When Kaikeyī heard the king’s words she immediately said to the charioteer on her own initiative, “Go! Bring Rāma.”

18. Then the righteous and majestic king, utterly joyless on account of his son, looked up at the charioteer through eyes red with grief and tried to speak to him.

19. Hearing the pitiful sound and seeing the king’s desolate expression, Sumantra cupped his hands in reverence and withdrew some steps from his presence.

20. When in his desolation the lord of earth proved incapable of speaking, Kaikeyī, who well knew her counsels, addressed Sumantra herself:

21. “Sumantra, I will see Rāma. Bring the handsome prince at once.” Thinking this meant all was well, he rejoiced with all his heart.

22. For as she pressed him to hurry Sumantra reflected, “Clearly the righteous king has exhausted himself in preparing Rāma’s consecration.”

23. This is what the mighty charioteer thought, and he departed in great delight, eager to see Rāghava.

24. As he rushed out he noticed first the lords of earth at the door and then saw various wealthy townsmen assembling, taking their positions before the door.

The end of the twelfth sarga of the Āyodhyākāṇḍa of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 13

1. When night was past the brahmins, who were masters of the vedas, together with the king’s family priests, assembled at the assembly hall.

2. The ministers, the leaders of the army, and the leading merchants joyfully convened for Rāghava’s consecration.

3. When the bright sun had risen and Puṣya day had come, the chief brahmins made the preparations for Rāma’s consecration.
4.7. They set out golden ewers, a richly ornamented throne, a chariot draped with a resplendent tiger skin; water brought from the holy confluence of the Ganges and Yamunā, and from all the other holy wells, pools and lakes, from rivers flowing east, west, north, and south, and from all the oceans; honey, curds, clarified butter, parched grain, darbha grass, flowers, and milk; golden and silver pots of grain decked with sap-rich twigs, and pots brimming with pure water and adorned with lotuses and waterlilies.

8. A splendid yaktail fan stood ready for Rāma. It was inlaid with jewels, white and softly radiant as moonbeams.

9. A white parasol, majestic and luminous as the full moon's disk, was set out in readiness for Rāma's consecration.

10. Standing ready were a white bull, a flawless white horse, and a majestic rutting elephant, fit for a king to ride.

11. There were eight maidens to ensure good fortune, all adorned with jewelry; all sorts of musical instruments; panegyrists, and others.

12-13. Bringing with them the different sorts of princely equipment required for a royal consecration of the Ikṣvākus, they all convened there by order of the king. But the lord of earth was nowhere to be seen. "Who will inform the king of our arrival?" they asked.

14. "The sun has risen and wise Rāma's consecration as prince regent is ready to begin, but we do not see the king."

15. As they were speaking, Sumantra, the honored attendant of the king, said to all those lords of earth who had come from all over the land:

16. "I can easily go and inquire, as my lords direct, why the king has not come out if he is now awake."

17. With this, the master of ancient tales went to the door of the inner chamber, and there he spoke his blessings and sang the praises of Rāghava's virtues.

18. "Holy night is past; gracious day has begun. Awaken, tiger among kings, and attend forthwith to your duties.

19. "The brahmans, the leaders of the army, and the merchants have come, your Majesty. They await your presence. Awaken, Rāghava."
20. As Sumantra, the charioteer and skilled counsellor, was singing his praises, the king became aware of him and said:

21. “I have not been sleeping. Bring Rāghava here at once.” So King Daśaratha spoke, again ordering the charioteer.

22. Hearing the king’s command and bowing his head to him, he left the king’s chamber, thinking there to be some good news.

23. As the charioteer entered onto the royal highway bedecked with banners and pennants, he could hear the people talking about Rāma.

24. Sumantra then saw the lovely residence of Rāma, resplendent as Mount Kailāsa or the residence of Śakra.

25. It was closed fast with massive gates, and adorned with a hundred terraces. There were golden images atop its pinnacles and a gateway fashioned of gems and coral.

26. It looked like a bank of autumn clouds, radiant as a grotto on Mount Meru, and was adorned with enormous wreaths of choice garlands.

27. The charioteer proceeded on his horse-drawn chariot, observing the crowds that filled the great and opulent royal palace, and when he reached it, a shiver of delight passed through him.

28. It resembled a mountain peak or a motionless cloud, with a complex of buildings more splendid than aerial palaces, and the charioteer made his way through it unchecked, like a dolphin through the gem-stocked sea.

The end of the thirteenth sarga of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

**Sarga 14**

1-2. The master of ancient tales passed through the inner chamber door where crowds of people thronged and reached the courtyard. It was nearly empty except for the young men who stood guard, armed with bows and arrows and wearing polished earrings, wary, alert, and unswervingly loyal.

3. He saw the aged warders of the women stationed at the door.
They were dressed in saffron-colored robes and richly ornamented, and stood watchfully holding their staffs.

4. At the sight of him approaching they at once informed Rāma and his wife, eager to announce the news.

5. On receiving the message, Rāghava at once had them usher in the charioteer, his father’s confidant, for he was anxious for the news.

6-7. The charioteer saw the slayer of enemies seated on a richly covered golden couch. He looked like Vaiśrāvana, lord of riches, in all his jewelry and with the precious sandalwood cream he had applied, red as a boar’s blood, pure and fragrant.

8. Sītā now was with him—like the star Cītrā with the hare-marked moon—standing at his side with a yaktail fan in her hand.

9. He blazed like the sun with his natural radiance, and the charioteer greeted him, the granter of boons, with the deference in which he was practiced.

10. His hands cupped in reverence, Sumantra, the honored attendant of the king, asked the prince if he had passed the time agreeably, and slept and rested well. Then he said to him:

11. “O god, worthy son of Kausalyā, your father and Queen Kaikeyī wish to see you. Please go there without delay.”

12. So he spoke, and the splendid lion among men was delighted. He dutifully assented and then said to Sītā:

13. “My lady, the king and queen must surely have met and taken some counsel on my behalf relating to the consecration.

14. “The lady is agreeable and desires to please. Having divined his intention she must be urging the king in my favor, my lovely-eyed wife.

15. “A council’s mood will be reflected in the messenger it sends. Surely the king is going to consecrate me as prince regent this very day.

16. “So then, I will go off at once and see the lord of earth. Remain here comfortably seated with your companions, and rejoice.”

17. Dark-eyed Sītā, esteemed by her lord, followed her husband as far as the door, uttering prayers for good fortune.
18. Catching sight of the crowds of eager people, he approached and greeted them. Then he mounted his splendid chariot that glowed like fire.

19. With the luster of its gleaming gold it nearly blinded the onlookers, while harnessed to it were blood horses almost the size of young elephants.

20. As thousand-eyed Indra boards his swift chariot with its team of bays, Rāghava boarded, and sped away, ablaze with royal splendor.

21. Raising a clamor like a storm-cloud rumbling in the sky, he emerged majestically from his residence like the moon from a massive cloud.

22. Rāma’s younger brother Lakṣmaṇa, with a parasol and flywhisk in his hands, boarded the chariot at the rear, standing guard for his brother.

23. As he was departing a wild cheering broke out from the flood of people all around.

24. Rāghava could hear the comments of the crowd gathered there and the different things the people of the city were saying about him in their deep delight:

25. “There goes Rāghava now, on his way to wide sovereignty by the grace of the king. All our wishes have come true, now that we shall have him as our ruler. What a great gain for our people, that at long last this whole kingdom will pass into his hands.”

26. Like Vaiśravaṇa he proceeded on his way, while master musicians sounded his praises, and eulogists, bards, and genealogists extolled him as they rode ahead, their horses neighing and elephants trumpeting.

27. The lovely thoroughfare came into Rāma’s view, with its teeming elephants, chariots, horses, with the great floods of people overflowing the squares, with its profusion of precious objects and stocks of many wares.

The end of the fourteenth sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.
Sarga 15

1. Aboard his chariot in the midst of his delighted supporters, majestic Rāma beheld the city crowded with people of every description.

2-3. Rāma proceeded down the center of the royal highway. The splendid thoroughfare was fragrant with aloe-wood and adorned with white, cloudlike houses—gleaming and spacious, flanked with all kinds of wares and foodstuffs of every variety.

4. As he made his way he honored every man, each according to his rank, and heard the many blessings spoken by his supporters:

5. "May you, after your consecration, embark upon and keep to the path traveled by your grandfathers and great-grandfathers."

6. "Once Rāma is king we shall live in even greater happiness than when his father catered to us or his grandfathers in times past."

7. "What need have we now of earthly pleasure, what need of heavenly bliss? Would only that we might see Rāma return installed in the kingship."

8. "There is nothing more welcome to us than this, that Rāma, a man of immeasurable power, be consecrated as our king."

9. Such and others like them were the heartfelt comments of his supporters, and, however laudatory, Rāma listened impassively as he proceeded along the thoroughfare.

10. And there was not a man among them able to tear his eyes or thoughts away from Rāghava, best of men, even when he had left them far behind.

11. Righteous Rāma showed compassion to the people of all four social orders, in a way befitting their ages, and so they were all devoted to him.

12. On reaching the palace that resembled great Indra's abode, the prince ablaze with royal splendor entered his father's residence.

13. Passing through all the courtyards and turning back all his people, the son of Daśaratha came to the private inner chamber.

14. When the prince had gone into his father's presence, all the people were delighted, and they awaited his return as the ocean, lord of rivers, awaits the rising of the moon.
The end of the fifteenth sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 16

1. Rāma saw his father, with a wretched look and his mouth all parched, slumped upon his lovely couch, Kaikeyī at his side.

2. First he made an obeisance with all deference at his father's feet and then did homage most scrupulously at the feet of Kaikeyī.

3. "Rāmal" cried the wretched king, his eyes brimming with tears, but he was unable to say anything more or to look at him.

4. As if his foot had grazed a snake, Rāma was seized with terror to see the expression on the king's face, one more terrifying than he had ever seen before.

5. For the great king lay heaving sighs, racked with grief and remorse, all his senses numb with anguish, his mind stunned and confused.

6. It was as if the imperturbable, wave-wreathed ocean had suddenly been shaken with perturbation, as if the sun had been eclipsed, or a seer had told a lie.

7. His father's grief was incomprehensible to him, and the more he pondered it, the more his agitation grew, like that of the ocean under a full moon.

8. With his father's welfare at heart, Rāma struggled to comprehend, "Why does the king not greet me, today of all days?"

9. "On other occasions, when Father might be angry, the sight of me would calm him. Why then, when he looked at me just now, did he instead become so troubled?"

10. "He seems desolate and grief-stricken, and his face has lost its glow." Doing obeisance to Kaikeyī, Rāma spoke these words:

11. "I have not unknowingly committed some offense, have I, to anger my father? Tell me, and make him forgive me.

12. "His face is drained of color, he is desolate and does not speak to me. It cannot be, can it, that some physical illness or mental distress afflicts him? But it is true, well-being is not something one can always keep."
13. "Some misfortune has not befallen the handsome prince Bharata, has it, or courageous Śatrughna, or one of my mothers?

14. "I should not wish to live an instant if his majesty, the great king, my father, were angered by my failure to satisfy him or do his bidding.

15. "How could a man not treat him as a deity incarnate, in whom he must recognize the very source of his existence in this world?

16. "Can it be that in anger you presumed to use harsh words with my father, and so threw his mind into such turmoil?

17. "Answer my questions truthfully, my lady: What has happened to cause this unprecedented change in the lord of men?

18. "At the bidding of the king, if enjoined by him, my guru, father, king, and benefactor, I would hurl myself into fire, drink deadly poison, or drown myself in the sea.

19. "Tell me then, my lady, what the king would have me do. I will do it, I promise. Rāma need not say so twice."

20. The ignoble Kaikeyī then addressed these ruthless words to Rāma, the upright and truthful prince:

21. "Long ago, Rāghava, in the war of the gods and asuras, your father bestowed two boons on me, for protecting him when he was wounded in a great battle.

22. "By means of these I have demanded of the king that Bharata be consecrated and that you, Rāghava, be sent at once to Daṇḍaka wilderness.

23. "If you wish to ensure that your father be true to his word, and you to your own, best of men, then listen to what I have to say.

24. "Abide by your father's guarantee, exactly as he promised it, and enter the forest for nine years and five.

25. "Forgo the consecration and withdraw to Daṇḍaka wilderness, live there seven years and seven, wearing matted hair and barkcloth garments.

26. "Let Bharata rule this land from the city of the Kosalans, with all the treasures it contains, all its horses, chariots, elephants."

27. When Rāma, slayer of enemies, heard Kaikeyī's hateful words, like death itself, he was not the least disconcerted, but only replied,
28. "So be it. I shall go away to live in the forest, wearing matted hair and barkcloth garments, to safeguard the promise of the king.

29. "But I want to know why the lord of earth, the invincible tamer of foes, does not greet me as he used to?

30. "You need not worry, my lady. I say it to your face: I shall go to the forest—rest assured—wearing barkcloth and matted hair.

31. "Enjoined by my father, my benefactor, guru, and king, a man who knows what is right to do, what would I hesitate to do in order to please him?

32. "But there is still one thing troubling my mind and eating away at my heart: that the king does not tell me himself, that Bharata is to be consecrated.

33. "For my wealth, the kingship, Sītā, and my own dear life I would gladly give up to my brother Bharata on my own, without any urging.

34. "How much more readily if urged by my father himself, the lord of men, in order to fulfill your fond desire and safeguard his promise?

35. "So you must reassure him. Why should the lord of earth keep his eyes fixed upon the ground and fitfully shed these tears?

36. "This very day let messengers depart on swift horses by order of the king to fetch Bharata from his uncle's house.

37. "As for me, I shall leave here in all haste for Danaḍaka wilderness, without questioning my father's word, to live there fourteen years."

38. Kaikeyī was delighted to hear these words of Rāma's, and trusting them implicitly, she pressed Rāghava to set out at once.

39. "So be it. Men shall go as messengers on swift horses to bring home Bharata from his uncle's house.

40. "But since you are now so eager, Rāma, I do not think it wise to linger. You should therefore proceed directly from here to the forest.

41. "That the king is ashamed and does not address you himself, that is nothing, best of men, you needn't worry about that.

42. "But so long as you have not hastened from the city and gone to the forest, Rāma, your father shall neither bathe nor eat."
43. “Oh curse you!” the king gasped, overwhelmed with grief, and upon the gilt couch he fell back in a faint.

44. Rāma raised up the king, pressed though he was by Kaikeyī—like a horse whipped with a crop—to make haste and depart for the forest.

45. Listening to the ignoble Kaikeyī’s hateful words, so dreadful in their consequences, Rāma remained unperturbed and only said to her,

46. “My lady, it is not in the hopes of gain that I suffer living in this world. You should know that, like the seers, I have but one concern and that is righteousness.

47. “Whatever I can do to please this honored man I will do at any cost, even if it means giving up my life.

48. “For there is no greater act of righteousness than this: obedience to one’s father and doing as he bids.

49. “Even unbidden by this honored man, at your bidding alone I shall live for fourteen years in the desolate forest.

50. “Indeed, Kaikeyī, you must ascribe no virtue to me at all if you had to appeal to the king, when you yourself are so venerable in my eyes.

51. “Let me only take leave of my mother, and settle matters with Sītā. Then I shall go; this very day, to the vast forest of the Daṇḍakas.

52. “You must see to it that Bharata obeys Father and guards the kingdom, for that is the eternal way of righteousness.”

53. When his father heard Rāma’s words, he was stricken with such deep sorrow that he could not hold back his sobs in his grief and broke out in loud weeping.

54. Splendid Rāma did homage at the feet of his unconscious father and at the feet of that ignoble woman, Kaikeyī; then he turned to leave.

55. Reverently Rāma circled his father and Kaikeyī, and, withdrawing from the inner chamber, he saw his group of friends.

56. Laksmana; the delight of Sumitra, fell in behind him, his eyes brimming with tears, in a towering rage.

57. Reverently circling the equipment for the consecration, but careful not to gaze at it, Rāma slowly went away.
58. The loss of the kingship diminished his great majesty as little as night diminishes the loveliness of the cool-rayed moon, beloved of the world.

59. Though he was on the point of leaving his native land and going to the forest, he was no more discomposed than one who has passed beyond all things of this world.

60. Holding back his sorrow within his mind, keeping his every sense in check, and fully self-possessed he made his way to his mother's residence to tell her the sad news.

61. As Rāma entered her residence, where joy still reigned supreme, as he reflected on the sudden wreck of all his fortunes, even then he showed no sign of discomposure, for fear it might endanger the lives of those he loved.

The end of the sixteenth sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 17

1. Sorely troubled, heaving sighs like an elephant, Rāma of his own accord went with his brother to his mother's inner chamber.

2. He observed the venerable elder seated there at the door of the house and many other people standing about.

3. Passing through the first courtyard, he saw the brahmans in the second, old men expert in the vedas and held in honor by the king.

4. Rāma bowed to the old men and passed into the third courtyard, where he saw women old and young vigilantly standing guard at the door.

5. In delight the women congratulated him and then rushed into the house to pass on the news to Rāma's mother.

6. Queen Kausalyā had spent the night in meditation, and now in the early morning was worshiping Viṣṇu to secure the welfare of her son.

7. Dressed in linen, intent upon her vow and with deep delight, she was then pouring an oblation into the fire in accordance with the vedic verses and pronounced benedictions.
8. Entering her lovely private chamber, Rāma saw his mother as she was pouring the oblation into the fire.

9. When she saw that her son, his mother’s one joy, had finally come, she approached him in delight, as a mare might her colt.

10. In her deep maternal affection for her son, the invincible Rāghava, Kausalyā addressed him with these kind and beneficial words:

11. “May you attain the life-span of the great and aged royal seers who keep to the ways of righteousness. May you attain their fame and the righteousness that benefits a ruling house.

12. “See, Rāghava, your father is as good as his word. This very day the righteous king will consecrate you as prince regent.”

13. Extending a little the hands he held cupped in reverence, Rāghava bowed low out of natural courtesy and profound respect. Then he said to his mother,

14. “My lady, I see you do not know of the great danger at hand. It will bring sadness to you, Vaidehi, and Lakṣmaṇa.

15. “For fourteen years I must dwell in the desolate forest, living on honey, fruit, and roots, giving up meat like a sage.

16. “The great king is awarding Bharata the office of prince regent and banishing me to Daṇḍaka wilderness and a life of asceticism.”

17-18. A sorrow such as she had never known swept over her, and Rāma saw his mother fall down in a faint, like a broken plantain tree. He came to her side and helped her up, and as she stood there in her desolation, like a mare forced to draw a heavy load, he brushed away the dust that covered her whole body.

19. Tortured by such unhappiness as she had never known before, she spoke to Rāghava, tiger among men, as he attended on her, with Lakṣmaṇa listening:

20. “Rāghava, my son, had you never been born to bring me such grief, had I been childless, I would have been spared any further sorrow.

21. “A barren woman’s grief is only of the mind and only a single grief—the painful thought, ‘I have no child’; she never comes to feel another, my son.

22. “But the joy and comfort I had not found to be within my
husband's power to give me, Rāma, I cherished hopes I perhaps might find in a son.

23. "How their words will break my heart, the many, painful words I shall hear from those junior co-wives, being their senior as I am. And what could bring a woman greater sorrow?

24. "Even with you present this is how I am spurred. What will it be like when you are gone, my child? Surely nothing is left me but to die.

25. "For anyone who used to serve me or respect my wishes will look anxiously toward Kaikeyi's son without so much as a word for me.

26. "The ten years and seven since you were born, Rāghava, I have passed yearning to put an end to my sorrow.

27. "It was so difficult to raise you in my wretched state, and it was all in vain, the meditation and the fasts, and all the pains I took.

28. "How hard this heart of mine must be that it does not crumble, as the bank of a great river crumbles in the rains when the fresh waters wash over it.

29. "It must be that I can never die, or that no room is left for me in the house of Yama, if even now Death will not carry me off, as brutally as a lion carries off a whimpering doe.

30. "My heart must be made of iron that it does not split and shatter upon the ground, and my body, too, under this crushing sorrow. How true it is, that no one can die before his fated hour.

31. "What a sorrowful thing that my vows, my gifts of alms, and acts of self-denial have all been to no avail, that the austerities I practiced for my child's sake have proved to be as barren as seed sown in a desert.

32. "For if a person broken by heavy sorrow could die before his fated hour, of his own free will, then left without you as I am, like a cow without her calf, I would go this very instant to the congregation of the dead."

33. When she looked at Rāghava and contemplated the great calamity to come, her unhappiness was too much for her to bear, and she broke out in lamentation, as a cow will do at the sight of her calf being bound and dragged away.
The end of the seventeenth sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 18

1. Lakṣmāṇa grew desolate while Rāma’s mother Kausalyā made this lamentation and then, in the heat of the moment, he addressed her:

2. “I do not approve of it either, my lady, that Rāghava should abdicate the majesty of kingship and go off to the forest, bowing to the demands of a woman.

3. “The king is perverse, old, and debauched by pleasures. What would he not say under pressure, mad with passion as he is?

4. “I know of no crime on Rāghava’s part nor any fault that could justify his banishment from the kingdom to a life in the forest.

5. “I do not know of a single man in this world, not an adversary, nor even an outcast, who would assert such a fault, even behind our backs.

6. “Who that has any regard for what is right could renounce, without any provocation, a son so godlike, upright, and self-restrained, who cherishes even his enemies?

7. “What son, mindful of the conduct of kings, would take to heart the words of a king who has become a child again?

8. “Before anyone learns of this matter, let me help you seize control of the government.

9. “With me at your side, bow in hand to protect you, who could prevail against you, Rāghava, when you take your stand like Death itself?

10. “With my sharp arrows, bull among men, I will empty Ayodhyā of men if it stands in opposition.

11. “I will slaughter everyone who sides with Bharata or champions his cause. Leniency always ends in defeat.

12. “Now that the king has provoked our implacable enmity, yours and mine, chastiser of foes, what power can he summon to bestow sovereignty on Bharata?”
13. "Truly, my lady, the loyalty I feel to my brother comes from the bottom of my heart. I swear it to you by my truth and my bow, by my gifts of alms and sacrifices.

14. "Should Rāma enter the forest, or a blazing fire, my lady, rest assured that I shall have entered first.

15. "I will drive your sorrow away with all the power of the rising sun that drives away the dark. Let the queen behold my power! Let Rāghava behold it!"

16. When she heard great Lakṣmaṇa's words, Kausalyā, weeping and sick with grief, said to Rāma,

17. "My son, you have heard your brother Lakṣmaṇa speak. Whatever is best to do next you must do, as you see fit.

18. "But you must not, heed the unrighteous words spoken by my co-wife, go away and leave me stricken with grief.

19. "You know what is right and if you would do it, my most righteous son, obey me. Stay here and do your supreme duty.

20. "Kāśyapa obeyed his mother, my son, and lived a life of self-discipline at home. In this way he acquired ultimate ascetic power and reached the highest heaven.

21. "In no way am I less deserving than the king of the respect you owe a guru. I will not give you permission, you may not go away to the forest.

22. "Parted from you what use have I for a life of comfort? Better for me to be with you and eat the grass of the fields.

23. "If you go to the forest leaving me sick with grief, I will fast to death right here, for I could not bear to go on living.

24. "And you will then be guilty of a crime held in infamy in the world, like the ocean, lord of rivers, who through unrighteous conduct incurred the guilt of brahman-murder."

25. So his desolate mother Kausalyā lamented, and righteous Rāma replied to her in a manner consistent with righteousness:

26. "It is not within my power to defy my father's bidding. I bow my head in supplication; I wish to go to the forest.

27. "Even the wise seer Kanḍu, a man strict in his observances, slew a cow at the bidding of his father, for he knew that it was right."
28. "And in our own family long ago the sons of Sagara at their father's command dug up the earth and thereby met with wholesale slaughter.

29. "Rāma Jāmadagnya, at his father's bidding, took an ax and by his own hand butchered his mother Reṇukā in the forest.

30. "So you see, it is not I alone who acts as his father instructs. I am only following the path sanctioned and taken by those men of old.

31. "It is this that is my duty on earth, and I cannot shirk it. Besides, no one who does his father's bidding ever comes to grief."

32. So he spoke to his mother, and then he turned to Lākṣmaṇa and said, "I well know, Lākṣmaṇa, the profound affection you bear me. But you fail to understand the real meaning of truth and self-restraint.

33. "Righteousness is paramount in the world and on righteousness is truth founded. This command of Father's is based on righteousness and is absolute.

34. "Having once heard a father's command, a mother's, or a brāhman's, one must not disregard it, my mighty brother, if one would hold to what is right.

35. "I cannot disobey my father's injunction, mighty brother, and it is at Father's bidding that Kaikeyī has coerced me.

36. "So give up this ignoble notion that is based on the code of the kshatriyas; be of like mind with me and base your actions on righteousness, not violence."

37. So Lākṣmaṇa's eldest brother spoke affectionately to his brother. Then, with head bowed and hands cupped in reverence, he once more addressed Kauśalyā:

38. "Give me your permission, my lady, to go away to the forest. By my very life I adjure you, bestow your blessings on my journey. Once I have fulfilled the promise, I will return to the city from the forest.

39. "I cannot for the sake of mere kingship turn my back on glory, whose reward is great; nor, since life is so short, my lady, would I choose today this paltry land against all that is right."
40. The bull among men earnestly pleaded with his mother—he wanted only to go to the Daṇḍakas—and firmly taught his younger brother the proper view of things. Then, in his heart, he reverently circled the woman who gave him birth.

The end of the eighteenth sarga of the Ayodhyākanda of the Śrī Rāmāyana.

Sarga 19

1-2. Saumitri was shocked and desolate; this was all far more than he could bear. He heaved a sigh like a mighty serpent, and his eyes bulged with wrath. But Rāma steadfastly maintained his composure and in full self-possession he turned to his beloved friend and brother and spoke:

3. "Saumitri, let this flurry in preparation of my consecration, let it all now be directed toward stopping it.

4. "You must take care that our mother, to whom my consecration was a source of such heartache, be anxious no more.

5. "Not for a moment, Saumitri, can I disregard the anxious sorrow that has sprung up in her heart.

6. "I do not recall ever doing the slightest thing, intentionally or unintentionally, to displease my mothers or father.

7. "Let my father—a truthful man, true to his word, ever striving for truth—let him be freed from the fears he has of what other people might say.

8. "For if this rite were not called off, he too would suffer mental torment, to hear his truthfulness impugned, and his torment would torment me.

9. "So call off the consecration ceremony, Lakṣmana. As soon as you have done so, I wish to leave the city for the forest.

10. "By my immediate banishment the princess will achieve her goal, and be able to consecrate her son Bharata without any hindrance.

11. "For only when I have gone into the wilderness, dressed in barkcloth garments and hides, wearing a crown of matted hair, will Kaikeyī find peace of mind."
12. "Since my mind is made up and my heart is set on it, I should not cause more pain. I shall go into banishment without delay.

13. "It is nothing but destiny, Saumitri, that we must see at work in my exile and in the revocation of the kingship, which had been awarded to me.

14. "For why should Kaikeyi be so determined to harm me were this intention of hers not fated and ordained by destiny?

15. "You know yourself, dear brother, that never in the past have I drawn any distinction between our mothers, nor did she ever differentiate between her son and me.

16. "I cannot credit anything but fate for those words of hers, those hard and brutal words that meant the revocation of the consecration and my exile.

17. "How could she, a princess, so good-natured and virtuous, speak to my harm in the presence of her husband, like the commonest of women?

18. "What cannot be explained must surely be fate, which clearly no creature can resist; for how complete the reversal that has befallen her and me.

19. "What man has the power to contest his fate, Saumitri, when one cannot even perceive it except from its effect?

20. "Happiness and sadness, fear and anger, gain and loss, birth and death—all things such as these must surely be the effects of fate.

21. "I do not feel sad even though my consecration has been thwarted, and neither must you. Comply with my wishes and at once put a stop to the rite of consecration.

22. "It is not our younger mother, Lakṣmanā, who should be blamed for preventing my becoming king. People overmastered by fate say things they never wanted to—you know fate has such power."

The end of the nineteenth sarga of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.
Sarga 20

1. While Rāma was speaking Lakṣmaṇa kept his head lowered the whole time and listened with his mind poised, it seemed, midway between joy and sorrow.

2. But then that bull among men knit a frown between his brows and heaved a sigh like a great snake seized with anger in its lair.

3. His frowning face was terrible to see—it looked like the face of a raging lion.

4. He shook his hand as an elephant shakes its trunk, from side to side, up and down, and let his head fall on his chest.

5. Looking askance at his brother, from the corner of his eye, he said, “Now is not the time for panic, the source of this sheer folly.

6. “Could a man like you talk this way were he not panicked, fearful of losing people’s respect because of some infraction of righteousness?

7. “You are a bull among kshatriyas, as powerful as fate is powerless. How in the world can you blame fate, a contemptible, feeble thing?

8. “How is it you harbor no suspicion of those two evil people? Don’t you know, my righteous brother, that there are cunning people who wear the guise of righteousness?

9. “A thing the whole world would find despicable is under way: someone other than you is to be consecrated. I despise that ‘righteousness,’ my king, which has so altered your thinking, and about which you are deluded.

10. “Even if you think it fate that framed this plot of theirs, still you must reject it. I cannot approve of this course at all.

11. “For it is only the weak and cowardly who submit to fate; heroic men, strong of heart, do not humble themselves before fate.

12. “A man able to counter fate with manly effort does not give up for all that fate may frustrate his purposes.

13. “No, today the people will see the power of fate and the power of man. Today the disparity between the two will be clearly revealed.

14. “Today they will see fate checked by my power, just as they saw your royal consecration checked by fate.
15. "By my power I will turn back fate that is running wild, like a careening elephant beyond control of the goad, in a frenzy of rut and might.

16. "Not all the gods who guard the world, Rāma, not the entire three worlds—much less our father—could prevent your consecration today.

17. "Those who conspired to banish you to the wilderness, your majesty, will themselves be exiled to the wilderness for fourteen years.

18. "I shall crush their hopes, Father's and that woman's, of making her son the king by overturning your consecration.

19. "The might of fate in aid of one fallen within my mighty grasp will be no match for my terrible power and the sorrow it will work.

20. "Later on, many years from now, my brother, when your sons in turn are protecting the subjects, you can go to live in the forest.

21. "For according to the ways of the royal seers of old, living in the forest is prescribed only after entrusting one's subjects to one's sons, to protect as though they were their very own sons.

22. "If perhaps you are unwilling to assume the kingship without the king's-wholehearted support, righteous Rāma, for fear of a revolt against your kingship:

23. "I swear to you, my heroic brother, may I never come to share in the afterworld of heroes if I do not guard the kingship for you as the shore guards the ocean.

24. "Have yourself consecrated with the holy implements; busy yourself with that. I shall be able all on my own to repulse any kings by force.

25. "Not for beauty's sake are these two arms nor is this bow merely to adorn me; this sword is not for the sake of ornament nor are these arrows just for filling a quiver.

26. "All four things exist for subduing my enemies, and I am not very eager that anyone be thought my match.

27. "With my sword held ready, its blade sharp and lustrous as flashing lightning, I count no one my match, be he Indra himself, god of the thunderbolt.
28. “Soon the earth will be impassable, knee-deep in the trunks, flanks, and heads of elephants, horses, and men hacked off by the strokes of my sword.

29. “Like clouds with lightning playing about them, like mountains engulfed in flames, elephants will drop to the ground today under the blows of my sword.

30. “When I stand before them with my bow held ready, with my arm-guards and finger-guards strapped on, how could any of those men fancy himself a man?

31. “Shooting now one man with many, now many men with one, I will ply my arrows in the vitals of men, horses, and elephants.

32. “Today the power of my all-powerful weapons shall prevail to strip the king of his power and make it over to you, my lord.

33-34. “Today these arms of mine, well-suited for wearing sandalwood cream, sporting bracelets, lavishing wealth, and protecting friends as well, will do their job, Rāma, repulsing those who stand in the way of your consecration.

35. “Just tell me, which of your enemies should I separate this very day from his fame, his loved ones, and his life? Just instruct me what to do to bring the land under your control. I am your servant.”

36. Wiping Lakṣmana’s tears away and comforting him all the while, the heir of the Rāghava dynasty said, “You must understand, dear brother, that I am resolved to obey my father’s command, for such is the way of the good.”

The end of the twentieth sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 21

1. When Kausalyā saw that he was resolved to follow his father’s orders, she said to her most righteous son, through her choking sobs:

2. “How will he who has never known sorrow, who is righteous and speaks kindly to all creatures, how will the son I bore to Daśaraṭha live by gleaning grain?
3. "When his servants and slaves are eating delicacies, how can the master eat fruit and roots in the forest?

4. "Who would believe it, who would not be seized with terror, to hear that virtuous Rāghava, the king’s beloved, is being exiled?

5. "If you leave me here, a raging fire of grief, unlike any other, will consume me as the many-colored flames of fire consume a thicket when winter is past.

6. "How would a cow not follow her calf if it wanders off? I must follow you, my son, wherever you may go."

7. When he heard what his mother said in her deep sorrow, Rāma, bull among men, addressed her with these words:

8. "Deceived by Kaśkeya, and with me withdrawn to the wilderness, the king will surely not survive if you too should desert him.

9. "For a woman to desert her husband is wickedness pure and simple. You must not do so despicable a thing, nor even think it.

10. "As long as my father and lord of the world, Kākuṭṣṭha, lives, he must be shown obedience, for that is the eternal way of righteousness."

11. From these words of Rāma’s, Kauśalya recognized what was proper. "So be it," she replied, though without joy, to timeless Rāma.

12. At this, Rāma, champion of righteousness, once more addressed his mother in her deep sorrow:

13. "Both you and I must do as father bids. He is king, husband, foremost guru, lord, and master of us all.

14. "Once I have passed these nine years and five in the great wilderness, I shall stand again at your bidding, with the deepest joy."

15. Tormented by his words, her face flooded with tears, Kauśalya replied to her son, whom she so loved:

16. "Rāma, I cannot bear to stay among my co-wives. Take me, too, Kākuṭṣṭha; to the wilderness like a wild deer if, out of regard for your father, your heart is set on going."

17. As she wept like this, Rāma wept, too, and said, "So long as she lives, a woman’s one deity and master is her husband. And today the king our master is exercising his mastery over you and me."
18. "Bharata is righteous, too, and speaks kindly to all creatures. He will respect your wishes, for he has always been earnest in doing what is right.

19. "When I have departed you must take care to ensure that the king not trouble himself in the least with grief for his son.

20. "Even the most excellent of women, one who earnestly undertakes vows and fasts, will come to a bad end if she does not respect her husband's wishes.

21. "A woman must show her husband obedience and earnestly strive to please and benefit him. Such is the way of righteousness discovered long ago, revealed in the Veda and handed down in the world.

22. "The brahmans likewise, who are true to their vows, you must reverence for my sake, my lady. In this way you will pass the time, awaiting my return.

23. "Your fondest wish will be fulfilled when I return, if the champion of righteousness should remain alive."

24. So Rāma spoke, and Kausalyā, tortured by grief for her son, her eyes dimmed by tears, replied, "Go, my mighty son, and be careful. My blessings with you always."

25. When the queen saw how determined Rāma was to live in the forest, she made her prayers for him from the bottom of her heart and prepared to bestow her blessings on his journey.

The end of the twenty-first sarga of the Ayodhya Kānda of the Śrī Rāmāyana.

Sarga 22

1. Rāma's mother restrained her anguish and took a sip of water. Now pure again and in better spirits, she began to make her prayers for him.

2. "May the sādhyas bless you and the All-Gods, the Maruts and the great seers. May Dhātṛ and Vidhātṛ bless you, Pūṣan, Bhaga, and Aryaman, too.

3. "May the years and seasons bless you always, the months and half-months, the nights and days and hours.

"
4. "May your learning; fortitude, and righteousness protect you everywhere, my son. May Skanda protect you, the blessed god, and Soma and Brhaspati.

5. "May the Seven Seers and Nárada guard you everywhere, my wise son, may all the constellations, and all the planets with their presiding deities, as you wander in a sage’s garb through the great forest.

6. "May you not be troubled by monkeys or scorpions, by gnats or flies in the woods, by snakes or insects in the jungle thickets.

7. "May the huge elephants not harm you, my dear son, nor the lions, tigers, bears, boars, or ferocious horned buffalo.

8. "May the other fercocious breeds of creatures that feed on human flesh not injure you, my son, for these fervid prayers I now offer them.

9. "May your way be safe, may your courage prevail, may all good things be plentiful, Rāma. Go with my blessings, dear son.

10. "May my blessings protect you hour by hour from all the things on earth, in the sky or in heaven that might beset your path.

11. "May Brahmā, the sustainer of creatures and lord of all the worlds, may the seers and the rest of the gods guard you while you are living in the forest."

12. The glorious large-eyed woman worshiped the hosts of gods with garlands and incense and fitting hymns of praise.

13. "May you have the same good fortune as thousand-eyed Indra, to whom all gods bow, when he slew the demon Vṛtra.

14. "May you have the same good fortune Vināṭa secured for Upāraṇa, when he went in quest of the nectar."

15. Then, of an herb of proven worth, a lucky herb that could ward off thorns, she made an amulet and whispered Vedic verses over it.

16. The glorious woman had him bow his head, she kissed him on the forehead and embraced him, saying, "Go in happiness, Rāma my son, and may you achieve success.

17. "How happy I shall be to see you, my child, back again in Ayodhyā, healthy, successful, and firmly established in the house of the king."
18. “I have worshiped the hosts of gods, Śiva and all the others, the great seers, the spirits, great asuras, and serpents. When you have gone to the forest, Rāghava, may they, and every quarter of space, ever promote your welfare.”

19. And so, her eyes brimming with tears, she concluded her blessings for his journey, as custom required. Then she reverently circled Rāghava, took him in her arms, and pressed him to her bosom again and again.

20. After the queen had circled him glorious Rāghava again and again pressed his head to his mother’s feet. Then he proceeded to Sītā’s residence, ablaze with his own royal splendor.

The end of the twenty-second sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyana.

Sarga 23

1. So Kausalyā bade him farewell and Rāma did obeisance to her, ready to depart for the forest, keeping to the path of righteousness.

2. Along the royal highway crowded with men, the prince went illuminating it and melting the hearts of the people, it seemed, with all his virtues.

3. Poor Vaiḍēhi had heard nothing of all this; she still believed he was being consecrated as prince regent.

4. She knew the rites for the gods and had performed them in deep delight. Thus she waited for the prince, knowing the kingly attributes to expect.

5. As Rāma entered his residence—still decorated and thronged with delighted people—he lowered his head a little, in shame.

6. Sītā started up and began to tremble as she looked at her husband consumed with grief, his senses numb with anxious care.

7. When she saw how his face was drained of color, how he sweated and chafed, she was consumed with sorrow. “What is the meaning of this, my lord?” she asked.

8. “Today was surely the day for which the learned brahmans had forecast the conjunction of Puṣya, the majestic constellation ruled by Bṛhaspati. Why are you so sad, Rāghava?”
9. "The hundred-ribbed parasol with its hue of white-capped water is not throwing its shade upon your handsome face.

10. "Your face, with eyes like the hundred-petaled lotus, is not fanned by the pair of splendid flywhisks, the color of the moon or the wild goose.

11. "And I see no eloquent panegyrists, bull among men, singing your praises in delight, no bards or genealogists with their auspicious recitation.

12. "Nor have the brahmans, masters of the vedas, sprinkled your head and poured honey and curds upon it, as custom requires.

13. "No one wishes to follow in your train, not the officials, nor the heads of guilds in their finery, nor the people of the city and provinces.

14. "How is it the splendid Puṣya: chariot does not precede you, with its team of four swift horses with trappings of gold?

15. "I see no sign of the royal elephant, revered for its auspicious marks and resembling a mountain black with clouds. It is not leading your procession, my mighty husband.

16. "Nor do I see your escort, my handsome and mighty husband, proceeding with the gold-wrought throne held before them.

17. "What can all this mean, when your consecration is already under way? Never before has your face had such color, and I see no sign of delight."

18. Such were her anxious words, and the delight of the Rağhus replied to her: "Śītā, my honored father is banishing me to the forest.

19. "O Jānakī, you are the daughter of a great house, you know what is right and always practice it. Listen to the course of events that has brought this upon me.

20. "Once, long ago, when Kaikēyī had found favor with him, my father King Daśaratha, a man true to his promise, granted her two great boons.

21. "Today, when my consecration was already under way at the instigation of the king, she pressed him for them. Since he had made an agreement, he was compelled by righteousness."
22. "For fourteen years I must live in Daṇḍaka, while my father will appoint Bharata prince regent. I have come to see you before I leave for the desolate forest.

23. "You are never to boast of me in the presence of Bharata. Men in power cannot bear to hear others praised, and so you must never boast of my virtues in front of Bhaṭṭa.

24. "You must not ever expect to receive any special treatment from him. Life with him will be possible only by constant acquiescence.

25. "I will safeguard my guru's promise and leave this very day for the forest. Be strong, my sensible wife.

26. "When I have gone to the forest where sages make their home, my precious, blameless wife, you must earnestly undertake vows and fasts.

27. "You must rise early and worship the gods according to custom and then pay homage to my father Daśaratha, lord of men.

28. "And my aged mother Kausalyā, who is tormented by misery, deserves your respect as well, for she has subordinated all to righteousness.

29. "The rest of my mothers, too, must always receive your homage. My mothers are all equal in my eyes for their love, affection, and care.

30. "And what is most important, you must look on Bharata and Śatrughna as your brother and your son, for they are dearer to me than life itself.

31. "You must never show opposition to Bharata, for he is now both king of the country and master of our House.

32. "Kings show their favor when they are pleased with good conduct and sedulously attended to—and if they are not, they grow angry.

33. "Lords of men will repudiate their sons, their own flesh and blood, if they serve them ill, and will adopt even strangers, should they prove capable.

34. "My beloved, I am going to the great forest, and you must stay here. You must do as I tell you, my lovely, and not give offense to anyone."
The end of the twenty-third sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyana.

Sarga 24

1. So Rāma spoke, and Vaidehi, who always spoke kindly to her husband and deserved kindness from him, grew angry just because she loved him, and said,

2. “My lord, a man’s father, his mother, brother, son, or daughter-in-law all experience the effects of their own past deeds and suffer an individual fate.

3. “But a wife, and she alone, bull among men, must share her husband’s fate. Therefore I, too, have been ordered to live in the forest.

4. “It is not her father or mother, not her son or friends or herself, but her husband, and he alone, who gives a woman permanent refuge in this world and after death.

5. “If you must leave this very day for the trackless forest, Rāghava, I will go in front of you, softening the thorns and sharp kūṣa grass.

6. “Cast out your anger and resentment, like so much water left after drinking one’s fill. Do not be reluctant to take me, my mighty husband. There is no evil in me.

7. “The shadow of a husband’s feet in any circumstances surpasses the finest mansions, an aerial chariot, or even flying through the sky.

8. “My mother and father instructed me in all these different questions. I do not have to be told now the proper way to behave.

9. “I shall live as happily in the forest as if it were my father’s house, caring for nothing in the three worlds but to be faithful to my husband.

10. “I will obey you always and practice self-discipline and chastity. What pleasures I shall share with you, my mighty husband, in the honey-scented forests!

11. “O Rāma, bestower of honor, you have the power to protect any other person in the forest. Why then not me?
12. "You need not doubt that I can survive on nothing but fruit and roots; I shall not cause you any trouble by living with you.

13. "I want to see the streams and mountains, the ponds and forests, and nowhere shall I be afraid with my wise husband to defend me.

14. "I want to see the lotus ponds in full bloom, blanketed with geese and ducks, happy in your company, my mighty husband.

15. "What pleasures I shall share with you, my large-eyed husband, what bliss for me to be with you like this, were it for a hundred thousand years!

16. "If I were to be offered a place to live in heaven itself, Rāghava, tiger among men, I would refuse it if you were not there.

17. "I will go to the trackless forest teeming with deer, monkeys, and elephants, and live there as if in my father's house, clinging to your feet alone, in strict self-discipline.

18. "I love no one else; my heart is so attached to you that were we to be parted I am resolved to die. Take me, oh please grant my request. I shall not be a burden to you."

19. Despite what Sītā said, the best of men, who so cherished righteousness, was still unwilling to take her, and in order to dissuade her, he began to describe how painful life in the forest is.

The end of the twenty-fourth sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyāna.

Sarga 25

1. When Sītā finished speaking, the righteous prince, who knew what was right and cherished it, attempted to dissuade her.

2. "Sītā, you are the daughter of a great house and have always been earnest in doing what is right. You must stay here and do your duty, not what your heart desires.

3. "My frail Sītā, you must do as I say. There are so many hardships in the forest. Listen to me and I shall tell you.

4. "Sītā, give up this notion of living in the forest. The name 'forest' is given only to wild regions where hardships abound.
5. "It is, in fact, with your welfare at heart that I am saying this. The forest is never a place of pleasure—I know—but only of pain.

6. "There are lions that live in mountain caves; their roars are redoubled by mountain torrents and are a painful thing to hear—the forest is a place of pain.

7. "At night, worn with fatigue, one must sleep upon the ground on a bed of leaves, broken off of themselves—the forest is a place of utter pain:

8. "And one has to fast, Maithili, to the limit of one's endurance, wear clothes of barkcloth and bear the burden of matted hair.

9. "The wind is so intense there and the darkness, too. One is always hungry and the dangers are so great—the forest is a place of utter pain.

10. "There are many creeping creatures, of every size and shape, my lovely, ranging aggressively over the ground—the forest is a place of utter pain.

11. "There are snakes, too, that live in the rivers, moving as sinuously as rivers, and they are always there obstructing one's way—the forest is a place of utter pain.

12. "Moths, scorpions, worms, gnats, and flies continually harass one, my frail Sītā—the forest is wholly a place of pain.

13. "There are thorn trees, kūta, and kāsa grass, my lovely, and the forest is a tangle of their branches and blades—the forest is a place of utter pain.

14. "So no more of your going to the forest, you could not bear it. The more I think about it the more I see how many hardships the forest holds."

15. When great Rāma had thus made up his mind not to take her to the forest, Sītā did not reply to him at once, but then in bitter sorrow she spoke.

The end of the twenty-fifth sarga of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.
Sarga 26

1. Sītā was overcome with sorrow when she heard what Rāma said. With tears trickling down her face, she answered him in a faint voice.

2. "Do you not know that what you call the hardships of life in the forest would all be luxuries if your love accompanied them?

3. "By the order of our elders I must go with you, Rāma. I would die here and now if parted from you.

4. "But if I were by your side, Rāghava, not even Śakra, lord of the gods, could harm me for all his might.

5. "A woman whose husband has left her cannot go on living, regardless of what advice you give me, Rāma.

6. "Besides, my wise husband, long ago in my father's house I heard the brahmins prophesy that some day I should have to live in the forest.

7. "The twice-born could read the marks on a person's body, my powerful husband, and from that moment at home, when I heard what they foretold, I have constantly yearned to live in the forest.

8. "The prediction that I should have to live in the forest must some day be fulfilled. And it is with you that I would go there, my love, not otherwise.

9. "I will go with you and carry out the prediction. The moment has arrived; let the prophecy of the twice-born come true.

10. "I know that in living in the forest there is indeed much pain, my mighty husband, but it is only those who are unprepared that suffer from it.

11. "When I was a girl in my father's house I happened to hear, in the presence of my mother, all about forest life from a holy mendicant woman.

12. "And, in fact, I have begged you many times before to let us go and live together in the forest, my lord, so much do I desire it.

13. "Please, Rāghava, I have been waiting for the chance to go. I want nothing more than to serve my hero as he lives in the forest.

14. "If from feelings of love I follow you, my pure-hearted husband, I shall have no sin to answer for, because my husband is my deity.

15-16. "My union with you is sacred and shall last even beyond
death:—There is a holy scripture, my high-minded husband, which glorious brahmins recite: 'When in this world, in accordance with their own customs and by means of the ritual waters, a woman's father gives her to a man, she remains his even in death.'

17. "What then is the reason you are set against taking me away from here, your own wife, a woman of good conduct and faithful to her husband?

18. "I am devoted and faithful to my husband. I have always shared your joy and sorrow, and now I am so desolate. You must take me, Kākutstha: your joy has always been mine to share, and your sorrow.

19. "If you refuse to take me to the forest despite the sorrow that I feel, I shall have no recourse but to end my life by poison, fire, or water."

20. Though she pleaded with him in this and every other way to be allowed to go, great-armed Rāma would not consent to taking her to the desolate forest.

21. And when he told her as much, Maithili fell to brooding, and drenched the ground, it seemed, with the hot tears that fell from her eyes.

22. And as Vaidehi brooded, wondering how to change his mind, anger took hold of her. But Kākutstha did not lose his self-composure and tried his best to appease her.

The end of the twenty-sixth sarga of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 27

1. Rāma tried to appease her, but Maithili, daughter of Janaka, addressed her husband once more in the hopes of living in the forest.

2. Sītā was deeply distraught, and out of love and indignation she began to revile broad-chested Rāghava.

3. "What could my father Vaideha, the lord of Mithili, have had in mind when he took you for a son-in-law, Rāma, a woman with the body of a man?"
4. “How the people lie in their ignorance. Rāma’s ‘great power’ is not at all like the power of the blazing sun that brings the day.

5. “On what grounds are you so reluctant, what are you afraid of that you are ready to desert me, who has no other refuge?

6. “Do you not know, my mighty husband, that I bow to your will, that I am as faithful to you as Sāvitrī was to Satyavant, Dyumatsena’s son?

7. “Were I to go with you, blameless Rāghava, I would not even think of looking at any man but you, unlike some women who disgrace their family.

8. “But like a procurer, Rāma, you are willing of your own accord to hand me over to others—your wife, who came to you a virgin and who has been a good woman all the long while she has lived with you.

9. “You must not leave for the forest without taking me. Let it be austerities, or the wilderness, or heaven, but let it be with you.

10. “As I follow behind you I shall no more tire on the path than on our pleasure beds.

11. “The kūta and kāṭa grass, the reeds, the rushes, and thorn trees will feel just like cotton or a pelt to me on the road with you.

12. “The dust raised by heavy winds that will settle on me, my love, I shall look upon as the costliest sandalwood cream.

13. “As I roam through the deep forest there will be meadows for me to rest in, and to rest on couches spread with blankets could not give more pleasure.

14. “The leaves and roots and fruit you gather with your own hands and give me, however much or little there is, will taste like nectar to me.

15. “There will be fruits and flowers in their seasons to enjoy, and I shall not think with longing of my mother or father or home.

16. “And when you are there you will not know any grief or displeasure on my account. I shall not be a burden.

17. “To be with you is heaven, to be without you hell. Knowing how deep my love is, Rāma, you must take me when you go.
18. "But if you will not let me go to the forest when I am so set on it, I will take poison this very day, sooner than come under the sway of those who hate us.

19. "Afterwards I could not live anyway, my lord, for the sorrow of being deserted by you. Better to die that very instant.

20. "I could not bear the grief of it even for a moment, much less ten years of sorrow, and three, and one."

21. Consumed with grief, she lamented long and piteously. Crying out in anguish, she shrieked and embraced her husband with all her might.

22. His many words had wounded her, the way poison arrows wound a cow elephant: And the tears she had held in so long burst forth like a flame from a kindling stick.

23. Water clear as crystal, springing from her torment, came gushing from all around her eyes, like water from two lotuses.

24. She was nearly insensible with sorrow when Rāma took her in his arms and comforted her with these words:

25. "If its price were your sorrow, my lady, I would refuse heaven itself. No, I am not afraid of anything, any more than is the Self-existent Brahmā.

26. "But without knowing your true feelings, my lovely, I could not consent to your living in the wilderness, though I am perfectly capable of protecting you.

27. "Since you are determined to live with me in the forest, Maithili, I could no sooner abandon you than a self-respecting man his reputation.

28. "But it is righteousness, my smooth-limbed wife, the righteousness good men in the past have practiced, that I am set on following today, as its radiance follows the sun.

29. "And righteousness is this, my fair-hipped wife: submission to one's mother and father. I could not bear to live were I to disobey their command.

30. "My father keeps to the path of righteousness and truth, and I wish to act just as he instructs me. That is the eternal way of
righteousness. Follow me, my timid one, be my companion in righteousness.

31. "Go now and bestow precious objects on the brahmans, give food to the mendicants and all who ask for it. Hurry, there is no time to waste."

32. Finding that her husband had acquiesced in her going, the lady was elated and set out at once to make the donations.

33. Glorious Sītā was delighted, her every wish fulfilled by what her husband said, and in high spirits the woman set off to give money and precious objects to all who upheld righteousness.

The end of the twenty-seventh sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 28

1. Mighty Rāma then turned to Laksmaṇa, who came and stood before him, hands cupped in reverence, begging that he might be allowed to go, in the very lead.

2. "Saumitri, were you to go with me now to the forest, who would support Kausalyā and glorious Sumitrā?

3. "The mighty lord of the land, who used to shower them with all they desired, as a raincloud showers the earth, is now caught up in the snare of desire.

4. "And once the daughter of King Aśvapati gains control of the kingdom, she will not show any good will to her co-wives in their sorrow."

5. So Rāma eloquently spoke, and Laksmaṇa in a gentle voice replied to him with equal eloquence:

6. "Your own power, my mighty brother, will no doubt ensure that Bharata scrupulously honors Kausalyā and Sumitrā.

7. "The noble Kausalyā could support a thousand men like me, for she has acquired a thousand villages as her living.

8. "I will take my bow and arrows and bear the spade and basket. I will go in front of you, leading the way.

9. "I will always be there to bring you roots and fruit and such other produce of the forest as is proper fare for ascetics."
10. "You shall take your pleasure with Vaidehi on the mountain slopes while I do everything for you, when you are awake and when you sleep."

11. His words pleased Rama, and he replied, "Go, Saumitri, and take leave of all your friends.

12-14. "And those two divine, awesome-looking bows that great Varuna himself bestowed on Janaka at the grand sacrifice; the two suits of divine, impenetrable armor; the two quivers with inexhaustible arrows and the two swords bright as the sun and plated with gold—all was deposited in perfect order in our preceptor's residence. Collect the arms, Lakshmana, and come back at once."

15. So, resolved to live in the forest, he bade farewell to his friends and to the guru of the Ikshvakus, and gathered up the all-powerful arms.

16. Saumitri, tiger of the Raghus, displayed to Rama all the divine arms, in perfect order still and adorned with garlands.

17. When Lakshmana had come back, Rama, joyfully and with full self-possession, said to him, "You have come, dear Lakshmana, at the very moment I desired.

18-19. "I want your help, slayer of enemies, in giving away whatever wealth I possess to the poor brahmans, to the best of the twice-born who live here in firm devotion to my gurus, and in particular to all my dependents.

20. "Fetch at once the foremost of the twice-born, noble Suyajna, Vasishta's son. I will leave for the forest after paying homage to him and all the other twice-born men of learning."

The end of the twenty-eighth sarga of the Ayodhyakanda of the Sri Ramaayana.

Sarga 29

1. Acknowledging his brother's most just and welcome order, he left and immediately entered Suyajna's house.

2. The priest was in the fire-sanctuary, and, after greeting him Lakshmana said, "My friend, come visit the dwelling of the man who is doing what no man has ever done."
3. After performing the twilight worship he left straightway with Saumitri and entered Rāma’s lovely, majestic house.

4. On the arrival of Suyajñā, the master of the vedas who shone like a fire ablaze with the offering, Rāghava and Sītā cupped their hands in reverence and approached him.

5-6. Kākutstha honored Suyajñā with gifts—magnificent armbands fashioned of gold, sparkling earrings, gems strung on golden chains, bracelets and wristbands, and many other precious objects. And then; at Sītā’s urging, Rāma said to him,

7. “Take this necklace and golden chain to your wife, my dear friend: ’Here is a jeweled belt, too, which Sītā wishes to give you.

8. “She also wishes to bestow on you this couch with exquisite cov’rlets, adorned with a variety of gems.

9. “I have an elephant named Satrumjaya, given to me by my maternal uncle and worth a thousand others. I make you a gift of him, bull among the twice-born.”

10. So Rāma spake, and Suyajñā accepted all the gifts and conferred gracious blessings on Rāma, Lakṣmaṇa, and Sītā.

11. As Brahmā might address Indra, lord of the thirty gods, Rāma then addressed his kind, attentive brother Saumitri with these kind words:

12. “Summon the two eminent brahmans Āgastya and Kauśika and in homage shower precious objects on them, Saumitri, as crops are showered with rain.

13-14. “As for the learned preceptor of the Taittirīyas, the master of the vedas who devotedly serves Kausalyā with his blessings—present that twice-born with a palanquin and slave-girls, Saumitri, and silken garments to his heart’s content.

15. “And give precious objects, garments, and money enough to content Citraratha, the noble adviser and charioteer, who has lived with us so long.

16. “Present a thousand draft animals, two hundred oxen, and a thousand c’ows, Saumitri, to provide for dairy needs.”

17. Then Lakṣmaṇa himself, tiger among men, gave the riches as ordered to the lordly brahmans, just as Kubera, giver of riches, might have done.
18. Now, after Rāma had bestowed great wealth on each and every one of his dependents, he spoke to them as they stood before him choked with tears.

19. "Both Lakṣmanā's dwelling and the house belonging to me may be occupied until I return."

20. After speaking with all his sorrowful dependents, he turned to the keeper of the treasury and said, "Have the treasure brought." His dependents then fetched all his treasure.

21. And the tiger among men, with Lakṣmanā's help, had the treasure distributed to the needy brahmans, young and old alike.

22. There came a sallow brahman then, by the name of Trijaṭa Gārgya, all the way up to the fifth courtyard without anyone stopping him.

23. Reaching the prince, Trijaṭa said, "Glorious prince, I am penniless and have many children. I must live by constant gleaning in the forest. Have regard for me."

24. Rāma replied to him jokingly, "There are one thousand cows I have not yet allocated. You shall have as many as you can cover by hurling your staff."

25. In a frantic rush he girded up the rag around his loins and, brandishing his staff impetuously, hurled it with every ounce of his strength.

26. Rāma then said to Gārgya, seeking to placate him, "You must not be angry, truly. This was only a joke on my part."

27. Then the great sage Trijaṭa along with his wife accepted the herd of cows and pronounced blessings on the great prince conducive to fame, strength, joy, and happiness.

The end of the twenty-ninth sarga of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.
Sarga 30

1. Now, after the two Rāghavas and Vaidehī had bestowed vast wealth upon the brahmans, they went to see their father.

2. How brilliant they looked when they took up their formidable weapons, which Sītā had ornamented and hung with flower garlands.

3. The wealthy townspeople went up to the roofs of their palaces and mansions and to the tops of many-storied buildings and watched despondently.

4. The streets were so thronged with people as to be impassable, and so they went up to the roofs of their palaces and in desolation gazed down at Rāghava.

5. When the people saw Rāma going on foot and without the royal parasol, their hearts were crushed with grief, and they said many different things:

6. “The prince, whom a vast army of four divisions used to follow as he went forth, is all alone now, with only Lakṣmāna and Sītā to follow behind.”

7. “Though he has known the taste of kingly power and has always met the needs of the needy, in his veneration for righteousness he refuses to let his father break his word.”

8. “People on the royal highway can now look at Sītā, a woman whom even creatures of the sky have never had a glimpse of before.”

9. “Sītā is used to cosmetics and partial to red sandalwood cream, but the rain and the heat and the cold will soon ruin her complexion.”

10. “Surely it is some spirit that has possessed Daśaratha and spoken today, for the king could never bring himself to exile his beloved son.”

11. “How could a man force his own son into exile, even an un-virtuous son, let alone one who has vanquished the world simply by his good conduct?”

12. “Benevolence, compassion, learning, good character, restraint, and equanimity—these are the six virtues that adorn Rāghava, the best of men.”
13. "And so the people are sorely hurt by any injury to him, like water creatures when the water dries up in the summertime."

14. "When the lord of the world is hurt so is all the world, as the fruit and flowers of a tree are hurt by an injury to its root."

15. "Let us at once take our wives and kinsmen, and like Lakšmaṇa follow Rāghava as he goes forth, wherever he may go."

16. "Let us abandon our gardens, our fields and homes, and follow righteous Rāma, to share his sorrow and joy."

17-18. "Let us unearth our buried treasure, remove our stores of grain and our wealth, and take all our valuables. And when the household gods have abandoned them, and their courtyards are falling into disrepair and the dust settling thick upon them, let Kaśyayī take possession of the dwellings we have left."

19. "Let the wilderness where Rāghava goes become our city, and the city we abandon turn into a wilderness."

20. "Let all the animals leave their haunts, the snakes their lairs, the birds and beasts their mountain slopes, and take possession of what we have left."

21. Such were the kinds of remarks people were making one after the other, and Rāma heard them, but for all that he heard his mind remained unmoved.

22. And even when Rāma looked at the people in their anguish, not the least anguish touched him—he was smiling instead as he walked on, eager to see his father, eager to carry out his father’s order to the letter.

23. Rāma, the great son of Aikśvāka, on the point of leaving for the forest, caught sight of the anguish of Sumantra, and only then did he come to a halt, in order to gain admittance to his father.

24. Because he so cherished righteousness, Rāghava had his mind firmly made up to enter the forest on his father’s order. With a glance at Sumantra, he said, “Announce my arrival to the king.”

The end of the thirtieth sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.
Sarga 31

1. When Rāma dispatched him, the charioteer, his senses numb with misery, entered at once. He saw the lord of men heaving sighs.

2. The wise charioteer gazed at him grieving over Rāma in deep mental turmoil. He then approached with hands cupped in reverence.

3. "Tiger among men, your son is here waiting at the door. He has given away all his wealth to brahmans and his dependents.

4. "Let Rāma, who always strives for truth, come and see you, please. He has taken leave of all his friends and now wishes to see you.

5. "He is about to depart for the great forest. Lord of the world, grant him audience, a man whom all kingly virtues encircle as beams encircle the sun."

6. The truthful and righteous lord of men, like the ocean in profundity and as free from taint as the sky, replied,

7. "Sumantra, bring all my wives to me. I wish to see Rāghava in the company of all my wives."

8. He went straight into the inner chamber and said to the women, "The king your husband summons you. Go to him at once."

9. So Sumantra spoke by order of the king, and all the women proceeded to their husband's chamber in compliance with his command.

10. Half seven hundred ladies with coppery eyes, who held firm to their vows, gathered around Kausalyā and slowly made their way.

11. When the king and lord of the land observed that his wives had come, he said to the charioteer, "Sumantra, now bring my son."

12. Then, with Rāma, Lakṣmaṇa, and Maithili, the charioteer at once came forward into the presence of the lord of the world.

13. Seeing his son at a distance approaching with hands cupped in reverence, the tormented king in the midst of his womenfolk started up suddenly from his throne.

14. At the sight of Rāma the lord of the peoples ran impetuously forward but, broken by sorrow, he fell to the ground in a faint before he reached him.
15. Rāma flew to him at once and so did Lakśmaṇa, the great chariot-fighter, as the lord of men lay insensible with sorrow and lost in grief.

16. And suddenly a shrill screaming broke out in the king's chamber, as countless women cried, "Alas, alas for Rāma!" the cry made all the louder by the noise of their jewelry.

17. Rāma and Lakśmaṇa both took him in their arms and with Sītā's help they laid him on a couch, all three of them in tears.

18. After a moment the lord of the land, overwhelmed by a sea of grief, regained consciousness. Then Rāma cupped his hands in reverence and said to him:

19. "I ask leave of you, your majesty, for you are lord of us all. I am about to set out for Daṇḍaka wilderness. Look kindly on me.

20. "Give leave to Lakśmaṇa. Sītā, too, shall follow me to the forest. Neither of them would be dissuaded despite the many sound arguments I offered.

21. "Have done with grieving, bestower of honor, and give leave to us all, to Lakśmaṇa, Sītā, and me, as Prajāpati once gave his children leave."

22. Rāghāva waited intently for the lord of the world to grant him permission to live in the forest. The king looked at him and said,

23. "Rāghava, I was deceived by Kaikeyī into granting a boon. Depose me now and become king of Ayodhyā yourself."

24. So the lord of men, his father, spoke, and Rāmā, champion of righteousness, cupped his hands in reverence and in full command of his words replied to him:

25. "You shall be lord of earth, your Majesty, for countless years to come, and I will live in the wilderness. You must not on my account act untruthfully.

816*. "After I have passed the nine years and five of life in the forest, I shall once again clasp your feet, lord of men, when the promise is fulfilled."

The king wept in anguish at the snare of truth in which he was caught. But under silent pressure from Kaikeyī; he said at last to his beloved son:
26. "Go in safety, my dear son, and may no harm befall you. May your way be safe and free from all dangers, and lead you to good fortune, prosperity, and home once more.

27. "But by no means must you go now, this evening, my son. Spend the night in the company of your mother and me. Tomorrow morning, with all your desires satisfied, you may set out."

28. When Rāma heard the words of his anguished father, he was desolate, and so was his brother Lakṣmana. He said:

29. "Who will confer on me tomorrow the benefits I should have tonight? I prefer, to any objects of desire, merely to depart.

30. "I abdicate all claim to this treasure-laden earth, its kingdom and people, its stores of grain and wealth. Let it be made over to Bharata.

31. "Put an end to your sorrow, do not let tears overwhelm you. The indomitable lord of rivers, the ocean, remains forever unperturbed.

32. "It is not kingship or comfort or even Maithili that I desire, but that you be truthful, bull among men, not false.

33. "The city, the kingdom, and the entire land I abdicate. Let it all be given to Bharata. I will follow your command and leave for my long stay in the forest.

34. "Let Bharata hold absolute rule over the land I abdicate—this kindly land with its firm boundaries, its mountain ranges, towns, and woodlands. Let it be as you have said, my king.

35. "Never to the same degree have I set my heart on great objects of desire or my own pleasure, Your Majesty, as on your command, which men of learning always endorse. Put an end to your sorrow on my account, my blameless father.

36. "If it meant entangling you in falsehood, my blameless father, I would reject sovereign kingship, reject all objects of desire, all comforts, Maithili, life itself. The truth of your vow must be preserved.

37. "There will be fruit and roots in the forest for me to eat, mountains, rivers, and lakes to see, and the moment I find myself among the many-colored trees I shall be happy. You should feel joy as well."
The end of the thirty-first sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 32

1. Tormented by his promise, Aiksvāka heaved a deep and tearful sigh, and then in an urgent voice he said to Sumantra:
2. “Charioteer, I want an army, a force of four divisions, to be provisioned with every luxury and marshaled at once as escort for Rāghava.
3. “Let there be eminent courtesans to adorn the prince’s retinue and prosperous merchants with choice wares to display.
4. “Handsomely pay all his dependents and all whose acts of strength have pleased him and assign them to his suite as well.
5. “Killing deer and elephants, drinking forest liquor, and viewing the different rivers he will not think with longing of the kingdom.
6. “The entire contents of my granary and treasury are to go with Rāma while he lives in the desolate forest.
7. “His life in the forest will be pleasant, what with holding sacrifices at holy places, conferring fitting priestly stipends, and consorting with seers.
8. “Great-armed Bharata shall protect Ayodhyā. Let majestic Rāma be sent off with every object of desire.”
9. While Kākutstha was speaking, Kaikeyī was gripped by fear. Her mouth went dry and her voice was choked.
10. Pale and frightened, Kaikeyī spoke out: “My good man, Bharata is not to take charge of a kingdom stripped of its wealth, like a cup of wine drained to the dregs, an empty kingdom without a single thing to whet his appetite!”
11. So Kaikeyī viciously spoke, abandoning all shame, and King Daśaratha answered his large-eyed wife: “Will you yoke me to a burden, malicious woman, and beat me even as I bear it?”
12. Kaikeyī’s fury was redoubled. “It was in your House,” she said to the king, “that Sagara dispossessed his eldest son—Asamañja was his name. This one must leave in the same way.”
13. “Curse you!” was all King Daśaratha could say in reply. And though the people were all ashamed for her, she paid them no mind.

14. Then an aged minister named Siddhārtha, an honest man esteemed by the king, addressed Kaikeyī:

15. “But Asamaṇja was wicked. He took pleasure in seizing children playing on the road and then hurling them into the waters of the Sarayū.

16. “When the townsmen saw what he was doing they were all enraged and told the king, ‘Increase of the realm, you must choose one: either Asamaṇja or us.’

17. “The king asked, ‘What has happened to cause this fear of yours?’ and the citizens responded to the king’s inquiry:

18. “‘When our little children are out playing, this madman hurls them into the Sarayū and enjoys it to no end in his insanity.’

19. “When he heard what the people said, the lord of men renounced his malevolent son in his desire to please them.

20. “It was thus righteous King Sagara renounced him. But what evil has Rāma done that he should be dispossessed like that?”

21. After listening to Siddhārtha’s speech, the king, in a failing voice and words fraught with grief, said to Kaikeyī:

22. “I will accompany Rāma today, renouncing altogether the kingdom, pleasure, and wealth. And with King Bharata may you long enjoy the kingdom to your heart’s content.”

The end of the thirty-second sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 33

1. After listening to the minister’s speech, Rāma addressed Daśaratha with the deference in which he was practiced.

2. “I have given up pleasures, your majesty, and shall live in the wilderness on things of the wild. I have given up all attachments; what use then have I of an escort?”
3. “Would a man who gives away a prize elephant cling to the cinch-belt? Why, cherish the rope once the animal is gone?

4. “So it is for me, too, best of men and lord of the world. What use have I for a bannered army? I must refuse it all. Let them bring me only barkcloth garments.

5. “Bring me a small basket, too, and a spade before I go to the forest to make my dwelling for fourteen years.”

6. Kaikeyī herself then brought the barkcloth garments. “Put them on!” she said to Rāghava, unembarrassed before the crowd of people.

7. The tiger among men took a pair of them from Kaikeyī, and laying his delicate clothes aside, he dressed himself in the clothes of a sage.

8. Lakṣmaṇa too, then and there, removed his lovely clothing and put on the garb of an ascetic, in the presence of his father.

9. Then Sītā, who was dressed in silks, glanced at the barkcloth garment meant for her to wear, and she was frightened, like a spotted doe at the sight of a trap.

10. Disconcerted and embarrassed, she took it up. Then she said to her husband, the very image of the king of gandharvās, “How do the sages who live in the forest put on barkcloth?”

11. She picked one up in her hand and held it to her neck and stood there, the daughter of Janaka, awkward and ashamed.

12. At once Rāma, champion of righteousness, came up to her and with his own hands fastened it over Sītā’s silks.

13. Dressed in barkcloth she stood there as if defenseless, though her defender was at her side, while the people all cried out, “A curse upon you, Daśarathā!”

14. Aikṣvāka heaved a burning sigh as he said to his wife, “Kaikeyī, Sītā must not go in garments of bark and kusa grass.

15. “Surely it suffices you, evil creature, that Rāma is being exiled. Must you heap these vile crimes on top of that?”

16. With this, the king hung his head and sat still, and Rāma addressed him once more before leaving for the forest:
17. “Righteous father, Kausalyā here, my glorious mother, is an aged woman of noble character, and she does not reproach you, my lord.

18. “She has never known adversity before, and bereft of me she will be plunged into a sea of grief. Show her higher regard, please, granter of boons.

19. “Equal of great Indra, this mother of mine dotes on her child. Please, take care that she not be tortured with grief when I am in the forest, that she does not lay down her life and go her way to the house of Yama, god of death.”

The end of the thirty-third sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyana.

Sarga 34

1. Hearing Rāma’s words and seeing him dressed in the clothes of a sage, the king, along with all his wives, was stricken senseless.

2. He was so broken by sorrow he could not look at Rāghava, so sick at heart he could not address him to his face.

3. The great-armed lord of the land fell unconscious for a moment and then in sorrow he began to lament, thinking only of Rāma:

4. “It must be, I guess, that in the past I injured many living things or made many childless; that must be why such a thing has happened to me.

5-6. “Before one’s fated hour has come life cannot slip from the body, for Kaikeyī has tortured me and still I am not dead—I who see before me my own son, brilliant as fire, taking off his delicate garments and dressing in the clothes of an ascetic.

7. “The people, too, are tortured, and all because one woman, Kaikeyī, resorted to this deception in the pursuit of her own ends.”

8. So he spoke, his eyes dimmed by tears. Then he cried out “Rāma!” only once, and could speak no further.

9. When after a moment he regained his senses, the lord of the land, his eyes filled with tears, said to Sumantra:
10. "Harness the finest horses to a draft-chariot and return; you must convey my illustrious son out of this country.

11. "Such, I guess, must be the reward the virtuous earn by their virtues, if this good and heroic prince is exiled to the forest by his mother and his father."

12. Acknowledging the king's command, Sumantra left at a quick pace. He harnessed the horses to the decorated chariot and then returned to the chamber.

13. Cupping his hands in reverence, the charioteer informed the prince that the chariot was standing ready, ornamented with gold and harnessed with excellent horses.

14. The king hurriedly summoned the officer in charge of the treasury. He was a meticulous and altogether honest man, with an accurate knowledge of times and places.

15. "Go at once," he told him, "and fetch precious garments and choice ornaments for Vaidehi, calculating against the number of years."

16. Thus addressed by the lord of men, he went at once to the treasure-room and brought everything and presented it to Sītā.

17. Noble Vaidehi, on the point of leaving for the forest, adorned her noble limbs with the sparkling jewelry.

18. And in her rich adornment, Vaidehi shed a deep luster over the chamber—it was like daybreak when the radiant sun comes up and sheds its splendor over the sky.

19. Her mother-in-law took Maithili in her arms and kissed her on the forehead, and then said to the virtuous princess:

20. "If a woman who has been constantly gratified with things to please her does not hold her husband in respect when he has fallen low, she is regarded as a bad woman in the eyes of all the world.

21. "You must not feel disdain for my son in his banishment. He is your deity, whether he be rich or poor."

22. Sītā knew her words were in harmony with what was right and good and, with hands cupped in reverence, she faced her mother-in-law and replied:

23. "I will act exactly as my noble lady instructs me. I fully understand how to behave toward my husband; I have learned well."
24. “My lady ought not to liken me to bad people. I could no more leave the path of righteousness than radiance can leave the moon.

25. “Without strings a lute cannot be played, without wheels a chariot cannot move, and without her husband a woman finds no happiness, though she have a hundred sons.

26. “There is a limit to what a father can give, a limit to what a mother or son can give, but a husband gives without any limit. What wife would not revere him?

27. “I for my part understand this; I am a high-born woman who has learned right from wrong. My lady, how could I be disdainful? A husband is a woman’s deity.”

28. As Kausalyā listened to Sītā, the words touched the good woman’s heart, and she suddenly burst out in tears of joy and sorrow.

29. Then Rāma, who understood best of all the meaning of righteousness, cupped his hands in reverence and approached his mother where she stood in the place of honor among the others. And he said to her:

30. “Do not be sorrowful, mother. Have regard for my father. My stay in the forest will soon be over.

31. “The nine years and five will pass for you like a night’s sleep, and you will see me come home safe and sound, in the company of my loved ones.”

32. These few sensible words were all he said to the woman who bore him. Then he turned his gaze and looked at his other three-hundred and fifty mothers.

33. They were just as deeply anguishèd, and with hands cupped in reverence, the son of Daśaratha addressed them with these righteous words:

34. “If in our living together I ever showed you any rudeness, however unwittingly, please forgive me for it. I bid you all farewell.”

35. As Rāghava spoke these words, a scream broke out like the crying of curlews, from the wives of the lord of men.

36. The palace of Daśaratha, where once tambourines and bass drums rumbled like stormclouds, was now filled with lamentation and wailing, so bitter was the sorrow of this calamity.
The end of the thirty-fourth sarga of the *Ayodhyākāṇḍa* of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

**Sarga 35**

1. In desolation Rāma, Sitā, and Lakṣmaṇa clasped the feet of the king. Then, cupping their hands, they reverently circled him.
2. After taking leave of him, Sitā and righteous Rāghava, distraught with grief, did obeisance to his mother.
3. Directly after his brother, Lakṣmaṇa did obeisance to Kausalyā and then clasped the feet of his own mother, Sumitrā.
4. As greatarmed Lakṣmaṇa Saumitri paid reverence to his mother, she wept and kissed him on the forehead, and with his welfare at heart she said to him:
5. "You are determined to live in the forest out of deep loyalty to your loved ones. Do not be inattentive, my son, when your brother Rāma is on his way.
6. "He is your one refuge in times of both adversity and prosperity, my blameless son. The way of righteousness good people follow in the world is just this: submission to the will of one's elders.
7. "Remember, too, the conduct that has been the age-old custom of this House: liberality, consecration for sacrifice, and readiness to give up one's life in battle.
8. "Look upon Rāma as Daśaratha, look upon Janaka's daughter as me, look upon the woods as Ayodhyā. Go in happiness, my dear son."
9. Then Sumantra, hands cupped in reverence and with the deference in which he was practiced, addressed Kākutstha as Mātali might address Vāsava:
10. "Be pleased to mount the chariot, glorious prince. I will at once convey you wherever you tell me, Rāma.
11. "For you must now commence the fourteen years of life in the forest, which the queen has forced upon you."
12. When fair-hipped Sītā had finished ornamenting herself, with a cheerful heart she boarded the chariot that stood gleaming like the sun.

13-14. Sumantra placed inside the chariot-box the brothers’ collection of weapons, their armor, and the leather basket, and when he saw they both had boarded with Sītā, he briskly urged on the superb horses, in speed like the rushing wind.

15. As Rāghava set out for his long stay in the great wilderness, a wave of stupefication passed through the city, overwhelming the army and the people.

16. There was turmoil and confusion in the town, the elephants became wild and unruly, and the horses clangored noisily.

17. The town was in utter agony. The people—young and old alike—began to run straight toward Rāma, as men tormented by summer’s heat run toward water.

18. Clinging to the sides and the back, they raised their tearful faces and in their bitter sorrow, they all cried out:

19. “Charioteer, draw in the horses’-reins, go slowly, slowly! Let us look upon Rāma’s face, for soon it will be lost to our sight.

20. “Surely the heart of Rāma’s mother must be made of iron if it does not break though her godlike child is going off to the forest.

21. “Vaidehi has accomplished her purpose—she follows her lord like a shadow, earnest in doing what is right, and can no more leave him than sunlight can leave Mount Meru.

22. “Ah, Lakṣmaṇa, you have achieved your goal; you will have the chance to serve your kind-spoken, godlike brother all the while.

23. “This is a great achievement for you, a great blessing, the way to heaven, that you are following after him.” As they said these things their tears welled up and they could not hold them back.

24. Then in his desolation the king, accompanied by his desolate wives, emerged from the palace exclaiming, “Let me see my beloved son!”

25. Before him could be heard a mighty din of women crying, like the wailing of cow elephants when their great bull is captured.

26. And his father, majestic King Kākutstha, looked as feeble as the full, hare-marked moon dimmed at the hour of eclipse.
27. Then, behind Rāma, a tumultuous clamor broke out among the men as they saw the king collapsing under his heavy sorrow.

28. “Oh Rāma!” some of the people wailed, and others, “Oh mother of Rāma!” while all the women of the inner chamber lamented over the crying king.

29. Rāma glanced back and saw his mother trailing behind and the king, too, dazed and wretched. But he was caught up in the bonds of righteousness and dared not gaze at them openly.

30. They were on foot who should have ridden, who had known only comfort and did not deserve such suffering. And when he saw them he exhorted the charioteer, crying out, “Go faster!”

31. For the tiger among men could not bear the heart-rending sight of his father and mother; it was like a goad tormenting an elephant.

32. Kausalyā ran weeping after the chariot, crying “Rāma, Rāma! Oh Sītā, Laksmana!” He glanced back often at his mother, who seemed almost to be dancing.

33. With the king crying, “Stop!” and Rāghava, “Go on! Keep going!” Sumantra’s very soul seemed caught between two wheels.

34. “You can tell the king you did not hear, if he should rebuke you,” Rāma said to him. “To prolong sorrow is the worst thing of all.”

35. He did as Rāma told him, and taking leave of the people, the charioteer urged on the already racing horses.

36. After they had reverently circled Rāma, the king's people did turn back, but their hearts did not, nor the rush of their tears.

37. To the great king Daśaratha his ministers then said, “A person one hopes to see returning should not be followed out too far.”

38. The king listened to what they said and, despondent, and wretched, his body bathed in sweat, he halted with his wives and gazed out after his perfect son.

The end of the thirty-fifth sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.
Sarga 36

1. When, with hands cupped in reverence, the tiger among men was departing, a loud cry of anguish broke out from the women of the inner chamber.

2. "Where can our defender be going, he who was the recourse and refuge of this weak, defenseless, and miserable people?"

3. "He never grows angry, whatever the insult, he avoids giving cause for anger, he calms the angry and shares every sorrow—where is he going?"

4. "The mighty prince who treats us as he treats his own mother Kausalyā—where can the great man be going?"

5. "Kaikeyī hounded the king until he drove him into the forest. Where can the guardian of this people, of the entire world, be going?"

6. "The king must be mad to exile Rāma to a life in the forest, a righteous prince, devoted to truth and who is loved by every living soul on earth."

7. So all the queens, like cows who have lost their calves, wept in the torment of their sorrow, and shrilly wailed.

8. Already inflamed with grief for his son, the lord of the land grew more sorrowful, still hearing the dreadful cry of anguish from the women of the inner chamber.

9. No fire-offerings were offered, and the sun vanished. Elephants let their fodder drop, cows would not suckle their calves.

10. The constellation Triśaṅku, the planets Lohitāṅga, Brhaspati, and Budha, too, all took ominous positions over the moon.

11. The stars lost their radiance, the planets lost their glow, and the constellation Viśākhā shone, clouded by smoke, in the sky.

12. A wave of despair swept suddenly over all the people of the city, and no one gave any thought to nourishment or amusements.

13. The faces of the people on the royal highway were awash with tears. No one showed any sign of delight; all were lost in grief.

14. The cool breeze stopped blowing, the hare-marked moon no longer looked serene, the sun did not warm the world, the universe was in chaos.
15. Husbands became indifferent to their wives, children became indifferent, and brothers, too. All turned their back on everyone else and gave their thoughts to Rāma alone.

16. As for Rāma’s friends, they were all bewildered; crushed by the weight of their grief, they could not rise from where they lay fallen.

17. Abandoned by the great prince, Ayodhya, with all its hosts of soldiers and herds of horses and elephants, was tormented by a heavy weight of fear and began to quake dreadfully and resound, just as the earth would, mountains and all, if abandoned by Indra, breaker of fortresses.

The end of the thirty-sixth sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 37

1. Now, as Rāma was departing he raised a cloud of dust, and as long as it was visible the best of the Ikṣvākus would not turn his eyes away.

2. As long as the king could see his beloved, righteous son, he seemed to stand firm on the ground just to have him in sight.

3. But once the lord of the land could no longer see even Rāma’s dust, in anguish and despair he fell to the ground.

4. His wife Kausalyā came up and stood by his right arm, and to his left side came Kaikeyī, whose only love was for Bharatā.

5. The king, a man of prudence, righteousness, and courtesy, stared at Kaikeyī, his senses reeling, and said:

6. “Kaikeyī, do not touch me, evil woman, I do not want to see you. You are not my wife, you have no relationship to me.

7. “And your dependents have nothing to do with me, nor I with them. In pure selfishness you repudiated righteousness, and I repudiate you.

8. “Once I took your hand and led you round the marriage fire, but now I renounce it all, both in this world and the next.
9. "And if Bharata should be pleased at securing sovereignty, may any funeral offering he makes never reach me."

10. As the lord of men lay coated with dust, Queen Kaikeyī helped him up and, racked with grief, began to lead him home.

11. As if he had intentionally slain a brahman, or held his hand in a fire, the righteous king burned with remorse to think of his son living a life of asceticism.

12. Again and again he turned back, he collapsed in the ruts of the chariot, and his figure, like the sun's at the hour of eclipse, lost all its splendor.

13. Tortured with sorrow, he began to lament as he thought with longing of his beloved son. He imagined his son to be returning to the city, and said:

14. "I see the tracks in the road made by the splendid horses carrying my great son, but I do not see him.

15. "No, he is probably now resting somewhere, at the foot of a tree, where he will sleep using a log or perhaps a boulder for his pillow.

16. "Wretched and caked with dirt he will heave a sigh as he rises from the ground, like the bull of an elephant herd from out of a mountain stream.

17. "Men who live in the forest will probably be watching as longarmed Rāma, the defender of the world, gets up and pushes on defenselessly.

18. "I hope you are satisfied, Kaikeyī. Now inhabit the kingdom a widow. For without the tiger among men I cannot bear to live."

19. So the king lamented, and surrounded by a flood of people, he reentered the best of cities, the way a mourner enters a cemetery.

20-21. The squares and courtyards were empty, the shops and temples closed, the thoroughfares nearly deserted, the people haggard, feeble, and racked with sorrow—such was the sight that met the king's eyes. But his thoughts were for Rāma alone and, lost in lamentation, he entered his dwelling, like the sun passing behind a cloud.

22. Without Rāma, Vaidehi, and Lakṣmaṇa his chamber seemed like a great, placid pool from which Suparṇa has snatched the serpents.
23. “Quickly take me to the dwelling of Kausalyā, Rāma’s mother,”
the king demanded, and the watchmen took him.

24. He entered Kausalyā’s chamber and lay upon the couch, and
his mind began to reel.

25. Looking around, the great and mighty king reached out his
arms and cried at the top of his voice, “Oh Rāghava, you have
abandoned me!

26. “How lucky those good men who will be alive at the hour when
Rāma comes back, who will see him and embrace him.

27. “I cannot see you, Kausalyā! Oh please touch me with your
hand. My sight has followed after Rāma and has not yet returned.”

28. Seeing the lord of men on the couch lost in thoughts of Rāma,
the queen sat down close beside him, in the greatest anguish. She
heaved a deep sigh and then began to lament bitterly.

The end of the thirty-seventh sarga of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa of the Śrī
Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 38

1. Kausalyā gazed at the lord of the land as he lay on the couch
prostrate with grief. Racked with grief for her son, she spoke:

2. “Now that Kaikeyī like a fork-tongued viper has spit her venom
on Rāghava, the tiger among men, she will behave like a snake that
has shed its skin.

3. “Now that she has had her way and exiled Rāma, the charming
creature will apply herself to further terrorizing me, like a vicious
serpent in the house.

4. “If only Rāma could have lived at home though it meant his
begging in the city streets! You had the freedom to grant such a
boon, which at the worst had made my son a slave.

5. “But you let Kaikeyī at her own sweet pleasure throw Rāma from
his place and assign him as a portion for rākṣasas, the way a sacrificer
at the half-month rites throws a portion away for them.

6. “My mighty son, the great-armed Bowman with a step like a king
of elephants, is probably now entering the forest with his wife and
Lakṣmana.
7. “They have never known the sorrows of the forest, but you yielded to Kaikeyī and abandoned them to a life in the forest. What can be their lot?

8. “Stripped of everything of value and exiled at the very hour of their triumph, how are these three wretched young people to live with nothing but fruit and roots to eat?

9. “If only it were now the hour that mercifully will end my grief, when I set eyes on Rāghava again with his wife and brother.

10. “When will Ayodhyā hear that the two mighty brothers have come back and once again be a glorious city, crowded with delighted people, garlanded with high-flying banners?

11. “When will the city see those tigers among men returned from the forest and exult in delight like the ocean on a full-moon night?

12. “When will the great-armed mighty prince enter the city of Ayodhyā with Sītā on the chariot ahead of him, like a cow before her bull?

13. “When will people by the thousands go out onto the royal highway to scatter parched grain upon my two foe-taming sons as they make their entrance?

14. “When will maidens proffer flowers and fruit to the brahmans and reverently circle the city in delight?

15. “When will he come back to me—my righteous son, young as a deathless god yet with an old-man’s wisdom and boyishness that warms my heart?

16. “I guess, my mighty husband, yes, it must no doubt be that once upon a time, when calves were thirsting to drink, I ruthlessly hacked off the udders of the cows, their mothers.

17. “And so now, tiger among men, I who love my child so have been made childless by Kaikeyī, as brutally as a lion might do to a cow with a young calf:

18. “For I have but one son—he is gifted with every virtue, a master of all learning—and without my son I cannot bear to live.

19. “I have not the least bit of strength to live in this world if I cannot see my beloved and mighty great-armed son.

20. “Here, see, a fire kindled by grief for my son has burst forth and is ravaging me, as the earth is ravaged in summertime by the rays of the blazing, holy sun that brings the day.”
The end of the thirty-eighth sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 39

1. While Kausalyā, best of women, was lamenting in this fashion, Sūmitrā, standing firm by what was right, addressed her with these righteous words:

2. “My noble lady, your son is the very best of men and truly virtuous. What need have you to lament like this and wretchedly weep?

3-4. “You should never grieve over Rāma, my lady, so excellent a son. He left surrendering the kingship, powerful as he is, to ensure that his great father might be true to his word. He took his stand by righteousness as the learned scrupulously practice it, and which has its rewards everlastingly, at death.

5. “Blameless Lakṣmana will be a blessing to the great prince. He has always behaved with perfect propriety toward him, and he shows compassion to all creatures.

6. “Though Vaidehi is fully aware how painful life in the wilderness is, though she has known only comfort, she is following your righteous son.

7. “What gain has your mighty son failed to reap, who is waving the banner of his fame throughout the world by his self-restraint and devotion to truth?

8. “Clearly the sun will recognize Rāma’s purity and incomparable grandeur, and will not dare to burn his body with its rays.

9. “A pleasant breeze will attend on Rāghava, blowing through the woodlands, gracious at all seasons, with temperate warmth or coolness.

10. “As the blameless prince sleeps at night, the moon like a father will clasp him in its embrace, caress him with cool beams and refresh him.

11. “Then too, the mighty prince was given divine weapons by Brahmā, when he saw him slay in battle the lord of dānavas, Timidhvaja’s son.

12. “With the land, with Vaidehi and majesty, with all these three in his possession will Rāma, bull among men, soon be consecrated.
13. "Your eyes will soon drop joyful tears for the one you watched depart with tears of sorrow falling.

14. "Soon you will see your child and his loved ones greeting you, and you will shed tears of gladness like a string of clouds in the rains.

15. "Your son will soon return to Ayodhyā to grant you every boon, will soon bow down and clasp your feet with his firm and gentle hands."

16. After the mother of Rāma, the wife of the god of men, had listened to the words of Lakṣmaṇa's mother, the grief in her suddenly dissipated, like a cloud in the autumn when it holds but little water.

The end of the thirty-ninth sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 40

1. Now, as the great prince Rāma, who always strove for truth, was setting out to make his life in the forest, men loyal to him continued to follow.

2. Though the multitude of his loved ones and the king had been forced to turn back, these would not stop following Rāma's chariot.

3. For to the men who lived in Ayodhyā the glorious and virtuous prince was as well-loved as the full moon.

4. His subjects kept pleading with him but Kāikutṣaṇa, to ensure his father's truthfulness, would only press on to the forest.

5. Rāma gazed at his people with affection, as if to drink them in with his eyes. And he spoke to them affectionately as though they were his children:

6. "Let the love and respect the residents of Ayodhyā feel for me be transferred in full to Bharata, as a kindness to me."

7. "Bharata, the delight of Kaikeyī, is of exemplary conduct, and he will do all that is required to ensure your welfare and happiness.

8. "Though only a boy, he has an old man's wisdom, though gentle he is endowed with all the virtues of a hero. He will be a fit master for you and will shield you from all danger."
9. "He possesses all the virtues a king requires, and he has been recognized as prince regent. Then too, as I myself have shown you, you must obey your master's order.

10. "And, finally, if you would do me a kindness, please take care that the great king does not suffer when I have gone to live in the forest."

11. But the more committed to righteousness Dāsarathi showed himself to be, the more the subjects desired to have him as their lord.

12. By their virtues Rāma and Saumitri seemed to bind and draw to them the desolate, tearful people of the city.

13. Now, certain brahmans who were elders—on three counsels—by their years, wisdom, and authority—began to cry out from afar, their heads shaking with age:

14. "Ho there, you purebred horses speeding away with Rāma. Stop; turn back! Be good to your master. You should be carrying your master back, not away from the city to the forest."

15. When Rāma perceived the anguished outcry raised by the aged brahmans, he alighted at once from the chariot.

16. Rāma then, with Sītā and Lakṣmana, proceeded on foot, with measured tread, directing his attention wholly to the forest.

17. For the brahmānis were on foot, and Rāma looked with pity on them. He so cherished propriety that he could not ride off and leave them.

18. Seeing that Rāma only continued on, the brahmans were disconcerted and in deep agony they said to him:

19. "The entire brahman order will follow you, best friend of brahmans, and these sacred fires will accompany you, borne on the shoulders of the twice-born.

20. "Just see the umbrellas given to us at the vājapeya rite, which are following along behind you like geese when the rains have ended.

21. "You never got your royal parasol, and, when the sun's rays are burning you, we will shade you with these, our own vājapeya umbrellas."

22. "We have always turned our minds to the study of the vedic
hymns, but now our minds are made up on your account, dear child, to turn to a life in the forest.

23. “Our greatest treasure, the Vedas, lies stored in our hearts; our wives shall stay at home protected by their chastity.

24. “Our decision will not be reconsidered; we have made up our minds to go with you. But, as you have always shown regard for righteousness, will any regard now be paid to what is right?

25. “We have bowed our heads, white-haired as the wild goose and covered now with dust from falling prone upon the ground; we have pleaded with you to return, you who have always done what is proper.

26. “Many of the brahmans who have come here have already commenced sacrifices. Their consummation depends on your returning, dear child.

27. “All living things, moving and unmoving, are filled with devotion for you. Show your devotion to these devotees, who are pleading with you.

28. “The trees, unable to follow you because their roots prevent their movement, seem to be mourning as the gusting wind uplifts them.

29. “Even the birds have stopped flitting about and foraging for food. They sit in one place in the trees, pleading with you, who have always taken pity on all creatures.”

30. And, as the brahmans sent up this mournful wail in order to turn Rāghava back, the Tamasā River came into view to aid, so it seemed, in stopping him.

The end of the fortieth sarga of the Ayodhyākāndā of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 41

1. Now, when Rāghava had reached the lovely bank of the Tamasā, with a glance at Sītā he addressed Saumitri:

2. “Night has come to the forest now, the very first of our life in the forest. But please, Saumitri, do not be sad.
3. “Look, the woods are empty but all around they seem to weep: birds and beasts are hidden within them, each gone to its own lair.

4. “Surely the city of Ayodhya, my father’s capital, will grieve tonight, every man and woman, for us who have gone away.

5. “But I know that righteous Bharata will comfort my father and mother, speaking words in harmony with what is right, beneficial, and desirable.

6. “I have been reflecting all the while on Bharata’s goodheartedness, and I no longer feel grief for my father, Lakṣmāṇa, or even for my mother.

7. “You have done your duty in accompanying me, tiger among men. But let me seek your help, too, in looking after Vaidehi.

8. “I myself, however, will have nothing but water tonight. This is what I prefer, though all kinds of forest fare are at hand.”

9. So Rāghava spoke to Saumitri, and turning to Sumantra he said, “Do not neglect the horses, dear friend.”

10. Sumantra tethered the horses as the sun was setting, gave them abundant fodder, and then waited in attendance.

11. When Rāma had worshiped the gracious twilight and saw night closing in, the charioteer with Saumitri’s help made a bed for him.

12. Escorting by Saumitri, Rāma found the bed of leaves made ready near the bank of the Tamasā, and he and his wife then retired.

13. When Lakṣmāṇa saw that his brother had fallen asleep with his wife, he engaged the charioteer in conversation, talking about Rāma’s many virtues.

14. Saumitri stayed awake all night long, and even as the sun rose he was still speaking of Rāma’s virtues with the charioteer on the bank of the Tamasā.

15. There, at a little distance from the Tamasā where herds of cattle crowded the bank, Rāma spent the night with his people.

16. And, when on rising mighty Rāma observed them, he said to his good brother Lakṣmāṇa:

17. “Look at them now, Lakṣmāṇa, asleep under the trees. They care for us alone, Saumitri, caring nothing even for their own homes.”
18. "So solemn is their commitment to turn us back that the townsmen would sooner throw their lives away than abandon their resolve.

19. "While they are still sleeping, we must board the chariot and quickly go, taking a path free from danger.

20. "No resident of the city of the Ikṣvākus should now, or ever again, have to sleep at the foot of a tree out of loyalty to me.

21. "A prince should spare his townsmen any troubles that are his affair alone. Surely he must not involve the residents of the city in his own trouble."

22. Lakṣmana replied to Rāma as though it were Righteousness that stood embodied before his eyes: "I agree, my wise brother. Let us board at once."

23. In haste then, the charioteer harnessed the splendid horses to the coach and, with hands cupped in reverence, directed Rāma to it.

24. But in order to confuse the townsmen Rāma instructed the charioteer, "Board the chariot, Su mantra, and head northward.

25. "Hurry onward for a while, then circle back on the chariot. You must take care to ensure that the townsmen do not know where I have gone."

26. The charioteer did just as Rāma told him, and on returning he directed Rāma to the coach.

27. Rāghava boarded with all his equipment and crossed the swift-flowing, eddying Tamasā.

28. Once across, the great-armed, majestic prince entered upon a broad pathway, a gracious one free from obstacles and the dangers of dangerous beasts.

29. When night brightened into dawn and the townsmen found themselves without Rāghava, their minds were stunned, and they were paralyzed by a crushing grief.

30. Drenched in tears of grief, they searched high and low, but to their bitter sorrow they caught not a glimpse of Rāma.

31. For a short while they followed the track, and when it gave out a wild despair swept over them.
32. When the track of the chariot gave out, the sensible among them turned back, thinking, "What can this mean? What are we to do? Fate has crushed us."

33. Then all of them, with weary hearts, returned the way they had come to the city of Ayodhya, where all good people were still in a state of shock.

The end of the forty-first sarga of the *Ayodhyākānda* of the *Śrī Rāmāyaṇa*.

**Sarga 42**

1. So the residents of the city returned from following Rāma, but all their strength seemed to have gone, and they were left insensible.

2. They went each to his own dwelling and there, surrounded by their wives and children, they all broke out in weeping, and their faces were bathed in tears.

3. No one felt any delight or gladness, merchants would not display their wares, no goods were set out to catch the eye. Householders would have no meals prepared.

4. People felt no joy at finding something long thought lost, or obtaining vast wealth. Mothers felt no joy at delivering a first-born son.

5. In one house after another the women cried when their husbands came home, and in the anguish of their sorrow they berated them with words as piercing as elephant goads.

6. "What good are homes or wives or wealth, what good are sons or pleasures to those who have lost the sight of Rāghava?"

7. "The one decent man in the world is Lākṣmaṇa, who with Sītā is following Rāma Kākutṣṭha to serve him in the forest.

8. "Fortunate the streams, the lotus ponds, and lakes where Kākutṣṭha will bathe, plunging into the pure water.

9. "The woodlands and the lovely groves will adorn Kākutṣṭha, and so will the streams with their broad shores, and the steep-sloping mountains."
10. "Every hill or grove Rāma visits will treat him like a welcome guest and not fail to accord him hospitality.

11-12. "The mountains will be crowned with many-colored blossoms and bear clusters of bouquets when Rāma comes, and in sympathy they will display for him choice fruits and flowers even out of season. They will afford him views of waterfalls as well, one after the other, and the trees on the summits will gladden Rāghava.

13. "Where Rāma goes there is nothing to fear, and no one ever comes to grief. He is a great-armed hero and the son of Daśaratha.

14. "So let us follow Rāghava before he is too far away from us. How pleasant the shadow of the feet of such a great master as he; for he is the one defender of this people, he their one recourse and refuge.

15. "We shall attend on Sitā, and you on Rāghava." Such were the things the townsmen's wives told their husbands. And in the anguish of their sorrow they continued:

16. "Rāghava will see it that you are safe and sound in the wilderness, and Sitā will do the same for us, the womenfolk.

17. "Who could find any joy in living here, where the people are filled with longing, a place so cheerless, so unpleasant and dispiriting?

18. "If, with our one defender gone and against all that is right, the kingship should come into Kaikeyi's hands, we would have no further use for living, much less for children or riches.

19. "Kaikeyi, that disgrace to her family, renounced her son and husband both for the sake of kingly power. Why then should she be expected to spare anyone else?

20. "We will never remain in the kingdom as servants to Kaikeyi, so long as she lives, or we do. Upon our sons we swear it.

21. "Who could live at ease under that unrighteous, wicked woman, so heartless that she forced into exile the son of the lord of kings?

22. "For with Rāma banished, the lord of the land will not long survive, and in the wake of Daśaratha's death will clearly follow total devastation.

23. "Utterly impoverished, luckless men! Better to mix poison and take it now. For either you follow Rāghava or you shall never be heard from again.
24. "Rāma, his wife, and Laksmana have been treacherously banished, and all of us delivered up to Bharata like livestock to the butcher."

25. Such was the lamentation raised throughout the town by the townsmen's wives, and they wailed in agony, as if they feared for their very lives.

26. The women were as anguished on Rāma's account as if a son of theirs or a brother had been exiled. Desolate they lamented and madly wept, for he meant more to them, in fact, than their own sons.

The end of the forty-second sarga of the Ayodhyākanda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 43

1. Now, in what remained of the same night Rāma, tiger among men, traveled a great distance, mindful of his father's command.

2. As he traveled gracious night departed. He then worshiped the gracious morning twilight and afterwards pushed on to the frontier of the realm.

3-4. Drawn by his splendid horses, he proceeded swiftly—though it seemed so slow to him—observing the villages with their wide-spaced boundaries and the forests all in flower, hearing the cries of the people who made their homes in the villages: "A curse upon King Dāsaratha for succumbing to the power of passion!"

5-6. "Ah, Kaikeyī is a vicious and evil woman always doing evil, a heartless woman, who has gone beyond all limits. Today she has done a heartless deed: in exiling the prince to a life in the forest, so righteous a prince, so wise, compassionate, and steadfast."

7. Such were the words of the people who made their homes in the villages, and the mighty lord of Kosala heard them as he passed beyond the land of Kosala.

8. He then crossed the Vedaśrutī, a river running with gracious water, and continued on toward the region where Agastya lived.

9. He traveled a long while and then crossed the Gomati, a chilly river flowing to the sea, its shores teeming with cows.
10. After fording the Gomati on his swift horses Rāghava crossed the Syandikā river, where the cries of geese and peacocks resounded.

11. Rāma pointed out to Vaidehi the land King Manu long ago bestowed upon Ikṣvāku, a rich land encircled by vassal kingdoms.

12-13. And often the majestic bull among men would address his chariot driver in a voice like the call of the wild goose, saying, “When shall I come back, charioteer, and again go hunting in the flowering forest beside the Sarayū, reunited with my mother and father?”

14. “I so long to hunt in the forest beside the Sarayū. That is a pleasure without equal in the world, one the hosts of royal seers have always prized.”

15. Of these and other matters Aikṣvāka spoke with the charioteer in his sweet voice as he continued on his way.

The end of the forty-third sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 44

1. After passing through the broad and lovely land of Kosala, Laksmana's great-armed eldest brother reached the outskirts of Śrīgaverapura.

2-3. There Rāghava saw the Ganges, the heavenly river that goes by three paths, its gracious water unclogged by weeds; a holy river frequented by seers, ringing with the cries of geese and cranes and the calls of sheldrakes, swarming with dolphins, crocodiles, and snakes.

4. As the great chariot-fighter gazed over its wave-capped eddies, he said to the charioteer Sumantra, “We shall spend the night here.

5. “There, not far from the river, is a towering almond tree with luxuriant flowers and shoots. Charioteer, we shall spend the night there.”

6. “As you wish,” replied Laksmana and Sumantra, and the two then turned the horses toward the almond tree.

7. On reaching the lovely tree Rāma, the delight of the Ikṣvākus, alighted from the chariot with his wife and Laksmana.
8. Sumantra alighted as well, and after unhitching the splendid horses he cupped his hands in reverence and stood in attendance on Rāma at the foot of the tree.

9. Now, the king of the region was named Guha, a friend of Rāma and precious to him as life. He was of the Nīśāda tribe, a powerful man and famed as their chief.

10. He had heard that Rāma, tiger among men, had come into his realm, and accompanied by his aged ministers and kinsmen, he approached him.

11. Seeing that Guha, overlord of the Nīśādas, was waiting at a distance, Rāma went out with Saumitri to meet him.

12. Guha embraced Rāghava in anguish, saying: "This land, no less than Ayodhyā, belongs to you. What may I do for you, Rāma?"

13. Then at once he had the welcome-offering brought along with an assortment of choice foods and drinks, and he said:

14. "I bid you welcome, great-armed prince. This entire land belongs to you. We are servants, you the master. Come, our kingdom is yours to rule.

15. "There is food at hand, solid, soft, and liquid, and sweet things to lick; comfortable beds as well, and fodder for your horses."

16-18. So Guha spoke, and Rāghava replied, "You honor and delight us in every way by your coming here on foot and your display of affection." He clasped him tight in his well-shaped arms and added, "How fortunate to see you, Guha, you and your kinsmen, in good health. All is well with you, I hope, with your kingdom, your treasury, and your allies.

19. "I must, however, refuse everything you have so kindly made ready, for I am not in a position to accept.

20. "You must know that I am now an ascetic, whose home is in the forest, whose sole aim is to follow the ways of righteousness, who must dress in kusa grass, bark, and hides, and live on fruit and roots.

21. "It is only fodder for the horses I need, nothing more. My honored friend will do me great homage with that alone.

22. "For these horses are cherished by my father, King Daśaratha, and it will be hospitality enough for me if they are well cared for."
23. Guha then straightway ordered water and fodder for the horses. “Fetch it at once,” he told his men.

24. Wearing an upper garment of barkcloth, Rāma then performed the twilight worship and took as his only refreshment the water Lakṣmaṇa brought himself.

25. Afterwards, as Rāma lay upon the ground, Lakṣmaṇa washed his feet and his wife’s, and then withdrew, taking up a position beside the tree.

26. Saumitri was engaged in conversation by the charioteer and Guha, who also kept vigilant watch over Rāma, his bow at the ready.

27. And so the great prince, a man who had never before known pain, but only pleasure, the wise and glorious Dāśarathī lay there as the night dragged slowly by.

The end of the forty-fourth sarga of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 45

1. As Lakṣmaṇa Rāghava stood there wide awake on his brother’s behalf, Guha burned with a burning sorrow and said to him:

2. “Here is a comfortable bed, my friend, made ready on your behalf. Come, prince, rest in comfort upon it."

3. “My people are all used to hardship; you are used to comfort. We will stay awake tonight to watch over Kākutstha.

4. “There is no one on earth dearer to me than Rāma. I am telling the truth, and by my truth I swear it to you.

5. “Whatever hope I may have in this world for great glory, for the full acquisition of righteousness, or of simple wealth, I have by reason of his grace.

6. “And I for my part, bow in hand and in the company of my kinsmen, will protect my dear friend Rāma, come what may, as he lies asleep with Sītā.

7. “I have wandered the forest all my life and nothing happens here without my knowing of it. Moreover, we are prepared to withstand even a vast army of four-divisions.”
8. Lakṣmana replied to him; “With you protecting us here, blameless Guha, with righteousness alone in view, we could have nothing to fear.

9. “But how, while Dāsarathī is lying on the ground with Śtā, could I find sleep—or any happiness in life?

10. “Look at him, Guha, reposing with Śtā on the grass, a man whom all the gods and āsuras could not withstand in battle.

11. “This is the only one of Daśaratha’s sons to resemble him in every trait—a son obtained by means of austerities, Vedic recitations, and all kinds of heavy labors.

12. “With him in banishment the king will not long remain alive. The earth will surely soon be widowed.

13. “The women must have cried out their last great cries and ceased in exhaustion. The din, I expect, has ceased in the king’s palace, my friend.

14. “I have little hope that Kausalyā, the king, or my mother will live out this night.

15. “Even if my mother should live through it to look after Śatrughna, Kausalamb’s sorrow is such that she, who bore this one heroic son, will perish.

16. “Caught up in the king’s calamity the city, which once brought gladness with its pleasant aspect, will perish with all its loyal people.

17. “And my father, who never got the wish that just eluded him, who never installed Rāma in the kingship, will perish, too.

18. “And when that moment comes, when father passes away and they purify the lord of the land with all the rites for the dead, they will have attained their object.

19-21. “Then they will stroll at their ease through my father’s capital, through its lovely squares and well-ordered thoroughfares; with all its mansions and palaces, with the fairest courtesans to lend it beauty, with its teeming chariots, horses, elephants; resounding with the sound of pipes, stocked with every luxury, thronging with delighted and prosperous people, dotted with orchards and gardens, a place of crowded fairs and festivals.

22. “If only we might return to Ayodhyā when our stay in the forest is over to find him well and his promise fulfilled.”
23. So the night passed with the great prince standing there mourning, racked with sorrow.

24. And when the good prince had spoken these forthright words, Guha wept in deep compassion, crushed by the calamity and tormented by heartache, like an elephant tormented by a raging fever.

The end of the forty-fifth sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 46.

1. When night had brightened into dawn, broad-chested glorious Rāma spoke to good Lakṣmaṇa Saumitri:

2. "It is the hour of sunrise, blessed night has gone. Over there, dear brother, the jet-black bird, the cuckoo, is calling.

3. "You can hear the sound of peacocks crying in the forest. Let us cross the Jāhnāvī, dear Lakṣmaṇa, the swift river that flows to the sea."

4. Heeding Rāma's words, Saumitri, the delight of his friends, bade farewell to Guha and the charioteer and stood before his brother.

5. Then, after strapping on their quivers and buckling on their swords, the two Rāghavas took up their bows and went with Sītā down to the Ganges.

6. Now the charioteer deferentially approached righteous Rāma and, cupping his hands in reverence, he asked, "What then am I to do?"

7. "Go back," Rāma answered, "You have done enough for me. We shall relinquish the coach and proceed to the great forest on foot."

8. Finding himself dismissed, the charioteer Sumantra was anguished and replied to Aikṣvāka, tiger among men:

9. "There is no person in the world who would ever have expected this, your having to live in the forest with your brother and wife, like some common man.

10. "I guess there is no reward for chastity or vedic study, for lenience, or uprightness, if such a calamity has befallen you."
11. “Living in the forest with Vaidehi and your brother, mighty Râghava, you will achieve as high an end as if you had conquered the three worlds.

12. “But surely we are lost, Râma, even you have misled us. For we shall come under the power of evil Kaikeyi, and only sorrow can be our lot.”

13. So the charioteer Sumantra spoke to the prince who was precious to him as life. And as he looked at Râma, so far from home; he was racked with sorrow, and for a long while he wept.

14. His tears stopping, the charioteer sipped water, and when he was thus purified, Râma addressed him gently but insistently:

15. “I do not know of any friend the Ikṣvâkus have to equal you. It is you who must take care that King Daśaratha not grieve for me.

16. “The lord of the world is aged; his heart has been crushed by grief and a heavy burden of desire weighs him down. That is why I tell you this:

17. “Whatever orders the great lord of the land may give in his desire to please Kaikeyi must be obeyed without demur.

18. “For it is to this end lords of men take up the rule of kingdoms, that their will never be opposed in anything they require.

19. “So you must take care, Sumantra, that the great king’s displeasure is not provoked and that he does not languish under sorrow.

20. “The king has never known sorrow before; he is aged, noble, and self-controlled. First do obeisance to him and then address him in my name as follows:

21. “I do not grieve at all, nor does Lakṣmana or Maithili, that we have been expelled from Ayodhya or that we must live in the forest.

22. “As soon as the fourteen years are over we will come home, and you shall look upon each of us again, Sîtâ, Lakṣmana, and me.”

23-24. “After speaking to the king, Sumantra, ask my mother, ask Kaikeyi and all the other queens after their health, each one in turn. And tell Kausalya for me that Sîtâ, Lakṣmana, and I, her noble son, send her respectful greetings.
25. "Then you must tell the great king, 'Send for Bharata at once. As soon as Bharata returns he must be installed in office with the approval of the kings.

26. "Once you have taken Bharata in your arms and consecrated him as prince regent, sorrow for our suffering will no longer oppress you.'

27. "And tell this to Bharata: 'You must treat your mothers, all of them without distinction, the same way you treat the king.

28. "'Just as you draw no distinction between Kaikeyī and Sumitrā, so draw none at all with regard to Queen Kausalyā, my mother.'"

29. Though stricken with grief at being sent back by Rāma, Sumantra heard everything he said and then affectionately replied to Kāikutstha:

30. "If, emboldened by my affection, I do not speak as a subordinate should, attribute it to my deep devotion and forgive me what I say.

31. "How shall I return without you, dear Rāma, to a city that, at parting from you, went mad with such grief as one feels for a son?

32. "Think how the people were, merely seeing Rāma aboard my chariot. When the city sees my chariot with Rāma gone, it will fall to pieces.

33. "The city will be desolated when it sees the chariot empty. It would be as if, out of its whole army only a charioteer survived, while all its brave warriors were slain in battle.

34. "Just now, while you still stood before them, the people felt sick at heart just to contemplate you, in their mind's eye, living far away.

35. "The cry of anguish the townsmen raised at your banishment will be increased a hundredfold when they observe me all alone in the chariot.

36. "And what am I to tell the queen? 'I have taken your son to your brother's family, so do not agonize?'

37. "Would I not have to say something like this, untruthful as it is? For how can I tell the truth when it is so painful?

38. "The splendid horses, it is true, respond to my command, but they are used to pulling you and your kinsmen. How will they pull the chariot when you are not in it?
39. "If, despite my pleading, you insist on leaving me, I will board the chariot and set it on fire the moment you do.

40. "There will be creatures in the forest that will disturb your austerities, Rāghava, and I could chase them off with the chariot.

41. "Thanks to you I have known the joy of tending your chariot, and I hope and pray that thanks to you I may know the joy of life in the forest.

42. "Oh, be gracious, I wish to wait upon you in the wilderness. My one wish is to have the pleasure of hearing you say, 'Wait upon me.'

43. "As I live in the forest I will obey you with bowed head. I am ready to give up everything, Ayodhyā and the world of the gods itself.

44. "I cannot in any case enter Ayodhyā without you, any more than a man of evil conduct can gain entrance to the capital of great Indra.

45. "And the horses too, mighty Rāma, will attain their highest destiny if they can render you any service while you live in the forest.

46. "My fondest dream is that, when your stay in the forest has come to an end, I may convey you back to the city in this same chariot.

47. "In your company the fourteen years in the forest will pass like so many minutes, and without you they will seem like as many centuries.

48. "You have always cherished your servants, and I am a devoted servant only following the path his master's son has taken, only following the proper course. Please, do not leave me."

49. So the desolate Sumantra implored him, over and over, in every way he knew, and Rāma, who always felt compassion for his servants, replied to him:

50. "I know the profound devotion you bear me, and how you cherish your master. But you must hear the reason I have for sending you back to the city.

51. "When my younger mother Kaikeyi sees that you have returned to the city, she will be convinced I have truly gone to the forest.
52. "And if the queen is satisfied that I have gone to live in the forest, she will no longer harbor suspicions that the righteous king has spoken falsely.

53. "This is my first consideration—that my younger mother should gain the kingdom for her son, and that it may thrive under Bharata’s protection.

54. "As a kindness to me and to the king, you must go back to the city with the chariot and faithfully deliver each and every message imparted to you."

55. So Rāma addressed the charioteer and comforted him at length. Then in a manful and purposeful tone he addressed Guha: "I will mat my hair and go. Please fetch me some sap of the banyan tree.

56. Guha at once brought the sap to the prince, and with it Rāma matted his own and Lakṣmaṇa’s hair.

57. As they stood there dressed in barkcloth and bearing a crown of matted hair, the brothers Rāma and Lakṣmaṇa resembled a pair of seers.

58. Having entered with Lakṣmaṇa upon the way of forest hermits and adopted their vow, Rāma turned one last time to his friend Guha:

59. "Never neglect your army, Guha, your treasury, stronghold, or populace. Nothing is deemed so hard to preserve as the position of a king."

60. The delight of the Ikṣvākus then dismissed Guha and with determination went off swiftly with his wife and Lakṣmaṇa.

61. Now, at the riverbank the delight of the Ikṣvākus saw a boat. Preparing to cross the swift-flowing Ganges, he said to Lakṣmaṇa:

62. "Carefully board the boat that is standing ready, tiger among men. Then take hold of the spirited woman Sītā and help her to board."

63. Hearing his brother’s command and in no way opposing it, the self-respecting prince first helped Maithili aboard and then boarded himself.

64. Only then did Lakṣmaṇa’s mighty eldest brother go on board, along with some of Guha’s kinsmen, who went at the urging of the overlord of the Niṣādas.
65. After dismissing Sumantrā, Guha, and his army, Rāma took his seat in the boat and urged on the boatmen.
66. They in turn urged on the boat, which, guided by the helmsman and propelled by the rush of their strong oars, moved swiftly out across the water.
67. When they reached the middle of the Bhāgirathī, faultless Vaidehi cupped her hands in reverence and addressed the river:
68. "This is the son of the great king, wise Daśaratha. Protect him, O Ganges, and let him carry out his instructions.
69. "After living in the woodlands a full fourteen years, may he return once again with his brother and me.
70. "And then, O beautiful goddess Ganges, when I have come back safely, I will sacrifice to you in gladness for making all my wishes come true.
71. "O goddess, you are the river of three paths, you behold the world of Brahmā and show yourself in our world as wife of the ocean-king.
72-73. "I pay you homage, goddess, I sing your praises, lovely one, When the tiger among men has safely returned and secured the kingship, I will give the brahmans a hundred thousand cows, garments, and exquisite food in hopes of pleasing you."
74. Addressing the Ganges in this fashion, the faultless and courteous Sītā soon reached the southern bank.
75. Arriving at the bank, the bull among men, slayer of foes, left the boat and prepared to set out with his brother and Vaidehi.
76. The great-armed prince said to his brother, the delight of Sumitrā, "Go in front, Śaumitrī, let Sītā follow behind you.
77. "I shall go last, to protect you and Sītā. But all the same, today Vaidehi will come to know the pain of life in the forest."
78. Now, while Rāma was speeding to the further shore of the Ganges, Sumantra had watched continuously, but when the distance grew too great he turned his gaze away, and in shock and misery he wept.
79. On the further bank the brothers killed four large animals—a boar, an antelope, a gazelle, and a great black buck. They were famished and took meat hurriedly, and at sunset made for a tree beneath which they could spend the night.
The end of the forty-sixth sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 47

1. On reaching the tree, Rāma, the most pleasing of men, performed the evening twilight worship and then spoke to Lakṣmaṇa.

2. “This is the first night we shall spend outside our country without Sumantra, but please, do not be sad about it.

3. “From now on we must remain constantly vigilant at night, Lakṣmaṇa, for the safety of Sītā is in our hands.

4. “We shall have to spend this night as best we can, Saumitri. We shall have to settle down upon the ground itself strewn only with what we gather with our own hands.”

5. Later, as Rāma lay on the earth—a prince accustomed to a sumptuous bed—he began to talk with Saumitri, and these were the heartfelt words he spoke:

6. “It must be the sleep of sorrow, Lakṣmaṇa, that the great king is sleeping tonight. Kaikeyī, however, must be content since her desires have been satisfied.

7. “But is it not possible that Queen Kaikeyī, when she sees Bharata back home again, may try to take the great king’s life, to make her son the king?”

8. “And being old and defenseless and parted from me what will he do? Such is his desire for Kaikeyī that he is completely in her power.

9. “Reflecting on this calamity and how the king so utterly changed his mind, I have come to the conclusion that the urgings of desire far outweigh both statecraft and righteousness.

10. “For what man, even a fool, would forsake his own son—a son who ever bowed to his will—on account of a woman, as father forsook me, Lakṣmaṇa?”

11. “Kaikeyī’s son Bharata and his wife must indeed be joyful. Like an absolute monarch he will have the happy land of Kosala all to himself.”
12. "Indeed, with father well on in years and me withdrawn to the wilderness, he will be the single head of the entire kingdom.
13. "Whoever forsakes righteousness and statecraft and follows the urgings of desire will soon come to grief, just like King Daśarātha.
14. "I am convinced, dear brother, that Kaṅkeyī came among us just to bring about Daśaratha's end, my banishment, and Bharata's accession to kingship.
15. "Is it not possible that even now, in the flush of her good fortune, Kaṅkeyī may be persecuting Kauśalyā and Sumitrā because of me?
17. "I shall go on alone with Sītā to the Daṇḍakas, and you will be there to defend the defenseless Kauśalyā.
18. "For Kaṅkeyī can be spiteful, and in her hatred she may do something reckless. You must commit my mother to the care of Bharata, who knows what is right.
19. "It must be that in some past life women were separated from their sons by my mother's doing, Saumitri, and so this has happened to her.
20. "For Kauśalyā nurtured me long and with great difficulty raised me. And now at the very moment of her reward she has been separated from me—a curse on me!
21. "May no one who parts her hair ever bear a son like me, Saumitri, who have given my mother grief without end.
22. "Lākṣmana, I think even her myna bird is a greater source of joy than I. The bird at least is there to cry out, 'Parrot, bite the enemy's foot.'
23. "What good am I, tamer of foes, a son who does nothing to help her as she grieves in her misfortune? She might as well be childless.
24. "Bereft of me, my unfortunate mother Kauśalyā has been plunged into a sea of grief and lies there racked by bitter sorrow.
25. "In my rage, Lākṣmana, all by myself I could overpower Ayodhyā or the whole world with my arrows. But truly force is useless.
26. “I fear the danger of unrighteousness, blameless Laksman, and I fear what other people might say. That is why I do not have myself consecrated at once.”

27. Such and many other pitiful words of lamentation did Rama utter that night, in that desolate place. Then he fell silent, his face bathed in tears.

28. When Rama had broken off his lamentation and lay, like a damped-down fire or a sea becalmed, Laksmana tried to comfort him.

29. “It is true, Rama, best of warriors, that the city of Ayodhya will be gloomy tonight now that you have departed, like the night when the moon is gone.

30. “But it is to no avail, Rama, that you torment yourself like this. You are only disheartening Sita, and me, too, bull among men.

31. “Neither Sita nor I could live an instant without you, Raghava. We would be like fish plucked out of the water.

32. “No, without you, slayer of enemies, I would not care to see Father now, not Satrughna, Sumitra, or heaven itself.”

33. Raghava, slayer of enemies, listened to Laksmana’s earnest words and at last, recognizing it as the way of righteousness, he considerately gave him permission to live in the forest for all the years to come.

The end of the forty-seventh sarga of the AyodhyaKanda of the SrI RamaYana.

Sarga 48

1. After passing the gracious night under the great tree, they set out from that place when the bright sun rose.

2-3. Plunging into the great forest, they headed toward the place where Bhagirathi, the river Ganges, joins the Yamuna. And here and there, as the glorious party made their way, different types of landscape came into view, and charming places such as they had never seen before.

4. Rama took the safest path, observing the different sorts of trees, and as day was drawing to a close he spoke to Saumitri:
5. “Look at the smoke, blessed-Agni’s banner, rising above Prayāga. I think the sage Bharadvāja must live nearby, Saumitri.

6. “We must have reached the confluence of the Ganges and Yamunā, for you can hear the sound of water dashing against water.

7. “Here are logs hewn by foresters, Bharadvāja’s dependents, and there you can see the different sorts of trees around his ashram.”

8. The brothers went on at an easy pace bearing their bows, and as the sun was hanging low they came to the sage’s abode at the confluence of the Ganges and Yamunā.

9. The deer and birds were frightened as Rāma entered the ashram. Proceeding along the path, he soon came upon Bharadvāja.

10. With Sītā following behind, the mighty brothers arrived at the ashram and stood some distance off, eagerly awaiting the appearance of the sage.

11. The illustrious sage soon completed the fire-offering, and the moment Rāma saw him, he cupped his hands in reverence and with Saumitri and Sītā did obeisance to him.

12. Lakṣmanā’s eldest brother then identified himself to him: “Holy one, we are two sons of Daśaratha, Rāma and Lakṣmanā.

13. “And this is my wife Vaidehi, the lovely daughter of Janaka. The faultless woman is following me to the desolate groves of asceticism.

14. “When my father banished me, Saumitri, my beloved younger brother here, faithfully accompanied me to the forest.

15. “On my father’s orders, holy one, we are to enter a grove of asceticism. There we will strictly follow the way of righteousness, living only on roots and fruit.”

16. Upon hearing the words of the wise prince, the righteous sage presented him with a cow, the welcome-offering, and water.

17. Then, sitting with deer and birds and sages all around him, the sage welcomed his visitor Rāma and showed him hospitality.

18. Rāghava accepted his hospitality and took a seat, and then Bharadvāja addressed him with these righteous words:

19. “So at last I see you here, Kākutsta. I have heard about this, about your unwarranted exile.
20. “This is an isolated spot, here at the confluence of the two great rivers. It is a sacred and delightful place, and you can live here comfortably.”

21. So Bharadvāja spoke, and Rāma Rāghava made a forthright reply, for the welfare of all was his chief concern:

22. “Holy one, not far from here live people of both town and province, and they will come to visit Vaidehi and me. For this reason I cannot consent to our living here.”

23. “Please think of some good site for an ashram, holy one, in a secluded place, one that will delight Janaka’s daughter Vaidehi, who deserves every comfort.”

24. The great sage Bharadvāja, hearing Rāghava’s forthright words, answered him in a way that carried conviction.

25. “Twenty miles from here, my son, is a mountain where you may live. It is a sacred place where great seers make their home, with a pleasant prospect at every turn.

26. “Langurs range about it, and monkeys and apes live there. Its name is Citrakūta, and it looks like Mount Gandhamādāna.

27. “As long as a man beholds the peaks of Citrakūta, he meditates on blessed things and does not turn his mind to evil.

28. “Many seers have passed their hundred autumns there, and by means of their austerities have ascended to heaven with skull-white heads.

29. “It is an isolated place to live, one that I think will please you; or you may live here with me, Rāma, for the duration of your stay in the forest.”

30. Thus Bharadvāja, wise in the ways of righteousness, received his dear guest Rāma, his wife, and brother, and fulfilled their every desire.

31. And when holy night came on, Rāma was still at Prayāga in the company of the great seer, holding animated conversation.

32. But when night had brightened into dawn, the tiger among men came before Bharadvāja, a sage of brilliant powers, and said:

33. “Last night, holy one, we made our dwelling here, in your ashram. Now, truthful sage, give us leave to depart.”
34. Now that they had passed the night, Bharadvāja replied, “Go, then, to Citrakūṭa, a place rich in honey, roots, and fruit.

35. “You will see herds of elephants there, Rāghava, and herds of deer that range through the expanses of forest.

36. “Establish your ashram when you reach that gracious mountain—the call of lapwing and cuckoo echoes there, the deer in rut and the many elephants make it very pleasant.”

The end of the forty-eighth sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 49

1. After spending the night there, the princes, tamers of foes, did obeisance to the great seer and went off toward the mountain.

2. As the great sage observed them setting out, he followed behind as a father would follow his children, and he began to speak:

3. “Now, when you reach the swift-flowing Kālindī, the daughter of the sun, make a raft there and cross the river.

4. “There you will come upon a great banyan tree with lush green leaves, called Śyāma. It has grown dense with its many trunks and is the haunt of perfected beings.

5. “Two miles beyond it, Rāma, you will see a dark thicket, a mixture of flame-trees, jujubes, and Yamunā bamboo.

6. “That is the way to Citrakūṭa. I have traveled it many times, for it is pleasant and easy, and quite safe from forest fires.” After describing the way to them, the great seer turned back.

7. When the sage had gone, Rāma said to Lakṣmana, “How fortunate we are, Saumitri, that the sage has shown us such compassion.”

8. Conversing in this fashion, the brothers, tigers among men, proceeded in high spirits to the Kālindī River with Sītā before them.

9. They lashed together logs to fashion a good-sized raft, and Lakṣmana cut some wood to make a comfortable seat for Sītā.
10. Next, Rāma Dāśarathi helped her board the raft, and as he did so she was half embarrassed, his beloved wife, a woman as marvelous as the goddess Śrī.

11. Then on the raft they crossed the Yamunā, daughter of the sun, a swift-flowing, wave-wreathed river with trees growing thick along her banks.

12. Once across they abandoned the raft, and setting out from the Yamunā forest they reached Śyāma, the cool, green-leafed banyan tree.

13. “O that I may see Kausalyā again, and glorious Sumitrā.” Such was the wish Sītā made as she walked around the tree, hands cupped in reverence.

14. Proceeding two miles further, the brothers Rāma and Lakṣmaṇa killed many animals such as are pure to consume and ate them in a grove by the Yamunā.

15. They passed the time pleasantly in the lovely grove resounding with flocks of peacocks and teeming with elephants and monkeys. Then, no longer looking sad, they repaired to a spot where the riverbank was level and found a suitable place to pass the night.

The end of the forty-ninth sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 50

1. When night ended Lakṣmaṇa dozed off, but straightway the delight of the Raghus gently roused him.

2. “Saumitri, listen to the sweet sounds the forest creatures are making. Let us be off, slayer of enemies, it is time for us to depart.”

3. Even though his brother had roused him the very moment he was dozing off, Lakṣmaṇa at once shook off his sleep and lassitude and the fatigue of constant travel.

4. They all rose and sipped the gracious water of the river and then set out on the path to Cītrakūṭa described by the seer.

5. As Rāma set out in the early morning with Saumitri, he began to speak to lotus-eyed Sītā.
6. “Look, Vaidehi; the kimsuka trees are in full blossom now that winter is past. Garlanded with their red flowers they almost seem to be on fire.

7. “Look at the marking-nut trees in bloom, untended by man, how they are bent over with fruit and leaves: I know I shall be able to live.

8. “Look at the honeycombs, Lakṣmaṇa, amassed by honeybees on one tree after another. They hang down large as buckets.

9. “Here a moorhen is crying, and in answer to it a peacock calls through delightful stretches of forest richly carpeted with flowers.

10. “And look, there is Citrakūta, the mountain over there with the towering peak, teeming with herds of elephants and echoing with flocks of birds.”

11. So the brothers and Sītā proceeded on foot and reached the delightful mountain, charming Citrakūta.

12. And on reaching the mountain, where birds of every description came flocking, he said, “This will be our dwelling for now. We shall enjoy ourselves here, dear brother.

13. “Fetch wood, dear Lakṣmaṇa, good, hard wood, and build a place to live, for my heart is set on living here.”

14. Hearing his words Saumitri, tamer of foes, went and brought different kinds of trees and built a leaf hut.

15. Then Rāma addressed him again, his single-mindedly obedient brother: “Bring flesh of a black antelope, and we shall offer sacrifice to our hut.”

16. Powerful Lakṣmaṇa Saumitri killed a black deer, one pure enough for sacrifice, and then cast it into a well-kindled fire.

17. When Lakṣmaṇa observed that it was cooked, well-broiled, the bleeding staunched, he said to Rāghava, tiger among men:

18. “The black deer has been roasted black, with all its limbs intact. You may now sacrifice to the gods, my godlike brother, for you are proficient.”

19. Rāma bathed and then, intently and with expertise, he intoned the prayers most skillfully and made a plentiful offering for averting evil.
20. It was a charming leaf-thatched hut, well built in a suitable spot protected from the wind, and they all entered it together to take up their dwelling, as the hosts of gods enter their assembly hall Sudharmā.

21. It was a splendid forest, too, teeming with many kinds of birds and beasts, where trees grew dense with brilliant clusters of flowers, and the cries of wild animals echoed. And they enjoyed themselves in perfect happiness there—all the while holding their senses under control.

22. Now that he had arrived at pleasant Mount Citrakūṭa and the river Mālyavati, with its gentle fords where beasts and birds would congregate, Rāma felt a gladness and delight that made him forget the sorrow of being an exile from his city.

The end of the fiftieth sarga of the Ayodhya-kānda of the Śrī Rāmāyana.

Sarga 51

1. Rackèd with bitter sorrow, Guha had stood talking a long while with Sumantra until Rāma landed on the southern shore, and then he returned home.

2. Given leave to depart, Sumantra harnessed the splendid horses, and in profound dejection he proceeded directly to the city of Ayodhyā.

3. Fragrant forests came into view, streams and ponds, then villages and cities, but he sped past it all.

4. Then, on the third day at dusk, the charioteer reached Ayodhyā, and it was a dismal sight that met his eyes.

5. The city was silent and seemed deserted, and as he looked at it in deep dejection, Sumantra was overcome by a rush of grief and anxiously asked himself:

6. “Can it be that the entire city, with its elephants and horses, its people, and their lord, has been consumed by the fire of grief, in sorrow for Rāma’s suffering?” Lost in these anxious thoughts, the charioteer hurriedly entered.

7. But as the charioteer Sumantra was advancing, men began to
run toward him by the hundreds and thousands, asking, "Where is Rāma?"

8-9. He told them, "I took leave of Rāghavā at the Ganges. The great and righteous prince dismissed me, and so I returned. The three of them have crossed the river." When the people heard this, their faces filled with tears, they sighed, "Alas!" and cried out, "Oh Rāma!"

10. And he heard what they said as they stood about in groups: "Now we are lost indeed, for we shall not see Rāghava here again."

11. "We will never again show ourselves at feasts or sacrifices, at weddings or great assemblies, since righteous Rāma will not be there."

12. "Like a father Rāma watched over the city, pondering what was advantageous for the people, what would please them and bring them happiness."

13. Along the row of inner shops he heard the mourning of the women where they sat by their windows, suffering with grief for Rāma.

14. In the middle of the royal highway, Śumantra covered his face and went straight to Daśaratha's palace.

15. Alighting swiftly from the chariot, he entered the king's compound and passed in turn through the seven courtyards, which were crowded with men of importance.

16. Here and there in the mansions he could hear the hushed comments of Daśaratha's wives, grief-stricken over Rāma:

17. "The charioteer went away with Rāma and now has come back without him. What can he possibly say to Kausalyā in her grief?"

18. "As hard as it is for Kausalyā to live, it must be, I guess, no easier to die, if she still lives despite her son's departure."

19. Hearing the talk of the king's wives—and it was all too true—he quickly entered the palace that seemed engulfed in flames of grief.

20. He made his way through the eighth courtyard, and there in the pale white chamber he saw the king desolate and anguished, tormented with grief for his son.

21. Sumantra advanced to where the lord of men was sitting. Doing
obedience to him, he delivered Rāma's message just as it had been
told to him.

22. The king listened in silence, and then, his mind reeling, he fell
to the ground in a faint, overwhelmed by grief for Rāma.

23. Pain swept over the women of the inner chamber as the lord
of the land grew faint. And as the king fell to the floor, they lifted
up their arms and wailed.

24. With Sumitrā's help Kausalyā raised up her fallen lord, and
then she said:

25. "Illustrious king, here is the messenger come from the prince
who has done what no man ever did. He has returned from his
sojourn in the forest. Why do you not address him?

26. "Oīr āre you at last ashāmēd, Rāghava, of the calamitous thing
you havē dōne? Stand up, and set things right. Grief will render
you no aid.

27. "Kaikeyī, for fear of whom you dare not ask the charioteer
about Rāma, is not here, my lōrd; you may speak freely."

28. So Kausalyā spoke to the great king, and then, sick with grief,
she suddenly fell to the floor; the rest of her words drowned in her
tears.

29. When the women saw Kausalyā fall lamenting to the ground
and looked at their lord, they all broke out in shrill weeping.

30. And as the din arising from the inner chamber reached them,
men young and old alike and all the women broke out in weeping,
so that once again every quarter of the city was thrown into
confusion.

The end of the fifty-first sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī
Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 52

1. When the king had revived and recovered from his faint, he
summoned the charioteer to learn what had happened to Rāma.

2-3. The charioteer approached in desolation, his body coated with
dust, his face bathed in tears—an old man deeply suffering like an
elephant newly captured, and like the elephant heaving sighs, pens
sive and beside himself with grief. The king addressed him in deep
anguish:

4. "Where is my righteous son living? Must he resort to the foot
of a tree? Rāghava has known every comfort, charioteer, what must
he now eat? How can the son of the guardian of the earth lie down
upon the earth like some helpless wretch?

5. "Foot-soldiers, chariots, and elephants used to follow Rāma wher-
ever he went. How can he have gone off to live in the desolate
forest?

6. "Wild animals range through it, black snakes infest it. How can
the two young men and Vaidehi have gone to the forest?

7. "How could the princes and poor Sītā, so delicate a young woman,
have alighted from the chariot, Sumantra, and proceeded on foot?

8. "You at least have found fulfillment, charioteer, in seeing my
sons entering the forest as the two Aśvins might enter onto Mount
Mandara.

9. "What were Rāma’s words, Sumantra, what were Lakṣmaṇa’s
and Maithili’s when they reached the forest? Tell me, charioteer,
where Rāma sat, where he slept, what he ate."

10. So the lord of men pressed the charioteer, and in a sob-choked
and breaking voice, Sumantra answered the king:

11. "Rāghava cupped his hands in reverence and bowed his head,
great king, and in perfect keeping with righteousness he said to
me:

12. "Charioteer, in my name you must fall at the feet of my great
and celebrated father, and pay him the homage he deserves.

13. "In my name, charioteer, you must ask the women of the inner
chamber after their health, all of them without exception, and do
obeisance to them according to rank.

14. "And you must ask my mother Kausalyā after her welfare and
do obeisance to her, saying, “My lady, ever venerate the feet of my
lord as if he were a god.”

15. "Ask Bharata after his welfare and tell him in my name, “You
must observe proper conduct toward each and every one of our
mothers.”
16. "‘And tell him further, the great-armed prince, the delight of the Ikṣvāku House, “When you become prince regent you must defer to father, who remains the king.’”

17. “So glorious Rāma spoke to me, great king, and as he did the tears rolled in a flood from his lotus-coppery eyes.

18. “But Lākṣmaṇa was furious, and heaving a sigh he said, ‘For what crime has the prince been exiled?’

19. “‘Whether it was the granting of a boon or some other selfish motive that led to Rāma’s banishment, in any event an evil thing has been done. I can see no reason at all for Rāma to have been abandoned.

20. “‘The banishment of Rāghava was a rash act, a perverse act of folly, that must provoke protest.

21. “‘I for one can no longer regard the great king as my father. Rāghava shall now be brother, father, master, and every kinsman to me.

22. “‘How could anyone in the world feel loyalty to you after doing such a thing, after abandoning the prince whom all the world loves and who is devoted to the welfare of all the world?’

23. “Poor Jānaki stood heaving sighs, great king, motionless and oblivious as though a spirit possessed her.

24. “The glorious princess, who has never known adversity before, only wept in her sorrow and could not speak to me at all.

25. “She gazed up at her husband and her mouth went dry, and as she watched me leaving she suddenly burst into tears.

26. “That is just how it was—Rāma standing still, his hands cupped in reverence, his face bathed in tears, protected by Lākṣmaṇa’s arms; and poor Sītā weeping as she gazed at the king’s chariot, and at me.”

The end of the fifty-second sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.
Sarga 53

1. “Now, as I was about to return, the horses would not take the road, and they shed hot tears as Rāma set out to the forest.

2. “I cupped my hands in reverence to both princes and boarded the chariot, ready to set out despite the sorrow I felt for them.

3. “But I waited the whole day there with Guha in hopes that Rāma might yet send word for me.

4. “Throughout your realm, great king, even the trees are tormented by Rāma’s calamity; they have wilted, flower, bud, and branch.

5. “No creatures are moving about, no beasts stirring forth. The forest is overcome with grief for Rāma, and its murmur has been stilled.

6. “In the lotus ponds the lilies have closed their petals, lord of men, and the waters have grown turbid. The lotuses have withered, and the fish and birds have hidden themselves.

7. “Blossoms that grow in water, flowers that grow on land, and fruits have lost their familiar luster, and their fragrance is all but gone.

8. “No one welcomed me as I entered Ayodhyā. The men, not seeing Rāma, heaved sighs incessantly.

9. “From mansions, many-storied buildings, and palaces the women observed the chariot come, and they raised cries of woe, tormented at losing the sight of Rāma.

10. “More anguished than ever before, the ladies looked at one another dimly, through large and once-bright eyes that rushing tears had overwhelmed.

11. “I could detect no disparity in the anguish felt by friends, enemies, or neutrals.

12-13. “The people have lost all delight, the elephants and horses are desolate, the city wilts at the cries of anguish and reverberates with sighs, joyless and tormented by Rāma’s banishment. It almost seems to me, your majesty, as if Ayodhyā, like Kausalyā herself, had been bereft of her only son.”
14. When he heard the charioteer's report, the king replied in a most desolate, sob-choked voice:

15. "Kaikeyī, a woman of evil family and evil designs, forced me, and I failed to seek the advice of elders skilled in counsel.

16. "I failed to take counsel with my friends, my ministers, and wise brahmans. It was on my own, in delusion, for a woman's sake that I did the rash thing I have done.

17. "Or perhaps—yes, surely charioteer, this great calamity was something destined to be, that had somehow to happen, to bring ruin upon this House.

18. "If I have ever done you a kind deed, charioteer, you must bring Rāma back to me at once—and hurry, for my life depends upon it.

19. "If only my express command might even yet make Rāghava turn back! I shall not be able to live a moment without Rāma.

20. "But then, my great-armed son must have traveled far away by now. Then put me on the chariot and swiftly bring me within sight of Rāma.

21. "Where is Laksmaṇa's eldest brother, the great Bowman with pearly teeth? Oh please, I must see him and Sītā if I am to live.

22. "If I cannot see Rāma, those coppery eyes of his, those great arms, the jeweled earrings that he wears, I shall go to the house of Yama.

23. "What greater sorrow can there be than this, that in the state to which I am reduced, Rāghava, the delight of the Ikṣvākus, is not here for me to see.

24. "Oh Rāma! Oh younger brother of Rāma! Oh poor Vaideh! You did not know I would die helplessly in sorrow. Too wide, my lady, is this ocean of grief, too wide for me to cross alive.

25. "What misfortune to be denied the chance to see them, Rāghava and Laksmaṇa; here and now when I so need to see them." Thus the glorious king lamented until suddenly he fell back in a faint upon the couch.

26. Thus the king lamented over Rāma before his mind went dark, and his words were so doubly piteous that as the queen, Rāma's mother, listened, terror seized her once again.
The end of the fifty-third sarga of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 54

1. Trembling constantly as though a spirit possessed her, Kausalyā spoke to the charioteer from the ground where she lay almost lifeless.

2. "Take me where Kākutstha is, and Śitā and Lakṣmana. I cannot bear to live here without them for even an instant.

3. "Quickly turn the chariot around and take me as well to the Daṇḍakas. If I cannot go after them, I will go to the house of Yama."

4. The charioteer cupped his hands in reverence, and in a breaking voice choked by rushing sobs, he tried to comfort the queen.

5. "Put away your grief and confusion, and your consternation over this sorrowful event. Rāghava himself is living in the forest free from any sadness.

6. "Lakṣmana, too, by humbly serving Rāma in the forest, by his self-restraint, and sense of duty, is winning the higher world.

7. "Śitā is making her dwelling in the forest, desolate place though it is, as if she were at home. She has entrusted her heart to Rāma and is full of confidence and unafraid.

8. "I did not perceive that Vaidehī felt any despair, not the slightest. She seemed to me almost accustomed to the hardships of exile.

9. "Śitā takes the same delight in the desolate forests that she used to have when going out to the city gardens.

10. "The delightful Śitā with her full-moon face is enjoying herself like a young girl, delighting in Rāma and not at all despōndent, in the desolate forest though she may be.

11. "For her heart belongs to him, and her life depends on him. Ayodhyā itself, with Rāma gone, would be far more of a wilderness to her.

12. "On the road Vaidehī asks about the villages and cities she sees, the courses of rivers and the different kinds of trees."
13. "No journey or gusting wind, no distress or scorching heat can dim Vaidehi’s moonbeam radiance.

14. "Sweet Vaidehi’s face has not suffered any change; it still resembles the hundred-petaled lotus, still looks as radiant as the full moon.

15. "Her feet, radiant as lotus cups, remain as rosy as liquid lac even now, when she must do without it.

16. "Even now when she has cast off her jewelry out of love for him, beautiful Vaidehi moves as gracefully as if she were dancing with anklets sounding.

17. "In the forest when she spies an elephant, a lion or tiger, she slips within Rāma’s arms and so does not take fright.

18. "You must not grieve for them or for yourself; you must not grieve for the lord of the people. For theirs are exploits the world will keep alive in memory forever.

19. "They have shaken off their grief and their hearts are joyful. They are keeping firmly to the path the great seers have taken; they find delight in the forest, have fruit of the forest to eat, and are making good their father’s promise."

20. Yet, for all the charioteer’s attempts to restrain the queen with such well-reasoned words, she was still tormented with grief for her child and would not stop moaning, “Rāghava!” “My darling!” “My son!”

The end of the fifty-fourth sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 55

1. Kausalyā wept for Rāma, the most pleasing of men, gone to the forest in his adherence to righteousness. And she said in bitter anguish to her husband:

2. "Your fame is great, widespread throughout the three worlds—Rāghava is compassionate, they say, generous and kind-spoken.

3. "How then, best of kings, could your sons and Sītā have been made to suffer so? They were raised in comfort, how will they endure the sufferings of the forest?"
4. "How in heaven's name will Māithili, a woman in the bloom of youth, so delicate and used to comfort, endure the heat and the cold?

5. "Large-eyed Sītā has always had savory dishes to eat, exquisitely seasoned. How will she eat the food of the forest, plain rice growing wild?

6. "The faultless woman has always heard agreeable sounds, the sounds of singing and musical instruments. How will she stand it to hear the awful roaring of flesh-eating lions?

7. "My great-armed son, like the banner of great Indra! Where must he be sleeping, with no pillow but his iron-hard arm?

8. "When shall I see Rāma's perfect face again, lotus-hued, with hair so thick; his eyes like lotus petals, his breath scented like a lotus?

9. "Surely my heart is made of adamant; how otherwise, with him gone from my sight, would it not shatter into a thousand fragments?

10. "Even if Rāghava should return in the fifteenth year, he would spurn both the kingship and the treasury, since Bharata will have possessed them.

11. "When a younger brother has had possession of the kingship like this, lord of the peoples, why would the eldest and best brother not disdain it?

12. "A tiger will not eat the food another beast has fed upon. In the same way the tiger among men will scorn what another has tasted.

13. "One does not use again in a sacrifice the oblation, clarified butter, rice-cakes, kuśa grass, or posts of khadira wood, once they have rendered their service.

14. "This kingdom, in like manner, will have no value for Rāma. It will have been consumed, like a cup of wine drained to the lees, like a sacrifice when the soma has run out.

15. "Rāghava will not suffer an insult of this sort, any more than a powerful tiger suffers having its tail pulled.

16. "Such a man, a bull among men, with the power of a lion, the eyes of a bull! That his own father should destroy him, the way a fish destroys its offspring!
17. "If only you had kept to the age-old way of righteousness followed by the twice-born and set down in the sacred texts, before you exiled a son so earnest in righteousness.

18. "A woman’s first recourse is her husband, Your Majesty, her second is her son, her third her kinsmen. She has no fourth in this world.

19. "But you are no recourse for me, and Rāma is off in the forest. I do not want to go to the forest; you have totally destroyed me.

20. "You have destroyed this kingship and this kingdom, and all the people of the city; you have destroyed your counselors and yourself, destroyed me and my son! Your son and your wife should be delighted now."

21. As he listened to the harrowing words she uttered, the king grew faint, overcome with sorrow. He plumed the very depths of his grief, and there a memory was revived of something evil he once did.

The end of the fifty-fifth sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 56

1. Such were the harsh words that Rāma’s mother in grief and anger forced the king to hear. And he was overcome with sorrow and fell to brooding.

2. And as he brooded there suddenly flashed upon his mind an evil deed he had once done, unintentionally, long ago, when he was shooting arrows by the sound of the target alone.

3. This grief and his grief for Rāma were driving him out of his mind. The mighty lord of earth, consumed now by a double grief, said to Kausalyā:

4. "I beg your forgiveness, Kausalyā! Here, I cup my hands in supplication. Always, even to strangers, you have been kindly and never cruel.

5. "And as you know, my lady, a woman who has regard for righteousness should hold her husband, whether he is virtuous or not, to be a deity incarnate.
6. "You have always kept to the ways of righteousness; you can tell good people from bad. Sorrowful though you are, you ought not to speak so unkindly to one more sorrowful still."

7. As Kausalyā listened to the pitiful words the king uttered in his desolation, tears began to fall from her eyes like fresh rainwater down a tunnel.

8. And as she cried she cupped her hands like a lotus and raised them to her head before the king. Confused and alarmed, she spoke, the syllables racing one after the other:

9. "Forgive me, I bow my head, I fall before you, to the ground and beg you. It hurts me so that you should beg me, my lord, and you ought not to hurt me.

10. "She is counted no real wife in this world or the next, my mighty lord, whose wise husband, deserving of her praise, must beg her forgiveness.

11. "I do know what is right, my righteous husband, I know you speak the truth. What I said was something uttered in the anguish of grief for my son.

12. "Grief destroys restraint, grief destroys all one has learned, grief destroys everything. No enemy is the equal of grief.

13. "An unexpected blow from an enemy's hand might be withstood, but to withstand unexpected grief, however slight, is all but impossible.

14. "Only five nights all told have now passed, with Rāma living in the forest; but this grief that robs me of every delight makes it seem like five years.

15. "As I think about him the grief grows here, in my heart, just as the waters of the ocean grow great with rivers ever rushing in."

16. Such were Kausalyā's heartfelt words, and while she was speaking, the sun's rays began to fade, and evening came on.

17. And the king, both gladdened by what Queen Kausalyā said and overburdened with grief, yielded to sleep.

The end of the fifty-sixth sarga of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa of the Śrī Rāmāyana.
Sarga 57

1. A short time later, his heart crushed by grief, King Daśaratha awoke, and began to brood once more.

2. Heartache over the exile of Rāma and Lakṣmaṇa once more swept over him, the equal of Vāsava, as the demon's darkness sweeps over the sun.

3. It was at midnight, on that sixth night since Rāma’s banishment to the forest, when King Daśaratha fully remembered the evil deed he had once done. He then addressed Kāusalyā, who lay anguished with grief for her son.

4. “Whatever a person does, be it good or evil, my dear and precious wife, he receives in like measure, the direct result of the deeds he has done himself.

5. “One deserves to be called a fool who sets about a deed without understanding the gravity of its consequences, what he stands to gain or lose.

6. “A person who cuts down a mango grove and instead waters flame trees—made greedy for their fruit by the sight of their flowers—would be sorry when that fruit appears.

7. “I cut down a mango grove and watered flame trees instead. When the fruit appeared I had to give up Rāma, and now, too late, I see my folly and grieve.

8. “When I was a young man, Kāusalyā, I earned a reputation as a Bowman. It was said, ‘The prince can shoot by the sound of the target alone.’ But I did an evil deed, my lady, and it has now come home to me, this sorrow that I have brought upon myself.

9. “But just as a child might eat something poisonous out of ignorance, so I, too, was unaware of the fruits my shooting by sound would bear.

10. “We were not yet married; my lady, and I was still prince regent. The rains had come, the season that quickens lust and desire.

11. “After having drawn up the moisture of the earth and scorched the world with its rays, the sun had entered the awful region the dead inhabit.

12. “All at once the heat vanished, dark rain clouds appeared, and all creatures began to rejoice—frogs, cuckoos, peacocks.
13. “Engulfed by the rain that had fallen and continued to fall incessantly, the mountain with its wild white cuckoos looked like one vast body of water.

14. “At this most pleasant of seasons I decided to take some exercise, and with bow and arrows and chariot I set out along the Sarayu River.

15. “I was an intemperate youth, eager to kill a buffalo at the waterhole in the nighttime, an elephant coming down to the river, or some other wild animal.

16. “Now, in the darkness I heard a noise, beyond the range of vision, of a pitcher being filled in the water, but just like the sound an elephant makes.

17. “I drew out a shaft that glared like a poisonous snake. I shot the keen-edged arrow, and it darted like a poisonous snake.

18. “And there, as day was breaking, the voice of a forest dweller rang out clearly, ‘Ah! Ah!’—the voice of a young man crying there as he fell into the water: ‘Why should someone shoot a weapon at a person like me, an ascetic?’

19. “‘I came to the deserted river at night only to fetch water. Who has struck me with an arrow? What have I done to anyone?’

20. “‘I am a seer who has renounced violence, who lives in the wilderness on things of the wild. Why should someone take up a weapon to kill a person like me?’

21. “‘The one burden I carry is my matted hair, my garments are nothing but barkcloth and hides. What could anyone stand to gain by killing me? What wrong could I have done him?’

22. “‘No, he cannot have had any purpose at all in what he did; pure malice must have prompted it. No one shall ever forgive him, like the man who violates his guru’s bed.

23. “‘But it is not for the loss of my own life that I am grieving so. It is for two others I grieve that am slain, my mother and father.

24. “‘For they are an aged couple and have long been dependent on me. When I am dead what sort of existence are they to lead?’

25. “‘My aged mother and father and I all slain by a single arrow! Who can have been so reckless; so malicious as to strike us down all at once?’
26. "When I heard that piteous voice, I who had always striven to do right, I shuddered and the bow and arrow dropped from my hands to the ground.

27. "Desolate to my innermost being, in the depths of misery I went to the place and saw on the bank of the Sarayu an ascetic struck down by my arrow.

28. "He fixed me with his eyes—I was beside myself with terror—and he spoke these harrowing words as though ready to burn me up with his ascetic power:

29. "What harm have I, living here in the forest, ever done to you, your Majesty, that you should attack me when all I wanted was to fetch some water for my elders?

30. "The very same arrow that has pierced me to the quick has also struck down two blind old people, my mother and my father.

31. "The two of them are frail and blind; they are thirsty and waiting for me. And now they will have to bear their parching thirst, as long as they can, on the strength of hope alone.

32. "I now see there is no reward for austerity or learning, since my father does not know that I lie fallen upon the ground.

33. "And even if he knew, what could he do? He is helpless and unable even to move about, as helpless as one tree to save another that is being felled.

34. "You yourself, Rāghava, must go at once to my father and tell him, lest in his wrath he consume you as a raging fire consumes a forest.

35. "There is the footpath, your Majesty, leading to my father's ashram. Go and beg his forgiveness, lest he curse you in his rage.

36. "Draw out the arrow from me, your Majesty, the keen-edged shaft is tearing me apart at the quick, as a rushing water current tears a soft riverbank apart.

37. "I am not a brahman, your Majesty, set your mind at ease. For I was born of a vaisya father and a śūdra mother, lord of the country.'

38. "So he spoke, in pain, and as he lay doubled over, I pulled out the arrow from where it pierced him to the quick.
39. "I stared at him lying there by the Sarayū, his body drenched in water, as he painfully lamented, all the while gasping from his mortal wound; and as I stared, my dear wife, I grew utterly sick at heart."

The end of the fifty-seventh sarga of the Ayodhyākanda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 58

1. "It was a great sin I had committed, however unintentionally. I hardly had my wits about me as all alone I put my mind to the question of how might it be righted.

2. "At last I took the pot filled with pure water and went along the path he had told me of, until I reached the ashram.

3. "There I saw his parents, a frail, blind old couple with no one to guide them, like a pair of birds whose wings have been clipped.

4. "They could not move about and were sitting there listless and helpless, talking about him, their one hope that I robbed them of.

5. "Hearing the sound of my footsteps the sage spoke: 'Why did you take so long, my son? Bring the water at once.

6. "'Your mother here was worried, my child, and all because you were playing in the water. Come into the ashram at once.

7. "'If perhaps your mother or I have offended you in some way, my son, you should not take it to heart. For you are an ascetic, my child:

8. "'You are the recourse for us who have no other, the eyés for us whose sight is gone. Our very lives are in your hands: Won't you say something to us?'

9. "The longer I looked at the sage, the more frightened I became, and in a choked voice, stammering and slurring the syllables, I spoke to him.

10. "With effort I managed to collect my thoughts and recover the power of speech. Then I began to tell him the frightful story of his son’s calamity.
11. "I am Daśaratha, a kshatriya, not the great one's son. A sorrowful thing, which all good men would condemn, has happened by my own doing.

12. "Holy one, I came to the bank of the Sarayu, bow in hand, eager to kill some animal, an elephant perhaps, coming down to the water hole.

13. "There I heard the sound of a pitcher being filled in the water and, thinking it an elephant, I shot an arrow at it.

14. "I went to the riverbank and there I saw an ascetic lying on the ground with an arrow piercing his heart and his life ebbing away.

15. "Holy one, I was aiming at a sound, meaning to kill an elephant. I released the iron shaft toward the water, and it struck your son.

16. "When the arrow was pulled out he went to heaven, then and there, grieving for both of you holy ones, lamenting your blindness.

17. "It was unintentional, holy one, it was an accident that I struck down your son. Whatever awaits me now may the sage forgive me!"

18. "The mighty sage gasped when he heard these harrowing words, and broken with grief he spoke to me as I stood before him, hands cupped in reverence.

19. "If you had not told me yourself of this impious deed, your Majesty, your head would have instantly burst into a myriad fragments.

20. "If a kshatriya intentionally commits a murder—and the murder of a forest hermit at that—it topples him from his place, be he Indra himself, the wielder of the thunderbolt.

21. "But since this act was unintentional, and for that reason alone, you shall live. Were it not so, the entire House of the Rāghavas, not just you, would cease at once to be.

22-23. "Take us, your Majesty, to the place,' he said to me. 'We want to see our son now, to have one last sight of him, his body spattered with blood and his hide garments in disarray, lying on the ground unconscious, under the sway of the King of Righteousness.'
24. "So all alone I led the sage and his wife to that place, and brought the deeply grieving parents near to where they could touch their son.

25. "The wretched couple drew close, they touched their son and collapsed upon his body. And his father cried out:

26. "'My son, don't you love me any more? At least have regard for your mother then, righteous child. Why don't you embrace me, my son? Speak to me, my tender child.

27. "'Whom shall I hear late at night—how it used to touch my heart—so sweetly reciting the sacred texts or other works?

28. "'And after the twilight worship, the ritual bath, and offerings to the sacred fire, who will sit down beside me, my son, to allay the grief and fear that anguish me?

29. "'Who will bring me tubers and fruit and roots, and feed me like a welcome guest—me an invalid, without leader or guide?

30. "'And how, my son, shall I support your poor mother, blind and aged as she is, wretched and yearning for her son?

31. "'Stay! Don't, oh don't go, my son, to the abode of Yama. You may go tomorrow, with your mother and me to lend you strength.

32. "'For we too shall soon be going to the house of Yama, bereft of you and left helpless in the forest, wretched and anguished with grief.

33. "'And then, when I see Vaivasvata, I will make this speech: "May the King of Righteousness forgive me, but this boy is needed to support his parents."

34. "'You were free of evil, my son, and were struck down by a man of evil deeds. By the power of this truth may you go straight to the worlds they win who fight under arms.

35: "'Proceed to the supreme state those heroes reach, my son, who do not turn their backs in battle but die facing the foe.

36. "'Go, my dear son, to the state attained by Sagara, by Śaibya, Dīlīpa, Janamejaya, Nahuṣa, and Dhundhumāra.

37-38. "'Go, my dear son, to the state awarded to all holy men for their vedic study and austerities, to one who donates land, who
keeps the sacred fires, who is faithful to his one wife; to those who make a gift of a thousand cows, who support their gurus, who lay their bodies down. For no child of this family ever goes to the state of the accursed.'

39. "So he mourned there, wretchedly and without pause, and then with his wife he set about making the funeral libation for his child.

40. "But just then the sage's son appeared in a heavenly form procured by his own good deeds, and for one brief moment he addressed these words of solace to his parents:

41. "I have attained a high station because I took care of you. And both of you shall soon come into my presence.'

42. "With this, the sage's disciplined son ascended straightway to heaven upon a heavenly chariot of wonderful construction.

43. "The ascetic and his wife hurriedly made the libation, and as I stood before him, my hands cupped in reverence, the mighty sage said to me:

44. "Slay me this very moment, your Majesty; dying holds no terror for me. For I had but one son and you have taken him from me with your arrow.

45. "Since it was unintentionally that you struck down my pure son, I will only lay a curse on you, though it is a grievous and very dreadful one:

46. "Just as I now sorrow over my son's calamity, so you, too, your majesty, shall end your days grieving for a son.'

47. "The words of the noble sage have thus come home to me, dear wife, for now I am to lose my life grieving for my son.

48. "If only Rāma could touch me or speak to me now just once. How unlike me it was, my lady, to do what I did to Rāghava.

49. "I cannot see you with my eyes, Kausalyā, my mind is failing. Here, the messengers of Vaivasvata are here, hastening me on!

50. "What greater sorrow than this, that in the final moments of my life I cannot rest my eyes on righteous, truthful Rāma.

51. "They are not men, they are gods who in the fifteenth year will see Rāma's face again, that lovely face with flashing earrings.
52. "His eyes like lotus petals, his perfect brows, his perfect teeth and lovely nose: how fortunate the men who will see Rāma's face, so like the lord of stars, the moon.

53. "Like the autumn moon or a full-blown lotus, and so fragrant: how fortunate the men who will see the face of my defender.

54. "When Rāma has ended his stay in the forest and returns to Ayodhya, what happiness for those who will see him, like the planet Śukra moving forward on its course.

55. "The grief arising here in my very soul has left me helpless and insensible. In its wild rush it is sweeping me away, as a raging river sweeps away its bank.

56. "Oh great-armed Rāghava, the one relief of my agony!" With this last cry of grief King Daśaratha reached the end of his life.

57. And so it came about, just after midnight, when he had finished his mournful tale, that the lord of men, a man of noble vision, anguished by the exile of his beloved son and afflicted with the most profound sorrow, breathed his last.

The end of the fifty-eighth sarga of the Ayodhyākanda of the Śrī Rāmāyana.

Sarga 59

1. Night passed, and next morning the panegyrist arrived to attend at the bed-chamber of the king.

2. The skillful servants approached as usual, women and eunuchs mostly, people of impeccable conduct.

3. At the proper time and according to custom the bath attendants came, bringing golden pitchers of water scented with yellow sandalwood.

4. And a group of women appeared, young maidens for the most part, bearing auspicious articles, refreshments and accoutrements.

5. The women then assembled who waited in attendance on the bed of the Kosalan lord, and they went to awaken their master.
6. They suddenly felt apprehensive as to whether the king was indeed alive; a shudder convulsed them and they began to tremble like blades of grass that stand against the current.

7. Then, as the trembling women looked more closely at the king, their apprehension of evil became a certainty.

8. The lovely women were desolate and sent up a shrill wail, like cow elephants in the wilderness when their bull is driven from his place.

9. At the sound of their crying Kausalyā and Sumitrā awoke at once and came to their senses.

10. Kausalyā and Sumitrā looked at the king and touched him. Then, crying out "O dear husband!" they collapsed upon the floor.

11. The daughter of the lord of Kosala lay writhing upon the ground, coated with dust, her brilliance dimmed like that of a star fallen from the sky.

12-13. A place of panic and bewilderment, with throngs of heartbroken people, tumult and crying everywhere, and kinsmen anguishéd with grief; all its bliss shattered in an instant, with a desolate and frenzied look—such was the palace of the god of men when he had reached the end of his allotted span.

14. Realizing that the glorious bull among kings had passed away, his wives gathered around him, weeping wildly and piteously in their sorrow, and stretching out their arms in helpless lamentation.

The end of the fifty-ninth sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 60

1-2. Kausalyā gazed at the dead king—he looked like a blazing fire suddenly extinguished, or the ocean emptied of water, or the sun gone dark—and her eyes filled with tears. Broken now with a double grief, she clasped the head of the king and cried out to Kaikeyī:

3. "You should be satisfied, Kaikeyī, for now you can enjoy the kingship unchallenged. Wasn’t this the one object you had in mind when you forsook the king, you vicious, wicked woman?"
4. “Rāma has gone away without me, and my husband has gone to heaven. I am like someone left behind by a caravan and utterly stranded. I cannot bear to live.

5. “What woman who has lost her husband, her own deity, would want to live—except Kaikeyī; who has lost the way of righteousness as well?

6. “A greedy person is oblivious to risks; he will eat even fruit that makes one sick. And thus, at the instigation of the hunchback, Kaikeyī has destroyed the House of the Rāghavas.

7. “When Janaka learns that the king, acting on an illicit order, has exiled Rāma and his wife, he will suffer just as I do.

8. “Lotus-eyed Rāma has gone away dead in life! And poor Štā, too, daughter of the king of Videha, she who has never known hardship, will tremble all over at the hardships of the forest.

9. “At night Štā will hear the ghastly cries of birds and beasts, and will shrink back into Rāma’s arms in terror.

10. “Her father is aged and has but one child. He will fret over Vaidehi. He, too, will be overpowered by grief and no doubt lose his life.”

11. As poor Kausalyā lamented in the anguish of sorrow, her maidservants helped her up and led her away.

12. The ministers then took the lord of the world and placed him in a vat of sesame oil, and thereupon they assumed all the royal duties, as they were empowered to do.

13. The counselors, being prudent men, were reluctant to administer the final rites with no prince at court. And so for the meanwhile they kept watch over the lord of earth.

14. When the women learned that the advisers had laid the lord of men in the vat of oil, they broke out in lamentation, crying “Oh he is dead!”

15. Their faces streaming tears, weeping in their burning grief, they raised their arms up piteously and piteously lamented.

16. Like a night without stars, like a woman bereft of her husband, the city of Ayodhyā without its great king was cast into gloom.

17. The people were drenched in tears, the housewives were crying
woefully, the public squares and private courtyards were empty, and the brilliance the city once had was gone.

18. As heaven has no light without the sun, as night has none when the crowds of stars have paled, the city went dark when it lost its great king, and sob-choked people crowded the streets and squares.

19. Men and women had begun to gather in groups, and they denounced the mother of Bharata. They were anguished and found no comfort in the city, now that the god of men was dead.

The end of the sixtieth sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 61

1. Night passed, and when the sun rose the deputies of the king, the brahmans, convened and went to the assembly hall.

2-3. Mārkaṇḍeya and Maudgalya, Vāmadeva and Kāśyapa, Kātyāyana and Gautama and glorious Jābali—these brahmans and the ministers all gave voice to their different opinions. But in the end they turned to Vasiṣṭha himself, the foremost among them, the family priest of the king.

4. “The night passed sorrowfully for us; like a hundred years it seemed, with our king dead of grief for his son.

5. “The great king has gone to heaven, Rāma has withdrawn to the wilderness, and glorious Lakṣmaṇa has gone with him.

6. “Both Bharata and Śatrughna, slayers of enemies, are in the land of the Kekayas, in the lovely city of Rājāgrha, the home of Bharata’s grandfather.

7. “Let some other Ikṣvāku prince be appointed king here and now, lest our kingdom be without a king and thereby meet with destruction.

8. “In a land without a king the rumbling lightning-wreathed clouds do not rain down their heavenly water upon the earth.

9. “In a land without a king handfuls of grain are not sown. In a land without a king no son submits to his father’s will, no wife to her husband’s.
10. "Where there is no king there can be no wealth; one cannot have a wife where there is no king. And there is yet further peril, for how can there be honesty where there is no king?

11. "In a land without a king patrons take no delight in building assembly halls, lovely gardens, or sanctuaries.

12. "In a land without a king the twice-born men who customarily sacrifice, the self-restrained brahmans rigorous in their vows, institute no sacred rites.

13. "In a land without a king no festivals or celebrations are held, where actors and dancers come in troupes and which bring a kingdom prosperity.

14. "In a land without a king litigants receive no satisfaction, while storytellers find no favor with audiences by their stories.

15. "In a land without a king lovers and their ladies do not ride out to the countryside on swift horses.

16. "In a land without a king the rich who live by farming and cattle raising do not sleep securely, with their doors wide open.

17. "In a land without a king merchants traveling long distances with loads of goods for sale do not go their way in safety.

18. "In a land without a king there wander no solitary, disciplined sages, those who lodge where nightfall finds them and contemplate the Self within themselves.

19. "In a land without a king security is not maintained: without a king the army cannot withstand the enemy in battle.

20. "Like rivers without water, like a forest without vegetation, like cows without cowherds is a kingdom without a king.

21. "In a land without a king no one can call anything his own. For men, like fish, incessantly seek to devour one another.

22. "Atheists, too, who unscrupulously break all bounds, conform to decency only when royal punishment is there to check them.

23. "Ah, it would be like darkness, nothing at all remaining clear, were there no king in the world to separate good from evil.

24. "Even while the great king was alive it was your word alone we would not overstep, as the ocean does not overstep its shore.
25. "Best of the twice-born, consider what awaits us: without a king the kingdom will become a wilderness. Name some prince of the Ikṣvāku line and consecrate him yourself as our king."

The end of the sixty-first sarga of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 62

1. When he had heard their speech, Vasiṣṭha replied to the brahmins and the hosts of ministers and allies.

2. "Bharata is living comfortably with his brother Śatrughna in the city of Rājaṛgha, among his uncle’s family.

3. "So let swift messengers go at once on speeding horses and bring back the two mighty brothers. Why do we delay?"

4. "Yes, let them go," they all replied, and when Vasiṣṭha heard their response, he said:

5. "Come, Siddhārtha, Vijaya, Jayanta, Aśoka, Nandana. Listen, I shall tell you all what must be done.

6. "Take swift horses and swiftly proceed to the city of Rājaṛgha. You must keep your grief in check and tell Bharata the following on my authority:

7. "The family priest asks after your health, as do all the counselors. Please hurry back, for there is urgent business to which you must attend."

8. "But do not go and tell him of this disaster that has befallen the Rāghavas, do not tell him of Rāma’s exile or the death of the king."

9. "Take silk garments and choice ornaments as gifts for the king and Bharata, and depart at once." Vasiṣṭha dismissed the messengers and they hurried off.

10. They crossed the Ganges at Hastinapura after reaching the country of Pañcāla, and headed west, cutting through the middle of the Kuru jungle.

11. They swiftly forded the Śrādaṇḍa, a heavenly river running with clear water, the home of birds of every description and thronged with people.
12. They reached the venerable tree on the western bank, the heavenly Granter of Wishes, and after approaching it they entered the city of Kuluṅga.

13. From there they arrived at Abhikāla, passing on from Tejodbhbhavana, and proceeding by way of central Bāhlīka they made their way to Mount Sudāman. Soon the Foot of Viṣṇu came into view, and the Vipāśā and Śālmāli rivers.

14. The road was long and their mounts exhausted, but the messengers pressed on with all haste to Girivraja, best of cities.

15. To bring their master the news, to ensure the safety of their master's House and his succession in the dynasty, the messengers wasted no time but hurried on and reached the city late in the night.

The end of the sixty-second sarga of the *Ayodhyākāṇḍa* of the Śrī Rāmāyana.

**Sarga 63**

1. Now, the very night the messengers were making their way into the city, Bharata had a terrible dream.

2. The son of the king of kings had this terrible dream just as night was ending, and it sorely troubled him.

3. Observing how troubled he was, his affable companions tried to ease his distress by engaging him in conversation in the assembly hall.

4. Some made music and sang, while others danced or staged dramatic pieces or told various kinds of jokes.

5. But great Bharata Rāghava took no delight in the conviviality of his affable friends.

6. One close friend questioned Bharata as he sat in the midst of his friends: "Why are you not enjoying yourself, my friend, in the company of your companions?"

7. Bharata replied to his companion, "Listen to the reason why great desolation has come over me.

8. "I saw my father in a dream. He was filthy, his hair dishevelled, and he fell from a mountain peak into a foul pool of cowdung."
9. "I saw him bobbing in the pool of dung, drinking sesame oil from his cupped hands, and he seemed to be laughing all the while.

10. "Then he was eating rice and oil, his whole body was anointed with oil, and again and again he would plunge headfirst into the oil.

11-12. "And in the same dream I saw the ocean gone dry and the moon fallen onto the earth. A blazing fire was suddenly extinguished, the earth was split open, and all the trees dried up; the mountains smoked and crumbled.

13. "Then, the king lay collapsed on a black iron throne; he was dressed all in black, and there were women mocking him, women part yellow, part black.

14. "And a righteous man, wearing red garlands and smeared with red cream, was hurrying off toward the south on a chariot yoked with asses.

15. "This was the terrifying dream I had last night. Surely I myself, or Rāma, or the king, or Lakṣmaṇa is going to die.

16. "For when in a dream a man sets out in a carriage yoked with asses, it is not long before a wreath of smoke appears above his funeral pyre. It is because of this I am so desolate and do not respond to your courtesies.

17. "My throat feels as if it were drying up; I can find no peace of mind. I feel a loathing for myself and do not know the reason why.

18. "Observing the course of this nightmare, with all those images that never before had entered my mind, and thinking about the king and that unthinkable look he had, I am filled with a great fear, and it will not leave my heart."

The end of the sixty-third sarga of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa of the Śrī Rāmāyana.

Sarga 64

1. As Bharata was telling his dream, the messengers on their weary mounts entered the lovely city of Rājagṛha with its unbreachable defenses.
2. They met with the king and the king’s son and were received with honor. Then clasping the feet of the king they spoke these words to Bharata:

3. “The family priest asks after your health, as do all the counselors. Please hurry back, for there is urgent business to which you must attend.

4. “Here is a gift for the king worth two hundred million, great prince, and one for your uncle worth a full hundred million.”

5. Bharata accepted it all and in return honored the messengers with all that they might desire. He then asked, out of deep loyalty to his loved ones:

6. “My father, King Daśaratha, fares well, I hope? Rāma and great Lakṣmana are in good health?

7. “And noble Kausalyā, too, wise Rāma’s mother, who is earnest in righteousness, who knows the way of righteousness and ever looks to it?

8. “My middle mother Sumitrā, who knows the way of righteousness, the mother of Lakṣmaṇa and mighty Śatrughna, she is in good health, I hope?

9. “And Kaikeyī, too, my ever selfish, hot-tempered, and irascible mother, who fancies herself so wise?”

10. So great Bharata spoke, and the messengers most diffidently replied, “All fare well, tiger among men, whose welfare you desire.”

11. At this, Bharata addressed the messengers: “I will ask leave of the great king, telling him the messengers are pressing me to hurry.”

12. After speaking with the messengers and at their urging, prince Bharata addressed his grandfather:

13. “Your Majesty, I must return to my father at the urging of the messengers. But I shall come back again whenever you may wish me to do so.”

14. So Bharata Rāghava spoke, and his grandfather the king kissed him on the forehead and addressed him with these heartfelt words:

15. “Go, my child, I give you leave. Kaikeyī has a worthy son in you. Give your mother my best wishes, slayer of enemies, and your father.
16. “My best wishes also to the family priest, my child, and to the other chief brahmins and those two great bowmen, your brothers Rāma and Laksmaṇa.”

17. The king of Kekaya honored Bharata with the gift of prize elephants, many-colored blankets, and hides, and gave him riches.

18. Two thousand gold ornaments and sixteen hundred horses were the riches he bestowed to honor the son of Kaikeyī.

19. And straightway Aśvapati presented Bharata with his ministers as travel companions, estimable men, trustworthy and virtuous.

20. His uncle gave him riches too: handsome elephants bred on Mount Irāvata and Mount Indraśira, and swift asses that easily took the yoke.

21. He made him a present of dogs raised in the inner chamber, huge dogs with fangs like spears and the strength and courage of tigers.

22. Taking leave of his grandfather and his uncle Yudhājit, Bharata boarded his chariot with Śatrughna and set out.

23. And servants yoked the camels, oxen, horses, and asses to the circle-wheeled chariots, more than a hundred of them, and followed in Bharata’s train.

24. So great Bharata set out with Śatrughna, under the protection of an army and accompanied by the ministers whom his grandfather trusted like himself. And he left Gṛha untroubled by enemies, as a perfected being might leave the world of Indra.

The end of the sixty-fourth sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 65

1. Heading east, mighty Bharata, the majestic delight of the Ikṣvākus, departed from Rāja grha and crossed the wide and westward-flowing Śatadrū, a deep river capped with waves.

2-3. Crossing the river at Eladhāna, he reached Aparaparpaṭa, proceeding on to eastern Śalyakartana after crossing the Śilāvahā, the “river trailing stones.” The prince, honest, majestic, and ever
true to his word, had the river in view until he passed the high mountains leading to the Caitraratha forest.

4. Crossing the Kuliṅgā, a deep and swift river bounded by hills, he finally rested his army upon reaching the Yamunā.

5. He rested the weary horses and cooled their limbs. Then, having bathed and drunk, he took a store of water and set out once more.

6. In his handsome coach the handsome prince passed through the vast, uninhabited wilderness as the wind passes through the sky.

7. Traversing the southern end of Torāna, the son of Daśaratha reached Jambūprastha and proceeded to the pleasant village of Varūtha.

8. He spent the night there in the pleasant forest and then went on, heading eastward to the garden of Ujjihāna, thick with priyaka trees.

9. But when he reached the priyaka trees, Bharata took leave of the army, and harnessing swift horses, he sped onward.

10-11. He spent the night at Sarvatrthā, and after crossing the Uttānakā and several other rivers on his mountain-bred horses, he arrived at Hastipṛsthaka, where he forded the Kuṭikā. At Lauhitya the tiger among men crossed the Kapīvatī River, at Ekasāla the Sthānutā, and at the Gomāṭī at Vinata.

12. At Kalīṅganagara, Bharata reached the forest of sāla trees and drove on swiftly though his mounts were near exhaustion.

13. He passed straight through the forest at night and at sunrise set eyes on Ayodhyā, the city King Manu built.

14. The tiger among men had spent seven nights on the road, and at last he saw before him the city of Ayodhyā. From within the chariot he addressed his charioteer:

15-16. "There is Ayodhyā in the distance, that glorious white-clay city with its blessed gardens, throngs of virtuous sacrificers, brah- mans who are masters of the vedas, and prosperous subjects, all under the protection of the best of royal seers—but how unhappy it looks to me, charioteer.

17. "In the past one used to hear a loud, tumultuous sound in Ayodhyā, of men and women all about, but I do not hear it now."
18. "At other times all the gardens revealed men leaving off the sports they had played since dusk and hurrying home.

19. "But now, abandoned by the lovers, the gardens seem to be weeping. It looks to me as if the town has become a wilderness, charioteer.

20. "Prominent men are no longer to be seen, as in the past, going in and out on carriages, elephants, and horses.

21. "And I see various portents, ominous ones, evil and appalling, and my heart sinks at the sight."

22. He entered by the Gate of Victory, his horses exhausted. The gatekeepers rose and with cries of "Long live the king!" accompanied him in.

23. In bewilderment Rāghava returned the gatekeepers' greeting, and then addressed Aśvapati's weary charioteer:

24. "We have heard how people looked in times past when they lost their king—and I see those looks here, charioteer, I see them all.

25. "The people I see in the town, men and women both, are unkempt, their eyes are filled with tears, and they have a desolate look, haggard, forlorn, and pensive."

26. So speaking to the charioteer, Bharata proceeded to the palace, heartsick at the ominous sights in Ayodhya.

27. As he gazed at the city that once looked like Indra's city—at the empty crossroads, streets, and houses, at the bars on the door-leaves red with dust—he was filled to overflowing with sorrow.

28. There were so many things he saw that troubled his heart, things he had never before met with in the city, that great. Bharata hung his head, sick at heart and joyless, as he made his way into his father's residence.

The end of the sixty-fifth sarga of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇā.
Sarga 66

1. Not seeing his father there in his chamber, Bharata went to see his mother in hers.
2. When Kaikeyī saw that her long-absent son had arrived, she sprang up in delight, leaving her golden seat.
3. As soon as righteous Bharata entered his house he noticed that the royal splendor was absent, and so he clasped his mother's lovely feet.
4. She drew glorious Bharata to her breast, embraced him and kissed him on the forehead, and then she began to question him:
5. "How many days is it now since you left your grandfather's residence? You must have flown along in your chariot. Are you not weary from the journey?"
6. "Is your grandfather well, and your uncle Yudhājit? Did you enjoy your visit, my son? You must tell me everything."
7. So Kaikeyī fondly questioned him, and lotus-eyed Bharata, the delight of the king, told his mother everything.
8. "Last night was the seventh since I left grandfather's residence. Mother's father is well, and so is my uncle Yudhājit.
9. "The king, the slayer of enemies, gave me riches and precious objects, but they were an encumbrance, and so I left them on the road and came on ahead.
10. "The messengers who carried the order of the king urged me to make haste. Now I have something to ask my mother, and she must answer.
11. "This comfortable gold-worked couch of yours is empty. And the people of Ikṣvāku seem to me to have lost all delight.
12. "The king is usually here in mother's chamber. I have not yet seen him and came here in hopes that I would.
13. "I should like to clasp my father's feet. Answer my question, mother. Could he perhaps be in the chamber of my eldest mother, Kausalyā?"
14. Infatuated by her lust for kingship, Kaikeyī replied to him—an artful mother to an artless son—announcing the grievous event
as if it were good news: "Your father has followed the course all living creatures must follow."

15. When he heard these words Bharata, an honest son of a righteous family, fell suddenly to the ground, shattered by the violence of his grief for his father.

16. Enveloped in grief, sorrowing over the death of his father, mighty Bharata lamented, his mind reeling in confusion.

17. "This couch of Father's used to look so lovely to me. It does not look that way today, with the wise man gone from it."

18. Seeing her godlike son fallen on the ground, anguished and grief-stricken, Kaśyapa tried to help him up and spoke these words:

19. "Come now, get up. Why are you lying there? Men like you do not grieve, glorious prince—good men esteemed in the assembly."

20. But he continued to weep for a long time and to roll about on the ground. Then, shrouded in his many sorrows he said to his mother:

21. "I had imagined the king was going to consecrate Rāma or perform a sacrifice, and so I made the journey in delight.

22. "How differently it has all turned out! My very mind is torn apart, that I shall never again see my father, who always strove so earnestly for my happiness and welfare.

23. "Oh mother, of what illness did the king pass away before I could return? How fortunate are Rāma and all the others who were present to perform the last rites for Father.

24. "But surely the great and illustrious king does not yet know I have come. Otherwise my dear brother would hurry here and bend down to kiss me on the forehead.

25. "Where is that hand so pleasant to the touch, the hand of my tireless dear brother, with which he would always brush away the dust from me?"

26. "Have my arrival announced to him at once, to tireless Rāma. That wise man is now father, brother, and every kinsman to me, and I his slave.

27. "For in the eyes of a noble man who knows the way of righteousness one's eldest brother is as one's father. His are the feet I would clasp, for he is my only refuge now."
28. “But my lady, what did the truthful king, my father, say? I just want to hear what last message he might have had for me.”
29. So he questioned her, and Kaikeyī replied straightforwardly: “The great king, as good a man as ever lived, went to the next world lamenting, ‘Rāma!’ and ‘O Sītā, Lakṣmāṇa!’
30. “And when at last the law of time caught your father up, the way a snare catches a great elephant, the last words he uttered were these:
31. “‘Fortunate the men who will see Rāma when he comes back with Sītā, and see great-armed Lakṣmāṇa when he comes home.’”
32. Hearing this Bharata became still more distraught, for he anticipated yet another calamity. With an expression of deep distress he questioned his mother further:
33. “But where can the righteous prince have gone, the delight of Kausalyā, with our brother Lakṣmāṇa and Sītā?”
34. Questioned thus his mother again answered straightforwardly. She promptly began to relate the grievous event, supposing it would be taken as good news:
35. “My son, the prince went off in barkcloth garments to the great Daṇḍaka forest, with Vaidehī and Lakṣmāṇa following after him.”
36. Bharata was alarmed when he heard this, for doubts had been raised about his brother’s conduct. Concerned for the greatness of his dynasty, he began questioning her further:
37. “Rāma did not seize the wealth of any brahman, did he? He did not harm some innocent man, whether rich or poor?
38. “The prince did not covet another man’s wife, did he? Why was he exiled to Daṇḍaka wilderness like one who has slain an unborn child?”
39. His capricious mother then began to tell exactly what she had done, and with the same feminine disposition that had made her do it.
40. “No, Rāma did not seize the wealth of any brahman. He harmed no innocent man, rich or poor, and Rāma would never so much as cast his eyes upon the wife of another man.
41. “It was I, my son. As soon as I learned of Rāma’s consecration, I demanded that your father award you the kingship and exile Rāma.”
42. "Your father followed the proper course of action and did exactly that, and so Rāma and Saumitri were sent away with Sītā.

43. "His beloved son gone from his sight, the glorious protector of the earth was crushed with such grief for his son that he died.

44. "So now you must assume the kingship, as you know to be right. It was on your behalf I did all this, all that I could do.

45. "Therefore, my son, in concert with the chief brahmins—those who know the ritual precepts, under the lead of Vasiṣṭha—you must at once perform according to precept the last rites for the courageous king, and then have yourself consecrated to power over the wide earth."

The end of the sixty-sixth sarga of the Ayodhyākanda of the Śrī Rāmāyāṇa.

Sarga 67

1. When Bharata learned that his father had passed away and his two brothers were in exile, he was consumed with sorrow and spoke these words:

2. "What possible use have I for kingship, stricken as I am and grieving, bereft of both my father and the brother who is like a father to me?

3. "You have heaped sorrow upon my sorrow, rubbed salt into a wound, by killing the king and making Rāma an ascetic.

4. "Like the night of doom have you come to annihilate this House. My father had no idea he was holding a firebrand in his embrace.

5. "It will be a miracle if Kausalyā and Śrūṇitṛā survive this torture of grief for their sons—and all because of you, my very own mother!

6. "My brother is righteous and knows the proper way to behave toward his elders, and surely his behavior toward you was perfect, just as toward his own mother.

7. "My eldest mother, Kausalyā, far-sighted though she is, treated you like a sister in her adherence to the way of righteousness.

8. "And you have sent her accomplished son away in barkcloth garments, to a life in the forest! Can you feel no grief, evil woman?"
9. "He is an accomplished and glorious hero who never contemplated evil. What possible purpose could you have had in sight to banish him in clothes of bark?

10. "Was it all for the sake of kingship that you brought about this great misfortune? In your greed, I suppose, you never understood how I felt toward Rāma.

11. "With those tigers among men, Rāma and Lakṣmana, gone from my sight, by virtue of what power would I be able to guard the kingdom?

12. "The great and righteous king himself had great might, yet he would constantly retreat behind his mighty son, like Mount Meru behind its forest.

13. "What strength have I to bear such a burden? I am like a calf before a load only a great ox can draw.

14. "Even were I to acquire the power through stratagems or force of intellect, I would never grant you your wish—not you, a woman so blindly ambitious for her son. I will bring my brother back from the forest, the beloved of his people."

15. So great Bharata spoke—and how hard his words struck, the very opposite of what she had hoped—and he roared out once more in the anguish of his grief, like a lion inside a mountain cave.

The end of the sixty-seventh sarga of the Ayodhyākanda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 68

1. So Bharata reviled his mother, and in the grip of a wild rage he addressed her once more:

2. "It is you who should be expelled from the kingdom, Kaikeyī, you vicious, wicked woman! And abandoned in accordance with all that is right, may you weep your eyes out without me.

3. "What possible wrong could the king or perfectly righteous Rāma have done you, that because of you they should have found death and banishment both at once?"
4. “You are guilty of murdering the unborn by your destruction of this House. May you go to hell, Kaikeyī, and never come to share the afterworld of your husband.

5. “That you could be capable of such evil and so horrible a deed—renouncing the beloved of all the world—makes me fearful on my own account as well.

6. “Because of you my father is gone and Rāma withdrawn to the wilderness, and you have brought infamy upon me in the eyes of every living soul.

7. “O enemy of mine in a mother’s guise, malicious woman lusting for kingship! Never speak to me again, depraved murderer of your husband!

8. “Kausalyā and Sumitrā and the rest of my mothers are afflicted by great sorrow and it is all your fault, polluter of our House!

9. “You are no true daughter of Aśvatthāma, a wise and righteous king, but a demoness born to lay your father’s House in ruins.

10. “Because of you righteous Rāma, constant in his devotion to truth, has been driven to the forest, and father has gone to heaven in his grief.

11. “This evil for which you have striven falls upon my head: I am left without my father and abandoned by my brothers, to become an object of hatred to all the world.

12. “You have parted Kausalyā from her son, a woman who has never departed from righteousness. What afterworld can you attain now, evil-scheming creature? You can only go to hell.

13. “Are you not aware, cruel woman, that Rāma—a man of restraint, the refuge of his kinsmen, the eldest son and his father’s one equal—that Rāma arose from Kausalyā’s very self?

14. “Limb from mother’s limb is a son born, and from her heart. That is why she loves him so, because he is her very own, and not mere kin.

15. “Once upon a time, the story goes, righteous Surabhi, the cow held in esteem by the gods, caught sight of two of her sons. They were plowing the broad earth, in a state of stupor.

16. “Seeing her sons upon the earth exhausted at mid-day, she wept in grief for them, and her eyes were flooded with tears.
17. “Clear and fragrant her teardrops fell, and they touched a limb of the great king of gods as he was passing below her.

18. “Indra, wielder of the bolt, saw how the glorious cow was consumed with grief, and the king of the gods was disquieted. He cupped his hands in reverence and addressed her:

19. “’No great danger threatens us from any quarter, does it? What is the cause of your grief? Tell me, all-beneficent cow.’

20. “So the wise king of the gods spoke, and Surabhi composed herself and eloquently replied:

21. “’Perish the thought! No, nothing threatens you from any quarter, overlord of the deathless gods. I am only grieving for two of my sons, who languish in their sorry plight.

22. “’I see how haggard and desolate the oxen are, how the rays of the sun are burning them, and how the plowman beats them, overlord of the gods.

23. “’They were born of my body, and for me to see them sorrowful and oppressed by burdens is agony. There is nothing so dear as a son.’

24. “The wish-granting cow had countless sons and even so she grieved. How much more will Kausalyā grieve, who must live without Rāma?

25. “The good woman has but one son, and you have made her childless. For this you shall reap sorrow forever, both in this world and when you die.

26. “As for me, there is no question but that I must make full amends to my brother and father, and so restore our glory.

27. “I will have Kausalyā’s splendid son brought back and go myself into the forest where sages make their home.”

28. “So he spoke, and with the look of an elephant in the wilderness driven with prods and goads, he fell upon the ground in a rage, hissing like a snake.

29. “His eyes bloodshot, his clothes in disarray, all his jewelry cast aside, the enemy-slaying prince lay fallen on the ground like the banner of Indra, Śacī’s lord, when the festival is over.

The end of the sixty-eighth sarga of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.
Sarga 69

1. As great Bharata was crying out, the sound reached Kausalyā, and she said to Sumitrā:
2. "Far-sighted Bharata, the son of that savage woman Kaikeyī has returned. I want to see him."
3. With this, she set out to Bharata, her face drained of color and her garment filthy, trembling and almost insensible.
4. But at that same moment Rāma's younger brother was setting out to Kausalyā's residence, accompanied by Śatrughna.
5. And when Śatrughna and Bharata saw Kausalyā, they were overcome with sorrow. She dropped down, unconscious in the anguish of her sorrow, and they took her in their embrace.
6. Then, in deep sorrow, Kausalyā spoke to Bharata. "You lusted for the kingship and here you have it unchallenged—and how quickly Kaikeyī secured it for you by her savage deed.
7. "But what advantage did that cruel and scheming Kaikeyī hope to gain by driving out my son in clothes of bark to live in the forest?
8. "Why doesn't Kaikeyī at once drive me out as well to where my son is staying, my glorious Hiraṇyanābha?"
9. "Then again, I should be happy to go to Rāghava on my own, with Sumitrā to attend me and the sacred fires carried at our head.
10. "But no, truly it is up to you to send me there yourself, where my son, the tiger among men, is practicing austerities.
11. "For this vast kingdom is now yours; she has delivered it to you, with all its abundance of wealth and grain, all its teeming elephants, horses, chariots."
12. As Kausalyā lamented like this, shrouded in her many sorrows, Bharata cupped his hands in reverence and addressed her:
13. "My lady, why do you upbraid me? I am guiltless and knew nothing of this. You know how deep and enduring is my love for Rāghava.
14. "May that man never come to think in harmony with the sacred texts who sanctioned my elder brother's going—Rāma, the very best of men, who always keeps his word.
15. "May he come to serve the most wicked of men, may he pass
urine facing the sun and kick a sleeping cow, he who sanctioned my brother's going.

16. "May the unrighteousness attaching to a master who forces an onerous task upon his servant without remuneration attach to him who sanctioned my brother's going.

17. "May the sin that beings incur in turning traitor to a king who has protected them like his own children be reckoned to his account who sanctioned my brother's going.

18. "May the unrighteousness attaching to a king who levies a sixth portion in tax without guarding his subjects attach to him who sanctioned my brother's going.

19. "May the sin men incur who promise priests their fee at a sacrifice and then cry off be reckoned to his account who sanctioned my brother's going.

20. "May he never honor the code of the brave in battle where elephants, horses, and chariots are crowding and weapons flying thick, he who sanctioned my brother's going.

21. "The subtle meaning of the sacred texts, which the wise impart with so much care, may the evil-hearted man forever lose who sanctioned my brother's going.

22. "May he eat milk-rice, sesame-rice, and goat's flesh to no purpose; may he show contempt for his gurus, the ruthless man who sanctioned my brother's going.

23. "May his children and wife and servants huddle about him at home while he alone eats delicacies, the man who sanctioned my brother's going.

24. "May he be guilty of the sin laid to one who murders a king, a woman, a child, or an elder, or who abandons his dependents.

25. "May the sin charged to one who sleeps through both the morning and evening worship be reckoned to his account who sanctioned my brother's going.

26. "May he be guilty of the sins of arson, violation of a guru's bed, and treachery to allies.

27. "May he never show obedience to the gods, his ancestors, his mother or father, he who sanctioned my brother's going.
28. "May he be excluded at once, this very moment, from the deeds practiced by the good, from the praises of the good, from the world of the good, he who sanctioned my brother's going."

29. In this way the prince tried to reassure Kausalyā, bereft of her husband and son, and then, in the anguish of his sorrow, he collapsed.

30. They were heavy curses Bharata had called down upon his head, and as he lay insensible and consumed with grief, Kausalyā addressed him:

31. "This sorrow of mine, my son, has grown only greater. That you should curse yourself with such curses chokes the very breath of life within me.

32. "Thank God, my child, that your own thoughts never swerved from righteousness any more than those of Lakṣmaṇa. If what you promise me is true, you shall attain the world the good attain."

33. So great Bharata lamented in the anguish of his sorrow, his mind in turmoil from all the confusion, and besieged by grief.

34. On and on he wildly lamented; he fell in a stupor to the ground; heaving deep sighs all the while he passed the night, lost in grief.

The end of the sixty-ninth sarga of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa of the Śrī Rāmāyana.

Sarga 70

1. As Kaikeyī's son Bharata still lay consumed with grief, Vasīṣṭha, most eloquent of seers, came and eloquently spoke to him:

2. "Glorious prince, I pray you, enough of this grief. It is time you performed the obsequies for the lord of men."

3. Bharata regained his composure on hearing Vasīṣṭha's words, and wise in the ways of righteousness he commenced the performance of all the funeral rites.

4-5. The protector of the earth was removed from the oily liquid and laid upon the earth. His face had a yellowish tinge, and he seemed to be asleep. The son then had Daśaratha laid upon a sumptuous bed encrusted with all kinds of gems, and he began to lament over him in deep sorrow.
6. "Why did you take this decision, your Majesty, when I was away, before I could return, after sending righteous Rāma into exile with mighty Lakṣmana?"

7. "Where are you going, great king, leaving your people in sorrow when the lion among men, tireless Rāma, has already left them?"

8. "Who is there, your Majesty, to maintain the security of your city, now that you have gone to heaven, dear Father, and Rāma has withdrawn to the forest?"

9. "The earth has been widowed, your Majesty; bereft of you it is cast into gloom. And the city looks to me like the night without a moon."

10. So Bharata lamented, sick at heart, until the great seer Vasiṣṭha addressed him once more:

11. "The funeral rites must be performed for the lord of the people. Let it all be done fully, great-armed prince, and without delay."

12. "So be it," Bharata replied, heeding Vasiṣṭha's command, and he urged all the sacrificial priests, the family priests, and preceptors to make haste.

13. The sacred fires of the lord of men had been placed outside the fire-sanctuary, and the priests and sacrificers fetched them in accordance with the ritual precepts.

14. Disconsolate and choked with sobs, his attendants raised the lifeless king onto a litter and bore him out.

15. Ahead of the king went people strewn on the way with gold and silver and different kinds of garments.

16. Others brought sandalwood, aloe, balsam, pine, padmaka and devadāru wood and built a pyre.

17. After placing various other fragrant substances on the pyre, the priests laid the protector of the earth in the center.

18. The priests made offering to the fire and intoned prayers for him, while the chanters of the Sāmaveda sang the hymns in accordance with the sacred texts.

19. In palanquins and carriages, according to their rank, his wives had come out from the city in the company of the elders.

20. And as the flames engulfed the king and the priests walked leftward around him, the grieving women did likewise, with Kausalyā at their head.
21. At that hour could be heard a cry like the cry of curlews as the anguished women by the thousands raised their piteous wail.

22. Afterwards, amid uncontrolled weeping and constant lamentation, the women went to the bank of the Sarayu and alighted from their carriages.

23. After making the funeral libation, the king's wives, the counselors, the family priests, and Bharata tearfully re-entered the city, where they sat upon the ground to pass the ten-day period of mourning.

The end of the seventieth sarga of the Ayodhyakanda of the Sri RamaYana.

Sarga 71

1. When the ten-day period was over, the prince purified himself, and on the twelfth day he had the sraddha rites performed.

2. To the brahmans he gave precious objects, money, and abundant food—goat's flesh and much white rice—and cows by the hundreds.

3. Male and female slaves, carriages, and grand houses did the prince bestow upon the brahmans as the funeral gifts of the king.

4-5. On the thirteenth day at the hour of dawn, great-armed Bharata went out to perform the ceremony of purification at the foot of his father's pyre. Again he was stunned by grief; and he began to lament. His throat choked with sob, he cried out in his deep sorrow:

6. "Oh dear Father, my brother Raghava, to whose care you committed me, is banished to the forest, and you have left me in an utter void!

7. "My king, my father, where have you gone? You have left mother Kausalya helpless, with her son, her one refuge, banished to the forest."

8. And when he saw the ash-brown circle where the charred bones lay, the place where his father's body had met extinction, he gave way to despair and cried aloud.
9. He was desolated by the sight of it and fell weeping to the ground, the way a pole-banner in honor of Śakra might fall while being fixed in place.

10. His ministers all flew to the aid of the pious prince, just like the seers when Yayāti fell at his final hour.

11. Seeing Bharata overwhelmed with grief, Śatrughna likewise fell senseless to the earth, fondly remembering the protector of the earth.

12. He was nearly out of his mind, and like a madman he began to lament in his profound sorrow, recalling with every passing minute another of his father's virtues.

13. “Churned up in all its fury by Mantharā, with Kaikeyī as its raging beast and the offer of the boon its overwhelming flood, a sea of grief has swallowed us!

14. “Where have you gone, dear father, leaving Bharata to lament, a boy so delicate and young, whom you always treated so indulgently?

15. “Remember how you used to give us all so many delicacies to choose from, so many drinks, garments, and ornaments—who will do that for us now?

16. “If the earth does not dissolve at once, though bereft of you, great and righteous king, it never will, not even at the hour of universal dissolution.

17. “With father gone to heaven and Rāma withdrawn to the wilderness, what strength have I to live? I will enter a blazing fire.

18. “Bereft of my brother and father, I will not enter an empty Ayodhya that Ikṣvāku once protected. No, I will enter a grove of asceticism.”

19. Hearing the brothers' lamentation and reflecting on their calamity, the attendants were all afflicted with an anguish even sharper than before.

20. In despair and exhaustion, both Bharata and Śatrughna lay writhing on the ground like bulls with shattered horns.

21. But their father's family priest, the wise Vasiṣṭha, maintaining his usual composure, helped Bharata to his feet and said to him:
22. "There are three dualities to which every living thing without exception is subject. They cannot be avoided, and so you must not act this way."

23. Meanwhile Sumantra helped Śatrughna to his feet, consoling him and sagely explaining how all living things are born and so must die.

24. The glorious tigers among men stood up, but they both looked like banners of Indra ruined by the sun and rain.

25. The sons wiped away the tears from their reddened eyes and mourned in desolation until, at the ministers' urging, they turned to the other rites.

The end of the seventy-first sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 72

1. Now, as the grief-stricken Bharata was making the journey back, Lakṣmana's younger brother Śatrughna addressed him with these words:

2. "Mighty Rāma, the refuge of all creatures in sorrow, and of himself most of all, has been banished to the forest by a woman!

3. "And what of Lakṣmana, the powerful, mighty Lakṣmana? Why did he not free Rāma, even if it meant deposing father?

4. "If he had fully weighed both sides of the issue, he would have deposed the king at the very first—a man who was under a woman's power and bent on an evil course."

5. As Lakṣmana's younger brother Śatrughna was speaking, the hunchback appeared at the front gate, all adorned with jewelry.

6. She was anointed with essence of sandalwood and dressed in queenly garments, and with her many-colored belts and sashes she looked like a monkey tied up with rope.

7. Catching sight of the hunchback, the cause of all the trouble, a gatekeeper ruthlessly seized her, at the same time calling to Śatrughna:
8. “Here is the evil, malicious woman! It is her doing that Râma is in the forest and your father has given up his mortal body. Do with her as you see fit.”

9. When he heard this the devoted and sorrowing Śatrughna cried out to all the servants of the inner chamber:

10. “This is the woman who has brought such bitter sorrow upon my brothers and my father. Let her now taste the fruit of her malicious deed.”

11. And with this, he violently seized the hunchback as she stood among her female companions, so that the house resounded with her cries.

12. Her companions stared with wild consternation at the raging Śatrughna and then fled in every direction.

13. And they all took counsel together: “In the course of his mad attack he will annihilate us all.

14. “Glorious Kausalyâ is compassionate, generous, and righteous. We must take refuge with her. She will ensure our safety.”

15. With eyes coppery red in his fury Śatrughna, slayer of enemies, dragged the howling hunchback over the ground.

16. And as Mantharâ was being dragged this way and that, her many-colored pieces of jewelry were shattered in fragments all over the ground.

17. Scattered around the majestic palace the jewelry made it sparkle all the more, like the sky in autumn.

18. In his rage, the powerful bull among men, still holding her in his powerful grip, cried out bitterly, heaping scorn on Kaikeyî.

19. Śatrughna’s bitter and sorrowful words plunged Kaikeyî even deeper into sorrow, and terrified by his threats she sought refuge with her son.

20. Bharata glanced at her and called out to the raging Śatrughna, “If any creature is not to be slain it is a woman. Forbear!

21. “I would kill this woman myself, this evil, wicked Kaikeyî, were it not that righteous Râma would condemn me for matricide.

22. “If righteous Râghava were to learn that even this hunchback were slain, he would surely never speak to you or me again.”
23. Upon hearing Bharata’s words, Laksmana’s younger brother Satrughna checked his fury and released Mantharā.

24. Panting and anguished with sorrow, Mantharā fell at Kaikeyī’s feet, lamenting wretchedly.

25. Bharata’s mother looked at the hunchback and began gently to soothe her as she lay anguished and stunned from Satrughna’s abuse, staring like a trapped curlew.

The end of the seventy-second sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 73

1. On the fourteenth day, at the hour of dawn, the deputies of the king convened and addressed Bharata.

2. “Daśāratha, our most revered guru, has gone to heaven, having first banished Rāma, his eldest son, and mighty Laksmana.

3. “O glorious prince, you must become our king this very day. Our kingdom is without a leader, and only by mere chance has it not yet come to harm.

4. “Your people and the guildsmen await you, prince Rāghava, with all the materials for the consecration in hand.

5. “Assume the kingship, Bharata, the great office of your fathers and forefathers. Have yourself consecrated, bull among men, and protect us.”

6. The devoted Bharata reverently circled all the articles for the consecration and then made this reply to all the people:

7. “It has always been the custom of our House that the kingship passes to the eldest son. You men are aware of this and ought not to ask such a thing of me.

8. “Rāma, our elder brother, shall be the lord of earth. As for me, I will live in the wilderness for the nine years and five.

9. “Let a great army be marshaled, complete with all four divisions; for I myself will bring my eldest brother Rāma back from the forest.

10. “And all the consecration materials standing ready here I will carry in the vanguard as I go to the forest on Rāma’s behalf.”
11. "Then and there I will consecrate Rāma, tiger among men, and bring him back in the vanguard, like a sacred fire from the place of sacrifice.

12. "I will never grant this woman her wish, she who but faintly resembles a mother. I will live in the trackless forest, and Rāma shall be king.

13. "Let a road be made by artisans, let the rough sections be leveled out, let guards accompany them, and men to scout out the trackless regions on the way."

14. When the prince had ended this speech on behalf of Rāma, all the people answered him with an earnest prayer for majesty:

15. "May Śrī of the Lotus ever attend you for what you have spoken here, for your willingness to bestow the earth upon the eldest prince."

16. When the nobles heard the earnest words the prince uttered for all to hear, tears of joy for him welled up in their eyes and ran down their cheeks.

17. The ministers and members of the council had listened joyfully to his words. Their grief was allayed, and they said to him, "On your orders, best of men, the devoted people and companies of artisans shall be given instructions concerning the road."

The end of the seventy-third sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 74

1-3. Now surveyors and men trained in measurement, powerful excavators who were zealous in their work; engineers, laborers, craftsmen, and men skilled in machinery; carpenters, road-levelers, woodcutters, well-drillers, pavers, cane-weavers, and capable guides all set out from the city.

4. Proceeding joyfully to the appointed region, that vast flood of people resembled the great rushing tide of the sea under a full moon.

5. The skilled road-builders took their places each in his own contingent, and with all their different kinds of tools they set out bright and early.
6. Through vines and creepers and shrubs, through stumps and boulders and all kinds of trees, the workers cut and built a road.
7. In treeless areas some of them transplanted trees, while elsewhere some set to work chopping with axes, mattocks, and scythes.
8. Others, stronger men, cleared the strong-rooted stalks of beard grass and the more impenetrable areas.
9. Still others took dirt and filled dry wells and gaping holes, while some leveled out the tracts of land wherever it was too steep.
10. Men then bridged the areas that needed bridging, pounded those that needed pounding, and drained those in need of draining.
11. In no time at all they enlarged the volume and shape of many streams so that they looked like the sea, and they built various kinds of reservoirs embellished with benches.

12-13. The road for the army was paved and whitewashed, lined with blossoming trees, sounding with the calls of flocks of wild birds; it was adorned with banners, sprinkled with sandalwood water, ornamented with all sorts of flowers, and it shone with the brilliance of the Milky Way.

14-15. Now, certain sites in the loveliest tracts where fruit grew rich and sweet were selected as rest areas for the great Bharata. The superintendents, diligently following the orders they had received, gave orders to beautify these places with special ornamental work till they looked like perfect ornaments.

16. Under auspicious constellations and at auspicious hours the experts laid the foundations for great Bharata’s rest areas.

17-19. The workers spread heaps of sand around the sites, built moats to encircle them, erected poles and crossbeams and bars. The sites were adorned with lovely lanes and garlanded with banners. Well-constructed thoroughfares ran through them all. And with their lofty, spire-topped mansions that seemed to wander lost in the sky, they resembled the city of Indra itself.

20-21. Where the royal road met the Jāhnāvi—with its groves of different trees, its cool, clear water and shoals of large fish—it sparkled like the clear vault of heaven at night when the moon and crowds of stars embellish it. It was a lovely road every step of the way, built by master artisans.
The end of the seventy-fourth sarga of the आयोध्याकान्त of the श्री रामायण.

Sarga 75

1. Late in the night of Nāndīmukha, bards and genealogists, masters of all the fine points of speech, came to sing the praises of Bharata and wish him good fortune.

2. Struck by golden drumsticks, the drum of the nightwatch resounded, while conches by the hundreds and high- and low-pitched instruments were sounded.

3. The loud sound of pipes seemed to fill the heavens, though it only brought more lacerating grief to the grief-stricken Bharata.

4. On awakening, he put a halt to the clamor, exclaiming, “I am not the king!” Then turning to Śatrughna, he said,

5. “See, Śatrughna, what great wrong these people are doing because of Kaikeyī. And King Daśaratha is gone, leaving me all these troubles.

6. “This royal majesty, founded on righteousness, belonged to him, the great and righteous king. And now it is adrift like a ship on the water without a helmsman.”

7. So Bharata wildly lamented, and as the women watched, they all broke out in piteous, shrill weeping.

8. He was still lost in lamentation as glorious Vasiṣṭha, the authority in all matters of kingship, made his way to the assembly hall of the lord of the Ikṣvākus.

9. It was a lovely hall fashioned of gold and richly studded with jewels and gems, and it looked like Sudharmā as the righteous family priest entered with his attendants.

10. The master of all the वेदas sat down upon a golden bench covered with a costly spread and gave his instructions to the heralds.

11. “Go at once and diligently fetch the brahmans, kshatriyās, soldiers, ministers, and commanders of the troops. There is urgent business to which we must attend.”

12. Soon there arose a tumultuous din as the people began arriving on chariots, horses, and elephants.
18. And as Bharata approached, the subjects called out their greetings to him just as they used to greet Daśaratha, the way the deathless gods greet Indra, lord of the hundred rites.

14. The hall was like a pool filled with gems and shells and pebbles, its waters still despite the teeming fish and serpents. And the son of Daśaratha lent it such beauty as it had in the past, when Daśaratha himself was there.

The end of the seventy-fifth sarga of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa of the Śrī Rāmāyana.

Sarga 76

1. Crowded with hosts of nobles all favorably inclined toward Bharata, the assembly hall appeared to the wise Vasiṣṭha like a night when the moon is full.

2. As the nobles took their seats according to custom, the hall looked like a full-moon evening when the clouds have vanished.

3. Observing that all the king's subjects were represented in full, the family priest, knowing the ways of righteousness, commenced this gentle address to Bharata:

4. "My son, King Daśaratha went to heaven in the performance of righteousness, after making over to you this prosperous land abounding in wealth and grain.

5. "Rāma likewise held fast to truth, mindful of the righteous ways that good men follow. He could no more cast aside his father's command than the rising hare-marked moon its light.

6. "Your father and brother have bestowed on you unchallenged kingship. You must take possession of it and gladden the ministers. Have yourself consecrated at once.

7. "Let the sovereigns of the north and west and south, and the westernmost ones who live by the sea, deliver up untold riches to you."

8. Hearing these words, Bharata was overwhelmed with grief. Knowing what was right and anxious to abide by it, he turned his thoughts to Rāma.
9. With words unclear because of his sobbing and in a voice like the call of the gray goose, the young prince began to lament and to rebuke the family priest in the midst of the assembly:

10. "The kingship belongs to that wise prince who has practiced chastity, perfected his knowledge, and always striven for righteousness. How would a person like me dare seize it from him?"

11. "How could a son born of Daśaratha usurp the kingship? The kingship, and I myself, belong to Rāma. Please see to it that your advice is in keeping with righteousness.

12. "Righteous Kākutstha, the eldest son and the best, the equal of Dilipā and Nahuśa, must obtain the kingship just as Daśaratha did.

13. "The other course is an evil one, followed only by ignoble men, and leading to hell. Were I to take it I should become a blot on the House of the Ikṣvākus in the eyes of all the world.

14. "I do not condone the evil deed my mother has done. Though I am here and he in the trackless forest, I cup my hands in reverence and bow to him.

15. "I will go after Rāma—he is my king, the best of men. Rāghava deserves not only this, but kingship over all three worlds!"

16. When they heard these righteous words, the men of the assembly, whose thoughts were ever with Rāma, all shed tears of joy.

17. "If I cannot bring my noble brother back from the forest, then in that very forest will I stay, just like my noble brother Lakṣmaṇa.

18. "I will use every means in my power to force him to return to the presence of you just, virtuous, and honorable noblemen."

19. With this, righteous Bharata, who so cherished his brother, turned to the skillful counselor Sumantra standing by his side and said:

20. "Make haste and go, Sumantra! On my authority muster the army at once and give the command for the expedition."

21. So great Bharata spoke, and Sumantra went off in delight and gave all the orders as he had been directed and had hoped to do.

22. The subjects and the marshals of the army were delighted to receive the command for an expedition to bring Rāghava back.
23. The soldiers' wives, too, when they learned of the expedition, were all delighted, and in each and every house they pressed their husbands to hurry.

24. The marshals rallied the entire army, the soldiers, the horses, the fast ox carts, and the chariots swift as thought.

25. Bharata saw that the army was ready as he stood in the midst of his gurus. Turning to Sumantra, who was at his side, he said, "Hurry and bring my chariot."

26. He received Bharata's command in great delight and came forth with a chariot harnessed with splendid horses.

27. Bharata Rāghava was a courageous prince who held fast to truth and strove to act truthfully. His glorious guru was away in the great wilderness, and he was ready to go and beg his forgiveness. The words he spoke were fitting when he said:

28. "Make haste, Sumantra, and go to the leaders of the army to have the troops marshaled. Rāma is in the forest, and I mean to beg his forgiveness and bring him back for the welfare of the world."

29. So Bharata duly commanded the charioteer, and thereby answered Sumantra's every wish. He gave instructions to all the leading subjects, to the heads of the army, and to all their many loved ones.

30. And then the men of every household, the kshatriyas, vaiśyas, śūdras, and brahmans too, made haste and harnessed their camel carts, their elephants, asses, and purebred horses.

The end of the seventy-sixth sarga of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 77

1. Bharata made haste, and at that early hour he boarded his excellent chariot and set forth swiftly, eager to see Rāma.

2. Before him went all the councilors and family priests in horse-drawn chariots that resembled the chariot of the sun.

3. Nine thousand elephants marshaled according to precept fol-
ollowed Bharata, the delight of the House of the Ikṣvākus, as he went.

4. Sixty thousand chariots and archers with every sort of weapon followed the glorious prince Bharata as he went.

5. One hundred thousand horses, each with a rider, followed the glorious prince Bharata: Rāghava as he went.

6. Kaikeyī, Sumitrā, and glorious Kausalyā traveled in a resplendent carriage, delighted to be bringing Rāma back.

7. Throng of nobles went along in hopes of seeing Rāma and Lakṣmaṇa. With delight in their hearts, they held animated conversation about him:

8. "When shall we see Rāma, raincloud-dark, great-armed Rāma, steady of courage and firm of vows, who allays the grief of the world?"

9. "For the mere sight of Rāghava will dispel our grief, as the rising sun dispels the darkness of all the world."

10. The men of the city carried on such heartfelt conversation as this and embraced each other as they made their way along.

11. Every estimable subject, the merchants and all the others, set off in delight to find Rāma.

12-15. Jewelers and master potters, weavers and weapon-smiths, workers in peacock feathers, sawyers, bauble-makers, gem-cutters, workers in ivory, plasterers, perfumers, renowned goldsmiths, blanket-cleaners, bath attendants, valets, physicians, incense-merchants and vintners, washermen and tailors, headmen of villages and hamlets, actors with their women, and fishermen—all were making the journey.

16. And thousands of brahmans all together, masters of the vedas esteemed for their conduct, followed Bharata in their oxcarts as he went.

17. Everyone was handsomely attired in clean clothing and anointed with pure coppery cream, and on a great array of vehicles they slowly followed Bharata.

18. Delighted and cheerful the attendant army followed Kaikeyī's son Bharata, and soon it came to a halt.
19. Observing the army stop, and seeing the gracious waters of the Ganges, Bharata addressed all his advisers with these well-spoken words:

20. “Have my army pitch camp anywhere it chooses. Straightway tomorrow, when we are rested, we shall cross the great river.

21. “As for myself, I wish to go down to the river and offer water to the departed king as part of his obsequies.”

22. So he spoke, and all together the ministers replied with a word of assent. Then they ordered each group to pitch camp separately and wherever they pleased.

23. When the army, magnificent with its equipment all arrayed, was encamped along the great river Ganges, Bharata took up his dwelling and began to ponder how to bring great Rāma back.

The end of the seventy-seventh sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 78

1. Now, the king of the Niṣādas, seeing the banded army encamped along the river Ganges, hurried off at once to speak with his kinsmen.

2. “A great army has appeared here, as vast as the sea. I cannot imagine what its purpose might be, however much thought I give it.

3. “There is a huge standard upon a chariot, marked with a kovidāra tree. Has someone come to take us fishermen captive, or to kill us?

4. “Or is it perhaps Bharata, Kaikeyi’s son, marching out to slay Rāma Dāśarathi, whom his father has exiled from the kingdom?

5. “Rāma Dāśarathi is both my master and my friend. We must champion his cause. Arm yourselves and take up positions here on the bank of the Ganges.

6. “All the fishermen are to take up positions along the river Ganges. Guard the river with your troops, provisioning yourselves with meat, roots, and fruit.

7. “Let the younger fishermen,” he exhorted them, “arm themselves and take up their positions, a hundred each on five hundred boats.
8. “But should it turn out that Bharata is not ill-disposed toward Rāma, this army of his may safely cross the Ganges today.”

9. With this, Guha, overlord of the Niṣādas, took gifts and fish, meat, and wine, and went forth to meet Bharata.

10. The valiant charioteer observed him approaching, and with the deference in which he was practiced he informed Bharata.

11. “Here is the chief with a large escort of kinsmen. He is an old friend of your brother’s and knows the Daṇḍaka wilderness well.

12. “Let Guha then come to see you, Kākutstha. The overlord of the Niṣādas will undoubtedly know where Rāma and Lakṣmana are.”

13. When Bharata heard Sumantra’s just words, he replied, “Have Guha come to see me at once.”

14. Guha was delighted to receive permission, and escorted by his kinsmen he humbly advanced before Bharata and spoke:

15. “This region is your pleasure-garden. You caught us here quite unawares. But we all bid you a welcome stay among our tribe of fishermen.

16. “Here are roots and fruit provided by the Niṣādas, meat both fresh and dried and a great variety of forest fare.

17. “I hope your army will spend the night here—we shall supply it well with food. Then tomorrow, after we have honored you with all you could desire, you and your soldiers may go your way.”

The end of the seventy-eighth sarga of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa of the Śrī Rāmāyana.

Sarga 79

1. When Guha, overlord of the Niṣādas, had spoken, high-minded Bharata made this reasoned and purposeful reply:

2. “Dear friend of my guru, you have, in fact, already fulfilled my greatest wish, in that you are willing all on your own to show hospitality to such an army as mine.”

3. Such were the earnest words of mighty, majestic Bharata. And once again he addressed Guha, overlord of the Niṣādas.
4. “What way do I take, Guha, to go to Bharadvāja’s ashram? This region is densely forested and the lowlands by the Ganges are hard to traverse.”

5. When he heard the words of the wise prince, Guha the forest dweller cupped his hands in reverence and replied:

6. “The fishermen shall go with you, alert and armed with bows, and so will I, glorious prince.

7. “But you are not setting out with ill will toward tireless Rāma, are you? This great army of yours somehow arouses my suspicions.”

8. Thus, Guha addressed him, and Bharata, who was pure as the sky, replied in an even voice:

9. “May the hour that brings such disaster never come! Please, harbor no suspicions about me. For Rāghava is my eldest brother and like a father to me.

10. “I am setting forth to bring back Kākutstha, who is living in the forest. Do not imagine otherwise, Guha. I am telling you the truth.”

11. His face beamed with joy when he heard what Bharata said, and joyfully he replied to Bharata:

12. “How blessed you are! I know of no one to equal you on the face of the earth. For although the kingship came to you effortlessly, you are prepared to give it up.

13. “You are prepared to bring back Rāma when he is in such a plight, and for this you shall win everlasting fame throughout the worlds.”

14. As Guha and Bharata were conversing in this fashion, the sun’s light began to fade, and night closed in.

15. After their army was encamped and Guha had provided for them generously, majestic Bharata and Śatrughna went to bed.

16. But grief brought on by anxious thoughts of Rāma troubled great Bharata—and how little such a man deserved it, one who had always kept his eyes fixed on the way of righteousness.

17. Rāghava was consumed with a searing inner blaze; it was like the flame hidden within a tree that a forest fire has scorched.

18. From the fire of grief he broke out in sweat, and the sweat poured down his every limb, like the icy water Himālaya pours down when the sun’s rays heat it.
19-20. The son of Kaikeyī was crushed under a great mountain of sorrow, with its deep gorge of brooding, its minerals of heaving sighs, thickets of desolation, numberless creatures of delirium, plants and rushes of misery, and peaks of grief, care, and woe.

21. And so high-minded Bharata, wakeful and utterly distraught, came out with his people to meet with Guha, and again Guha offered him solace over his elder brother.

The end of the seventy-ninth sarga of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 80

1. Guha the forest dweller then began to describe to the exalted Bharata the fidelity of great Lākṣmaṇa.

2. "When virtuous Lākṣmaṇa was keeping his vigil, mounting close guard over his brother, his splendid bow and arrows in his hands, I said to him:

3. "'Here is a comfortable bed, my friend, made ready on your behalf. Lie down and rest in comfort upon it, delight of the Rāghavas.

4. "'My people are all used to such pains; you are used to comfort. Righteous prince, we will stay awake and stand guard over him.

5. "'There is no one on earth dearer to me than Rāma. Do not be anxious. Would I speak a lie to your face?

6. "'Whatever hope I may have in this world for great glory, for the full acquisition of righteousness or of simple wealth, I have by reason of his grace.

7. "'And I for my part, bow in hand and with all my own kinsmen, will protect my dear friend Rāma as he lies asleep with Sītā.

8. "'I have wandered the forest all my life, and nothing happens here without my knowing of it. Moreover, we are prepared to withstand in battle even an army of four divisions.'

9. "'When we had addressed him in this way, great Lākṣmaṇa entreated us all, with righteousness alone in view:

10. "'How, while Dāśarathi is lying on the ground with Sītā, could I find sleep—or any happiness in life?
11. “‘Look at him, Guha, reposing with Sītā on the grass, a man whom all the gods and asuras could not withstand in battle.

12. “‘This is the only one of Daśaratha’s sons to resemble him in every trait; a son obtained by means of great austerities and all kinds of heavy labors.

13. “‘With him in banishment the king will not long remain alive. The earth will surely soon be widowed.

14. “‘The women must have cried out their last great cries and ceased in exhaustion. The din has surely ceased by now in the king’s palace.

15. “‘I have little hope that Kausalyā, the king, or my mother will live out this night.

16. “‘Even if my mother should live through it to look after Śatrughna, Kausalyā is so sorrowful that she, who bore this one heroic son, will perish.

17. “‘And my father, who never got the wish that just eluded him, who never installed Rāma in the kingship, will perish, too.

18. “‘And when that moment comes, when father passes away and they purify the lord of the land with all the rites for the dead, they will have attained their object.

19-21. “‘Then they will stroll at their ease through my father’s capital, through its lovely squares and well-ordered thoroughfares; with its mansions and palaces, adorned with every precious object; with its teeming elephants, horses, chariots; sounding with the sound of pipes, stocked with every luxury, thronging with delighted and prosperous people, dotted with orchards and gardens, a place of crowded fairs and festivals.

22. “‘If only we might happily return when this period is over, to find him well and his promise fulfilled.’

23. “So the night passed with the great prince standing there mourning like this.

24. “At daybreak, when the sun grew bright, the two of them matted their hair and went down to the bank of the Bhāgirathī, where I had them comfortably ferried across.

25. “Their hair matted, dressed in garments of bark, carrying splendid arrows, bows, and swords, the two princes, slayers of enemies,
powerful as bull elephants, glanced back often as they left with Sītā.”

The end of the eightieth sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyana.

Sarga 81

1. As soon as he heard Guha’s painful words, Bharata was plunged into agonizing thought.

2-3. That delicate young man, so courageous and handsome, with the shoulders of a lion, great arms and large lotus-shaped eyes, recovered for a moment, but then in profound distress he suddenly collapsed, like an elephant pierced near the heart by goads.

4. Seeing Bharata in this state, Śatrūghna came close to him, and as he clasped him in his embrace he wept aloud, grief-stricken and nearly insensible.

5. All of Bharata’s mothers flew to him, then, women already haggard from fasting, desolate, and tortured by the calamity that had befallen their husband.

6. They cried as they gathered around him where he lay fallen on the ground. But Kausalyā was most distraught; she edged close to him and clasped him in her embrace.

7. As a loving cow might nuzzle her calf, the poor woman nuzzled Bharata. Weeping and sick with grief she asked:

8. “My son, you have no illness, have you, that gives your body pain? The life of this royal House now depends on you.

9. “To see you, my son, gives me strength to live, with Rāma and his brother gone. Now that King Daśaratha has departed you are our only defender.

10. “You have not heard any bad news, have you, about Lakṣmaṇa or my son—the only son I have—who has gone to the forest with his wife?”

11. After a moment glorious Bharata revived and, still weeping, he reassured Kausalyā. Then he said to Guha:

12. “Where did my brother, Sītā, and Lakṣmaṇa spend the night? What bed had they to sleep on, what did they eat? Tell me, Guha.”
13. Thus questioned, Guha, overlord of the Niśādas, told Bharata what sorts of refreshments he had provided for Rāma, his dear and kindly guest.

14. “I offered a variety of foods in great quantity for Rāma’s meal, cooked food and fruit of different sorts.

15. “But the truthful Rāma refused it all. He heeded the code of kshatriyas and would not accept it.

16. “It is not for us to take, my friend. Ours is always to give’ were the words with which great Rāma entreated us, your majesty.

17. “Glorious Rāghava only drank water, which Laksmana drew for him, and both he and Sītā then fasted.

18. “Laksmana had a little of the water that was left over, and all three, silently and intently, performed the evening worship.

19. “Afterwards Saumitri himself fetched some straw and quickly made a lovely bed for Rāghava.

20. “Then Rāma lay down with Sītā upon the pallet, and after washing their feet, Laksmana withdrew.

21. “It was at the foot of the almond tree over there, upon that very grass that the two of them, Rāma and Sītā, slept that night.

22. “Laksmana, however, the slayer of enemies, strapped on palm-guards and finger-guards, bound upon his back a pair of quivers filled with arrows, and holding his great bow strung and ready he stood nearby the whole night through.

23. “I then grasped my great bow and arrows, and with my never-tiring kinsmen similarly armed I came and took up my position by Laksmana, to stand guard over the man who is the equal of great Indra.”

The end of the eighty-first sarga of the Ayodhyākanda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 82

1-2. After listening attentively to all of this, Bharata went with his counselors to the foot of the almond tree, and gazing at Rāma’s bed he said to all his mothers, “Here on the ground is where the great man slept that night. Here are the imprints he made.
3. “Rāma is a son of Daśaratha, that wise and illustrious king, and scion of an illustrious House. He should not have had to sleep on the bare earth.

4. “The tiger among men used to sleep on a pile of choice spreads overspread with furs. How is it possible that he slept on the naked ground?

5-6. “Before, he always slept in the finest palaces, mansions, and summer houses with inlaid floors of gold and silver, amid a profusion of choice spreads, dazzling with bouquets of flowers, scented with sandalwood and aloe—rooms that looked like white clouds, where flocks of parrots whistled.

7. “He woke to the sound of singing and musical instruments, the tinkle of gorgeous ornaments, and the roll of splendid bass drums.

8. “And panegyrists came at their appointed hour, and a crowd of bards and genealogists, to greet the slayer of enemies with well-suited verses and songs of praise.

9. “No one in the world would ever have believed this; it does not seem at all real to me. Have I lost my wits? Or no, I am certain I must be dreaming.

10-11. “Surely no divine power is mightier than Fate, if Rāma Daśarathi and his beautiful, beloved Sītā, the daughter of the king of Videha, the daughter-in-law of Daśaratha, had to sleep on the ground.

12. “This is my brother’s bed; this is where he tossed and turned upon the hard surface, crushing all the straw with his limbs.

13. “I guess Sītā fell asleep on this bed that night dressed in all her jewelry, for here and there you can see bits of gold adhering.

14. “Clearly she must have caught her upper garment here that night, for silken threads can be seen adhering still.

15. “Perhaps to sleep beside her husband brings such pleasure that poor Maithili, delicate child though she is, felt no pain.

16. “But Rāghava was born in a House of emperors; he brings comfort to all the world and is prized by all the world, and he gave up the highest prize, the kingship.

17. “Handsome, red-eyed, lotus-dark Rāghava was destined for pleasure and deserves no pain. How could he sleep on the ground?
18. "Vaidehī truly has attained her highest goal by following her husband to the forest. But we, who are bereft of the great man, are all thrown into jeopardy.

19. "The world has lost its helmsman, and how empty it seems to me, with Daśaratha gone to heaven and Rāma withdrawn to the wilderness.

20. "And yet, no one even thinks to advance against our treasure-laden land, for the might of his arms protects it still, even though he is living in the forest.

21-22. "Though the guardposts on the ramparts of the capital stand empty, though the horses and elepharts have grown unruly, the city-gates stand wide open, and the army is demoralized; though the capital is unprotected, weakened, and vulnerable in its plight, our enemies dare not covet it, like food prepared with poison.

23. "From this day forward I will sleep on straw spread upon the ground, eat nothing but fruit and roots, and wear bark garments and matted hair.

24. "On his behalf I will live with pleasure in the forest for what time remains, taking his promise upon myself. No falsehood will attach to him.

25. "As I live there on my brother's behalf, Śatrughna shall live with me, while my noble brother protects Ayodhya with Lakṣmana.

26. "And in Ayodhya the brahmans shall consecrate Kākutstha. If only the gods allow this wish of mine to come true!

27. "I will bow my head and beg Rāghava's grace myself in every possible way, but if he should not give in, then I will live with him as long as it takes; if I stay in the forest, he will not be able to ignore me."

The end of the eighty-second sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 83

1. It was in that very place, on the bank of the Ganges, that Bharata Rāghava passed the night. He rose at daybreak and addressed Śatrughna:
2. "Arise, Śatruighna, why do you lie asleep? Please fetch Guha at once, the overlord of the Niṣādas. He will ferry the army across."

3. "I am awake," Śatruighna replied when his brother accosted him. "I am not sleeping but only musing, just like you, on my noble brother."

4. While the lions among men were conversing in this fashion, Guha paid a timely visit to them. He cupped his hands in reverence and said to Bharata:

5. "I trust you spent a comfortable night on the riverbank, Kāṅkṣṭha, and that all is well with you and your army."

6. Hearing Guha's affectionate inquiry, Bharata answered, subordinating all other considerations to Rāma:

7. "Yes, we passed the night comfortably, your Majesty. You have shown us honor. Now let your fishermen ferry us across the Ganges in their many boats."

8. Upon hearing Bharata's instructions, Guha hurried back to the settlement and addressed his kinsmen:

9. "Arise, wake up, my blessings on you ever. Haul down the boats, and let us ferry the army across."

10. So he spoke, and they arose in haste and, on instructions from their king, gathered five hundred boats from every direction.

11. Some of them were fine ones distinguished by swastikas and fitted out with large bells, lovely well-built sailboats that easily caught the wind.

12. Guha brought up such a boat, distinguished by a swastika and covered with a white carpet, a beautiful boat that gave out sounds of festive music.

13. Bharata boarded it with mighty Śatruighna, Kausalyā, Sumitrā, and the other wives of the king.

14. Before the women came the family priest and the brahman gurus, next the wives of the king, and then the wagons and supplies.

15. As the men loaded equipment, fired the camp, and began plunging into the ford, the noise rose up to the highest heaven.

16. The sailboats, manned by the fishermen, flew swiftly along, transporting the people on board.
17. Some boats were laden with women, others with horses, while still others transported the vehicles and teams and the great treasures.

18. On reaching the further bank, the fisherfolk helped the people disembark, and as they returned they sailed their boats in lovely formations.

19. The caparisoned elephants were urged on by their drivers, and making the crossing, they looked like flag-topped mountains.

20. Only some of the people were able to board the boats; others crossed on rafts, in tubs or barrels, while still others had only their arms to use.

21. The auspicious army, ferried over the Ganges by the fishermen, struck out at the hour of Mitra for the great forest at Prayâga.

22. Thus did great Bharata allow his army to encamp at its pleasure and to rest, and then he set out in the company of his priests to visit Bharadvâja, preeminent among seers.

The end of the eighty-third sarga of the Ayodhyâkânda of the Śrî Râmâyana.

Sarga 84

1. When the bull among men spied the ashram of Bharadvâja only a few miles away, he brought the whole army to a halt and proceeded with his counselors.

2. Knowing the ways of righteousness as he did, he laid aside his weapons and equipment, and dressed in a pair of linen garments, he proceeded on foot, with the family priest Vasiṣṭha ahead of him.

3. When he caught sight of Bharadvâja, Râghava halted his counselors and advanced behind the family priest.

4. The moment Bharadvâja saw Vasiṣṭha, the great ascetic sprang from his seat, calling to his students, "The welcome-offering!"

5. Bharata then did obeisance to him. Since he had come in the company of Vasiṣṭha, the mighty seer knew him to be a son of Daśaratha.

6-7. He gave the two of them the welcome-offering and water for their feet, and afterwards fruit. Wise in the ways of righteousness he asked them in due order after the welfare of their House, of
Ayodhyā, their army, treasury, allies, and counselors. But knowing that Daśaratha had passed away he did not mention the king.

8. Vasiṣṭha and Bharata asked him after the well-being of his body, his sacred fires, his trees, students, birds, and beasts.

9. Bharadvāja assured them all were well, but then, in his abiding affection for Rāghava, the great ascetic addressed Bharata:

10. "What is your business in coming here when you should be ruling the kingdom? Explain this to me fully, for my mind is unclear on it.

11. "The son Kausalyā bore, a slayer of enemies and the one source of her delight, has been banished for a long time to the forest with his wife and brother.

12. "I am told that his father, acting on the orders of a woman, ordered the glorious prince to become a forest hermit for fourteen years.

13. "I trust you have no intention of harming this innocent man and his younger brother, thinking thereby to enjoy unchallenged kingship."

14. So Bharadvāja spoke, and with tears in his eyes Bharata replied to him in a voice breaking with sorrow:

15. "I am lost—if even the holy one thinks such a thing of me! Oh, do not suspect evil of me, do not rebuke me so.

16. "I never wanted what my mother demanded on my behalf; it gives me no satisfaction, and I will not accede to her demand.

17. "On the contrary, I am on my way to beg forgiveness of the tiger among men, to do obeisance at his feet, and to bring him back to Ayodhyā.

18. "That is the reason I have come—believe me, holy one. Please show me your grace and tell me the present whereabouts of Rāma, the lord of earth."

19. Graciously Bharadvāja replied to Bharata, "Such behavior toward your guru, such restraint and adherence to the ways of the good, become you, tiger among men, as a son of the Rāghava dynasty.

20. "I knew what was in your heart and only questioned you to hear it openly confirmed and to see your fame magnified to the highest degree."
21. "Your brother is living on the great mountain Citrakūta. Tomorrow you shall go to that place, but stay here tonight with your counselors. Grant me this desire, wise prince. You are mindful of the desires and needs of others."

22. Prince Bharata, a man of noble vision, was overjoyed and replied with a word of assent, for he had decided that he would indeed spend the night in the great ashram.

The end of the eighty-fourth sarga of the Ayodhyākāndā of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 85

1. Once Bharata, son of Kaikeyī, had decided to spend the night there, the sage offered hospitality to him.

2. Bharata replied, "But surely you have already done as much. The water for our feet and the welcome-offering are the hospitality appropriate to the forest."

3. With a chuckle Bharadvāja said to Bharata, "I know you are agreeable and would be satisfied with anything.

4. "It is for this army of yours I wish to make provision. This would give me pleasure, and you yourself, bull among mortals, deserve no less.

5. "But why in fact did you station the army so far away before coming here? Why did you not approach with your army, bull among men?"

6. Bharata cupped his hands in reverence as he replied to the ascetic, "I did not approach with my army, holy one, for fear of the holy one.

7. "Spirited horses, men, and huge rutting elephants follow in my train, holy one, covering the wide earth.

8. "I was afraid they would ruin the land and water, the trees and leaf huts of the ashram, so I came alone."

9. "Bring the army here," the great seer commanded him, and Bharata accordingly had the army advance.

10. Bharadvāja-entered the fire-sanctuary, sipped water, and wiped his mouth. He then invoked Viśvakarman in order to provide the hospitality.
11. "I invoke Viśvakarman and Tvaṣṭṛ, too. It is my intention to provide hospitality, and to this end let all these arrangements be made for me."

12. "Let the rivers flowing eastward and flowing westward, on earth and in the sky, now come together from wherever they may be.

13. "Let some of them flow with date-palm liquor, and some with long-aged wine, others with cool water tasting like the juice of sugarcane.

14-15. "I invoke the gandharvas of the gods, Viśvāvasu, Haha, Huhu, the apsaras goddesses as well, and the gandharva women wherever they may be: Gṛṛtācī, Viśvācī, Miśrakeṣī, Alāṃbusā, the beautiful women who wait on Śakra, and those who wait on Brahmā—all these do I invoke to come with Tumburu and with all their trappings.

16. "Let Kubera's heavenly forest come from the land of the Kurus, the forest whose foliage is raiment and jewelry, and which constantly bears fruit in the form of heavenly women.

17-18. "Let the blessed moon come and provide me with the most exquisite food, solid and soft, and things to suck and lick, in great variety and quantity; many-colored garlands, too, dropping from the trees, wine and every other type of drink and meats of different sorts."

19. So the sage spoke in his deep concentration, incomparable power, and ascetic energy, his words accented in full accord with the rules of pronunciation.

20. As he continued rapt in meditation, facing east, hands cupped in reverence, one by one all those heavenly things began to appear.

21. A soft breeze began to blow, with a faint touch of the spice hills of Malaya and Dardura, a most pleasant, comforting, and gracious breeze that cooled one's sweat.

22. Heavenly clouds rolled in, showering blossoms, and in every direction could be heard the sounds of the bass drums of the gods.

23. Gentle winds began to blow, troupe of apsarases danced, the gandharvas of the gods sang, and their lutes gave forth notes.

24. The sound they sent up carried to heaven and over the earth to the ears of the people, a smooth and even sound with graceful rhythm.
25. The heavenly sound charmed the ears of the men, and when it faded, Bharata's army beheld the creations of Viśvakarman.

26. The ground had been leveled out all around to a distance of five leagues, and luxuriant lawns carpeted it, glistening like sapphire or cat's-eye beryl.

27. Bilva trees sprang up on it, woodapples, jackfruit trees, and citrons, myrobalans and mangoes, all adorned with fruit.

28. From the land of the northern Kurus came the forest with its heavenly delights, and the heavenly river with trees densely covering its banks.

29. Splendid four-room houses suddenly appeared, stables for the horses and elephants, clusters of castles and mansions, and lovely archways.

30-33. And there was a royal palace that looked like a silvery cloud. It had a grand archway and was beautified with white garlands and perfumed with heavenly fragrances. It was four-cornered and spacious, complete with couches, chairs, and carriages, provisioned with heavenly delights to suit every taste, with heavenly delicacies and garments. It was stocked with all manner of food, with utensils polished spotlessly, seats properly arranged for everyone, and a magnificent couch with a sumptuous spread. It was a majestic residence filled with treasures, and with the permission of the great seer, great-armed Bharata, son of Kaikeyī, entered it.

34. Behind him followed all the counselors and the family priest, and they rejoiced to see the arrangements provided in the residence.

35. There was a heavenly throne in it, a fan and a parasol, and with his ministers Bharata approached as if the king were there.

36. He paid homage to the throne, prostrating himself before Rāma, and taking up the yaktail fan he sat down upon a minister's seat.

37. Then all the others sat down in due order, the counselors and the family priest, next the chief of the army, and finally the palace supervisor.

38. At Bharadvāja's command, rivers running with rice pudding instantly sprang up before Bharata.
39. Along either bank of the rivers, lovely heavenly dwellings plastered with white clay were produced by the grace of the brahman.

40. And at the very same instant there came twenty thousand women sent by Brahmā, decked out with heavenly jewelry.

41. Twenty thousand more women came, sent by Kubera, all adorned with coral, gold, gems, and pearls.

42. A troupe of twenty thousand apsarases came from Nandana, who could madden with passion any man they took in their arms.

43. The kings of the gandharvas—Nārada, Tumburu, Gopa, Parvata, Sūryavarcasa—began to sing in the presence of Bharata.

44. And before him danced Alambusā, Miśrakesi, Puṇḍarīkā, and Vāmanā, at Bharadvāja’s command.

45. All the garlands to be found among the gods and in the Caitrāratha forest appeared there at Prayāga at Bharadvāja’s command.

46. Bīlva trees became drummers and fig trees dancers, with beddanut trees beating the time, by the ascetic power of Bharadvāja.

47. Pines and palmyra trees, evergreens and beeches massed together in delight, becoming hunchbacks or dwarfs.

48. Śimśapa and myrobalan trees, rose-apples and all the vines of the woodlands assumed the form of women and took up their dwelling in Bharadvāja’s ashram.

49. “There is wine to drink for all who wish to drink,” they cried. “There is rice pudding for those who are hungry and succulent meat to eat, as much as you desire!”

50. The women then rubbed the men with oil and bathed them at the murmuring riverbanks, fifteen women for every single man.

51. The eyes of the lovely ladies sparkled bright as they approached and massaged the men, and after drying them off they gave each other things to drink.

52. The draft-animals of the great Ikṣvāku soldiers—the horses, elephants, asses, camels, and oxen, the sons of Surabhi—were fed with sugarcane and sweet barley by strong men who bade them eat.
53. For the horse-trainers ignored their horses and the elephant-handlers their elephants; the whole army was delirious with drink and pleasure.

54. Their every desire gratified, anointed with red sandalwood cream, the soldiers shouted out from where they lay with the troupes of *apsarasas*:

55. "We will never go back to Ayodhya, nor on to Danḍaka! May Bharata fare well, and good luck to Rāma too!"

56. So the foot-soldiers shouted, and the riders and trainers of the elephants and horses, for after such a reception they recognized no master.

57. By the thousands the men of Bharata’s retinue roared in delight and cried out, "This is heaven!"

58. And no sooner would they finish some ambrosial treat than they would glance at the other heavenly foods and turn their thoughts once more to eating.

59. The female servants and slave girls, the wives and women accompanying the army all found themselves dressed in fresh garments and they too wanted for nothing.

60. The elephants, asses, and camels, the cows and horses, and even the wild birds and beasts were well provisioned, and no one had to provide for any of them.

61. There was not a man to be seen whose garments were not sparkling white, not one who was hungry or dirty or whose hair was begrimed with dust.

62-63. To their amazement the men beheld thousands of metal pots crowned with flowers and banners, filled to the brim with white rice, goat meat, and boar meat, with mounds of choice condiments and fragrant, flavorful soups prepared from fruit-stock.

64. Along the edges of the forest were wells thick with rice pudding; there were wishing-cows, too, and trees dripping with honey.

65. There were pools filled with date-palm wine and ringed about with mounds of savory meats prepared in steaming cauldrons—venison, peacock, and chicken.

66-67. There were thousands of platters made of gold, and well-fired trays and jars and jugs filled with curds. There were ponds
filled with buttermilk scented with fresh yellow woodapple, filled with white curds or rice pudding, and there were mounds of sugar.

68-72. At the landing places on the river the men beheld ointments and fragrant powders and bathing requisites, all stored in containers. There were stacks of tooth brushes, white and bristled, white sandalwood ointment packed in vials, and sparkling clean mirrors. There were piles of clothing and pairs of shoes and sandals by the thousands. There were collyrium boxes, combs, and brushes; parasols, bows, and shining armor; couches and chairs. There were full streams for watering the asses, camels, elephants, and horses, and streams just right for bathing, with lovely landings, lotuses, and water lilies.

73. All about they saw mounds of soft barley-grass the color of sapphire or cat's-eye beryl for strewing before the animals.

74. The men were lost in wonder at the sight of the marvellous hospitality—like something in a dream—that the great seer provided for Bharatā.

75. And while they were enjoying themselves like this in Bharadvāja's lovely ashram, just like the gods in Nandana, the night slipped away.

76. Then the rivers, the gandharvas, and all the lovely women took leave of Bharadvāja and returned just as they had come.

77. But the men were still drunk and wild with liquor, still anointed with the heavenly creams of aloe and sandalwood, and the heavenly garlands were still there, the various splendid garlands, though now in disarray and crushed by the men.

The end of the eighty-fifth sarga of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa of the Śrī Rāmāyana.

Sarga 86

1. After passing the night with such hospitality shown to him, Bharata went with his escort and of his own accord approached Bharadvāja.

2. Bharadvāja had completed his fire-offerings when he observed that Bharata, tiger among men, had come with hands cupped in reverence. The seer addressed him:
3. “I trust you spent a pleasant night here in our domain. Were your people content with the hospitality? Tell me, blameless prince.”

4. The supremely powerful seer strode from his ashram, and Bharata, hands cupped in reverence, prostrated himself and replied:

5. “I, my ministers, and all my army, and even the draft animals, have passed the night quite pleasantly, holy one. You have gratified most amply our every desire.

6. “We have been well fed and well housed, and our fatigue and pain have been allayed. Yes, all of us, the servants included, have passed the night most pleasantly.

7. “And though I must now bid you farewell, holy one, foremost of seers, please turn a friendly eye upon me as I set out to find my brother.

8. “Direct me to the ashram of my great and righteous brother. Tell me which road to take, righteous seer, and how far I must go.”

9. Questioned in this fashion, Bharadvāja, the great and mighty ascetic, answered Bharata, who was yearning for the sight of his brother.

10. “Bharata, at a distance of two and a half leagues through the lonely forest is Mount Citrakūta, a place of lovely caverns and woodlands.

11. “Along its northern flank runs the Mandākini River, thickly bordered with flowering trees and lovely flowering woodlands.

12. “Between the stream and Mount Citrakūta their leaf hut will be standing, my son. I am certain the two of them are living there.

13. “Illustrious lord of the army, if you lead your army of elephants, horses, and chariots by way of the southern road, keeping toward the southwest, you will soon see Rāghava.”

14. When the wives of the king of kings heard they were about to depart, they left their fine carriages—and fine carriages they always deserved—and crowded around the brahman Bharadvāja.

15. Trembling, haggard, and desolate, Kausalyā along with Queen Sumitrā grasped the sage’s feet with her hands.

16. Kaikeyī, her every desire thwarted, an object of contempt to all the world, was overcome with shame as she, too, grasped his feet.
17. Reverently she circled the great and holy sage and with a desolate heart stood apart, not far from Bharata.

18. Then Bharadvāja, a sage strict in his vows, made a request of Bharata: "I should like to make the acquaintance of your mothers individually, Rāghava."

19. So Bharadvāja spoke, and the righteous and eloquent Bharata cupped his hands in reverence and spoke these words:

20-21. "This woman whom you see, holy one, who is like a goddess though desolate now and haggard with grief and fasting, is Kausalyā, my father's chief queen. It is she who bore Rāma, the tiger among men who moves with the gait of a lion, as Aditi bore Dhātr.

22-23. "The woman holding her by the left arm, with as wretched a look as a karnikāra branch stripped of its blossoms in the heart of the forest, is the queen whose sons are the godlike Lakṣmanā and Śatrughna, mighty and valorous princes.

24-25. "She on whose account the two tigers among men went away dead in life, on whose account King Daśaratha was bereft of his sons and so went to heaven—behold her, the power-hungry Kaikeyī, an ignoble woman in a noblewoman's guise, a vicious and malevolent person—my mother, and the one in whom I see this great calamity of mine to have its source."

26. The tiger among men stopped, his voice choked with sobs, his eyes bloodshot, fitfully heaving sighs like an angry snake.

27. When Bharata had finished speaking, the great and wise seer Bharadvāja replied with words of great import:

28. "Bharata, you must not impute any fault to Kaikeyī. The banishment of Rāma will turn out to be a great blessing."

29. Bharata did obeisance and received his benediction, and after reverently circling and taking leave of him, he commanded the army, "Harness up!"

30. The different groups of people then harnessed the many heavenly horse-chariots with fittings of gold, and they boarded, eager to be off.

31. The elephants, both bulls and cows, girt with gold, their pennants flying, set forth with a rumble, like clouds at the end of summer.
32. The different kinds of vehicles set forth, large ones and small ones and some of great value, while the foot-soldiers set out on foot.

33. Eager to see Rāma, the women, with Kausalyā at their head, set forth cheerfully in their distinguished vehicles.

34. A handsome palanquin was standing ready, resplendent as the morning sun, and majestic Bharata got in and set forth with his escort.

35. Teeming with elephants, horses, and chariots, the great army, like a massive lofty cloud, set forth turning southward, traversing stretches of forest alive with birds and beasts.

36. Its soldiers, elephants, and horses all excited, terrifying the flocks of birds and beasts as it plunged into the great forest, the army of Bharata made a splendid sight.

The end of the eighty-sixth sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 87

1. As the great bannered army was making its way, the wild bull elephants that lived in the forest were thrown into confusion and ran off with their herds.

2. So, too, were the monkeys and droves of dappled gazelle and black antelope that were everywhere to be seen in the stretches of the forest, on the mountains, and at the riverbanks.

3. The righteous son of Daśaratha happily proceeded in the company of his great and clamorous army of four divisions.

4. Great Bharata's army was like the ocean's flood, or the clouds that blanket heaven in the rains, the way it blanketed the earth.

5. For the earth was inundated with a flood of swift horses and elephants, and for a long time it disappeared altogether from sight.

6. Majestic Bharata had covered a great distance, and his mounts had grown weary when he addressed Vasiṣṭha, the best of counselors:
7. "We have clearly come to the region Bharadvāja spoke of: the scene that appears before us is just as I heard it described.

8. "Here are Mount Citrakūṭa and the Mandākini River, and there, at a distance, the forest can be seen, blue-black as a stormcloud.

9. "Even now my elephants, mountain-like themselves, are trampling the lovely slopes of Mount Citrakūṭa:

10. "The trees upon the mountain slopes are shedding their blossoms, as blue-black water-laden clouds shed water when the heat of summer is over.

11. "Just look at the mountain, Śatrughna. It is a place where kimmaras roam, and now the horses are swarming over it like dolphins through the ocean.

12. "Startled herds of deer are darting off—they look like banks of clouds in the sky shredded by the autumn wind.

13. "The trees, with their cloud-dark branches and the fragrant flower-chaplets they wear upon their crowns, look like men of the south.

14. "The forest had been still and dreadful in appearance, but now, with all these throngs of people, it seems like Ayodhya to me.

15. "The dust kicked up by hoofs hung obscuring the sky, but a breeze has come and quickly dispelled it, as if to do me a kindness.

16. "Look, Śatrughna, how the master charioteers drive the horse-drawn carriages and how they fly along so swiftly through the woodlands.

17. "And now those lovely peacocks—look, they are frightened and scurrying off to the mountain, the dwelling-place of birds.

18. "I find this a perfectly charming spot, clearly a place where ascetics would live—it is like the very pathway to heaven.

19. "The many charming dappled deer with their mates in the forest appear as if it were the blossoms that lent them their brilliant coloring.

20. "Come, let soldiers set out and search the woodland, to see if those tigers among men, Rāma and Lakṣmana, are anywhere to be found."
21. Receiving Bharata’s order, warriors with weapons in hand entered the forest and soon caught sight of smoke.

22. On observing the column of smoke, they returned and reported it to Bharata. “Where there is fire there must be men,” they said. “Clearly the two Rāghavas are somewhere nearby.

23. “Then again, those tigers among men, the two enemy-slaying princes, may not be here, but others clearly are, ascetics like Rāma.”

24. Hearing these just and reasonable words, Bharata, crusher of enemy armies, addressed all the soldiers:

25. “Remain here and be on the alert; no one is to go on ahead. I myself shall go with Sumantra and our guru.”

26. So he spoke, and all of them remained where they were, while Bharata directed his gaze toward the column of smoke.

27. The army, too, from where Bharata had made them halt, gazed at the smoke that rose before them and felt delight, thinking it would not be long before they rejoined their beloved Rāma.

The end of the eighty-seventh sarga of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa of the Śrī Rāmāyāṇa.

Sarga 88

1-2. Now, during the long time that godlike Dāśarathī had been living on the mountain, he had grown to love the mountains and the forest. Once, eager to please Vaidehī and beguile his own mind, he showed his wife around wonderful Citrakūṭa, as Indra, breaker of fortresses, might show Śacī.

3. “Neither my expulsion from the kingdom, my dear, nor being apart from my loved ones pains my heart when I am viewing this lovely mountain.

4. “Look at the mountain, my dear, home to flocks of many different birds, how its peaks almost scrape the sky and veins of minerals adorn it.

5-6. “What a brilliant sight the lordly mountain is with its different regions adorned with minerals. Some sparkle silvery; some look blood-red or are tinted yellow or madder-crimson; some gleam like
the rarest gems; some shine like topaz or crystal or the pale white screw pine flower, or gleam like stars or quicksilver.

7. "What a sight the mountain makes, swarming with birds and teeming with herds of beasts, panthers, hyenas, and monkeys, all of them tame.

8-10. "The trees that cover the mountain heighten its majesty, flowering, fruitful trees, shady and enchanting: mangoes, rose-apples, asanas, lodhis, priyālas, jackfruit trees and dhavas, aṅkolas, the gnarled tinīsas, bilva trees, ebonies, bamboo, white Kashmiri teaks, soapnut trees, quince and ṛtter trees, evergreens, jujubes and myrobalan trees, nipas, cane, dhanvanas, and pomegranates.

11. "Look, my dear, there on the lovely hillsides are some spirited kinnaras, impassioned with desire and pairing off to make love.

12. "And look there, where those swords and delicate garments are hanging from the branches: those are the enchanting pleasure-bowers of the vikyādhara women.

13. "What a sight the mountain makes with its waterfalls, one here, one there, and with its springs and running streams—it is like an elephant running with ichor.

14. "The breeze out of the grottoes bears the fragrance of different flowers and approaches with such pleasing redolence—what man would it not gladden?

15. "If I might live here all the years to come with you, my flawless wife, and with Lakṣmanā, I would never feel the searing pain of grief.

16. "For I delight in this lovely mountain, my beautiful wife, with its magnificent peaks where fruit and flowers are so abundant and many different birds come flocking.

17. "And my living in the forest has brought me a twofold reward: my father has discharged his debt to righteousness, and Bharata has been pleased as well.

18. "Vaidehi, you take delight, don’t you, in being with me on Citrakūṭa, with so many different marvels before your eyes to experience, to contemplate and talk about?

19. "Living in the forest—as the royal seers of old, my ancestors, used to say—is the real drink of immortality for kings, and leads to well-being after death.
20. "How beautiful the rocks of the mountain are, massive rocks, hundreds of them all around, so many and so colorful—blue-black, yellow, white, and pink.

21. "At night the plants growing on the lordly mountain seem like tongues of fire, blazing by the thousands in the beauty of their own luster.

22. "Some parts of the mountain, my lovely, look like dwelling-places or gardens, while others are sheer rock.

23. "It is as if Citrakūṭa had arisen, splitting open the earth, but over there its peak seems gracious in every way.

24. "There you can see the sumptuous beds of lovers, spread with leaves of the wild ginger tree, the laurel, waxflower, and birch, and interspersed with lotus petals.

25. "Their lotus garlands can be seen, too, cast aside now by the lovers and crushed. And there, my beloved, look at all those different fruits.

26. "So rich in fruit and roots and water is Mount Citrakūṭa that it almost surpasses Vasvaukasārā, Nalinī, or the land of the northern Kurus.

27. "Passing this time with you, my beloved Sītā, and with Laṅkāmaṇa, will be a pleasure to me, and one that fosters the righteousness of my House, for I shall be keeping to the path of the good with the utmost self-restraint."

The end of the eighty-eighth sarga of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 89

1. Then the lord of Kosala, making his way down the mountain, showed Maithili where the clear waters of the lovely Mandākinī River ran.

2. Lotus-eyed Rāma spoke to the daughter of the king of Videha, his broad-hipped wife with a face as fair as the moon.

3-4. "Just look at the lovely Mandākinī River with its sparkling sandbanks, the geese and cranes that make their home there, the flowers embellishing it, the fruiting and blossoming trees of every
sort that grow thick upon its banks. Wherever one looks it shimmers like Nalini, the lake of Kubera, king of kings.

5. "Herds of animals have drunk here, and though the landing places are turbid now, they are lovely still and give me much pleasure.

6. "Over there seers wearing hides, matted hair, and upper garments of barkcloth are immersing themselves in the Mandakini River, my beloved, for it is the appointed hour.

7. "Those others are sages who take rigorous vows and worship the sun, my large-eyed wife, with their arms held high in self-mortification.

8. "As the wind buffets the treetops, and they strew their leaves and flowers all about the river, the mountain seems almost ready to dance.

9. "Look at the Mandakini River there, where its water flows crystal-clear, and there, where its sandy beaches stretch out, and over there, where perfected beings crowd about it.

10. "Look at the flowers the wind has shaken off and massed into drifts, or those others bobbing in the middle of the water.

11. "Those sweet-voiced birds are sheldrakes, my precious, the ones alighting on the drifts of flowers and uttering their pleasant cries.

12. "To set one's eyes on Citrakūta and the Mandakini, my lovely, is far better than living in the town—in your eyes, too, I think.

13. "Come plunge with me into the river. Its waters, as always, are agitated only by perfected beings, men cleansed of all impurities and endowed with ascetic power, self-restraint, and tranquillity.

14. "Plunge into the Mandakini, my lovely Sītā, as if it were an old friend of yours, submerging the lotuses and waterlilies.

15. "Just think of the wild animals as the townsfolk all the while, my beloved, of the mountain as Ayodhya, and this river as the Sarayū.

16. "You both bring me such joy, both righteous Lakṣmaṇa, who attends to my orders, and you, Vaidehi, who are so agreeable.

17. "Being here with you, bathing at the time of the three oblations, and eating sweet fruit and roots, I no longer yearn either for Ayodhya or the kingship."
18. “The man does not exist who would not find repose and happiness beholding this river, the herds of elephants that stir it up, the lions, monkeys, and elephants that come to drink its water, and the blossoming trees in full bloom that lend it such adornment.”

19. So Rāma, heir of the Raghu dynasty, spoke with his beloved about the river, fondly and at length, as he went strolling over lovely Citrakūṭa, a very balm to the eye.

The end of the eighty-ninth sarga of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa of the Śrī Rāmāyāṇa.

Sarga 90

1. Now, as Rāma was sitting there, he perceived the noise and the dust—they reached to heaven—of Bharata’s approaching army.

2. The wild bull elephants, meanwhile, were frightened by the deafening noise, and in panic they and their herds ran scattering in every direction.

3. Rāghava heard the noise made by the army and noticed all the elephants running away.

4. And watching them run off, and listening to the din, Rāma addressed Lakṣmaṇa Saumitri, a man of blazing power:

5. “Hō there, Lakṣmaṇa, worthy son of Sumitrā, go and take a look. A tumultuous clamor has broken out, awesome and deep as thunder.

6. “Perhaps a king or royal officer is out hunting in the forest, or it could be something else, an animal maybe. Please find out, Saumitri, find out as quickly as you can exactly what this all might be.”

7. Lakṣmaṇa hurriedly climbed a flowering sala tree, and peering about in every direction, he turned to the east.

8. Craning his neck and peering out, he saw a vast army, a mass of chariots, horses, and elephants, and footsoldiers among them on the alert.

9. He informed Rāma of the army teeming with horses and elephants, decked out with chariot-standards, and then added:

10. “Put out the fire, brother, and let Sitā get to a cave. String your bow and take up your arrows and armor!”
11. Rāma, tiger among men, replied to Lakṣmana, “Very well, but consider first, Saumitri: to whom do you think this army might belong?”

12. Like a raging fire ready to burn the army to ashes, Lakṣmana replied to Rāma:

13. “Clearly now that he has got the consecration he wants to have the kingship wholly in his power and is coming to kill the two of us—who else but Bharata, the son of Kaikeyī!

14. “There, in fact, the lofty majestic tree is coming into view: the standard of the spreading kovidāra shining brilliantly atop his chariot.

15. “There are men mounted on speeding horses drawing close at will, and how excited those riders appear mounted on the elephants.

16-17. “Let us take our bows and fall back to the mountain, my mighty brother, or make our stand right here, armed for battle with our weapons at the ready. If only the kovidāra standard would come within our range in battle! If, only I could catch sight of Bharata, the cause of the great calamity that has befallen you, Rāghava, Sītā, and me.

18. “Your enemy has arrived, mighty Rāghava, he who brought about your expulsion from the ancient kingship. It is Bharata, and I will kill him.

19. “I see no wrong, Rāghava, in slaying Bharata. No unrighteousness comes from ridding oneself of a man who was first to give offense. When he has been struck down you shall rule the whole treasure-laden earth.

20. “If only that power-hungry woman Kaikeyī could see her son killed by me today in combat—like a tree felled by an elephant—and feel the anguish of bitter sorrow.

21. “But no, I will slay Kaikeyī, too, and her supporters and kinsmen. Let the earth be cleansed today of this foul scum!

22. “Today, O giver of honor, I will cast out upon the enemy army my pent-up wrath and our dishonor, like fire upon dry grass.

23. “Today I will rend the enemies' bodies with my sharp arrows, and spatter the woodlands of Citrakūṭa with their blood.
24. "And when my arrows have rent the hearts of their elephants and horses, let wild beasts drag them off, and the men, too, when I have cut them down.

25. "I have always discharged my debt to my bow and arrows in great battles, and I have no doubt I shall again in destroying Bharata and all his army."

The end of the ninetieth sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 91

1. In an effort to calm Lakṣmana Saumitri, who was so violently agitated and almost beside himself with rage, Rāma spoke these words:

2. "What need is there of a bow or sword and shield when it is the great archer, wise Bharata himself, who is coming?

3. "It is only to be expected that Bharata should wish to see us. He would not do us any harm, nor even contemplate it.

4. "When has Bharata ever opposed you, or made you any such threat that you should now have these suspicions of him?

5. "You must not speak disparagingly or abusively of Bharata. It is I who would be abused were any abuse directed against him.

6. "How, after all, could a son kill his father, whatever the extremity, or a brother his brother, Saumitri, his very own breath of life?

7. "If it is for the sake of the kingship that you are saying these things, I shall tell Bharata when I see him, 'Hand over the kingship to him.'

8. "For were I plainly to tell him, Lakṣmana, 'Offer him the kingship,' Bharata's only response would be, 'Of course.'"

9. So spoke his righteous brother, whose welfare was his one concern, and Lakṣmana seemed almost to shrink into himself for shame.

10. Rāghava noticed Lakṣmana's chagrin and once again addressed him: "I think the great-armed prince has come here only to visit us.
11. “Or perhaps he wants to take Vaidehi home. He may have had second thoughts about her staying in the forest, a woman used to every comfort.

12. “There you can see the team of splendid horses, my mighty brother, those thoroughbred, magnificent swift horses, in speed like the rushing wind.

13. “And there is Śatrūṭiṇāya, our wise father’s aged and massive elephant, lumbering at the head of the army.”

14. Climbing down from the top of the sāla tree, Lakṣmaṇa, champion in battle, came and stood at Rāma’s side, hands cupped in reverence.

15. On orders from Bharata that there be no disturbance, the army had pitched camp all around the mountain.

16. For a league and a half along the slope of the mountain the Ikṣvākū army encamped with its throngs of elephants, horses, and chariots.

17. The army made a brilliant sight when Bharata had marshaled it there on Citrakūṭa the day he came, shedding his pride and honoring the claims of righteousness, to conciliate the delight of the Raghūs with all the diplomacy at his command.

The end of the ninety-first sarga of the Ayodhyākāndā of the Śrī Rāmāyāna.

Sarga 92

1. After encamping the army, lordly Bharata, the best of men who walk the earth, set out walking to find Kākutstha, who was a guru to him.

2. As soon as the army was duly encamped as he had instructed, Bharata addressed his brother Śatrughna:

3. “Dear brother, you must at once explore the whole extent of the forest, with troops of our men and these hunters to accompany you.

4. “I shall find no peace until I see Rāma, powerful Lakṣmaṇa, and illustrious Vaidehi.”
5. “I shall find no peace until I see the lovely moonlike face of my brother and his lotus-petal eyes.

6. “I shall find no peace until I bow my head to my brother’s feet, which bear all the signs of sovereignty.

7. “I shall find no peace until he assumes, as he deserves, his position in the kingship of our fathers and forefathers, with the consecration water moist upon his head.

8. “Illustrious Vaidehi, the daughter of Janaka, has fulfilled herself by following her husband, master of the ocean-girdled earth.

9. “How fortunate is Citrakūṭa, that mountain equal to Himālaya, king of mountains, where Rāma is living like Kubera in Nandana.

10. “This trackless forest, the haunt of wild beasts, has fulfilled itself as well, to have become the dwelling-place of Rāma, the best of all who bear arms.”

11. With this, mighty Bharata, bull among men, set out on foot into the great forest.

12. The eloquent prince made his way through the thickets growing on the mountain slopes, their treetops all in bloom.

13. Upon reaching the flowering sāla tree atop Mount Citrakūṭa, he spied the towering banner of the fire burning in Rāma’s ashram.

14. Majestic Bharata and his kinsmen rejoiced to see it, knowing that Rāma must be there; the prince felt as if at last he had made the further shore of an ocean.

15. Perceiving upon Mount Citrakūṭa Rāma’s ashram and the holy men there, great Bharata hurried off with Guha after again encamping the army.

The end of the ninety-second sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyana.

**Sarga 93**

1. Now, once the army was encamped, Bharata set out impatient to see his brother, showing the way for Śatrughna.

2. He had instructed the seer Vasiṣṭha to bring his mothers directly, while he himself hurried on ahead, out of deep love for his guru.
3. Sumantra likewise followed close behind Śatrughna, for he was no less ardent than Bharata to see Rāma again.

4. Majestic Bharata advanced and soon could see his brother's leaf hut and thatched cottage situated within an ascetic's retreat.

5. In front of the lodge Bharata saw the logs that had been cut and the flowers that had been gathered.

6. And in the forest he saw the dry dung of buffalo and other animals collected in great mounds for use against the cold.

7. As brilliant, great-armed Bharata proceeded he excitedly spoke to Śatrughna and the ministers all around him:

8. "I think we must have reached the spot Bharadvāja spoke of; the Mandākinī River cannot be far from here, I think.

9. "This must be the trail, for above strips of bark have been fastened. Laksmaṇa must have marked it for traveling at night.

10. "And that one must only be a path beaten on the mountain slope by the large-tusked elephants charging and trumpeting at one another.

11. "There you can see the thick smoke from black-trailed fire; it is customary for ascetics to maintain a fire continuously in the forest.

12. "It is here I shall have the delight of seeing my noble brother Rāghava, who is living like a great seer to do his guru honor."

13. Bharata Rāghava continued on and soon reached the place where Cītrakūta abuts the Mandākinī. He addressed the people with him:

14. "The tiger among men must sit on the ground and practice the 'heroic' posture in yoga—the lord of all people in this unpeopled place. A curse on me that I was born and that I live!

15. "Because of me a calamity has befallen brilliant Rāghava, the master of the world. He has had to renounce all pleasures and make his dwelling in the forest.

16. "And the world condemns me for this. But now I will go and beg their forgiveness; I will throw myself down again and again at the feet of Rāma and Sītā."

17-22. As the son of Daśaratha was lamenting in this fashion, he saw a large, enchanting, and holy leaf hut in the forest, densely
thatched with sūla, palmyra, and aśvakarna leaves. It was a spacious hut with soft kusa grass spread about, like an altar at a sacred rite. Bows adorned it, gleaming like rainbows, heavy, sturdy, and backed with gold, of a sort that could rout any foe. Arrows flashing like sunbeams adorned it, too, like the serpents adorning Bhogavati, awesome arrows packed in quivers, with heads blazing. A pair of swords in golden scabbards shed a luster over the hut, and two shields lent their adornment, brilliantly embossed with gold. Brilliant forearm-guards and finger-guards studded with gold were hanging there, too. It was a place as impregnable to enemy hordes as a lion’s cave to deer.

23. Bharata saw a holy altar there in Rāma’s residence, broad and sloping to the northeast, with a blazing fire upon it.

24. Glancing about, Bharata suddenly saw his guru Rāma seated in the thatched cottage, wearing a crown of matted hair.

25-27. He saw Rāma seated there, dressed in a black antelope hide and barkcloth garment. He was the image of fire in every respect, with the shoulders of a lion, great arms, and lotus-petal eyes—the righteous master of all the ocean-girdled earth. He looked like the eternal Brahmā as he sat together with Sītā and Laksmana upon the floor strewn with darbha grass.

28. When majestic Bharata saw him, both sorrow and confusion overwhelmed him at once, and righteous Bharata, the son of Kaikeyī, went running to him.

29. The mere sight of Rāma anguished him, and he broke out in sob-choked lamentation. He could hardly endure it, and yet he steadied himself to speak:

30. “The man to whom his subjects in the assembly should rightly be paying homage, here he sits, my elder brother, receiving the homage of beasts of the wild.

31. “The man who in the past was accustomed to clothes worth many thousands, here he is, the great man, wearing deerskins in the performance of righteousness.

32. “How can Rāghava bear this burden of matted hair, when he used to wear many-colored flowers of every variety?

33. “The man who should rightly be gaining abundant merit through sacrifices performed according to precept now seeks it by mortifying his body.
34. "It had always been precious sandalwood cream that coated my noble brother's limbs. How is it possible they are now coated with dirt?

35. "It is my fault this misery has befallen Rāma, who had known nothing but happiness. A curse on my life, vile creature that I am, an object of scorn to all the world!"

36. So Bharata lamented in desolation and, his lotus face breaking out in sweat, he reached in vain for Rāma's feet and collapsed in tears.

37. Consumed with sorrow, the powerful prince Bharata exclaimed in desolation, "My brother," but could say nothing further.

38. He glanced at glorious Rāma, and through a sob-choked throat he cried out only "My brother!" unable to utter anything more.

39. Śatrughna was weeping, too, as he prostrated himself at Rāma's feet. And as Rāma embraced the two of them, he shed tears as well.

40. The two princes then met with Sumantra and Guha there in the wilderness—it was as if the day-bringing sun and the night-bringing moon were to meet with the planets Śukra and Bṛhaspati in the sky.

41. The inhabitants of the forest watched as the princes, men like bull elephants, were reunited there in the great wilderness, and they lost all delight as well, and every one of them burst into tears.

The end of the ninety-third sarga of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa of the Śrī Rāmāyāna.

Sarga 94

1. Rāma drew Bharata to his breast, embraced him, and kissed him on the forehead. Then he questioned him closely:

2. "What has become of your father, dear brother, that you have come to the wilderness? While he yet lives you should not be going off to the forest.

3. "It is a long time, indeed, since I have seen Bharata, who has come from so far into this wilderness. Why have you come to the forest, dear brother, looking so somber?
4. “King Daśaratha is in good health, I trust, still true to his given word, still performing royal consecrations and horse-sacrifices, and deciding points of law.

5. “I trust proper homage is still being shown the wise and brilliant brahman, dear brother, the preceptor of the Ikṣvākus, who is constant in righteousness.

6. “Dear brother, Kausalyā is happy, I hope, and Sumitrā, the mother of such good children. I trust noble Queen Kaikeyī rejoices, too.

7. “You honor your family priest, I trust, a hightborn man, learned and disciplined, who gives instruction ungrudgingly.

8. “I hope you have appointed a man to tend your sacred fires who is sagacious and upright and knows the ritual precepts. I trust he always informs you in a timely fashion both before and after the oblations have been offered.

9. “I trust you continue to hold the preceptor Suḍhanvan in esteem, dear brother. He is expert in the most formidable arrows and missiles, and a master of the science of statecraft.

10. “You have made brave men your counselors, I trust, dear brother, men you look upon as your very self—men who are learned, self-controlled, and hightborn, and able to read a man’s thoughts in his face.

11. “Counsel is the basis of a king’s success, Rāghava—when it is well kept by counselors and ministers skilled in the science.

12. “You are not ruled by sleep, I trust, but are always awake early, while spending the late-night hours reflecting on what makes for prudent statecraft.

13. “I trust you take counsel neither all by yourself nor with a multitude. And once determined, your counsel does not, I hope, fly about the kingdom.

14. “I hope that the enterprises you decide on involve little expense and bring great profit, and that you undertake them quickly, without procrastinating.

15. “I trust kings learn of your every venture only when fully accomplished, or nearly so, and not beforehand.

16. “Your counsels, dear brother, or your ministers’, even when not
betrayed, cannot be discovered, I hope, through reasoning or supposition.

17. "You prefer, I trust, a single wise man to a thousand fools. At times of political crisis a wise man can confer great benefits.

18. "A king may turn to thousands of fools, to tens of thousands, but they will not render him the least assistance.

19. "Yet even a single minister who is clever, brave, capable, and knowledgeable can secure great royal fortune for a king or his officer.

20. "I trust you have appointed servants to the tasks appropriate to them, the foremost servants to the most important tasks, the middling to the middling ones, and the lowly to the low.

21. "I trust you appoint your principal ministers to the principal tasks, men who hold hereditary positions, who are honest, and have passed the test of loyalty.

22. "People have no reason to despise you, I hope, as sacrificial priests despise an outcaste, or women a lover who takes them brutally.

23. "Remember, too, that a shrewd man with cunning schemes, a servant prone to corruption, or a man who is bold and hungry for power will slay you if you do not strike first.

24. "I trust you have appointed as your general a bold and brave man, one who is steady, sagacious, honest, highborn, loyal, and capable.

25. "You show honor and esteem to your foremost soldiers, I trust, the courageous, powerful men who are skilled in battle and have already evinced their heroism.

26. "I trust you pay, when payment is due, the appropriate wages and rations to your army, and do not defer them.

27. "If the time for their wages and rations is missed, servants grow angry with their masters and are easily corrupted—and this, as it is set down in the texts, can lead to very great misfortune.

28. "I hope everyone has remained loyal to you, especially the men of good family, and would willingly give up his life in your cause.

29. "I trust you always choose a man of the provinces as your envoy,
Bharata, a wise, diplomatic, perceptive, and discerning man, who repeats exactly what he is told.

30. "I trust you have come to learn the minds of the eighteen chief officials in each foreign state, and the fifteen of your own, by means of undetectable spies, three for every official.

31. "I hope, crusher of your foes, you do not wrongly view as harmless any hostile men who, once deported, have made their way back.

32. "You do not, I hope, associate with brahmans who are materialists, dear brother. Their only skill is in bringing misfortune; they are fools who think themselves wise.

33. "Although preeminent texts on righteous conduct are ready to hand, those ignorant fellows derive their ideas from logic alone and so propound utter nonsense.

34-36. "I trust you are keeping Ayodhyā content and prosperous, dear brother, the city where from ancient times our heroic ancestors have lived. I trust the city with its sturdy gates is still true to its name, 'The Impregnable,' still thronging with elephants, horses, and chariots, still crowded with nobles by the thousands—brahmans, kshatriyas, and vaisyas—every one of them remaining, as always, prompt in his own tasks, self-controlled, and energetic. I trust the city is still crowded with mansions of various construction and thronged with learned people.

37-39. "I trust that the countryside is still prospering, Rāghava, and that life there continues comfortable, with shrines abounding by the hundreds, with sanctuaries, wells, and pools lending their adornment. I trust that the people are well settled, and the men and women happy; that fairs and festivals lend their adornment, and that the boundary lines are well spaced. The land is still rich in cattle and free from disasters, I trust, still nourished beyond the whim of the rain god, still lovely and safe from wild beasts.

40. "I hope you cherish all men who make their living by farming and cattle raising; for a well-founded economy, dear brother, promotes the world's happiness.

41. "I trust, then, that you support them with protective and defensive measures. A king must, in accordance with the ways of righteousness, guard all who live in his realm.
42. "I hope you gladden your women and guard them well, but
do not place too much trust in them and tell them secrets.

43. "You are protecting the elephant forests, I trust, and attending
to the needs of the elephants. I trust you often rise early, prince,
and display yourself in full array to the people on the
thoroughfares.

44. "I trust all the forts are well-stocked with money, grain, weap-
ons, and water, with machines of war and craftsmen and archers.

45. "Your revenues far exceed your expenditures, I hope, and your
treasure never passes into unworthy hands, Rāghava.

46. "I trust your expenditures go for the gods and ancestors, brah-
mans and guests, the soldiers and hosts of allies.

47. "No noble, honest man is ever charged with theft, I hope,
without being interrogated by men learned in the sacred texts; and
if innocent, is never imprisoned out of greed.

48. "And when a thief, either caught in the act or discovered with
the stolen property, has been seized and interrogated, I hope he
is never set free, bull among men, out of greed for money.

49. "I trust your wise ministers, Rāghava, render judgment im-
partially when a rich man and a poor man are engaged in a suit.

50. "For the tears people shed when falsely accused come to slay
the livestock and children of the king who rules for personal gain.

51. "I trust you make use of the three means, Rāghava—affection,
kind words, and gifts—in showing regard for children, the aged,
and the foremost learned brahmans.

52. "You pay homage to your gurus, I trust, to the aged, to ascetics,
guests, and gods, to shrines and all accomplished brahmans.

53. "You never deny the claims of righteousness in the name of
statecraft, I trust, or again, the claims of statecraft in the name of
righteousness, or either of them—from lust for pleasure—in the
name of personal desire.

54. "Foremost of champions, I trust you make due allocation of
time—and you are aware of the proper time for each, Bharata—
and attend to all three, to matters of righteousness, of the state,
and of personal desire.

55. "I hope the brahmans who comprehend the meaning of all the
sacred texts, and the people of the city and provinces, too, wish you happiness, my wise brother.

56-58. "I trust you avoid the fourteen errors of kings: atheism; falsehood; irascibility; inattention; procrastination; shunning the wise; indolence; sensual indulgence; solitary determination of political affairs; taking counsel with those ignorant of such affairs; failure to execute your decisions, to keep your counsel secret, or to employ auspicious rites; and indiscriminate courtesy.

59. "I trust you never eat savory foods all by yourself, Rāghava, and that you give aid to allies when they request it."

The end of the ninety-fourth sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyana.

Sarga 95

1. After listening to Rāma's words, Bharata replied, "What good is it for me to know the right conduct of kings, when I am wholly lost to righteousness?

2. "There is an ancient practice of righteousness, bull among men, one established among us for all time. It is this: with the eldest brother living, your Majesty, a younger may not become king.

3. "So come back with me, Rāghava, to the prosperous city of Ayodhya, and have yourself consecrated for the good of our House.

4. "Some say a king is but a mortal; I esteem him a god. His conduct in matters of righteousness and statecraft, it is rightly said, is beyond that of mere mortals.

5. "While I was still in the land of the Kekayas, my brother, and you had withdrawn to the wilderness, the king, a man esteemed by the good, a performer of sacrifices, went to heaven.

6. "Arise, tiger among men, make the funeral libation to Father Śatruhna here and I have already done so.

7. "It is said, Rāghava, that what a well-loved person gives to those in the world of the ancestors abides forever—and Father loved you well."

8-9. When he heard Bharata's piteous words that told him of his father's death—the dreadful words Bharata spoke, which struck
him like a bolt of lightning—Rāma Rāghava, slayer of enemies, lost consciousness. Throwing out his arms he fell to the ground like a flowering tree in the forest cut down by an ax.

10-11. Fallen upon the earth, Rāma, the lord of earth, resembled a bull elephant asleep, grown weary from striking a riverbank. His three brothers and Vaidehī wept as they sprinkled water upon him, the great bowman, utterly broken by grief.

12. Soon Kākutstha revived, and with tears trickling from his eyes he began a long and sorrowful lament:

13. “What good was I, a wretched son, to my great father? He died of grief for me, and I could not even perform the final rites for him.

14. “Oh Bharata, my blameless brother, you have achieved your greatest goal, you and Śatrughna, since you could honor the king with all the rites for the dead.

15. “Ayodhyā is bereft of the lord of men; it no longer has its chief, no longer has direction. Even were my stay in the forest over, I could not bear to go back.

16. “When my stay in the forest is at an end, slayer of enemies, who will there be in Ayodhyā ever again to give me guidance, now that father has gone to the other world?

17. “In the past when Father noticed good conduct on my part, he would say such gratifying things to me, so pleasant to hear. From whom am I to hear them now?”

18. When he finished speaking to Bharata, Rāghava approached his wife, her face like the full moon, and consumed with grief he said to her:

19. “Sītā, your father-in-law is dead, and you, Lakṣmaṇa, have lost your father. Bharata has brought the sorrowful news that the lord of earth has gone to heaven.”

2178*. As Kākutstha spoke, still more copious tears welled up in the eyes of the glorious young men. All three brothers did what they could to solace him, and they told him, “Let the funeral libation be offered to Father, the master of the world.”

2179*. When Sītā heard that her father-in-law the king had gone to heaven, tears so flooded her eyes that she no longer could see her husband.
20. As the daughter of Janaka wept, Rāma comforted her. Lost in sorrow he then said sorrowfully to Lakṣmana,
21. "Bring me a cake of almond meal and fetch an upper garment of barkcloth. I will go to make the funeral libation for our great father.
22. "Let Sītā proceed in front, and you next, while I go at the rear, for such is the procession of mourning."
23-24. Their constant attendant, the celebrated Śumantra, a high-minded and gentle man, self-restrained, tranquil, and staunchly devoted to Rāma, joined the princes in solacing Rāghava. Then, lending support, he escorted him down to the gracious Mandākini River.
25-26. In pain the glorious princes made their way to the charming bathing place on the lovely Mandākini River, where the woodlands were always in flower, and the current ran swiftly. And on reaching the landing, gracious and sparkling clear, they sprinkled water for the king with the words, "Father, let this be for you."
27. The protector of the earth held out a handful of water, and facing the direction of Yama he said, weeping:
28. "Ó tiger among kings, may this pure water I now give you be at your disposal in the world of the ancestors and abide forever."
29. Mighty Rāghava then ascended from the bathing place on the Mandākini and in the company of his brothers made the offering of food to his father.
30. Upon a spread of darbha grass Rāma deposited the cake of almond meal mixed with fruit of the jujube tree. And weeping in the anguish of his deep sorrow, he said:
31. "Be pleased to eat this, great king, such food as we ourselves now eat, for a man’s gods must feed on the same food as he."
32. The tiger among men ascended from the riverbank and by the same way he had come climbed up the lovely slope of the mountain.
33. On reaching the door of his leaf hut the lord of the world clasped both Bharata and Lakṣmana in his arms.
34. All the brothers and Vaidēhi began to weep, and the mountain echoed with the sound, as of lions-roaring.
35. Bharata's soldiers were alarmed when they heard the tumultuous sound. "Bharata must surely have met with Rāma," they said. "The loud sound must be their grieving over their dead father."

36. With one mind they all left their camps and raced off in the direction of the noise, following where it led them.

37. Some went on horses or elephants, others—the delicate ones—on ornate chariots, while the rest of the men went on foot.

38. All the people rushed to the ashram, yearning to see Rāma, for, though his absence had been brief, it had seemed so very long.

39. Yearning to see the reunion of the brothers, they hurried off on every sort of vehicle, in a flurry of hoofs and wheels.

40. Struck by the hoofs and wheels of the many vehicles, the earth gave off a tumultuous sound, like the heavens when stormclouds gather.

41. The sound frightened the bull elephants and the cows in their train, and they ran off to another part of the forest, perfuming the way with their scent.

42. Boars, deer, lions, buffaloes, apes, monkeys, tigers, cow-eared antelopes, and wild oxen were terrified, as well as the dappled antelopes.

43. Sheldrakes, moorhens, geese, ducks, plovers, cuckoos, and curlews took to the horizons in a blind rush.

44. The sky appeared to be as covered with birds frightened at the sound as did the earth with men.

45. Righteous Rāma then caught sight of the tearful, sorrowing men, and like a father or a mother he embraced them.

46. The prince embraced some men, while others did obeisance to him; his presence restored to all of them, each according to his station, their one true kinsman or one true friend.

47. The great men wept, and the noise made earth and heaven echo incessantly, through the mountain caves and in all directions, with a sound like the roll of bass drums.

The end of the ninety-fifth sarga of the Ayodhya-kāṇḍa of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.
Sarga 96

1. Placing the wives of Daśaratha before him, Vasiṣṭha set out for that spot, longing to see Rāma.

2. Proceeding slowly toward the Mandākini, the wives of the king soon spied the bathing place Rāma and Lakṣmaṇa frequented.

3. Kausalyā’s throat was choked with sobs, and her mouth went dry as she spoke in her desolation to Sumitrā and the other wives of the king:

4. “This must be where they come to bathe—poor children. It has recently been disturbed by them, whom nothing had ever disturbed before. Once it was deserted, off here in the forest—but they have been driven from their country!

5. “It must be from here, Sumitrā, that your son Saumitri, constantly and without flagging, has to fetch water himself on my son’s behalf.”

6. On the ground the large-eyed woman saw the cake of almond meal for the father deposited upon the ārābha grass, whose blades pointed toward the south.

7. And when Queen Kausalyā observed what had been deposited on the ground by Rāma in anguish for his father, she said to all of Daśaratha’s women:

8. “Look at this. It was offered by Rāghava according to precept to his father, the great Rāghava, the leader of the Ikṣvākus.

9. "But how unseemly a food I find it, for the great and godlike king, who enjoyed so many delicacies.

10. “He had the whole four-cornered earth for his enjoyment; he was great Indra’s equal on earth. How is it possible that the lord of the land has now but a cake of almond meal for food?

11. “No greater sorrow than this has the world to show me, that the once-prosperous Rāma should have only such meal to offer his father.

12. “And I have before my very eyes the cake Rāma offered his father—how is it, then, my heart does not burst for sorrow into a thousand pieces?”

13. Such were her anguished words, and her co-wives tried to comfort her. They continued on, then, and soon caught sight of
Rāma in the ashram, resembling a deathless god fallen from heaven.

14. As his mothers gazed at Rāma, who was denied now every luxury, they were anguished and racked with grief and broke out in shrill weeping.

15. Rāma, tiger among men, a man always true to his promise, rose and clasped the lovely feet of all his mothers.

16. And the large-eyed women brushed the dust from his back with their lovely hands, with their soft fingers and palms so pleasant to the touch.

17. Saumitri, too, was overcome with sorrow as he gazed at all his mothers. He did obeisance to them after Rāma, slowly and clinging.

18. And all the women treated good Lakṣmaṇa, a son born of Daśaratha, exactly as they treated Rāma.

19. Siṭā, too, sorrowfully grasped the feet of her mothers-in-law and stood before them, her eyes brimming with tears.

20. Just as a mother would embrace her own daughter, Kausalyā embraced Siṭā as she stood anguished with sorrow, desolate and haggard from her stay in the forest. And she said to her:

21. “How is it possible that the daughter of the king of Videha, the daughter-in-law of Daśaratha, the wife of Rāma, should have to live a life of pain in the desolate forest?

22-23. “Your face is like a lotus scorched by sunshine, like a withered lily, or gold caked with dirt, or the moon obscured by clouds, and as I look at it, grief consumes me as fire consumes its bed—a wild grief, here, in my heart, Vaidehi, kindled by this calamity.”

24. As his mother was speaking in her anguish, Bharata’s elder brother made his way to Vasiṣṭha and clasped his feet.

25. Rāghava grasped the feet of the fiery and brilliant family priest just as Indra, overlord of the deathless gods, might grasp Bṛha-spāti’s, and together they took their seats.

26. Lastly, righteous Bharata sat down near his elder brother, and with him sat the counselors, the leading men of the city, the soldiers, and the people most wise in the ways of righteousness.
27. As mighty Bharata sat next to him and gazed at him dressed as an ascetic, yet radiant with majesty, he humbly cupped his hands in reverence, like great Indra before Prajāpati.

28. “Just what will Bharata say to Rāghava now, after bowing to him and showing him honor?” the nobles wondered and waited with truly great curiosity.

29. Surrounded by their friends the brothers sat—truthful Rāghava, high-minded Lakṣman, and righteous Bharata—like the three fires at a sacred rite with the officiants gathered all around.

The end of the ninety-sixth sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śri Rāmāyana.

Sarga 97

1. Now, when Rāma had comforted his brother Bharata, who so cherished his guru, he and his brother Lakṣman began to question him:

2. “I should like to hear from your own lips what all this means, why you have come to this region in barkcloth, hides, and matted hair.

3. “For what reason did you leave the kingdom and enter this region wearing black hides and matted hair? Please, tell me everything.”

4. So great Kākutstha spoke, and the son of Kaikeyī cupped his hands in reverence once more, and holding them out stiffly, replied:

5. “It was grave wrongdoing for our great-armed father to repudiate my noble brother. And grief for his son so tortured him that he went to heaven.

6. “Under the constraint of a woman—my mother, Kaikeyī—he committed this great evil, slayer of foes, which robbed him of his glory.

7. “But my mother never achieved her goal, the kingship. And now she is a widow racked with grief, who must fall into the most abominable hell.

8. “Please show your grace to me, your slave. Have yourself consecrated, like Indra the munificent, into the kingship this very day.
9. "All these subjects and your widowed mothers have betaken themselves to you. Please, show them your grace.

10. "It is proper both by reason of succession and by virtue of the man himself. O giver of honor, assume the kingship as is right, and grant your loved ones their desire.

11. "Let the earth be a widow no more, but once again complete, with you as her husband, just as the autumn night is made complete by the bright, hare-marked moon.

12-13. "I and all the advisers here are begging you with heads bowed low. Tiger among men, please, show your grace to me, your brother, your pupil and slave, and do not transgress against this whole order of advisers, this ancient, hereditary, and venerable order."

14. With these tearful words Bharata, the great-armed son of Kaikeyi, pressed his head once more to Rāma's feet.

15. And as his brother Bharata stood heaving sighs like an elephant in rut, Rāma embraced him and replied:

16. "You are highborn, valorous, and mighty, and keep your vows. How would it be it possible for one such as you ever to do evil for the sake of kingship?

17. "I find no fault with you, crusher of foes, not the slightest. But then too, you ought not, like a child, reproach your mother.

18. "Champion of righteousness, your mother commands as much reverence as our father, who was wise in the ways of righteousness and held in honor by the world.

19. "Our father and mother, righteous people both, bade me 'Go to the forest.' How can I do otherwise, Rāghava?

20. "It is for you to assume the kingship in Ayodhyā, held in honor by the world. I must live in the Daṇḍaka wilderness, wearing clothes of barkcloth.

21. "Such was the apportionment the great king made in the presence of all the world. And after giving his orders, the mighty Daśaratha went to heaven.

22. "The righteous king, the guru of the world, must be your guide. You must accept what Father bestowed, whatever your portion."
23. "For my part, dear brother, I will accept the portion bestowed by our great father and withdraw for fourteen years to the Dāndaka wilderness.

24. "It is what my great father—who was held in honor by the men of the world, the peer of Indra, overlord of the wise gods—bade me do that I regard as my ultimate good, not sovereign lordship over all the worlds."

The end of the ninety-seventh sarga of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 98

1. The lions among men continued to grieve in the company of their hosts of friends, and the night passed, painfully.

2. When night had brightened into dawn, his brothers performed the morning offering and prayers by the Mandākinī in the company of their friends, and then returned to Rāma.

3. They sat together in silence, no one saying a word, until, from where he sat among their friends, Bharata addressed Rāma:

4. "My mother has been satisfied; the kingship has been bestowed on me. And I bestow it on you, and you alone. Enjoy unchallenged kingship.

5. "Like a dike washed away by a great flood when the rains come, the kingdom will utterly disintegrate unless you prevent it, and no one else can.

6. "An ass cannot match the pace of a horse, birds cannot match Tārkṣya's pace, nor have I the power to match yours, lord of the land.

7. "Life is ever easy when it is others who must depend on you, but how hard life is, Rāma, when you must depend on others.

8-9. "It is like when a man plants a tree and nurtures it till it becomes a great tree with spreading branches, impossible for a short man to climb. When the tree comes into flower but shows no fruit—the whole purpose for which it was grown—the man fails to take any pleasure in it.

10. "This is a simile, my great-armed brother—and you will easily
grasp its meaning—for your not ruling over us, a mighty master over his servants.

11. "Let the guildsmen, O great king, and all the leading subjects behold you installed in the kingship, tamer of foes, blazing like the sun.

12. "Let rutting elephants trumpet in your entourage; Kākutstha; let the women of the inner chamber rejoice with all their hearts."

13. The various classes of townspeople approved as just the words they heard Bharata speak in supplication of Rāma.

14. Accomplished Rāma gazed at glorious Bharata lamenting in his sorrow, and in full self-possession tried to comfort him:

15. "No one acts of his own free will; man is not independent. This way and that he is pulled along by fate.

16. "All accumulation ends in depletion, all rising ends in falling, in separation all union ends, and all life ends in death.

17. "Just as ripe fruit need fear one thing—to fall—so every man that is born need fear but death.

18. "Just as a stout-pillared house decays and collapses, so men collapse, succumbing to old age and death.

19. "The passing days and nights quickly deplete the life of all living things in the world, as water is dried up by the rays of the summer sun."

20. "You should be grieving for yourself, not for anyone else. Your life is steadily dwindling, whether you stand still or move.

21. "Death walks at your side, death sits next to you. Travel as far away as you like, death will come back with you.

22. "Wrinkles beset the body, the hair turns white; a man decays with old age, and what can he do to escape it?

23. "People are glad when the sun rises, or glad when it goes down, but they are wholly unaware that their life is slipping away.

24. "All things that breathe are delighted to see the face of each new season come, though with the turning of the seasons their life-breath is slipping away.

25-26. "As two pieces of wood might meet upon the open sea and, having met, drift apart after a few brief moments, so too do your
wives and children, your relatives and riches meet with you and hasten away. To lose them is a certainty.

27. "No creature that draws breath in the world can escape this course of things. There is no cure to be found for it, grieve for the dead all you will.

28-29. "Like a man standing by the roadside and calling out to a passing caravan, 'I too am coming, right behind you'—so did our ancestors take this sure road, our fathers and our forefathers. Why should you grieve when you cannot avoid it, when you are following that very road yourself?

30. "Since life trickles away like the waters of a stream, never to return, happiness should be one's aim—and people have found happiness, or so it is recorded.

31. "By means of every holy rite, with fitting priestly stipends, our righteous father, the lord of earth, cleansed away his sins and went to heaven.

32. "Our father conscientiously supported his dependents, protected his subjects, levied taxes in accordance with righteousness, and by virtue of these acts he has gone to the highest heaven.

33. "Having offered up the various sacrifices and enjoyed abundant pleasures, the lord of earth attained a ripe old age and went to heaven.

34. "Our father abandoned a decrepit mortal body and found the heavenly treasure that awaits one in the world of Brahma.

35. "This man no' one should mourn, no one as wise as you, as learned and intelligent.

36. "The strong of heart will shun these different grieves, these words of lamentation, this weeping, and hold fast to wisdom in all circumstances.

37. "Compose yourself and do not grieve, most eloquent of men. Go back and take up your residence in the town, as Father of his own accord directed you to do.

38. "And the order this same man of holy deeds has given me I shall carry out, and exactly where our noble father directed.

39. "It would be wrong, tamer of foes, for me to cast aside his order. And you too must always respect it, for he was our kinsman, indeed, our father."
40. Such were Rāma’s most sensible words, and when he finished speaking, righteous Bharata made this righteous and wonderful reply:

41. “Where in this wide world is your like to be found, tamer of foes, a man whom sorrow does not pain, and joy does not delight?

42-43. “You are esteemed by the elders, you have questioned them about your doubts and gained these insights about the living and the dead, and how alike they are in their existing and not existing both. What is there that could distress you? Such a man does not despair when calamity befalls him.

44. “Your courage is like that of a deathless god; you are a great man true to your word. You are all-knowing and all-seeing and a man of wisdom, Rāghava.

45. “In possession of such virtues and sage in matters of birth and death, you would not be affected by sorrow, however insufferable.

46. “When I was absent, my mother, that wretched woman, did an evil thing on my account, which I never sought. Please forgive me!

47. “I am bound by the bond of righteousness, and only because of that do I not inflict the harshest punishment now on my mother and kill her, as she deserves, for the evil she has done.

48. “How could I, a son born of Daśaratha—that man of honorable family and honorable deeds—knowing the meaning of righteousness, do a deed so abominable, so unrighteous?

49. “I would not reproach our father before the assembly; he was a god to us, a performer of sacred rites, our guru, elder, king, and father, now departed.

50. “But still, my righteous brother, what man knowing the meaning of righteousness would do so sinful a deed, contrary to all that is right and good, just to please a woman?

51. “There is an ancient saying: ‘Creatures go mad when their end is near.’ In acting as he did, the king has illustrated this saying for all the world.

52. “Mindful of what is correct, you must redress the transgression Father committed out of anger, delusion, and recklessness.

53. “Only the offspring who corrects his father’s transgressions does the world consider a son—and the very opposite if he does otherwise.
54. "Be such a son, do not endorse the evil deed Father did, censured by every man of wisdom in the world.

55. "Save Kaikeyi, Father, and me, save your friends and our kinsmen, all the people of the city and provinces, this whole world.

56. "How incongruous they are, this wilderness and the kshatriya order, this matted hair and the government of men. You must not do so perverse a deed.

57. "Or, if it is your wish to follow the way of righteousness that demands physical exhaustion, then endure the exhaustion of righteously governing the four social orders.

58. "Those who understand righteousness—and you yourself understand it—say that of the four stages of life the foremost is that of householder. How can you renounce it?

59. "I am a child measured against you, both in learning and rank of birth. How should I govern the land when you are on hand to do it?

60. "I am a child, inferior in both virtue and intelligence, and junior in rank as well. Without you I could not carry on.

61. "In keeping with the code of righteousness appropriate for you, my righteous brother, govern the kingdom of our fathers, this whole, sovereign, unchallenged kingdom, in the company of your kinsmen.

62. "Let all the subjects in a body, and the priests under Vasistha's lead who are expert in vedic recitation, consecrate you here and now to the accompaniment of the vedic hymns.

63. "Once we have consecrated you, return and protect Ayodhya, utterly triumphant over all peoples, like Vasa with his Maruts.

64. "Discharge the three debts: completely eliminate your enemies, fulfill your friends' every desire, and give me guidance, as you alone can.

65. "My brother, let your friends now find delight in your consecration, let your enemies now take fright and flee in the ten directions.

66. "Bull among men, rid us now of this infamy, me and my mother, and guard our revered father from sin.

67. "I implore you with my head bowed low. Take pity on me, on all your kinsmen, as the Great Lord takes pity on creatures.
68. “But if you only turn your back and go off into the forest, I will go with you as well.”

69. But for all that Bharata wearied himself begging Rāma’s grace with head bowed low, the courageous lord of earth was resolved not to return, but to hold firmly to what his father had bidden him.

70. The people observed Rāghava’s wonderful determination, and they felt joy and sorrow both at once: they were sorrowful he would not return to Ayodhyā and yet rejoiced to observe how determined he was to keep his promise.

71. The priests, the merchants, and the commanders of the troops—his mothers, too, stunned though they were and choked with sobs—commend ed what Bharata said, and they bowed low before Rāma and began to implore him all together.

The end of the ninety-eighth sarga of the Ayodhyakāṇḍa of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 99

1. When Bharata had finished speaking, Lakṣmaṇa’s majestic eldest brother, the most honored among his kinsmen, replied to him once more:

2. “How fitting are the words you have spoken, like a true son of Kaikeyī and Daśaratha, the best of kings.

3. “Long ago, dear brother, when our father was about to marry your mother, he made a brideprice pledge to your grandfather—the ultimate price, the kingship.

4. “Later, at the battle of the gods and asuras, the lordly king of the land, pleased and delighted with your mother, granted her a boon.

5-6. “Your glorious fair-skinned mother then bound the best of men to his oath and demanded these two boons of him: the kingship for you, tiger among men, and my banishment. And under this constraint the king granted her the boon.

7. “And that is why, bull among men, father constrained me to do this, to live in the forest fourteen years, in accordance with the granting of the boon.
8. "And I for my part have come here, to the lonely forest, with Lakṣmana and Sitā, and I will brook no opposition to my safeguarding Father’s truthfulness.

9. "In just the same way you must likewise ensure, by your immediate consecration, that the truth of the lord of kings, our father, be preserved.

10. "Free the lordly king from his debt, for my sake, righteous Bharata. Save your father and give your mother cause to rejoice.

11. "They recite a verse sung long ago, dear brother, by glorious Gayā when he was offering sacrifice to his ancestors in the land of Gayā:

12. "'Because a son rescues his father from the hell named Put, he is called putra; or because he protects his ancestors.

13. "'One should strive to have many virtuous and learned sons, for among such a host perhaps one might be found who will make the journey to Gayā.'

14. "All royal seers have concurred in this, delight of the king. Save your father, then, from hell, my lordly brother, best of men.

15. "Bharata, my mighty brother, go back to Ayodhya with Śatrughna and all the twice-born men, and win the loyalty of your subjects.

16. "I will enter Daṇḍaka wilderness without delay, your Majesty, and only these two shall join me, Vaidehi and Lakṣmana.

17. "It is you, Bharata, who must become the king of men. As for me, I shall become sovereign king of the beasts of the wild. Go now in delight, to the best of cities, and in delight I too shall go off to the Daṇḍakas.

18. "Let the royal parasol cast its cool shade over your head, blocking out the rays of the sun, bringer of day. I shall have shade as well to retreat to for comfort, the deeper shade of these woodland trees.

19. "Quick-witted Śatrughna will be your companion and trustworthy Śaumitri my chief ally. Let all four of us, his principal sons, preserve the truth of the lord of men. Do not despair."

The end of the ninety-ninth sarga of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa of the Śrī Rāmāyāna.
Sarga 100

1. As righteous Rāma was consoling Bharata, a prominent brahman named Jābāli addressed him in words at variance with righteousness:

2. "Come now, Rāghava, you must not entertain such nonsensical ideas like the commonest of men, and you a noble-minded man in distress.

3. "What man is kin to anyone, what profit has anyone in anyone else? A person is born alone, and all alone he must die.

4. "And thus, Rāma, the man who feels attachment thinking, 'This is my mother, this my father', should be regarded as a madman, for in truth no one belongs to anyone.

5-6. "A man traveling from village to village will spend the night somewhere and next day leave the place where he stopped and continue on—in the same way, Kākutśha, his father and mother, his home and wealth are mere stopping places for a man. The wise feel no attachment to them.

7. "You must not, best of men, abdicate the kingship of your fathers and embark upon this unwise course, painful, rocky, and full of thorns.

8. "Consecrate yourself in prosperous Ayodhyā; the city is waiting for you, wearing her single braid of hair.

9. "Indulge in priceless royal pleasures and enjoy yourself in Ayodhyā, prince, like Śakra in his heaven.

10. "Daśaratha was nobody to you, and you were nobody to him. The king was one person, you another. So do as I am urging.

11. "The king has gone where he had to go; such is the course all mortals follow. You are merely deluding yourself.

12. "The men I grieve for, and I grieve for no one else, are all who place 'righteousness' above what brings them profit. They find only sorrow in this world, and at death their lot is annihilation just the same.

13. "People here busy themselves because 'It is the Eighth Day, the rite for the ancestors.' But just look at the waste of food—what really is a dead man going to eat?

14. "And if something one person eats here could fill the belly of
someone else, one could simply offer śrāddha for a traveler, and he would need no provisions for the road.

15. “It was only as a charm to secure themselves donations that cunning men composed those books that tell us, ‘Sacrifice, give alms, sanctify yourself, practice asceticism, renounce.’

16. “Accept the idea once and for all, high-minded prince, that there exists no world to come. Address yourself to what can be perceived and turn your back on what cannot.

17. “Give precedence to these ideas of the wise, with which the whole world concurs. Be appeased by Bharata and accept the kingship.”

The end of the one hundredth sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 101

1. Upon hearing Jābāli’s words, Rāma, the most truthful of men, replied with sound argument, his own convictions quite unshaken:

2. “What you have said in the hopes of pleasing me is wrong with only a semblance of right; it is harm that simulates help.

3. “A person wins no esteem among the wise when his conduct belies his tenets, and he acts in evil ways, recognizing no bounds.

4. “It is conduct alone that proclaims whether a man is highborn or base, honest or dishonest, brave or merely a braggart.

5-6. “It would be ignobility with a semblance of nobility, dishonesty with an outward show of honesty, dishonor masquerading as honor, indecency disguised as decency, were I to reject the good and accept such unrighteousness. For it merely wears the cloak of righteousness; it would throw the world into confusion, and is utterly in conflict with duty and precept.

7. “What sensible man anywhere in the world, aware of what is right and wrong, would hold me in high esteem—a man of evil acts, a corruptor of the world?

8. “To whose actions should I be conforming, and how then should I reach heaven, were I to adopt this practice and break my promise?
9. "Besides, the entire world would follow suit in acting as it pleases, for subjects will behave just like their king.

10. "The actions of a king must always be truthful and benevolent. The kingdom will thereby be true, the world firmly established on truth.

11. "It is truth and truth alone that both gods and seers hold in esteem, for the man who tells the truth in this world will attain the highest abode.

12. "As from a serpent do people recoil from a man who speaks falsely. Truth, it is said, is the ultimate form of righteousness in this world, and the very root of heaven.

13. "Truth is the lord of this world, the goddess of the lotus resides in truth, all things are rooted in truth, there is no higher goal than truth.

14. "The giving of alms, sacrifices, the offering of oblations, the practice of asceticism, and the vedas themselves are based on truth, and so it is truth that must be one's highest aim.

15. "One man protects the world, one protects his House, one is exalted in heaven; and one sinks down to hell.

16. "As for me, why should I not truthfully follow my father's command? I have always been true to my word, and I have pledged upon my truth.

17. "Not out of greed or delusion or ignorance would I blindly breach the dam of truth. I will remain true to my promise to my guru.

18. "Neither the gods nor the ancestors, we have heard, accept offerings from a man whose covenant is false, from an inconstant and irresolute man.

19. "This personal code of righteousness I know myself to be the true one. Wise men have always borne the burden it imposes, and I gladly accept it.

20. "I reject the kshatriya's code, where unrighteousness and righteousness go hand in hand, a code that only debased, vicious, covetous, and evil men observe.

21. "And sinful action is of three sorts: One can have evil thoughts, or do an evil deed, or tell a lie."
22. "Land, fame, glory, and wealth seek out the man who holds to truth and ever attend on him. Let a man then devote himself to truth alone.

23. "What you consider the best course is in fact ignoble; the statements you make urging me to 'do what is good for me' are mere sophistry.

24. "I have promised my guru to live in the forest. How then can I do as Bharata bids, and defy the bidding of my guru?

25. "I made a promise in the presence of my guru—it brought delight to the heart of Queen Kaikeyi—and that promise shall not be broken.

26-27. "I will thus live a life of purity in the forest, restricting my food to holy things, roots, fruit, and flowers, and satisfying the gods and ancestors. My five senses will have contentment enough, and I shall be maintaining the world on its course. Moreover, I myself shall remain a sincere believer, fully aware of what is right and what is wrong.

28. "On entering this realm of action one must do good deeds. And such deeds have their rewards: Fire, Wind, and the Moon have reaped them.

29. "After Indra brought a hundred rites to completion he became king of the gods in the highest heaven. After performing awesome feats of asceticism the great seers reached heaven.

30. "Truthfulness, righteousness, and strenuous effort, compassion for creatures and kindly words, reverence for brahmans, gods, and guests is the path, say the wise, to the highest heaven.

31. "Thoso men who are earnest in righteousness and keep company with the wise, who are supremely generous, nonviolent, and free from taint, those supreme and mighty sages are the ones truly worthy of reverence in this world."

The end of the one hundred first sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyana.
Sarga 102

1. Vasiṣṭha, perceiving that Rāma was angry, addressed him: “Jābali likewise understands the true course of this world. He only said these things in his desire to dissuade you.

2. “I want you now, master of the world, to learn from me the origin of this world. Everything was once just water, and within this water the earth was fashioned. The Self-existent Brahmā then came into existence with the gods.

3. “He then became a boar, raised up the treasure-laden earth, and created the whole moving world with the help of his accomplished sons.

4. “Brahmā the everlasting, the eternal and imperishable, arose from space. He begot Marici, and Marici a son named Kaśyapa.

5. “Kaśyapa begot Vivasvan, the Sun. Manu is recorded as the son of Vivasvan—he was the first lord of creatures—and the son of Manu was Ikṣvāku.

6. “It was on him that Manu originally bestowed this prosperous land, and thus know that Ikṣvāku was the first king of Ayodhyā.

7. “The son of Ikṣvāku, we have heard, was majestic Kukṣi, and Kukṣi was the father of the heroic Vikukṣi.

8. “The son of Vikukṣi was the mighty, powerful Bāṇa, and Bāṇa’s son, the great-armed, glorious Anaranya.

9. “When Anaranya, the best of men, was king, there was no drought, no famine, and not a single thief in the land.

10. “Anaranya had a great-armed son, King Pṛthu. Pṛthu was the father of the great king Triśaṇku, that heroic man who by virtue of his truthfulness went to heaven with his body.

11. “Triśaṇku had a glorious son, Dhundhumāra, and Dhundhumāra begot glorious Yuvanāśva.

12. “Yuvanāśva was the father of majestic Māndhātṛ, and Māndhātṛ the father of mighty Susandhi.

13. “Susandhi had two sons, Dhruvasandhi and Prasenajit. Dhruvasandhi had a son named Bharata, a glorious crusher of foes.

14. “To great-armed Bharata was born a son named Asita, against whom neighboring kings rose up in enmity: the Haihayas, the Tālajāṅghas, the Śūras, and Śaśabindus.
15. "The king marshaled his troops in battle against them all, but he was driven into exile and became a contented sage upon a lovely mountain. He had two wives, both of whom were pregnant, we have heard.

16. "A man of the Bhṛgu clan named Cyavana had retired to the Himalayas, and Kālindī once approached the seer and did obeisance to him.

17. "She was eager to obtain a boon for the birth of a son, and the sage greeted her. The queen then went home and soon gave birth to a son.

18. "Her co-wife had given her poison in order to slay the unborn child, but he was born nonetheless along with that very poison, and so they called him Saṅgara.

19. "This was the King Saṅgara who in the course of a sacrifice had the ocean dug, which even now frightens creatures when it swells under the full moon.

20. "Asmaṅja, we have heard, was the son of Saṅgara, but in the very prime of life he was expelled by his father for the evil deeds he had done.

21. "Heroic Aṃśumant was the son of Asmaṅja, Dilīpa was the son of Aṃśumant, and Bhagīratha of Dilīpa.

22. "Bhagīratha was the father of Kakustha, from whom you have come to be known as the Kākusthas. Kakustha’s son was Raghu, whence you are called the Rāghavas.

23. "Raghu’s mighty son was the awesome eater of men known throughout the world as Kālmāṣapāda Saudāsa.

24. "The son of Kālmāṣapāda was called Saṅkhaṇa, and whoever came up against his might perished utterly with his army.

25. "The son of Saṅkhaṇa was heroic, majestic Sudarśana, Sudarśana’s son Agnivaṃśa, Agnivaṃśa’s son Śīhraga.

26. "Śīhraga’s son was Maṟu, Maru’s son was Praṣuśruka, Praṣuśruka’s son the splendid Ambariṣa.

27. "Ambariṣa’s son was valorous Nahuṣa, Nahuṣa’s son the supremely righteous Nābhāga.

28. "Aja and Suvrata were the two sons of Nābhāga, and Aja’s son was righteous King Daśaratha.
29. “And you, known far and wide as Rāma, are his eldest son and heir. Assume, then, the kingship that is your own and show regard for the world, your Majesty.

30. “For among all the Ikṣvākus the first-born has always become the king. When the first-born is living, it is not a younger son but only the eldest who is consecrated for kingship.

31. “This is the age-old custom of your own house, the House of the Rāghavas, and you must not abandon it now. You must govern the earth with its abundant treasures and abundant vassal kingdoms, and like your father win great fame.”

The end of the one hundred second sarga of the Ayodhyākanda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 103

1. When Vasiṣṭha, the family priest of the king, had finished this speech, he once more addressed Rāma in harmony with righteousness:

2. “A man born into this world has three gurus, Rāghava Kākutstha: his teacher, his father, and his mother.

3. “The father begets the man, bull among men, but the teacher imparts wisdom to him, and for this reason he is called guru.

4. “I was your father’s teacher and am yours, too, slayer of foes; in doing my bidding you will not stray from the path of the good.

5. “Here are the men of your assembly and the guildsmen gathered together; in practicing righteousness on their behalf, my son, you will not stray from the path of the good.

6. “Your mother is aged and righteous, and you must not disobey her; in doing as she bids you will not stray from the path of the good.

7. “If you do as Bharata bade when supplicating you, Rāghava, you will not go astray in your pursuit of truth and righteousness.”

8. Addressed in this gentle fashion by his guru, Rāghava, bull among men, for his part replied to Vasiṣṭha who sat beside him:

9-10. “The constant benefits parents confer upon their child are not easily repaid—all that a mother and father do, giving him things
to the limit of their resources, bathing and clothing him, always speaking kindly to him and nurturing him, too.

11. "King Daśaratha was my father, he begot me, and the promise I made to him shall not be rendered false."

12. So Rāma spoke, and noble Bharata, in great distress, addressed the charioteer who was waiting in attendance:

13. "Charioteer, spread some kusa grass on the ground for me at once; I will fast against my brother, until he shows me his grace.

14. "Eating nothing, seeing nothing, like a penniless brahman, I will lie before the hut until he consents to return."

15. He watched in distress as Sumantra remained with his eyes fixed on Rāma, and then he procured a layer of kusa grass himself and spread it on the earth.

16. Mighty Rāma, the best of royal seers, said to him, "What have I done, dear Bharata, that you should fast against me?

17. "A brahman may have the right to coerce men by lying on his side, but there is no precept permitting those whose heads are anointed to fast against anyone.

18. "So stand up, Rāghava, tiger among men, and abandon this heartless vow. You must leave at once for Ayodhyā, the best of cities."

19. But Bharata remained seated and, looking all around at the people of the city and provinces, he cried, "Why do you not re-monstrate with my brother?"

20. And the people of the city and provinces then said to the great prince, "We recognize that what Rāghava is telling Kākutstha is correct.

21. "But then too, this illustrious man is holding firm to what his father bade him do. That is why we are truly incapable of dissuading him."

22. Hearing their words, Rāma said, "Listen to the words of our friends, who see with the eye of righteousness.

23. "You have heard from both sides now. Consider it well, Rāghava. Stand up, my great-armed brother, touch me and sip water."

24. Bharata then stood up, took a sip of water, and said, "Hear me, men of the assembly, you counselors and guildsmen, too.
25. “I did not ask my father for the kingship; I gave my mother no instructions. But I do recognize that my noble brother Rāghava is supremely wise in the ways of righteousness.

26. “Thus, if someone must live here, if father’s bidding must be done, I myself will live out the fourteen years in the forest.”

27. Righteous Rāma marveled at his brother’s forthright declaration, and glancing at the people of the city and provinces he said,

28. “What my father in his lifetime bought or sold or pledged neither Bharata nor I can in any way annul.

29. “I cannot allow a substitute to live in the forest; that would be repugnant to me. What Kaikeyī asked was proper; what my father did was rightly done.

30. “I know Bharata is forbearing and shows his gurus honor. All will be perfectly safe in his care, for he is a great prince and true to his word.

31. “When I return from the forest I shall rejoin my righteous brother and become supreme lord of the earth.

32. “Kaikeyī made her demand of the king, and I have done her bidding and saved my father, the lord of earth, from falsehood.”

The end of the one hundred third sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

---

Sarga 104

1. The great seers who had assembled to watch marveled, thrilled by the meeting of the two incomparably mighty brothers.

2. The hosts of seers, perfected beings, and supreme seers remained invisible as they sang the praises of the two brothers, the great Kāktutthas.

3. “Fortunate the man who has such sons as these, sons who know and follow the way of righteousness. How envious we are after hearing their conversation.”

4. Then all at once the hosts of seers, eager for the destruction of ten-necked Rāvana, spoke to Bharata, tiger among kings.
5. "You are a wise and highborn prince, a man of great rectitude and glory. If you have any regard for your father, you must agree to what Rāma says.

6. "It is our wish that Rāma forever keep his father free from debt. It is because Daśaratha was free from his debt to Kaśyapa that he has gone to heaven."

7. Saying no more, the gandharvas, great seers, and royal seers all departed for their separate abodes.

8. Splendid Rāma was gladdened by these splendid words, and his face beamed with delight as he paid homage to the seers.

9. But Bharata went limp in every limb. He cupped his hands in reverence and, in a breaking voice, once more addressed Rāghava:

10. "Please, show regard for the code of kings and the traditional code of our House. Oh Kākutstha, grant what we beg of you, your mother and I.

11. "I cannot, all by myself, protect this vast kingdom. Nor can I win the loyalty of the people of the city and provinces; their loyalty is already fixed.

12. "It is for you alone our kinsmen and soldiers, our allies and friends are yearning, as farmers yearn for rain.

13. "Oh my wise brother, accept the kingship and restore its stability. You are the only one, Kākutstha, who commands the power to govern the world."

14. So Bharata spoke, and throwing himself at Rāma's feet he continued to beseech his brother with earnest expressions of love.

15. Rāma gathered his brother Bharata, dark and lotus-eyed, into his embrace, and in a voice like the call of the wild goose he said:

16. "You have the wisdom in your possession, innately and from your training, dear brother; you too are perfectly capable of protecting the land.

17. "Take counsel with your ministers, your friends, and wise counselors, and you shall see all matters accomplished, however great they may be.

18. "The moon's splendor might forsake it, Himālaya might lose its snow, the ocean might overstep its shore, but not I my promise to my father."
19. "Whether it was love or greed that made your mother act as she did on your behalf, dear brother, should be none of your concern. You must treat her as what she is—your mother."

20. So the son of Kausalyā spoke, his brilliance like the sun's, his face like the waxing moon. And Bharata then said to him:

21. "Please place these gold-trimmed slippers upon your feet, my brother. They will serve to guarantee the security of all the world."

22. The mighty tiger among men put on the slippers. Then taking them off he presented them to great Bharata.

23. The mighty and righteous Bharata accepted the ornamented slippers, and after reverently circling Rāghava he placed them atop a splendid elephant.

24. Rāma paid homage to his people in due order: to his gurus and counselors, to the subjects and both his younger brothers. Then the heir of the Rāghava dynasty dismissed them, standing firmly as Mount Himālaya by his own code of righteousness.

25. In their sorrow, his mothers could not bid him farewell, their throats were so choked with sobs, but Rāma did obeisance to them all and then entered his hut, in tears.

The end of the one hundred fourth sarga of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa of the Śrī Rāmāyāna.

**Sarga 105**

1. Bharata took the slippers and placed them upon his head. Then in delight he boarded the chariot with Śatrughna.

2. All the counselors revered for their counsel—Vasiṣṭha, Vāmadeva, and strictly observant Jābali—proceeded before them.

3. They passed the lovely Maṇḍākinī River, heading east and keeping great Mount Citrakūṭa on their right.

4. In the company of his army, Bharata made his way along the mountainside, observing the thousands of lovely different minerals it held.

5. Not far from Citrakūṭa Bharata caught sight of the ashram where the sage Bharadvāja made his residence.
6. Thoughtful Bharata, the delight of his House, approached the ashram, and alighting from the chariot he prostrated himself at Bharadvāja’s feet.

7. In delight Bharadvāja asked, “Have you done what had to be done, Bharata my son? Have you met with Rāma?”

8. So the wise Bharadvāja spoke, and Bharata, who cherished the ways of righteousness, replied:

9. “Both his guru and I entreated the steadfast Rāghava, but he was deeply displeased and made this reply to Vasiṣṭha:

10. “‘I will scrupulously keep my promise to my father, the fourteen years I promised to my father.’

11. “So Rāghava eloquently spoke, and the wise Vasiṣṭha replied to him with equal eloquence, and spoke these weighty words:

12. “‘Be pleased, wise prince, to give us these gold-trimmed slippers. In your stead they will ensure the welfare and security of Ayodhyā.’

13. “So Vasiṣṭha spoke, and Rāghava stood facing eastward and bestowed on me these gold-worked slippers, in order to rule the kingdom.

14. “Great Rāma gave me leave, and now I am returning. I am going back to Ayodhyā, taking the splendid slippers with me.”

15. The sage Bharadvāja listened to the earnest words of great Bharata, and then even more earnestly he replied:

16. “It is not surprising, tiger among men, most upright and dutiful of men, that nobility should come to reside in you, like rainwater in the lowlands.

17. “Your great-armed father Daśaratha is not dead, not when he has such a son as you, a righteous son who cherishes the ways of righteousness.”

18. When the great seer finished speaking, Bharata cupped his hands in reverence, and in preparation for bidding him farewell he clasped his feet.

19. Again and again majestic Bharata reverently circled Bharadvāja, and then, with his counselors, he set out for Ayodhyā.

20. Spread far and wide with all its coaches, wagons, horses, and elephants, the army made its way back in Bharata’s train.
21. They all crossed the heavenly, wave-wreathed Yamunā River, and saw once more the gracious waters of the Ganges.
22. Crossing the river brimming with lovely water, he and his kinsmen and army entered lovely Śrīgaverapura.
23. Beyond Śrīgaverapura, Bharata once more beheld Ayodhyā, and he was consumed with sorrow as he said to his charioteer:
24. "Look, charioteer, Ayodhyā is darkened and in ruins. Its beauty is gone, its bliss is gone, it is desolate and silent."

The end of the one hundred fifth sarga of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 106

1. The coach gave out a smooth deep sound as the glorious and lordly Bharata approached and directly entered Ayodhyā.
2. There were cats roaming everywhere, and owls circling; the people and elephants were in hiding, and the city lay shrouded in gloom. It lay dark as night itself with no light at all.
3. It looked like the constellation Rohini, the majestically radiant and beloved wife of the Moon, the enemy of Rāhu, when that seizing eclipse encroaches and harries her left all alone;
4. Like a wasted mountain river, its water scant, hot, and turbid, the birds dazed by summer's heat, the minnows, fish, and crocodiles lying hidden deep below;
5. Like a flame that has leapt from the sacrificial fire, smokeless and golden when the oblation was poured, then abruptly snuffed out;
6. Like an army routed in a great battle, its armaments in ruins, its horses and elephants slaughtered, its chariots and standards shattered, its heroes slain;
7. Like a great wave raised foaming and roaring on the open sea and then, when the wind dies down, dispersed into silence;
8. Like an altar after the worthy sacrificers have left with all their sacrificial implements, the hour of the soma pressing has come and gone, and the din has ceased;
9. Like a herd of cows in the middle of a pasture when their bull has left them, and they no longer graze the new grass but are anguished and wistful;

10. Like a new pearl necklace when its precious gems have come unstrung, the most perfect, smooth, radiant, glistening gems;

11. Like a star suddenly tottering from its place when its merit is exhausted, and falling from heaven down to earth, its expansive luster dimmed;

12. Like a woodland vine at the end of spring, decked with flowers and swarming with drunken bees, then scorched by a racing forest fire and withered.

13. All the merchants were in a daze, the bazaars and shops closed up tight, and the city looked like the night sky covered with clouds, the hare-marked moon and constellations obscured;

14. Like a rowdy tavern littered with smashed goblets, the costly drinks drained, and the patrons lying in the open, dead drunk;

15. Like a ruined well, sunken and broken, its water used up, its pavement cracked, its buckets cracked and scattered all around;

16. Like a bowstring, once long and taut and fitted out with loops, fallen from the bow to the ground when cut by a champion’s arrows;

17. Like a filly stripped of all her trappings and wildly whipped on by a battle-drunk rider, a weak filly, one that should still be running free;

18. Like the radiance of the sun gone behind a bank of clouds when the driving rains come, and the blue-black clouds obscure it.

19. The charioteer drove the excellent chariot onward, and seated inside, Bharata, Daśaratha’s majestic son, addressed him:

20. “Why, I wonder, are the deep, pervasive sounds of singing and musical instruments not coming from Ayodhyā now, as they always used to?

21. “The heady fragrance of wine, the pervading fragrance of garlands, and the fragrance of aloeswood incense are no longer carried on the breeze.

22. “The clangor of fine carriages, the rich sound of horses, the trumpeting of rutting elephants, and the deafening sound of chariots are no longer to be heard in the city, now that Rāma is in exile.
23. "No people are to be seen thronging together on Ayodhyā's thoroughfares, neither the youngsters in their finery nor the adults with their stately step."

24. With these and many similar comments he entered his father's residence, bereft now of the lord of men like a cave without its lion.

The end of the one hundred sixth sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 107

1. After resettling his mothers in Ayodhyā, the grief-stricken Bharata, firm in his vows, addressed his gurus:

2. "I have come to ask leave of you all; I am going to Nandigrāma. There I shall suffer through all this sorrow of being without Rāghava.

3. "With the king gone to heaven and my guru in the forest, I shall await Rāma until he assumes the kingship, for he is the glorious king."

4. When they heard great Bharata's heartfelt declaration, Vasiṣṭha the family priest and all the counselors replied,

5. "These are seemly and praiseworthy words you have spoken out of love for your brother, Bharata, and they befit you.

6. "Keeping to the noble way, always zealous on your kinsmen's behalf, and steadfast in your brotherly love—whose approval could you fail to win?"

7. On hearing the kind words of the counselors, all that he could hope for, he bade the charioteer, "Harness my chariot."

8. The face of the majestic prince beamed with delight as he did obeisance to all his mothers and boarded the chariot with Śatrughna.

9. Once aboard, Bharata and Śatrughna sped off in great joy, together with their counselors and family priest.

10. Before them went all their gurus, the brahmans led by Vasiṣṭha, heading east toward Nandigrāma.
11. And altogether unbidden, the army, a crush of elephants, horses, and chariots, set off as Bharata left, and so did all the inhabitants of the town.

12. Righteous Bharata, who cherished his brother, hurried in his chariot to Nandigrāma, still bearing the slippers upon his head.

13. Soon Bharata entered Nandigrāma, and hurriedly alighting from the chariot he told his gurus:

14. "My brother himself gave me the kingship as a trust—it is these gold-trimmed slippers that will guarantee its welfare and security—and I shall guard this trust until Rāghava's return.

15. "O that I might soon see the feet of Rāma Rāghava placed within these slippers, tying them on once again with my own hands.

16. "When I am reunited with Rāghava, I shall lay my burden down, making over the kingship to my guru and resuming toward him the conduct due a guru.

17. "When I have restored this trust to Rāghava, these splendid slippers, this kingship, and Ayodhyā, I shall be cleansed of sin.

18. "When Kākuṭṣṭha is consecrated, when the people are delighted and glad once more, the joy and glory I shall gain will be worth four times the kingship."

19. So glorious Bharata lamented in his desolation, and in Nandigrāma with his counselors he commenced his rule in sorrow.

20-21. Heroic Bharata wore barkcloth and matted hair—the lord wore the garb of a sage—and lived in Nandigrāma with his army, longing for Rāma's return, cherishing his brother, doing his brother's bidding, and intent on carrying out the promise.

22. Bharata consecrated the slippers and lived in Nandigrāma, and before he would give any order he first apprised the slippers.

The end of the one hundred seventh sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyāna.

Sarga 108

1. As Rāma lived on in the grove of asceticism after Bharata's departure, he began to observe with a growing dismay an uneasiness among the ascetics.
2. It was the ascetics who had earlier taken refuge with Rāma and were pleased with the ashram there on Citrakūṭa, whom he now observed to be so uneasy.

3. They regarded Rāma suspiciously, their brows knit in a frown, and they whispered softly to each other and held conversation among themselves.

4. And observing their uneasiness, Rāma began to suspect that he himself might be at fault. Cupping his hands in reverence, he addressed the seer who was chief of their community.

5. "Holy one, have you found my conduct changed from before? Is that why this change has come over the ascetics?"

6. "Have the seers found my younger brother Lakṣmaṇa doing something unbecoming, out of negligence?"

7. "Has Sītā failed to maintain properly the conduct becoming a woman, neglecting, in overscrupulous obedience to me, her obedience to you?"

8. The seer, a man advanced both in years and in asceticism, was trembling slightly as he replied to the compassionate Rāma:

9: "How could Vaidehī ever err, my son, especially against ascetics, when she is so good-natured and always earnest for what is good?"

10: "It is in fact on your account that the ascetics are in this state—because of the rākṣasas. That is why they are disquieted and hold conversation among themselves.

11-12. "One of Rāvaṇa's younger brothers—Khara is his name—is nearby. He is the one who uprooted all the ascetics dwelling in Janasthāna. He is an eater of men, audacious and impudent, vicious, haughty, and evil, and he cannot abide you, my son.

13. "From the moment you came to live in this ashram, my son, the rākṣasas have been molesting the ascetics.

14. "They show themselves in every form of deformation, loathsome, savage, and terrifying forms, a horror to behold.

15. "Enemies of all that is noble, they defile some ascetics with unspeakable impurities and strike terror into others by suddenly appearing before them.

16. "Stealthily they prowl the ashram sites, one after another, and take a mad delight in harassing the ascetics."
17. "They scatter the ladles and the other sacrificial implements; they douse the fires with water and break the vessels when the oblations are under way.

18. "The ashrams are infested with these wicked creatures. The seers are eager to abandon them and have been urging me to go to some other region.

19. "So before these foul creatures offer physical violence to the ascetics, we will leave this ashram, Rāma.

20. "Not far from here is a wonderful forest with many roots and fruit. It was our old ashram, and I will return there with my host.

21. "Before Khara does some harm to you, too, my son, you should come away from here with us, if you are of a mind to do so.

22. "For you to live here with your wife is perilous, Rāghava, ever alert and powerful though you may be. It will soon bring you sorrow."

23. So the ascetic spoke, and his uneasiness was such that nothing Prince Rāma offered in reply could hold him back.

24. The chief of the community blessed Rāghava, comforted him and asked his leave, and abandoning the ashram with his community he went away.

25. Rāma escorted the host of seers, following them out to some distance, and did obeisance to the seer, their chief. They were well pleased and, as they gave him leave, they repeated their advice. Then he returned to his own holy abode to take up his residence.

26. Lordly Rāghava did not for an instant leave the ashram now that the seers had quit it, the ascetics who had always attended Rāghava with the many virtues acquired from their sage conduct.

The end of the one hundred eighth sarga of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa of the Śrī Rāmāyana.

Sarga 109

1. When the ascetics had departed, Rāghava fell to thinking, and he found that for many reasons his dwelling place no longer pleased him.
2-4. "It was here I saw Bharata, my mothers, and the townsmen," he reflected, "and my memory lingers on them still in their constant grief. Then too, the camps great Bharata pitched and the dung of his elephants and horses have left things in a terrible state. We shall therefore go somewhere else." And so Rāghava set forth with Vai-dehī and Lākṣmaṇa.

5. Making his way to the ashram of Atri, glorious Rāma prostrated himself before the holy seer, and Atri received him like a son.

6. He himself provided Rāma with hospitality, lavish and honorable, and he cheered Saumitri and illustrious Sītā.

7. His aged and honored wife arrived, and the seer, wise in the ways of righteousness and earnest for the welfare of all creatures, invited her and cheered her, too.

8. This was Anasūyā, an illustrious ascetic who followed the way of righteousness, and the best of seers bade her receive Vai-dehī.

9-10. And he told Rāma about his ascetic wife who followed the way of righteousness: "Once when the world was utterly ravaged by drought for ten years, it was Anasūyā who created roots and fruit and caused the Jāhnavī to flow, for the ascetic power she has acquired is awesome, and mortifications adorn her.

11. "She has practiced intense asceticism for ten thousand years, my son, and by her vows all obstacles have been removed.

12. "It was she who, to advance the cause of the gods, straightway reduced ten nights to one. Here she is, blameless prince; look on her as a mother.

13. "Now have Vai-dehī approach her; she is a glorious woman worthy of every creature's adoration, an aged and ever amiable woman."

14. When the seer had finished speaking, Rāghava replied with a word of assent and then addressed Sītā, who was wise in the ways of righteousness:

15. "Princess, you have heard what the sage has said. Approach the ascetic woman at once, for your own good.

16. "Her name is Anasūyā, and her deeds have won her renown throughout the world. Approach the ascetic at once—she is most approachable."
17. Sītā, princess of Mithilā, who always had Rāghava’s welfare at heart, listened to his words and then sought out Atri’s wife, a woman wise in the ways of righteousness.

18-19: Anasūyā was very old, her skin was wrinkled and loose, her hair white with age, and her body trembled constantly, like a plan- tain tree in the wind. Sītā carefully did obeisance to the illustrious and faithful woman and announced her name to her.

20. After doing obeisance to the faultless ascetic, Vaidehī cupped her hands in reverence and delightedly asked after her health.

21. She, too, felt delight when she saw how illustrious Sītā was following the way of righteousness, and she cheered her, exclaim- ing, “How fortunate you have such high regard for righteousness!

22. “How fortunate you should abandon your kinsfolk, your pride and wealth, proud Sītā, to follow Rāma when he was banished to the forest.

23. “A woman who holds her husband dear—whether he is in the city or the forest, whether he is good or evil—gains worlds that bring great blessings.

24. “To a woman of noble nature her husband is the supreme deity, however bad his character, however licentious or indigent he might be.

25. “I can see no kinsman to surpass him, Vaidehī, far as I might look. Like ascetic power, which once acquired is never lost, a husband is ready and able; come what may.

26. “But bad women have no such understanding of virtue and vice. Their hearts are the slaves of desire, and they lord it over their husbands.

27. “Indeed, women like that, Maithiltī, who yield to what they should not do, are held up to infamy and fall away from righteousness.

28. “But women like you, virtuous women who can tell good from bad in this world, come to reside in heaven just the same as men who have gained great merit.”

The end of the one hundred ninth sarga of the Ayodhyākānda of the Śrī Rāmāyāna.
Sarga 110

1. So Anasūyā spoke, and Vaidehi ungrudgingly paid her homage and softly replied:

2. "The instruction my noble lady has given me comes as no surprise. I myself am well aware that a husband is a woman's guru.

3. "Even if my husband were utterly lacking in good behavior, my noble lady, still I would always obey him wholeheartedly.

4. "How much more readily would I obey a man praised for his virtues, a compassionate, self-disciplined, and righteous man, who is constant in his love, who defers to his mother and holds his father dear?

5. "Great Rāma behaves toward all the women of the king exactly as he does toward Kausalyā.

6. "And any woman the king glanced at but once mighty Rāma would treat just like a mother, without the least resentment. For he cherishes the king and knows the meaning of righteousness.

7. "The instructions my mother-in-law imparted to me as I was coming to this desolate and frightening forest have remained firmly implanted in my heart.

8. "And I have retained as well the lessons my mother taught me long ago, when I gave my hand before the marriage fire.

9. "But your words, follower of righteousness, have reminded me afresh of all this: no other ascetic act is required of a woman than obedience to her husband.

10. "Śāvirī is exalted in heaven because she showed obedience to her husband. Arundhatai, too, went up to the heavens by virtue of her obedience to her husband.

11. "And Rohinī, the very best of women and a goddess up in the heavens, is never seen an instant separated from the moon.

12. "Excellent women such as these, firm in their vows to their husbands, are exalted in the world of the gods by reason of their meritorious deeds."

13. Anasūyā was delighted to hear Sītā's words. She kissed her on the forehead, and to Sītā's delight she said:
14. “I possess great ascetic power, acquired through various austerities. I will now make use of it, chaste Sītā, for your enjoyment.

15. “Your words are fitting and proper, Maithili, and they have pleased me. What is the most suitable thing I might do for you? Only tell me.” “You have already done it,” Sītā replied to the woman of ascetic power.

16. These words pleased the righteous woman all the more. “Come now, Sītā, I wish to repay the delight you have given me.

17. “Here is a choice heavenly garland, raiment and jewelry, and a cream, Vaidēhi, a precious salve.

18. “This that I give you, Sītā, will beautify your body, it will suit you perfectly, never spoil, and be yours forever.

19. “With this heavenly cream applied to your body, daughter of Janaka, you will adorn your husband to the same degree that Śrī adorns the eternal Viṣṇu.”

20. Maithili accepted the raiment, cream, jewelry, and garlands, a gift of love without compare.

21. After accepting the gift, glorious Sītā cupped her hands in reverence and waited in steadfast attendance upon the ascetic.

22. Now, as Sītā was waiting on her, the pious Anasūyā put a question to her about a certain tale she was fond of.

23. “It was at a self-choice rite, they say, that glorious Rāghava obtained you, Sītā. This at least is the tale that has reached my ears.

24. “I should like to hear that tale in full, Maithili, exactly as it happened, in its entirety. Would you tell it to me, please?”

25. So the righteous woman spoke, and replying, “You shall hear it then,” Sītā told the tale:

26. “There is a righteous and mighty king of Mithilā; his name is Janaka. He honors the code of kshatriyas and rules his land with prudence.

27. “It was once when, plow in hand, he was tilling the circle of fields that I broke through the earth—so the story goes—and arose to become the daughter of the king.

28. “King Janaka was busy sowing grain by the fistful when he caught sight of me, my body all caked with dirt, and he was amazed.”
29. “He was childless then, you see, and with his own two hands he took me affectionately on his lap. ‘She shall be my daughter,’ he said, and he showered me with affection.

30. “From out of the sky, they say, there came a voice—a human voice but unlike any ever heard: ‘It is so, lord of men. By rights the child is yours.’

31. “My father, the righteous lord of Mithilā, was delighted. The lord of men had obtained vast wealth, he felt, in obtaining me.

32. “The virtuous king entrusted me to the care of his favorite queen, the eldest, and she raised me affectionately, with a mother’s love.

33. “Now, when my father observed that I had reached the right age for marriage, he began to worry, and he grew desolate, like a man impoverished by the loss of his wealth.

34. “The father of an unmarried girl, though he be the equal of Indra on earth, finds himself humiliated by people, by his equals, and even his inferiors.

35. “When the king perceived how close he was coming to humiliation, he was launched upon a sea of worry, and like a man without a raft he could not make the shore.

36. “Seeing I was not born of a woman’s womb, the protector of the land for all his thinking could not discover a fit and proper husband for me.

37. “But after giving it much thought he had an idea. ‘I will hold the self-choice rite for my daughter,’ the wise king decided.

38. “He had at that time a superb bow and pair of quivers with inexhaustible arrows. Great Varuṇa had graciously bestowed them on him at a great sacrifice.

39. “Because of its weight humans could not budge the bow, no matter how hard they tried; lords of men were unable to bend it even in their dreams.

40. “So after he had extended invitations to the kings and put the bow on display, my truthful father made this declaration before the convocation of the lords of men:

41. “‘The man who can raise this bow and string it shall have my daughter for his wife. Let no one doubt it!’
42. “The kings looked at the superior bow, like a mountain in weight, and they said farewell and departed, unable even to lift it.
43. “A long time passed until one day this splendid Rāghava arrived with Viśvāmitra to observe a sacrifice.
44. “My father paid spécial homage to valiant Rāma and his brother Lakṣmaṇa, and to righteous Viśvāmitra.
45. “‘Here are two Rāghavas,’ the sage told my father, ‘Rāma and Lakṣmaṇa, sons of Daśaratha. They are eager to see the bow.’ Upon hearing this, my father had the bow brought out.
46. “In the twinkling of an eye mighty Rāma bent it, and all at once the mighty prince strung and drew it.
47. “And so impetuously did he draw the bow that it broke in two right in the middle, and the sound it made as it fell was dreadful, like a thunderclap.
48. “Thereupon my father, true to his agreement, raised up a splendid water vessel, ready to bestow me on Rāma.
49. “But ready though my father was to bestow me, Rāghava would not accept me right away, for he did not yet know the will of his father, the lordly king of Ayodhya.
50. “So my father invited my father-in-law, aged King Daśaratha, and afterwards bestowed me on the celebrated Rāma.
51. “And my younger sister, the good and lovely Úrmilā, my father of his own accord bestowed as wife on Lakṣmaṇa.
52. “And that is how I was bestowed on Rāma, there at the self-choice ceremony, and as is right I love my husband, the mightiest of men.”

The end of the one hundred tenth sarga of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa of the Śrī Rāmāyaṇa.

Sarga 111

1. When righteous Anasūyā had heard this extraordinary tale, she embraced Maithili with both arms and kissed her on the forehead.
2. “How wonderfully and sweetly you spoke, each word, each syl-
lable was clear, and now I have heard the whole story of how the self-choice rite took place.

3. "I am truly charmed by your tale, my sweet-voiced child. But now the majestic sun is setting, bringing on the gracious night.

4. "You can hear the twitter of the birds that by day range far and wide in search of food; now at twilight they are going to their roosts to sleep.

5. "And here, carrying their water pots, are the sages returning in a group, wet from their ablutions, their barkcloth garments soaked with water.

6. "The seers have made their fire-offerings according to precept—do you see the smoke, pearly as a dove’s neck, carried by the wind?

7. "Though their leaves are really sparse, the trees all about, even in the distance, seem to have grown dense; the horizons are all lost to view.

8. "The creatures that wander by night are now beginning to move, and the deer of the ascetics’ grove are settling down on the paths that lead to the altars.

9. "Night is coming, Sitā, adorned with stars. You can see the moon in his mantle of light rising in the sky.

10. "You may go now and attend on Rāma, I give you leave. Your sweet story-telling has brought me deep contentment.

11. "But first, would you adorn yourself, Maithilt, in my presence? Allow me to have the pleasure of seeing you, my child, beautified by these heavenly ornaments."

12. So Sitā adorned herself, and looking like the daughter of the gods, she bowed her head to her and went off to Rāma.

13. The eloquent Rāghava took great delight in seeing Sitā adorned with the ascetic’s gift of love.

14. And Sitā, princess of Mithilā, explained everything to Rāma, how the ascetic had given her a gift of love—raiment, jewelry, and garlands.

15. Rāma was delighted, and so was Lakṣmana, the great chariot-warrior, to see the honor conferred on Maithilt, an honor such as few mortals ever receive.
16. And so, with the warm reception accorded him by the perfected ascetics, the moon-faced delight of the Raghus happily passed the holy night.

17. And when night was over, and the forest ascetics had bathed and made their fire-offerings, the tigers among men asked leave of them.

18. The forest ascetics, who followed the way of righteousness, informed them that travel through the forest was impeded by rākṣasas.

19. “But there is one path through the forest,” they said, “which the great seers use when they go to gather fruit. By this path, Rāghava, one can pass safely through the otherwise impassable forest.”

20. Then the brahman ascetics cupped their hands in reverence and blessed the journey of the slayer of foes, and with his wife and Lakṣmaṇa, Rāghava plunged into the forest, like the sun into a bank of stormclouds.

The end of the one hundred eleventh sarga of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa of the Śrī Rāmāyana.

The end of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa.
NOTES
Sarga 1

Ck, said to be missing for sargās 1-3 in the manuscripts used in preparing the crit. ed. (Vaidya 1962, p. 3), appears in the printed edition of the commentary (Mysore, 1964) and is utilized here.

1. "the delight of the Rāghus" rāghunandanaḥ: Raghuv is the name of an epitomous ancestor of Daśaratha's clan, whence the normal patronymic Rāghava, cf. 102.22. The zero-grade form is also thus used, though much less frequently (see, for example, 6.96.20).

2. Yudhājit: See 1.72.1ff. After this verse several N and S manuscripts add: "Therefore you should go from here with him, to see your maternal grandfather, my son" (4*). Cg and Cr, from whose texts this verse is absent, remark that the king only indirectly tells his son to leave because he could not bear his absence (but cf. 4.25ff. below).

3. In an N interpolation after this verse, Kaikeyī learns and approves of her son's departure (7*; cf. 8.19 below). Some manuscripts append a long passage containing Daśaratha's parting advice to his son and his urging him to take Śatrughna along (App. I, No. 1: No. 2.1-32).

4. "tireless" akṣīṣṭakārīnam: Literally, "acting without difficulty," an epithet used almost exclusively of Rāma (and Krṣṇa). (Cg, Ck, and Ct offer the traditional interpretation, "whose character it is to act in such a way that no one is hurt.")

Note how perfunctorily the poet dismisses Bharata and Śatrughna. The N recension, however, in various interpolations after verse 4, describes Bharata's departure, voyage, arrival, and stay among the Kekayas (App. I, No. 2.33ff; No. 9); his course of education there (which includes learning how to write, No. 2.67, 117 = No. 4.4, 117); and his dispatch of a messenger to Daśaratha informing him that he is ready to return home (No. 2.64ff. = No. 4 [erroneously recorded after verse 14]).

5. "his father" pitā tasya: That is, Yudhājit's father. The city of the Kekayas was Rājagṛtha (also called Girivṛja), located in the Punjab (cf. note on 8.22 atśd sarga 62, where the journey to Rājagṛtha is described).

6. "his uncle Aśvapati" mātuleśvapatīnā: Cg takes Aśvapati (literally, "lord of horses") to be another name of Yudhājit, while at the same time (like Cr) giving it a functional value: "He honored Bharata by giving him purebred horses and so on." Kaikeyī is called "the daughter of Aśvapati" (below 9.16, 28.4), and in 64.19, 22 the king of the Kekayas is clearly named Aśvapati and distinguished from Yudhājit. That Vālmiki nods here is unlikely; asyndeton is possible; "by his uncle (and) by (his grandfather) Aśvapati" (see 56.6 and note): Cv (on 64.19) may be correct, however, in supposing Aśvapati to be a cognomen of the men of this family.

7. "they often thought with longing of ... Daśaratha" smaraikum ... daśaratam: This suggests to Cm (Cr) the brothers' fear that, considering the age of the king, they might have insufficient time to fulfill the proper dhāma of sons, which is obedience. Cg finds the implication to be that they wondered whether the king would consēcrate Rāma as prince regent, since he himself was now too old to bear the burden of kingship.

8. The simile, according to Cg, refers to the unwavering friendship of Indra and Varūṇa.

9. "as if they were four arms" catvāra īva bāhavah: For Ct the verse metaphorically
represents the king as the four-armed Viṣṇu (this idea is made explicit in some N manuscripts, which read, “they were like the arms of Viṣṇu”).

10. "just as the self-existent Brahmā" svayambhūr rva: The simile owes its existence in part to alliteration (svayambhūr...bhūtānām babhūva). Cm extends it: Rāma, being more virtuous, pleased his father more, as Brahmā similarly pleases his father Viṣṇu.

After this verse the S recension inserts: “For he was eternal Viṣṇu born in the world of men when begged by the gods, who were seeking the destruction of haughty Rāvaṇa” (10*.1-2). Note that Rāvaṇa will not be mentioned in Book Two except at 104.4 (see note there) and 108.11.

14. "merchants" naigamāḥ: So Cg, Ck, Ct; Cm, "townsmen": Cr construes with brahmanaḥ, that is, "who followed the vedas." In the Rām ngama-always and naigama-usually (except at 2.58.16 and possibly 98.71) appear to refer to the merchant class.

15-28. This long catalogue of Rāma’s virtues is not merely epic convention; it seeks to demonstrate that Rāma meets all the qualifications for kingship demanded by the Arthaśāstra (so Ct v. 1, pp. 5ff.).

18. "of noble descent" kalyānābhijanak: Also possible: “both sides of his family were blessed in him” (so Cg, “with whom, by whom his mother’s and father’s family were distinguished”; for the idea see MBh 2.70.5).

19. "knowledgeable and adept in the social proprieties" laukīke samayācāre krtakahpo viśradaḥ: Ck and Ct, finding a chiasmus, join krtakahpa with laukike (“had acquired skill in worldly affairs”), and viśradaḥ with samayācāre (“clever, able in dharma”). We follow the more natural interpretation of Cm and Cg.

20. "skilled in the practice of them“ kṛtakhā: That this is the meaning of the compound seems clearly to be indicated by its juxtaposition to śāstraṁāḥ, “learned in the sciences,” that is, in theoretical knowledge (cf. 16.31 and note, 23.4 and note, where the signification is similar; also possibly in MBh 7.86.4 and 50.31). The distinction between “theory” (śāstra) and practice (usually prayoga), which becomes so important in classical Indian culture, is drawn here for perhaps the first time.

“an excellent judge of men” pruryāntarakravidaḥ: Less likely, "could tell the inner feelings of men (at first glance)." Ct and Cr.

“to show his favor or withhold it” pragrahānakravyahāḥ: The crit. ed.'s reading in pāda c. pragrahānakravyahāḥ, makes little sense; the gloss of Cm and Cg, “to win and keep friends,” fits poorly with yahdmeyam (“when it was appropriate”). The formula in the epics consists either of the pair pragaha- and nigraha- (cf. 6.20.5; MBh 4.4.33 and Raghu, Vīra 1936 ad loc., as also 16* here), or nigraha- and onugraha- (cf. 4.17.28; Ct, Cr here are forced to gloss pragaha- as nigraha-). The segment ānu- is sufficiently disputed in the manuscripts that preserve the verse to favor our conjecture, pragrahānakravyahāḥ.

21. “He knew the right means” upayeyāḥ: “As a bee draws honey from flowers, that is, without oppressing the people,” Cm and Cg; “as the sun draws water with its rays, that is, effortlessly,” Cr.

“the accepted way” sam الدta:- Cm, Cg, Ct, and Cr cite: “Kings should pay their expenditures with [that is, should restrict their expenditures to] one quarter, or two or three, of their revenue [but never more]” (cf. MBh 2.5.60); Ck states simply, “The dharma is that expenditure should not exceed income.” See 94.45 below.

“even the most complex” vṛmāstrakaṣaḥ ca: Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct, and Cr explain, “(śāstras) composed in mixed language, that is, Sanskrit with the Prakrits,” but no such śāstras exist (except in a certain special sense for the later alamkārāśāstra or science of
rhetoric), and furthermore the word is nowhere attested with this meaning (vyāmsra- in Mahābhā on 3.1.26 end is not instructive, nor can we here follow Lüder's "bei Parteienungen" [1940, p. 421, n2]).

22. "all aspects of political life" arthavibhāga:- Cm, Cg, Ct, and Cr explain more specifically, "the various uses of wealth," and cite: "A man fares well both in this world and the next if he spends his money in these five ways: on dharma, glory, artha, himself, and his relatives"; Ck, for contextual reasons, interprets artha as the doctrines of the Bharatīyandhyāstātra, the textbook on dramaturgy.

25. "bow to the will of time" kālavaśānugāḥ: This is a very literal translation, for we are not certain of the precise meaning of the compound. Presumably something like "fall victim to procrastination," or "wait upon events" is meant (cf. 94.14, 56 below). Less likely, "give in to fate" (literally, "to time"), as in MBh 13.1.44, which would be quite inapropriately used of Rāma, who throughout the poem will assert how irresistible is the power of fate. The commentators offer interesting if irrelevant theological interpretations emphasizing the Blessed One's transcendence of time.

26. "the three worlds" trṣu lokaya: Usually understood as earth, sky, and heaven, populated by mortal, semidivine, and divine beings.

"patient as the earth" varudhayāḥ kṣamāguṇāḥ: -guṇaḥ has probably been attracted into the plural by the presence of guṇaḥ in pāda a.

28. "the gods who guard the world" lokapāla:- The gods who were thought of as guardians of the directions: Indra (east), Yama (south), Varuṇa (west), and Kubera (north). In the later epic period, world-protectors of the intermediate directions were included: Agni, Nairṛta, Vāyu, and Iśā.

30. "consecrated" abhūṣktam: Literally, "sprinkled" with water at the ceremony for inducting the prince regent into office.

35. "that . . . I might go to heaven" yathā svargam avāpnyām: This is best analyzed as an absolute use of yathā with the optative to express a wish (yathā with imperative used absolutely perhaps in 15.7; cf. yadi with imperative as absolute in 55.19). The commentators do not persuasively account for yathā (Cg, Ck, and Cr, for example, read in compound: yathāsvargam, "whatever heaven I deserve").

34. "prince regent" yuvordjam: Literally, "young king." The prince so appointed (and note here that it is not a foregone conclusion that Rāma would be appointed; cf. also 4.5ff., 4.38) would assume most of the duties and prerogatives of kingship, but not all of them. His powers were limited so long as the king remained alive or did not retire to the forest to live the life of a hermit (cf. 47.7ff., especially verses 11-12; 52.16).

All but the NE manuscripts add hereafter that Daśaratha had also been frightened by the appearance of ominous portents and, additionally, had suddenly come to realize how old he himself was (27*; cf. 4.17ff.).

NE manuscripts omit verses 34ff. up to 2.14. This omission of the preliminary meeting with the ministers led Ruben to speculate on the development of royal autonomy through the epic period: absolute in the period of the "original" poem (whether in fact or in theory only) and gradually delimited in the period reflected in what he thought the later stratum (S and NW) of the text (Ruben 1936, p. 68); obviously this is speculation only.

35. Many N manuscripts add after this: "Then the subjects gathered, the chief brāhmans and kshatriyas" (29*), whereas the SR inserts 30*, which contains the interesting verse: "However, because of his haste he did not invite the king of Kekaya
or Janaka, thinking that they would hear the good news afterwards." The motive behind Daśaratha’s haste and his reluctance to inform the Kekaya king will become clear in sarga 4.

36. "noble" nṛpāḥ: The term seems to be used like rāja- in the Brāhmaṇas (cf. Rau 1957, pp. 47ff.). Possibly "(vassal) princes" of the monarch Daśaratha, though their position and authority are never clearly defined.

37. "the men of the city and provinces" pūrṇālayair jānapadat ca: This appears to refer—though no previous mention of them is included in the crit. ed.—to the leading citizens of Ayodhya (so Ct and Cr; brahmans would of course be included among them) and of the outlying provinces, who, as we shall see, were present in addition to the nobles or vassal princes (cf. 2.18, 27 and note).

"the thousand-eyed lord" sahasracakṣur bhagavān: Ct suggests that the epithet applied to Indra is significant here: Daśaratha too has a "thousand eyes"—his spies—by which he knows what all his vassals and subjects are thinking.

Sarga 2


6. "I have lived a life of many, countless, years" pṛṣṭha varṣasahasrāṇi bahūny āyũṁśi jīvataḥ: Śakasra: need not always (in fact, occasionally must not) be taken literally in the Rām; cf. note on 31.16 and Cg on 2.1.11 vulgate, who cites: "'Hundred,' 'thousand,' 'billion' are all used to connote simply 'countless.' " Bahūnā, moreover, construes not with āyũṁśi but with pāda a; cf. the NW lection bahūnā āyus ca, and the parallel phrase in verse 15 below. Finally, āyũṁśi (the internal object to jīvataḥ), means "years of life" (not "lifetimes"); cf. the NW āyus ca pāltam. Grammar and the human character and scale of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa force us to reject the interpretation of the commentators, who understand both sahasrāṇi and āyũṁśi literally, specifying that Daśaratha has lived "60,000 years, many lifetimes" of one hundred years each. They have in mind, of course, the (textually later) statement of 1.19.10. There is no indication in Rām Books 2-6 that the narrative takes place during the Tretā Yuga, which might be thought to justify the king's longevity.

7. Inasmuch as Daśaratha is explaining why the kingship has wearied him, the first line of the verse should give substance to his explanation. I therefore understand as follows: A king is responsible for the maintenance of dharma; with this charge come royal prerogatives (rājaprabhās-) for the enforcement of dharma; and the constant self-vigilance necessary for justly exercising these prerogatives (cf. 3.26) has consumed his strength.

8. "twice-born" dviṣa-: Men of the first three varṇas (brahmans, kṣatriyas, and vaśyas, though often the word is used to refer only to brahmans). They are said to be "born again" when they are inducted into Aryan society at the initiation ceremony, which takes place sometime between the eighth and twelfth year.

10. "a union as propitious as the moon's with the constellation Puṣya" candraṁ iṣa puṣeṇa yuktam: A particularly auspicious time, on which important ceremonies are by preference held (Draupadi's marriage, for example, MBh 1.190.5), or on which major events take place (for example, the Buddha's renunciation, enlightenment, and parinirvāṇa [cf. Przyluski 1926, p. 88], or indeed, according to the Southern tradition, Rāma's birth [see note on 1.17.5]). Rāma will return from exile
to Ayodhya on Puṣya day (6.114.45). The simile is all the more apposite in that Rāma’s consecration itself will be scheduled for that day (3.24). The constellation Puṣya consists of three stars of Cancer (Kīrāṇa 1920, p. 36).

12. The SR inserts four lines after this verse, in which Daśāratha asks for the assembly’s approval or, that failing, for further suggestions (35*).

13. “the rumble (of a . . . cloud)” (mahāmeghana) nardaniḥ: Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct, and Cr all read nardana (“[peacocks] crying” [not recorded thus in the crit. app.]), but the crit. ed. reading fits better with verse 2, and Vālmīki uses the root nard frequently of clouds (e.g., 6.41.25). The monsoon marks the beginning of the mating season for peacocks; they are said to welcome the thundering clouds with cries of greeting.

14. The assembly’s first response (verse 15) is pro forma, based on their recognition of the legitimacy of the succession. It is only when Daśāratha, not wanting merely to be humored on this account, presses them that they give a heartfelt answer (verses 18ff.). Ruben offers various other possible explanations for Daśāratha’s behavior here (1950, pp. 297ff.).

After pādas ab, the SR inserts: “The brahmans and the chiefs of the army, together with the people of the city and provinces, after they had assembled and consulted, reached unanimity” (37*).

15. “have lived many, countless, years” anekavarṣasāhasraḥ: See the note on verse 6 above.

“(prince regent) of the land” (yuvarājaḥ . . .) pārthivam: For this literal sense of pārthivaḥ cf. 22.10 below.

18. “the virtues of your son are many and excellent” bahavo . . . kahyāṇa guṇaḥ putraṣya santel: Cg cites Yāmunaśārya: “[The Blessed One is] endowed with a host of virtues—inmate, boundless, countless, excellent” (this line is found in the Gaṇḍātārṇa, which is dubiously ascribed to Rāmānuja).

21. “unspiteful” ānasyaḥ: Having just been used in verse 20 (“never spiteful”), the adjective here is taken by Cv, Cm, Ct, and Cr as a bahuṣṭiḥ compound, “he was the object of no one’s spite,” in their hopes of explaining the iteration.

“grateful” kṛtaḥ: Or, “skillful” (cf. note to 1.20).

22. The two ca’s here function as restrictive particles: Rāma would speak only kind words, and only true words; he would never give voice to a compliment that was untrue or to a truth that might be painful (so Cg). Compare the famous prescription of Manu cited in the note on 46.36-37 below.

27. Up until now the main participants in the assembly appear to have been the nobles (cf. 1.35ff., 2.13); the situation described here and in verse 26, however, would apply to brahmans (their presence is suggested in 1.37 and 2.8, 18, but faintly enough to call forth interpolations, cf. notes on verse 14 above, and on 1.35). Ck (Ct) attempts to rectify matters by addressing 27b to the kings (“are they [your servants] prompt” cf. also 3.5 and note, and compare the make-up of the later assembly, 75.11): As Ruben remarks, our manuscripts no longer enable us to determine with certainty the constitution of the assembly (1950, p. 68 n228). Here, as elsewhere, Vālmīki shows himself to be unfamiliar with the actual workings of the monarchical state.

28. “When misfortune strikes anyone Rāma feels the sorrow keenly” vyasanaye manuṣyāḥ bhṛṣṭam bhavati duḥkhāṭaḥ: The line has considerable importance in the history of South Indian Vaishnavism for the theological question about the nature of the pity (dāya) of God. The position of the Tīrthaṅkara sect is that God’s pity is His
sharing of man’s sufferings: since everything the Râm says is true, this passage is speaking of real suffering on the part of Râma. The Vâjâgâlai doctrine is that God’s pity consists in the desire to assuage the suffering of others: when in His avatars God appears to suffer, this is not real but only mimetic (abhunaya), for otherwise it would fundamentally contradict God’s blissful essence (cf. Siauve 1978, pp. 62-63 with notes). We shall have frequent occasion to remark on the latter tenet and its impact on the Râm commentators both in the Ayodhyâkânda and, even more, in the Aranyakânda.

"celebrations" utsavepi: These are normally held to be the seasonal festivals (cf. Gonda 1947, pp. 149ff.); Cg more relevantly calls them "celebrations on the birth of a child."

29. After pâdas ab, S manuscripts insert nine lines, including: "He has handsome brows, long coppery eyes, is like Vişnu in very person" (55.3).

30-32. The articulation of these verses agrees with Cm, Cg, Ck, and Ct (against the crit. ed.’s implication).

32. "all the gods" sarvân devân: Cg remarks that the women worship the gods indiscriminately, making no distinctions among them according to whether they are superior or inferior gods, Vedic or non-Vedic, because they are infatuated by their love for Râma. And that they do worship, he continues, is another consequence of their infatuation: they erroneously believe that the gods are able to protect Râma, whereas, in fact, it is He who protects them.

"O god" deva: The vocative here and in verse 34 is addressed to Dasañaratha.

33. "Grant . . . that we may see" pâyêmah: Indicative for imperative (as in 4.4.21).

34. "O god" deva: This agrees with Cg (first explanation) and Ck in taking deva as vocative. Cm, Ct, and Cr take it in combination, “like the god of gods,” that is, Vişnu (an appellation more often used of Śiva [see 1.35.9, 65.13] or of Brahmâ in Sanskrit literature), but this locution is not found in Râm 2.6.

"granter of boons" varada: Usually a nonspecific commendatory epithet of a generous king, here taking on some color from the context. (The Mbh connects it with putropradâna, “giving [fathering] a son,” 14.93.26:)

Sarga 3

2. “grandeur” prabhâvah: One might translate, “how matchless my power (must be),” and see some implication that the appointment of a prince regent rested on a king’s ability to impose his will by virtue of his political power and influence. But Dasañaratha would hardly be expected to voice so provocative a sentiment in open assembly. Furthermore, the tone of the assembly so far (and see the beginning of the next verse) suggests that the deliberative procedures described here are not consultative but more or less ceremonial. (When Dasañaratha later comes to allow the accession of Bharata, no consultation with the assembly is required.)

3. “had paid the brahmans this honor in return” tu pratyareya tân . . . brâhmanân: This agrees with Cg, syntactically the most natural interpretation of the verse. Ck (so Cm?) understands īrṇâ with tân, whereas Ct and Cr read paurojânapadân and awkwardly construe brâhmanân with the main verb. The problem arises, again, from ambiguity as to who the king’s principal interlocutors are (cf. note on 2.27).

4. “month of Caitra”: Mid-March to mid-April.
After this verse most manuscripts include thirty-three lines (App. I, No. 6) in which Vasiṣṭha orders the various preparations for Rāma's consecration (63* shows the two brahmins writing out a list of things to be done).

5. “It shall be done” kṛtaṃ: Past participle with immediate future sense (see 16.47 below), as often in the Rām (2.9.45, 23.22, 33.26, 34.17, 49.2, etc.). The usage is similar to, but not quite the same as adikarmaṇi kta (Pā 3.4.71, which indicates the actual commencement of the action); it is closer to the finite perfect in Greek and Latin, which can denote a “certainty or likelihood that an action will take place” (Goodwin 1898, p. 15). Was it a misinterpretation of this usage that caused the second as its physical manifestation.

“with joy and delight” pṛñau harṣayuktau: Cm, Cg, Ck, and Ct, here, as elsewhere, explain away the pleonasm by identifying the first as mental pleasure, the second as its physical manifestation.

“just as you command” yathoktavacanam: Cm, Cg, Ck; Ct, and Cr all explain the phrase as part of the brahmins’ statement, even though direct discourse in the Rām is rarely articulated, like this, over the hemistich boundary.

9. “aryan and barbarian” mlecchā cāryā ca: “Aryans, those who dwell in Madhyadeśa (north-central India)”—Ct; Cr reasonably, but awkwardly, construes “aryan” with the kings of the directions and “barbarians” with the kings of the forests and mountains. Cg and Ck read instead mlecchācāryaḥ, “teachers (that is, kings and at the same time spiritual guides) of the barbarians” (not recorded in the crit. ed.). This reading finds support in the MBh (12.4.8); see Belvākara’s note ad loc. Raghavan, too, favored this reading and gives various additional arguments in support of it (Raghavan 1968, p. 597). Some N manuscripts substitute yavanāḥ, “Greeks,” and in 9b “the Śakas (Scythians) who live in the mountains.”

10. “royal seer” rājarṣim: Daśaratha. The title “royal seer” is applied, it seems, to virtually any aged king.

11. “a bull elephant in rut” mattramālāṅgā:- The commentators are not sure whether the bull elephant in rut carries himself in a proud and sportive manner or very slowly (Cm and Cg).

12. “he ravished both the sight and hearts of men” pumsām dṛṣṭiśīlaṃ pahādriṇam: Cg comments as follows: if he can ravish the hearts of men, who are by nature insensitive, how much more easily can he steal away the hearts of women (so Cm); or “men” may be a general term for “self, soul” and thus connote “all creatures”; or, finally, men may, when seeing Rāma, conceive the desire to become women and so to experience Rāma completely, an idea which finds expression in the following verse: “The women who saw lotus-eyed Pāṇḍu washing her full hips wished for a moment that they were men” (uritraced).

15. “charioteer” sūțena: He combines the offices of charioteer and poet, in particular the singer of epic and puranic tales (see note on 6.6).

20. “By virtue of the simile we understand that the assembly liall was already to some extent irritated by the presence of Daśaratha, Vasiṣṭha, and the others,” Cm and Cg.

23. “worthy” sādṛṣa::- The adjective is grammatically absolute (as in 107.5, 110.34, 36, etc.; Cr glosses, “similar to me,” so Ck). Rāma and Kausalyā are “worthy” in the sense that they share a rank and status commensurate with the king’s.

“most virtuous” guṇāstheṣṭhaḥ: jñetṛṣṭhaḥ, “eldest (in virtue)” (as in MBh 2.68.4), is perhaps to be preferred to the -ṣṭhaḥ of the crit. ed., for it is widely attested,
establishes a characteristic symmetry with pada a, and (if only obliquely) underscores a primary theme of the book, primogeniture. One manuscript, G1, offers what may be the authentic reading, "virtuous and the eldest."

27. "overt and covert activities" parokṣayā . . .  uṛṣṭyā pratyaṇsya: Covert activity would include espionage; overt activity, the king's personal handling of duties, and his close observation of events (Cg, Ct, and Cr). Cm paraphrases the two as personal and delegated supervision of royal business.

"subjects" prakṛtiḥ: The word can mean "the people" in general (for example, 40.4, or 6.116.33) or, more specifically, as perhaps here, the six constituent elements of the state besides the king himself: minister(s), realm, fortified city, treasury, army, and allies (cf. Arthashastra 6.1.1ff.; cf. 84.7 and note). Cg and Ck gloss the passage, "the ministers, general, urban police, the people of the city and provinces, and all the subjects."

29. "bearing the good news" priyakārṇaḥ: Note the NR reading priyanivedānāḥ, which may be interpreted as a gloss, and the sense priya- must have in verse 30 and frequently elsewhere (4.9, 7.29, 10.1, 14.5, 62.15, etc.). FW curiously can adduce no citation but Indian lexic.

32. "worshiped the gods" devān samānarcaḥ: The purpose of the worship would be to ward off any hostile influences that might impede Rāma's consecration (Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct), not to offer thanksgiving.

Sarga 4

1. "When he learned what they had determined" nīścayāṇaḥ: The king learns from the brahmans that Puṣya is to come into conjunction with the moon on the very next day. Nīścayāṇaḥ is unlikely to be an ornamental epithet, despite the anaphoric use of nīścayaṃ; it is too rare for that, and the only other occurrence in the Rāmas, 6.25.15, tends to support this interpretation.

2. "his eyes as coppery as lotuses" rājvataḥmrakaḥ: A sign of beauty and youth (see Rošu 1969, pp. 37ff.).

7. "comings and goings" gamandayātarēṇa vā: Literally, "going or the other," that is, coming (so Cm, Cg; with equal probability Ck, Ct, "going or not going"): "a servant cannot order his master to go," Ck [but see 14.11).

10. "at a distance prostrated himself" dārti pranipatiya: Rāma bows at a distance (contrast 5.16) for fear of what his father might have to tell him (Ck, Ct).

14. "I have discharged all my debts" aprṇaṃ  śmi: Every man is born with "debts" that he must pay before death. Normally three are recognized (to the seers, gods, and fathers, to be paid by vedic study, sacrifices, and male offspring, respectively); a fourth (to brahmans, to be paid by alms) and a fifth (to oneself, paid by pleasure or simply self-preservation) are later, and the commentators here feel obliged to defend them. In 98.64 only the three debts are mentioned.

17. "lightning bolts out of a clear sky" -urvāḥ: Thus explained by Cg (see Brhajāt cited on 3.22.15; for the Latins this was by contrast a good omen; see Vergil, Aeneid, 8.523ff.). A D insertion (92*) adds hurricanes and earthquakes.

18. Aṅgāraka: Mars.

20. "resolve" cetāḥ: So we translate (in agreement with Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct), especially in view of pada d (see also verse 27), which cannot imply going mad (still less dying).

NOTES
The omens warn Daśaratha of some terrible calamity in the offing, and in order to avert it, he fears he might ultimately be induced to abandon his plans for Rāma's consecration. The impression is given, however, that a more specific reason behind the king's fear of irresoluteness is being suppressed, namely, the possibility of Kaikeyī's demanding that he make good what he promised her (so too Cg, Ck, Ct; see note on verse 25 below). It may, in fact, be his very deception of her (and the unrighteousness it signifies) to which he tacitly attributes the appearance of the ominous portents.

21. Punarvasu: This constellation corresponds to two stars of Gemini (Kirfel 1920, p. 36).

"predict" vaktyaṁ: Ck notes simply that the tense and voice are archaic. The verb may be attracted into the future by pāda c, or is perhaps an example of the weakening of the future tense (so Cr; see 27.4 and note, and Renou 1968, p. 462).

25. Cm, Cg comment that Daśaratha is thinking of the promise he made when marrying Kaikeyī, that her son would succeed to the throne (see 99.3 and note; less attractive is Cm's second interpretation, that the king merely doubts Bharata's self-control as he does his own in verse 20). How much Rāma knows of the marriage promise at this point is open to question. Cr maintains that this passage implies Rāma does know, but this of course would mean that Rāma is assisting his father in breaking his word, whereas the whole Rāma is predicated on his efforts "to preserve his father's truthfulness." However, we are never shown where Rāma does learn of it (see the Introduction, Chapter 4).

27. "is best presented with an accomplished fact" kṛta/abhā: Literally, "is enhanced by (adorned by, appears to its best with) the act accomplished" (for the idea see MBh 5.38.16, kariṣyam na prabhāṣeta kṛtāṁ svam ca darśayat, "Before the deed is done one should not divulge it; one should reveal accomplished facts"). This interpretation agrees substantially with Cm's second suggestion: "The idea is this: If Rāma's consecration is performed immediately, then Bharata too would be pleased, or at least resigned, for there would be nothing he could do about it; if not, if it were still within his grasp, then Bharata might conceive a desire for the kingship himself." Ck (Cr) is just possible: "even such a man's mind 'is adorned with,' that is, is affected by, things 'brought about'—passion, hatred, etc.—through whatever cause. No person has all his emotions wholly under his control; if he did, he would not be here in the sea of transmigration, with waves of pain and joy cresting about him."

29. "In keeping with the king's instructions regarding the consecration" rājśaṭiṣṭe bhūṣacane: A viśaya/saṁpātim (as in the previous verse), rather than sats (Cr), or nīḥṣita (Cg, Ck, Ct). Rāma returns home—as the king's directions for the consecration require, but leaves again on not finding Sūṅg.

31. "Stā had been sent for" stā . . . śāntā: Having no independent status, Stā could not come of her own accord, like Sumitā and Lakṣmaṇa; Kauṣalyā would have had her brought by her servants (Cg) (see verse 45).

32. "the Primal Being" puruṣam: The cosmic man first described in RV 10.90; here, like Janārada, a name of Viṣṇu, to whom this is one of the relatively few references in the Ayodhyākānda (see note on 22.18).

33. "auspicious rites" maṅgaliṇi: "She is to have costly perfumes made ready, and garlands, garments, jewelry, and so on, and to have ritual baths and similar acts performed," Ck, Ct.

39. "my kinsmen and Sumitā's" jādīṁ me . . . sumitrāyāṁ ca: Notice that no mention
is made of Kaiketyi. Only through vague intimations of this sort are we to learn of the profound enmity between the two women (see, for example, 8.26).

42. "He smiled" smṛtyam iça: Probably we have here metrical shortening for eva (so Cr); less likely, "half-smiling" (Cg, Ct), the Gioconda smile often attributed to Kṛṣṇa.

43. "rule this land with me" imāṁ mayā sārdham praśādhi tvam vasuṃdharam: Later Rāma will, in fact, offer to make Lāṅkāna heir-apparent, but the latter will refuse (6.116.77-78).

44. "the fruits of kingship" rājāphalān: Ck, Ct rightly gloss "dharma and artha." The rewards of sovereignty consist not only of one-sixth of the wealth of the kingdom (precious objects, clothes, ornaments—Cm, Cg), and of the fame produced by such wealth (Cr), but also of one-sixth of the spiritual merit of the people of the kingdom (as is emphasized in 3.5.18; see Manusmṛti 8.304).

Sarga 5

2. Kāikutstha: Rāma. Like Rāghava," this is a patronymic applied to all the members of the lineage (see also 102.22).

4. "courtyards" kakṣyāḥ: We should probably think of these "courtyards" or "enclosures" as concentric or emboxed (as in the description of Vasantasenā's palace in Mṛcchā 4; see below 13.28 and note, and note on 15.12). To be allowed to proceed through the courtyards on a chariot appears to be a mark of high respect.

9. Yayātī: Son of Nahuṣa, he was "universal emperor" and father of five sons (Yadu, Puru, etc.), from whom were descended the five great clans of the Mahābhārata epic. (See MBh 1.70.29ff. and below, 11.1 and note. Observe that in 102.27 below; Nahuṣa is included in the solar dynasty, whereas in 1.69.29-30 both he and Yayātī are so reckoned; see also note on 58.36.)

10. After this verse a few eastern and D manuscripts add that Rāma "made his guru the gift of a thousand cows and ten" (98*).

15. "royal highways" rāmārāgāḥ: A main thoroughfare leading directly from one of the city gates to the royal palace (Schlingloff 1969, p. 8 n5).

17. "thoroughfares... sprinkled" sktā-. . . . rathyā: The streets would be sprinkled with scented water, probably to lay the dust.

"fresh" tadaḥarā: This item is to be joined in compound with vana-, "flowers of that-day," that is, fresh (see Vṛṣṇīp. 5.6.12, tadaharāta-), against the commentators, who construe it as an independent adverb ("on that day")

19. "an occasion for their adornment" prajālambakārabhūtam: The phrase is obscure. Cg comments, "[an occasion] rich in ornaments for, or of, the people," that is, richly distributed to them, or richly worn by them.

20. A verb governing -mārgam is wanting (unless it is vṛūhan, with janaugham as a bahuvrīhi compound).

21. "a mountain peak wreathed in white clouds" stābhakrīsthāraḥ: madhyamapadalopi (or elliptical) compound as in agrāväsapramadā- in verse 24 below (see 23.15; so partially Cr on 6.11 [second interpretation]), not upamānapārvupada ("peaks like white clouds," Ct, Cr).

24. "womenfolk in rich attire" agrāväsapramadājana-: Represented in the simile by the stars; see 3.20.
Sarga 6

1. "worshiped" upāgamati: See 3.6.21 for this sense of the verb, which appears to be unattested elsewhere (thus too the commentators: "went to," that is, in his thoughts," Ck, so Cr; Gm, Ct, "paid worship" [Ctś, "went to" the sanctuary of Nārāyaṇa"]). Many N manuscripts read, "went in with his wife, like Nārāyaṇa with Laksñī." Ck notes, "In accordance with the shastric statement that 'no king exists without Viṣṇu,' Viṣṇu [Nārāyaṇa] must be worshipped for the sake of kingship." On the intimate relationship between the god Viṣṇu and kingship see Gonda 1969, pp. 58-59, and especially pp. 164-67.

3. "earnestly made his wish" ādityātmakānā prīyam: Cr (vol. 1, p. 88) cites Āpaś: "After pouring the oblation one should meditate on what one desires" (1.5.1283 in the edition of Narasimhācār). Ck notes that the "sanctuary" would be located in Rāma's palace.

5. "With one watch of the night remaining" skhayāmānasūryān rātryām: Night consists of three watches, each about three hours long.

6. "bards" sūta:- Royal charioteers and advisers, as well as reciters of the epics and purāṇas. Genealogists" māgadhī:- Apparently hailing originally from Magadha (modern Bihar), they recite the royal lineage.

"panegyrists" bandī:- Also called vaśātaka; they perform praise-poems for the king, especially at the royal levee. The different functions of the three positions are not always distinguished in the Rām or later literature. The sūta Sumantra is called both "master of ancient tales" (purāṇavīnt) in 13.17, and bandī in 14.9; whereas the bandīs go to awaken the king in 59.1, in 75.1 it is the sūtas and māgadhīs who do so.

"he began to intone his prayers" jajāpa: Rāma's prayers would include the Ga-yatrīmantra (Cg), the early-morning hymn directed to the sun (RV 3.62.10).

10. "they began to adorn the city" cakre śobhayātum purīṁ: We read, as in principle the crit. ed, should have, with the SR (the accepted NR reading is weak: "They once again made grand decoration"). The inconsistency, in light of 5.17, is of a sort not uncommon in the epic.

11. "shrines" caityaḥ: These need not be Buddhist shrines in particular (though that is how Cg and Ck gloss), nor "brick-piles for the vedic sacrifices" (Belvākar on MBh 12.29.18). Cf. MBh 12.69.39-40, where clearly it is a tree shrine that is meant (see note on 62.12).

15. "In public squares and private houses" cauvaśeṣu gṛheṣu ca: The fact that the people praise Rāma in private no less than in public shows there is nothing contrived about their love for him (Cg).

"in praise (of Rāma)" (rāmabhūṣṇavo:- Both here and in verse 16c below we read
thus for the crit. ed.'s (rām)ābhiseka," "(spoke ... about Rāma's) consecration," which is, uncharacteristically for Vālmiki, redundant here in view of pāda c. The lection adopted has the important, virtually conclusive, concurrent testimony of Cm, Cg, most S and NE manuscripts (NW has a substitute verse); note also verse 20 below, which seems to be an analytical expression for the compound here (and see 6.97.28, rāghavastavasamānyuktā [vāk]).

"now that his consecration was at hand" rāmābhiseke samprāpta: Perhaps the suggestion is that, with Rāma on the point of being crowned, the people no longer feel it necessary to conceal their preference for him as against any other Ikṣvāku claimant.

18. "anticipating that night would fall" nidāgamanabānākayā: Before Rāma takes his postinaugural tour of the city.

"lantern-trees" dipavrksān: "Sorts of lamp-posts consisting of many branches, like a tree," Ck, so Cg, Ct (Cr, "trees characterized by branches fit for placing lamps there"; see Belvākar on MBh 12.195.9).

22. "for a long time to come" arāya: The common sense of the dative of this word (see 3.18.3, 3.16.21, etc.; so Ct here). Just possible also, "at long last" (see 47.33), with an implicit criticism of Daśaratha's reign.

"can tell good people from bad" dṛṣṭalokaparāvarah: The phrase appears to be used in a moral sense in the Rām; see 56.6 (in reference to Kauśalyā), and note the similar one in 34.27. Ck; Ct are close: "who understands exactly what is and is not praiseworthy in his people" (Cm, Cg struggle: "who has seen superior and inferior things in the world"). Most N manuscripts give, "who has seen [= come to distinguish] higher from lower principles," but it is unlikely that the phrase is ever used with a philosophical significance in the Rām, as it is in the MBh (see MBh 12.219.14, and 13.80.7 and the commentator cited ad loc. by Dandekar; but see Rām 3.10.15, 5.50.8).

28. "Indra's residence" mdrāśaya: "That is, Amaraśati," Cm, Ct, Cr. Kṣaya- can also mean a structure (that is, a palace), and Cg defends this meaning here, claiming that the comparison of Ayodhyā not to Indra's city but to his palace, which is the very core of the city, serves to suggest even more Ayodhyā's marvelous beauty.

Sarga 7

1. Cg (so Cm) points out that, although the events of the previous sarga take place on the evening before (6.1-8) and the early morning of the day of the consecration (6.9-28), the events of sarga 7 are described as happening on the day before (since "only one thing can be told at a time"). For a discussion of this narrative technique, see Chapter 6 of the Introduction to this volume.

"from the time of her birth" yato pādā: This interpretation differs from that of the commentators, who understand "born somewhere or other," that is, of obscure origin (Cm, Cg). Their intention is either to debase further the wicked Mantharā, or to underscore the fact that, as "an agent of the gods," her provenance cannot be any more explicitly revealed (thus "the old teachers" cited by Cg). Ct mentions here the Padmapurāṇa's revisionist account of Mantharā as an apāras come to earth to effect the object of the gods (which is the story also in the MBh; see 3.260.9-10, Chapter 4 and note 6 of the Introduction to this volume). Ck ridicules the whole interpretation, which he ascribes to Yadvābhaṭṭa ("the master of equivocation,"
probably Cg; compare their comments on 5.49.27), but his own is just as unacceptable ("since she was a family servant" she descended 'in a fury' [verse 8], on hearing of Rāma's consecration").

3. "freshly bathed" śrāsnaāta:- The townsfolk would take ritual baths for the auspicious occasion (Cm).

4. "a nursemaid" dhārīnā: The one Rāma had as a child, according to the commentators.

"has always been so miserly" arthāparā: Thus in agreement with Cm and Cg; Ck, Ct, Cr try variously to palliate the insult. Cg suggests further that Mantharā calls her "Rāma's mother" because she cannot bear to speak her name.

9. Before this verse, N manuscripts insert the following passage, in order to provide some kind of motive for Mantharā's ill-will: "She remembered a former injury, and was resolved on evil towards Rāma [read nīcīlapāpe?]. For once, when she had done something wrong, Rāma struck her with his foot and she fell to the ground" (124*; see 122*).

"malevolent" pāpadasaṁcārī: Literally, "envising evil." Ct understands it in a causative sense, "pointing out the evil" (that is, the threat to Bhrārata); Cr, "instructing in evil."

11. "Your beautiful face has lost its charm" oniṣṭe subhaṅgākāre: Understood as a satī saṃtāmi (thus, with some minor differences, Ck); Cg analyzes as vocative: "You who are only superficially happy [see below], but really unloved [by the king]"; whereas Ct suggests a vuyasaṁtāmi, referring to the king: "(Why do you boast of your beauty's power) over him who, while outwardly 'providing marital felicity,' is really 'unkind' [to you]?" The phrase is echoed in the MBh version, 3.261.17-18.

"beautiful" subhaṅga--; "power of . . . beauty" saubhāgya:- The words connote additionally "marital felicity." See Ingalls 1962, p. 95: "When applied to men and women . . . subhaṅga maintains at least a portion of its ancient, etymological meaning, 'lucky, especially in love' . . . When applied to a person one may explicate subhaṅga as 'possessing that sort of beauty which wins and holds the love of one's partner.'"

39. "queen" māhīśa: Not "chief queen"; see 36.7 below.

"how can you fail to know" kathāṁ . . . na budhyase: For Ct, Mantharā is implying: when your rival comes to the throne, he will destroy you and your son.

26. "my enchanting beauty" vasmayadarśaṁ: This agrees with Cg, Cr (second explanation of both). As Cg notes, the epithet is meant to hint at the means Kaikeyi should employ to effect her goal: she must subjugate the king to her will by exploiting her special power over him (pace Ck, who rejects this interpretation as narratively inconsistent; see 9.19, 42 below).

27. "rose from the couch" lāyaṁtā: Through eliminating the SR interpolation 129*, the crit. ed. leaves lāyaṁta (absent in the NR) without syntactical connection.

"presented . . . a lovely piece of jewelry" ekāṁ abharanam . . . pradātaṁ subham: Like Kausalyā in 3.30 (see also 6.101.16ff., 113.40ff., MBh 14.89.14, for other examples), Kaikeyi is here rewarding a bearer of good news (Ck), not trying to assuage Mantharā's anger (Cr).

29. "reporting" ākyātāḥ: ākyātr as a feminine (a reading based apparently on only one manuscript [C2] and two commentators [Cg, Cr]), is of course irregular (expect ākyātrī [Pa 4.1.5]).

Ct notices the tautological quality of the verse and defends it on the grounds that the speaker is beside herself with joy.

31. "possibly tell . . . or speak" suvacam: The verbal is repeated to render more
intelligible—the phrase *vaco varam* ("more welcome words"), which stands in apposition to *param... priyam* ("better news").

**Sarga 8**

1. "spitefully" *abhyaśīya*: We read *abhyaśīya* for the causative *abhyaśīya* (reported only by Ct; see the NR's *sāryām*), and we construe *nām* with *uwāca*. All S manuscripts hereafter insert:

I find it ridiculous of you, my lady, while at the same time I am sorrowed, that you are delighted when you should be grieving in the face of this great disaster. I grieve for your stupidity, for what intelligent woman would be happy when prosperity comes to a deadly enemy, the son of a co-wife? (5) Rāma must fear Bharata, who has an equal claim on the kingship [*rāyaśadharāṇāt*], and realizing this I am dismayed, for where there is cause for fear there is danger. Now, Lakṣmana the great bowman is wholly loyal to Rāma [and so no cause of fear to him], and Satruighna is to Bharata as Lakṣmana to Kākutsha [and so not a separate cause of fear]. Moreover, it is Bharata who is close[st] in order of birth (see 1.17.6ff.), and thus of succession to the kingship, my lovely. (10) Succession to the kingship is far removed from the other two, who are younger. Rāma is prudent, he knows the things a kṣatriya must do and he acts when he must. I tremble when I think about your son, from the danger Rāma poses. (184*)

*rāyaśadhārāṇāt* in line 5 of this interpolation appears to be a key idea, but the precise meaning of the compound is not clear. The commentators are not very instructive: "because the kingship is a thing to be commonly enjoyed," Ck, Ct; "[Bharata being] equally fit for reigning," Cr; "[Bharata being one] of whom, to whom, the kingship is common," Cm, Cg; see note to 9.19.

3. The first line of this verse is repeated verbatim in MBh 3.261.18.

4. "cheerfully" *pratidām*: Against the commentators ("well-known," Cm, Ct; "trusted," that is, by the king," Cr; "renowned," Cg [citing *AmaK*]); compare the use of the word in 9.27, 37.9, 42.17, 65.15, 6.110.23, etc.

5. "Rāma's exalted women" *rāmasya paramāh śriyāḥ*: The plural has exercised some commentators, since Rāma's monogamy is repeatedly stressed in the text. The simple explanation, given and defended at length by Cg, is that all the women who attend Rāma are meant to be included (Ck, "'Rāma's women,' namely, those who are on his side"; Cm [Ct] "the plurals [here and in the next clause] denote the friends of Śiṁ and those of Bharata's wife, respectively"). But in 5.16.15 (see 18.16), as in MBh 15.41.18, the locution seems to mean "wives," and to have almost a technical sense. Moreover, the plural "daughters-in-law" in the very next line would seem to suggest (despite Cg) that the princes, like their father, all had more than one wife (5.26.14, cited by Cg, supports this notion, to some extent, and see also Book Six, App I, No. 10, line 91; for Bharata, see also 75.7 and 94.42). The NR reads the singular in both places (139*: we see no reason to believe that the NR has retained "a genuine older tradition," with Shah 1980, p. 98; M4 is a contaminated and virtually worthless manuscript).

"at Bharata's downfall" *bharaṭakaṁaya*: Thus interpreted also by Cg, Ck, Ct. Possible too, but much less probable, is Cm's "in Bharata's house" (though this is how D1-3, 5 have interpreted, too: *bharaṭālaye*).
6. "deeply distressed" param apritāṃ: The two items have to be divided thus (so Cm, Cg, Ct), param being adverbial (see the NR variant brhastam; the phrase reappears at 105.9 and possibly 6.99.35, see Cg ad loc.).

9-16. Jacobi was troubled by this exchange between Kāṇaka and Māntaka, finding it unnecessary unless one assumed that the 'original' audience lived under another form of government than that depicted in the text. He thus considered it a later interpolation, dating from the period in ancient Indian history when (as he believed) oligarchy had replaced monarchy (Jacobi 1893, pp. 106-107). There is not much to this argument. First, no social or political practice was too familiar to escape the encyclopedic didacticism of the epic; the law of primogeniture in particular is something the epics never tire of examining and illustrating, however late the text might be. Moreover, if the reasoning does have any validity, it is more probable that the political transformation in question was that from tribal oligarchy or elective chieftainship to hereditary monarchy (see the Introduction to this volume, Chapter 3), or from a system in which the eldest male member of the dynasty succeeded to the throne (as may have been the case with the Śākas of Ujājina, for example), to a primogenital succession. Either would make Māntaka's instruction necessary.

9. The verse is most curious, for it makes the odd assumption that after Rāma's lifetime (of which one hundred years would be the proverbial epic span); Bharata, though born at the same time as Rāma (1.17.6ff.), would still be alive to succeed. The commentators are of no help. The reasonable inference is that in some earlier, still partly surviving, version of the story Bharata was represented as being considerably younger than Rāma (see below verse 19; also 40.8). Māntaka refutes Kāṇaka's supposition in verse 13 below, and will herself be refuted by the events: Rāma will make Bharata heir-apparent upon his return (6.116.79).

10. "when we have prospered in the past" abhyudaye prāpte: Against the commentators, we translate prāpte as connoting specifically past good fortune. The present good fortune the commentators take to be Rāma's consecration, the future, Bharata's (Ck's kalyāṇa tu rājanāhāsakalākṣaṇa ... appears to be a simple error).

S manuscripts include before pādas ef a half-verse giving an easier transition: "I feel the same esteem for Rāma as for Bharata, even more so" (141*).

After verse 10, most S manuscripts insert: "Then too, if Rāma has the kingship, Bharata likewise has it, for Rāghava looks upon his brothers as no different from himself" (142*).

13. "and the son of Rāghava" rāghavasya ca yah sutaḥ: Cg, Cr read rāghavasyānu yah, "and after Rāghava his son" (not recorded in the crit. ed.). The verse is very close in sentiment to the words of Duryodhana in MB 1.129.15-16.

14. "misfortune" anāyaḥ: For this sense of the word see Dandekar on MB 9.40.10 and see Rām 3.62.7,12; possible too, "it would be grave imprudence" (Cn glosses it, "disintegration of the kingdom"); Ck, Ct, "that is, mutual strife [and the oppression of the subjects, Ct] through 'impolite' jealousy"; Cg, Cr—metē literally, "it would be 'contrary to political wisdom' to do so').

After this verse one manuscript (M4) inserts: "Whoever gets the kingship exterminates his other brothers who have ambition for the kingship, and rules the kingdom alone" (146*).

15. "however worthy the others" guṇāvakṣa utarṣu api: "That is, however worthy the younger sons, and however unworthy the elder," Ct, Cr.

N manuscripts add hereafter: "And the eldest one in his turn makes over the whole kingship to his eldest son, indubitably, and never to his brothers" (147*).
16. After this verse most D manuscripts add: "You have heard about the many conflicts of the gods and asuras, how they cast brotherly love to the winds, each striving for his own advantage. Brothers, sons of the same father, will struggle over their family property, seeking to gain the upper hand, the one over the other—and nowhere have I ever seen brothers show each other brotherly love" (148*).

18. "unchallenged" akṣarākām: Cr takes this as a sort of proleptic adverb with nāyūtaḥ ("will have ... sent off," that is, so that no challenge can be made). It is true that the kingship cannot rightly be called "unchallenged" until Bharata is removed, but such syntax as he proposes is too hard, and the motive for it hypercritical.

19. "proximity breeds affection" sāṃskāraṣc ca sauhārdam jāyate: Cm interprets the line to mean that, had Bharata remained in Ayodhya, Rāma would have grown fond of him, and all enmity between the two would have been obviated (so Cr on verse 21). Quite differently Ct (Ck): the king's partiality for Rāma—which is the reason behind his consecration—is a result of the absence of Bharata, which Kaikēyī herself brought about [only according to the interpolation noted on 1.3]. If Bharata had been there, the kingdom would have been divided, and he would have received an equal share (so in part Cg).

"even in insentient things" sthūvareṣu api: Much of the SR adds a verse attempting to explain: "The story is told of foresters who intended to cut down a particular tree. The tree was saved from its fearful fate by thorny shrubs in close proximity" (151*.3-4). Ck reads avarṣu (not recorded in the crit. ed.), "(proximity breeds affection [in fathers]) for their sons."

22. Rājagṛha: A proper noun, the name of the city of the Kekayas (see 61.6, 62.2, 64.1, etc.). "The Kekayas lived near the Jhelam and had their capital at Rājagṛha or Girivṛaja (modern Girjak or Jalalpur on the Jhelam)" (Sircar 1967, p. 74). Distinguish this city from the ancient capital of Magadha of the same name (1.31.5, but see Chapter 3, note 9 of the Introduction).

23. Ct suggests another construction: "For in this way [if Bharata flees to the forest], good fortune may still befall our family (insofar as fear of Bharata, even if he is in exile, will prevent anyone from injuring us); or if Bharata might secure ... [yadi ced = yadi vā, which in fact is read by N manuscripts], then good fortune might befall." The translation offered agrees with his second interpretation and that of Cg, Cr.

Sarga 9

5. After this verse most S manuscripts add, rather lamely: "Do you not remember, Kaikēyī, or do you remember, but hide it, that you want to hear me tell you what will work to your advantage? But if, beautiful girl, you wish to hear me tell you, then listen, I shall, and once you have heard, you must ponder it well" (155*).

9. "took you along" tuṁ upadhyāya: That a king should have his wife accompany him into battle is virtually unparalleled in Sanskrit literature (though Kṛṣṇa did take his wife Satyabhāmā to the battle against the demon Narakar, HariVamsa 91.39, ViṣṇuP 5.29). Kaikēyī is said, in an N interpolation (see note to verse 27), to possess some vṛddha or magic power, which might account for her presence, though see note to verse 13. (Kālidāsa does not mention her presence when he refers to Daśaratha's exploit on Indra's behalf, RāghuVa 9.19. He knows two boons, however: 12.5-6.)
11. Śambara: Indra's enemy from the time of the RV (see Macdonell and Keith 1912, vol. 2, p. 555 for references). The name Timidhvaja seems to occur only here (and below, 39.11) in Sanskrit literature.

12. After pāda, S manuscripts insert: "At night, while the men slept hurt and wounded, demons came all of a sudden and began to slay them, and a terrible fight ensued" (158*).

12-13. "conveyed" apavahya: Kaikeyi executed the office of charioteer, according to Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct. Since she in effect guards her husband twice, as the commentators point out, he grants her two boons (so too in Bhoja's version, RāmdCam after 2.10, and see 2.19). As it stands, the text is clearly contrived. Only one boon would appear to have been granted, and that not in the absurd way recounted here but in the confrontation presented in the following sarga (see verse 22 and note below; 10.21 and note, and Chapter 4 of the Introduction).

14. "I . . . was unaware" ānabhijñā . . . kham: Ck reads, ānabhijñās tad devī tvayasya kathā purā, "Do you not recollect that, my lady? It was you who told me long ago" (not recorded in the crit. ed.; see M2).

Hereafter S manuscripts add: "I have borne this story in my mind out of love for you. You must forcibly prevent [the king] from instituting Rāma's consecration" (162*).

15. S manuscripts insert after this: "For during the fourteen years that Rāma is banished to the forest, your son will find affection in the hearts of the people and will become firmly established" (165*).

16. "private chamber" krodhagāram: Literally, "room or house for anger" ("where women stay after love- quarrels and suchlike," Cg; an interesting analogy is presented by "boudoir" in its etymological sense, from French bouder, to sulk).

18. "to look at you" tvām . . . pratukṣitum: Many N manuscripts read instead, "to ignore you."

22. "offers you a boon" tvam dasyāt: Evidently this stratum of the story knows nothing of any previous boon(s). Nor can the phrase be stretched to mean, "allows you to formulate the boons previously given you." The whole point of Manthila's instructions in verses 9-15 is to remind Kaikeyi that she already has the means to coerce the king; it is nonsense to say that the king; having once granted her two wishes, should be forced to allow her the opportunity to specify them. Similarly in verses 16-19: the idea there is that Kaikeyi should exploit her power over the king, to seduce him into granting her a wish. And thus in 10.25 and later in 31.23, Daśaratha will maintain (justly, in view of the "earlier stratum") that he was "tricked" by Kaikeyi into offering a boon (which again makes little sense with regard to an open-ended wish granted long ago). Most of the NR attempts to improve matters by rearranging the verses (especially the problematic verse 21, which obviously disrupts the argument of verses 16ff.), but without appreciable gain.

24. "Rāma will . . . cease to be 'the pleasing prince'" rāmo rāma bhavayati: An etymological figure based on Rāma's name, which is traditionally etymologized as "he who pleases [his subjects]," praṇā ramāyati rāmaḥ (see 47.1; the etymology is explicitly given only in MĀh 3.261.6, though see Bālakāraṇḍa 17.16). In exile Rāma will not have the chance to win the affection of his subjects, and they will gradually forget him (so Varadacharya 1964-1965, vol. 1, p. 85n; similarly Cg, Ck, Ct).

25. "won over" samgrhita:- Cg (Ck, Ct) glosses, "will (through his good government) have won the loyalty of the people of the city and provinces, that is, because of his steadfastness"; Ct, "will have gained control of the army."
"steadfast" ātmavān: The NR reads more pointedly, "(will be) in control of the treasury" (kaśāvān).

26. After this verse, NW manuscripts insert the following vigorous passage: "False-hearted Kaïkeyi accepted Manthara's advice, unrighteous, pernicious advice that appeared beneficial, and so she was turned against [Rāma]. For that is the nature of women, to accept at once, without a second thought, what a person of their camp says, however foolish he may be. Like a wide-eyed doe charmed by a hunter's decoy call, she was brought into evil by the hunchback's words. Good can take the form of evil, and evil that of good, and bring a person to grief, with his full approval" (169*).

27. After pādas ab of this verse some N manuscripts insert all, some part of a passage of about fifty lines (App. I, No. 7) which, first, attempts to offer some reason why Kaïkeyi should accept such malicious advice: as a child she is supposed to have angered a brahman, who cursed her one day to find herself an object of scorn among people (lines 1-6 [also reported by Ct, and see his remarks in note to 53.6]); second, repeats the account of the battle during which Dafaratha gave her the two boons and explains how she protected him: she possessed a magic power that made her unassailable to rākṣasas, a power she obtained from an aged brahman in a rather roundabout way (14-37); and third, shows Kaïkeyi to be convinced of the danger in which Bharata will find himself if Rāma is crowned, "since power corrupts" (40-45).

28. "Of all the hunchbacks ... there is none better at devising plans" pṛthuyām asi kubjānām uttamanā buddhiniścayā: Cg finds here the implication that kubjas ("hunchbacks") were generally sagacious servants. Ck, Ct suggest that such servants were particularly desirable to queens, since they did not pose the threat of rivalry that a comely servant might.

31. "grown thin" sātām: We read thus (see the common compound sātādārī), with many S manuscripts (note agreement of V and B) and Cm, Cg, Ck, for the crit. ed.'s sāntām. As Cg explains, the verse contains the figure utpākṣā ("poetic fancy"): the waist, which is so thin, might be said to have grown thus for shame or envy after seeing the eminence of the chest.

33. After this verse S manuscripts and Ś1 insert: "The thousand magic powers that were in Śambara, overlord of asuras, have all been placed in you, and many more, by the thousands" (178*).

36. "liquid" sunṭaptene: This follows Cr in rendering the striking image, though it remains uncertain whether "liquid gold" in the strict sense of the term (German Glanzgold) is meant (or was even known in ancient India). Perhaps simply "refined" ("gold infused with sandalwood paste; or, a bodice made of gold," Cm, Cg; "a garland made of gold" [connecting with verse 35], Ck, Ct).

38. "you shall strut" gamasyas gatim mukhyām: This follows Cg's suggestion that gatim is cognate accusative and refers to a particular style of movement; Ck, Ct, Cr understand, "you will reach the highest rank, preeminence."

39. "holding your head high" garavayantī: The causative appears to be svārthe or, rather, to be employed only to permit the verb a quasi-transitive aspect.

41. "apprise the king" rājānam anudarṣayā: Uncertain. Cm, Cg, Ck, "show the king to the chamber, or, await the:king"; Ct, "have the king; see, that is, you in your chamber"; Cr, "go into the sight of the king" (contrast the use of the word in 28.8 and 99.1). The NR offers, "infatuate the king."
44. "golden" hemopama: Varadacharya cleverly remarks that not only is Kaikeyi's body as beautiful as gold, but her mind, if just as pure, is also as malleable (1964-1965, vol. 1; p. 91n).

45. "the land" kṣītām: Accepting here the reading of the crit. ed., despite the weighty concord of Ś1, N1, M1, G1, etc., for śrīyam ("royal fortune," that is, the kingship), in order to preserve a significant contrast between the inhabited royal domain and the wild jungle.

It is very likely that hereafter the original contained a verse in which Kaikeyi vows not to drink or eat until Rātha has departed to the forest. Both recensions include the idea (181*, 183*;21-22), though in forms not easily reducible to a single source; moreover, later in the poem two references are made to Kaikeyi's threat (3.45.8, 5.31.16).

46. "fallen" pātātā: "From heaven to earth, as a result of the diminution of merit," Cm, Ct.

Sarga 10

1. "Rāghava's consecration" rāghavasyāḥbhāṣecanām: After this phrase Ś1 and all S manuscripts insert: "and having taken leave of the assembly [thus picking up the action from 5.28], he entered his dwelling, believing that Rāma's consecration had only just become known [and that therefore Kaikeyi would not yet have been informed of it]" (186*).

"gladly" vaśī: Literally, "of his own accord." The king believes that Kaikeyi will be as pleased as he is to learn of Rāma's consecration (is this a fatuous belief? see notes to 4.39, 8.10, 10.3). Vasīn in this sense is quite rare, attested in the Rām only two other times (see 17.1 and 98.37 and notes), and elsewhere only Tā śī 3.4.2.2. The commentators fail to appreciate it. Ck, Ct, "self-controlled, in all things except what concerns his wife"; Cg, "everything is under his own control," that is, he is independent and would tell Kaikeyi himself."

After verse 1, the SR adds a passage in which Daśaratha, on entering his chamber, fails to find Kaikeyi there. He is troubled, for she has never before missed the appointed hour for their rendezvous, and he is desirous of making love with her (lines 13-15): A chambermaid then explains the situation to him (187*).

3. "guileless" apātaḥ: "It is because the king is 'guileless' and infatuated with her, that he fails to realize how painful to Kaikeyi the consecration of her co-wife's son would be," Cg.

4. "his cow wounded by the poisoned arrow of a hunter" kareṇum ... digdhena vaddham mrgayuntā: Though it has the ring of a commonplace, the simile may well be intended to refer to Manthara and her poisonous counsel (see 27.22 below).

5. "why you should be angry" krodham āmanī samārātam: Āmanī: Cr, "that is, 'in your mind';" Cm, Ck, Ct take this as referring to the king (anger "against me"); for this type of oblique reflexivity of āmanī- see 64.24 and note), but this does not fit with his next question.

7. pādas ab are best taken with the previous verse, as Ck: does (Cm, Cg, Ct, Cr explain as a self-contained sentence, but this is too hard synthetically).

"when you are so precious to me" mayā kalyāṇacetas: Literally, "when I am one [or, when I am here, or, alive and one] of whom the mind is favorably disposed toward you." Ck, Ct analyze, "when I have done you no wrong.""
8. "gratified in every way" abhustuṣṭaḥ ca sarvaśaḥ: That is, by means of gifts, high regard being shown them, and so on (Cm, Cg, Ct; the variant reading in some N manuscripts, "well provided with payments," is simpler and more explicit).

10. "Is there some guilty man" vadhyah kahiḥ; Daśaratha’s flagrant disregard for dharma (see 66.37 and 94.47-48) because of his passion for Kāikeyī is a theme Vālmīki’s idealized treatment of the story has not eliminated altogether (see Introduction, Chapter 9). The verse is closely (in part, veraim) reproduced in MBh 3.261.22-23.

12. "not if it cost me my life" ātmano jñetenāpi: The pāda construes with verse 11 (thus too all commentators).

"the wheel of my power" cakram: So Cm, Ck; see 6.116.11 and MBh 2.68.3: "the wheel of the great king Dhṛtarāṣṭra has been set in motion" (see also 1.69.45). The universal monarch is often referred to as "he who turns the wheel," cakravartin (the word, which is thought to be post-Buddhist, occurs only once in Rām 2-6, at 5.29.2). Less likely Cg, Ct, Cṛ: "the wheel of the sun’s chariot," the disc of the sun.

In S and NW manuscripts the statement in pādas cd regarding the king’s dominion follows somewhat more logically on his protestation (verse 19) that Kāikeyī should not doubt his ability to fulfil her-desire. Placing verse 19 before 12 cd also allows the powerful verse 18 to stand at the end of the king’s speech, as it was probably meant to.

After verse 12 the crit. ed. excludes a few verses (194*, in NW and S manuscripts) that provide a list of the peoples in the king’s dominions: the eastern Sindhusauviras [Cg, Ct, Cṛ read “the Drāvīḍas, the Sindhusauviras”], the Saurāṣṭras, the Daksināpathas, the people of Vaṅga, Aṅga, Magadha, the Matyas, the people of Kāśi and Kosala; Daśaratha at the same time asks Kāikeyī to choose (that js, offers as a boon; line 4) any precious thing she might want (see NE manuscripts, 195*).

14. "mistreated" uprakṛtāḥ: Cg glosses, "(I am) not ill."

16. "with some surprise" ṭadutmenāḥ: Cg offers three possible reasons for the king’s surprise: that she insists on an oath even though he always does as she asks (= Cm, Ct); because he could easily do anything she might want done (= Ck); or that she was not ill, as he had feared.

17. "there is not a single person I love as much as you" tvaiṭaḥ pryātaro mama manuyo . . . na vydāte: Cṛā, Cm, Cg, Ct, Cṛ suggest another way to understand the clause: there is none among women I love more than you, none among men I love more than Rāma (i.e., he does not love Rāma more than her). Their intention, apparently, is to emphasize that Daśaratha is blameless and Kāikeyī’s malice wholly unprovoked.

An insertion in S and NW manuscripts, taking up the mention of Rāma in verse 17, has Daśaratha vow to do what Kāikeyī wishes by swearing an oath three times on the head of Rāma (without seeing whom he “could not live an instant,” and whom he, “would choose even at the cost of himself or his other sons” (200*)).  

18. The cue for the literal interpretation of this verse is the MR variant 201*; the commentators are hopelessly confused here.

19. “Seeing that I have the power” bālam ātmanā paśyanti: “Seeing in [me my]self the power,” Cm, Ck. Since ātma- is, strictly speaking, reflexive to the verbal subject (but see notes to 64.24 and 10.6), some commentators suggest the interpretation “seeing in [your]self the power,” i.e., the power exerted by your beauty or by my love for you—Cm, Cg, Ct. (See MBh 3.261.24, which supports this latter explanation;
the problem is complicated by the uncertain position of the verse, see note to verse 12 above.)

"I swear... by all my acquired merit" suktamātī śa:pe: "That is, 'May my good karma not produce its beneficial effects [in my future births] if I do not do what you wish,'" Ct; see note to 18.13.

20. "like a visitation of death" abhyāgamātāṃ mātākām: The simile is poignantly apposite, since the ultimate consequence of her request will be that Daśaratha dies (sarga 58).

21. "in due order" kramena: Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct take the adverb with śapase alone, "you swear in turn," that is, by Rāma and by your good works. The passage where the king swears by Rāma is (rightly, see 3.45.7) excluded from the crit. ed. (note to verse 17 above). Here and in verse 24 it again seems clear that in some antecedent version of the story Daśaratha grants Kaikeyī a boon during this interview, as even here, some "interpolations" would have it (see note to verse 12 above). See note to 9.13.

22. "heaven" jagat: So glossed by Cm, Cg (citing AmbA), Ck, Ct.

25. "called upon witnesses" abhidhāya: The lection is uncertain. Cg reads thus and we follow his explanation ("called to witness," namely, all the gods"; Ck, Ct less persuasively explain, "having praised" him by calling him 'true to his word,' etc. in order to confirm him in his duty"). A good variant reading reported in some N manuscripts is abhidhāpya, "having caused him to swear" (see sampratisāraya in 99.5 and for the causative of the root śap, 3.29.12, 4.9.14).

After verse 25 the crit. ed. excludes a twelve-line passage (204*, found in most D and S manuscripts), which again and somewhat differently attempts to explain the two boons Kaikeyī is about to mention: "Remember, Your Majesty, what happened long ago, during the battle of the gods and asuras: There your enemy caused you to fall lifeless. Remember that then, my lord, you were protected by me; that when your body was smeared with blood in that battle of the gods and asuras [we omit here the meaningless bhratu caug itātattatā], the rakṣasas attacked you, and I foiled them with my secret knowledge, though their might and valor were great. And I kept watch and cared for you, and then you gave me two boons."

35. "thinking you a princess" nṛpasa: We must understand it after nṛpasatā (so Cm, Cg; see the NR gloss rājasamātā).

38. "I shall lose my mind" nāṣā bhavaṃ cetanā: The present bhavaṃ here signifies an action about to occur (Pā 3.9.151; NR accordingly reads optative); less likely is a general statement: when[ever] I cannot see Rāma I lose my mind, lose consciousness.

40. After this verse most S and NW manuscripts include a long and at times tiresome section (App. I, No. 9), in which Daśaratha, incredulous, hurt, and angry, pleads with Kaikeyī, admitting at one point how often he has withheld any show of affection toward Kaśyapa because of her (118-121) and in the end refuses to grant her wishes no matter what she threatens to do.

41. Kaikeyī's extending her feet for her husband to touch in supplication is an act of extreme disrespect (Cg), or may suggest that she looks on him, king and husband though he be, as her slave or debtor (Ck, Ct). She would naturally be expected to retract her feet and to raise her husband off the ground (Cm, Cs understand, ingenuously, that suspecting her husband might try to bow down to her Kaikeyī "shifts her feet" elsewhere).
A NW interpolation has the night pass with the king lost in grief (219*); the SR transfers this insertion to the end of sarga 11.

**Sarga 11**

1. Yayati: See note to 5.9 above. He reached heaven by means of his self-control, but because of his pride was thrown out by Indra (MBh 1.81). The story is alluded to in 3.62.7.

   "his merit exhausted" punyānte: The good karma acquired in his previous life (the reward of which was his stay in heaven) had been used up. The depletion of his merit would suffice to eject him from heaven; presumably it made him prone to such vices as pride, which is elsewhere related as the cause of his fall.

2. "for all the fear she awoke" bhayadarśinī: The commentators explain variously: "showing the danger posed to Bharata by Rāma" (Cm, Ct); "exposing Daśaratha to danger [= Ck], or, reading (a)bhayā-, not seeing (reckoning) the danger to Daśaratha" (Cg [Cm]; perhaps correct: bhayadarśinī in 3.20.10 means, "seeing danger").

   "had yet to secure her fortunes" (a)śiddhārtha: Agreeing here with Grā, Cm, Cg, Ct (against the crit. ed.) on the prastēya of aśiddha-.

3. "you are vaunted" kathaye: The passive (for the crit. ed.'s kathate) seems clearly indicated by the NR's kṛtyase.

6. A difficult verse, much complicated by the fact that the crit. ed. constitutes a text (pādas a-f) exhibited by no single manuscript. The third-person reference to Kaikēyi (understood to be in oratio obliqua in the SR by and large, through interpolation 221*; so too, it seems, in the NR, through 222*) must be taken as a sudden soliloquizing on the part of Daśaratha. However, pādas cd remain obscure, for the antecedents of the pronouns are uncertain. We follow Cm, Cg, Cr, who consider Daśaratha's tie to be his failing to consecrate Rāma after he had promised to do so (they cite 4.22; better is 3.24, and see note on 55.2-3). Such too is the opinion of Ruben (1950, p. 292 and note; 1956, p. 36 and note). The Rām never reverts to the issue (though see note on 55.2-3).

8. "to last a mere three watches" tryāmā: See note to 6.5. The compound must, because of sarvāri, be taken in a literal rather than metonymic sense (see the NR substitute: "though of three watches, the night ... seemed like a hundred years," 224*; Cg understands añ-triṃā, "the night was no longer only three watches,' that is, it was very long").

9. "his eyes fixed upon the sky" gaggāsāktalocanāḥ: Daśaratha proceeds in the next verse to address the night, for which the present phrase must suffice as reference. Both the NR (225*5) and the SR (226*) make the apostrophe explicit.

10. "so that I no longer have to see" nāham udām ... dṛṣṭum: Daśaratha would be relieved of the sight of Kaikēyi at dawn either because the presence of the citizens (that is, men) would force her to withdraw (Cm, Ck, Ct, Cr), or because he would die the moment Rāma departed (Ct).

11ff. For the king's posture here and Kaikēyi's indifference, contrast the scene between Daśaratha and Kausalyā (56.4ff., especially verses 9-10).

11. "Daśaratha's alternating condemnation and supplication of Kaikēyi implies that he cannot bring himself to abandon either his son or dharma," Cg.

12. "Please, I am an old man" sādhū vṛddhāya: The reading with best manuscript
authority is सद्धु vyadhasya. The crit. ed.'s सद्धुर्वत्तसय (“I have been of good conduct”), makes little textual or contextual sense. सद्धु, “please,” emphatic initial position as in 53.12, 53.18, etc. “I am an old man,” as in 4.12.

“I place myself in your hands” tuadgatasya: Close to Cg’s interpretation, “having you as my last resort.” Cm, Ck, Ct understand, “‘come into your power,’ because of his being under the power of truth [that is, his promise].”

“after all, I am king” राज्यो विदेशतात्त: N manuscripts have tried to alter the reading of the rather bathetic line, but it is in character (see for example 56.5 and note).

13. “it was thoughtless” सुन्येन: Literally, “I was empty,” “devoid of the discrimination of what one should and should not say, because of grief,” Ct; Cm, Ck seem to take it, “I speak to you now empty,’ namely, devoid of all self-respect,” whereas Cm (first explanation), Cg, Ct (second) read सुन्ये na and explain, “this, namely, Rāma’s consecration, was not announced ‘in an empty place,’ where no people were, but in the presence of all the people.”


15. “for the exile” vivāsanya pratī: Dependent on pratikulabhāṣyām (so, more or less, Cr).

Sarga 12

2. “as though you deemed it a sin” पदम क्षेवत: Cm, Cg, Ck understand, “committing this evil; namely, that of not keeping the promise” (and they take esa as eva). This translation agrees with Cr, in view of the explanation offered in verse 3.

“You must stand” sthātum tvam arhasi: The poet probably intends the sarcastic double entendre.

4. Śaibya: King Śaibya (or Śibi), rather than go back on his promise of protecting a dove that took refuge with him from a pursuing hawk, offered up his own body by way of compensation (the story is a popular one; for one early version see MBh 3, App. 1, No. 21). The appeal to mytho-historical precedent is noteworthy. It is a favorite device of Vālmiki’s (for example, 18.20, 27-29, and Sarga 102), but has a more than literary function: in questions of what constitutes proper behavior in a matter where no shastric injunctions exist, “the ways of good men in the past” is one of the authoritative standards.

5. Alarka: Referred to elsewhere in Sanskrit literature only in the MBh, but in a way unconnected with the events mentioned here (see 3.26.12, “Alarka, they say . . . was a good and truthful man, king of the Kāśikauruṣas, who gave up his kingdom and wealth”; in 14.30.1ff. he is said to have been a rājaṭa who learned the supreme bliss of yoga). The story told of him here appears in the fādakas (#499); where, however, the principal actor is King Śīv. The learned commentator Rāmacandra on RāmdCam 2.18 is unable to cite a source for this story of Alarka.

6. “he pledged to keep” satyāṇurodhāt: For the samaye of the crit. ed. (Cm, Gt, Cr, “even at the time,’ that is, of its swelling under the full moon”; Cg, “at some given time”), we read samayam, which is strongly indicated by the agreement of M1, G2 and NE manuscripts, by the parallelism with pādas ab; and by the next verse; our interpretation agrees with Ck.

8. “than Bali, could from Indra’s” balīn indraṇktam yathā: All commentators un-
understand the simile as referring to the trap of the promise made by the demon king Bali to Viṣṇu in his dwarf incarnation, and they take Indra here as standing for Upendra, "(Viṣṇu) sent by Indra" (a comparatively late cognomen of Viṣṇu; so understood also in the NR, see 235*; for the story see 1.28.11 and 6.105.24). However, in an earlier version of the Bali story, one unconnected with the dwarf incarnation of Viṣṇu, it is Indra who tricks Bali and binds him; see, for example, MBh 9.30.8 and Tripathi 1968, pp. 49ff. (contrast however Rām 3.59.22).

11. "in accordance with the sacred hymn, I took" mantrakṛtah: This agrees with Ck, "a hand, the bearing of which is made [required] by the mantra, 'I take your hand [for happiness]' " [RV 10.85.36] (Cm, Cg, Ct, Cr understand, "purified by the mantra").

"I now repudiate you ... as well as the son I fathered on you" tam tvajāmi sujaṃ caiva tava putram saha tvayā: When, at the end of the Yuddhakāṇḍa, Rāma meets his dead father, his only request of him will be to lift this "terrible curse" (6.107.25).

After verse 11, most N manuscripts insert a passage (239*) that brings the night to a close and shows Daśaratha awakened in the morning by the praises of Sumantra, which he says cause him anguish. This insertion is followed by verse 19. SR 240* similarly shows the night to have passed.

19. "without delay" akṣiṣṭam: So Cg (see the NR gloss, usrabdham). Kaikeyī urges that Rāma be brought so that the decree of banishment can be made at once.

16. In the NR, this verse is addressed by Daśaratha to the charioteer; in the SR the king here is never said to order Rāma to be brought (the NW version says explicitly that Sumantra took Kaikeyī's words as the order of the king, 260*.1-2; thus the commentators of the SR explain 255*, but see note to verse 21; also 13.21 and note).

After this verse the SR inserts a passage of sixty-eight lines (App. I, No. 10: It is dawn and Vasiṣṭha enters the city with the equipment for the consecration. He sees Sumantra and tells him to inform the king that he has arrived and that it is time to commence the ceremony. Sumantra enters and recites the morning panegyric, which grieves the king). After comparing this passage with the one noted above, NR 239* (see note to verse 11), we believe the crit. ed. has imperfectly established the text for verses 17-21. The data are admittedly complex for this scene; Ruben felt a reconstitution of the archetype to be "excluded" (1950, p. 298 n4). But it seems possible, on the basis of the textual evidence, to come closer than the crit. ed. to what the poet must originally have intended. Here, then, follows an alternative reconstruction (the translation of the verses from the crit. ed. must be somewhat adjusted to fit with the new context):

#10.44-45 [see 239*.4-5]. The charioteer Sumantra, it being the appointed hour, then entered the king's apartment and cupping his hands in reverence, he began to sing the praises of the lord of the world.

#10.46-47 [see 239*.7-8]. "May you be joyful and with a joyful heart delight us with your presence, as the rising sun delights the mighty ocean."

#10.67-68 [see 239*.11-12 + 251*]. The lord of the earth, as he listened to the charioteer's cordial and well-meaning words, was overcome once again with grief.

(N.B. verse 17 of the crit. ed. is simply the NR variant of verse 21, and should be omitted.)
18. Then the righteous and majestic king, utterly joyless on account of his son, looked up at the charioteer through eyes red with grief, and said,

252* (=239*.14). “You cut me to the very quick with these words of yours.”

19. Hearing the pitiful words and seeing the king’s desolate expression, Sumantra cupped his hands in reverence and withdrew some steps from his presence.

20. When in his desolation the lord of earth proved incapable of giving the command himself, Kaikeyi, who well knew her counsels, addressed Sumantra herself:

253*. “Sumantra, the king is exhausted from being awake the whole night in his eager delight over Rāma, and now he is sleepy. Go quickly, then, charioteer, to the glorious prince. Bring Rāma, please. You need have no qualms in doing so.”

21 cd-255*. Thinking that this meant all was well he rejoiced with all his heart. Joyfully he departed, hurrying in consequence of the royal command.

This is what the manuscripts seem most persuasively to attest, but narrative inconsistencies still remain (see 13.20ff. and notes). In fact, the textual confusion in the whole scene seems to reflect an anxiety on the part of the custodians of the Rām tradition about Daśaratha’s having any direct involvement in the process of Rāma’s banishment.

18. “tried to speak”, uvāca: By the deletion of the various “interpolations” the verb has been left without any direct speech to complement it, a construction without parallel in the Rām. Accepting the crit. ed., we have only one solution, to take this as a conative perfect (and to understand the king as attempting to confirm Kaikeyi’s order?). For the occasional conative aspect of the perfect in the epic see 1.63.7, 5.24.7, 43.36, 59.28, 5.47.21, and MBh 3.102.6.

20. “who well knew her counsels” mantrajñā: The epithet is principally ornamental, allowing for alliteration (sumantram mantrajñā, a sort of pādamadhyayamaka; see 13.20, sumantram mantrajñate, etc.).

21. Several D manuscripts add that Sumantra hesitated to go without receiving a direct order from the king (254*), and attribute verse 21 to Daśaratha.

22. “has exhausted himself in preparing Rāma’s consecration” rāmābhīṣekārtham āyayati: We read rāmābhīṣekārtham with all commentators, and with most of them āyayati (mistaken by the editor of the crit. ed. as a corruption; see āyastā in 17.1 and 27.21, and note also the “gloss” in 258*.2, [prajāgara-]parīśāntaka). The crit. ed. would give, “Clearly Rāma will come here for the purpose of his consecration,” a reading equally weak with regard to context and manuscript authority.

Sarga 13

2. “the leading merchant” mukhyā ye nigamasya: For nigamasya we agree with Ct, Cr (so Cm on verse 49 below; see note to 1.14 above, and 106.15. Cg understands, “the-leading men of the city”).

3. Some S manuscripts add, “When the sun had entered the sign of Cancer, when it was Rāma’s birthday” (259*: see note to 1.17.5).

4-7. Ct supplies various verbs with the different objects; Cg construes all with bhānti in 7c, and we more or less follow him.
10. "flawless" suṣṭhaḥ: The adjective (literally, "well-built") is rare with animate objects. The NR's upakālpitaḥ seems to speak in favor of the widespread SR variant samśṭhaḥ ("was present").

11. Hereafter many S (265*) and NW (270*) manuscripts add a verse describing the presence of courtesans (see note on 32.3).

15. "from all over the land" sārabhaṃjanā: The word appears to be unique in this sense.

S manuscripts insert after this verse: "At the king's command I am setting off quickly to Rāma. But you are honored of the king, and of Rāma in particular" (275*).

16. "easily" sukham: We take this adverbially (as Cg, "without delay"); Ck, Ct interpret as direct object, "I shall inform him that you all ask after his 'comfort' ("whether he has slept 'well,'" Ct), (and shall ask why . . . )."

"if he is now awake" samprati buddhasya: We understand samprati independently, as an adverb, with Ck. The participle buddhasya is less likely concessive (Cm, Ck, Ct) than conditional: Sumantra proceeds as if the king is not yet awake (even though he has just left him in the previous sarga), and we must assume the charioteer believed him to have fallen asleep, since he has not yet come forth. After this verse S and NW manuscripts insert: "May the moon and sun, O Kākutṣatha, may Śiva and Vaiśravaṇa, Varuṇa and Agni and Indra ordain victory for you" (279*), thus attempting to furnish the blessings mentioned.

20. Many S manuscripts try to introduce order in the rather disorderly narrative by adding: "I had told you to bring Rāma, charioteer. For what reason do you disobey my order?" (288*; see 255*).

21. "So . . . Daśaratha spoke, again ordering" it . . . datarathah . . . anvastī punah: This implies that Daśaratha once already explicitly commanded Sumantra to bring Rāma, though the verses indicating that are identified as interpolations (see previous note and note to 12.16). It may be that we are to infer that by not openly countermanding Kaśyapa's order Daśaratha can be thought to have approved it, and here avers his full consciousness of it (as Cm, Cg, Ck suggest).

22. Sumantra’s redundant inference is eliminated in the NR.


"golden images atop its pinnacles" kāñcanaprabhautāmikāgram: The compound is unclear. The commentators are not unanimous: "dense with golden images, or, in which the chief pinnacles (were surmounted) by golden images," Cg; "complete with chief golden images," Ck; "in which the predominant façade was provided with golden images," Cm, Ct, Cr.

"coral" vadrūma: It has been argued that coral (also pravāla-) was available to India only from the Mediterranean, and thus there is no reference to it in Sanskrit texts until the early Christian era, when trade with Rome became significant (a fact that, if true, might help date our passage; see Trautmann 1971, p. 178, citing Lévi 1986). This may be the case with respect to red coral, but we do not know whether the Sanskrit words refer exclusively to that variety, or also to others, such as the black coral often exported from the Persian gulf, or that which, according to the poem itself (see 3.33.24), is found along the south Indian coast.

27. "royal palace" rājākulam: There is no necessity to abandon (in agreement with Ck, Ct, Cr) the common meaning of the compound (see 15.12), and to understand
it in the very rare sense of "royal highway." Admittedly, to construe pādas b and c thus together is unusual. This difficulty appears to have-called forth the passage rejected by the crit. ed., 305*; while otherwise vacuous, it in fact supplies the substantive required by 27c (grham, with which 27c would have construed were it not for other excisions made by the crit. ed. in verse 27). These lines should have been included since all manuscripts report them (B4 and D3 are missing for this portion of the sarga).

28. "with a complex of buildings more splendid than celestial palaces" mahāv-
māṇottamavēlmāsamghavat: Agrees with Cm.

Sarga 14

1. "the courtyard" kakṣyāṁ: The NR describes it as the "seventh courtyard" (contrast 5.4, and see note there).

2. "the young men who stood guard" yuvahīr ... adhiścitāṁ: In accordance with Daśaratha's advice in 4.24 above.

5. "anxious for the news" pryakāmyāyā: See note to 3.29. The commentators explain unsatisfactorily, as C, "desiring to do a kindness," to wit, to his father"; Cg reads, "desiring to do a kindness to Rāghava," that is, Daśaratha."

6. Vaśravāṇa: Kubera, "lord of wealth," ruler of yakṣas and gandharvās, "world-protector" of the northern quarter, and, incidentally, half-brother of Rāvaṇa, who drove him from his hereditary kingship (see 34.6.4.ff.). See also verse 26 below, and for this type of allusion, note to 2.29.

8. "Śtā now was with him" upetam sitam bhīyāḥ: In contrast to Sumantra's previous visit, 4.5ff. Our construction is close to Cg's ("once again with her at his side," though he goes on to add, "after she had anointed him or [he seems to say] after she had embraced him, overcome by his beauty"). C, Cūr possibly connect bhīyāḥ with dadarśa in verse 6 (C, "again and again"; C, "completely" [intensely]). Cm, Cg report another interpretation, which understands vīrōjamānam (gleaming) the more with Śtā at his side). The NR (312*) has "like Madhūṣūdāna (Viṣṇu) attended by Śrī with her lotus in her hand."

9. In pādas cd there is a remarkable alliteration: "wvamde varadam bandi vmayajñō vamśīvāvāt" (note that h/ and /v/ are considered homophonic for all figures of sound).

10. "passed the time agreeably" vihāra:- Sumantra's question is unexpected, since Rāma was to have fasted, abstained from sexual intercourse, and entered into a state of consecration. Cm and Cg are perplexed; Cūr, with some N support, reads differently and seems to understand, "having seen the handsome man upon the couch [that served] for pleasure and sleeping."

11. "worthy son of Kausalyā" kausalyasuprajāḥ: In conformity with the general practice of the crit. ed., kausalyasuprajāḥ should probably be printed as two separate words (see 1.22.2, 3.3.17, 5.62.30), though the commentators are not unanimous on whether or not this is in fact a compound, and what its specific sense is. Either "Kausalyā has good offspring in you" (noncompound, suprajāḥ as bahuvrhi compound, so Cm, Cg; for the termination see note to 64.15), or, "good offspring of Kausalyā" (compound, suprajāḥ as karmadārāya, so Cg, Cūr). Pā. 5.4.122, which prescribes the samāśanta asic for bahuvrhi compounds, would support the first inter-
pretation (though Ck on 3.3.17 maintains that the suffix can exceptionally be used in tatpurusha); the use of the phrase in 64.15 (see note there) and 90.5 below likewise favors it.

13. "on my behalf" madantare: So Cm, Cg, Ck (citing Amāk), Ct, Cr; see note to 84.16. (Less likely, "in my absence.")

14. "my lovely-eyed wife" madrekhane: Read as the vocative with most S manuscripts (rather than the nominative of the crit. ed., a rather curious way for Rāma to speak of his "mother"); the adjective he applies to Kaikeyi in 99.5-6 has narrative relevance.

15. "A council's mood" yadṛṣṭi pariṣat: We understand pādas ab in part as a general observation. The "council" at issue is Dāsaratha's colloquy with Kaikeyī (so Cm).

17. "uttering" abhuddhuyuṣṭ: The commentators (except Cr) derive this perfect participle not, as here, from the root dhā but from the root dhīya, "meditating."

19. "almost the size of young elephants" kareṇuṣṭhakalpaḥ: According to Ck, however, the simile is meant to suggest that the horses are excited, strong, and so on.

20. "thousand-eyed Indra": What is meant to be compared to the thousand eyes on the body of Indra, Ct suggests, is the mass of different gems set in the ornaments on Rāma's body.

23. After verse 23, S manuscripts and Śī insert an eighteen-line passage (327*), in which, as Rāma passes through the streets, the women at the windows watch enraptured and sing his praises (see the similar scenes, perhaps modeled on this one, in Buddhac 3 and RāghuVā 7).

24. "in their deep delight" prabhṛṣṭarūpaśya: -rūpa- is an intensifier, as often in the Rām (50.22, 84.22, 3.43.36, 56.19; 5.7.69). See Pa 5.3.66.

Sarga 15

4. "he honored every man, each according to his rank" yathārham ... sampārṇa sarvaṁ eva narān: "That is, with glances, motions of his eyebrows, words, folded hands, bows, etc., according as these were appropriate," Cg, Ck, Ct. The poet elsewhere shows himself to be highly sensitive to the proprieties of social rank; see especially 95.46 and note.

5. "grandfathers and great-grandfathers" putāmaḥ ... tathaiva pratāmaḥ: The plurals, according to Cr, are honorific.

7. "heavenly bliss" paramārthaḥ: Literally, "ultimate benefits," "heaven, etc." (Cm, Ck).

"Would only that we might see" yathā patyāma: Perhaps to be taken absolutely (Cg correctly interprets the imperative in the sense of requesting, Pa 3.3.162; several manuscripts read the optative).

10. After this verse the SR adds: "Whoever might fail to see Rāma, or be seen by Rāma, would live an object of the world's reproach, and of his own" (346* nearly = NW 345*).

11. "in a way befitting their ages" vayuksadhānam: See 94.51 and note for the appropriate procedures. Varadacharya suggests, "to elders he would show the compassion of a son, to children that of a father, to his contemporaries that of a friend" (1964-1965, vol. 1, p. 184n). This is essentially the same as the old explanation of the commentators, Cv, Cm, Cg, Ct, Cr, though they take the compound as accusative
singular feminine, “[compassion] whose degree or measure was [according to] age.”
Cg’s alternative gloss, “to the elders (of all four social orders),” Cm’s, “to the
youthful,” that is, ignorant,” have little to recommend them.
12. After this verse S manuscripts and Ś1 insert: “On horse the best of men passed
beyond three courtyards guarded by bowmen, and went through the other two of
them on foot [perhaps as a sign of humility, see note to 5.4]” (350*). In 51.20 the
royal palace is described as comprising eight courtyards.

Sarga 16

2. The NR inserts after this verse a passage showing Laksmana to be present
(351*; see note on verse 56 below).
7. “like that of the ocean under a full moon” samudra va parvaṇi: Ck remarks,
“Although it is from joy that the ocean is agitated when the moon rises on full-
moon days, the simile here has reference merely to the fact of agitation.”
10. “He seems desolate” sa dīna na: Follows Ck, who against all other comment-
tators takes pādas ab to refer still to Daśaratha (see verse 12 below; Ck however also
interprets these as questions: “Why does he seem ... ?”).
12. “physical illness or mental distress” sārīrō mānasa ... samālpo vābhūdāpo vā: The
commentators all join samālpo with sārīro, and abhūdāpo with mānasa, in a sort of
yātadhātyāyāyāmārā, and we follow them.
13. “misfortune ... one of my mothers” mātrām va mamāstubham: One might also
take mama closely with asubham, “misfortune through my doing” (so Cr, Cs).
15. “in whom ... the very source” yatamūlam: yato forms part of an akūln
compound (so Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct), and is not to be taken separately as a conjunction (Cr).
16. “Can it be” kaccū: Rāma’s three previous questions (verses 11, 12, 13) were
all framed with kaccū na (“It cannot be, can it?”); this last one pointedly omits the
negative, and thereby implies the expectation of an affirmative reply.
17. After this verse S and NW manuscripts insert eighteen lines (363*), in which
Kaikēyi alludes to the boon (singular) given her by the king and asserts she will tell
Rāma about it if he will fulfill its conditions. Rāma replies that she ought not to
speak that way to him (that is, mistrusting his obedience).
19. “Rāma need not say so twice” rāma dvār nābhibhāṣate: That is, he need not
repeat a promise. This seems to be supported by MBḥ 5.160.23, in reference to
Krṣṇa: na dvitiyāṃ pratiyāṃ hi pratiyānāyati keśavāḥ. So Vedāntadeśika explains, “My
word, once spoken, is enough to ensure that the needy will have what they need”
(ad Gadyatraśya, p. 65, where the Rām verse is quoted to corroborate God’s promise
to the devotee of their ultimate union). Cm, Ck, Ct, Ct understand: Rāma never
tries to abrogate a promise; this seems to be indicated by 6.3314*.
21. “wounded” sālāyena: Ck appears to offer the interesting interpretation “(gave
the boons [by swearing]) on his [arrow, that is,] weapon.” For this type of oath-
taking, see 18.18.
24. “guarantee” sammudete: The reading [as] mdeṣe (“order”) is an editor’s emen-
dation (made on relatively weak grounds, see Vaidya 1962, p. xxvi). The manuscript
consensus is definitely in support of sammudete, which we accept (though it is otherwise
unattested), and we interpret as “guarantee [to me],” “assurance,” “solemn decla-
ration.” Daśaratha, of course, has not yet ordered Rāma to do anything.
30. "You need not worry" manyur na ca tuvā kāryah: Ct comments: Kaikeyī ought not to be "angry" with him (so Cā) because of his questions, which seek to know the king's position; she should not be upset, Rāma will definitely go. Ck seems to understand: she should not be upset with the king for not greeting Rāma (and ordering him to go himself).

31. "who knows what is right to do" kṛtaṁśena: See note on 1.20 and 23.4 with note, and observe the NR's "gloss," dharmajñasya. The commentators seek too much specificity: Ck, Ct, "cognizant of Kaikeyī's deed, that is, 'how she had saved him'; Cm, Cg, "cognizant of his own deed, that is, his having granted the boons."

37. "without questioning my father's word" anvārya pitur vākyam: Cg too subtly, "without deliberating (or hesitating) because my father has not said, 'Go to the forest.'"

38. "she pressed Rāghava to set out at once" prasthānam... tvārayāṃsā rāghavam: Tvāraya- takes two accusatives here, as in 71.25 below (contra Ct, Cr).

41. "you needn't worry about that" manyur eṣa panijātam: Literally, "let this anger [or depression] be removed." Thus, as referring to Rāma, is the best way to understand the pāda (so Cg, it appears, in his first interpretation; see also the N recension "gloss," mā manyur kuru rāghava, 382*). Cm, Ck, Ct are more artificial: [the king is upset only because you are not leaving straightaway:] let his dejection be removed by your going immediately.

42. "your father shall neither bathe nor eat" pūrṇa... na te... snāyate bhokṣyate 'pt vā: As if Rāma's presence, like that of a corpse, put Daśaratha into a state of atauca, ritual impurity (note that in 60.8 Rāma is said to have gone away "dead in life").

45. "so dreadful in their consequences" dāruṇādayām: Cf. the use of udaya- at 18.39 (wrongly Cm, Ck, Ct, "[words which were] a cruel answer").

47. "I will do" kṛtam: On this aspect of immediate futurity of the past participle, see note on 3.5.

48. "and" vā: This should be taken samuccaydrthe, for no alternative is being offered (see its use in 92.4; the commentators here are silent).

50. "indeed, Kaikeyī" nāma... kaikeyī: Rāma's direct use of Kaikeyī's name (rather than "my lady" or something similar, as in verses 17, 19, 30, 46) may be significant, implying a growing irritation (similarly Varadacharya 1964-1965, vol. 1, p. 201 note).

51. "the vast forest of the Daṇḍakas" daṇḍakāṇḍam mahad vanam: On the Daṇḍakas Cg reports: "There was a scion of the House of the Ikṣvākus called Daṇḍa. As a result of Śukra's curse [for Daṇḍa's having raped a brahman girl], his kingdom was destroyed by a dust-storm and became a wasteland called Daṇḍaka after him" (the episode is related in the Uttarākāṇḍa, sargas 71-72; for a survey of the ancient literature on the Daṇḍakas, see Luders 1940, pp. 626ff.). The plural he explains as designating a specific locale.

52. "that Bharata obeys father" bhārataḥ... sūṣrūṣet... pītṛ yathā: Rāma urges that Bharata "safeguard his father's promise" by ruling, just as he himself is doing by departing for the forest (so Varadacharya, 1964-1965, vol. 1, p. 202n). But as we shall see in the case of Bharata, fraternal devotion will prove a more powerful motivation than paternal obedience, though neither the poet nor the commentators ever explicitly addresses the problem implicit in Bharata's choice.

53. N manuscripts show Daśarathā fainting here (390*); see the following verse.
55. The NR adds that Rāma met his friends with a smile (394*), and that no one save Lākṣmīna knew the sorrow he felt (395*).

56. We must assume that Lākṣmīna was present during Rāma’s interview with Kaikēti (so Ck, Ct; see note to verse 2 above).

57: “not to gaze” drṣṭīm ... avacārayat: So we read for avacālayan of the crit. ed., on the authority of Ś1, N, G1; 3, M2, 3 (see 3.23.24 for an identical variation).

The commentators here are very concerned to demonstrate that Rāma is unaffected by his disastrous change of fortune. As an avatar of Viṣṇu, Rāma is never, in the eyes of most of the commentators, really emotionally involved with the happenings in which he participates; any emotional display is simply a pretense maintained in order to expedite his mission (see also note on 2.28). How far this theological preconception inhibits the commentators from appreciating the poem fully we shall have further occasion to observe in Aranyākāṇḍa.

59. “In this verse Rāma is shown to suffer no mental change, as he was shown in the preceding verse to suffer no physical change,” Cg.

“one who has passed beyond all things of this world” sarvalokāṅgaya: A jīvaṁmukta, “one liberated from transmigration while ‘alive’” (Ck, Ct) or a great yogin who is indifferent to pain and pleasure, respect and scorn (Cm, Cg). The first-hint in the Rām of Rāma’s unique characteristic, his renunciatory approach to political life, his revaluation of the kshatriya’s dharma (see Introduction, Chapter 10).

60. “to tell ... the sad news” apryayānāṃvān: Taken by Böhtlingk as a perfect participle (without reduplication), “with future signification and, most unusually, in compound with its object” (1887, p. 221).

Sarga 17

1. 8 manuscripts begin this chapter with a fourteen-line interpolation (408*) describing the lamentation of the women in the king’s inner chamber. The commentators take this as the reason for Rāma’s being “sorely troubled” (see note on 16.57).

“of his own accord” vaff: See note on 10.1. He goes to visit his mother not because he is bidden, but out of a sense of propriety. Given the discrepancy between the description of Rāma’s emotional state here and that in 16.58ff. (a problem noticed by the commentators), one might prefer, “but self-controlled nonetheless” (so Cg), but both the position of the word and the absence of any adversative particle make this difficult.

2. “the venerable elder” puruṣam ... urddham paramapāyān: Presumably the watchman.

6. “worshiping” akarot pāyām: Literally, “performing pāyā”; one of the first appearances in Sanskrit literature of the term for Hindu worship.

N manuscripts omit the reference to Viṣṇu (see 407*).

7. “she was ... pouring an oblation” juhoti sīrā: Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct, Cr, comparing the causative hāvayantīm in the next verse (see note there), all understand that Kausalyā is having the agnīhotra of fire-sacrifice performed by a priest, rather than doing it herself. Cs, however, cites a smṛti text to the effect that “women of the highest varṇas have authority to perform vedic rites.”
"pronouncing benedictions" hrītamāṅgalā: The commentators are silent on the meaning of the compound. It is no doubt equivalent to maṅgalavoḍānim (the glossing reading of the NR, 409*-1), as 22.1 verifies (cakrā v. maṅgalāni, the prayers following in verses 2ff.).

8. "pouring the oblation" hāvāṃtām: Taking the causative here as svārthē (with Cr and Cs [second gloss]); see 3.70.18 for a likely parallel.

12. "your father is as good as his word" satyapratiṣṭhānam pitarām: Note the deep irony on the poet's part.

14. "It will bring sadness to you, Vaidehi, and Lākṣmaṇa" udam tava ca duḥkhyā vaidehyā lākṣmaṇasya ca: Rāma, according to Ck, implies by this that he himself feels no sadness at all.

15. "giving up meat like a sage" hitvā munvad āṃśam: Since Rāma and Lākṣmaṇa will later break their fast by eating boar, antelope, gazelle, and deer (46.79: they will eat meat elsewhere, 49.14, etc.), Cm, Cs are forced to interpret: like a sage Rāma will have to give up finely prepared meats—but not plain meat. Ck, Ct suggest, "like a sage," that is, give up meat except at śraddha feasts" (see note on 69.22), but this appears to contradict Rāma's actual behavior later on, though see note on 48.15. Cr and Cs try, characteristically, to obliterate the signification "meat" altogether.

18. "He came to her side" upāsṛṣṭya: The commentators read upāsṛṣṭya, which they explain as "[the mare] having writhed [upon the ground]."

"like a mare forced to draw a heavy load" vaḍavāṁ iva vākṣām: Observe how the simile here nicely takes up and advances the one in verse 9.

21. "only of the mind and only a single grief" eka eva . . . sokaḥ . . . mānasah: Both qualifications are emphatic: a mother experiences untold physical agonies in the birth and rearing of her child, and risks multiple emotional sorrows as well (similarly Varadacharya 1964-1965, vol. 1, p. 212n). Aprajāṣṭra is possibly double sāṅdiḥ, aprajāṣṭram (on the form see note on 64.15).

22. "within my husband's power" pātprauruṣe: It may be that we are to hear a stronger sexual overtness in the second element of the compound, despite its impropriety in a mother's conversation with her son (Cm, Ck, Ct gloss it, "a sort of gratification resulting from a husband's love"). The NR gives, "from the time of my marriage with my husband."

"in a son" putre: Cm, Cs, Ck, Ct understand the locative absolutely, "(I perhaps might find) 'were there a son,' if I bore him a son." But the point is not that Kauśalyā hoped to win her husband's affection by producing a son for him, but rather that the joy she, never had from Daśaratha and had hoped to find in her son is now being taken from her by Rāma's banishment.

23. "Having told of her past sorrows, Kauśalyā is now going to tell of her future ones," Cg.

"being their seniōr" vaṁ saṁ: Kauśalyā's "seniority" derives in the first instance from her status as first or chief queen; it is not a status she acquired "by virtue of Rāma," as Ck, Ct appear to maintain (Cg, "if she were junior she would not suffer this sorrow [that is, being stigmatized]").

26. "The ten years and seven since you were born, Rāghava" daśa saptca ca varśāṇi tava jātasya rāghava: Rāma's age is a matter of some uncertainty, for the manuscripts are divided on the issue and the crit. ed. has not been wholly consistent in its decisions over the seven volumes. A detailed consideration is in order here.

If there is unanimous testimony anywhere in the Rām, we must start from that
and work back. There does appear to be one such datum. In 3.45.10 Stitā says that Rāma was twenty-five years old at the time of his exile; the context certifies that Stitā is speaking about the time of the exile, not Rāma’s age at the moment of her conversation with Rāvana, see verses 9 and 11; were we to take it otherwise, Rāma would have had to be eleven at the time of his exile (this conversation with Rāvana taking place at the beginning of the fourteenth year of exile), which not only causes more problems than it solves, but is also patently ridiculous. The single variant reading here among the twenty-nine manuscripts is contained in Š1, which gives Rāma’s age as twenty-seven (see our present verse, 2.17.26 where D4, 5, 7 give twenty-seven also). (N1 omits the verse, but omits also the necessary verse 9, which suggests a lacuna in its exemplar.)

The statement in our present verse; 2.17.26; appears to conflict with this. Kausalyā says, “seventeen years have passed since you were born, Rāghava” (NE, and some NW manuscripts give eighteen). Although at first glance artificial, the explanation of the commentators (Cm in particular) seems probable. They understand “born” in the sense of “reborn,” that is, at the initiation ceremony, which for kshatriya boys may take place in their-eighth year. Kausalyā could hardly have expected solace for her troubles during Rāma’s infancy and childhood. However, that she waited seventeen years during Rāma’s manhood, when at any moment he might be consecrated as prince regent and so secure her a position of preeminence, is at least reasonable.

Other facts support this age of Rāma at the time of his banishment. In 3.36.6, all S and NW manuscripts (though not the crit. ed.) give the age of Rāma just prior to his marriage as twelve. This need not contradict 1.19.2, where Rāma is merely said to be “under sixteen.” Moreover, in 3.45.4-5 and 5.31.13-14 Stitā says, again in the S and NW manuscripts (so too PadmaP 6.269.181-82), though not in the crit. ed. of Aranyakānda, that she and Rāma lived together twelve years in Ayodhyā after their marriage (see also 1.76.14, reported by all manuscripts except N1, which for this passage is not extant), and were sent into exile in the thirteenth year. This all construes with an age of twenty-five for Rāma. (There is no reason to consider this an “interpolation,” with van Daalen 1980, pp. 215-14.) For a traditional statement on the age of Rāma, which is in harmony with these calculations, see note on 3.45.10.

Finally, when Rāma first goes off to the forest to perform his divine deeds, he would be just the age a god should be, twenty-five, “for gods are always this age” (3.4.13-14). Note too that in 2.38.15 Kausalyā says of Rāma at his departure that he is “in age like a deathless god.” Since the forest is a place where most normal human social categories are suspended, we may assume this to be his age, in a sense, throughout the years of exile, and thus when he kills Rāvana.

The one textual objection to all this is contained in the NE tradition. Putting Rāma’s age at marriage just under sixteen, it has Stitā and Rāma live only one year in Ayodhyā (variants on 3.45.4-5; 5.31.13-14), which would allow us to interpret our verse, 2.17.26, more “naturally,” that Rāma is seventeen years old at the time of banishment. But this conflicts with Stitā’s statement in 3.45.10, which the NE also reports. The NE is also self-contradictory elsewhere (see 2.17.26: Rāma is eighteen whereas according to 2.45.4-5, etc. and 3.36.6, he should be seventeen). It looks as if the NE tradition is mistakenly attempting to reconcile the other passages with our verse here—mistakenly, because it failed to grasp the true sense of “born.”

Stitā’s age is not mentioned anywhere except in one line in Aranyakānda reported by all manuscripts except N1 (and unjustifiably rejected by the crit. ed.), which states
NOTES

that Sitâ was eighteen at the time of the exile (874*). This would make her six at the time of marriage (and at least thirty-three at the time of the birth of her children). There are no socio-historical arguments that can effectively impugn the credibility of this datum, for any such arguments for India of this period would have to derive from the Râm itself. (2.110.33, where Sitâ says of herself that she was patuśmyoga-sulabham vayo ... me, “I had reached the right age for marriage,” does not necessarily mean that she had reached puberty; note that according to Megasthenes, Indian women were considered marriageable at the age of seven [cited in Scharfe 1968, p. 298 n. 1]).

30. “under ... crushing” arpitam: Literally, “afflicted by,” a relatively rare usage (but see 8.53.2).

31. This verse disrupts the connection between verses 30 and 32, and N manuscripts suggest that it should in fact be read either before or after verse 29.

33. As the crit. ed. reads pāda d, we would have to translate the verse as follows: “When she looked at Râghava, and saw how her son was bound ... like a kzmara woman she broke out in lamentation.” Ck and Ct remark: “bound,’ that is, by the bonds of truth,” but Kausalyâ at present does not know the cause of Râmâ’s exile, and therefore would not think of him as being in any way “bound.” Then again, while the simile of the kzmara woman is elsewhere attested (9.46), the placement of tvā here is disturbing, and the simile itself meaningless. For these two reasons it seems virtually certain that the correct reading in pāda d is saurabhî, “cow” (for kzmari), preserved in the three conservative D manuscripts, 4, 5, 7. The simile in the previous verse accords nicely with this reading, and the use of the particular word for “cow,” saurabhî, finds support in the story related below, 68.15ff. (see also 85.52).

“being bound” baddham: “Even as a cowherd, desirous of breaking in a calf ... will lead it away from its mother and tie it with a halter to a post planted somewhere out of her way” (Sumāṅgalavilāsini on Dighanikâya, cited in Warren 1896, p. 354). See also MBh 12.171.6.

Sarga 18

1. “in the heat of the moment” taikâlasadrgam: Literally, “suitable to the occasion”; according to Cg, “befitting the moment of Kausalyâ’s grief.” By this we gather that what Lâkṣmaṇa is about to speak is not really heartfelt [e.g., verse 3], but is meant merely to assuage Kausalyâ’s sorrow.”

2. “bowing to the demands of a woman” stryâ vâkyavastum gatah: Ct against all probability construes the phrase with verse 3, in order to avoid the implicit criticism of Râmâ.

4. After this verse many S manuscripts insert: “Today I will kill the miserable old man, who is under the power of lust and utterly shameless, who consorts with a woman and not with righteousness, king though he is” (446*). (Similarly in 4.30.3ff. Lâkṣmaṇa is prepared to kill Sugrîva.) This idea is repeated in interpolation 454* (after verse 11 below).

11. After this verse S manuscripts insert: “If our father, incited by Raikeyî, has become corrupt [read samdusto] and our enemy, then let him without compunction be imprisoned, even slain. Though our guru, he is arrogant, does not know right
from wrong, and has gone off the proper course, and so he must be punished [= MBh 12.138.48, a verse repeated elsewhere in that text]. What power does he rely on, or what argument, that he is ready to give to Kaikeyī the kingship meant for you, best of men?" (454*).

18. "I swear... by my truth and my bow" satyena dhanuṣa cauva... sāpe: According to ManuSm 8.113, brahmans are to take an oath by their truth, kshatriyas by their mounts and weapons, vāṣyās by their material possessions and śūdras "by all sins." Swearing "by one's truth" means to guarantee an oath by pledging one's dharma (so basically Cr here; on 45.4 Cr explains it as pledging the good karma that one has amassed). See MBh 13, App. 1, No. 20, lines 181-82, "When one swears by one's truth in the presence of the gods, the sacred fire or one's gurus [and fails to fulfil the oath], King Vaivasvata [Death] destroys half his dharma" (see also Medhātithi on ManuSm 8.113, "I swear by my truth" means, 'May my dharma, which is dependent on truth and the like, prove fruitless for me [if I do not do or mean what I say]'"). As in the present passage, swearing by one's truth is elsewhere in the epics differentiated from swearing by one's good karma (here, "gifts of alms and sacrifices," see also 10.19 above), as in the MBh, sāpe... sakhīyena satyena sukṛtena ca, "I swear by my friendship, by my truth and good deeds" (6.102.68), whereas the dharmasūtras also distinguish them (see Nārāyaṇa 4.248). What precisely the difference comprises we do not know.

15. "the queen... Rāghava" devī... rāghavāḥ: It is unclear, perhaps intentionally so, whether we should understand "Kausalyā... Rāma" or "Kaikeyī... Daśaratha" (Gs offers both possibilities).

After this verse most S manuscripts insert: "I will kill our old father, who is so mindlessly attached to Kaikeyī—that miserable, feeble child, whose old age is a reproach to him" (458*).

17. "you have heard your brother... speak" bhṛttus te vadaṇaḥ... śrutaṁ tvayā: The genitives (pace Cr)-form the object of śrutaṁ (see 58.27 and note).

"Whatever is best" tattvaṁ: "True, right, best thing," as in 3.11.8, 34.22; 6.11.40, 15.11, etc.

18. "heeding the unrighteous words spoken by my co-wife" adharmyaṁ vacaḥ śrutvād sapatnāya mama bhūṣitaṁ: Kausalyā's main argument here is that it is not his father's order anyway, but his stepmother's, that Rāma is ready to obey—(Rāma will speak to this point in verse 35).

20. "Kāśyapa obeyed his mother" ṣutrāṣṭur janantāṁ... kāśyapāḥ: The story of Kāśyapa referred to here is unknown. "One may infer," say Cr, Ck, "that Kāśyapa reached the rank of Prajāpati only by virtue of the obedience he showed his mother in this world." We may suppose that the son wished to abandon home for a life of austerities in the forest, but bowed to his mother's wishes and still achieved his aim (Gs takes the patronymic to refer to Garuḍa, but this is difficult).

21. "in no way... less deserving than the king" yathavo rāja... tathā: Ck and Cr quote śūrti here: "A mother exceeds a father one-hundredfold in dignity" (see Nārada-pāñcarātra 2.6.7).

22. "a life of comfort" jīvitaṁ sukhena vā: The second half of the verse plainly demands that we regard this as hendia dys, as in 45.9. (3.47.24 additionally demonstrates that the phrase is best taken thus).

23. "I will fast to death" dham prāyam... asiye: An early reference to prāyopāvesana, fasting in order to force another to one's will (see 108.18-15 and notes).
24. "like the ocean ... the guilt of brahman-murder" *brahmahatyām iva ... samudrāh*: Again we do not know the legend, nor do the commentators, who admit that the ocean is nowhere-said to have slain a brahman. Cg reasons that, as Kāśyapa attained heaven through obedience to his mother, the ocean, "through unrighteousness," that is, causing his mother sorrow, incurred the worst sin of all—brahman-murder—and so went to hell. Cs, like other commentators, reports a "purānic story," but it does not quite fit: the ocean once offended his mother; in consequence of the unrighteousness engendered by this act, the sage Pippalāda exercised sorcery against the ocean who, attempting to counteract it, incurred brahman-murder," that is, he was guilty of obstructing a brahman's ascetic practices.

27. Kandu: The son of the seer Kanyaku (see 6.12.18ff., where some verses of his are quoted regarding the obligation of protecting all who take refuge with one). We know from 4.47.18ff. that in consequence of the death of his ten-year-old son he turned a forest into a barren wilderness. But nowhere in epic or post-epic literature do we find a reference to the incident mentioned here.

"strict in his observances" *vratacārīṇa*: The reading "dwelling in the forest" (vana-cārīṇa) appears both textually and contextually preferable: all three examples (verses 27, 28, 29) would thus have reference to the exceptional circumstances of forest existence, which obtain to some degree in Rāma's case, too.

"for he knew that it was right" *janatā dharmaṃ*: That is, to obey his father above all else. Were we to take the phrase concessively ("though he knew what was right"), or with Cs to understand *janatā adharmaṃ* ("though he knew that [to kill a cow] was unrighteous"), the verse would imply that Rāma believes what he is doing to be wrong, which is unlikely.

28. "and thereby met with wholesale slaughter" *avāptaḥ sumahān vadahā*: The NR, attempting to make the example more apposite, offers: "a great slaughter of living things was brought about by them" (467a). Cm, Cs, C explain: thus a father's command is to be obeyed even at the cost of one's own life. The story of Sagara and his sons is related at Rām 1.87ff.

29. "an ax ... in the forest" *paraśamudrāpye*: Ck reports a reading unrecorded in the crit. ed., *paraśudhārena*, "with the blade of an ax," which is attractive (though see above, note to verse 27). For the legend see MBh 3.115-17.

31. "It is this that is my duty on earth, and I cannot shirk it" *tad etat tu mayā kāryāṃ kriyate bhūvi nānyathā*: This agrees with Cg; equally acceptable: "this is my duty on earth that I do, not anything else (or, not anything contrary to duty)" (Cm, Cs, C).

32. The constitution of the text is uncertain here. Translating what the crit. ed. offers, we must take *ajñāya in pāda e* as being governed by *tava in c* (either as a true continuative or as a finite verb [as frequently in the MBh, see 8.67.27, 9.36.18, and Dandekar's references there; see also note to Rām 3.45.4 and 5.25.10]). This is corroborated by a comparison of 474.2 (NW) and App. I, No. 11.29-30, which also suggests that originally the passage contained a main verb and read something like: "You (and mother) fail to understand ... and so are causing me much pain."

33. "on righteousness is truth founded" *dharma satyaṃ pratiṣṭhitam*: Several good D manuscripts (4, 5, 7) read *dharmaḥ satya pratiṣṭhitaḥ," and righteousness is founded on truth," which is more logical, and is supported by a previous SR passage, 234.1 (satye dharmaḥ pratiṣṭhitaḥ).

34. "Having once heard" *saṃśrutaḥ*: It is hard to see how this can mean "promise" here, though that is how Cm, Cs and Cr gloss it (and see the NR version, 478, kārlaṃhitā saṃśrutaḥ).
35. “and it is at father’s bidding” putra hi vacanāt: The NR offers, “for father gave his approval to what Kaikēyī told me.” As noted, Rāma here responds to Kaushalyā’s argument in verse 18. But let us observe that neither previously nor later does Daśaratha himself ever explicitly order Rāma to go into exile.

36. Cg comments: “Having described the real meaning of truth, Rāma now goes on to describe the principle of self-restraint . . . ‘the code of kṣatriyas,’ described in the MBh as ‘a thing of savagery and villainy’ ” [12.22.5]. Rāma’s explicit rejection here of the dharma of the kṣatriya class is worth noting closely. We shall see, particularly in Aranyakāṇḍa, that a certain contradiction underlies Rāma’s behavior, as a kṣatriya who is by nature inclined to deny his proper dharma and to accept the dharma of ascetics, or in other words, to “spiritualize” the conventional behavior of his class (see also 101.20, 30-31 and note, and the Introduction, Chapter 10).

Cg remarks further: “The main concern of this sūtra [the Rāmāyaṇa] is to validate dharma, and this it does by refuting the doctrines of the materialists, who maintain that expedient policy [nīti] plain and simple, to the complete exclusion of dharma, is the means of achieving political success. Thus Rāma validates dharma by refuting the materialist doctrine everywhere it is brought forward for consideration, as here by Lakṣmaṇa. Herein lies the secret of the work” (see sarga 100 and notes there).

38. “the promise” -pratijñāḥ: Daśaratha’s to Kaikēyī (10.19), probably, rather than Rāma’s own to her (16.19) (so too according to the SR interpolation, App. I, No. 11.43, putruḥ pratijñām).

40. “earnestly” parākramāt: Adverbial ablative. The word parākrama frequently carries no sense of “bravery” or “valor” in the Rām (as Cr erroneously takes it here), especially in such compounds as satyoparākrama-,”striving for truth.” See notes to 19.7 and 101.30 in particular.

“Then, in his heart, he reverently circled the woman who gave him birth” caukṣa tāṁ hṛdi janamāṃ prakāṣiṇām: The expression is curious, and only Cr seems to understand it reasonably and grammatically. One-normally circumambulates a person to the right before taking leave, but “he did it only in his heart, because a real circumambulation would have hinted at their [forthcoming] separation” (“he resolved to do it,” Cg; “having performed the circumambulation, he ‘put in his heart,’ set his mind on, going,” Cm, Ck, Ct).

Sarga 19

1. “like a mighty serpent” nāgendrām: This can mean ‘elephant as well as snake, but the more usual simile for an angry man is that he sighs or hisses ‘like a snake’ (which is what the NR in fact reads, 489*2.2 and see 20.2 below; but see 17.1 and Johnston on Saund 1.38):

4. “You must take care that our mother” mātā naḥ sā yatāḥ . . . tathā kuru: This obviously, considering the position of this verse between verses 5 and 5, has reference to Kaikēyī (so Cr, Cm [second interpretation], ’Cg, Ct [second interpretation], not to Kaushalyā (Cm, Ck, Ct, Cr, Cs). See the version of the good D manuscripts 4, 5, 7: mātā naḥ . . . yātrāṣṭa, “our younger mother” (485*6). Kaikēyī’s anxiety would be that Lakṣmaṇa might incite Rāma to a coup d’etat (Cg).

7. “a truthful man, true to his word, ever striving for truth” satyāḥ satyāṭhāśrīvyamandhat ca nīyam satyoparākramah: The three qualifications apply to the tripartite division of human action—thought, speech, and deeds—as in 88.18 below, see note there (so
Varadacharya rightly points out, 1964-1965, vol. 1, p. 240; contrast the note on 104.3 below). *parakrama*: A "strenuous undertaking" or "attempt to achieve," without any suggestion of "valor." Compare the use of the word in the Aśokan inscriptions, especially Rock Edict-VI (Shahbazgarhi), lines 16-18 (Hultsch 1925, p. 57). Similarly employed is *vikrama*. See also below 58.50, 66.26, 101.30, 103.7, 104.3 and notes, 3.6.6 and note, and Pollock 1983, pp. 276-79.

"of what other people might say" *paraloka*: Here lies one of those crucial details that must color our whole understanding of the psychological motivations underlying the action of the Rām. Is Daśaratha acting as he does because of his "fear of public opinion," or is it "in fear of the-other-world," of his fate after death (a second possible meaning of the Sanskrit)? Evidence favors the first explanation, but not conclusively, as follows:

First, both Cr here and Cs on 47.26 agree in giving the compound the sense of "public opinion." In 47.26, additionally, the NR reads *lokasūda*, "public talk," for *paraloka*, a glossing reading of the sort that we often see elsewhere, causing us to regard the NR as our oldest "commentary" on the Rām (see Pollock 1981).

Second, when the sense "other world" is intended in the Rām, the uncompound form is preferred, as for example in 3.11.26 (and far more frequently replaced altogether by *param* alone [2.100.16], *svargam*, *trdvaṃ*, etc.). There is only one instance in the critically constituted text of the Rām where the compound form indubitably bears the meaning "other world," 8.59.6 (note that it is picked up in 59.8 by the uncompound form). But see also note to 54.6 below.

Third, in the context of our present verse, the charge made in the following verse, "to hear his truthfulness impugned," makes far better sense if Daśaratha's fear is what the people might say. In 20.6, Lakṣmana is unquestioningly answering Rāma's argument here when he speaks of being "fearful of losing people's respect on account of some infraction of righteousness" (see also the note there). Elsewhere the Northern tradition has Daśaratha explicitly state that he is afraid of what people might say (see note on 31.1).

Finally, in 11.6 Daśaratha makes it clear that the consequences of lying he most fears are unequaled infamy and inevitable disgrace in the eyes of the people (*loke*). If further evidence is required of how strong the power of public opinion was felt to be, we need only point to the events of the *Uttarakhaṇḍa*, where Rāma drives Sītā from the kingdom because of what the people are saying (7.42ff.).

Against the translation offered stands the opinion of the majority of the commentators: Cm, Ct, "What causes fear in the world to come, that is, falsehood"; Cg, "What causes the loss of the world to come" (similarly Cg, Ck, Ct on 47.26). Although it is true that Rāma often shows himself to be very concerned with the eschatological implications of behavior (see 101.8, 11, 15, 30), it is easy, against all of these examples, to set passages that reflect an anxiety about one's duty and fame in this world (see 18.39, 101.7, 9, 10; see also 101.22 and note). A second objection to this translation lies in 54.6, but there either of the two meanings is possible (see the note there). In the end, the problem cannot be solved with absolute certainty. Although the translator is forced to choose, the reader should bear in mind the alternative possibility.

9. "the city" *purah*: Reading *purah* for *punah* (see NR 489*.16, *stah puratā;* so also Ck, Ct, Cr, and two good S manuscripts, G2, M1).

12. This analysis of the verse takes a hint from the NR version, 489*.21-22 and
understands *yena* . . . *tat* as “since . . . therefore,” and *samklesṣṭum* as absolute (perhaps with “to cause [her, that is, Kāikeyī] more pain” understood; the verb might also be used in the sense of “delay, tarry” [see the NR gloss *ulambatum*, and possibly 6.64.49], but this meaning is nowhere attested). The commentators are quite confused. They read *tam* for *tat in pāda* c and understand: “I should not pain him,’ that is, myself, by whom [*yena*],” *Cg*; “‘him,’ that is, my father,” *Ck* (“that is, god or fate,” *Ct*; “Mantharā and the other people,” *Cm*).

17. “speak to my harm” *brūyāt . . . maśpādum*: The text is somewhat uncertain. *Cm*, *Ck* give “harm me” (*kuryāt for brūyāt*), whereas the NR has *brūyāt māṇi tathā, “speak to me in that way” (489*.92).

18. “What cannot be explained” *yad acmiṣyam*: We understand this as referring to Rāma’s previous statements, especially verses 15-17, and take *api* almost in the sense of *ca*; *Ck* eliminates *api*, reading attractively, [bhūteṣu]na viśhanayate (not recorded in the crit. ed.). This is in general agreement with *Cm*.

“(which) clearly” *vyaktam*: On this sort of single-word enjambment, see note on 21.14.

19. “What man” *kā ca . . . pumām*: Reading *kā ca* with most NW and S manuscripts (see 489*.32 v.l.) and *Cg*, *Ck*, *Ct*, for the crit. ed.’s *kā cu*.

20. “all things” *yac ca*: Reading *yac ca* with all but one S manuscript and the commentators. Neither *Ct’s* *yasya = yat*, nor *Cr’s* *yasya janasasya*, is any explanation.

“birth and death” *bhavābhavasau*: Glossed “transmigration and liberation” by *Cm*, *Ck*, *Ct* (we agree with *Cg*, *Cr*).

“things such as these” *kimīṣṭ tathābhūtam*: The cause of which is inexplicable (Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct).

21. “Comply with my wishes” *anuvidhāya mām*: *Ck*, “imitate me”; *Ct*, “follow me,” with a veiled hint that Lākṣmana, too, will be going to the forest” (see note on 28.1).

22. “younger mother” *yavyasa*: We translate the word strictly, as a comparative. The poet does not make it wholly clear who the youngest mother-is. In 64.8 Sumitrā is called the “middle mother” (*madhyamā*, but note D4, 7, *sumadhyamā*, “fair-waisted”), while in 5.2.18 Kāikeyī is so termed (NE manuscripts read *yavyasa* for *madhyamā*; in 3.15.35 all manuscripts name Kāikeyī the middle mother, and this is how Bha- vabhūti alludes to her in *Uttarādīca* 1.21.2). *Cg* sees the inconsistency, which lie tries to rectify by arguing that, where “middle” is used with reference to Kāikeyī, it means “middle [in age] with regard to all the [350] wives of the king,” not with regard to the three chief queens (among whom he says Kāikeyī is the youngest). Such incidents as 1.15.26, where Kāikeyī receives the divine food only after Kausālayā and Sumitrā have first received a share, and overall narrative propriety argue for Kāikeyī’s being the youngest of the three principal queens (see *SkandP* 6.99.20).

### Sarga 20

1. “midway between joy and sorrow” *madhyam . . . duṣṭkharatayoḥ*: Lākṣmana’s joy stems from seeing Rāma holding so firmly to righteousness, his sorrow from the loss, or abandonment, of the kingship (see 98.70; so Cm, Cg, Ct; Ck: when he called to mind the mental discipline regarding the power of fate, which Rāma had just taught him, Lākṣmana was happy; when he forgot it by force of his inherent nature, he could not bear the loss of sovereignty and all the rest, and so grew angry. As an
NOTES

avatar of Śeṣa, according to Ck [Cε finds this hinted at in the simile in verse 2], Lakṣmaṇa is characterized by a mixture of the qualities rajah and sattva, Rāma by pure sattva).

2. "like a great snake seized with anger in its lair" mahāśarpa bilastha iva roṣṭah: The commentators wonder why a snake should become angry in its own lair, and try variously to explain it; presumably something harasses it in a moment of unpreparedness. The simile reappears in 4.6.1.

4. "from side to side, up and down" tryaṅ gṛ̥dhvam: We connect the adverbs with udhunvan; it is hard to see how they can be joined with pādas cd (as Cm, Cg, Ct construe).

5. "the source of this sheer folly" yasya jāto vasa sumahāṇayah (crit. ed., -yam): The dangling relative yasya is uncharacteristic of the poet and troublesome (though not to the commentators, who understand yasya pravṛddhasya te. See also the NW gloss yas te). The text as constituted would require the following translation: "Now is not the time for this great (sumahāṇ ayam) panic that has sprung up in you." The problem of the relative is solved if we conjecture, as here, sumahāṇayah (see 8.14 above, sumahāṇ anayah; anayah is a favorite word of Vālmiki, occurring also in 51.26, 72.4, 3.62.7 [see 12], 5.19.10, 20.29, etc.). Rāma’s panic (sambramah) is causing him to make an egregious (sumahāṇ) political misjudgment (anayah).

6. "fearful of losing people’s respect" lokāyaṇaṇatāṅkhayat: Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct, Cs analyze anatāṅkhayat, in the sense "for the purpose of the nonecessive doubts," that is, for the removal of excessive doubts—which is manifestly unsatisfactory. Cg’s second interpretation is the correct one, by which we divide lokāya ānati- (this also agrees implicitly with the NR gloss, lokavoḍabhayena). In this way, too, a sensible connection is established with 19.7 above.

7. Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct join pādas ab with verse 6cd. We treat this sloka as a unit (so too Gr).

8. "suspicion" saṅkā: "That they are evil and that therefore in not doing as they order Rāma will be guilty of no lapse from righteousness," Cm (so Cg).

After this verse most S manuscripts add: "They have acted very skillfully, eager to seize their own advantage through guile. For if they had not conspired before now, Rāghava, then long before now she would have raised the matter of the boon and he would have granted it" (503*).

9. "I despise that ‘righteousness’" sa . . . dharmo mama dvēṣyah: Lakṣmaṇa will later deny the existence of dharma (6.70.14ff.).

"has so altered" agatā dvāsidham: That is, he had just been prepared to accept the kingship, and now he is prepared to go into exile (so the commentators). Note that Lakṣmaṇa addresses Rāma as king here, as in verse 17 below (the-NR removes both references, but adds a new one in verse 34). In 3.1.19, 5.10ff., etc., Rāma is regarded as a king, though he does not so regard himself in Book Four (see for example 4.18.25).

10. "Even if you think it fate that framed this plot of theirs" yady api pratipattas te daśit cāpi tayor matam: The construction adopted is that of Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct (though Ct repeats matam as subject of pāda c, "your own notion"). Another possibility, which avoids the slight problem of the absence of concord in pratipattih . . . matam ("corrected" to matat in many S manuscripts), would be: "Even if you have a presumption (pratipattiḥ) regarding fate (that is, if you presume that fate is involved), still, the plan (matam) of those two must be rejected."

"this course" tad: That is, Rāma’s course of action in submitting to fate (Cm, Cg,
Ct gloss, "[I do not approve of that,] that is, fate"; Ck, "the fact that he does not reject what should be rejected," and he cites smrti: "One should not perform an act, dharma though it may be, if it does not lead to heaven and if it is something hateful to people.");

12. On the issue here, that of fate versus free will, see the Introduction, Chap. 5.

18. "their hopes" taddālam: Taśtrupuṣa compound, pāda b functioning epexegetically, piṇa tasya ca (Cm, Cg take tath adverbially [= tasmā], Ct adjectively [= tām]), while yaḥ is relative to dān (Ct), not tasyāḥ (Cg).

19. "one fallen (within my mighty grasp)" (madbalena) viruddhāya: Some S manuscripts make the reference more explicit, reading viruddhāya, "of her [Kaikēyi] fallen." Pādas cd literally, "(the power of fate would not be such [that is, for the benefit of the person so endangered (Cm, Cg); to be able to free the person (Ck, Ct)) as my terrible strength is able to work grief [for the person]."

20. As the following verse indicates, Lakṣmīna’s primary intention here is to advise Rāma on the proper time to go to the forest, that is, only after he has ruled (Ck, Ct), though additionally he may be suggesting that Bharata will never gain the kingship (Cm, Cg; also noted by Ct). The main idea of the verse is, somewhat awkwardly, contained in the locative absolute. For the irony of Rāma’s fulfilling in his youth the "vow" that normally fell to aged Iksvāku kings, see RaghuVa 12.20, UttarāṇaC 1.22.

"many years from now" varṣasahassorōne: See the note on 2.6 above.

"my brother" ṣrya:- We read the compound ṣryaputrāḥ as ṣrya putrāḥ following B2’s gloss, against Ct, Cr, and Cg.

22. "without the king’s wholehearted support" rājany anekāgre: Literally, "the king not being of one mind." We take this to mean that the king’s allegiances are divided (and thus that Rāma’s accession would not be wholly legal), and translate vihṛama-as "revert," particularly in view of verse 24 (see also Arthād 3.11.13, rājyavibhrama-);

Cm, Cg are close to this.

23. "may I never … if I do not" mā bhūvam … ca rakṣyeyam aham: Literally, "may I never … and I will guard," a rather unusual construction, clarified in D4, 5, 7, which read yadi for aham.

24. "kings" mahipālam: "That is, the opposing (rebellious) kings," Ck (Ct).

25. "ornament" abhāndhana:- So Cm, Cg, Ck; other commentators try to explain this as something related specifically to life in the forest, as Ct, "to be used for making holes in logs, in order to bind them together"; Cr, "to cut ropes for building huts, etc." Similarly with stambhakhetavāḥ ("just for filling [a quiver]," so Cg, PW s.v. stambha;-): "to be used as props, for propping up logs to keep them from falling down," Ck, Ct; "to be banded together 'so as to construct a post,'" Ct.

26. "that anyone" yaḥ: Understood as reduced from yat (or yadi) kaicit, as often (see 3.41.45 and note, and Speijer 1886, p. 356).

"match" satruḥ: Here and in verse 27 the word has the specific meaning of an equal or superior foe, a conqueror (as in mṛḍalatu, Śatāra 1.6.3.8; see the name Ajāṭaḥ, which means not "having no enemy born" but "no conqueror").

27. "I count" kalpaya: So essentially Ck; "I do not let him stand [stāhpayāmi], but rather cut him down," Cg (so Ct).

28. "trunks, flanks, and heads of elephants, horses, and men" hastyasvanaraśa- storaśirohāḥ: For this figure, which is technically called yāthāsanyäkhya, see also 3.38.12 and note there (Brinkhaus 1981).

29. The two similes refer to two different aspects of the slaughter: “like clouds
with lightning,” because Laksmana’s sword is “lustrous as flashing lightning,” verse 27 (and the elephants are gray); “like mountains engulfed in flames,” because of the red blood streaming from the massive animals (so, for the latter, Ck, Ct, Cr).

31. “now one man with many, now many men with one” bahubhi cascam . . . ekama ca bahubhi janam: That is, shooting one formidable enemy with many arrows, many weak enemies with one (an epic commonplace, see MBh 1.219.26).

32. The verse contains a remarkable figure of speech: half of its words are derived from the root bhū + pra (“be powerful”). Much of the sarga, in fact, shows great verbal playfulness (verses 13, 14, 28, 31). This might seem inappropriate at such moments of high passion, but it was clearly felt that the tension of the situation was underscored by such figures of sound, for they are common (see 27.18, 3.60.26).

36. “father’s command” pitve vacas: Cf. 21.1; or “parents’ command” (Cm, Ck; putro is in fact read by Ct, Cr).

Sarga 21

1. N manuscripts insert three extra sargas before and within sarga 21, in which first, Rama continues to placate Laksmana, telling him to bear the burden of kingship with Bharata, while he (Rama) bears his heavy burden of dharma (lines 23-24), at which Laksmana protests that he too will dwell in the forest (27-46), and Rama agrees (48; see note on 28.1 below); second, Kausalya tries to dissuade Rama; third, Rama reasons further with his mother (App. I, No. 12).

4. “Who would believe it” ha etac chraddhat: Cm understands, “who would [ever again] believe the king.”

“who would not be seized with terror” kurya . . . na bhaved bhayam: The fear would come with the realization that, if the king can exile his own beloved son, he might all the more readily exile anyone else (Cg, “another might have fears for his own banishment”; Ct, “sons might fear banishment from their fathers”; Cr, “with Rama away, the people of Ayodhya would fear for their lives”); Ck, “the fear would result from suspicions aroused by the recollection of [instances of] laxity in the affections of one’s own wife or sons” (that might presage a similar finale?).

After this verse, both the NR and the SR show insertions (526*, 527*, respectively). By comparing these, it appears that the original must have contained a sloka or two here in which Kausalya lamens that she will be burned “by a fire whipped up by the wind of separation, stoked by grief, smoky for her tears of worry,” and so on. The antiquity of the lines is further corroborated by their being imitated by Astaghosa in Buddhac 9.29 (see Guernet 1927, p. 357).

5. “when winter is pasu” humdyaye: Cg, “late winter”; Ct, “summer” (this latter is preferable). An epic commonplace, see MBh 5.72.10.

8. “Deceived by Kaikeyi” kaskeya vatcatalah: This is the first intimation that Rama is obeying his father even though he knows a fraud has been worked against him (see the Introduction, Chapter 4).

11. “recognized what was proper” subhadarsanah: “Her thinking was [now] in accord with dharma,” Cg; see the NR gloss dharmadarshat. Subha- has the sense of “just,” “righteous” elsewhere, as in 3.49.28.

“without joy” asuritah: The crit. ed.’s reading asuritah here, is most improbable, in view of both the situation itself and the very next verse; in addition, the NR reads instead, “sick with grief” (the commentators are silent). The emendation to
[uwārā] in prātā is easy, besides being necessary. The meter is no problem, for the heavy sequence is not uncommon, see 20.18a.

14. "Once I have passed" viṛṭya: According to Cm; Cg, Ck, Ct, Cr, Rāma is here making light of the hardship of exile ("after I have pleasantly whiled away"). We disagree, understanding viṛṭya in its old, neutral sense and construing "with the deepest joy" in the main clause. The one-word enjambment over hemistich boundary (vairāṇi) is not uncommon (see 19.18, 41.2, 68.18, 79.21, 108.10, and for a dramatic example, 3.45.15).

16. "like a wild deer" vanyām ṇṛghīṃ yathā: "The sense [of the simile] is: 'As a deer of the wilds lives contented in the wilderness, so too shall I live. I shall not cause you any trouble,'" Cg.

17. "Rāma wept, too" rāmo rudāh: Again the problem of Rāma's showing human emotion (see note on 16.57). Ck, Ct, Cr alter the reading to 'rudān, "not weeping," Ck explaining: 'Were he to weep he would show himself to be irresolute, and thus his mother's hopes of accompanying him might be revived.' Cg reads as in the text, noting, 'Though Rāma was described earlier as follows: 'When misfortune strikes anyone Rāma feels the sorrow keenly' [2.28], nonetheless he had remained firm in the face of his mother's misfortune for fear he might be prevented from acting rightly, that is, from keeping his father's command. But now that he has received permission to go to the forest, he weeps so that, by demonstrating his own affection, he may guard against anything calamitous happening to his mother.' (The NR eliminates "wept" altogether.)

18. "Bharata is righteous, too" bharatās tāpi dharmāṇāṃ: See verse 2 above. "Here Rāma addresses Kausalya's complaint in verse 16," Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct.

20. "who earnestly undertakes vows and fasts" vratopavāsanirātā: "The performance, however complete, of optional observances cannot counteract the evil consequent upon the sin of not performing obligatory observances [such as obedience to one's husband]," Ck.

21. "revealed in the vedā and handed down in the world" loke vede śrutah smṛtaḥ: We take this as a chiasmus (so Ct; Cs).

28. "if the champion of righteousness should survive" yādi dharma-bhṛtāṃ stresṭho dhārayīyate jīvān: "Supreme (earthly) good comes not from a son alone; but also from having one's husband alive," Cg, Ck, Ct.

**Sarga 22**

1. "pure" sūciḥ: Various parallels (1.21.18, 2.46.14) and, strong manuscript testimony in the SR (the NR reads the pāda altogether differently) cogently support Cg's reading sūciḥ for suci of the crit. ed. He comments: 'Since weeping is a cause of impurity, and supplication of the gods can be made only by one who is in a state of purity, she is said to 'sip water' and thus is described, as 'pure.' " (Suci can hardly bear the meaning "purifying.")

S manuscripts insert thirteen lines after this verse, which include a prayer that Rāma be protected by the weapons he acquired from Viśvāmitra (559*7-8; see 1.26).

2. sūdhyas: Like the other gods in the verse, an undifferentiated group of celestial beings (Cg glosses merely, "particular gods"; see Hopkins 1915, p. 175, and for the "All-Gods," Gonda 1975a, p. 102).
Dhātṛ and Vidyādhar: Frequently mentioned in the epics (especially the MBh), if only formulaically and without elaboration. Presumably the “Arranger” and the “Disposer.” Cm, Ck, Ct explain as Virāj Viṣṇu and (Viṣṇu in the form of) Prajāpati, respectively (both are, again, to Cg “particular gods”).

Pūṣan, Bhaga, and Aryaman: Gods of the vedic pantheon, obsolescent from the very beginning of the epic period. We are not meant to associate particular attributes with any of these obscure gods; the whole verse appears to be intended only to lend an air of vedic solemnity to the invocation.

4. “learning, fortitude” smṛtīr dhṛtih: Cg, Ck understand as “contemplation” and “meditation” or “mental stability,” respectively. The translation agrees with Cr.

Skanda: Son of Śiva and leader of the army of the gods (for his birth see 1.36).

Soma: Probably the moon is meant, as, by Brhaspati, the planet Jupiter.

5. “as you wander . . . through the great forest” mahāvane vīcaraṇaḥ: So we read with most manuscripts, for the crit. ed.’s mahāvānāni vīcaraṇaḥ.

6. “monkeys” pālaṇḍaḥ: So Cg, Ck, Ct (Cr, “frogs”). None of the commentators is troubled by the inclusion of monkeys in this list of annoying or poisonous creatures. The NR is perhaps correct in reading pālaṇḍaḥ, “moths.”

“in the jungle thickets” gahane: Ck reads instead bhavane, “in your dwelling” (not noted in the crit. ed.).

9. “way” āgamaḥ: So Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct; a rare usage, if not unique. To account for it, Ct suggests that the nuance is, “May the roads be fit for your speedy return.”

10. “things . . . in heaven” devebhyāḥ: Not “from the gods” (dvayebhyāḥ of N and G manuscripts appears to be a lecto facitum).

11. “sustainer of creatures” bhitakartā: We understand this epithet in apposition to Brahmā (some manuscripts, and Ct, read more explicitly bhūtakartā, “maker of creatures”). Cg, understanding the compound independently, glosses it Nārāyaṇa.

After this verse the NR includes a line mentioning Janārdana (Viṣṇu) (575.1–).

12. Hereafter the SR includes ten lines (577*) that supply a somewhat easier transition to Kauśalyā’s further benedictions in verses 18ff.

13. “when he slew the demon Vṛtra” uțranāsē: In the mythology of Indra, from early vedic times, his greatest feat is the killing of the serpent-demon Vṛtra.

14. Vināta: The mother of Suparnā (= Garuḍa), who fought the gods for the drink of immortality and brought it to earth (see 3.33.27-34). Before Suparnā departs on his perilous journey, Vināta pronounces blessings over him, similar to Kauśalyā’s (see MBh 1.24.8-9). This verse, like the former, seems clearly to intitate the action to come—Rāma’s quest for Sītā and his killing of Raśvā (noted also in part by Ct). The present scene between Kauśalyā and Rāma had already achieved a paradigmatic stature by the time of the gathās of the Jayadīsa Jātaka: “As Rāma’s mother made her prayers for him when he was about to leave for the wilderness of Daṇḍaka, so I make my prayers for you” (The Jātalakas #513, p. 29.1).

After this verse the SR adds some lines in which reference is made to Viṣṇu’s good fortune when he took his three strides (581*3.3–4).

15. “that could ward off thorns” vistayakaranām: Or, “that could ward off arrows”; Cm, Cg, “that could extract thorns” (Ck, Ct, Cr take it as a proper name); The NR calls it a rākṣasa-slaying herb, and has Kauśalyā tie it to Rāma’s right hand (582*).

In 6.40.50, the magical herb “vistayā, made by the gods,” along with the samputa or revivification herb, is used by Brhaspati to heal the gods when the dānava had mortally wounded them.
NW manuscripts include a line hereafter invoking Brahmā, Śiva, Viśṇu, and Prajāpāti (588*).

16. "had him bow" ānamya: With Cg we interpret the verb causatively.

17. "in the house of the king" rājavartmani: A metonymical expression (the palace being the power; center of the state; see Schlingloff 1969, p. 46). The reading has little manuscript support; with the majority of S manuscripts it might be preferable to read rājavartmani, "in the way (that is, position) of king," in the kingship, but the question must remain open, since the NR disagrees with both. It gives instead, "(When shall I see you again) endowed with royal splendor," which would establish an interesting contrast with verse 20, where we are shown that Rāma does not really require investiture with kingship to corroborate his true kingly power.

18. That there is not a single explicit reference to Viśṇu in all the invocations Kausalyā pronounces in this sarga is remarkable, particularly in view of 4.33, 4.41, 17.6, where Kausalyā is shown to be a devotee of Viśṇu. But if Viśṇu is to be regarded exclusively as the superintending deity of kingship (see note to 6.1), his omission here (and Kausalyā's earlier worship of him) would make sense, since Rāma is not to be concerned with kingship for the fourteen years of his exile: A more likely explanation might be the belief that Rāma is an avatar of Viśṇu himself, if we were prepared to ascribe any antiquity to that belief (see the General Introduction, and Introduction to the Aranyakāṇḍa).

19. "she reverently circled Rāghava" pradaksinam... cakrā rāghavam: As mothers do not normally circumambulate their sons, the act here is meant as a special apotropaic charm, according to the commentators.

Sarga 23

2. "Along the royal highway... the prince western-luminating it" virājasyan rājasutam rājāmārgam: Note the alliteration, the sort of which Vālmīki seems particularly fond.

3. "Poor" tapasvinī: See note on 28.18. Not, "characterized by the restraints of vows and fasts on behalf of Rāma's consecration," Cm, Cg.

4. "knew the rites" kṛtaṁśa: See 1.20 and note, 16.31 and note, and again the glossing lection dharmayānā (in D4, 7). Such is Cr's interpretation (similarly Cm, Cg, though they understand prospectively: knowing the rites that she was to do when Rāma returned). Less likely, "grateful": she worships the gods in gratitude for their beneficence in granting the kingship," Ct.

"kingly attributes" rājadharmañām: The compound here does not, as in 7.19 above, mean "the ways of kings" (that is, they can be cruel and 'fickle; this erroneous interpretation probably called forth the hypermetric variant reading of some N manuscripts; 'anabhyāṁ, "ignorant of"), but rather the marks or accoutrements of kings, the white parasol, and so on. 'Cm, Cg: she knew the signs betokening the completion of the ceremony that she was to expect (see verses 9-16 below).

8. "ruled by Bṛhaspati" bṛhaspātah: The constellations (nakṣatras) and lunar mansions are each under the superintendence of a particular god, Pusya being under Bṛhaspati, family priest of the king of gods, Indra (see Kirfel 1920, p. 35; Kane 1962-1975, vol. 5 ii, p. 798).

13. "officials" prakṛtayaḥ: See note on 5.27 (so Cm, Cg here).

14. "Pusya chariot" pusya-rathah: According to Cm, Cg (citing AmāK), Ck, and Ct,
it was used on ceremonial occasions for spectacle (never as a war chariot): it would precede kings in processions and they would mount it or not as they wished.

19. “you are the daughter of a great house” hule mahāts sambhūte: “Fearing that Sītā would be overwhelmed with sorrow at hearing such awful news, Rāma tries to fortify her by mentioning her different virtues, ‘You are the daughter of a great house,’ and so on,” Cm, Gg, so Cq; Ck, “He speaks thus in order to ensure that she remain lucid during his discussion of the cause of his banishment.” Perhaps additionally Rāma wishes to secure Sītā’s approval of his (and his father’s) observance of dharma by reminding her of her natural commitment to righteousness (see 25.2).

20. “great boons” mahāvarāu: “The boons are great’ insofar as they are irrevo-
cable.” Cr.

21. “Since he had made an agreement,” sasamayāḥ: As the crit. ed. prints pāda c, sa samayāḥ (and Cm, Ck, Ct understand it), we are required to supply a new subject (Dāsaratha) for pāda d, and this is too hard a construction, Moreover, pracodita-
seems invariably to take a personal subject (see above 12.5, 8, ‘15; 3.57.6, 22; 60.8, etc.). Cg (and Cr) interpret best, explaining sasamayāḥ as a bahuvrthi compound.

23. Gg believes Rāma’s advice to Sītā here and in the following verses to be a deliberate provocation by which he means to test her affection for him (see also notes on 27.26 and 47.10).

24. “You must not ever expect to receive any special treatment from him” nāpi tvam tenn bhartavya viśeṣaṇa kāḍācom: There is a dispute among the commentators about the reading of the line. Ck gives akam te nāmukartavyo, explaining “I am not to be thought back on” (Ct reports Ck’s reading as nāmuvakartiyo, “I am not to be mentioned, or, discussed,” but this disagrees with Ck’s manuscripts, and anyway it is redundant in view of verse 23). Ck notes further, “This is the ancient lection, which some other commentator [Cm?] has utterly spoiled.” Ck’s “ancient” reading, however, as is often the case, has virtually no manuscript authority. The NR version is similar to the SR but more pointed: “When I am gone to the forest you will have to be supported by him, and only by conciliating him will you get food and clothing” (605*).

28. “she has subordinated all to righteousness” dharmam evigratah krtot: With Ck, we understand this as referring to Kausalyā rather than to Sītā (as per Gg, Cq); Rāma’s mother can be said to have done this by acquiescing in her son’s course of action.

30. “Bharata and Śatrughna” bharatasatrughnau: The reading of the crit. ed., lakṣmanasatrughnā, is an editor’s emendation. The reasons for it are not compelling (see Vaidya 1962, pp: xxvi-xxviii), and would require us to reject the unanimity of our manuscripts. Why, moreover, would twins be shown different degrees of respect, which is based on age? Cg will [later cite this passage as implying that Rāma has given [or rather, was intending to give] Lakṣmana permission to accompany him; see note on 28.1.

32. “and sedulously attended to” prayatnaś copasevīthā: The NR more powerfully, “attended to like gods—and if they are not, they destroy.”

34. “offense” ryaṅkam: Ck, Ct understand as “false”: “do not give the lie to my command, or, word,” but compare the use of the word in 58.7, 5.44.8, 49.18.
Sarga 24

2. "past deeds" punyāni: Literally, "merit," which is meant to include also demerit (pāpa) (Cg, Ck).

3. "But a wife, and she alone, ... must share her husband's fate" bhartur bhāgyam tu bhāryaikā prāpnot: A wife shares in her husband's karma because she participates with him in his ritual activity. (Cm cites, "One's wife is half of oneself," Taiś 6.1.8.5.)

6. The sense of the verse is this: Granted you may feel anger or resentment toward Kaikēyī and the others, still you should not "pass that on to me," should not feel that way about me, for I am not to blame.

"resentment" āndapātī: Not merely "impatience" with her for insisting on going to the forest (so Cm, Ck, Ct understand; Ck actually reads raśmīnaraṇa, unrecorded in the crit. ed.). Cg feebly explains Rāma's resentment to be caused by a perception that by following her husband Śītā will be "wholly fulfilled" with respect to her duty (and so more highly regarded by people than Rāma?).

"like so much water left after drinking one's fill" bhuktaseṣam vrodaka: We follow Cg, Cr, Cs in attaching this simile to pāda a. It probably only refers to the custom of not passing on to another a cup of water from which one has already drunk (Cs cites a dharmaśāstra that prohibits the use of leftover water; see also Wezler 1978, pp. 23ff., p. 26n, who compares Vīṇāyakīpāka 4.265.32, and discusses the impurity attached to foods partly consumed). The other commentators are unsatisfied with this plain interpretation; joining the simile to the following sentence, they try to explain more pointedly, while at the same time specifying what is meant by pāda d (literally, "there is no evil in me"): "A man who travels through a wilderness where water is hard to find can save the water from a meal in his water jug and it is not considered impure; in fact it will benefit him and so must necessarily be taken along." This appears to be more subtle an interpretation than the verse can bear.

7. "surpasses the finest mansions" prāśadāgraṇaḥ ... viśīya: Syntactically the most reasonable analysis of the verse is to construe the first line with viśīya (instrumental for ablative, see note on 42.26; so Ck, Cm [second interpretation], Cg, Cr, and see the NR gloss, -vumānebyah ... sreyān, 618*). A possible but less convincing alternative: "The shadow ... circumstances—whether on the finest mansions ... —is [to be] preferred." The instrumental for locative is found elsewhere in the epic dialect, see MBh 8.7.15, 10.12.10, and De's notes there.

The NR's -(a)sreyā, "shelter of [a husband's] feet," for -cchāya, "shadow," is an attractive variant reading, but apparently unsubstantiated by the SR. The phrase reappears in 42.14; see the note there.

"the finest mansions" prāśadāgraṇaḥ: Probably thus, in agreement with Ck (see also vumānāgraṇḍ in 6.115.48, and Sukthankar on MBh 3.176.18), rather than "the tops of palaces."

"flying through the sky" vaihāyopagatena: By the power of yoga (specifically the attainment of "subtle body"), according to the commentators.

8. "in all these different questions" vumānaśrayam: So Cm (not, "with regard to a husband's different circumstances" [Ck, Ct]). The NR specifies, "They told me, 'You must never live without your husband' " (620*2).

10. "practice ... chastity" brahmacarīnī: Although a woman's brahmacarya is normally just fidelity (see 110.9 below), the term is thus translated because it has specific reference to the sexual abstinence that will prevail during their exile as ascetics (so here Cg [second interpretation], Ck); see note on 25.7.
"What pleasures I shall share with you" saha rāmsya tuṣādh: The phrase need not have any sexual connotations. The type of pleasure meant is described in sarga 88-89; see also 50.21 and note.

11. Before this verse, some N manuscripts include a line likening Rāma’s bravery to Viṣṇu’s (624*).

“any other person” anyasyātī janasa: So Ct (“any person to whom you are the only refuge,” Gm, Ck). Just possible: “(You were able [or, ready] to protect) another [that is, a stranger] in the forest” (for this sense of janasa, see 23.33). A reference to the Viśvāmitra episode of 1.29?

12. “can survive” bhavijyām: For the pregnant sense see 3.41.23, 60.49; 6.23.27.

16. The word order of the verse is noticeably dislocated; diagrammatically the construction of the main items is: A B A B A. This may be intended to convey a sense of high emotion in the climax of Sītā’s speech (see 96.4 and note, and note on 3.29.24).

17. “teeming with deer, monkeys, and elephants” mṛgāyutam vānaravānaṁ yutan: Cg sees here veiled references to Mārka (the magic deer) and Sugrīva (the monkey king), who are to appear later in the epic, in Books Three and Four.

“in strict self-discipline” samyātā: The reading of the crit. ed., sammatā (“permitted,” though Ct glosses, “following your commands”), seems to be based only on D1 (what Dd, Dm, and N1 report is unclear). The best attested reading is samyātā, which we confidently adopt; see nyatā in verse 10 above.

19. “who so cherished righteousness” dharma-vātsalāḥ: Cg glosses, “who could not bear that his wife suffer.” But the NR reading dharma-vātādīnām (“speaking words of righteousness”) suggests the emendation -vātsalām (Sītā “who so cherished”).

Sarga 25

2. Sītā: According to Ct (on verse 4), Rāma’s calling his wife by her given name (not normally done) is “not a lapse but is meant to represent the mental confusion consequent upon his sorrow.” Note the threefold anaphora of “Sītā” (verses 2-4), which lends an importunate tone to his words.

4. “wild regions” kānṭāram: Cm, Ck, Ct treat this word adjectivally and make bhudāṣyam the predicate (“the dense forest is declared to have many ills”), which is less meaningful. Oldenberg suggests a pun, and this is indeed the form such punning etymologies could take. But no commentator mentions it and we are not convinced by Oldenberg’s odd solution (“the poet probably had in mind the Dhātupātha gloss vana, saṁbhāktāu, ‘to grant a share’” [1919, p. 65 n5]). Presumably he means that the root van can signify “enjoy,” as occasionally in Vedic and Pāli. But why the poet would want such a pun is hard to see.

5. For the style of this passage, particularly the refrain at the end, see, the interesting remarks of Oldenberg 1918, pp. 452ff.; 1919, especially pp. 64ff.: in comparison with that of the epic, the jātakas’ use of the figure is “far more archaic, the movement of the verses petrified.” At the conclusion of his comparison of the Vessantara-ātaka passage that parallels the present one, he remarks, “Does one not get the sense here, in respect of their artistic capabilities, of two entirely different ages?” p. 67. Compare also 61.8ff., 69.14ff., etc.

6. “redoubled” -sambhūṭāḥ: So Cg, Ct, Cr; or, “(roars of lions and roars) coming from (torrents)” (Cm, Ck).
7. "broken off of themselves" svayam bhagadus: The commentators remark that by this qualification we are to understand that the leaves are serene and brittle. The reference, however, is probably more specifically to the prohibition against injuring trees (see also 3.67.22, and Kane 1962-1975, vol. 2.ii, p. 895), which is especially enjoined upon forest hermits (see 646*: one must eat only fruit that has fallen of itself; also Manu Sm 6.21). Recall that Rama had promised Kaikeyi to live the life of an ascetic (16:28, 30). He will become subject to the rules of the dharma of forest hermits (vānaprajñadharma), and consequently many of the things he mentions here with regard to food and fasting, clothing, personal hygiene, and so on, are not simply natural consequences of forest life, but requirements or prescriptions. More of these prescriptions are listed in 648*; 649*, especially 655*.5 ("One must turn one's thoughts to ascetic practices"); for Stā's promise in 24:10 to practice sexual continence, another such requirement, see Manu Sm 6.26 and Kane 1962-1975, vol. 2.ii, p. 920. Note that in 46.5ff., Rama intentionally mats his hair with juice of the banyan-tree, and is said to take on the vow of a forest-hermit (see also 28.9; Ctr also or more less supports this interpretation, vol. 1, p. 259).

8. See Manu Sm 6.6: "[The ascetic] is to wear hides or barkcloth ... bear matted locks of hair and (let) his beard and nails (grow)."

10. "of every size and shape" bahirātipāh: Cg glosses instead, "with large bodies," perhaps rightly.

13. "branches and blades" -ākṣhāgragh: This applies by synecdoche to both the trees and the grass (Cg, Ct; Cm, Ck take -aŋrāh as construing specifically with the grasses).

15. "did not reply" na ... vacanāṃ sakāra: Compare 11.14 (so Ctr here? Note the well-attested variant reading sā for sūt in pāda-c). Or, "would not accept what he said" (Cg, Ck, Ct; so Cm?).

Sarga 26

1. "trickling", prasaktā-. Cg glosses, "(her face) partly (tear-covered)"; Ctr, perhaps rightly, understands prasaktā separately ("attached [to her husband]", or: better, "persistent").

2. Cg refers to the amplification of this idea in 27.11ff.

3. "By the order of" -ājñā: Although the order might be that of Stā's elders (see 24.8; Cm, Ct refer to 1.72.17, with 1327*.1), Cg is perhaps right to say that "as fruti declares, 'one's wife is half of oneself' [Tait 6.1.8.5], and so a command to Rama from his elders is a command to Stā" (as Stā has already asserted, 24.3; thus also Ctr).

4. "Śakra . . . could" tāknotā . . . tākraḥ: There is a light pun here in the Sanskrit, the name tākraḥ being derived from the root tāk (literally, "The Able One").

5. "regardless of" kāman: Regardless of all Rama's instructions on how to live in his absence (23.23ff.), Stā will not be able to live at all. Alternatively, we may take kāman with pādas ab: "Despite the fact that a woman. . . you [nonetheless] have given such instructions as these to me." The commentators do not shed any light on the problem.

7. "yearned" -udāhā: See 3.26.4 and pw s.v.; note also the NR gloss -sprhā.

8. "And it is with you that I would go there" sat tvagā saha tatāhāṃ yaksitām: That is, I do not want to fulfil the prediction in any way other than in your company (see the NR version 668*, na hitacchāmi tam [siddhātēdām] anyathā). This seems more
persuasive than the explanations of the commentators: Ct, Cr: the prediction will not come true otherwise (that is, if I do not go with you); Cg (and apparently Ck): since it is thus prophesied for me, I will go with you, not otherwise; that is, not merely because I want to.

10. "unprepared" ākṛtāmabhiḥ: So Cg; or, "without self-discipline"—(Cm, Ck, Ct, Cr).

11. Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct suppose the verse to offer a corroboration of the brahmins' prediction ("I heard that living in the forest would befall me"), rather than an explanation of Stā's preparedness.

"in the presence of my mother" mama mātur śāgrataḥ: This must refer to Stā's adoptive mother, the king's chief queen. See below, 110.52.

13. "I have been waiting for the chance" krtaḥṣapi: Thus Cm; so also in 5.45.39, krtaḥṣapāḥ kāla iva prajākṣayaḥ: "Like doom waiting for the chance to destroy all living things" (see also 5.62.20). Alternatively: "the opportunity has now been given." (Ck, Ct: [let me be] given permission"; Cg, Cr: "I celebrate (going)" [am eager to go].)

14. "I shall have no sin to answer for" bhavyāmi vikalmayaḥ: If she remains behind, people will impute some sin to her (Ct); nor can she stay and propitiate her household god for purity, because "Rāma is her highest divinity" (Cg).

15. "is sacred" kalyāṇaḥ: Cm, Cg, Ct explain predicatively, and we follow them. Ck supplies as predicate something like siddhāḥ ("[my holy union] is permanent"), which may well be right, for it is the perdurability of their union, not its sanctity, that Stā is concerned with here, as the next verse shows (and see 674*.1-2).

16. "in accordance with their own customs" svadharmena: So Cg, Ct (they gloss "each according to his own caste-dharma"). Cm and Cr connect it with padā d: through her own dharma, that is, fidelity, a woman remains with her husband.

"fathers" pūrboḥḥ: The plural is meant to include grandfathers, etc. (Cm, Cg, Ct). Near the conclusion of the marriage ceremony, the heads of the bride-and groom are sprinkled with holy water, see ÁśvagŚ 1.7.20 (see below 110.48; Kane 1962-1975, vol. 2.ii, p. 1.267, and vol. 2.i, pp. 529-30), and above, 1.1327*-2.

Ck indicates that, with the exception of the element mahāmāte (it is added by the poet for the sake of the meter), the sloka is essentially a yajurmantra (untraced).

18. "I have always shared" māṃ samāṃ: Not, "I am the same, unchanging, whether pain or pleasure befalls me" (Cg), for then she would hardly call herself "desolate."

Sarga 27

4. The future vakṣyati is not explained by commentators. Cg and Ck merely gloss it as present, Ct impossibly takes it as future of the root vak; indeed it does not seem to have a true future sense here (see vakṣyante in 4.21 above with note).

"Rāma's 'great power' is not at all" tejo nātu param rāme: We understand the line not as a quotation of the people's statement ("Rāma's great power is not like [that is, excels] that of the burning sun," Cm, Cg [third explanation], Ck, Ct, so the NR, 686*), but as a contradiction of it (with Cg's second gloss, and Ck). Ck tries to temper the insult and his explanation is clever: "If [reading yadi for yad dhi] you do not take me, 'the people in their ignorance,' of any-reason why you should refuse to take me, 'will speak this lie, that Rāma's great power is not. . .'"

7. "I would not even think of looking" na tu aham manahāpas ... draṣṭāmī: "Thus, fear of that need not stop him from taking her," Ck. The location of the comparison in pāda d, in isolation from its referent, is awkward, but irreducible. Additionally pāda c ("were I to go with you") is taken as a conditional clause, not an independent sentence (so the commentators). Because of these syntactical problems, the Mylapore editors suggest understanding yathānītyakulā—: "I would go 'with you,' as any other woman who is no disgrace to her family (would want 'to go with her husband')"—that is, were he not to allow her to go, he would be treating her as if he thought her a slut. Rāma wants not only to spare her the hardships of life in the forest, but also to preserve her from the eyes of other men (see also note on 30.8 below).

10. "no more . . . than" na . . . va: The reading va (crit. ed. api) 'seeks clearly indicated by the testimony of the manuscripts (so too Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct, Cr); the sense is also superior.

"on our pleasurable beds" vahāvibhuyamæ. We analyze the compound as a kātprurṣa; Cm, Cg take it unconvincedly as a dvavardvā, in order to avoid the sexual reference ("as in strolling, namely, through a garden, 'or in sleeping'").

16. "you will not know any grief or displeasure on my account" na . . . kṣnac ca dvārga anāhi viprīṣam / maktipna ca ca te sokaḥ. Here, as elsewhere, Vālmiki charges Stā's speech with a profound and tragic irony.

18. "But" aha: There is no need, with Cg and Ck, to take this as an interrogative particle.

The second half-verse contains an interesting alliteration: viṣam . . . viśam dvārṣatam vaśam (see note on 20.32).

20. "ten years of sorrow, and three, and one" daśa vṛṣṇi tṝṇa ca ca ca duḥkhitāt: There is a moving pathos in Stā's computation of the years of separation. Cg points out that it is meant to show how, to a woman separated from her lover, the ten years at the beginning, the three in the middle, and the one at the end of the period all seem equally long.

22. "the tears she had held in so long" cirasamniyataṁ bāṣpam. There is a slight inconsistency in view of 28.21, where Stā is already weeping. Cg tries to reconcile this by saying that "long" means all the while she was talking (see also note to 23): The NR (697a, 698a) makes Rāma the subject of both verses 22 and 23 ("He was bruised by her pitiful words . . . and began to weep''), which is far more powerful. It may be that the theological attitude discussed in the note to 16.57 motivated the SR alteration (if there was alteration), but our manuscripts no longer allow us to reconstruct confidently the original state of the verses.

23. "Water clear as crystal" sphaṭikāsamkālām vār: "The crystal-like' clarity of her tears gives us to understand that the kohl in her eyes must already have been washed away,' and thus that her tears must have been streaming down for a long time' (Cg; he also takes "water" in the lotus simile as "sap' [Cs imagines the lotuses to have been torn from the pond], this being both warm and clear).

25. "Self-existent" saṃyabhoh: "This must be Nārāyaṇa, not Four-faced [Brahma], because the latter did feel fear of [the demons] Madhu, Kaiṭabhā, etc.\' Cg: 'Self-existent' means Blessed Brahma, who is not afraid of anything, because there is no other really existent thing distinct from him—and according to the scriptural passage, 'Fear comes from [the existence of] a second,' etc. [BṛAraU 1.4.2]." Ck.
26. "without knowing your true feelings" tava sarvam abhipräyam avijnāya: The NR offers, "to test your commitment ... I said I would not take you" (702*); and this may be what is in fact implied in our verse. Cf. also Cg's comment noted on 23.23.

27. "determined" sṛṣṭā: Here and in 35.5 below the word is translated thus, though this sense is rare, if not unique (so Cm, Ck; see PW s.v.; Cg suggests, "sent," that is, by fate" [see 26.6]).

"self-respecting" ātmavān: Compare the use of the word in 46.63, 3.43.37, and 6.106.18. Like many other epithets, ātmavān takes its color from the context, and interpretation is often uncertain.

28. "my smooth-limbed wife" gajankāsura: Literally, "whose thighs are (smooth) as an elephant's trunk."

Here Rāma is informing Sītā that, for him, living in the forest will be an act of dharma, of the highest moral dimension, not a vacation, as she is repeatedly shown to view it (so too Daśarātha, 32.5). This interpretation is at odds with that of all the commentators. They understand dharma here as vināprasthādharma, the customs and code of forest hermits, and believe Rāma to be saying that, in taking his wife to the forest, he is only doing what other good men of the past have done. But this is beside the point, and in any case conflicts with the definition of dharma given in the next verse.

"radiance" suvarcald: Certainly not meant as the personification of the wife of the sun, which is late.

31. "bestow precious objects on the brahmans" brāhmaṇebhyāṣ ca ratnāṇi ... īkṣati: Gifts to brahmans (and the needy) are considered an essential preliminary for any important act, here Rāma's departure. Cg, Ck on 32.1 vulgate call it the yajñadāna, giving of gifts before embarking on a voyage (we do not, however, find any mention of this in the dharmashāstras or nītāṅkhaṇas); such is also the opinion of Ctr, vol. 1, p. 296, who cites a parallel from the MBh (5.149.56-57). They may be correct, but at the same time, insofar as Rāma is virtually renouncing the household stage of life, he is divesting himself of his material possessions (see 28.18ff., 33.2; so Daśarāṣṭra before going forth into the life stage of the forest hermit, MBh 15.21.5). Additionally, Rāma may wish to ensure that his dependents and friends have the wherewithal to maintain themselves in his absence.

33. The verse is a recapitulatory one, marking sarga closure.

**Sarga 28**

1. Before this verse both the NR and the SR include sections that on comparison indicate that the original contained a number of lines in which Lākaśmana addresses Rāma, telling him that he wishes to accompany him to the wilderness, and that Rāma has already given him permission. Note 716.7-12 (the NR), 717.11-19 (D4, 5, 7), 718.1-4, 13-15 (the SR), and especially lines 11, 16, and 19, respectively, of the three "insertions": anuvṛtto 'ṣmi [-tā ca, SR] bhavatā pūrvam eva vanaṃ prati [nāraśabha, N1; yād asy aham, SR], "you have already granted me permission (to go) to the forest." The NR explicitly shows Rāma granting permission, see 21.1 and note; in the SR the commentators identify various passages where permission is implied: 19.21 (see note there; thus Ck, Ct; Ck notes that when Rāma told Lākaśmana
to “imitate” him he meant not in going to the forest, as Lākṣmaṇa thought and here asserts, but in not resisting the cancellation of the the consecration); 23.30 (“here it is only Bharata and Satrughna whom Sītā is told to obey,” Cg; see note on 23.30—Cg adds here that Rāma gave Lākṣmaṇa permission at that time only to prevent him from doing anything violent on the spur of the moment).

3. “shower [them] with all they desired” abhivārsitā [te] kāmaīḥ: We must understand, as direct object, te (feminine-dual); or perhaps we have in kāmaīḥ instrumental for accusative with verbs of raining, as in Greek.

4. After this verse the SR adds, “Once Bharata becomes the king he will be wholly in Kaikyēt’s power and will take no thought for Kausalyā or Sumitrā in their sorrow” (725*).

5. Hereafter most of the SR inserts, “If, when he gains the kingship, Bharata grows corrupt and out of animosity and pride does not protect [our mothers], I will kill him without hesitation for his cruelty and ill will, and everyone else who takes his side” (728*).

7. “she has acquired a thousand villages as her-living” yasyāḥ sahasraṃ grāmāṇaṃ saṁprāptaṃ upajīvanam: A remarkable statement on Kausalyā’s vast wealth, even if “thousand” is hyperbolic and means only “many.” Leaving aside the general question of women’s usual property rights in the epic (according to MBh 2.63.1, for example, dependent women can own no property, see MBh 5.33.64, ManuSm 8.416), the editor of the text volume is probably right in seeing this wealth as a payment by Dārāratha to Kausalyā when she was “superseded” (adhiiviṅnā) by Kaikyēt (Vaidya 1962, p. 697; see ArhkaSa 3.2.38-42 for the compensation of supersession adhivāna by dhvani, though nowhere in the Rām narrative are the grounds, or the fact itself, of supersession explicitly related (Cm, Ck, Ct, reading upajīvanam for upajīvanam, explain the line, “whose dependents [or, by whose grace her dependents] have acquired a thousand villages,” that is, if she can bestow such wealth, all the more she should be able to support herself).

8-10. For Cg, this passage shows that at all times, in all places and circumstances, every sort of service is to be performed by the subordinate individual soul (teṣā) on behalf of the Supreme Master (teṣā) in conjunction with his goddess.


10. This verse, along with a line inserted by the SR before verse 1 of the sarga (718*.), “Lākṣmaṇa clasped his brother’s feet”), holds a special place in South Indian Vaiṣṇavism. Vaiṣṇadeśika explains the famous mantra called the Dvayam, recited daily by Vaiṣṇavas, as expressing the “two things” contained in these two verses, namely, the goal of the soul’s striving (28.10), and the correct means of realizing that goal (718*.) (see Rādāyatrīyatā, pp. 318ff.).

12-13. “that great Varuṇa himself bestowed” ye ... dāda ... mahātmā varuṇaḥ svayam: The episode of Varuṇa’s presentation of weapons to Janaka, or Janaka’s to Rāma, has not been previously referred to in the Rām. (In 110.58 mention will be made of the great bow Varuṇa bestowed on Janaka, but that is the one Rāma shatters at the marriage rite of Sītā; see note there.) Cm, Cg notice this inconsistency and they explain it as follows: It is Vālmiki’s habit to neglect to mention an incident where chronologically it should be noticed, because of the pressure of treating the topic at hand. Later on, his brief recapitulation of the incident, as here, establishes it as a fact of the narrative. They cite two other instances: in 5.64.4, Rāma refers
to a piece of jewelry given to Sītā by her father at the time of her marriage, mention of which was omitted in Book One; the story of the crow attacking Sītā on Mount Citrakūṭa is not related in Book Two, though Sītā speaks of it in 5.36.12ff. (but see note on 89.19); see also note on 52.12ff. Cm, Cg, Ct suppose that the weapons were given “at Janaka’s sacrifice” by Varuṇa to Rāma himself; Ct, on the other hand, that they were given to Janaka and then to Rāma, as part of Sītā’s dowry. Insofar as Rāma is shown in 3.11 to acquire magical weapons from the seer Agastya, these weapons (not to speak of those given by Viśvāmitra, 1.26 or Brahmā, 39.11 below), seem superfluous.

14. “preceptor’s residence” dvāryasadman: Vasiṣṭha’s (so Cm, Cg, because of the phrase “guru of the Ikṣvākus” in verse 15); or Suyajña’s (Ck, Ct).

“In perfect order” satkṛtya: Taken by the commentators as “honoring,” that is, the teacher,” but this is weak, and inappropriate in verse 16.

16. “tiger of the Raghus” raghustardālah: The crit. ed. reading “tiger among kings” is marked as uncertain; “tiger of the Raghus” is preferable both on manuscript and contextual grounds (so too Ck; note N1, D4, 5, 7 narośtarālah).

17. “with full self-possession” dvāmodr: A vague epithet, like so many others (contrast its sense in 27.27, see the note there). Perhaps Rāma’s “self-possession” is stressed here in view of verses 18-19, where he is preparing to give away everything he owns.

18. “poor” tapasanbhyaḥ: = kṛpana- in 29.21. See also 23.3 and note, 36.2, 58.25 and note, 34.16, 56.8, 60.8 for the larger sense of the word; “ascetics” would hardly have any use for Rāma’s wealth.

Sarga 29

1. “most just and welcome order” sāsanam... subhatarum prayam: His command is “just” insofar as it betokens benefits for the brahmans; “welcome” in that it signifies approval of Laksmana’s accompanying him to the forest (Cg).

3. “the twilight worship” samhāryam: The fire-sacrifice required at the time of the noonday “twilight,” when the sun is at its zenith (Cm, Cg, Ct). The morning twilight is some time passed (see 13.1 above), and it will be close to evening twilight when Rāma departs (see note to 31.27). On the twilights and the accompanying ceremonies see Kane 1962-1975, vol. II.i, p. 312.

9. “worth a thousand others” gaajasahasreṇa: Literally, “at, equal to, the price of a thousand elephants”; a rare locution, but see Renou 1968, p. 292 (several S manuscripts read, “with a thousand units of gold” [nīka], that is, for its maintenance). Cg distinguishes this Satrum-jaya’s elephant of the same name (see 91.13).

11. “As Brahmā... Indra, lord of the thirty gods” brahmaṇa tadāsthväram: Ct, evidently considering the simile unusual—since Rāma is being coördinated not with the preeminent kshatriya god Indra, but with the preeminent priestly god Brahmā—assert that it is employed merely with reference to the relative power of the commander and the recipient of the command. But the comparison of Rāma to Brahmā reappears in other sorts of contexts (see 93.27, 96.27, and note on 46.64), and is evidently meant to signal a special feature of Rāma’s character (see the Introduction, Chapter 10).
12. Āgastya: The son of Agastya; Kauśika, the son of Viśvāmitra. We follow Cg who, like Ck (and Ct), must have read āgastyam (so the Kumbhakonam ed., contra the report of the crit. ed.). That Agastya himself should be in Ayodhya is absurd; Rāma is not to meet him until 3.11.

13. "the learned preceptor of the Taittirīyas" acāryas taittirīyaṃ abhirūpah: The commentators offer no identification of this teacher of the Taittirīya school of the vedik tradition, with whom Rāma's mother appears to have had a special intimacy. But note that Vālmiki (or rather, a Vālmiki) is named as an authority of this school (in the TaitPrāśa 5.36, 9.4; the work is to be dated before 350 B.C., see Keith 1914, pp. xxxix-xli). The poet probably quotes the TaitS in 85.42 below, and may well be alluding to other Taittirīya scriptures in 39.8-9, 101.28, 102.3, 110.17 (see notes there).

15. Citaratha: No previous mention has been made of this charioteer, who is different from Sumantra (as Cg, Ck, Ct tell us); perhaps his son?

Rāma throughout the passage is taking pains to secure the maintenance of his and his mother's friends and dependents (the older men in Daśaratha's entourage would still be provided for by the king), lest they suffer from Kaikēyī's studied neglect.

16. The presents listed here are presumably given to other brahmanas. For the obscure terms employed one is forced to take refuge with the commentators:

"oxen" bhadrakān: So Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct gloss "a type of grain."

"dairy needs" vyāṣṭajana-: The word appears to be unique in the sense Cg here attributes to it. Ck, Ct read vyāṣṭanābhān [not recorded in the crit. ed.], but this is equally obscure ("[grains] suitable as condiments").

22. After the first half-verse, the SR, Nī, and the good D manuscripts (4, 5, 7) insert eight lines showing Trīṣṭa's wife, oppressed by her poverty in the forest, urging her husband to seek refuge with the beneficent Rāma (763*).

"sallow" pīṇagalaḥ: Ah effect of his life of poverty (Cg, Ct). Possibly also, or instead, a proper name?

24. The brahman is asked to throw his staff (possibly instrumental for accusative with verbs of throwing, as in Greek, see Smyth 1966, pp. 846-47) above the extensive herd of cows. He will receive as many cows as are covered by the flight of the staff (Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct; see 770*). The commentators do not address the issue of the insensitivity (indeed, cruelly, as it must strike us) of Rāma's "joke." Cm merely remarks, "it is meant to show how shamelessly avaricious brahmanas can be about cows" (so Ck, Ct). One can well appreciate the aesthetic requirement for comic relief between the dramatic confrontations of sargas 7-28 and the hysteria to come in sargas 30ff., but the humiliation of poverty does not offer much.

Sarga 30

1. "they went to see their father" jagmatuḥ putaranā draṣṭum: "Though already given leave by his father, Rāma goes to Daśaratha to ask that Lakṣmaṇa and Sītā be granted permission to depart," Cg (see 30.20-21).

2. "weapons, which Sītā had ornamented" ayudhe...stūraya samalakṣyete: The weapons would have been adorned by Sītā as an act of pūjy, worship (Ct), with sandalwood paste and such (Cm, Cg, Ct, Cr; see 6.23.17).
3. "wealthy" śrīmān: Though the word usually connotes royalty, here it must be taken to signify simply "rich" (the commentators point out that all the structures are grand ones; they are otherwise silent).

6. "a vast army of four divisions" caturaṅgabalam mahat: The four parts of an Indian army are the horse, elephant, chariot, and foot-soldier units.

7. "has always met the needs of the needy" kāṁnāṃ carva kāmaḍah: The clause seems irrelevant to the context. 'he NR replaces it with śaktmān āps viśvaṇān, "though he is powerful and mighty" (788*).

8. "whom even creatures of the sky" yā . . . bhūtaś ca kāśāgar āps: Sītā, like all women of noble birth, would have lived up till now a life of uninterrupted sequestration (see the phrase used of a king's wife, asūryamapāyā, "who never sees the sun" [MahāBh on Pā 3.2.36]). This fact makes it the more dramatic when the queens show themselves in public following Rāma's departure (35.24).

10. "some spirit that has possessed Daśaratha" daśarathaḥ satītvam āsvyaḥ: Pāde b as printed in the crit. ed., daśarathah satītvam āsvya, is meaningless here, and the commentators cannot convincingly explain it. The NR's satītvāvsta-"possessed by a spirit" (785*), makes almost certain the conjecture adopted here, daśaratham (accusative). The lection is found in one manuscript of Ck and is suggested also by the Mypadore editors.

13-14. The similes in these two verses seem to have been transposed, though no manuscript reports this.

14. After this verse most S manuscripts (and ĀN) add by way of explanation: "For he is the root of human beings, the glorious one whose essence [or, sap] is righteousness: the fruit, flower, leaf, and branches are the rest of the people" (791*).

22. "even (when Rāma looked) at the people" (pratikṣāmaṇa) 'prjanaṁ . . . (rāmaḥ): The reading 'bhujanam, which is never found in the Rām in the sense required here (see note to 53.15), seems to be based exclusively on Ct, who glosses 'the place, that is, the people in it." Cm, Cg, Ck all read 'prjanaṁ, and are supported by most of the NR. We confidently accept this (the concessive particle is also necessary here).

"not the least anguish touched him" antaraṇaḥ: -ṛṣa, as in verse 25 below, is an intensifier (see note on 14.24).

23. "only then" tatpūrvam: Literally, "that being the first time." He halted only when he had to; none of the earlier signs of grief having stayed him. There seems to be no other way to construe the adverb, which has the sense given here also in 6.115.16.

24. This verse is preserved only in the SR, and is accordingly marked as uncertain in the crit. ed.

**Sarga 31**

1. The NR inserts before this a sarga in which Daśaratha again renounces Kaikeyi, and Bharata too (line 5), and accuses her of being in league with others (9-12). He expresses the hope that Rāma might disobey him, but knows he will not (31-32). He reproaches himself, fearing what people will say (kum mām vākyatsa loka 'yam, line 39), and only wishes that he could die before having to consign Rāma to such a miserable fate (App. I, No. 13).

3. "He has given away all his wealth" dhanaṁ dattvā sarvam: As Ck and Ct remark,
the implication here is that Rāma has absolutely no intention of remaining in Ayodhya.

6. It would seem as if the poet protests Daśaratha's innocence too much. See the Introduction, Chapter 9.

7. "in the company of all my wives" dāraḥ parvṛṣṭah sarvāḥ: Why does Daśaratha want all his wives present? The commentators are silent. Perhaps he hoped that their anguish (verse 16) might check Kaikeyī, or that their very presence might shame her (32.13, 35.6) into relenting.

10. "Half seven hundred" ardhasaptastatah: Not 750 as per PW s.v. (see 34.32).

Ck and Ct observe that the fact that the women surround Kausalyā substantiates Laśmanā's previous statement (28.7) regarding her power. Though high-born women (and men, see 4.2 and note) are usually said to have coppery or red eyes, the commentators all remark that here it is due to weeping.

16. "countless" sakarasā: Here as often (such as verse 25 below, where Cg glosses anekas-, and see note on 2.6 above) for any large number. (Had he realized this, Cs would have spared the problem of how to transmute 350 into 1,000.)

"made all the louder by the noise of their jewelry" bhūṣyādadhvānihūrchtah: Their jewelry would be shaking and falling off as the women beat their breasts and heads (Cm, Ck, Gt).

17. "and with Sītā's help" sitāyā sārdham: Cr seems to construe this phrase only with rudanāh ("in tears"), taking the plural verb as epicism for dual (this is possible, see 3.67.20 and note). The commentator may in fact be correct: not only would Sītā shrink from touching her father-in-law, but she later explicitly says that she would never willingly touch any other man than Rāma, not even with her foot (see 5.43.54, 5.35.62-63).

18. "overwhelmed by a sea of grief" sūkhānavaparṇapālm: Four conservative N and S manuscripts (D4, 5, 7, M3) apply this adjectival phrase to Rāma rather than to Daśaratha.

21. "as Prajāpati once gave his children leave" prajāpatr iva prajāh: Brahmā (Prajāpati) permitted his children, Sanaka and the others, to depart when they wanted to go off and perform religious austerities, according to Ct and Cr. The legend seems not to be attested elsewhere.

23. "I was deceived by Kaikeyī into granting a boon" kaikēyē varadānena mohtah: This follows the natural interpretation indicated by Cm and Cg (and made explicit in 821*.4 below, channayā calitas tu asmi stṛyā). Ck and Ct, presumably in order to eliminate the narrative inconsistency (see note on 9.13 and Introduction, Chapter 4), explain, "Because of my granting the boon to Kaikeyī I have become deluded, that is, utterly lost in grief and so unworthy or incapable of executing kingly duties."

25. "on my account" me: A sort of "ethical" dative.

26. For direct discourse to commence without a speaker introduction, as the critic. ed. has it here, is most unusual. The NR and SR differ completely here (though see 815*.17-18). But since the crit. ed. elsewhere includes unanimous SR readings when essential for the narrative, the necessary introductory verses in 816*, which have precisely the same manuscript authority as, for example, 50.24, must be put in the text before verse 26, as we have done.

"Go in safety" gacchavārṣyaḥ: An adverbial usage; possible also as adjective to pānthānām (Cg). Cm, Ck, and Ct understand it as a sort of interjection, "farewell," for which we find no evidence. (On the meaning of arṣṭa-, see note on 37.19 below.)
“to good fortune, prosperity” śreyase vṛddhayate: Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct distinguish the two as heavenly and earthly good, respectively.

27. “in the company of” sampāśya: Literally, “seeing”; also possible: “out of regard for.”

“you may set out” sādhayuyasi: So Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct. Though common in the Sanskrit drama, the verb is rare in this sense in the Rām (see however 32.8). But it is quite unlikely that the poet intends a double entendre: “you may achieve your purpose” (that is, that there may still be a way to achieve the coronation).

With respect to the chronology of the narrative, Ck, Ct—observe that it was early in the day that Kaikeyi had banishment decreed for Rāma; that Rāma spoke with his mother and made the donations through the afternoon; and that it was early evening when he came to take leave of the king. (The sun sets in 41.10ff., soon after Rāma reaches the Tamasā River.)

29. “Who will confer” kah . . . pradāyasat: That is, sooner or later his royal pleasures (so Cm, Cg, and Ct; see NR v.l.: yān adya bhogān prāpyāmi, “the delights I shall have tonight”) will have to come to an end, and it might as well be sooner (note too that Rāma had promised to leave that same day, 16.51, and see 16.22 and 40). Ck and Ct suggest an alternative, but less persuasive, interpretation: who will give me [ascribe to me] tomorrow [if I should go tomorrow] the virtues [that is, dharma] I shall gain [if I go] today?

30. “its kingdom” sarśtā: Though somewhat awkward, this sense appears to be authorized by verse 33 below. Perhaps otherwise: “along with its vassal kingdoms” (see note on 43.11, and 102.91).

34. “this kindly land” mahim mām . . . śūr: Cg suggests that we are to understand by the adjective “kindly” that Rāma is not abdicating because of the rigors of kingship.

“as you have said” tvayā yad uktaṃ: To Kaikeyi, as Cm and Ck note. Daśaratha himself has never yet ordered Rāma to go into exile (see 16.24 and the end of the note on 12.16), though Rāma often speaks as if he had (see verses 33 and 35, 43.1, 97.21, 98.38, etc.; see the Introduction, Chapter 4).

Sarga 32

1. Before this the SR inserts a sarga (App. I, No. 14) in which Sumantra vehemently reproaches Kaikeyi, saying among other things that he himself shall go with Rāma, “for no brahmaṇ ought to live in your domain” (line 21), and explaining that her evil character derives from her mother’s. On this point he tells the following curious story: Kaikeyi’s father had been granted a boon, which enabled him to understand the speech of animals. Once when he overheard what a bird was saying he laughed out loud. His wife, lying in bed with him, and thinking him to be laughing at her, demanded to know the reason for his laughter. The king replied that, were he to tell her, she would straightaway die [for breaking the condition of the boon]. His wife persisted in her demand, regardless of whether he might live or die. The king then related the incident to the sage who had granted him the boon. The latter cautioned the king against telling, whatever his wife might do. Thereupon the king divorced his wife, “and enjoyed himself like Kubera” (33-54). For folkloric parallels to this story in India and elsewhere, cf. Ruben 1950, p. 294 note l.
“in an urgent voice” punah punah: The reading has little manuscript authority (better punah vacah), though cf. 46.14.
   “with choice wares to display” suprastāravi: This translation accords with Cm and Cg, “(merchants) making a display of their wares in the area of the camp” (cf. 42.3).
4. “all whose acts of strength have pleased him” ramateyās ca viryatah: According to Cm, Ct, Cr, this refers to wrestlers whose bravery or strength he delights in testing: The SR adds that all the munitions, as well as townspeople and hunters, are to go, too (839*).
7. By a half-verse inserted after this verse (or in place of pādas cd), the NR makes explicit what Daśaratha intends by all these appointments: “Let Rāma enjoy the virtues of kingship even while living in the forest” (843*; cf. 840*).
8. “Great-armed” ca mahādāhuḥ: The NR reads more pertinently, (ṣy) uddhṛta-
    dhanām, “[Ayodhyā] emptied of its wealth” (cf. note on verse 10).
   “Let . . . be sent off” samsādhyatāmi: Translated according to Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct; perhaps also: “let all the objects of desire fall to the share of Rāma.” By either translation, however, the intended contrast is clear.
10. On manuscript evidence (as well as for sense) the readings vīvarṇā (“pale,” for viṣṇṇā, “disconsolate”) and gataāhanam (“its wealth gone,” for gatajānam, “its people gone”) are far more likely (cf. T3, G1, 2, M1-8, vīvarṇa, and Dg, Dt, MS gataāhanam, supported by NR 846*, vīvarṇa-, hṛtādram), and are therefore adopted here.
   Note that Kaikēyi’s demands of Rāma in 16.26 did include Bharata’s control of the treasury of Ayodhyā.
11. “large-eyed wife” dyahalocanām: Cg remarks, rather cryptically, that “the reference to her beauty [when she is acting so perversely] is a function of the reference to his sadness,” that is, apparently: it is used to show that his misery is inextricably connected with her physical attraction for him.
12. “dispossessed” suḥraudhat: Pace Cg, who claims that the word denotes only “exile” (Ct glosses, “to be shut out from the luxuries of kingship”). The whole point of the story is dispossession, not just exile (for which the poet normally uses pra or vi + the root vas or vra).
15. The strange story of the psychopathic princē Asamaṇja, the very oddity and ignominy of which lend it a certain semblance of historicity, is related elsewhere in the Rām (1.37.16-21) and in the MBh (3.106.10-15, 12.57.8-9).
Sarayū: A river running to the north and west of Ayodhyā.
20. The SR continues: The minister knows of no crime on Rāma’s part, and if Kaikēyi does, she should speak out before the assembly. He also cautions Kaikēyi to guard herself from the ill fame she will incur as a result of these actions (859*).

Sarga 33

4. “must refuse” anyādāmi: cf. below 37.8, 44.19 and note.
5. “a small basket, too, and a spade” khamtrapitaka cobhe: To be used for digging and collecting tubers, roots, and so on (Cm, Cg, Ct, Cr).
6. Ct notes: “Up to this point Kaikēyi has effected what Mantharā set in motion;
now she commences the act that will make her an object of universal scorn, as the brahman’s curse ordained. The curse is explicitly narrated in the Adhyātma Rāmāyaṇa” (we are unable to locate the episode there; cf. the interpolation of the NR noted above on 9.27).

7. “a-pair of them” civ: The two articles of clothing are the upper and lower garments.

12. After this verse the SA (and N1 and D) insert fifty-four lines, in which the other wives cry out that Sītā has not been ordered to live in the forest, and beg Rāma not to take her. Vasīṣṭha then reviles Kaikeyī, saying that Sītā should not go but rather, being Rāma’s “self” (cf. note on 24.3), should govern in his absence (lines 18-20); or she may go, if she would, and all the people will follow. He asks finally that Sītā be allowed to wear her jewels, if she insists on going (App. I, No. 15).

13. “as if defenseless, though her defender was at her side” nāthavatīṭam anāthavat: Or, “like a woman without a husband, though she had one” (according to Varadacharya, bark clothes were also the dress traditionally worn by widows [1964-1965, vol. 1, p. 375 note]). But cf. the use of nātha elsewhere, such as 56.2.

“A curse upon you . . .” dīhik tuvām: The execration against Daśaratha, for his remaining passive and failing to prevent this outrage against Sītā even though her exile was not included in the stipulations of the boon, is eliminated in the NR (compare however the denunciation spoken by the villagers, 43.3-4).

14. “kūśa grass” kūsā: This would have been woven into a belt.

Within this verse the NR interpolates four lines in which Daśaratha exclaims that neither Laksmaṇa nor Sītā was meant, by the provisions of the boon granted Kaikeyī, to go into the forest (cf. the SA interpolations 873*8 and 875*), and that therefore there is no reason for Kaikeyī to give them bark clothes (872*). After the verse the NR interpolates eighteen lines in which Daśaratha says that Sītā may go if she would [Cm, Ck, Ct on verse.16 below take this as Daśaratha’s granting her leave], but let her do so wearing her jewels.

15. “it suffices” pāryēptam: This agrees with Cm, Cg, and Ct on the meaning of the word (they add, “that is, it suffices to send her to hell for as long as her soul shall exist”): Possible also: “Have you not already secured (Rāma’s exile)?”

18. “higher” bhāyāḥ: That is, higher regard than Kausalyā has been accustomed to receive from her husband (cf. 17.22, note on 10.40). Less likely, “(show her continued) favor.”

“granter of boons” varada: Note how this common epict epithet applied to great and generous kings (cf. 2.34 and note) is invested here with a poignant and tragic appropriateness.

Sarga 34

4. “made many childless” vivaṣṭā bahavah kṛtāḥ: Cg, Ck, Ct supply dhenaḥ (“cows”) with vivaṣṭā (“childless,” literally, “calf-less,” cf. 58.16 below), though this is unnecessary, as the latter construes well enough with prāṇāḥ by enjambment (such is Cg’s second interpretation, and see NR 881*, kṛtāḥ . . . vivaṣṭāḥ pravatādāḥ). Daśaratha’s memory will become clearer later in the story (sargae 57-58).
For similar metaphysical explanations of otherwise inexplicable suffering, see 38.16 (Kausalyā), 47.19 (Rāma), and the Introduction, Chapter 5.

11. “Such . . . must be the reward” evam . . . phalam: Cm, Ck, and Ctc heighten the sarcasm: since a good and heroic man is going into exile, śāstra must (somewhere) declare that such is the reward of virtue. One of the sources of dharmaśāstra is sadāsāstra, the doings of good people.

14. “He was a meticulous and altogether honest man, with an accurate knowledge” desakalajñam niśātan sarvatah śucim: We read the second half of the verse differently from the crit. ed.: -jñam . . . śucim (thus also Cg), on equally strong, if not stronger, manuscript testimony and for contextual reasons (cf. note on 15). The crit. ed. reading would give something like, “(the king) knowing the proper time and place, announced his decision (which was) altogether honest”—not wholly nonsense, but almost.

15. “calculating against the number of years” varṣāny etāni saṃkhyaḥ: That is, estimate the number of garments and so on that Sītā will require for the fourteen years of exile. Thus the propriety of the epithet in verse 14, “had an accurate knowledge of times and places.”

17. “Noble” sujātā: Literally, “well-born.” Glossed “not born from the womb” by Cm, Cg, and Ctc (cf. below 110.27ff., 1.65, and note on verse 28 below).

22. “what was right and good” dharmānyhasamhitam: Cg and Cr interpret: “(words) endowed with a motive (artha) which was righteousness.”

23. “I have learned well” śrutam ca me: That is, from her own mother and father (Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct, and Cr); cf. 24.8.

26. A famous verse, found also in MBh (12.144.6), PañcT (3.148), MatsyaP (210.18), and elsewhere. There is no reason to believe that the Rām is the borrow-er (as Kane supposes, 1966, p. 29 note); the very image of lender-borrower for such gnomic verses is misleading, for many of them were, like proverbs, the common property of the culture (see also Introduction, Chapter 6).

27. “I . . . understand this” evam gataḥ: Here we follow Ck, Ct, Cr, and Cs (Cm and Cg: “who have acquired this dharma of marital fidelity”).

28. A high-born woman” śrīśiśā: This agrees with Cs; all other commentator’s attempting to avoid the apparent self-praise (but cf. 46.24), constʃve in compound with pāda b (though compounding over pāda-boundary is extremely rare in the Ayodhyākāṇḍa): “I have learned . . . from the best women,” that is, from women worthy of respect (Cm, Ck, or who are themselves faithful (Cg): her’ mother, mother-in-law, etc.

right from wrong” dharmaśāravāra: Literally, “the higher and lower aspects of righteousness”? (so Cr); Cm, Cg, Ct specify “the general rule (of righteous conduct) and the exception” (cf. 6.22 and note).

28. Kausalyā addresses Sītā again in a NR insertion after this verse (908*), saying at one point, “These words of yours do not surprise me, my daughter Maithili, who cleaving the earth arose like lovely truth itself” (cf. above note on verse 17 for references to Sītā’s birth).

30. “Do not be (sorrowful)” mā (duhkhitā) bhūs tvam: Wère we to accept the widely attested S variant reading bhūtva (for bhūs tvam) we would have, “Mother, do not look upon my father sorrowfully (that is, with a sorrowful face).”

31. “safe and sound” samagram: As in 3.55.18, stīḍaḥ sāmagyram (not “having
executed his father's order, or, with his wishes fulfilled," Cg; nor "with his beatitude complete," Cm; Ck, Ct, and Cs are on the right track: "with his brother and wife"; cf. MBh 7.50.15).

"my loved ones" suhṛti-: Lākṣmaṇa and Sītā, as Cm also takes it (Ct, "surrounded by friends," that is, insofar as he will [then] be king").

32. It is best, with Cm, Cg, to take mātraraḥ as epicism (for the sake of meter) for mātra's.

36. "where...tambourines and bass drums rumbled like stormclouds" muraṇa-paṇaśvameghaḥ-ghaṇasavat: Cm, Cg, Ct, and Cr suggest that megha- ("stormclouds") may also signify a musical instrument, but this is unexamined in epic literature. Cg, Ck, and Ct are all explicit in taking the compound as a rāpaκāsvamāsa (metaphor compound), "where stormclouds-tambourines and bass drums-used to rumble," though it is as easily upamāṇottarapada (a simile compound) as translated here.

**Sarga 35**

5. "to your loved ones" suhṛsjana: With Cg and Cr, taken as referring to Rāma [and Sītā] (cf. note on 34.31); if with Cm, Ck, and Ct, it is to be understood as "your loved ones here," the clause will be concessive: "(you are determined to live...) although devoted." (Cg in his second explanation proposes to understand suhṛjaḥ as "born": "Just as Kausalyā brought forth a son for the protection of the world, so...you were 'engendered' by me for following Rāma into the wilderness" [= Ct], but cf. the use of the word above, 27.27 and note.)

After this verse the NR adds, in the desire to account for Lākṣmaṇa's wife (cf. 110.51, 1.72, and the General Introduction): "I and my kinsmen have been saved by having so good a son—you, who are ready to abandon your beloved wife and me in your devotion to Rāma." (917*).

8. "Look upon Rāma as Daśaratha" rāmaṁ daśarathaṁ vaddhi: Cm, Cg, Ct observe that Sūmitrā provides Lākṣmaṇa with these substitutes lest in living in the forest he weaken his resolve by thinking back longingly on his father and the others.

This simple admonition on the appropriate emotional stance Lākṣmaṇa is to adopt (and that he might have some other attitude toward Sītā she herself will come to suspect, see 3.43.6, 8, 22-24), caught the imagination of the more inventive or theologically inclined commentators, who offer a large number of interpretations. Two of these we offer from Cm and Cg by way of illustration: first, know that Rāma is "Daśaratha," he whose chariot (ratha) is the Biter (dasa) [Garuḍa], that is, that Rāma is Viṣṇu; know that the daughter of Janaka is "me" (Sanskrit mām), that is, mā (= Lākṣmaṇa); that the wood is Ayodhya, the "Impregnable City," that is, Viṣṇu's city (Vaikunṭha). (See note to 39.1 on the traditional ascription to Sūmitrā, of the knowledge of Rāma's divine nature.) Second, know that Daśaratha is [will as a result be] dead [rāmaḥ = uparataḥ]; that I will be [once again] the daughter of my father (janaḥkāṁjāhi) (that is, as a widow she will have to return to live in her father's house); that Ayodhya will be a wood, because everyone will depart with Rāma.


11. "which the queen has forced upon you" yāni devṛṣaṁ codastaḥ: For codasta- to take a secondary object in the accusative (a gauna karma), is somewhat unusual, but it seems more awkward to take the final clause as an independent sentence: "The
queen has compelled you," that is, to leave this very night. Sumantra gives this advice either in the belief that for Rāma to have behind him even one day of the exile is a blessing (Cg), or in the awareness that dharma requires Rāma to leave immediately (Cr).

13. “leather basket” sacarman kathinam: Comparing MBh 3.281.1, it seems certain that kathinam means “basket” (so too Cnā cited in CSS on Rām 2.39.20); Cn, Cg, and Ct understand it as “spéade,” and sacarman as “’leather,’ that is, basket.”

15. “for his long (stay)” sarvaratrāya: So Cn, Ct, and Cr; Ck: “(When) at last” (cf. 6.22 and note); Cg: “(a wave . . .) ‘for a long time’ (passed).” The adverb is used, as noted by Varadacharya, to distinguish Rāma’s departure now from any brief excursions out of Ayodhyā he might have made in the past (1964-1965, vol. 1, p. 393 note).

16. “dangored” -śirgita:- The word refers to the rattling of the horses’ trappings, according to AmaK-(cited by Cg, Ck; similarly Cn, Ct).

20. “godlike child” devagārībhupratimah: This agrees with Cn and Cg; Ck and Cs, with unnecessary specificity, gloss “Hiranyagarbha”; Ct, “Skanda”; Cr, “a god.”

21. “no more . . . than sunlight . . . Mount Meru” meru’arkepabrāh yathā: See note on 3.19: The sun revolves clockwise around the mountain and so always partially illuminates it.

Notice the attractive comparison of Sītā first to a shadow and then to the gleam of the sun.

24. “accompanied by his desolate wives” uryā śrībhūr dinābhīṣ: See note on 30.8 regarding the presence of the royal women outside the palace.

28. “Oh mother of Rāma” rāmamātā: Note the irregular sandha (expect -mātār iti). “while . . . the women . . . lamented over the crying king” antahpuram . . . kroṣantam paryadevayān: The line as printed in the crit. ed. is unclear. With some hesitation we understand antahpuram as the subject, kroṣantam as object (with nṛpam understood, cf. the NR’s version 941*, kroṣantam [v.l., kroṣanto] nṛpam), and paryadevayān as plural for singular (either through parināma or with the collective singular antahpuram treated as a plural). This agrees in general with Cg, though ‘like most S and N manuscripts he too reads kroṣantah. Kroṣantam could be a neuter singular epic participle (cf. Renou 1968, p. 337; Hopkins 1901, p. 69), but the king must be introduced somewhere, both for reasons of context and to explain the NR version 941*, nṛpam . . . parvavavāt.

31. “sight . . . was like a goad . . .” dārśanam . . . totra-. . . uva: Differently Ct: Rāma was like an elephant tormented by a goad, the goad being Kāikēyī’s words.

32. “who seemed almost to be dancing” nṛyaṁīm uva: A striking image, reported nearly unanimously by the manuscripts. The commentators suggest that the likeness consists in her oscillating movements. An NR insertion before this line shows Kāusalyā raising her arms (950*), which might have been felt to enhance the simile (cf. note on 89.8).

33. “very soul” ātmā: The poet could have used any number of words had he meant ‘merely “mind,”’ as Cg glosses. The situation demands the heightened sense (cf. also 58.55 and note).

“between two wheels” cakrayor uva cāntarā: The one at the front, the other at the back of the cart (Cg), so that if the cart goes forward, the back wheel crushes one, if backward, the front wheel.

34. “rebuze” upalabdhāḥ: Or, reading with several S manuscripts, upalabdhāḥ,
“(even though you) did perceive it.” Concerning the lie that “ever-truthful Rāma” (cf. his words to Sugrīva in 4.7.21 and 14.18) urges his charioteer to make, the commentators are uncharacteristically silent, except for Cr, who attempts to preserve Rāma’s truthfulness by way of a rather complex argument turning on a fine-point of linguistic philosophy: what Rāma tells him to deny is the necessary volition (kṛt, signified by the personal ending of the verb) motivating the effort (vyāpāra) that is required to secure the end result of the verbal root “hear”; this does not entail a denial of the contact of the sense-organ with the sense-object, which would indeed be untruthful.

35. “the people” tam janam: Apparently Kausalyā and other women of the inner chamber (Cg; cf. verse 32 above; called “the king’s people” in the next verse), not the townspeople (Cm, Ck, Ct), some of whom are said to follow Rāma up to the Tamasā River (cf. sarga 40). The NR calls them the “wives of the townsmen,” 952*.2.

36. “but their hearts did not, nor the rush of their tears” manastāpy abhravagaut ca na: The artificial construction of Cm and Ct for the second half of this verse (“the other people, the townspeople, did not return ‘even with their hearts, let alone with their bodies’”) attempts to account for the continued presence of the townsmen as noted above. Janāḥ and mānuṣam here refer to the same group of people (cf. the NR adaptation, 952*.3-4).

39. “his perfect son” sarvagunopapannam ... sutam: Despite their being so far separated from one another, these two items are here construed together (the adjective having considerably less propriety with vacaḥ, “what they said”). The dislocation may have been felt to be particularly emphatic or emotive (cf. note on 24.16).

It is not necessary to describe in detail Jacobi’s arguments (1893, pp. 47ff.) for considering sargas 36-39 an interpolation. They are based on a subjective appreciation of poetic verisimilitude (cf. note on 57.3), on verses which are themselves interpolated (1569*, 1570*; even if one were to grant some authenticity to these lines, they do not have to be interpreted with the strict literalism Jacobi adopts; Rāma need not “just” have left; cf. 45.14 note for a similar case); and on an analytical text criticism whose fortunes have waned since Jacobi’s day.

Sarga 36

5. “of the entire world” jagataḥ: The item is less likely to be construed with kva, “where in the world.” Ct interprets it as an interjection by a second speaker (“who knows the true nature of the Blessed One”).

9. “and the sun vanished” sūryas cāntaradhipata: The clause instead might be concessive, “even though the sun vanished.” Fire-offerings are required at the evening twilight as at sunrise.

The sun disappears at Rāma’s misfortune, Ct cleverly suggests, because Rāma and the sun belong to the same clan (the Ikṣvāku clan traces its descent from the sun; cf. 102.5). Crā notes, “By saying, instead of ‘the sun set,’ that the sun ‘vanished,’ we are given to understand that, though a little of the day still remained, the sun was wasted by the tragedy of Rāma’s going into the wilderness and so disappeared.” Ct suggests further that the portents presage the death of Daśaratha (so Cm and Cg on verse 11), and of the demon-king, Rāvaṇa. Cm comments: “What the verse
means is that, since Rāma is the Self of all creatures, when he suffers everyone suffers. And for that reason we must understand that every single thing that is set forth in this Rām is [not mere poetic convention, but] absolutely real" (similarly Ck).

The anthropomorphic response of all nature to Rāma that we see here (as in 40.28ff., 42.8ff., 53.4ff.); perhaps the first appearance of the motif in the literary tradition, is a theme that will be developed throughout the Vaiṣṇava poetic corpus (cf. BhāgP 10.21, especially verses 15ff., for one particularly lovely example).

10. Trīśaṅku: A dynast of the Ikṣvāku clan. His story is related in Bālakṛṣṇa 59. Though not a planet (apparently some constellation, but probably not the Southern Cross as per PW, which cannot be seen in India and in any case consists of four, not three visible stars), Trīśaṅku is included in the general reference, by the chātraṁśya [whereby one can characterize a whole group by properties that may apply only to a few members of it] (so Cg).

Lohitāṅga: Mars.
Brāhaspati: Jupiter.
Budha: Mercury.

Cg is troubled by certain contradictions, too abstruse to detail, in the astronomical data here. But in commonplace descriptions of omens and portents such as this one we are wrong to expect astronomical precision on the part of epic poets.

11. "the constellation Viśākha" viśākhāḥ: Four stars of Libra, according to Kirfel (1920, p. 36). It was the family constellation of the Ikṣvāku House; see 6.4.45, nākpatraṁ param asmākam ikṣvākūṁām (according to Cm: "because Ikṣvāku was born in the clan of the sun, which sprang from the constellation Viśākha"). Cm (second interpretation), Ck, and Ct erroneously gloss viśākhāḥ as an adjective referring to the planets and constellations ("out of their orbits").

12. "suddenly" ākṣamāt: Though the word is not infrequently used in this sense, all the commentators take it in its more usual signification, "without apparent reason," and then attempt to explain it in various ways, all of them unsatisfactory because that meaning is impossible here.

15. "children became indifferent, and brothers, too" anarthinaḥ sutaḥ . . . bhṛtāras tathā: The verse is elliptical; we must understand: children become indifferent to their parents, brothers to their brothers. Cm's remarks are worth recording in full: "On the grounds that Kausalyā did not stop Rāma when she saw him going to the forest, children forsook their mothers, thinking them to be of no avail; mothers forsook their children, thinking them to be of no use, since even Rāma left his mother and went to the forest; husbands, observing how treacherously Kaśyapa had acted towards her lord, forsook their wives, and wives in turn forsook their husbands after observing how the king, in disregard of Kausalyā, made her son go to the forest; brothers forsook their brothers, thinking that Bharata was the reason the kingship was taken from Rāma, and in the same way even younger brothers left their elder brothers. So everyone turned his back on everyone else and thought about Rāma—thought, that is, that he was their only true kinsman, and that there was no need for others."

16. "As for Rāma's friends" ye tu rāmasya suhrdāḥ: According to Cg, we are meant by this "to differentiate these Friends from those previously mentioned [that is, the loved ones]: the emperor permitted Rāma to go, Kausalyā gave him her blessings and so neither was really a 'friend'; not one of them did anything [to stop him]. The friends here mentioned are those to whom Rāma would tell things he would
not tell even his parents. . . . So why did they not grasp his feet and stop him? 'They were bewildered.' "

17. "just as the earth would . . . if abandoned by Indra." puramdarevena maht: Cm takes this to mean: because Indra is the lord of the three worlds, the earth if destitute of him would have no protector, and so would quake (so Ck and Ct). Less likely is Cg's second suggestion: "as the earth quakes at the hands of Indra [in his aspect of] the splitter of mountains."

Though the manuscript support is not overwhelming, -rathā(h) ("chariots," for -gaṇḍā(h), "hosts") seems to be a superior reading: the city, even with a complete army of four divisions (elephant, [foot-]soldier, horse, chariot), shook with fear when Rāma left.

Sarga 37

2. "he seemed to stand firm on the ground just to have him in sight" vyavardha-teṣyasya-dharayāḥ putradarśāne: The line is problematic. Daśaratha is taken here as subject of the verb (and əṣya construed with putra-, literally, "[in order to have a view] of his son"). Not dissimilarly Cg (second interpretation), Ck, Ct, Čr, though they supply deham, "so long could 'his body' stand upright on the earth." Quite differently Cm: "'I,' that is, the dust 'on the ground, seemed to increase,' as if it thought, 'The king might remain yet a little while untroubled if with my help he can continue to watch his son.'"

4. "to his left side came Kaikeyi" viṣmam cāṣyaṇavağāt pāṣvaṁ kaikēya: The detail is emphasized by the commentators as symbolically distinguishing Kaikeyi from Kauśalyā both in her behavior toward the king and in her attitude to her.

"whose only love was for Bharata" bharata-pryeya: = pryaḥbharataḥ, parantpāta occasioned by the verse cadence (cf. note on 42.27).

5. "The king, a man of prudence" nayena . . . sampannah . . . rājā: Considering what Daśaratha proceeds to say, the first half-verse should probably be understood concessively: "The king, though a man of prudence" (the commentators are silent).

8. "I renounce it all" anuvānāmi tat sarvam: Daśaratha renounces the earthly prerogatives of matrimony, that is, his sexual relationship with Kaikeyi (Cm, Ct), and either the performance of religious ritual with his wife (Cm) or the results of such ritual, that is, heaven (Ct).

9. "sovereign kingship" rājyaṁ avyayam: Not just the prince regency, because Daśaratha will be dead (cf. 47.7, 11-12; 69.6).

"any funeral offering he makes" yat . . . sa dādāyaḥ pitrartham: That is, the śrddha offering to the dead (cf.-note on 71.1).

10. The crit. ed. misspells here (for samuddhavatam), as do virtually all the vulgate editions and commentators—a curiously persistent error.

"began to lead him home" nyavartama: In agreement with Cs, we explain the form as an unmarked causative.

12. "he collapsed in the rut of the chariot" sīdato rathavarmanu: Ck and Ct understand less literally: "suffering at the sight of the path of the chariot."

13-14. Translated here following a hint from Cs: Daśaratha looks again at the rutṣ into which he has fallen (verse 12) and, momentarily discomposed, imagines them to be the tracks of the chariot returning. Ct and Cr straightforwardly interpret,
"Realizing that his son had reached the outskirts of the city, he said . . . ," but it is hard to see how this fits with verse 14.

"to the city" nagarāntam: -anta- here probably does not mean "the outskirts" (of the city; so Ct), but either functions as an "otiöse, suffix-like element" (see Gonda 1938, pp. 453ff., especially pp. 464 and 476), or has the sense of "middle" (as in the common vānānta-, or vēmadēnta- in verse 20 below).

16. "like the bull" vastraśabha: The simile is weak, unless some unattested sense of prasraṇa- ("mountain stream") lurks here, though this appears to be the meaning of the word in the Rām (cf. 5.54.12, 33.45, 53.55, etc.), except, of course, where it means Mount Prasraṇa (as in 3.60.14, 5.34.38, etc.).

19. "the way a mourner enters a cemetery" apasnađa svaśrītan: Literally, "as one who has performed the funeral bath enters an inauspicious place" (a burning ground, or cemetery). The translation is a rather desperate solution, but the problems of the line are insoluble; there being some irremediable corruption. In light of BuddhaC 7.7, puram sanair apasnađam ivabhijayatvah ("those two came slowly to the city as if going to a funeral bathing rite," Johnston, see his note ad loc.), which is clearly adapted from our Rām verse, we would expect apasnađam (or apasnađanam), which we would translate, "a place for funeral bathing" (rather than the rite itself; for apasnađanam cf. Pā 3.3.117). The difficulty of ariṣṭan, however, remains intractable. In the Rām the word always has its ancient (vedic) and authentic sense, "free from evil or danger" (cf. 31.26, 5.1.179, etc.; here is another small point to consider in locating the Rām historically, for the use of the word in this sense is limited almost exclusively to vedic texts). The one exception is 6.55.120, where the variant reading ariṣṭam seems compelling. The negative connotations of the word appear only later in the epic period (MBh 12.69.47 is perhaps the earliest example; cf. also Vaidya on MBh 8.2.5), and it is unreasonable to suppose that the poet would have used the same word in two diametrically opposed senses. Hence the suspicions of corruption, and the stopgap character of the translation. The commentators understand, "as a man who has performed the burial bath might enter a polluted place, such as a lying-in chamber" (and so be polluted once again; or, extrapolating considerably, the lying-in chamber where the infant son he just cremated had been born—so Varadacharya 1964-1965, vol. 1, note on p. 409), but this signification of ariṣṭa- is post-epic. The NR points altogether elsewhere: "as if seized with an epileptic fit." For an interesting discussion of "le cas curieux du terme ariṣṭa-" cf. Renou 1939-1942, p. 7.

20. "the people haggard, feeble" klāntadurbala-: Cm and Cg remark that this implies that all who were able to walk had followed after Rāma (see sarga 40).

22. "like a . . . pool, from which Suparṣa has snatched the serpents" -hṛdām suv . . . suparna hitoragam: The simile is a bit odd, in making "serpents" the upamēna or standard of comparison of Rāma, Lakṣmana, and Sītā (it is repeated in 1032.3-4 below). Cm, Ck, Ct unsatisfactorily explain that the, illustration has reference merely to the king's being able to enter his home without fear of enemies (that is, they do not relate pādas ab to cd). We take it somewhat more closely with Cg, whose comment however is highly elliptical: "[He entered the house which was previously] like a pool that was not to be penetrated [by hostile creatures] because it had serpents [and which then becomes penetrable after Garuḍa has taken the serpents away]." Cf. note on 75.14.

23. After the first half of this verse, the SR adds: "For nowhere else will my heart
find consolation" (974*). It is, again, only in such passing references that the subordinate drama of Kausalyā's relationship with Daśaratha—their marriage, her childlessness and supersetion by Kaisyey, her renewed position of trust and authority after Kaisyey's repudiation—is adumbrated in the received text (cf. the Introduction, Chapter 8).

25. "Looking around" tuc ca dṛṣṭvā: All but several NE manuscripts (which consequently alter the reading-in pāda a) precede this verse with a line that supplies some antecedent to tuc. In all cases it is "house," and that is doubtless what we must understand.

26. "at the hour" tam kālam: Accusative of time at which (cf. 63.2, 75.1, 5.65.26, Cm, Cg on 5.38.14, and Bohlilēk 1896, p. 250).

27. "touch me" māṃ ... sprāśa: According to Ck, Daśaratha wants to find out whether Kausalyā is in fact present; to Ck, whether he is still really alive.

"My sight has followed after Rāma" rāmām me nūgattā dṛṣṭāḥ: Note the attractive rhetorical figure (technically an utpṛkeśā or "poetic fancy").

Sarga 38

2. "like a snake that has shed its skin" mrmukteva at pannagī: Cg suggests, "with boundless cruelty." Herpetologists say that shedding the skin is a traumatic process for a snake, which may well result in increased aggressiveness. But the point of the simile is probably simply that Kaisyey will now act with "naked cruelty."

3. "like a vicious serpent in the house" dūṣāhr nva vēmoni: The implication, as Ck points out, is that Kaisyey should be driven from the palace.

4. "You had the freedom to grant such a boon" kāmakāro varām dātum: A problematic line, for which the commentators are no help. The key to it is to be found by comparing the poet’s use of kāmakaraḥ elsewhere (98.15, 3.57.6, 6.98.29, 104.8 [cf. also 2.2201*]). Invariably the sense is "an act of one's own free will." (Both here and in the next verse Kausalyā suppresses naming the agent, Daśaratha. Only by verse 7 can she no longer maintain her tactful reticence; similarly in 55.16ff.) Kausalyā recognizes that Rāma's succession could legally be set aside, but she cannot forgive her husband's truly senseless act in freely allowing Kaisyey a boon by which to exile Rāma (here, as noticed elsewhere, the "boon" is obviously regarded as a single one, given during the interview in sarga 10; the "two boons" are unknown).

5. "But you let Kaisyey... throw" pātyayitā tu kaiseyyaḥ: Technically kaiseyyaḥ is the prayojyakarata of the verbal, Daśaratha (unnamed) the prayojaka: "[you,] letting Kaisyey throw Rāma ... have assigned him" (so Cm, first interpretation).

"from his place" śāhātāti: Ck, "from dwelling in his own house"; Cm, "or, from the kingship." Cm's explanation of the simile is a good one: "As the sacrificer at the half-month (that is, new- or full-moon festival) assigns the heap of husks from the rice-cake offered during the rite as portion for the demons, so Kaisyey has delivered Rāma up as portion for the demons [Ck: and thus, "we can never hope to see him again, for he will be slain by them"]). This donation is prescribed in the Dorśapūraṁukrāmaṁkā ["The Index to the New- and Full-Moon Rite"], [with the liturgical expression:] 'Hail to the demons! This is for the demons; it is not mine'" (thus also Ck, vol. 1, p. 313, with citations from śāstra literature). Ck understands differently: "'the share' of the kingdom that should have been given by you [Daśaratha]
to Rāma, 'was assigned to Kaikeyī [taken as genitive], as a 'sacrificer [might assign] a portion' of an oblation 'to the demons,' when it should have been given to the gods.'

7. "yielded to Kaikeyī" kaikeyyānamāte: Cg rightly takes this as double saṃdhi (that is, kaikeyyā as genitive).

13. "my two ... sons" suhāma: The NR removes the reference, reading "the two Rāghavas" (cf. Kausalyā's explicit statement in verse 18).

After (or somewhere near) this verse all manuscripts save B add: "When shall I see them entering Ayodhyā; with their lovely earrings, their weapons and swords upraised, like two high-peaked mountains" (986).

14. "When will maidens" kādā ... kanyāḥ: The ceremony is unknown to the commentators; "An auspicious ritual observance of the northerners," is all Cg can say. Reading differently, Cm, Ck, and Ct understand, "When will Rāma and the others give flowers to maidens and fruits to brahmans, and circle...."

15. "young as a deathless god" nayāsā cīmaṇtraprabhāḥ: That is, "twenty-five years old, for the gods always remain twenty-five years old," Cm and Cg; cf. Rāma's own words in 3.4.13-14, and note that this is almost certainly the age of Rāma at the time of his exile (cf. note on 17.26).

Sarga 39

1. Sumitra's presence during Daśaratha's interview with Kausalyā has not in any way been indicated prior to this; the NR transfers the whole sarga to a place later in the narrative (after sarga 56). The commentators are more disposed here than previously in the Aṣṭādbhāṣya to interpret anagogically; Ct perhaps explains this when he mentions the traditional belief that, like Tārā and Mandodari (who appear later in the Rām, in Books Four and Five respectively), Sumitra possesses, by reason of her merit accumulated in a former birth, knowledge of Rāma's transcendent divinity, paramākāra, which she here-expounds. Partially similar is Cg on verse 8 below; cf. also note 35.8.

5. In the traditional manner of counting the Rām, its 24,000 verses are correlated with the twenty-four syllables of the Gāyatrīmantra [RV 3.62.10] (the first syllable of the mantra coming at the commencement of the poem). The first syllable of this verse (va, corresponding to the fifth of the mantra) indicates that 4,000 verses of the (vulgate) Rām have been completed (noted by Cm, Čg).

6. We agree with Ct (and Cm, Čk, more or less), who sees in verses 5 and 6 further reasons why Rāma should not be mourned, and is in fact a lucky man (Cm accordingly understands rāmaṇya in 5d), rather than with Cg (and Ct), who believes Sumitra to be saying: Kausalyā should rejoice that both Sītā and Lakṣmana are so firmly devoted to their respective duties (and he accordingly understands lakṣmaṇya in 5d; the NR does, however, support this interpretation, cf. 985, 986).

Ct observes, with reference to verses 5-6, that by Lakṣmana's "compassion to-all creatures" it is implied that he is an avatar of Śeṣa, the supporter of the all-supporting earth; that by Sītā's following Dharma [incarnate in Rāma] it is implied that she is Śrī, and by this that Rāma is the Blessed One (Viṣṇu).

7. "What gain has your ... son failed to reap" kīṃ na prāptas tavāmayaḥ: We follow Ct and Cg; Cm, Cg, and Čk gloss, "for what blessing is he not fit."
8. "purity" saucya: We translate the reading of the crit. ed., though the variant sauvya ("valor") of several S manuscripts is authenticated by the NR's sattvam ("courage"). In support of their analogical interpretation Cm and Ct (so too C't) appositely cite the scriptural passage, "From fear of him the sun rises" [TaiU 2.8], on which Cm remarks, "It is unreasonable to hold that the sun would burn the supreme soul when the sun fears the supreme soul, as we know for certain from this scriptural passage." Perhaps the poet truly intended the allusion (cf. note on 29.13).

9. Cm (so Cg) again quotes scripture, "From fear of Him the wind blows" [TaiU 2.8].

10. C't cites, "By command of the Imperishable One, the sun and moon are held in their places" [BrAraU 3.8.9].

11. "was given divine weapons by Brahmā" dadau cāstraṁ duryāṁ yasmā brahmā: Contrast 28.12.13 and note. The event here referred to is not mentioned elsewhere in the Rām (though cf. 3.48.23 and note). There is consequently considerable uncertainty among the commentators. Cm and Cg: "Timidhvaja is Śambara, cf. the city called Vaijayantya, where Timidhvaja ruled, the same who is called Śambara" [9.10-11 above, cf. note there]. When Brahmā saw Śambara's son, the Dānava king, killed [by Rāma], he gave Rāma divine weapons. This is referred to above, 'Whenever he goes forth with Suśmitri to battle in defense of a village or city, he always returns triumphant' [2.24 above]. Once Rāma went to the Dañḍaka forest and laid siege to the city of Vaijayantya, where he slew the son of Śambara, who had shown hostility to Dañḍaratha. Pleased by this act, Brahmā gave him the weapons." Ct calls their explanation "desperate conjecture." Ck (so Cr, Cs) suggests: "'Brahmā' is the Brahmā-like maker of creation [or just, "the brahman" (so Ct)], that is, Viśvāmitra [so too the NR, 992*]; the 'son of Timidhvaja' is Subāhu (a demon slain by Rāma, see 1.29). Ct again criticizes this latter equation on the grounds that Viśvāmitra gave the divine weapons to Rāma after the death of Tājakā (1.25-26), and prior to that of Subāhu. He also maintains that Subāhu could not possibly be the son of Śambara, inasmuch as he had already been identified as the brother of Mārcā [this is not act.ally so, but according to 1.19.24-25 we would at least be justified in assuming that Subāhu is the son of Upasunda, and Mārca the son of Sunda]. Cr, for his part, disputes Ct's reasoning, but not altogether cogently.

After this verse the SR includes a ten-line insertion (993*), which further extolls Rāma's virtues. Ct comments (on 44.15 vulgate) that these verses show Rāma to be the antiaryāṁ or inner-controller of all things (cf. for example lines 7ff.: "He is the Sun of the sun, the Fire of fire . . . he is the Divinity of the gods").

Sarga 40

1. "men loyal to him" anyuraktāḥ . . . mānavāḥ: On these followers, see the note on 35.36.

5. "his people . . . as though they were his children" tāḥ prayāḥ sūḥprayā iva: The words for "people" ("subject") and "child" here are, untranslatably and significantly, the same: prayā-. On the significance of this, see the Introduction, Chapter 3.

7. "welfare" hitāṁ, "happiness" prayāṁ: Agree with Crā. Cm, Ck, and Ct want to distinguish between prayā- and hita- as earthly and heavenly good (the latter specified as Bharata's preservation of the duties of caste and stages of life).
8. "though gentle he is endow'd with all the virtues of a hero" mrdur vîryagunānusitah: We accept the view of Cm, Ck, and the indications of symmetry, in identifying mrduh ("mild") as concessive; rather than vîryagunānusitah ("endowed with all the virtues of a hero"). Ctr reverses it ("He is gentle though endow'd . . . ").

Râma, we have seen (note on 17.26), is about twenty-five years old at the time of his exile: His calling his-brother Bharata a "boy" gives further credence to the inference about his youth (see note on 8.9).

9. "I myself have shown-you, you must obey" mayā siṣṭaṁ kâryam vah: We understand vah as instrumental (so too, it seems, Ck; this is an epicism, cf. Sen 1956, p. 268, where, however, he neglects to note this case), and construe it with siṣṭaṁ (derived from the root śāś). The commentators fail to make sense of the verse.

Râma has "shown" the citizens by way of his own example that they, too, must accede to the king's decisions, however displeasing they may be—"a very important point for the significance of the poem as a whole, and one which the poet is not content to make merely by way of implication.

12. "By their virtues . . . seemed to bind" vya guṇair baddhvā: The verse works on a common pun, guṇa- meaning 'both' "virtue" and "string" or "rope."

13. "authority" apsâ: Or, according to the commentators, the "power" acquired by the brahmans' religious austerities (Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct).

"began to cry out from afar" dârâd âcàh: Since they are physically incapable of running up to Râma (Cm, Ck, Ct, Cr).

16. "Râma then . . . proceeded on foot" padbhâyam eto jagâmâtha . . . râmah: Râma was unwilling to proceed by chariot lest the brahmans hurt themselves (in trying to run after), nor could he turn back in deference to them lest his vow be broken. He thus continues forward, but slowly, so that the brahmans might catch up (Cm, Cg, Ct). Ctr (vol. 1, p. 317) finds a scriptural precept for Râma's conduct: tasmâ jyâdâmsam kanîyâṁ prabhuvârakâti ("Therefore a younger person must descend [from his vehicle] before an elder [who is on foot]").

19. "brahman order" brâhmâyam: Cm (first explanation) and Ck interpret this as the "activity," that is, accoutrements of the brahmans (by karmanî yân [Pâ 5.1.124], rather than by samâkâ yât [4.2.42], as we analyze it [so too Ck]).

"sacred fire . . . borne on the shoulders" -skandhâdhurâdhah . . . agnâyah: It would be the receptacles and fire-sticks that the brahmans carried on their shoulders (Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct), not the live fires themselves, in fire pots (as presumably is the case in 69.9).

20. "umbrellas given to us at the vâjapeya rite" vâjapeyasuvakâhâri chatrâny etânâ . . . na: "One who performs the vâjapeya rite [a soma-sacrifice; performed only by brahmans and kshatriyas] acquirés a [white] umbrella; just like a king's, according to the statement of scripture," Therefore (for the rest of one's life [addit Cg]) the performer of the vâjapeya does not rise up [as a mark of respect] before anyone. (One becomes a bearer of the white umbrella [addit Cg]);" so Ck, Cg [on verse 21 below]. We find something very similar in TaBr 1.3.9.2 and PañcBr 18.6.12 (see ApaSS 18.7.18 and Kane 1962-1975, vol. 2.ii, p. 1.210 and note).

Geese—these would be the white royal geese, corresponding to the white umbrellas—migrate after the monsoons, in the autumn.

22. "our minds are made up . . . to turn to a life in the forest" sâ krta . . . vanavâsanasaritñ: Cg remarks that with this [their intention to abandon vedic study, Cm, Ck, Ct], the brahmans are placing a heavy burden of responsibility on Râma, and
by so doing hope to persuade him to return (as Cg explains more fully on verse 19 above).

24. "will any regard now be paid to what is right?" kṃ syād dharmaṃ avekṣaṇam: A difficult quarter-verse. We understand kṃ as an interrogative particle, and syād with infinitive as "is there a chance that?" "will you?". The point seems to be this: since Rāma is so wise in dharma, can he not see the transgressions that he is forcing them to commit because of his departure? The brāhmaṇs in the following verses appear to be cataloguing the breaches of dharma that have occurred and will occur if they follow Rāma (as they must if he continues). This explanation is relatively close to Ck: "Since you have constant regard for dharma, do you have a mind [repeated from pāda b] to regard our dharma?" The other commentators are perplexed.

25. "We have bowed our heads...we have pleaded" yācitaḥ...āryobhiḥ: Several commentators, troubled that the verse shows (aged) brāhmaṇs bowing down before a (young) kṣatriya, remark, "It is because they know he is the Supreme One" (Cg), "or, because there is no fault in bowing down to a king, insofar as kings are a portion of Viṣṇu" (Ct). Ck offers a more elaborate explanation: "Why for that matter do we [brāhmaṇs] at the present day bow down [apparently before icons of Rāma]? If we answer that by listening to the Rām we come to believe in Rāma as the supreme god [huladāsata], whereby our belief in him as the son of a kṣatriya mother terminates, we can conclude that precisely the same reason obtains here: these brāhmaṇs came to understand that Rāma is brahma, and all the more easily [than we], because they actually experienced, with their very senses, the different properties of his divine nature."

26. If Rāma does not return he will be guilty of obstructing the sacrifices, presumably because the brāhmaṇs will not return without him.

28. "because their roots prevent their movement" mālau uddhatavegaṇāḥ: The crit. ed.'s -vegabhuh is marked as dubious. The preferable lection is -veginaḥ, "(trees) whose movement (is prevented by their roots)," adopted here (though it is just possible to dissolve the instrumental compound in the same sense, the -in suffix being otiose).

"as the gusting wind uplifts them" unnaś aidvyuṣyaṇena; To be construed as a unitary phrase (cf. the NR v.l. ārthvāstakkaḥ): through the force of the wind the trees are raising up and waving their armlike branches in their misery (exactly as in 5.30.22, when Śiśu is abducted). This is also the typical posture of mourning (cf. 51.23, 59.14, 60.15).

29. "They sit in one place in the trees" vraṇakaśṭhānausvaṣṭhūtāḥ: That is, the birds do not alight on the earth even to find food (Cm, Ck), and implore Rāma to turn back even if they must die in the process. Cg remarks, "Thus animals and unmoving things were pained, and it is because Rāma is the embodied soul of all things. When the embodied soul is discomfited, the body is seen to be tormented."
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2. Translated in accordance with the commentators (Cm and Cg in particular) and the indications of the parallel verse, 47.2 (and cf. the NR's version, 1017*). Alternatively: "This is the first night, Saumitri, that we have gone [spent in] the forest. [But] please, do not feel sad at our living in the forest [karmaṇa saṣṭha]."
According to Cm, Rāma wants to emphasize that the period of their exile is already beginning to diminish, and for that reason Lākṣmaṇa should not feel sad.

3. "all around they seem to weep" ruddanti va samanataḥ: The forest appears to be sobbing, presumably, because of the animals' nighttime sounds (as Cg notes, though he seems to contradict this when he goes on to say, "'empty' means gloomy . . . and this gloominess makes for the poetic fancy of the forest's weeping"; Cm, Ck, Ct gloss the verb ruddanti as "seem downcast").

4. Cg comments, "His memories are awakened by the poetic fancy of the forest's weeping, and he thinks back on what is happening in the city."

7. It is not certain (despite the aś, for this particle has a proeptic character in the epic) whether the second line supplies the reason for the first, or its consequence. The implications are, in the one case, that otherwise Rāma would have had to seek protection for her, which Lākṣmaṇa all by himself can now provide (Cm and Cg, especially Ct and Cr); or, in the other, that since Lākṣmaṇa has fulfilled his duty by the very act of his following Rāma, it is as something over and above this that Rāma must seek his attendance on Śtā. This would be a polite circumlocution for asking Lākṣmaṇa to fetch her food and drink, which would tally nicely with the following verse; this is what Ck intends, and how we understand it.

8. Rāma will fast because it is the inaugural day of his exile (and fasting is ancillary to the commitment to undertake exile in the forest [varnavāsasāmkalpāṅgātvata], Ck, Ct). On their first night of exile the Pāṇḍavas likewise drink only water, MBh 3.1.40 (Ct adduces this, claiming that on entering the forest one is required to abstain from food on the first night). Another reason to fast is the holiness of the place, according to Cg, Cm, and Cr. Cs believes the implication to be that Rāma fasts at the pilgrimage site in view of the fact that his father may have only a short time to live (that is, as an apotropaic rite?), cf. 44.24 below and note. Rāma finally does eat, and ravenously, after he crosses the Ganges (46.79).

11. "When Rāma had worshiped . . . and saw" upāspa . . . drṣṭvā . . . rāmasya; The subject of the gerunds in pūdasa ab is rāmasya, to whom in the first instance the ritual is always ascribed elsewhere (48.2, 44.24, 47.1, etc.; for this kind of "dangling" gerund, see 48.18, 84.5, 106.7, and Gonda 1967, pp. 264-65). Cg and Cr unwisely construe the gerunds with sātāḥ, "charioteer," being then forced to explain: "worship here means greeting. Even the sūtā- caste [offspring of a pārtholomā marriage, cf. MānuŚm 10.26; but cf. also above 32.1 note, where Sumantra appears to be a brahman] is allowed to make the greeting, but only that [and not "use the Gāyatrīmantra"]."

12. "Escorted by Saumitra" saumitrena sārdham? The translation here agrees with Cm (first explanation). Word order might more cogently suggest the following: "Rāma found . . . and then with Saumitra and his wife," but common sense and the procedure in 44.25 speak against this. A strong variant reading, attested in all recensions, for the second half of the sloka is: "Rāma bade goodnight to Saumitra and . . . ."

13. "he engaged . . . in conversation, talking about Rāma's many virtues" kathayāṁ āsa . . . rāmasya vividhān gundān: Lākṣmaṇa talks about Rāma's virtues simply to pass the time and stay awake (Ck, Ct; Cg on the following verse).

15. "at a little distance" vidūrataḥ: Ck, Ct maintain that the specification (glossed "near by" by Cg in the VSP, who thus appears to have understood avidūrataḥ)
indicates that Rāma camped away from the crowd of twice-born so that he could depart more easily after deceiving them (see below). The herd of cattle on the bank may have been a more powerful reason (Cr feebly suggests that Rāma was afraid he might commit some infraction like spitting in the river, were he too close to it).

16. "good . . . Lakṣmaṇa" lakṣmaṇam punyalakṣmaṇam: Literally, "of good, auspicious marks, traits," that is, particularly his devoted service to his elder brother.

19. "(a path) free from danger": akutobhayam: cf. verse 28 below. The NR offers tapovanam, "(along the path) to the grove of asceticism," a reading substantiated by the SR in a recapitulative verse (1029*4).

20. "now, or ever again" aṣṭha yuṣṇaḥ (n)etedāṁ: We differ from all the commentators in our understanding of the pāda. Cm and Cg: "They should not sleep again as [but whence the iva?] now" [or, "will not?" that is, they will return home?]; Ct: "Since they are loyal, they will not sleep [much longer] by this"; Ck seems to read without the negative: "They will sleep beyond this because they did not have anything to eat or drink on the previous day, and spent the night wakeful because of grief."


Rāma does not go himself lest by making even this partial return to the city he break his vow (Cm, Cg, Ct, Cr).

Cg comments on Rāma's deception as follows: "If Rāma is so compassionate, is it not wholly improper for him to deceive those who love him so dearly and cannot stand to be separated from him? The answer is that this is not in fact deception. It cannot be a deception insofar as it is something done in their own best interests. The people of the city ran the risk of dying from the excessive bliss [of being with Rāma]. By the proverb of "healing a wound" [whereby initially the medicine may be more painful than the wound itself], Rāma contrived to separate himself from them under the pretext of going to the forest, and this was intended almost as a therapeutic regimen for them. If Rāma had not contrived this, then how to explain the fact that every single person was put to sleep? For some one among them, like Sumantra and Lakṣmaṇa, must otherwise have remained awake."

26. "on returning" pratyāgayyaḥ: That is, by another route (Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct).

27. "eddying" -ākūṭavartāṁ: Note parampāta of āvartā (expect -āvartākulaṁ). The phenomenon is not uncommon in the epics (cf. 37.4, 43.12, 45.18 and notes there; 5.12.8, 39.14, 6.40.1; HariVam 40.44, 41.12, 55.3, 78.1, etc.).

The SR, by transposing verses 24-26 and 27-28, has Rāma first cross the Tāmasā and then send the charioteer back to confuse the townsmen.

29. With this verse the vulgar commentators a new sarga. For the rest of this sarga the NR substitutes simply: "When the townsmen awoke at the close of night, they saw that the chariot had turned back, and in the belief that the prince had returned to the town they went back to the city themselves" (1031*).

30. After this verse, the SR inserts twenty lines (1030*), reporting the incredulous and mournful outrage of the townsmen, their shock that Rāma could have done something so unfair to them (5-8), their threat to commit suicide (9-12), their anxiety about returning to the city without Rāma (13-18).

31. "when it gave out" mṛganaśāh: That is, the chariot track heading toward the city; it would of course have to continue in another direction, but presumably the
townsmen are by now sufficiently convinced that they have been deceived ("by fate," verse 32) and that it would be futile to search further.

33. "good people" - saujanaṁ: "The qualification is meant to exclude Kaikeyī and her partisans," Ck, Ct.
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3. "would have no meals prepared" apanaṁ: Very possibly an unmarked causative. Cg (understanding as simplex) hastens to point out that "it is only because their wives are 'half their bodies' [cf. note on 26.9], that the householders themselves can be said to have any connection with cooking" (that is, the men do not actually do any cooking themselves).

6. Ct (and Cm, who is similar) comments on what he takes to be the theological implication of the verse: "Those who did not attentively keep blessed Rāma in sight, but returned out of attachment to their homes, sons, wives, pleasures, and so on, will transmigrate again and again, and will never attain liberation. For even the sight of his phenomenal form renders the mind clear, and by means of this one becomes qualified for the knowledge requisite for ultimate liberation."


9. "will adorn" sābhāyaśyanti: None of the commentators clarifies the sense of the word (in 1044.6 it is Rāma who is said to "adorn the forests," as in 3.12.8). The NR reads either "delight" or "attract" (could such be the sense, otherwise unattested, of sābhaya- here?).

14. "before he is too far away from us" purā bhavati no dūrāt: The translation of pāda a (purā as conjunction) is in accordance with Cg's intention (though he takes it as "he will soon be far, so . . . "), and many N manuscripts (cf. 1039*, yāvad dūraṁ na gacchatī). Cm, Ck, and Ct, reading dūrāt, gloss, "he will be [purā adverbially as a simple future-tense marker, according to Pā 3.3.4] near us" [that is, to protect them, as per verse 13].

"the shadow of the feet" pādacchāyaḥ: That is, attending on him (Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct).

18. "we would have no further use" na . . . nāḥ . . . arthaḥ: The second half of the verse forms the apodosis (so according to the interpretation of Cm), not pāda b, as Cg takes it. He argues this on the grounds that "this is a statement made under the supposition of what will occur," that is, Daśaratha's death. But the very conditions in which Kaikeyī acquires the kingship would be "against all that is right" and it would necessarily be "with our one defender gone"—Rāma, not Daśaratha.

20. "so long as she lives, or we do" jīvantāḥ . . . jīvantāḥ: Cg is correct to take the participles as indicating temporal extent rather than as simple attributives ("living as her servants," so Cm, Ck, Ct).

22. "total devastation" uḷopaḥ: Usually by enemy troops (Arthāśāstra 7.4.22, 8.4.15, etc.), but in view of verses 19 and 24 it is probably depredation by Kaśyapa and her son that is meant.

23. "impoverished, luckless men" kīmapiṣyāḥ suśrūgātāḥ: "Their greatest wealth—Rāma—has been lost, so they are 'impoverished'" (Cg), and since Rāma is gone,
the merit acquired in their previous existences must have been used up, and thus
they are called “lackless” (see the note on 42.8).

“mix” áloda: As in MBh 4.20.33, vuṣam áloda små pásyām.

“you shall never be heard from again” aṣṭutam . . . gacchata: That is, “die” (see the
following verse; so the NR, praṇavāḥ . . . anugacchata; against Cm, Cg, Ck, and Ct,
who suggest, “Go to some distant place whence not even your names (“where not
even Kaikeyi’s name,” Ct) will be heard”).

26. “than their own sons” sutaḥ: Instrumental of comparison (cf. also 62.10, and

Note how the women’s affection for Rāma is said to be only either maternal or
sisterly (though one B manuscript reads, “as though . . . a husband had been ban-
ished”). It is as if the poet were attempting to differentiate their attitude from that
of the cowherders’ wives for Kṛṣṇa.
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2. “the frontier of the realm” vāṣyāntam: The southern border of Kosala (but cf.
note on verse 7 below).

3. “wide-spaced boundaries” vikṛṣṭāṁsāntāṃ: That is, the plots were large and not
crowded together. Cm, Cg, Ct, Cr interpret as “exceptionally well-plowed bound-
aries,” but this gives vikṛṣṭa- a sense it does not have elsewhere in the epics.

“he proceeded swiftly—though it seemed so slow” atyayau sīghram ēnanir īva: As
Varadacharya remarks, Rāma’s progress seemed slow because he was so zealous [to
Less acceptable Cm, Cg: the horses were so skilled in running and the sights of the
countryside so attractive that Rāma literally lived himself to be going very slowly.

4. “who made their homes in the villages” grāmatamośāvadāṃ: Cg, Cm, Ct, Cr
gloss, “living in villages and hamlets”; we agree with Ck, -samāvadāṃ- forming a
cognate accusative construction (cf. note on 48.33).

6. “steadfast” atandūram: Many S manuscripts, including the recensions of Cm,
Cg, Ck, Ct, Cr, read instead jītendryam, “self-controlled.”

7. “he passed beyond the land of Kosala” atyayau . . . kosalān: This seems to indicate
that the Vedaśrut River (mentioned in the next verse) formed the southern border
of Kosala (contrast 4.8.6, where the land under the jurisdiction of the Ikṣvākus
seems to be much vaster). No other mention of the southern border will be made
(but see note on verse 11 below).

8. “toward the region where Agasty a lived” abhumukhaḥ . . . agastādyāhyastām dīṣam:
The south. Agastya was the legendary seer who brought Brahmanism to south
India; Rāma encounters him in 3.10ff.

9. “its shores teeming with cows” goyutāmāpyam: The phrase furnishes something
of an etymological figure (cf. note on 65.2-3) for the name Gomati, which means
literally, “rich in cows.”

11. “the land . . . bestowed upon Ikṣvāku” mahīṃ . . . dattām ikṣvākave: The com-
mentators are less concerned with what appears to be a contradiction between this
verse (on which they remark that the Syandikā forms the southern border of Kosala),
and verse 7 (see note there), as they are with the question of how Ikṣvāku could be
universal emperor (śarvabhauma) as he indeed was, if he was given only thy land.
They respond that Kosala was merely his home base, whereas he had rights of taxation over, and correspondingly defense obligations toward, all other kingdoms (Cg, Ck, Ct).

"vassal kingdoms" rāstra:- The qualification "vassal" is shown to be necessary by 102.31, anusādhi medhinim prabhūtarāstrām, "govern the earth with its... abundant vassal kingdoms."

12. "charioteer" sūta it: Both Cg and Ct notice the absence of samdhi after sūta, the former claiming that phrase-samdhī is in any case not obligatory, the latter (quite plausibly) that pūta is present, by which samdhī would be impeded (pūta being pravṛthy); cf. note on 95.26.

"in a voice like the call of the wild goose" hamsamattasvavah: Ct understands as paramātma for māttahamsa- (so the NR), probably rightly (cf. note on 41.27; for the simile, 76.9 and note, 104.15).

14. "(I so (long)) aṭṭhāram (abhakātkāmi): The reading nāṭṭhāram ("not very much"), accepted by the crit. ed., seems to be an absurd alteration of an original aṭṭhāram (preserved either literally or in spirit in the NR, in D1-7, M1, G1, 2).

Since addiction to hunting later came to be considered a vice (there is no evidence the Rāmā considered it such; note that it is not included among the fourteen "errors" listed at 94.56ff.), the commentators clearly felt it necessary to alter the text in order to explain away Rāma's declaration: Rāma enjoyed hunting "not very much"; he was not so addicted to it that he neglected his other duties: But observe that Rāma's zeal for hunting is elsewhere emphasized (cf. 3.6.17ff. and notes; 4.18.36), and in a sense it is narratively essential. His one foolish act is partly a result of his enthusiasm for the chase—his going out to capture the magical deer, despite Laksmana's sound arguments to the contrary (3.41, especially verses 29-32).

15. Cg remarks that Sumantra will later reveal these sentiments to Daśaratha, but we do not find what he is referring to.
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1. An SR insertion shows Rāma dismissing the villagers who had been following him (1058*).

Śrīgaverapura: Literally, "Ginger Town" (śrīgaveras-Greek zingiberis-Latin gengiberi).

2. "river that goes by three paths" tripathagām: The three paths of the Ganges are in heaven, on earth, and in the netherworld. See Viśāmitra's account of the origin of the epithet in Bālakīvāda 34ff.

5. "almond tree" nīguṇḍivṛkṣaḥ: Actually the Bengal almond or bādām. It is glossed "ascetic's tree" (ātmasatru) by the commentators, and indeed it is often mentioned in descriptions of hermitages (cf. Śāk 1.14, RaghuVa 14.81). It bears sweet-smelling nuts which are pressed for oil, and of which a cake is made to be used as an offering to the dead in 95.24 and 96.10 below.

9. "of the Niṣāda tribe" niṣādajātāyaḥ: Or, "of the Niṣāda caste"?

"chief" sthapati: "Originally the political and cult chief of a semi-barbaric or nomadic tribe, who nominally at least was subordinate to a more powerful king. . . . Later the sthapati may have been a dependent vassal prince or governor" (Rau 1957, p. 114; cf. Hazra 1979).
The Niśādas (see 1.2.10ff. above) were a tribe of forest-dwelling hunters and fishermen (cf. sarga 78 below). Other epic texts treat them in what can only be described as a racist fashion (see for example the story of Ekalavya, MBh 1.123.10ff.). Vālmiki's treatment, especially given his historical context, is eloquent testimony to his profound and rare humanism. Some of the commentators, by contrast, are concerned that Rāma is shown to have an intimate friendship with a man of such a "caste." Ck claims that, since the verse implies Guha's authority, and so military might, Rāma's friendship with him in the present circumstances, when an army of woodsmen would be eminently useful, is proper; and that the strictures of the lawbooks, which number associating with low castes like the Niśādas among the minor sins [he cites Yājñavāla 3.241] apply only to brahmans. Cg makes two observations: first, since a chief of the Niśādas is authorized to perform vedic sacrifices [MēmāŚū 6.8.20; the commentary of Śabarā ad loc. is cited by Cg; cf. Māṇ 2.2.4, upon which the MēmāŚū passage is based], we infer that friendship with a Niśāda cannot be wholly reprehensible. But he claims the true explanation is that Guha is a devotee of Rāma—his love for the Blessed One is demonstrated by 1.59* [where Cg comments that, by mentioning Guha in the same verse as Lakṣmanā and Sītā, the poet shows that he had the same affection for Rāma as the other two]—and so is in fact a very great person, as the following verse serves to indicate: "They are not tādṛas who are devoted to the Blessed One—they are Bhāgavata priests, as tradition shows. The real tādṛas are people of any caste who are not devoted to Jānārādana" (cf. Dharmaśastrasamgraha p. 636, verse 22).

11. The action here involves a point of protocol: Rāma rises and goes out to Guha as a mark of respect.

12. "Guha . . . in anguish" āriah . . . guah: Guha's pain comes from seeing Rāma dressed in an ascetic's clothes (Cg, Cm, Ct).

14. "our kingdom is yours to rule" rāyam pratiādhi naḥ: Merely a grandiloquent invitation to accept a host's hospitality (rather than implying any real political subservience, though cf. 78.5); cf. MBh 2.17.10.

18. "(with . . .) your treasury" dhāneṣu: A number of S manuscripts and Ck, Ct instead read vaneṣu, "in the forests."

19. "I must . . . refuse" anvadāmī: For this sense of the root jñā + anu cf. 33.4 and 37.8 above.

20. S1 and some D manuscripts insert by way of explanation: "[I would have you know that I will be] living [as an ascetic] for fourteen years at the command of my father" (1070*). For the kūṣa grass, cf. note on 33.14.

Ct sees here, as more obliquely in verse 9 above, the implication that Guha has knowledge of Rāma's true nature (and so is not really low-caste any more). He reasons rather circuitously: Rāma is represented as refusing the food for no other reason than because he is under a vow. If Guha did not have such knowledge [and so become casteless], then his being a Niśāda would have been sufficient reason for Rāma not to accept the food, for it would be impure. Or again, Guha would not have brought cooked food in the first place. (Note that in 81.14-16 Guha explains that Rāma refused the food on the grounds that kshatriyas may not accept gifts.)

21. "My honored friend" aiṁbhavatā: Cg separates aīra-, glossing it, "on this occasion."

24. Rāma drinks only water, since presence at a pilgrimage site requires one to
fast (Ct, Cr, Cs), or, he fasts because, being omniscient, he knows his father is soon to die (Cs); cf. note on 41.8.

25. "and his wife's" sabbhārasya: cf. 81.20. The more fastidious commentators (Cg and Cr) make a futile attempt to avoid this, the only natural interpretation.

Sarga 45

1. "wide awake" adambhena: Literally, "without pretense," that is, without pretending to wake while really dozing. Cs, adducing ViśvaPra, claims dambha- can have the sense of "bed," but this is unattested in the literature.

4. "by my truth I swear it" satyaṁavā ... satē: Cf: note on 18.13.

9. "happiness in life" jīvitaṁ vā sukhāṁ vā: A kind of hendiads (so interpreted also by Ck; "a happy life"); cf. 18.22 and note.

10. "(Look ... ) Guha" (pāya) guha: For the inappropriate sukha- ("comfortably") of the crit. ed., we read the vocative guha, with the NR and T2. This reading is validated by manuscript testimony in 80.11 below, where the verse recurs.

11. "This" āsāḥ: Cg and Ck, as several S manuscripts, read instead āyāḥ, "[the single most] beloved [son]"; this removal of the correlative adjective makes construing verses 11 and 12 together even more likely than it at first appears (so Cr understands).

"austerities, vedic recitations, and all kinds of heavy labors" mantrasatyast ... vi-vidhaś ca parivramaś: They form the subject matter of Bālakṛṣṇa 8-17:

15. "the din ... has ceased" nirghosparatam: So Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct understand, taking the compound as a bahuvrīhi with paramātma of uparatam (see the note on 41.27 above; though it may be as easily an ablative kāśyapī [Cr]). It is surely the noise of lamentation, not of blessings (Ck) that Laksmaṇa imagines finally to have ceased.

14. "this night" sarvarim idam: It is, of course, the second night of the exile. This slight and-only apparent inconsistency led Jacobi to reject sargas 40-45 as an interpolation (Jacobi 1899, p. 47, note 1; to prove his point he relies on what has now been shown to be an interpolation, 1058*). These temporal adverbs are often used elastically, without rigorous attention to chronology; see for example, the note on 46.54, where "today" is used of events that have happened two days earlier (and Jacobi did not consider sargas 44-45 an interpolation). Thus we must understand, not "this very night, the first of our exile," but "these nights."

15. "Kausalyā's sorrow is such that" adduḥkham yat: The parallel passage 80.16, dukhiḥ ya ti, suggests strongly that yat is meant to introduce a result clause, and is thus translated (pace the commentators).

16. "with its pleasant aspect" sukhāloka:- Ck quite as plausibly divides sukha loka- "a happy city (that brought) its people (gladness)."

17. "that just eluded him" atkṛṣṇatam atkṛṣṇam: Evidently we have here a type of repetition (āmṛṣedha) not covered by Pā 8.1.1ff. Three other interpretations are offered by the commentators: (having never got his wish, [crying,]) "it is gone, it is gone" (Ck, Ct, Cs); "everything will have gone," that is, will have lost its purpose, since the king will die without installing ... (Cm, Cg); (having never got his wish) "that grew and grew" [as Rāma 'grew'] (Cg).

18. The verse refers invidiously to Bharata and his supporters, as Ct notes. He
explains further that Lakṣmanā in his anger refuses to use their names. Cm, Cg interpret more charitably: fortunate the people who will be able to perform the funeral for the king—we will not have even that.

Pāda c construes with the verb in d (Cm, Ct), not as a locative absolute with upasthiteśu understood (Cg).

19. Again, we should understand Bharata and his partisans as subject (Cm, Ct; not the citizens of Ayodhya [Cr]), and the description of the city as a general, timeless one; Lakṣmanā envisions the city as it had always previously been, not (with Cr) as it will again become.

22. "to find him well and his promise fulfilled" satyapratyehena sārdham kusalānā: This must refer to Daśaratha (so Cg), not to Rāma (Cm, Ct, Cr, Cs).

23. After this verse Ś1 and several D manuscripts insert eight attractive lines beginning "Saumitri fell to brooding [antām, feminine], and sleep [nādṛ, feminine] avoided him, as a jealous mistress, disappointed at a rendezvous, will avoid her lover," and which go on to show that Rāma did not sleep either, for "His disappointment over the loss of the kingship, his having to leave his home and repair to the forest, all three things at once had taken sleep from him" (1076).

24. "good" ṣrajaṁti: literally, "good to his subjects." The epithet is inapposite, but the commentators are silent and the manuscripts suggest no alternative. Conjecture: ṣrajaṁti or ṣrajaṁti, "kept awake," or ṣrajaṁti, "waking."

"in deep compassion" gurussaunātā: Possible too, but less probable: "friendship, affection for his guru(s)" (brother, father, etc.), construing with the locative absolute clause, "(spoken) in affection" (Cg; Cm, Ck, Ct allow both constructions).

Sarga 46

1. "good Lakṣmanā" lakṣmanāḥ subhalakṣanam: See note on 41.16.
2. "the jet-black bird, the cuckoo" suktēṣān vīhagah kokilāh: The commentators are curiously reluctant to allow the natural meaning, with "cuckoo" in apposition (some cuckoos being quite dark). Ct explains, "The 'jet-black bird' is the crow, and since it is the protector of the cuckoo [which lays its eggs in the crow's nest] it is referred to by the word 'cuckoo.' 'Crow' itself is not used because to speak that word in the early morning is considered unlucky" (= Cs, Cr); Cg supposes asyndeton, glossing, "the black bird," that is, the skylark [bhārathāra], and 'the cuckoo.'"

4. After this verse, the SR adds twelve lines in which Guha orders his men to bring a boat, and then informs Rāma that it is at hand (1079; an interpolation to account for the otherwise unexplained presence of a boat in verse 61 below).

5. "strapping on their quivers and buckling on their swords" kālpān samnāya khaḍgau buddhau ca: Cm, Cg, Ct, Cr take samnāya absolutely, "'strapped on,' that is, armor," and construe the other substantives with buddhau (an unusual, and unlikely, syntax).

"down to the Ganges" yena gaṅgā: Literally, "to where the Ganges (flowed)." The adverbial use of yena (frequent in Buddhist Sanskrit, cf. Edgerton 1953b s.v. ["rare in Skt. Epic"; he cites MBA 3.137.15]) requires the nominative, cf. 30.15 above for example. This is what Cv reports to be the correct reading, and it is adopted here in place of the crit. ed.'s gaṅgam. The commentators are forced to the labored
explanation, “they went (there) where (people reach or cross) the Ganges” (Cg, Ck, Ct, Cr; Cm joins with the following verse, “since they went to the Ganges without the chariot, therefore the charioteer approached”).

9. “expected” atkrāntam: The word is unattested in this sense, but this is how the NR appears to have interpreted (atkrāntaḥ), and the meaning is sensible (contrast its use in 45.17). Some commentators gloss “accepted, approved” (Cg; Ck, “Sumantra means that Rāma’s banishment was totally unreasonable [read ‘nyāya-’ and that thus he should stay with Rāma’], but this meaning appears to be unique, as well, and anyway is very weak. The other options are not acceptable: “No man . . . can escape [fate, by which] your living,” Cm, Ct; “no man . . . could surpass,” Poona Dictionary s.v. atkrāntam.)

10. “chastity” brahmacārya: Actually “studentship,” but one of its principal features is strict sexual continence, as already noted (on 24.10).

For the sentiment of the verse, and its possibly significant parallelism with a later event in the book, cf. 57.92 and note.

11. “an end” guṇam: “Fame” (Cg), “liberation” (Cm), “supreme bliss and the world of Brahmā” (Ck), “supremacy” (Ct, Ck).

12. “even you have misled us” “tvayo dhyāṇasya arthaḥ: Sumantra speaks both on behalf of the townsmen (cf. sarga 41; so Cg [the published editions of Cg’s commentary misplace this statement]), as well as on his own account, for having brought this far he was naturally led to believe he would continue on.

13. “precious to him as life” atmasamam: This is better taken as an adjective referring to Rāma (cf. 44.9, 64.24) than as a substantive, “speaking what was fit, appropriate to him” as counselor (Cm [first explanation], Ct, Ck).

“And as he looked at Rāma, so far from home” dṛṣṭaḥ dārugaratam rāmam: This may also mean, “seeing him [in his mind’s eye] far away from him” (such is probably what Cm, Ck, Ct intend).

For this whole episode we may compare the parting scene, modeled after our passage, of the Buddha and his charioteer Chandaka in BuddhaC 6, which includes Chandaka’s dismissal, his anguish, the message he is to deliver to the king (verse 16, “You [father] should not grieve for me’) and his tearful entreaties (verse 36, “I cannot leave you as Sumantra left Rāghava”).

14. “sipped water, and when he was thus purified” sprṛjodakham suuccham: Cf. note on 22.1 above.

15. “(That is why I tell you) this” (tasmād etad [bravmi ę): We follow Cm, Ct in regarding etai as introducing the statement that follows; Daśaratha’s “desire” is specified in the next verse.

16. “displeasure” alīkam: Translated in accordance with Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct (Cg cites Amāk).

The NR inserts some verses here in which Rāma tells the charioteer to greet Vasiṣṭha (1082*).

20. “self-controlled” jitenārjyam: One might naturally be disposed to think it an ornamental epithet, but perhaps Rāma means to reassert, in the face of all evidence to the contrary, his father’s kingly virtue (contrast however his private sentiments; 47.9 ff., but see note on 47.7).

21. “we must live” vratyāmahesti: Double samdhī (expect -maha in):

22. “(you shall look upon) each of us again” punāḥ punaḥ . . . (drikṣyati): The
repetition of punah is taken distributively (viṣṇu, Pa 8.1.4; rather than iteratively, niya, Cg; so too in the following verse); the construction punar āgatān punar drakṣyaṣ (Cm, Ck) will not do.

24. "ask . . . after their health" árogyam brāhi: "Tell, inquire after, another's health," is no doubt the true meaning of the phrase (so too, it seems, for Cm, Ck; cf. below 52.13 and note; so kutasam brā in I.72.3), rather than "tell them I am well" (Ct, Cr).

"I, her noble son" māma cārasya: There appears to be no way to eliminate Rāma's using this epithet in reference to himself (cf. 34.27), though Cm and Cg (who construe with lakṣmaṇasya), Ct ("= eldest") and a number of N and S manuscripts make the vain attempt.

25. "in office with the approval of the kings" nṛpamate pade: That is, installed in the office of prince regent with the (formal) approval of, presumably, the vassal kings (as Rāma was "approved" by them in sarga 2).

26. Cm (first explanation), Ct, Cr improbably if understandably want to take the verse as addressed directly to Sumantra (with abhīṣaṇa as simplex for causative), since to some extent it is still Sumantra's grief that is under discussion.

28. "Kaikēyād Sumitra" kaukēyāsumitā ca: Recall Sārūghna’s special position in the eyes of Bharata (cf. note on I.17.10), which would ensure Bharata’s goodwill toward Sumitra. After this verse (or one interpolated after it) the NR ends the sarga and inserts an extra one (App. I, No. 16), in which Lākṣmanā informs the charioteer what he for his part wishes him to tell the king: why was Rāma exiled, when he had done nothing wrong? Since Daśaratha gladly abandoned them he should not have any regrets about them, any more than an ascetic who drinks an alcoholic beverage (lines 23-24); anyway, rich and powerful people like Daśaratha never feel remorse when they consider what they have done (25-26). Rāma, predictably, tells Sumantra not to repeat to the king what Lākṣmanā has said (but see below the note on 52.12ff.).

32. "how (the people were)" tathā (janah): Tadā (janah), the reading of the crit. ed., is intolerably elliptical, for no predicate is supplied. The correct reading is no doubt preserved in T1, 3 and M3: tathā (for tadā). The idea is amplified in verses 34 and 35.

33. "only a charioteer survived" stūtvāvaśaṃ: Cg joins the compound with pādas ab ("the chariot empty except for the charioteer") and understands the remainder, "like an army seeing its brave warrior slain" (hataśātram as karmadhārāya compound); Cm, (Ck?), Ct also take svaginam [sic] as subject of the simile, but then need to supply ratham as object, "like an army seeing (the chariot) with only the charioteer . . . while all its . . ." Both are possible interpretations; we agree with Cr, and cf. 5.17.12 hataśātram cāmuṃ iva, which tells against Cg’s analysis.

34. A difficult verse, but as throughout this passage the idea seems to be: it was bad enough when the citizens knew you would be leaving—how much worse will it be when they realize that you are gone for good. The translation here accords to some extent with that of Cm. The alternatives (of Cg, Ct, Cr and the Mylapore editors) in one way or another turn the sense around ("though you are far away, they think of you as nearby"), but with impossible, or jejune, consequences.

"Just now" adya: Literally "today," but here used loosely (it happened two days ago; so at 47.26, etc.).

36-37. "And what am I to tell" aham kīm cāpi vakṣyāmi: Cm (first explanation) and Ck, because of the presence of api in 37a, want to understand, "Then again, I will
tell your mother this... even though it is untrue; I could not say such a thing as this (namely, that I have taken you to the forest).” This agrees with Cm, Cg (second explanation), Ct, Cr. All commentators cite in support of their interpretations the famous dictum of Manu’s: “One should say what is true, one should say what is pleasing; one should not give voice to an unpleasant truth [nor to a pleasant falsehood. That is the eternal way of righteousness]” (ManuSm 4.138).

38. “it is true” śāvat: Note the concessive force of the particle.

“you and your kinsmen” tvadbändhugana-: We follow Cm, Ck, Cr in analyzing the compound as a dvanda.

39. The good D manuscripts 4, 5, 7 remove this verse to the end of the speech, after verse 48 where, as Sumantra’s final desperate threat, it may well have more propriety.

41. The problem here is not what the first half of the verse says, but what it really means. We are told in 94.10 that it is Daśaratha who bids Sumantra convey Rāma to the forest. Cm, Ck, Ct suggest that Sumantra was in the past a counselor, who “by or for the favor, or for the sake of” Rāma, gave up his position for that of a lowly charioteer. Cm and Ct go on to suggest that Sumantra was prompted in his decision by his knowledge of Rāma’s divine nature. (Cg’s first suggestion; which he seems to abandon, is to divide -kte na [Ck, who appears to do the same, is in fact misprinted], and to interpret: “because of you I did not have the joy of tending your chariot,” that is, after your consecration into the kingship.”)

43. “the world of the gods” devalokam: “What the phrase suggests is that a devotee of Rāma’s should abandon even the desire to attain the world of the gods, since it is an impediment to devotion,” Ct.

44. “the capital of great Indra” rājadhāni mahendrasya: Amarāvatī, the principal city of heaven.

48. “cherished your servants” bhaktavatsala: The majority of N and S manuscripts give bhaktavatsala, “cherished your devotees,” but the crit. ed.’s decision seems correct: cf. the responsive epithet bharatvatsala, “cherish your master,” in verse 50 below.

53. “This is my first consideration” esa me prathamāḥ kalpaḥ: Cg combines the three motives—Kaikeyī’s conviction (verse 51), her trust in the king (52) and her obtaining the kingship—as constituting Rāma’s “first consideration.” But the language does not indicate this.

“that it may thrive under Bharata’s protection” bharatārakṣitam sphitam: The qualifications must be understood proleptically.

54. Most of the NR inserts a sarga ending here.

55. After this verse the SR for the most part adds: “I can no longer rightly live in this forest where there are people, Guha. I must live in an ashram and carry on its way of life. I must take on the vow that is the ornament of ascetics, in my desire for the welfare of my father, and again, of Sītā and Lakṣmana” [commentators differ] (1091*).

“I will bathe my hair” jataḥ krtvā: Recall his promise to Kaikeyī (16.25 and 28), which perhaps explains why his words “were purposeful” (cf. also note on 25.7).

58. “Forest hermits” vaikhānasam: ‘Cg shows a keen interest in the question of whether or not Rāma actually enters wholly into the stage of life of the hermit: “If he does, then he could not reenter the householder stage, for returning to an earlier stage after one has entered a later is censured: ‘He is called one who has fallen after rising’ ārādhapatīto hi sāh = ParaSm 2.1.373; cf. also Kane 1962-1975, vol. 4,
p. 114]. But if he does not really enter it, then as a householder who wears the matted hair and so on, which are exclusive to hermits, he becomes a renegade from his stage of life, much the same as a renegade from a vedic school. But really this dilemma does not present itself, for there is nothing contradictory in the adoption of a special vow with 'a definite purpose,' deriving from the command of one's father—and in this way, Rāma's renunciation-dharma approximates that of Yudhishṭhira and others—for Manu himself says, 'The very root of dharma, it is handed down, is a desire springing from a right-intention'" (actually = YājñavālaMa 1.7). Ct notices that Rāma does not shave his head, either here at the Ganges or later at Prayāga, or even when he hears of his father's death; and he interprets this as a prohibition, by way of "paradigmatic narrative" [paraśkritirūpa-rathavāda], against any kshatriya's doing so.

61. "saw a boat" dṛṣṭvā . . . nāvam: Cf: note on verse 4 above.
62.-63. The point of etiquette.at issue here is not clear. Rāma tells Lākṣmāna to board first and then to help Śrītā aboard (anuvākyam, "then," "next," is the reading of the SR only; but its very difficulty speaks in its favor; N manuscripts read kṣipram, "quickly," which of course solves the problem, but we still must explain how the problem could have arisen). Lākṣmāna does just the opposite, and the poet takes pains to justify his action. Does Rāma want Lākṣmāna to go first, as a token of higher respect, which Lākṣmāna then accords to Śrītā in the belief (the correct belief, according, it would seem, to Cg) that this is what Rāma really wants him to do?
64. After this verse, the SR inserts some lines in which Rāma "prays like a brahman and a kshatriya too" [brahma-vat kṣatru-va ca ca-va jagāta; commentators differ] for his welfare, sips water, and bows to the Ganges (1096*).
65. "guided by the helmsman" karmadārvarasamāhītā: "Made ready by the helmsman," Cm, Ck, Ct; "with attentive sailors," Cg.
66. "Śrītā addresses the Ganges both because it is a great divinity and a woman's divinity," Ck, Ct. One is reminded by the following scene of Hecuba's supplication of Athena, Iliad 6.297ff.
67. "let him carry out his instructions" nideśam pālayam ēnam: The manuscripts are almost equally divided between the readings pālayatu and pārayatu (/r/ and /l/ being nearly homophonic, as Ct points out). The latter would give, appropriately to the circumstances, "let him cross over [that is, fulfill] his instructions."
68. "may he return" pratyāgamiyati: The NR has the optative in place of the future, whereas Cg, Ct, Cr supply "when" or "if," making a protasis to verse 70. In the epic the future often has an optativial nuance (as translated here), though it may in the present verse intimate, not prayer or conditionality but a stubborn optimism.
69. "for making all my wishes come true" sarva-kāmasaṃṛddhaye: The reading samṛddhaye (marked uncertain) is that of the NR (its more natural meaning, "for the fulfillment [of your desires]," is unlikely here). S manuscripts (and Cg, Ck, Ct) have -samṛddhini, "O you, who grant all desires," or one of several other similar locutions.
70. This agrees with Cr (thus Cg, Ck, Ct also appear to construe) in joining verses 72 and 73; it is less likely that we should understand the present tenses here as future ("I shall pay").
71. "I will give the brahmans" brahmāṇe vibhyah pradāyāmsi: "Gods accept offerings by way of the brahmans," Cg.
74. "courteous" daśīṇā: Perhaps meant in part to suggest the tactfulness of Sitā's address to the Ganges, the epithet is nevertheless used principally for the figure of sound, daśīṇā daśīṇam śrīm.

76-77. "Go in front, Saumitri" agraṭo gacchā saumitram: Under more normal circumstances the elder brother would precede the younger and the woman (in 3.10.1 Rāma goes first, Lakṣmaṇa last).

"Vaidēti will come to know the pain" duḥkham... vaidēti... veteṣati: Recall sarga 25, where "the pain of living in the forest" is described.

After verse 77 (or at the end of the sarga) the NR inserts some twenty-three lines that mainly describe the forest and show Lakṣmaṇa collecting lotuses for Sitā (App. I, No. 17).

78. An SR insertion after this verse (1108*) shows Rāma reaching the land of the Vatsas (in the Ganges-Yamuna doab).

79. "meat" medhyam: This follows Ck, though the word is rarely used in this sense; alternatively, and perhaps preferably, we should read with T1; 2, G1, 3 medhyaṁ, "pure," that is, animals, those fit to consume; cf. 49.14, medhyaṁ margāṁ, so in 50.16. In the NR substitution (1109*) the brothers kill only one beast (a dappled antelope), light a fire, cook, and along with Sitā eat the meat; and then retire for the night beneath a tree.

Finally, and with a vengeance, Rāma breaks his fast (cf. note on 41.8 above), and it is noteworthy that he does so by eating meat (cf. note on 17.15, and contrast his words to Guha in 44.19-20, and to Bharadvāja in 48.15 [but see note ad loc.]). Ct (similarly Ck) remarks, "Meat is included in 'forest fare,' so there is no fault here; nor is there any in his killing animals, since it is part of the dharmā of hunting."

Ct's gloss displays an amusing perversity: "'He struck great animals,' that is, he knocked them about in fun and then took 'pure' food, fruits, etc."

Sarga 47

1. "Rāma, the most pleasing of men" rāmo ramaṇatām śreṣṭāḥ: An etymological figure (cf. also note on 9.24).

"Prior to this, in the presence of other people, Rāma had steadfastly held in his sorrow; now, in solitude (cf. also verse 27 below), he lets it all out," Ck; contrast Cg on verse 7 below, and Ck himself on verse 10.

2. "we shall spend outside our country without Suṣmantra" yātā janapadā bhikṣā yā suṣmantraṇa rahitā: Pādas bc form one complex idea (Cr), 'not two distinct ones (Cm, Ck, Ct): Rāma had already spent one night (the second night of exile, and third of the narrative) beyond Kosala—out of which he passed in sarga 43—in Guha's domain on the bank of the Ganges.

4. "as best we can" kathāṁcit: They have not yet had time to build a leaf hut and so have to sleep on the open forest ground (Ck; similarly Cm, Ct; Cg: night has come before they had time to make a proper bed).

5. "heartfelt words" kathāḥ śubhāḥ: As in 15.9, 48.21 ("forthrightly), 4.2.18, etc.: not "good": there is nothing "good" about the suspicions to which Rāma proceeds to give expression. The NR apparently found the adjective troublesome and so substituted, "He carried on a conversation with Sitā [cf. verse 30 below] and Lakṣmaṇa in the night."
7. Rāma anxiously wonders whether Kaikeyī, emboldened by Bharata's presence (considering how she acted even in his absence), might not assassinate the king in order to secure her son's coronation, not merely as prince regent, but as mahārāja (Cm, Ck, Ct; cf. 52.16 below), or in order to stabilize his position (Cg). In the next verse, however, Rāma says that the king will be able to do nothing about Kaikeyī's actions, and in verse 12 it is said that Bharata will be sole head of state because the king is "on in years." Daśaratha's passion surely cannot be so overpowering that he would not defend himself from a murder attempt (the NR, felt the need to affirm this, however: "He would pay no heed to his own life, since, he is under the power of Kaikeyī" [1114*]). Perhaps we have an ancient corruption of some sort that has substituted prāṇāṇa for an original śāhāṇā: Kaikeyī will try to "drive him from his place," that is, to dethrone him (cf. 58.20, 1.31.17 for the idiom).

Cg comments that Rāma's invidious supposition might be thought to contradict his own admonition later; to Lākṣaṁana not to speak ill of Kaikeyī (3.15.34-35 and note there, and compare also 97.17-18 below); but in fact Rāma is only playing on Lākṣaṁana's own fears, in hopes of convincing him to return (verse 16).

10. Ck (like Cg on verse 7) claims that Rāma does not really believe what he is saying here—he knows full well that Daśaratha loves him more than life itself and sent him into exile only under the compulsion of his promise—but only wants to inspire Lākṣaṁana to return (or, according to Ct on the following verse, to find out what Lākṣaṁana is really thinking; cf. note on 23.23, and 27.26 and note).

12. "with father well on in years" tāte ca vasyāṇīte: Since Rāma has already conjectured (according to the crtc. ed.) that Kaikeyī might murder Daśaratha, it seems gratuitously inconsistent to translate "with father dead of old age" (as PW s.v. f + ats); the translation offered is supported by Cr. A possible alternative: "with father passed over, ignored, because of his age."

13. A gnomic statement (so Cr), rather than, as Ct takes it, one meant to refer specifically to Bharata (cf. 4.37.20-21).

14. "came among us" samprāḍātā: The NR replaces the vague locution with "was born" or "was married."

18. "You must commit" paridādyāḥ: Ck, Ct, Cr read instead, "She might give poison to your mother or to mine."

19. "by my mother's doing... (and so this has happened) to her" jananyāḥ: This construes with both halves of the verse, and probably as genitive rather than instrumental.

21. "one who parts her hair" śimantarī: A general designation of "woman"; Indian women as a rule part their hair down the center. The verse, the first line at least, is a very old one, appearing also in the Vidurāṇātira episode of the MBh (5.131.28), on the antiquity of which see Jacobi 1903, pp. 53-55 (not later than the fourth century B.C.)

22. "even her myna bird is a greater source of joy than I" prātiśvaśyaḥ sā matthāḥ... sārikāḥ: The myna, like Rāma, was raised and taught to speak by Kausalyā, but unlike him the bird is there to cry out (or, does not hesitate to cry out) in the woman's defense. The "enemy" can be that of the birds (such as a cat [Gm, Cg, Ct; similarly Cnā on CS 2.52.24]), or more probably Kausalyā's (that is, Kaikeyī [Cg, Ck, Cr]). Mynas were often kept with parrots; the two are associated in MaṇuSm 5.12, BhāgP 5.24.9, and cf. especially Kāṁśa 1.9.15, where forty-third among the sixty-four arts is teaching mynas and parrots to speak.

Cg has a long theological comment on this verse from the viewpoint of Teṅgalai
Vaishnavism, and it is worth summarizing. What the verse (allegorically) states, he argues, is that resorting to a teacher is a more efficacious means of salvation than even worshipping the Blessed One. This is suggested as follows: The teacher is represented in the verse by the bird (the myna), the teacher having two possible philosophical "positions" (pakṣa)—action or knowledge—corresponding to the bird's two wings (pakṣa-); the feminine gender (ārikā) is meant to indicate dependence on [and so difference from] the Blessed One, for "everything besides [the Supreme Primal Man, that is, Viṣṇu-Kṛṣṇa] is feminine" (śrīpradāya starat sarvam); and it serves to show that in comparison with the Blessed One a teacher is an even more effective means of producing the "bliss" of liberation. The teacher is the "one from whom can be heard the word," the secret mantra passed down through the succession of gurus; and this word is: "O parrot" (the parrot, being of the same blue color as Viṣṇu, is equated with Viṣṇu), "bite the enemy's foot," that is, destroy the basis of man's great enemy, transmigration. The teacher from whom this is heard (says Rāma) "is greater... than I" [is better than Viṣṇu]. Cg goes on to read the whole episode (sargas 40ff.) as an allegory of this idea, man's quest for liberation: One leaves (Ayodhya =) Vaikunṭha, Viṣṇu's heaven; crosses (the Ganges =) the Virajā River in heavenly Gokula; enters the forest (of transmigration); betakes oneself with one's individual soul to (a tree =) the body; eats, that is, experiences the fruits of one's karma; longs for a wise teacher (= Bharadvāja?); and finally comes to the certainty that of the four spiritual paths [karmayoga, jñānayoga, bhaktiyoga and adhyāniṣṭhā or absolute confidence in one's teacher] the last one is the superlative means of release [= reaching Citrakūṭa?].

25. "Force is useless" viṛyam akāryam: Ck, Ct, "that is, in effecting what is beneficial for the world to come; only dharma can do that"; Cg, "Force should not be resorted to in order to effect something that would cause the loss of dharma."

26. "What other people might say" paralokaśya: We agree with Cs's analysis (= paśrakṣayam), which is clearly substantiated by the NR (1122*, lokavāda); cf. 19.7. and note. Cs specifies further: that the "danger of unrighteousness" is that, if Rāma does not follow his father's command, no one else will obey his own father [or the king]; cf. Rāma's own words in 101.9 and note there.

27. Cm, Ct, Cs try to explain away Rāma's lamentation and/or weeping, either as (literally) the historicist performance of god in a human incarnation, or (if real) as being sympathy felt for his loved ones and not sorrow on his own account (cf. the notes on 22.8 and 157.7).

28. After this verse most of the NR inserts four lines, wherein Laksmaṇa says that people like Rāma should not grieve, and in any case the calamity is not really to be counted a calamity, but rather a blessing, since through it Rāma has learned how much affection the people have for him (1125*: a few manuscripts go on to show how this is so: "No one feels sorry for an evil man-in misfortune... but since you are lauded even in misfortune..." 1124*).

30. "to (no) avail" aupāyakam: This agrees with Ck; Cg; Cm, Ct, Gr on the authority of AmaK gloss "right" (yuktam): because he is a "bull among men" it is not "proper" for him to grieve.

32. "(I would not care) to see" (na... ) draṣṭum (teṣeṣyam... akham): "Much less to go and protect them," Cm, Ct. Laksmaṇa speaks here, as in the preceding verse, in response not to Rāma's remonstrance against feeling "sad" or homesick (verse 2; so Cg, Ck, Ct, Cr take it), but to his order to return (Cm).

33. "at last, recognizing it as the way of righteousness" propadya dharmaṁ sucṟṇyo:
Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct all interpret this as “having betaken himself to the dharma of a forest hermit for a long time to come,” which is acceptable for the Sanskrit, but makes little sense in the present context. Cs is somewhat better, “having accepted dharma that is, that of his [Lakṣmaṇa’s] obedience to himself.” For pra + pad in the sense of “give in, admit, recognize,” cf. 82.27 below.

“considerately gave him permission to live in the forest” vanavāsam ādārat . . . vidadhe: Cm, Ck, Ct by a most unlikely syntax make the adverb and the substantive dependent on vacaḥ, “words (spoken) considerately about living in the forest.” Cg, on the other hand, “After considerately listening . . . he was prepared to undergo (?) life in the forest,” vidadhe as conative perfect (the simple past being impossible, as he sees), apparently in the sense “to undergo.” The other commentators including Cs gloss the main verb as translated here.

Sarga 48

2. “the place where . . . the river Ganges” yatram . . . gangā . . . tam desam: Prayāga.
The majority of manuscripts and the vulgate have, “where the Yamunā meets the Ganges” (glossed, “where the Yamunā starts, at the Ganges,” Cm, Ck, Ct (“a location meant to suggest the extreme holiness of the Ganges,” Ct)).

3. “glorious (party)” yastuvinaḥ: This probably refers to Rāma and the others, rather than to the places (“so called because their inhabitants were honored [by Rāma’s visit]” Cg), or to “sages famous for their austerities” (Cr).

4. Agni: The god of fire. The smoke Rāma sees is that of the evening fire-offering (cf. verse 11).

7. “around [Bharadvāja’s] ashram” bharadvajāśram: Ct and Cr read instead chinnatī āśram, “(trees at the ashram that have been hewn off” (not recorded in the crit. ed.). Forest hermits and their dependents are often represented as cultivating trees, and so the hermitage would stand out distinctly from the surrounding wild forest.

8. “bearing their bows” dhanumau: It is indeed curious that Rāma and Lakṣmaṇa carry their weapons into the sacred precinct (Bharata will deposit his before entering, 84.2; cf. Sāk 1.14.6 for one good example among many of disarming before entering an ashram). Similarly 3.1.9. Dhanumau could also, of course, be a static epithet—“the two bowmen”—but even so we should expect some mention of their laying down their weapons before entering; in the NR interpolation 1131* Rāma is explicitly said to be armed, and then again, it is precisely because of this, say Ck and Ct, that he is said to frighten the animals in the next verse. The oddity of Rāma’s bearing weapons is heightened by his ascetic clothing and matted hair; other characters later in the story specifically refer to this antinomy—Virādha, for example (3.2.11), and Sūrpanākhā (3.16.11); note also the emphatic statement of the MBh: “(Rāma) had all the marks of an ascetic (and yet) was bearing a bow” (3.261.37). In fact, these references seem to invite us to a repeated consideration of the self-contradictory nature of Rāma, one in whom the ethos of a kṣatriya and of a renunciatory brahman are fused (see note on 16.59, the insertion noted above on 46.64, and the Introduction, Chapter 10).

10. “stood some distance off” dvārd evāvatasthatuḥ: They stand at a distance either
to wait until the fire-sacrifice is completed (Cg), or to receive permission before entering (Ck, Ct). The NR and the SR each inserts its own verse describing the entrance of the sage (1192*, 1139*).

15. "we are to enter" pravekṣyāmah: A number of both N and S manuscripts read the singular ("I am to enter . . ."); etc.) in part or throughout.

"the way of righteousness" dharma: Here surely the dharma of forest hermits (Ck, Ct, Cr), not that of guarding his father’s command (Cg).

"living only on roots and fruit" mūlaphalāśāntiḥ-Rāma again professes his vegetarianism, though he has eaten meat (46.79) and will do so again (49.14). (The suggestion of Varadacharya [1964-1965, vol. 1, p. 508n] that "roots and fruit is a general designation for unrefined food" seems implausible.) It may well be that the dietary restrictions come into play only when Rāma is actually in the grove of asceticism, not while he is traveling through the forest, for at no time after he reaches Mount Citrākīṭa do we see him eating meat (though cf. the interpolated passages noticed in the notes to 89.19 and 90.1, and cf. notes to 3.42.21 and 45.19).

16. "presented him with a cow" upānaya...gām: The cow, according to Cg, Cm, Ct, Cr, is required to provide (according to Ck it means) the madhuparka, the offering of curds and honey or butter, which is to be given to "one who studies the vedas, a teacher, a priest, a religious student completing his studies [śātaka] or a righteous king" (thus a smṛti text cited by Cg and Ck ad loc.), or is it in fact, by the ancient custom, the cow to be slain in honor of a guest, especially a king (according to AitBr 3.4).

17. "with deer and birds" mṛgovatēkāhīḥ: Some commentators join the phrase with "showed . . . hospitality," Cm rather fancifully explaining, "By the sage’s power they were no longer animals, and being thus no different from the sages they realized that Rāma was the lord, and served him, too" (similarly Cg).

19. "at last I see" cīrasya...pasādāṇi; One might naturally have understood the verse to mean, "Since long ago have I [foreseen [that is, by his jñānaçakṣu or "eye of wisdom"] . . . (and I have [recently] heard)," but no commentator supports this.

In 6.112.14 Bharadvāja knows by means of his ascetic power everything that has happened (as does Agastya, 3.12.15).

23. Cm offers a long theological interpretation here, claiming that the real meaning of verses 22-23 is that Rāma is requesting the sage not to reveal his divine nature (criticized vigorously by Ck as philologically and contextually unsound).

24. "in a way that carried conviction" vākyam artha-grāhakam: Literally; "words that convinced with their sense." This seems to be the meaning of grāhaka- in the only other instances of its use in the Rām tradition (Book 4. App. I, No. 19.24; 4.1325*: Ck, Ct, "that informed him of the requirement he had spoken of"; Cg, "full of meaning").

25. "twenty miles" daśakrosa: Literally, "ten krośas." A krośa (Hindi kosi) is the farthest distance one can hear another shout—a little more than two miles. The compound is accusative of extent of space. (Ck, Ct take daśakrośa as locative, Cm, Cg as nominative, [situated] ten krosas away.")

26. "Langurs . . . monkeys and apes" golāṅgu-. . . vañcarakṣa-. For the zoological problems see note on 1.16.10. "By his mentioning just these three types of animals we understand Bharadvāja to be hinting that Rāma’s only companions [in the later books of the Rām] will be creatures of this sort," Cg.

"Mount Gandhāmādana": A name of at least two different mountains; here, it
probably refers to the one included among the seven chief mountains (kulaparvata) of Bhratavarsha, which is also called Rksavat or Rksaparvata ("Monkey-mountain"): 27. "meditates" samadhante: Perhaps also, "acquires" (Cg, Cr), or, "undertakes" (Cg).


"skull-white heads" kapalasrata: According to PW the B recension [= Corresio] reads kalapasrata (not recorded in the crit. ed.). The word is unique, and its signification uncertain. We take it as an (inverted) simile compound, attributive in function, the singular being collective (upameyasamasa, upalaksa titya jatyekavanam); that is to say, close to Ck, Ct. It may be useful to list the suggestions of, or reported by, the commentators:

1. "with head(s) like skull(s)"—for example, of men dead by famine—that is to say, "white"; they ascended to heaven by austerities that were full, performed throughout their lives, even in old age (Ck, Ct). 2. "with head(s) reduced to skull(s)," skin and hair having been rubbed away by contintous yogic headstands performed in the course of austerities (Cra, Cm, Cg). 3. "skull-head" connotes, or we are to supply, "body"; they ascended to heaven with their bodies (Cv, Cg, Cm; Ck, Ct) dispute this: "but the body is not worthy of heaven; even Rama, Yudhishthira, and so on went only a little way with their bodies—and only to demonstrate the power of their dharma—and then abandoned them before entering heaven, where they took on heavenly bodies"; but cf. the bodily ascensions mentioned in 102.10 and especially 4.18.18). 4. attributive of tapasa, that is, austerities in or from which their head(s) were left nothing but skull(s)" (Cg). 5. proper name of a seer (Cm, Cg; = D8-5, 7 in 1147*). 6. Siva (to be construed with padya, "Siva waits there continually in order to see Rama ... and this intimates that he is most enamored of Rama," Cr).

33. "Last night" sarvatar mi ... adya: An idiom, cf. 56.14 and note, 66.8 and note. "we made our dwelling here" usath ... vasatam: Vasatam with the root vas forms a cognate accusative construction (cf. for example, 33.5 above, vasmam ... vasatalah); grammar and sense argue against construing vasatam with asnavatatu, as Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct, Cr all would have it.

36. "lapwing," kooyatika: So Ingalls 1965, p. 578, though, as this is a water bird (cf. also 3.71.11), we might not expect to find it on a mountain.

Sarga 49

2. After this verse the SR inserts a sloha in which the party is directed to go to the confluence of the Ganges and Yamuna, and follow the Yamuna where it flows westward (deflected by the Ganges) (1160*).


"the daughter of the sun" amstumati: We follow Cm, Cg (who divide amstu-), Ck (on verse 11 below), Ct, Cr in their explanation. The Yamuna's descent from the sun is narrated at HatiVam 8.6-7. However, as an epithet for a river the word is as old as the RV (8.85.13), and here may mean simply "radiant."
4. Śyāma: We agree with Cm, Cg (first explanation), and Ct in taking this as the proper name of the tree here and in verse 12 below. This is corroborated both by Kālidāsa, RāghuVa 13.53, vataḥ śyāma stī praśītaḥ, “the banyan tree known as Śyāma,” and by Bhavabhūti, UuttaRāC (after 1.23), kālinditāte vataḥ śyāmo nāma, “the banyan tree on the bank of the Kālindī named Śyāma.”

Both the NR and the SR (no manuscript excepted) insert hereafter one verse (1164*, 1165*), in which the sage says that Śita should make a wish before the tree (cf. verse 13 below; the tree is named satyāhīyacana, “Granter-of-Wishes” in the NR, 1163* and 1177*; cf. below 62.12).

7. “How fortunate we are” kṛtaṁyāḥ: cf. above note on 42.8.

10. “she was half embarrassed” vatsanājijamānām tām: Her embarrassment comes from grasping the hand of her beloved, and from the necessity of having to do so (Cg).

An SR insertion after this verse shows Śita praying to the Yamunā (1173*, especially 5-8), much as she did to the Ganges:

14. “ate” ceretuk: So Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct. Note that curiously Rāma and Lakṣmaṇa are once again said to have drunk and eaten alone (cf. 46.79 above).

Sarga 50

1. “but straightforward” anantaṁ: Literally, “afterwards,” that is, immediately after Lakṣmaṇa had fallen asleep. Differently the commentators: “afterwards,” that is, after Rāma himself had awakened (Cm, Cg, Ct).

Ct remarks that the popular belief that Lakṣmaṇa spent the entire fourteen years of exile without eating or sleeping is laid to rest by this verse. (Lakṣmaṇa is said to remain awake throughout the fourteen-year period in the Telugu Duṣpada Rāmāyaṇa of Raṅganātha, sung in Andhra Pradesh).

The day now beginning is the seventh of the narrative, and more importantly for the coming action, the sixth of Rāma’s exile (for the latter, the chronological signposts are found in sargas 40, 45, 47-50).

2. “Let us be off ... it is time” sampratidākāmahe kālāḥ: Ct reports the reading (not recorded in the crit. ed.) sampratidākāmahe kālam (he explains, “we know it is time”).

4. “sipped ... water” ṣṛṣṭun ... jalam: This connotes the performance of all the obligatory morning rituals, bathing, etc. (Cg, Cm, Ct).

7. “in bloom” phullān: All but four manuscripts read instead bhūtān, “bael” or Bengal quince, a plausible lection, for this is a medicinally valuable tree, like the marking-nut, and “one of the most useful ... of Indian trees. A gum is obtained from the stem. A mucous is obtained chiefly from the fruit which is used as a cemett ... it is also used as a soap substitute. The fresh ripe fruit is eaten” (McCann 1959, p. 122).

“I shall be able to liye” slakyāmī jīvyatum: Most S manuscripts and the earliest commentators read the plural, “we shall be able” (the NR has the impersonal passive, 1192*).

8. “buckets” droma-: The word signifies not only a container but also a measure (of weight or liquid), which is how the commentators take it here (“filled with honey to the measure of a droma” [a little more than 21 pounds]; cf. Kane 1962-1975, vol.
8. p. 145n], Cm, Cq, Ck, Ct). The image of bucket-like honeycombs appears elsewhere in the Rāma (cf. 6.4.59).

9. "moorhen" natyāhah: Dātyāhah is the more common spelling of the name (so read here in the NR); it appears in this form in 4.1.14.

10. The fourfold anaphora of paśya ("look") in verses 6, 7, 8, 10 lends a quality of almost childlike excitement to Rāma's description.

11. The NR twice (verse 9cd v.l.; 1197*) indicates the party's proximity to the Mandākini River (probably not the Ganges; cf. note on 86.11); cf. note on verse 22 below.

12. "he said": The commencement of direct discourse here is in fact uncharacteristically and jarringly left unmarked. The NR eliminates the problem, which is contained also in the vulgarate.

An SR insertion within this verse mentions the sages who live on the mountain (1198*.4), and a later one (1200*, a particularly inept interpolation) shows the party going to greet one of them, who turns out to be none other than Vālmiki himself. The commentators show no surprise at this, but are interested only in the fact that in the Bālāhāra (2.5) Vālmiki is said to live on the banks of the Tamasā. They reconcile the two accounts by asserting that Vālmiki first lived on Cītrakūpa and moved to the Tamasā when he composed the Rāma, after Rāma became king (Cm, Cq, Ck; Ct dissents: the truth, he says, is that this is some other Vālmiki than the son of Pracetas and author of the Rāmāyana).

13. "Fetch wood" anāja dārāṇi: It is probably because ascetics are not supposed to cut down trees (cf. note on 25.7) that the NR specifies, "trees broken by elephants" (1201*). It also indicates that two houses were constructed (1201*, 1202*), possibly, as Vaidya suggests (1962, p. 698), one for Rāma and Sitā, and one for Lāksmana (cf. 93.4 and note; in 86.12, parṇaṅkuti, we no doubt have a singular rather than dual).

14. In an insertion after this verse, the NR shows Sitā smearing the house with fragrant earth (1203*).

15. No manuscript presents this succession of half-verses, which actually leaves the subject of the verse unidentified.

"to our hut" tālām: That is, to the tutelary deities of the hut. The SR expands Rāma's words with remarks on the vāstuvānti (1206*), the rite performed upon entering a new house, by the power of which, according to the Brahmāṇḍapī, "one no longer fears disease, one's kinsmen do not perish, one will live a hundred years as though in heaven" (cited by Cq). The interpolation goes on (line 3) to assert that the sacrificial injunction they will be following—namely, animal sacrifice—is envisaged by vāstra (and so no crime of violence will attach to them, Cm, Ck, Ct). No extant grhyasthāra authorizes animal sacrifice for vāstuvānti. Note that the ceremony performed at the construction of their hut at Pañicavaṭ (3.14.23) consists of an offering of flowers. The tutelary deities to be propitiated are, according to Cm, forty-six in number (Ct, fifty), including the rain god, the fire god, etc. (or, Kāma at the bedstead, Space at the threshold, etc. [Cm, Ck]).

18. "The black deer has been roasted black" ayam kṛṣṇah . . . śīrāh kṛṣṇamargo yathā: Or, "It has been roasted black and looks just like the black deer itself" (this on the assumption that Lāksmana skinned the animal before cooking it).

"with all its limbs intact" samāptāṅgaḥ: The sacrificial animal was apparently im-
molated whole, head and all, something not encountered elsewhere in Sanskrit literature.

19. Both the SR and the NR expand the ceremony, the former with the intonation of vedic hymns, offerings to the Viṣṇudevas, Rudra, and Viṣṇu, etc. (1210), the latter with offerings of grains to the ancestors and an offering to the bhūtas or spirits (2111).

No manuscript appears to have the sequence of halves-verses offered by the crit. ed. for verse 19, and indeed the repetition of Rāma (deleted in the translation) is suspicious.

“for averting evil” pāpasamātamanam: The “evil” is specified as either savage creatures that stalk the day and night (Cg), or the five dangers of the householder mentioned in Maṇiṣaṃ [3.68-71] (that is, the five “slaughter-houses”—the hearth, the grinding stone, the broom, the mortar and pestle, and the water-pot; by using these a householder runs the risk of incurring sin, against which he can protect himself by sacrifice—Cg, Ck).

After this verse the NR has Rāma and Lakṣmana eat the leavings of the sacrifices, and Sītā their leavings (1212), whereas the SR shows Rāma constructing religious structures of a dimension appropriate to the ashram (altar sites, a caṇḍa or shrine), and placing the bhūtas with fruit and the like (1213).

21. “wild animals” vyāḷamgra:- This appears to be the true sense of the compound in the Rām. Cg takes vyāḷa- as elephants (possible, cf. 5.46.16) or snakes (impossible). “all the while holding their senses under contrôl” jilendriyati: Cg notes that the phrase is significant: their pleasure on the mountain was of a quite different order from the vulgar pleasures most people enjoy in the country—swimming, gathering flowers, and so on (the phrase is eliminated in the NR).

22. The NR again (cf. note on 11 above) names the rivet Mandākinī, substituting for the otherwise unknown Mālavatī. It has evidently preserved the correct reading here, cf. 86.11.

The three successive lyric meters, verses 20-22, serve to bring to a close this movement, as it were, of the narrative symphony. We should observe with what sense of contentment Rāma settles down to his rustic life, and how it is able to make him forget the attractions of the city. As mentioned in the Introduction, here (and elsewhere) in the Rām the tension between town and country is intimated perhaps for the first time in Sanskrit literature, although it becomes something of a commonplace in the later literary texts.

Sarga 51

1. With this sarga we pick up the action three days prior to the close of the previous one (that is, the fourth day from the beginning of the narrative and the third since Rāma left Ayodhya). An SR insertion after this verse (1218) reads: “Their visit to Bharadvaja, their stay at Prayāga, their going up to Citrakūṭa was reported by those there.” The commentators take this to mean that Śumandra was informed—whether by Guha’s scouts or others is not clear—of the progress of Rāma’s journey. The motivation behind this interpolation is unclear, for Śumandra will make no use later (sargas 52-53) of the intelligence he is here supposed to have received. Daśaratha
has no precise idea where Rāma is (59.20, 21), nor has Sumantra or Bharata later in their search for Rāma (78.12, 84.18). For the commentators’ remarks here on the chronology of the narrative, see the note on verse 4 below.

2. “Given leave to depart” anyādātaḥ: Either by Guha (Cm, Cg, Ct, Cr) or by Rāma (Ck).

4. “on the third day at dusk” sādyāhnamasaye triye ‘ham: Sumantra returns “on the third day,” that is, two and one-half days after being dismissed by Rāma. There is no reason to believe that it took Sumantra any longer than Rāma to make the journey between Ayodhyā and Śṛṅgaverapura, that is to say, one and one-half to two days (note that he proceeds “directly” and “speeds along,” 51.2-3). The commentators, especially Ck, clearly show their sense of the need for uniformity in the two travel periods, for three of them, and two of the manuscripts, change the text here to read that Sumantra arrived “on the second day.” But this leaves us with one extra day. If we now read with the NR in 59.3b that Sumantra spent “one day” with Guha—and there is no reason not to, for unquestionably the SR reading that has Sumantra spend “many days” with him depends exclusively on the athetized verse 1218* noted above on verse 1—our chronology is perfect. Rāma leaves Śṛṅgaverapura on the third day since his departure from Ayodhyā; Sumantra, waiting one day and traveling for two, returns three days after leaving Rāma, late on the afternoon of what must then be the sixth day of Rāma’s exile. And in fact in 56.14, a scene that takes place on the evening of Sumantra’s arrival, we shall be told that five nights of Rāma’s exile have already passed (that is, it is the evening of the sixth night); and in 57.3, also on the same evening, it is the sixth night since his exile. (These data find confirmation in the Pāджmār [cited by Ct. This verse is not found in the Nāgarī vulgate of the text; presumably it is contained in the Bengali recension, which is unavailable to us.) The commentators, given their corrupt text, are adrift here.

The whole scene of Sumantra’s return and the lamentation in the palace (sargas 51ff.) has been closely adapted by Advaghoṣa in Buddhac 8.

6. After this verse several D manuscripts add that the people lost their minds when they saw just one man in the chariot (cf. 46.32) (1224*).

9. “have crossed the river” śrāndhāk: So all the commentators. Possible, too: “(realizing that) they (themselves, the people) had been overpowered” (that is, by fate; for the use of the verb, cf. 47.25); or, “(realizing that) they (themselves, the people) had (in fact) been deceived” (śrāndhāk abbreviated for pratiśrāndhā, as in 1.54 above, amanyata for anvamanyata).

10. “we shall not see Rāghava here again” neha puṣyāma tuḥ rāghavam: The tu probably closes off the statement of one group of people, as Cm, Ct, Cr appear to take it; it is difficult to make it a causal adverb: “we who . . . are therefore lost” (with Cg).

11. “We shall . . . show ourselves” draksyātāḥ: We explain this verbal form as (future) passive, or rather reflexive, with active termination, cf. 57.16 (and Sen 1949, pp. 102-108, though he neglects to note this example).

“since . . . Rāma will not be there” rāmam antarā: The NR understands the phrase in its correct sense (antarā tam, 1227*); antarā cannot be taken absolutely (“[We shall never again see Rāma] in [our] midat, among [us],”) nor in construction with the distant locatives (with Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct, Cr).
Cg suggests that Rāma’s presence at all these events is in order to present gifts, make corrections of any lapses in the ceremonies, and so on.

12. “pondering what was advantageous” kim samartham: False are Cm, Ck, Ct (similarly Cr), “The city, which had been watched over... became worried, thinking ‘what will be advantageous (from now on).’” The NR sufficiently clarifies the construction intended (1228*: its cintayatā tena).

13. “inner shops” antarāpānam: Apparently shops inside of houses rather than stalls open on the street (Schlingloff 1969, p. 8, n. 7); the word is in compound with anu. The NR tries variously to supply the women’s statements (1229*, 1280*, where Sumantra is called “shameless” or “hopeless”).

14. “Sumantra covered his face” sumantraḥ pihitānanah: Covering one’s face appears to be not so much a way to avoid being seen as a response to embarrassing or mortifying criticism, here presumably the women’s abuse (cf. HariVam 63.14, though in MBh 2.71.3 Yudhiṣṭhira is said to cover his face lest he accidently cast the evil eye; Cg guesses, “he does so because he could not bear the sight of the people”).

15. “crowded with men of importance” mahājanasamākullah: Perhaps, as Cg suggests, as a result of the fact that the king has not been coming out (to transact royal business).

16. “hushed” mandam: Because of the presence of the king? (Cm, Ck, Ct).

18. “no easier to die” na sukaram: Literally, “to put an end (to life)”; cf. the NR v.l. sumaram, which may well be original (cf. duraram... aprāpte kāla, “it is impossible to die before one’s appointed hour,” MBh 11.20.22, also MBh 8.1.21, and cf. MBh 14.60.9, where duraram is replaced in the SR with duṣkaram). The inability to die except at one’s fated moment is continually asserted throughout the Rām (see 17.30, 34.5; 5.23.12, 26.3, etc.).

“despite” ācchidya: See FW s.v. The only other example in the Rām (aside from the interpolated 557*.5) is 6.23.15, which may be similar (mayaācchidya, “in spite of me”). The whole verse is admittedly difficult, but the commentators do not persuade us to translate otherwise (Cg: “Just as I think my own life is difficult to live, so surely it is not easy [na sukaram] that Kausalyā continues stubbornly [ācchidya = prasahya; so Cm] to live”; similarly Cs, Ck, save that for the latter and Ct, Cr, ācchidya = “[when her son left] abandoning [the consecration]”; Cm tautologically, “that she lives... is surely difficult; such a life is not easy”).

20. “pale white chamber” pāndare grhe: Cg claims that the qualification is meant to indicate that the splendor of royalty has disappeared.

26. With Ck, Ct, the first half of the sloka is taken as a question.

“set things right” sukṛtam te itu: This is the most reasonable way to understand the phrase, considering the other instances of sukṛtam in our text (cf. 53.18, 58.1, 103.29, etc.). Cm, Ck, Ct: “You have your good deed,” that is, you have kept your word, what are you afraid of (so, too, Varadacharya 1964-1965, vol. 2, p. 8n). But this interpretation requires us to invest the words with a sarcasm uncharacteristic of the poet.

“Grief will render you no aid” johe na ṣyāt saḥdyatā: A formula (cf. Luders 1940, pp. 103-104; he cites parallels from Buddhist gāthā literature), but usually spoken in a tone of solace rather than of anger, as apparently here.
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1. “had revived and recovered from his faint” pratayāvastah... mohat pratayagatah: The tautology is irremediable. The glosses on pratayagatah by Cg (‘he went’ toward the charioteer”) and Cm (‘he summoned the charioteer’ ‘who had come’ [from Rāma]) are fruitless attempts to cure it.

2. The SR (by reason of “interpolation”) and the NR (through a different reading) refer this verse not to the charioteer but rather to the king. Nonetheless the crit. ed. may be correct: the simile of the captured beast nicely describes Sumantra in his predicament of having to speak a painful truth (cf. above 46.36-37 and note).

4. With Cs we take the futures here as present (cf. note on 4.21).

6. “Wild animals” vydlamagath: Cf. note on 50.21 (Cm, Cg, Ct, Cr gloss the compound “boas”).

8. “as the two Āsvins... onto Mount Mandara” āsvinda vva mandaram: The point of comparison in the simile here, say Ck and Ct, is the blackness of the mountain (corresponding to that of the forest), but this is uncharacteristically vapid for Vālmikī. Varadacharya suggests isolating mandaram from the simile (“handsome as the two Āsvins”) and understanding it adverbially (= mandam): being delicate and unused to the forest, they would enter it “slowly” (1964-1965, vol. 2, p. 11n). The NR reads instead, “like Nara and Nārāyana” (1251*).

9. After this verse the SR rather movingly adds, “I shall live on this, as Yayāti [when he fell from heaven and attained some consolation by falling] among good men” (1255*) (cf. note on 11.1; when Yayāti fell from heaven, he came down among his grandsons, who ultimately saved him).

10. “in a sob-choked and breaking voice” sajamanayā... uacā... bāsarparrabāhaya: Ck suggests taking this apo komou, with both coditah (“pressed”) and uvacā (“answered”).

11. “Rāghava... bowed his head” rāghavā... śrastadbhupramaṇaya: Apparently because they feel there is some impropriety in having Rāma bow to the (presumably) lower-caste charioteer, Cm, Ck, Ct ignore word order and interpret, “Rāghava in his solicitude... said, ‘Cupping your hands... and bowing your head’” [to be construed with verse 12]. It may be that, reading the verse naturally, we are to picture Rāma adopting with Sumantra the posture Sumantra, as Rāma’s proxy, is to adopt with Daśaratha; or, more probably, Rāma may be bowing in the direction of his absent father (so the NR, 1255*; cf. also 76.14, 5.15.51 and 56.6, and MBh 12.217.30).

12ff. As we can ascertain by a comparison with sarga 46 above, Sumantra’s report of Rāma’s message is not very faithful, despite Rāma’s express desire for precision (46.54). There are, of course, a number of close parallels: 52.12 / 46.20 (though Rāma’s optimistic words in 21-22 are omitted by Sumantra; the NR here inserts something approximate, 1257*); 52.13 / 46.23bcd-24a; 52.14 / 46.24ab (Sumantra, however, adds an extra admonition to Kausalya; and Rāma’s advice to have Bharata brought and crowned is omitted); 52.15 / 46.26. 52.16, a strong line, is not in Rāma’s original message. But the most startling divergence is Sumantra’s report of Lakṣman’s words (verses, 18ff.). It is only the NR that offered this (cf. note on 46.28), one would assume ex post facto, though for a later fabrication the number of parallels is very small (52.18 / App. I, No. 16.7-8; 52.19 / 16.9-10; the rest differs), and Rāma’s warning to Sumantra, to hush it all up (“for the king is old... and sorrowful
over my banishment; if he hears such insults he will die straightway," App. I, No. 16.31-32) is ignored here. (Cg [GPP 58.33] defends the narrative propriety of reporting indirectly Lakṣmaṇa's speech when it was never directly related: "By virtue of its being recounted here—though never mentioned when Sumantra was being sent away—we are given to understand that it must have been spoken then" [this is his standard rationalization of narrative inconsistency, cf. note on 28.12-13 above].) It is impossible to determine whether the variations are intentional or simply consequences of the special exigencies (such as inconsultability) of oral poetry (though cf. the verbatim report of the later message, 62.7 = 64.9).

13. "ask ... after their health" vācyam ... ārogyam: The idiom ārogyam vac (or brū) is here correctly interpreted by Ck and Cc (cf. the NR gloss, praśāraya kusalam [1258*]; contrast above 46.24 and note).

14. The crit. ed. constitutes a text exhibited by no single manuscript, and one that is highly elliptical. Vācyā is easily supplied from the previous verse, though this is not typical of Vālmiki's style.

17. "the tears rolled in a flood" bhṛtām afūry avartayaḥ: Rāma cries (cf. 1264* and Cg; Cr wants to supply māṁ with the causative verb, "made me cry"); Cg suggests, "only because of the impropriety of his saying anything further [lest he reveal his true thoughts?] since 'one can find out the true feelings of a person by what he says when asleep, drunk, or angry'; this idea will come up again after the abduction of Śītā" (it is unclear what verses he is referring to):

20. "that must provoke protest" janayiṣyataṃ samkroṣam: For this sense of samkroṣa-cf. Arthāśāstra 1.17.39 ("public outcry"). Two possible alternatives to the translation offered: "that will bring forth censure (upon the agent)" (Cm, Cr); or, "that will bring forth, that must have, its denunciation."

21. "Rāghava shall now be brother, father" bhṛtā ... pitaḥ: Cm, Cg, Ck, Cc, all quote, "One is authorized to abandon a person, guru though he may be, who is proud, who does not know the difference between right and wrong, or follows an evil course" (MBh 5.178.24 and elsewhere in that epic). Cg interprets allegorically: "Those who are directed solely to the Supreme One should abandon their natural fathers and other kin; the Blessed One alone is father, master, kinsman, and one without qualification."

22. "could ... feel loyalty to you" anunayoṣa ... toṣaḥ: That is, to Daśaratha. The change of address from third to second person does not have overwhelming manuscript support, but no clear alternative presents itself.

"devoted to the welfare of all the world" sarvalokahitē ratam: The compound, rather surprisingly, occurs only here in Rām 2-6; it appears also in the Ashokan inscriptions (cf. for example Rock Edict VI, line 9, 11). (Cg's reading is not recorded in the crit. ed.: sarvalokahite ratam [joined with toṣa], "[you] so keen to harm all the world.")

The SR inserts after this verse its logical conclusion: "Why should you remain king after going against the wishes of all the world by exiling Rāma?" (1271*).
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1. Before this verse an NR insertion (contained also in T2, 9) has Sumantra report how Rāma matted his hair, crossed the Ganges, and headed for Prayāga (1272*; in verse 21 below Daśaratha has no idea where Rāma is).
“as I was about to return” mūrytasya: Genitive absolute (pace Cm, Cg, Ct, Cr). The past-participle has an inchoative aspect, as does praśhisṭataḥ in verse 2.

Horses weep in 6.94.26 below, and elsewhere in Sanskrit literature: in the MBh (4.37.6; 5.14.11; 6.2.39, 3.42), and the BuddhaC (6.53; modeled on the Rām); cf. llūd 17.437ff. In Indian literature this generally represents an evil omen, rather than, as here, an emotional response.

2. “sorrow . . . for them” taduvādhham: Not understood as a compound by Cm, Cg (“such a sorrow”). We agree with Ct, Cr.

3. “But I waited the whole day” kṛtman ca tatra dva divasaṁ śhut: We read pādab with the NR, against the SR’s version accepted by the crit. ed., “(I waited) many days” (see note 51.4).

4. The transition between verses 3 and 4 is abrupt, but all manuscripts support it. Before verse 4, therefore, we must understand: on the next day I departed and soon entered your realm.

5. “no beasts stirring forth” vyṛddha na prasarantaṁ ca: That is, even to get food (Cm, Cg, Ct; cf. 40.29, 46.54). Again some uncertainty about vyṛddha; the translation follows Cm, Cg (Cg’s second explanation is “elephants”; Cr, “snakes”).

10. “dimly” vyaktam: We accept the reading of Cm, Cg, Ct, Cs (so B manuscripts and the Mylapore editor), although pūrvarūpasamādhi at pāda-boundary appears to be rare in the Rām (if anything there is a tendency, very slight, toward hiatus [exaggerated by Böhtlingk 1887, pp. 213-214]). The crit. ed. reading vyaktam is very weak (“clearly [more anguished]”).

“bright eyes” unmālair ntrāṣṭaḥ: Cg suggests instead that the women’s eyes are “clean,” because they have stopped using kohl (in Rāma’s absence).

11. “enemies” amitrāpām: The commentators try to explain away this reference to the “enemies” of Rāma. But obviously, as Varadhacharya points out, if there were no enemies the verse would not make any sense: sorrow would then be perfectly uniform, and in addition no one could be said to be either friend or enemy, but only “neutral” (1964-1965, vol. 2, p. 21n).

13. “Ayodhyā, like Kusālaṇa” kauśalayā . . . na ayodhyā: The similitude is heightened by the feminine gender of the name of the city.

15ff. Dārarathā here is confessing his personal responsibility, apparently in response to the accusations implicit in Sumantra’s statements in this chapter (so Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct): natural disasters, as described in verses 4-5 above, were often attributed to a king’s unrighteousness, in India (cf. MBh 12.91.33ff.) as elsewhere in the ancient world.

15. “a woman of evil family and evil designs” pāpabhyanabhāvyā: The compound is problematic. Comparing verse 10.40 above, where Kaikēyī is called pāpamātasya (“evil-scheming woman”), we follow Ct in the main (but abhijana in the Rām seems always to mean only “family” or “descent” [cf. 2.1.18, 98.48], never “birthplace,” which eliminates Ct in part, and Cm, Ck). But what is evil about Kaikēyī’s family? The account of her mother’s perversity, to which Cg refers, is an interpolation (cf. note on 92.1). Cg’s analysis of the compound (“with an evil intent coming through her family”) is attractive if we understand it, not as Cg himself does, that she is hereditarily prone to do evil, but as referring to the rāpasya, the “brideprice consisting in the kingship,” which was exacted at the time of Dārarathā’s marriage to her (cf. 99.3), and in which the king of Kekaya must have had a hand (this
implication can also be gleaned from the translation offered). It may be to this that Dasaratha is referring in these verses.

16. “wise brahmans” nagamaith: We follow Cm, Cs, Cr (“those who know the vedas and āststras”), but the meanings “merchants, guildsmen” (cf. note on 1.14) or just “(leading) townsmen” (Cg) are also possible.

17. With a final pitiful attempt at self-exculpation, and perhaps with a hint of his recollecting the incident soon to be related (sargas 57-58), Dasaratha offers the alternative cause, fate (so essentially Cg; Cr wrongly has sā = vān).

18. Dasaratha asks first to have Rāma brought to him (verse 18), hoping that his direct command will compel him to return (verse 19), but then realizing that Rāma may have traveled far already, he offers to go himself, one supposes, to avoid the insufferable delay of a return journey.

19. “If only ... might ... make ... turn back” yādi ... nivartayatu: Yadi (+ imperative) used absolutely, without apodosis (cf. Speijer 1886, p. 371, recording, however, only optative constructions). The commentators take päda a as a proptasis to b; “if the command is still mine (to give),” and variously explain the third person singular verb (“let some one,” “let you,” etc.).

21. “with pearly teeth” vṛttadambhṛḥ: Literally, “with rounded teeth” (“like jasmine buds,” Cm, Cg, Ct, Cr). The epithet is eliminated in the NR, but note that Dasaratha elsewhere at moments of severe emotional stress dwells on Rāma’s physical beauty, cf. for example 58.51ff.

“if I am to live” yādi ītyāmi: Again, there is some problem with the conditional clause. Ck, Ct, recognizing the syntactical impossibility of the construction “if I may see him I shall live” (Crā, Cm, Cg, Cr); suggest, “I would see him, if I [may] live (long enough).” The translation offered attempts to account better for verse 22, while also respecting syntax.

23. Ct discusses what he takes to be the real meaning of verses 21ff.: “The Blessed One separated himself from his father in order to ensure that he would be continuously thinking about Him at the hour of his death, which is drawing close. For one who thinks [about the Blessed One] during that time secures for himself a place in heaven.”

24. “You did ... know” jānta: Understood as second plural indicative active (augmentless imperfect); Cr takes it as third singular optative middle.

“my lady” devī: The sudden switch to direct address of Kausalyā is the reading of the SR (the NR reads for the most part, “charioteer.”) And the crit: ed.’s decision to accept it makes no contextual (or manuscript) sense without the SR insertion that precedes the line: “His heart crushed by sorrow, the king was plunged into a sea of grief, one whose further shore was far beyond his reach. He said, ‘The sea ... in which, without Rāghava, I am sinking, Kausalyā ... ’” (1297*).

25. “What misfortune” āśobhānam: Against Ct (“[it is a result of] my sin; that”), Half of the manuscripts that preserve this verse alter to suśobhānam, “handsoime” (agreeing with rāghavam), and so locate the antecedent to the relative yāḥ in verse 24.

26. “terror seized her once again” bhayam agamat punar eva: Kausalyā first feared for her life when Rāma departed (cf. 17.24), and now fears again, lest Dasaratha die leaving her a widow and at the mercy of her enemies (so, too, in the opinion of Varadācharya, 1964-1965: vol. 2, p. 25n). Cg, Ck, who construe “doubly” with
“terror,” suggest she feared first for Rāma’s life and now for Daśaratha’s, but this seems less convincing. Kausalyā’s anxiety throughout has been principally on her own account (cf. especially 17.25ff.).
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4. “The charioteer ... in a breaking voice” sa vācā sajjāmadāya...sūtah: Presumably because it seems self-defeating to have Sumantra try to console Kausalyā in a tearful voice, Crm suggests joining the instrumentals in pādas ab-(as attributives, upalakṣāṇa) with devēṁ, but this is very hard.

6. “is winning the higher world” ārdāhayaṁ ... paralokam: Or, “winning the regard of other men,” see note on 19.7. The translation adopts the first alternative, in hesitant agreement with all the commentators, for two main reasons. The NR version of the clause runs paraṁ lokam arjayan, “securing the higher world” (1801*). (The variant is interesting in showing that both the compounded form paralokam—[cf. note on 19.7] and the use of the verb ārdāhayaṁ were felt to be obscure or ambiguous; see below.) It is, however, possible that the variant here is to be viewed as a revision rather than a gloss. More compelling evidence is provided by a parallel found in the Aśokan inscriptions, Kālinga Rock Edict II [Jau gad], line 7: hidalogam ca paralogam ca ālādham adāyaṁ, “that they might gain both this world and the other world.” See also 35.25. Speaking against the translation are several factors. First, the compounded form paralokam-, on which see the note on 19.7. More serious is the use of ā + the root ūdā. This verb generally constricts with a personal object in the Rām (4.40, 23.32, 99.4, 3.10.86, etc.), and with one uncertain exception (cf. 3.10.89 and note there), there is no other example in the Rām, or indeed in Sanskrit literature in general, of its being employed with an impersonal object, as it is here (PW s.v. records only the present verse). The very important set of Di manuscripts, 4, 5, 7, obviously found the usage impossible, offering instead, “(Lakṣaṁaṇa will be dwelling in the forest) winning the regard (ārdāhayaṁ) of Kākutstha by his righteousness” (1902*). Finally, there are the frequent references to the esteem Lakṣaṁaṇa has won in the eyes of the people for his selfless sacrifice (cf. 35.22, 42.7, 80.1). The Aśokan parallel may be enough to tip the balance here, but the arguments to the contrary are too strong to allow the interpretation of 19.7 and 47.26 to be affected. If the translation chosen here is indeed the correct one, we must posit for the Rām a bivalence in the term paralokam-, perhaps reflecting a process of ethical reorientation.

7. “as if she were at home” ghrēva iha: Compare Sītā’s own words above, 24.9, 17.

8. “I did not perceive that Vaidehī felt any despair” nāsyā damyaṁ krtaṁ kṛṣṇat ... lakṣye: How easy the courtier Sumantra finds it to alter his story—cf. 52.23ff.—perhaps to spare the innocent woman any further pain (as he did not feel to be necessary in the case of the more culpable Daśaratha?).

“the hardships of exile” pravāśīnām: For this sort of plural cf. Renou 1968, p. 275 (“noms d’action envisagés au point de vue des actes ou des moments”).

10. “with her full-moon face” bīla-candramabhānavā: There is a question whether to understand bīla- with the crit. ed. (and Crā), or (s)ūdāl- with Cv, Cr, Cr (supported by the NR; cf. also verse 14 below). One trouble with the latter is that saṁdi (savarpadīrgha or otherwise) at the pāda-boundary is rare in the Rām (cf.
above, note on 59.10; though it does occur, for example, in 110.30). But this seems less a problem than the text reading, which must mean either “new moon,” obviously awkward, or, “newly (risen)” (as Varadacharya suggests, 1964-1965, vol. 2, p. 27 note). But in Sanskrit literature the moon is usually said to be of a darkish hue (red or orange) when it rises (cf. Ingalls 1965, p. 272; thus Rāma, who is śyāma, “dark,” is properly compared to a bālacakra “just risen moon,” in 3.36.12). Abāla- also establishes a familiar sort of contrast with bāla- in padā a. The translation thus agrees with the majority of the commentators.

“like a young girl” bālava: “The simile refers either to her inveterate playfulness, or to her insensitivity to sorrow,” Cg (Ck and Ct accept the second alternative).

12. After this verse the NR includes a loka comparing Stā in the midst of Rāma and Laksmana to Śrī between Viṣṇu and Indra (13076), while the SK continues with two verses in which the charioteer, claiming he cannot recall anything Stā might have said against Kaikeyī, is shown to repress his recollection, preferring to report only what will positively cheer Kausalyā (15098; the commentators have some difficulty in locating these words attributed to Stā—understandably so, since they are nowhere recorded).


14. “Sweet” vadānyādh: “Sweet-voiced,” according to Cm, Cg, Ct, Cr, who cite AmaK in support of their gloss (contrast the use of the word in 55.2). The epithet in any case is principally for alliteration: vadanaṃ...vadānyād vaidehyā...vikampate.

After this verse some D manuscripts add several lines comparing Stā to Śrī, Umma, and Rati (wife of the god of love) (13109).

15. Red liquid lac was applied to women's feet; Stā's feet are said to be naturally such a hue and to remain so despite her traveling on foot.

16. “when she has cast off her jewelry out of love for him” tadrāgnysastabhāyasā: The padā is a little unclear. One naturally expects the verse, insofar as it is both juxtaposed to verse 15 and similarly constructed, to contain a comparable conceit (that is, that she moves as gracefully as if she were wearing ornaments, though she has removed them out of her desire to live as an ascetic with Rāma); this is how Cg (second explanation) and Cm (first) interpret. We follow them, despite the fact that Stā is shown to have put on ornaments when they departed (34.17, 35.12), and still to be wearing them when Bharata comes to search for Rāma (82.13). The ornaments will take on a great importance later in the story: Sugriva will find them after Stā's abduction and show them to Rāma, 4.6.13ff. (unless these are supposed to be Anasūya's gift, 2.110.17ff.).

18. “For theirs are exploits the world will keep alive in memory forever” idam hi caritas tāke pratiṣṭhāyati tāsvatam: Ck believes that the “exploits” include both the famous deeds of Rāma and the infamous ones of Kaikeyī. Ct comments that, by asserting that Rāma's deeds will live forever, the poet intimates Rāma's divinity (“for no one else's deeds attain to an eternal existence”). Although this view is an interesting example of the medieval understanding of the Rām, it is alien to the spirit of the work, which stresses the nobility of human suffering in adherence to righteousness, and the ignominy of victory in violation of it. The verse is powerful in its simplicity. It calls to mind, by its wording, the first loka chanted by Valmiki (mā... pratiṣṭhā... agamāḥ tāsvatūḥ samāh, 1.2.14) and, by its substance, though the point of view is instead pessimistic, Iliad 6.357-58 (“Zeus doomed us that we might
be a grand theme for singers in times to come”). Cf. 6.88.53 where, before slaying Rāvana, Rāma says, “Now I will do a deed that people ... shall talk about as long as the earth lasts” (and of course 1.2.35).

19. “are making good” subhāṁ ... paripālayantī: Notice the proleptic character of subhāṁ.
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Several D manuscripts have Sumantra sent from the room before Kausalyā begins to speak (1319*), whereas the NR substitutes some verses showing Kausalyā (in a way quite out of keeping with her actual words) reviving and gently stroking the king while she addresses him (1320*).

2-3. The crit. ed. presents the reading of the SR (the NR substitutes for 2cd, “I think that fame of yours has perished because of the banishment of Rāma” [1321*]), and the expression is unclear. We understand an iva after rāghavāha (with all commentators), taking the whole of verse 2 as the concessive protasis to verse 3, and understand dukkhitaṁ predicatively. The commentators for the most part are forced to supply a supplement to the verses (for example, though Daśaratha’s fame is widespread, how could he have done so infamous a thing [Cm, Cg], or, how could he have abandoned them [Ck, Ct, Cr]; Cg’s second alternative is not much better: even though Daśaratha’s fame, from keeping his word at the cost of abandoning a son so dearly obtained, will be widespread, and so will Rāma’s from returning the kingship promised him; and even though the fame of both of them is a worthy thing, how will they bear ...).

After verse 2 the NR includes a long interpolation (App. I, No. 18), in which Kausalyā argues that Daśaratha has indeed broken his word by not consecrating Rāma after promising to do so (lines 1-10; cf. 11.6 and note); she goes on to praise truth (it is worth more than a thousand horse-sacrifices, is the first cause of the universe, etc. [11-32]), asserting that Daśaratha’s infamy will be eternal, and expressing gratitude that Kaikēyi did not demand Rāma’s execution, for Daśaratha would probably have complied (43-44). Kausalyā ends by saying that her grief has made her disobey Rāma’s entreaties not to reproach the king (53-58) and by asseverating the power of fate (63ff.).

In place of, and after, verse 3, many N manuscripts insert a lament for Lakṣmaṇa and lengthen the one for Śiśu (1323*, 1324*).

4. “a woman in the bloom of youth” tarunī śyāmā: A woman’s life is divided by the Sanskrit tradition into four periods: childhood (up to 16), young womanhood (16-50), middle age (50-55), old age (55-). Cm and Cg remark that the two words (which they gloss, “beyond childhood, in the middle of young womanhood,” respectively) being used together here mean that Śiśu was somewhat less than half-way through young womanhood (cf., note on 17.26 and 3.874*).

7. “like the banner of great Indra” mahendradhvajasamkāśaḥ: “By reason of his giving everyone cause to rejoice” (as people rejoice at the festival of Indra, where the banner is raised, cf. note on 68.29), Ct, Cr, Cg, Ck take the word in the sense of “rainbow,” a meaning it seems never to have in the Rām; cf. 71.9, 24, etc.

10. “since Bhārata will have possessed them” bharatenopabhokṣyate: We should
understand *yad* before *bharatena*, or *iti* after *upabhokṣyate* (which itself is future perfect).

18. "the oblation, clarified butter, rice cakes, *kusa* grass or posts of *khadira* wood" *havir ajayam puroṣṭāḥ kūtā yūpāḥ ca khadiṁrāḥ*: The list of sacrificial materials not to be used again varies somewhat in different sources. Cg, Ck, Ct, Cr cite one authority that exempts from the prohibition "mantras; the black-antelope skin, *darbha* [nearly = *kusa* grass," and try to explain away the last item; according to the *Tait* (3.4.9.4) the *havis* ("oblation") remains reusable.

14. "drained to the lees" *hṛṣārām*: Literally, "with its essence taken away" (cf. the similar expression used by Kalkeyl, 32:10). In the *soma*-sacrifice the officiants consume the *soma* or sacred drink after libations have been poured to the gods.

16. "Such a man" *tāḍyāḥ*: The adjective (eliminated in the NR) has no natural referent when we eliminate the SR verses in 1345*. It must therefore be taken absolutely.

17. "If only" *yadi*: Absolutely employed, in an optative sense. The only reasonable alternative offered by the commentators is Cg's "yadi in the sense of an interrogative particle," that is, "Did you keep ...?"

18. Cg compares the famous verse, "A woman's father guards her in childhood, her husband in womanhood, her children guard her in old age. She should never have independence" [*ManuSm* 9.3].

19. "you are no recourse for me" *tvam ... me nāsti*: The third singular verb, well-attested in the manuscripts, is to be taken with *gatiḥ* understood, *tvam gatiḥ nāsti* (as Varadacharya [1964-1965, vol. 2, p. 36n] and the Mylapore editors have also seen).

Two problems requiring attention here are the absence of any further mention of Kausalya's third recourse, her kinsmen, and her sudden disinclination to go to the forest (cf. 54:3). The solutions offered for the first problem are not convincing (Ct: "her kinsmen are not in the vicinity"); Varadacharya: 'there were no relations between Kausalya's kin and Daśaratha (this he claims is shown by the omission of their name in the passage cited at the note on 1.35), or; Kausalya being the eldest wife and thus aged herself, her father and other kinsmen would be presumed to be dead [1964-1965, vol. 2, p. 37n] but cf. 46.56 above). Nor is one persuaded by the solution offered for the second (she did not want to go to the forest because she still did have a husband, Cg, Ck, Ct). Both problems would be lessened if we were to read, for *vānam* in *pīḍa* c (is it an ancient ditography?) something like *grham*, "(and) I will not go home," where as a divorced woman her social degradation would be intolerable.

20. "Your son and your wife" *sūtās ca bhāryāḥ ca tava*: The expression is a pregnant one: Daśaratha has now in effect only one son and one wife (Varadacharya 1964-1965, vol. 2, p. 38n).

**Sarga 56**

1. "he ... fell to brooding" *cintayāṁ āsai: Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct* (presumably because of 1949*.4, "he noticed Kausalyā at his side and fell to brooding once again") understand by the king pondering here his reflection on the truth of Kausalyā's words in sarga 55, rather than on his evil deed (55.21), but of course it is the latter, as verse 2 shows, that we have to understand here.
2. "shooting arrows by the sound of the target alone" śabdavedhinā: Cf. below 57.16ff. (Cg, Ck, Cr also take the compound as instrumental of means referring to the arrow).

4. "strangers" pāreṣu: Cm, Cg, "disagreeable people"; Ck, Ct, Cr, "enemies." The NR substitutes the more powerful lines, "You ought not to throw salt on my chest ... my heart is split open in my grief for my son" (1355*, cf. 67.3 for the image).

5. The bathos of Daśaratha again; cf. 11.12 and note. Ruben seeks to explain it as the effect of a heavily burdened conscience (1950, p. 296).

6. "you can tell good people from bad" dhṛṣṭalokaparāvarā: A phrase used with reference to Rāma, 6.22 above (see note there). The commentators differ again: "who have seen among people their rise and fall" [Cg, Cm, Ct]; "the higher and lower world" [?] [Ck]; We are close to Cr.

"one more sorrowful still" sudukhiṭam: This agrees with Varadacharya (1964-1965, vol. 2, p. 40n) in seeing a comparative aspect in the adjective: Daśaratha is not, like Kausalyā, merely a parent commiserating for his child's misfortune; he is the cause of it.

8. "before the king" rāṣṭrā: Here the genitive is understood according to Renou ("un gén. de la personne intéressée" [1968, p. 307]); Cm, Cg, Ct, Cr make it a subjective genitive, that is, she grasped and brought to her head the king's folded hands (which seems unnatural).

"alarmed" trastā: Ck and Ct note that her fear is that she has become a second Kāikeyī, saying things that break her husband's heart.

9. "and you ought not to hurt me" hantavyādham na hi tvayoḥ: Cg and Ck, who alone of the commentators read with the crit. ed., seem to interpret the pāda as a question: "[I have offended you and so] should I not be struck by you [like a common slave]?

We understand, "You should not strike me again," that is, by beseeching her. The other commentators and most of the SR give, "I do not deserve your forgiveness," reading kṣantavyā.

10. "She is counted no real wife in this world or the next" naiśā hi sā stri bhavati ... ubhayor lokayoh: This agrees with Cg in construing together pādas a and c; cf. the NR "gloss" 1355*, kātā seha paraśa ca, "She is lost both in this world and the other." Cm, Ck, Ct, Cr want to join pāda c with labghaniyena, "(a lord deserving to be praised) in this world and the next." The verse is no doubt reminding us of Kāikeyī's behavior in 10.40-41, 11.11ff.

12. "all one has learned" trutam: "The sure sense of dharma that results from learning the śūtras," Cr.

14. "Only five nights all told have now passed" pañcāśatāro 'dya gane: That is, the previous night was the fifth; the sixth is coming on now. Adya + rātri idiomatically "last night" (cf. 48.83 and note, 66.8 and note); the NR makes it rather clearer: "Five days have passed" [1362*]. The poet will call the coming night the sixth since Rāma's exile (57.3; cf. note on 51.4. The commentators' chronological computations here are false, and in any case immaterial, occasioned as they are by the spurious reading-noted at 51.4 and 58.3).

15. "just as the waters of the ocean grow great with rivers ever rushing in" nādiṁam rva vegena samudrasahālam mahat: Cg and Ck remark that the comparison is founded on a popular belief (Ck: "one extrapolated from seeing what happens to smaller bodies of water like ponds; the ocean does not really increase by waters running into it—in the rains it actually diminishes in volume—but rather by the waxing of
the moon”). The NR alters the simile, “like the current of the Ganges after summer [that is, in the monsoons]” (1369*).

16. “heartfelt” subham: Cf. note on 47.5. The commentators understand “good”: “The ‘goodness’ of her words lies in her trying to conciliate her husband even in her state of extreme grief,” Cm, Cg, Ct. (Cm reads locative for genitive in pādas ab [not noted in the crit. ed.].)

17. “gladdened . . . and overburdened” prahlāditah . . . samākrāntah: Varadacharya (1964-1965, vol. 2, p. 43n) seems to think the two states—of contentment with his wife and grief for his son—cancel each other out and give way to sleep, as one or the other alone would not. The commentators are silent.

Note the reduplicated perfect participle eyuṣaṇ used as a finite verb (against Pā 3.2.108ff.; cf. also 6.47.126, below in 66.43, upapedivaṇ, and Böhltingk 1887, p. 221).

Sarga 57

2. “the equal of Vāsava” vāsavopanam: For alliteration, viśśād vāsav-. “the demon’s darkness” samah . . . āsuram: An eclipse, thought to be caused by the demon Rāhu swallowing the sun.

3. “that sixth night” rajaṁīṣaḥ: Significantly, the action is contemporaneous with sarga 50 (cf. note on 50.1). Jacobi believed that it was Valmiki’s intention, according to the demands of “poetic authenticity” (poetische Gerechtigkeit), that Dāśaratha die on the very day of Rāma’s departure (he consequently considered sargas 36-43 to be an interpolation via “thematic variation,” but cf. above, notes on 35.58, 45.14). That Dāśaratha dies six days later Jacobi claims to be due to one or both of the following reasons: either it’s a result of the “error” that narrative time must coincide with chronological time, that is, that after the description of Rāma’s journey to Citrakūṭa, the narrative of the events in Ayodhyā would be placed ahead, erroneously, the same amount of time, six days; or “Rāma’s exile” and “return” were celebrated on the ninth day of the bright half of [the month] Caitra. The full moon appears six days after this. Probably this date was decided on for the death of Dāśaratha,” for “according to [6.4.43] Viśakāḥ is the nakṣatra [constellation] of the Iļāvākus. With the full moon in Caitra a-cycle, in a certain sense, ended, and a new one began with the first day of Viśakāḥ” (Jacobi 1893, pp. 47-50 and addendum p. 255). The possibility that Valmiki’s narrative as we have it in the crit. ed. is a coherent and, indeed, brilliant piece of literary art, with its own inner motivation, is explored in the Introducción, Chapter 6.

“fully” sam-: The preverb here is doubtlessly significant. Dāśaratha has had momentary flashes of memory already in 55.21 and 55.2.

The NR adds, “He said, ‘If you are awake, Kausalyā, listen attentively to my words’” (1871*).4.

4ff. It seems as if Dāśaratha were here thinking about two things at once: the evil deed of his youth (verse 4) and his marriage promise to Kaikēyi (verses 5-7).

5. “who sets about a deed . . . what he stands to gain” ārambe karmanāṁ phalam: Cm, Cg take ārambe karmanāṁ together, construing phalam (dāṣam vā) also with arthānāṁ. It is more sensible to join karmanāṁ apa koīnau with both ārambe and phalam. (Ck, Ct want to distinguish arthānāṁ from karmanāṁ as “secular” and “re-
religious” acts, respectively, which is unnecessary. They add with regard to pāda d: “such a man is the real [“fool,” literally,] child, not the infant at the breast.”

6. “A person who . . . instead waters flame trees” kaśca . . . pālātāmś ca niśiṣati: “The person thinks the flame trees will bear fruit commensurate with their flowers, which are enormous and colorful, and he cuts down the mango trees—whose flowers are small and pale—because they are obstructing the flame trees. . . . The fruit of the flame tree is inedible [whereas the mango’s is delectable]” (Cg; the idea is a commonplace in Sanskrit literature; cf. Ingalls 1965, p. 577).

7. This verse can be interpreted in two different ways. Daśaratha can be said to have “cut down a mango grove” by withdrawing his affection from Kaushalyā, and by transferring it to Kaikeyī he was “watered a flame tree.” By “watered” Daśaratha may be referring either to the boon he offered Kaikeyī or, more probably, to the bride-price promise he made in order to gain her hand (99.3). Kaikeyī never bore the sweet fruit her appearance promised, but the bitter fruit that meant the exile of Rāma (so Cm, Cr; the commentators otherwise fail to understand the verse satisfactorily). Whereas this interpretation seems appropriate to the terms of the simile, it does not construe well with what follows, for Daśaratha proceeds to discuss the “fruits” borne by his “shooting by sound” (verse 9), which actually turn out to be his repudiation of Rāma (and eventually his own death). To make the present simile more relevant to this, we would have to equate the flame tree with his flamboyant archery, and the mango grove with the more temperate and virtuous pleasures of a prince—which would be a weak solution. In fact, Daśaratha again may be thinking of two things consecutively but unrelatedly: his beguilement by Kaikeyī (verses 5-7) and his youthful intemperance (verses 8ff.).

8. “it has now come home to me” tat me ‘nusampriptam: “[Normally] the good or evil deed a person does bears its fruit in some other world or in some future life. Because his deed was so heinous it bore its fruit in this very world,” Cg.

9. “just as a child might eat something poisonous out of ignorance” sāmnohaḥ iha bālena yathā syād bhaksitam viṣam: The simile underscores the fact that, with respect to the karmic effect of the deed, his youth and the accidental character of the act are both immaterial (Ck).

All S manuscripts include a line before pādas cd supplying the simile of the man deluded by the flame tree (1377*), which causes the commentators then to interpret variously the second half (for example, Daśaratha was deluded by his fame in archery and did not realize the bitter fruit it would bear, Cm, Cg). As the text stands (and as the NR in part confirms) the simile in pādas ab refers merely to the ignorance (and youth) of Daśaratha.

10ff. The following episode is closely paralleled by the Sūmaṭītaka (Jātakas #540, cf. Mahāvastu pp. 209-19 [prose version], pp. 219-81 [metrical version]); points of significant agreement or divergence will be noted in their appropriate places. Oldenberg offers an interesting stylistic comparison with the jātaka, which he judges archaic in comparison with the Rām version (1918, pp. 456ff.). There is an unusually large percentage of first-person pronouns here and in sarga 58, which lends a dramatic dimension to the narrative (cf. Gonda 1942, pp. 271-72).

10. “not yet married” anvātha: Perhaps because Kālidāsa in his retelling of this story shows Daśaratha to have been married already to his three wives (RaghuvR 9.22), Cm glosses anvātha as “not old” (aprauṇātha). (Daśaratha does not in Kālidāsa’s version take his wives with him on the hunt, as Vaidya says [1962, p. xxv.; he misunderstands RaghuvR 9.48].)
11. "awful region" bhūḍām ... dīśam: The south. After the autumnal equinox the sun’s vertical rays begin to move south of the equator; the sun is thus said in Indian literature to "follow the southern course." Yama Vaivasvata, king of the dead, is supposed to have his realm in the south. It is interesting that Kālidāsa should eliminate the vague sense of foreboding by transferring the events to the springtime (RaghuVa 9.24-25).

12. "cuckoo" sārāṅga-. Glossed “dappled antelope” and/or cātaka (cuckoo) by the commentators here; and “elephant” in the next verse. We are evidently forced to give it the same sense in both places (see the note on verse 13).

13. "the mountain with its wild white cuckoo" māttaśārāṅgaḥ ... acalāḥ: There are two problems here: in which of its several senses are we to understand sārāṅga; and whether acalāḥ is substantive or adjective. We take sārāṅga as the cātaka (the black and white pied-crested cuckoo, which is said to drink only the water of the monsoon clouds), forming part of a bahuvrīhi compound modifying acalāḥ, "mountain" (= Cg?): the white-breasted birds would presumably look like flecks of foam. Alternatively, "the mountain with its rutting elephants looked like a (motionless) [acalāḥ repeated] ocean" (Cg); “the rutting elephant looked like a motionless ocean” (Cr).

14. "the Sarayū River" sarayūm ... nadiṃ: Cf. note on 32.15 and Rāma’s words in 43.13. Kālidāsa sets the scene at the Tamasā (RaghuVa 9.72).

16. "being filled" pārṇyataḥ: Passive participle with paramapada termination. The NR offers bhrmatam (the “trumpeting”, of an elephant) in pāda d, as Kālidāsa (RaghuVa 9.73).

Kālidāsa adds (9.74) that Dāsaratha should not in any case have been shooting at an elephant, for that is prohibited (except in battle, as noted by the commentator Mallinātha; it is a crime punishable by death in the Arthaśāstra, cf. 2.2.8). Perhaps the later poet felt the need to affirm that Dāsaratha was in some way guilty, lest such grievous retribution for an accidental deed appear unjust (cf. also Brahmap 123.47-48, “Although the king [Dāsaratha] knew that lords of earth must never slay forest elephants, he sought to kill it—what will a man not do whose fate has driven mad?”).

17. "like a poisonous snake ... like a poisonous snake" dīśvīṣopamaḥ ... dīśvīṣopamaḥ: Note the highly effective repetition here (technically an ekantarapādaśayamaka). The simile of the snake (admittedly not uncommon) will be employed again in 4.23.17 of the arrow Rāma uses to kill Vālin, and in 6.97.8 of the one he uses to kill Rāvana.

20. "renounced violence" nyāstadānāśaya: Literally, “put down the staff.”

21. "who lives in the wilderness on things of the wild" vane vasyena jīvataḥ: Rāma used this phrase in reference to himself, 33.2 above, a parallel that may be more than formulaic (cf. notes on verses 27 and 92 below, and on 58.48-49).

22. "The one burden I carry is my matted hair" jatādbhūradhārayaḥ: That is, he has no possessions worth stealing and he has never given cause for veneful anger (and, as Ck and Ct add, no man eats human flesh [so he could not have been killed for food], as the jītaka makes explicit, p. 77.11).

23. In order to right the apparent asymmetry of the verse (drabdham must [pace Cr] be karmapi kta, whereas gurutalpagam must be [karta] dā [cf. KaśīVr 3.2.48]), we understand tena in pādas ab, and tam in pādas cd (so in part Ct). (The NR substitutes, “the murder of a guru at the hands of his student.”)

"like the man who violates his guru’s bed" yathātva gurutalpagam: Sexual intercourse with the wife of one’s guru is numbered among the major sins. This would
include incest as well as adultery with one's teacher's wife (cf. *ManuSm* 11.59 and the note on 76.27).

24. "dead" paścapramaṇaḥ: Literally, "gone to the elemental state."

25. "(all slain) hataḥ! As Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct correctly perceive, hataḥ is to be construed sylleptically with both pādās (rather than making pāda a an independent clause, with Cr); cf. verse 30 (and compare the elaboration in *Mahāvastra*, pp. 213.10, 214.1-2, 222.14, 19, 223.1ff.).

26. "who had always striven to do right" dharmāṇukāṅkṣyānaḥ: So the commentators. Quite possibly, however; the root kāṅkṣ is used in the sense we find in Buddhist Sanskrit, "feel apprehensive about" (see Edgerton 1953b, s.v.); this is corroborated by the NR "gloss": adharmaṁkhyāvhitasya, "afraid of the danger of [that is, that he had committed an act of] unrighteousness" (1402*). This is to say, Daśāratha was frightened not that he had killed a human being but that he might have killed a brahman (cf. verse 37). Note that in the *RaghuVa* (9.76) the very first thing Daśāratha does on finding the boy is to ask him his caste ("this suggests that he is afraid of having committed a sin," Mallinātha ad loc.).

"(the bow) and arrow: sastram (cēpam): Being a dexterous archer, Daśāratha would have drawn from his quiver a second arrow the moment the first was shot (Cg).

27. After this verse, some N manuscripts add that the ascetic was just out of childhood and not too far into adolescence (1407*1), which would make him roughly the same age as Rāma at the time of his exile according to the northern tradition (cf. note on 17.26 above; in the Pāli version the boy Śāma is "almost sixteen," p. 74.9).

29. "Your Majesty" rājaḥ: Cf. note on 34 below.

31. "on the strength of hope" diśkr̥tām; Ck suggests, "made [that is, increased] by hunger." The translation agrees with Cm, Cg, Ct.

32. "there is no reward for austerity" na ... tapaso vāṣṭ phala-yogah: The boy is probably referring, not to his own ascetic practices and learning (Cg, Cr), but to his father's (Ck, Ct; cf. the words of Śyāma's mother, *Mahāvastra* p. 228.10-11). On the first alternative, however, we would have a sentiment very similar to the one expressed in reference to Rāma (cf. 46.10), and this would add yet another parallel (cf. 58.48-49 and notes) between the story of Rāma and Daśāratha and that of the ascetic boy and his father.

33. "unable even to move about" aparākraṃaḥ: It is not certain whether the father is supposed to be truly lame (Cg, Cr) or, as is more likely, simply "immobilized" by his blindness (Ck, Ct; so the Buddhist versions) or old age.

34. "Rāghava": Daśāratha has not yet identified himself to the ascetic, so the latter's addressing him by his proper name (cf. also verse 29, "Your Majesty") is a slight, though not exceptional, inconsistency (unnecessarily Cg, "We understand by this that the boy knew Daśāratha already from his frequently having hunted on the banks of the Sarayān").

"lest ... he consume" na ... anudahet: It is best, with Cg, Ct, to take the optative + na as a "negative purpose clause" (again at 61.7; cf. Speijer 1886, pp. 518-19 and Ck-on verse 35), that is, "if you do not go and tell him he will find out and destroy you" (cf. 58.19), rather than as simple declaration, "you may go ... he will not destroy you," which forces us to interpret the simile quite awkwardly as a contrary one (*vaṁśaya-dṛṣṭānānaḥ*; so Cm and indirectly Cr).

36. "is tearing ... apart": unaddha: Literally, "presses, pains," as the commentators
The root *rudh* is rare in the sense it must have here; *AV 19.29.3* (*runddhī darbha sapatṛnī me, etc.*) is a possible parallel.

"rushing" *sotseham*: Translated thus by reason of *MBh* 8.87.34-4, *sotseham apatac chiraḥ*; *śraṇaḥ* .. *sotseham iyuḥ .. apāṭharat* (cf. the same simile in *Aṣṭdhyākṣaṇa* 17.28 and especially 58.55). The commentators gloss it "high (bank)," which is pointless here (perhaps they erroneously equate it with *samutsedhā*, cf. 6.17.4).

Kālidāsa has Daśaratha carry the boy to his parents with the arrow still in him and extract it in their presence, thereby killing him (9.77-8).

37. "I was born of a vaśya father and a śūdra mother" śāśrūyāṁ āsīm valīṣena jāṭaḥ: This is the mixed caste called karāṇa (Cm, Cg [adding Amāk]), Ct, Cr; cf. *YājñāSm* 1.92. The NR has, "the son of a brahman father," 1416*; cf. the notes on 58.46.47. Kālidāsa calls him "other than a twice-born" (9.76), whereas Bhoja follows the SR (*Rāmacam* 2.58). (In the Pāli version he is *nissādaṃputta*, a son of a forest hunter, p. 78.11; whereas according to the *Māhāvīra* both his parents are brahmans, p. 209.9-13, as quite emphatically in the *Bṛhaṃ*, 123.49;74, 152-53). The boy identifies his caste lest the king, believing him to be a brahman, hesitate to draw out the arrow. For were that to kill him, the homicidē would then in a sense be intentional and Daśaratha would be guilty of the most impious of crimes, brahman-murder (made explicit in the *SR* insertion 1415*.8*).

38-39. With insertions after verse 38 both the NR (1420*.4*) and the SR (1421*) show that the boy dies. Cm and Cg accordingly take verse 39 as a "recapitulation of Daśaratha's first view" of the boy (Ck and Ct note, "lying, that is, dead").

**Sarga 58**

1. "how might it be-righted" kathāṃ nu sukṛtam bhavet: Thus in agreement with Cr (and cf. note on 51.26). The other commentators explain unsatisfactorily: "how the boy's order might be done," Cg, Čk; "whether it were better to inform the sage of the murder or not," Cm, Cg.

4. "talking about him" taṃnimitābhīḥ .. kathābhīḥ: The instrumentals are attributive (upalakṣyane, so Cm, Cg; Čk, Ct, Cr, reading aparitramau, take them as causal, hetas).

9. "the more frightened I became" bhūto bhūtaḥ: Thus the probable sense of the repetition. Perhaps to be read, with most manuscripts, bhūtabhītaḥ (cf. *bhūrabhīraḥ* 5.64.12), "sufficiently terrified (just to look at him)" (cf. *PA* 8.1.12).

10. "With effort I managed to collect my thoughts and recover 'the power of speech" manasaḥ karme cēṣṭāhḥ abhūsaṃsthābya vāgbalam: Cm alone explains the syntax reasonably, and we follow him. The asyndeton is somewhat troublesome (though we find it elsewhere, as in 62.1, 66.6). One alternative is to understand *karma* in compound, *karmacēṣṭābhūḥ*, "by efforts made upon the action (of my heart)."

14. The word order of the verse is carefully wrought, climactically postponing by four qualifications the main object, "ascetic."

17. "Whatever awaits me now may the sage forgive me" teṣāṃ evām gate yat syāt tat prastātaṃ me mūnīḥ: Čk, Ct (and it seems Cm) understand the line artificially: "Now that your son has departed, may the sage favor 'me by ordering me to provide whatever assistance I might offer you for the rest of your life" (though cf. *Sūmacaṭa* p. 87.25-28, *Māhāvīra* pp. 217-18, 227-28). Čk and Ct want to see
this offer of service as another reason, besides the unintentionality of the crime, why the sage does not immediately destroy Daśaratha. This, however, is uncompelling.

19. "your head would have ... burst" PAL "Causing the head of one's adversary to explode is a common threat in Sanskrit literature from at least the time of the Upaśāsaka (Bṛāra U 3.6) through the medieval period (cf. the VedaPañi). It sometimes is shown to come true (Bṛāra U 3.9.26).

20. "it topples him" [tam] (cyāñyēd): We must supply tam in pāda d (so, too, the Mālāpore editors), in order to restrict the punishment to the perpetrator. Not every intentional murder carries with it cosmic consequences (as Ck suggests: "that is, if intentional, this murder would topple Indra—not to speak of the likes of Daśaratha—by reason of the sage's anger").

22. "We want to see" sṛṣṭum ścchāvah: That the blind father should express the desire to "see," his son rings oddly (Ck tries to solve the problem by glossing "to have a (last), experience of him by touching him, etc."). Most of the NR reads sṛṣṭum ścchāmi, "I want to touch (my son)" (1459*), and it would be a simple matter to alter the crit. ed. here to sṛṣṭum . . . pāśimaspariṣṭam (cf. aspariṣṭam in verse 24 and gṛṣṭvā in 25). But why, in that case, has no S manuscript amended? Furthermore, the visible objects in verse 25 seem to require the crit. ed. reading here (and cf. Sāmadātaka p. 88.23-24: tatthā netvā sāman dassehi). The Mālāpore editors argue plausibly that there is really no contradiction, the desire for "one last sight" being a normal, unpredmeditated expression of grief in parents. (A similar case would be presented by MBh 15.36.25, when the blind king Dhṛtarāṣṭra speaks of being "purified by seeing" the great seers.) There might also be a suggestion here, or so they claim, that the poet himself is so overcome with grief that he forgets the aged couple is blind.

23. "King of Righteousness" dharmadāya:- Yama Vaivasvata, god of death. Dharma probably has the specific meaning here of "essential characteristic" of human beings, that is, mortality (as in māryadāhāra, MBh 14.60.33).

25. "wretched couple" tapasavam: So tapasvanīm in verse 30 and contrast verse 7 above. The choice between the two senses of the word ("wretched," "ascetic"); both frequent in the Rām, is often subjective (cf., note on 28.18 above).

After this verse the NR inserts a short lament by the boy's mother, where she addresses him as, Yājñadatta, the name he will have in later Sanskrit versions of the story (1456*).

26. "My son, don't you love me" na nu aham it priyaḥ putra: There is some disagreement among the commentators about the correct reading of pāda a; Cm, Cg, Ct, Cr (in different ways) give, "If you do not love me (at least) have regard . . . .

27. "so sweetly reciting" adhīyāṇasya madhuram: Cm, Cg, Ct want to construe madhuram as direct object with śrīyāmi ("sweet sounds or words"). We instead take kṣaya as karmanu śaśāhī with the main verb (for the genitive with verbs of hearing, cf. 2.18.17, 60.5; 3.60.8; 5,56.43; Mahābh 1.4.29, Edgerton, 1953a, p. 47, para. 7.68, and the genitive with hteum in Greek), and hrdayaṃgamam and madhuram adverbially with adhīyāṇasya.

"or other works" vānayāt: The epics and purāṇas, according to Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct, Cr. "Because he is of the [mixed] karana caste, no mention is made of the possibility of his reading the vedas" [which were reserved for twice-borns], Ck, Ct. That, however, is probably what "sacred texts" (āstāram) refers to here.

28. "after the twilight worship" saṃdhāyām upāsayaiva: "He would have performed
the twilight worship [not with the Gṛyatrīmantra, as a twice-born does, but] according to the Tantric way ["the sectarian way," agamāmārgaṁ, Ck], with a salutation only," Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct. Troubled by the performance of the fire-sacrifice on the part of a non-twice-born (though see 57.37 and references ad loc.). Cm, Cg, Ct remark that since the dharmāsttras permit a śādra to perform the five great daily sacrifices (to the gods, ancestors, spirits, men [brahmans], and brahma) with a mantra appropriate to his caste, that is, a simple salutation (they cite YājñavoM 1.121, "He may perform the five sacrifices with a salutation as the mantra"), so may the son of a vaiśya and śādra do so.

"allay" śāghāyiyati: So basically Cm, Cg. The word is apparently unique in this sense.

29. "without leader" apragrāham: Despite the tautology, this appears to be the only acceptable meaning here (Ck; Cm, Cg understand, "without a store [of rice]" that is, impoverished, though there seems to be no parallel for this usage; elsewhere in the Ayodhyākāśa [1.20, 76.1] the senses of the word appear to be different).

38. "May the King of Righteousness forgive me" kṣamātāṁ dharmaṁ dharmaṁ me bhūryāt: What Yama is being asked to forgive is the father's audacity in asking for his son back (not any delay in arriving [Cg], or the sin incurred by the victim from dying by the sword [Ck], or the father's bad karma that gave rise to the tragedy [Ct, Cr]; these interpretations are motivated by an SR insertion here following, that has the father ask Yama to take his boy to heaven [1465*]; cf. the NR paraphrase vaiśavasvataṁ . . . bhikṣiye . . . putrabhikṣāṁ pradehitā, "I shall beg Vaivasvata . . . 'Give me these alms—my son'" [1464*].

34. The-father, perhaps realizing the impossibility of negotiating with the god of death, performs an "act of truth" in order to convey his son to the world of heroes. (The literature on the act of truth is large and growing; two informed analyses can be found in Lüders 1951, pp. 486ff., and in Thieme 1952, pp. 108ff.) The "truth" is the indubitable veracity of the declaration in the first half of the verse (the purity of the son), not the seer's own (or, the son's) truth, his tapas (Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct, Cr; and thus the murder should not be interpreted as a penance for some unspecified previous sin, which reestablishes the purity of the boy, that is, "You have become pure by being killed" [Cm, Cg, Ct; so too implicitly Ck]). Note that in the Sāmadevataka the stricken boy is actually revived by three successive acts of truth. A similar prayer, though not an act of truth, occurs in 3.64.29ff. (spoken by Rāma at the death of Jātāyus).

Cg (similarly Cr) observes here, "Ought the father not to have asked that his son gain the world of Brahmā, being an ascetic as he is? Then too, he speaks of the world of heroes as something to be gained merely by dying by the sword. How does this all fit? The problem is solved by the declaration that heroes [also] gain supremely high worlds: There are two kinds of men in the world-who [at death] pierce the disc of the sun [and so reach the world of Brahmā; cf. MauU 6.50], the wandering ascetic disciplined in yoga and the one who dies face-front in battle" [cf. MBh 5.178* and reference ad loc., and also 11.26.16 and Rām 6.54.22].

36. Most of these men are Rāghava heroes; and probably all are intended to be considered members of the solar dynasty. Sagara: cf. 1.37ff.; Saibya: cf. note on 12.4; Dilīpa: according to the Rām the father of Bhagrathe (cf. 102.21; 1.41.7 and 69.26); Janamejaya: normally the great-grandson of the MBh hero Arjuna; Nāhuṣa: also a MBh hero, father of Yayati, but in the Rām a member of the Rāghava lineage (102.27; 1.69.29; cf. also note on 5.9 above); Dhundhumāra: an Aikṣvāka king, son
of Trīśaṅku (102.11; 1.69.21), who "slew the demon Dhundhu," hence his name (MBḥ 3.192ff.).

37. "faithful to his one wife" ekapatayavratasya: "This vow is incumbent on a man only in the case of a wife who is agreeable and who has produced a son," Cg.

38. "who lay their bodies down" dehnāyādakṛtām: That is, who commit ritual suicide either by commencing the "Great Journey" to the Himalayas with the intention of dying en route (Cg, Ck, Ct), or by abandoning their bodies in fire or water at Prayāga or some other holy place with the explicit resolution of attaining the higher world (Cm, Cg, Cr).

After this verse the SR adds, "He shall go that [accursed] way by whom you were slain" (1469*).

39. "funeral libation" udakam: See the note on 70.23.

41. "because I took care of you" bhavatoḥ paridrāṇāt: "The implication here is that taking care of one's father and mother, even if all other acts of dharma should be neglected, is sufficient to bestow residence in Indra's heaven," Ct. This filial devotion is the whole point of the story in the Buddhist versions (Śāmaṭṭhaka p. 94, Mahāvastu p. 230).

42. "presence" mālam: The word is rare in this sense; Cg adduces the Nigh as authority.

44. "of wonderful construction" vapiṣmatā: The -mat suffix here connotes commendation (brahmaṣṭyām [Kādi 5.2.94], Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct, Cr).

46. "Just as I now sorrow" duḥkhah yad etan mama sāmpatam: The NR, like the puranic accounts (cf. BrahmP 123.76, AgniP 6.58) and Kālidāsa (9.79), is more explicit: "Just as I must necessarily lose my life, grief-stricken over my son" (1480*).

In Kālidāsa's somewhat idealized retelling, the curse itself has a beneficent aspect: the childless king can at least be sure of fathering a son (9.80).

After this verse the SR adds ten lines, which show the sage mounting a funeral pyre (cf. RaghUva 9.81), after saying that no sin of brahan-murder will attach to Daśaratha, because the murder was accidental (a verse difficult for the commentators to explain away in light of 57.37 [cf., however, note there]).

47. "The words of the noble sage have thus come home to me": tasman mām agatam ... tasyodarasya tadvacah: The NR reads, "The brahan's curse has come upon me" (1484*; cf. note on 57.37). "The epithet 'noble' is meant to refer specifically to his bestowing [indirectly, by means of the curse] a child on the childless king" (Cg), though in fact it is more often used to designate a twice-born (cf. note on 77.7).

48. "or speak" ālapeta vā: In pāda b, the crit. ed. constitutes the text on the reading of Cg alone, ālaheha, which he glosses "come within sight." This is weak. In view of the NR paraphrase, samabhāṣeta (1487*), one would have conjectured the true reading to be ālapeta, but in fact one need not conjecture, for two good manuscripts offer it, G2 and M1, and we accept it. (Two S manuscripts offer anālaheha, which may, in fact, be the ancient reading: the word appears in MBḥ 5.35.10, glossed vade by the commentator Devabodha.) Compare also the sage's words in verse 26 above ("embrace... speak"), and the note on verse 49 for the no doubt intentional parallel.

"How unlike me it was" na tan me sadṛṣam: Daśaratha is making his final attempt to exonerate himself: Rāma's exile was not a thing he willingly did, but rather resulted from an implacable fate. The NR eliminates the line, offering instead, "(If only Rāma...) I think I might live, like a sick man given nectar. But no, even were I to see my beloved son, I would still die—in death I would no more feel this burning grief for my son" (1487*).
49. "(see you) with my eye" caṇḍuṭā (vaṁ ... pāsyām): The singular is unexplained; it seems to be idiomatic in the phrase, cf. 6.61.17.

Daśaratha, blind, weak, and virtually childless, has now been reduced to the state of the ascetic’s father.


51. "lovely" cāru: Read here uncompounded, as adjective to mukham (cf. 5.33.78, cāru tac cānanam; 5.34.4, cāru vālanam).

54. Śukra: Venus.

“moving forward on its course” mārgagataṃ: A good omen (cf. 6.6.42); moving in a retrograde motion (vakraṇa) is a bad omen (cf. Yavanajātaka 75.3, where the words used to describe the position of Venus [in regard to military astrology] are anuloma [“facing with,” that is, at the back] and urasi [at the front]; see Pingree’s note ad loc.). The commentators are totally off track (Cm, Cg, for example, seem to take Śukra as referring, not to the planet, but to the preceptor of the demons, who “gave up his madness [of helping the demons?] and returned to his own station”). The NR reads, “like Śakra come from heaven,” while Ck (not reported in the crit. ed.) has, “like a parrot [sūka] which had flown away from one’s hand or perch and finally returned home”; Cs suggests in desperation, “or; ‘like seeing, as the result of one’s great merit, the son of Vyāsa’ [that is, Śuka].”

55. “The grief arising here in my very soul” ayam ātmabhavah sokaḥ: Cf. note on 35.33 for this charged sense of ātmam. Less likely, “(grief) arising from myself,” that is, by my own doing (so Cr), for Daśarathā seems no longer to be concerned with his guilt (the point of this and the previous sarga is in large measure to demonstrate that the king is far less “guilty” than he may seem), but rather with the intensity of his sorrow, and how it touches the very core of his being.

56. The SR adds in the middle of the verse, “in the presence of Rāma’s mother and Sumitā” (1496*;4), cf. the note on 59.9 below.

57. “a man of noble vision” udāradvartanaḥ: The commentators are regretfully silent on this final epithet given Daśarathā. The compound occurs in KūmārSaṃ (5.36), where—Mallinātha glosses, unmaityāna, “of high intelligence” (it could here also mean “of noble appearance [so pām s.v.; Vallabhadeva on KūmārSaṃ 5.35 argues plausibly for “lovely-eyed”], but such banality on Vālmki’s part is improbable). Is it reading too closely to suppose the poet’s last comment on Daśarathā to be that he was a man “whose intentions were noble” but who was continually frustrated in realizing them? (The adjective will be used only once again in reference to Bharata [84.20], who seems similarly to be conceived as a noble figure that, indirectly and against his will, causes suffering.) Or that Daśarathā was a man who only “saw nobility” in others (cf. Cg on 64.7) and never suspected them of base motives, as he should have in the case of Kalkeyi; who, unlike Rāma, was not drṣṭālokoparātvara, able to “tell good people from bad” (6.22)?

Sarga 59

I: Before this verse the NR adds: “When the king had lameneted in this manner and fallen silent, Kausalyā thought he was asleep and did not wake him. Without saying anything to her husband—she was haggard with grief and fatigue—she fell asleep on the bed”(1498*). Cf. note on verse 9 below.
4. "auspicious articles" māṅgalālambhānīyāṇī: This agrees more or less with Cm, Cg (Ck, Ct: “things to be touched for good fortune, cows, etc.”).

"refreshments" pṛājanīyāṇi: "Things like crushed sesame seed, coconut, or caraway to be taken as a mouth-freshener after cleaning the teeth," Cm, Cg, Ct (Ck, "Ganges water, basil-scented water").

"accoutrements" upāskārāṇi: These would include the king’s clothes, a mirror, and so on. Cg takes striyāḥ as accusative, "(they brought) women; that is, courtesans."

After this verse the SR adds some lines suggesting the attendants to worry when the king doesn’t appear (1503*).

5. "who waited in attendance" yāḥ . . . pratyanantarāḥ: Presumably some of Dasa-ratha’s 350 "wives" are meant.

9. "sound of their crying" ākṛndatanabhaṇa: Probably thus, rather than "cry for help" (so Scharfe 1968, p. 129); cf. 3.41.2.

"Kausalyā and Sumitrā awoke" kausalya ca sumitrā ca tyaktanidre bahuva ṣvatuḥ: Several versions are at pains to show us that Kausalya (and Sumitrā) had fallen asleep after the king had finished his meal (so the NR, 1498*, cf. note on verse 1; the central D manuscripts, 1508*A; not explicit in the SR), but none of this can be admitted into the crit. ed. Are we, therefore, to infer that the king, waking up in the middle of the night (57.1-3, see the note on verse 3), tells his entire, pathetic tale and reveals the only facts that, in some measure at least, can exonerate him, to one who never hears it? A fine irony, but perhaps overly fine.

11. Kosala: Ct wants to distinguish Kosala (with dental sibilant) as Kausalya’s father’s country, from Kosala (with palatal) as the country around Ayodhya. In fact both forms are current as referring to the latter (cf. Sirca 1967, p. 72). There was, however, another Kosala in the Deccan; is this the homeland of Kausalya?

"like that of a star" tārava: The simile of the fallen star (tārā) will be used again, with etymological aptness, in reference to Tārā lamenting over the slain Vālin (4.21.1).

An SR interpolation (1516*8) after this verse shows Kāikeśī mourning with the other women (cf. note on 77.6).

12. "throngs of heartbroken people" paryutṣukajanītakulam: This seems the obvious sense of the compound, against the commentators (Cm, Cg, "formerly thronged with eager people"); Ck, Ct, Cr, "with people curious to learn what happened."

14. "stretching out their arms" praghṛthya bāhū: The normal posture of lamentation in the epics is stretching out and raising up one’s arms, as in 37.25, 51.28, 60.15, etc. (pace Cm, Cg, Cr, "they took each other’s arms"; Ct, "they offered their arms").

Sarga 60

1. "dead" svargaśtham: Literally, "in heaven."

"like a . . . fire" agnim uṣa: These same three similes will be used of Vālin in 4.18.2, except that there "cloud" replaces "ocean." On "emptied of water." Cs remarks, "at the time when Agastya drank it up" (cf. MBh 3.100ff.).

2. "double" dvividham: This would appear to be the true reading for the crit. ed.’s uvividham “various,” as the NR version proves, dvividhenāpi duḥkhīṇa; cf. also verse 4.

3. "You should be satisfied . . . for now you can enjoy the kingship unchallenged”
sakama bhava ... bhuṅkyuva rājyam aksaṭam: Tārā screams the same words at Sugrīva in 4.20.19 (cf. Sītā’s cry in 3.47.28).

"forsook" vaṅkok: The NR reads "slew."

4. After this verse the NR inserts eighteen lines, in which Kausalyā complains that her longing for the sight of Rāma (line 6), her own unworthiness (11-12), and the fact that time, not man, chooses the moment of death (13-14), are all that prevent her from following the path of good wives (5) and repaying her husband’s goodness to her by immolating herself on his funeral pyre (App. I, No. 20; similarly in Dā, 5, 7, App. I, No. 21, lines 11ff.; cf. also note on verse 10-below.

6. "A greedy person" hubhabha: The analogy is unclear. We understand it as follows: Kaikeyī, hungry for power as she was, did not reckon the dangers of the hunchback’s poisonous counsel, like the hungry man who will precipitately eat "fruit that makes one sick" (kimpakam, cf. MBh 5.122.20; Rāmacandra-on Śatapatha of Bhartrihāri 2.48; Ingalls 1965, p. 545; in later literature apparently a specific fruit, though earlier the word was evidently adjectival, "badly cooked" [or better, "indigestible"], applied to food, kim as pejorative prefix [Mayrhofer 1956-1980, s.v. kim]). Unlike such a man, however, Kaikeyī ruins not only herself but the entire Rāghava clan (the commentators are unhelpful here).

How Kausalyā knows about the role of Mantharā has not been made clear. The NR excises the reference to her here.

8. "dead in life" jīvanādaśam: None of the commentators who have this reading cites Pā 3.4.43 (namul suffix; our form itself is recorded in Kāśīrṇd at loc.; Renou 1968, p. 181 also ignores it), by which this vocable is to be analyzed (Cs does explain it thus on 86.24; Cm, Cr, reading jīvam, get much the same sense). They consequently misunderstand, "not knowing [cf. 1528*] the destruction of the life of the king"; whereas the NR paraphrases, "he has gone ... for the destruction [that is, with the effect being the destruction] of his father’s life" (1530*). But tathā in pādaīd indicates that Kausalyā at present is contemplating the personal fates of Rāma and Sītā only, not of Daśaratha.

"poor" tapasvinī: Thus correctly glossed by Cg; cf. note on 58.25 above (Ck., "strenuously engaged in tapas, ascetic practices").

9. "will hear the ... cries" nataśam ... nistaṇya: For the genitive with the verb of hearing cf. note on 58.27.

Hereafter the NR inserts fourteen lines in which Kausalyā asks Kaikeyī how she, who had been righteous, could have turned so cruel. She goes on to warn her that Bharata will not commend her scheme (1532*).

10. After this verse the NR shows Vasiṣṭha having Kausalyā led away by waiting women "almost by force" (1533*, 1535*), whereas in the SR Kausalyā exclaims, "I will die today, faithful to my husband; I will enter the fire with his body in my embrace" (1534*).

11. "her maidservants helped her up" tām ... samparṣṭvajja ... vyādavrēkāḥ: Samparṣṭvajja is governed by vyādavrēkāḥ (as understood by Cm), rather than by tām [kausalyām] (with "the king" or "the king’s bed" as object understood [Cr]; cf. 1535*).

Some D manuscripts show Vasiṣṭha purposely clearing the room (1537*); in the NR he proceeds to deliberate the question of how Bharata and Śatrughna might be recalled (1540*-41*).

12. "placed him in a vat of sesame oil" tailadronyām ... samueya: Embalming is
rare in Sanskrit literature, though references are to be found in the ritual literature (cf. Kane 1962-1975, vol. 4, p. 233-34, adducing Satyāś Ś 29.4.29 and Vṛṣṇāpa 4.5.7; Ctr [vol. 2, pp. 419-20] cites from Āpaś Ś, but the passage seems not to be found in that work, and in fact it agrees with Satyāś Ś). There, however, it is said to occur only in the case of death away from home of a man who has maintained the sacred fires. His body is to be placed “in a vat of sesame oil” (Satyāś Ś), and transported home.

“empowered” ādiṣṭhā: “By Vasiṣṭha,” Cm, Ct, Cr note, but this specification is not necessary: the ministers would customarily be authorized to assume the duties of kingship during an interregnum.


The funeral rites for Dāfaratha will not, in fact, be performed until sarga 70, upon the return of Bharata. Ctr (vol. 2, pp. 419-20) refers to "some sṛṣṭi or other" that declares, "When sons are alive no one else should perform the funeral rites. The man who does so thereby injures the sons." There are, however, substitutes who are authorized to perform a man's funeral rites in the absence of his son (cf. Kane 1962-1975, vol. 2.i, pp. 256ff.). Is the real issue here that a hasty funeral, unsupervised by any of the princes (that is, possible successors), might raise suspicions about the circumstances of the king's death or about the ministers' own political ambitions? The commentators are silent, except for Cg, who blurs the political dimension by taking sarvajñāḥ in the sense of "knowing all [aspects of] dharma."

14. There is a slight chiasmus in the verse, parvadevayān governing the direct speech, ṣhāvṝṇa the participial phrase in pādās ab.

15. The NR shows the women "beating their breasts and heads and knees" (1544*).

16. "Like a night without stars" nītā naksatrasaṁcēva: Three good S manuscripts, the NR, and Cm, Cg, Ck read "moon" for "stars" (but see the recapitulatory verse 18).

There is a light play on words in the main clause, reinforcing the sense: nārṣṭa ("cast into gloom") . . . hiṃsā rājñā ("without its . . . king").

18. "the city went dark" pūrī bobhās . . . na: The enjambment of na, which must construe with pāda c, is startling. The commentators who read thus (there is some dispute about the lection) are silent. The position appears to be emphatic.

The inconsistency between verses 17 and 18 regarding the absence, or presence, of people in the streets, is eliminated in the NR.

19. "and found no comfort" na ca sāṁga lebhira: The phrase will be used again at the death of Vālin (4.22.25). The parallels between the two scenes (cf. 59.11, 60.1, 3 and notes) may be more than formulaic: both kings erred, and paid for their error with their lives.

Sarga 61

1. "deputies of the king" rājakartaṁ: Cf. 60.12, rājñāḥ (sārvaṁ) . . . caḥṛuḥ karmāṇi, "they assumed all the royal duties," that is, vice-regents (so Ck, Ct, "who execute all the business of the king" and Cr, "who carry out the duties normally belonging to the king"). Otherwise Cm, Cg ("those who perform the consecration of the king," so Hillebrandt 1916, p. 42; Aitken 1958, pp. 81-82), Cs ("those who make [one] a king, that is, counselors" [on 73.11], Dharma 1947). The NR reads instead, "gurus of the king."
4. “dead” paścatvam āpane: See the note on 57.24.
7. “here and now” thādyavaiś: These emphatic adverbs, and verse 25 below, clearly rule out the interpretation of Cg and Ck, who understand īṣvākūranā as “(one of) the four (above-mentioned) Īsṇākū princes.” What is meant is that some other collateral member of the dynastic house, a nephew or brother of the king, for example, should accede to the throne (cf. also the NR paraphrase, “What member of the House of the Īsṇākūs is to become king?” 1554*).

8ff. For this catalogue of calamities occurring in the state of “anarchy” (on the refrain cf. note on 25.5), we may compare in particular MBh 12.67-68. For a number of the verses here close, occasionally verbatim, parallels are available: 8-68.23; 9-68.17; 9-68.21; 10-67.12; 12-68.25; 13, 1561* 5-68.22; 1561 7-8, 1562* 68.32; 16-68.50; 20, 23-68.13; 21-67.17; 1575*-67.14 (cf. also MBh 12.15.32-33, which approximate our verses-23 and 22, respectively).

8. “heavenly” divyena: Cg believes the qualification implies that other sorts of showers—of hailstones, for example—do occur.
9. “handfuls of grain are not sown” bījāmuśṭih prakīryate: For fear of plunderers, with no king-on hand to suppress them (Ck, Ct).
10. “one cannot have a wife” nāsti bhāryā: Because in a kingless state kinship relations are disrupted (?) bandhūṃgraḥāt (Cg), or because wives become unfaithful (Cr; cf. Cs, “they are corrupted by rogues”), or simply because they are stolen away (cf. MBh 12.67.15).

The MBh refers to this line (and quotes it with some variation): “This dōka about kings was sung long ago by the great Bhārgava [= Vālmiki?] in his famous Rāmacarita: ‘One must first secure a king, then a wife, then money. For without a king in the world, how could there be wives or money?’” (MBh 12.57.40-41; cf. 1.148.12). This parallel, incidentally, makes Rousseau’s suggestion unnecessary, namely, that bhārya- here has the sense of “soldier,” (Rousseau 1912, p. 20).

“And there is yet further peril” idam atyāhitam āryayat: Translated in agreement with Cg, because of the position of ca (Cm, “‘There is [no] great fear,’ that is, in those who would do wrong”; Ck, Ct, Cr, “this—that is, what is described in pādas ab—is a great danger!”); cf. also, for the idea, 101,10 below.

12. “sacred rites” saithāṇi: Defined as “[a sacrifice] where all the people are patrons [or, ‘consecrated’ (Ck)] and all likewise priests” (Cg, Ck, Ct; according to Mīmāṃśa 10.6.61, a sacrifice extending over more than twelve days; cf. also Kane 1962-1975, vol. 2.ii, p. 1.18 and note).

14. “litigants receive no satisfaction” na . . . sādhārthā vyavahārārānaḥ: “Because there is no one (fairly) to adjudicate their disputes, and because corruption is rampant” (Cg); the line may also, but with less probability, refer to “trādesmen” who “achieve no purpose” by their trades (Cm, Cg, Ct, Cr).

“storytellers” kathāśīlaḥ: So Cm, Cg; compare yagñasūlaḥ in verse 12. (Ck, Ct understand, “Storylovers [audiences, kathāśīlaḥ] are not pleased by storytellers [kāthāpryāt].”) The verse may also, according to Cg, refer to “debaters” who are not “satisfied” because there is no king to reward them.

18. “there wander no solitary . . . sages” caratya ekacaraḥ . . . munah: Because no one will give them alms (Cg, Cr). Jain monks were actually prohibited from visiting kingless states (cf. Jayaswal 1955, pp. 82-85).

22. This verse (like the previous one) is omitted in the three good D manuscripts 4, 5, 7 (and read wholly differently in the NR). Here we probably have a late
insertion, borrowed from MBh 12.15.33. The MBh version runs, "Atheists, who break all bounds and denounce the vedas, become available for [the king's] purposes [bhogāya, sb read in our verse by Cr; cf. also Belvākar's note ad. loc.] when punishment suppresses them." To translate it reasonably in its present context requires some twisting, though not quite as much as Cg, Ck find necessary ("Atheists too, who break all bounds, whom royal punishment had once suppressed, tend to gain in power, for all their fears are put to rest [in a kingless state]"). We agree in the main with Cm.

The atheists ("those who deny there is a world to come," Cr) "break all bounds," say Cg, Ck, Ct, "since they transgress the limits of their own caste, subcaste and stage of life."

23. "Ah" aho: The NR (and the parallel verse in MBh 12.15.32) reads instead anṛham, "It would be like blinding-darkness." (Ct wants to take tama as locative singular of an a-stem form of tampas, "[this world would be] in darkness," but this is unneeded.)

"it would be like darkness" tama vṛtṛgam: This may refer either to the world (Cm, Cg, Cr) or, as seems more probable, to the condition of anarchy (Cg, Ck).


"Name some prince" kumāram ... vaddāayam: Again it is quite evident that the counselors do not mean that Vasiṣṭha should "name" one of the sons of Daśaratha (Cg, Ck), but some other member of the dynasty who is present in Ayodhya (cf. note on verse 7 above).

Sarga 62

1. "the brahmins and the hosts of ministers and allies" mātrāmaṇḍaṃ... brāhmaṇaṃ: The line shows asyndeton (as Cg and Ck, Ct seem to agree), but whether mātrāmaṇḍa is karmadhāraya (Cg) or dvandva (as translated) cannot be firmly determined (though on the first alternative it does seem superfluous to specify that the counselors are "friendly").

2. "in the city of Rājagrha" pure rājagrha: Ck and Ct read differently, "he to whom the kingship has been given."

3. The NR offers instead, "Let them bring him here by the word of the king, which he spoke when he was dying [? atyayavādaman]" (1577*).

5. The NR (1580*) mentions only three messengers, whereas Ck interprets the SR (= crit. ed.) as giving only four names (cf. 1581*). With the exception of Nanda, the names are those of some of the counselors mentioned in 1.7, and there is no reason (pace Cm, Cg, Ck) not to assume these are the same men.

6. "on my authority" tāsanā... mama: The NR reads, "on the order of his father," and, in verse 7, "Your father asks."

9. "for the king" rājāh: For Áśvapati, king of the Kekayas.

In the descriptions of both the messengers' route here to Rājagrha on the Vitāsā (Jhelum) in the northwest, and Bharata's route to Ayodhya in sarga 65, there is considerable uncertainty in the constitution of the text and in the identification of many place names. (Aid was provided by the most recent compendium, Schwartzberg 1978.) Both accounts give the impression of archaic tradition, with which the poet had no personal familiarity.
After this verse the SR inserts, “By the west of Mount Aparatāla to the north of Mount Pralamba, between these two they went along the Mālinī River” (1584*). According to the commentators, these two mountains to the west of Ayodhyā extend north and south parallel to each other; the messengers traveled north between them along the river, and then headed west after reaching the northern slope of Mount Pralamba.

10. “at Hastinapur after reaching” hastinapura ...(ādya: We agree with Cm in the admittedly unusual construction, joining pada c with a and pada d with b. Hastinapura is [Kuru]-Pāficāla country, whereas the Kuru jungle is to the west of the city, beyond the Yamanā.

Hereafter the NR (1586*) shows them crossing the Sarasvatī River (west of Kurukṣetra), but then coming to Puṣkar[i]Jāvalī, which seems to be recorded only as the name of a city 150 miles west of Rājagṛha.

11. Saradanā: The name is attested only here. A few D manuscripts replace it with Śatadrū (Sutlej), which does flow to the east of the Vipāśa (Beas) (cf. verse 13). Saradanā has otherwise full manuscript support; is it perhaps the name of the Śatadrū northeast of its confluence with the Vipāśa?

12. “the venerable tree” nikālavrksam: For a similar wishing-tree see note on 49.4. The NR calls it a caitya or shrine.

There is no mention elsewhere of a city named Kulinda. A region of that name (or “Kulinda”) appears to be located by the MBh considerably further to the east, due north of Kurukṣetra. The NR for the most part reads Bhūlīṅga, but this area is far to the southwest.

13. “Abhikāla...Tejobhībhavana”: We agree in desperation with Cm, Ck, Cr in identifying these as names of two villages, and Śālmālī (besides the well-known Vipāśa) as the name of a river (unattested elsewhere, as is Mount Sudāman). Raghavan (1943) has argued that the correct reading here is (te) bodhibhavana, “Abode of the Bodhi tree” (there is indeed strong manuscript support for this in the SR); but there is no evidence that bodhi is ever used of any peepul except for the celebrated one in Gayā.

“the Foot of Vīṣṇu” usṇīṣha padaḥ: A mountain located near Kashmir (cf. MBh 3.190.8; cf. Belvākara’s note on MBh 12.29.31 with references).

Within this verse the SR adds; “They crossed the hereditary river Ikṣumāt [that is, the villages on whose banks belonged by hereditary right to the Ikṣvākus (Cg)]” (1588*; cf. 1.69, especially 3; to which Ck refers the reader). But this only adds to the confusion if the Ikṣumāt is to be identified as a tributary of the Ganges flowing through Farrukhabad district (with Agrawala 1968, pp. 43-44).

14. The NR reads here, “(they arrived) on the seventh night.” Bharata will similarly spend seven nights on the road (65.14), but even this is something of an exaggeration for a journey of more than seven hundred miles.

15. “master” bharuka: This refers to Bharata. He will be called their “king” in 64.2 (see note there).

“to bring the news” priyārtham: Cf. 3.29 and note. The commentators explain otherwise, and unsatisfactorily, as for example Cm, Cg: “It is a ‘kindness to their master’ [Daśaratha] insofar as his reaching the other world depends on Bharata’s being quickly brought and performing the funeral rites.”
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2. "just as night was ending" सृष्टिम् एवत् तम् रात्रिम्: "[This specification of time] is made in order to hint that, being an early morning dream, it will come true immediately" (C, cf. below; note on verse 18; similarly C). According to our chronology, and theirs, it already has, of course. Syntactically the phrase is an accusative of time at which (cf. note on 37.28).

4. "and sang" गानः: The reading of the crit. ed., संन्तम्, has no syntactical relationship here. The commentators are forced to understand with its उद्देश्यम् ("in order to pacify him"); PW s.v. vad cites this verse as an absolute use of the verb, whereas s.v. संन्ति it takes vad with the noun in the sense of "wish one well," which simply does not fit here (the parallel cited by PW, 5.69.28 vulgate, is removed in the crit. ed., 66.29). The correct reading, गानः, is preserved in D4, 5, 7. This was apparently misunderstood by the editor to be a corruption, but we now know that the form is part of the epic-dialect: in MBh 5.107.9c गानिः is correctly restored by the crit. ed. (cf. also 2.10.9 and Edgeerton's note ad loc. and 7.48.48). It is, moreover, confirmed by the gloss in the NR, jagus (1594*). Note also the common collocation of singing, dancing, and playing music (together called samgita), as for example in 1.31.11, 2.85.23.

8ff. Compare the dream of Trijå in 5.25.18ff.: Råva, wearing red garlands and smeared with red cream, drives a team of asses south; the women of Låka drink oil; Kumbhakarna and the other våyasas enter a dung-filled pond. Kartha (MBh 5.141.27ff.) sees in his dream the victors in battle dressed in white, the vanquished in red and driving toward the south on camels.

13. "were ... mocking him" prahast: Several S manuscripts read praharant, "were beating him."

"part yellow, part black" क्र्यास्पंगलस्य: In such a form does time personified come to the Vrishni tribe, MBh, 16.3.2.

14. "a righteous man" dharmåtma: Bharata's statement in verse 15, substantiated in 16, makes sense only if the referent of this noun-phrase is indefinite, and so we take it (despite the explicit mention of "my father" in the NR; but cf. its version of verse 15, noted there). For the significance of the south, cf. note on 57.11.

15. "terrifying dream" bhayatvaham: Not, "terrifying night," with the crit. ed. The best S manuscripts and the NR coordinate bhayatvah with the dream (etat); there is not the slightest reason not to accept bhayatvaham here.

In the second half of the verse the NR reads, "Clearly Råma or the king has died and gone to heaven."

16. "For when in a dream" svaspr: ... hi: Ck cites sruvi, to authenticate the premonitory power of such dreams: "When in a dream one sees a black man with black teeth, who kills him [cf. Råm 6.25.25] ... when [in a dream] one drives a team of asses or boars" [Aitå 3.2.4; cf. the remarks of Keith 1909, p. 254 n14]. Compare Sañkara on Brahmså 2.1.14, "By an unreal phantom in a dream we can be informed of a real fact, such as death," also on 3.2.4; and cf. the moving apostrophe to Sleep in AV 6.46.2 ("O sleep ... agent of Yama ... protect us from evil-dreaming" [Whitney]).

18. "that never before had entered my mind" avatåtstam pura: Cg remarks, "The implication of the phrase is that the dream will come true, for when one thinks consciously [about something before dreaming it, then the dream] does not come
true. . . The scriptural passage [Aitā; see note on verse 16] is corroborated in this sarga, the special significance here being as follows: A dream concerning something one has previously [consciously] thought about does not come true; [when the content of a dream is totally unpredicated] and it occurs at dawn, the dream will come true the same day; the earlier the hour, the less immediately does this happen [cf. MatsyaP 242.15-20, which claims that a dream seen in the last watch of the night comes true within a month; cf. also Kane 1962-1975, vol. 5.i, pp. 778-79]; and finally it is the dreamer himself or a relative of his who comes to experience what is dreamt.”

Sarga 64

1. Before this verse some D manuscripts insert a passage in which Bharata’s friends explain that dreams are but half-true delusions and result from the bodily humors; that the divine (or fate, daiva) is the one recourse for those afflicted by the divine; therefore he should pray to the gods and pay homage to brahmins and cows, and these acts will release him from this “mental evil” (1614*).

2. “of the king” rājyaḥ: That is, Bharata himself. We follow Cg, Ck, Ct, Cr here; Ct adds that “other” commentators take “king” as referring to Kaikeya. That the envoys and everyone else in Ayodhya already consider Bharata to be their king is clear from 65.22 (see note there).

3. “two hundred million” vimśatikṣoṣāḥ: A fascination with large figures is often found in Sanskrit literature, and any attempt at realistic computation is misplaced.

4. “his loved ones” suhṛjane: Cg, Ck, Ct, Cr understand this to refer to Bharata’s uncle and so on (supplying, “made the presentations to them”). Considering the questions that would follow it would be more reasonable to see here a reference to his family in Ayodhya.

5. “looks to it [righteousness]” dharmadarśinī: Cg explains differently, “She sees only the righteousness in her people; she accentuates the positive, not the negative.”


7. “And Kaikeyi, too” cāpi kaikeyī. . . kīm uvāca ha: We take cāpi as a connective, and kīm as the interrogative particle, after which we are to supply tī, uvāca as often closing the discourse (with or without tī, cf. 41.9).

8. “my ever-selfish, hot-tempered, and irascible mother” atmakāmā saddā candā krodhanāḥ: The poet is a little too eager here (as in verse 5) to dissociate Bharata from Kaikeyi’s wicked designs, and the effect is to strain credibility. For not only has no prior indication been given of Bharata’s feelings toward his mother, but everything in the early chapters testifies that Kaikeyi was by nature a good woman, and only corrupted by an evil servant. Cg comments, “The epithets ‘selfish’ and so on are meant to suggest that Bharata, by reason of the nightmare and the arrival of the messengers, suspects that Kaikeyi has done something wrong.”

9. “All fare well” kusalās īśa: The NR magnifies the messengers’ deceit by continuing, “Your father says you are to come quickly” (1623*, though cf. notes on 62.3 and 62.6); the SR has them add, “Lotus-bear[ing] Sri chooses you,” which according to the commentators is not supposed to have its normal meaning (namely, that the kingship has passed to him); but rather is intended as a declaration of good fortune to put Bharata at ease (improbable, but see 73.15).
15. “has a worthy son” suprajah: Nominative singular feminine, as if from the stem -projah (Renou 1968, p. 102; not infrequent in the Rām, cf. 90.5, 3.3.17; for a possible example of compounding with the mother’s name [which is how Ck impossibly wants to read here], see above 14.11 and note there).

18. “gold ornaments” niṣka-: The commentators are in agreement that some sort of breast ornament is meant. There is no evidence to suggest that these would be [minted] coins, as per Vyas (1967, pp. 217 and note, 247); cf. Rau 1973, pp. 52-53 (= a necklace or choker, also used as a unit of weight).

19. Aśvapati: Cv notes, “Aśvapati is here called the grandfather, but how could this be the case since we read earlier, ‘his maternal uncle Aśvapati’ [1.6 above, where asyndeton is probable]? This really presents no problem; Aśvapati [“lord of horses”] is a family name of the Kekayas, for they possessed many horses.”

20. “Mount Irāvata and Mount Indrasīra”: The commentators are not unanimous in identifying Irāvata (perhaps a back-formation from Airavata, Indra’s elephant) and Indrasīra as either mountains or regions. The names appear to be unattested elsewhere:

21. The SR adds after this verse that Bharata, hurrying to depart and full of foreboding because of the dream and the messengers’ haste, did not find any pleasure in the gifts (1686*).

23. “circle-wheeled” mandalacakrāṇ: A literal translation, for the phrase is obscure, though Ck may well be right: “A wheel used for starting a chariot under way, situated in the middle of the wheels at the four corners; we still find it used in Kānci and other places” (Cg, “round wheels” [1]); Cm, “wheels fitted on in a circular formation”). Cm (and Ck apparently) takes pādas ab and cd separately, yojavāvā then having to signify, “having assembled.”

24. “whom his grandfather trusted like himself” āryakṣyasaśmasamah: Ārma- here is by exception reflexive not to the main subject but to āryakṣya. Some S manuscripts, Ck among them, read in place of this sabbhārāyakah, “along with his wife.”

“Gṛha” gṛhāḥ: Instead of being short for rājagṛhā, this could of course just mean “from the house.”

“untroubled by enemies” apestasātṛuh: The epithet is principally for alliteration, stārūghnam apestasātṛuh.

“as a perfected being . . . the world of Indra” siddha ivendralokāḥ: It is not usual for such mythopoetic similes to have any narrative value (cf. note on 2.29), but this one seems to, suggesting that Bharata was suddenly transported from the Kashi-mirian paradise to the real world of personal, familial, and political turmoil in Ayodhyā.

**Sarga 65**

1. Cg comments, “The messengers had taken the straight though difficult route in order to reach Girivraja as quickly as possible; Bharata follows the great way, circuitous though it is, because he has a four-part army with him. That is why the names of the rivers, mountains, and so on mentioned here are different [from those in sarga 62]” (similarly Ck, Ct). With a few obvious exceptions, there is virtually no information on any of the geographical features mentioned in this sarga.

“deep” kṛdinim: The name of a river, according to Cg, Ct, Cr (so Cm, Ck, who
read hlādinīm; hrā- is authenticated by the NR. The position of ca, however, and the use of the word in verse 4 below, clearly suggest that the item is an adjective (cf. PW s.v. hradān).

The SR has Bharata first cross the (otherwise unattested) Sudāmā River (1638*), 2-3. Cg believes (the unknown) Eladānā to be on the Śāadrū.

"the river trailing stones" śādām āhavatīm: With Cm-, Cg, we take this to be an expegegetical epithet of the river Śālavaḥ ("bearing stones"), which we have in 3b (cf. another etymological figure for the name of a river at 43.9). (No river of this name is mentioned elsewhere in Sanskrit literature. Perhaps it is the Drṣadvatī, the "Stony River," a tributary of the Sarasvatī, known from the RV.) Otherwise we follow Ck in the main for the remaining of the two ślokas.

"honest, majestic and ever true to his word" satyasamādhaḥ sūcīk śrimān: For the intrusive commendation of Bharata, cf. note on 64.9.

After this verse the SR has Bharata cross the Sarasvatī and Ganges (which some commentators take to mean the Indus), and enter the Bāhrunḍā forest beyond the land of the Vrāmatasyas (1642*, 1643*).

4. Kuliṅgā: To be distinguished from the Kuliṅgā in 62.12, which is the name of a city.

5. "he took a store of water" ṛdāya codakam: That is, for his journey through the wilderness mentioned in the next verse (as Cg observes [so Cs]; not out of regard for the river as a holy place, as per Ck, Ct).

6. "as the wind (passes through) the sky" māruttah kham iva: Ck reads in place of this, meruprakhyam atha, "(passed through the wilderness) called Meru" (not recorded in the crit. ed.).

An NR insertion hereafter shows Bharata crossing the Hiranvatī (1645*), and an SR (1646*), the Ganges.

7. "the southern end of Toraṇa" toraṇam daksinārdhena: The accusative is prescribed by Pā 2.3.31.

9. "Bharata took leave of the army" anughyātāḥ bharatō vāhmīn: Cg, Ck, Ct observe that since the land east of Ujjīhānā was his own country, Bharata could allow the retinue to proceed at its own pace without fear, while he himself hurried on ahead. They also agree (citing AmaK in support) that sāla has here the [rare] sense of "tree" in general (contrast verse 12); and that sthānya viṭ̥janah means not "mounting horses" but yoking them to the chariot, inasmuch as later (verse 14) Bharata is shown to be riding in a chariot.

11. "the Gomāt": In 43.9 the Gomāt appears to be due south of Ayodhyā; cf. MBA 13.31.18, with Dandekar’s note there (placing the river in Oudh).

15. "white-clay" pāṇḍūmṛttakā: Or, "white-chalk." Presumably plastering or whitewashing is meant. Cm, Ck, probably rightly, understand this as a general epithet of the city, rather than one specifically indicating absence of joy ("because the practice of smearing the walls with cowdung [as a sign of, and means of securing, good luck] has been suspended," Cg, Cr; "despite its being protected ... it looked like a mass of white clay, that is, worthless," Ct).

18. "since dusk" sthyāne: Bharata has arrived at Ayodhyā in the early morning, and what he describes here should accord with that fact. We thus follow Cg; Ck, Ct, Cr on the temporal aspect of the compound; cf. also note on verse 19.

19. "to be weeping" anurudanta: Because of the dewdrops? Compare a similar image in 3.15.16.
21. "various portents" uvrdhas ... numittum: Such portents, according to the commentators, would be the cry of a jackal [see 3.55.2], the appearance of a crow, the twitching of the left eye [cf. 3.55.20] (birds and animals passing on the left, 3.55.11; tripping, 3.58.1; etc.).

22. "the Gate of Victory" dvārēna vaijayantena: We agree with Cg, Cr in taking vaijayantena as a proper name (Cm [first explanation], Ck, Ct [first explanation], "so called because it had a palace-similar to Indra's palace [Vaijayanta]").

"with cries of 'Long live the king!'" vijayam prajah: This means to call out [vi-] jayatu devah, "May the god be victorious." It is the greeting that causes Bharata's puzzlement in the next verse, for it is only given to kings (cf. 6.23.34, to Rāvana; 6.109.1, to Rāma; note that Bharata is already regarded as king by the people, cf. 64.2, 75.1). A nice touch by the poet, which the commentators overlook.

By the syllable re (in dvārēna), which is the sixth syllable of the Gāyatrīmantra, Cm, Cg observe that at this point in the text 5,000 verses of the (traditional) Rām have been completed (cf. note on 99.5).
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3. "his house" svagatham: That is, his mother's house (Cs).

"the royal splendor was absent" śrīvivaryāa: Probably simply grandiloquence for "the king was not there" (cf. verse 12). Bharata would normally have done obeisance to his father first (cf. verse 13).

4. "drew ... to her breast" aṅke ... āropyā: It is a curiously persistent error to translate aṅka-as "lap." That, in fact, it usually does not mean this in the Rām is indicated by such verses as 3.49.15, aṅkenādāya ... papātā bhuva, "Clutching [her] in his embrace he leapt to the ground."

6. Note the asyndeton in pādas ab (confirmed by verse 8 cd).

8. "Last night" adya ... ratrih: Cm, Cg, Ct here correctly explain the idiom (cf. 56.14 above).

9. "but they were an encumbrance, and so I left them on the road" pariśrāntam paśū abhavat: The NR's pathi tae chrīṇam utṣrīya supports Cg's interpretation of the syntax here (Ck explains, "[the gifts, that is, the animals] grew tired on the way").

14. "an artful mother to an artless son" ajānantam prajānani: This pāda, a very common syntactical schema (cf. 10.8), is taken independently and the verbs absolutely; Cg, Ck, Ct want prajānani to govern prīyavat, which is perfectly possible, but the syntactical design and symmetry seem deliberate.

"Your father has followed" te pītā gatah: Cg thinks this is a gentle locution employed in order not to arouse sorrow in Bharata; but it seems impersonal and cold, intimating that Kaikēyī did not much grieve for her husband's death (first because, as a young woman married to an old man, she always knew that she could be widowed at any moment; then too, she had married Daśaratha only because she had been able to extract the promise of her son's succession [cf. 99.5 and note]; thus Varadacharya 1964-1965, vol. 2, p. 125n).

15. "of a righteous family" dharmabhūjna: We agree with Cm, Ct, Cr in understanding the compound as a madhyamapadalopa, that is, with the middle element (such as yukta-) suppressed.
19. "prince" rōjayputra: Some S manuscripts (and Ck and Cs) read, perhaps authentically, "king."

24-25. "the great and illustrious king" mahārājaḥ . . . kṛtiṁān: Despite the indications of Ck (and Varadacharya 1964-1965, vol. 2, p. 125n), Ct, and the NR (which in fact reads "my aged father"), there is no doubt that these verses refer to Rāma and not to Daśaratha. Bhārata's use of mahārāja, "great king," in reference to Rāma is a fine artistic touch: skillfully but unobtrusively the poet hereby underscores both the absolute lack of any Kingly ambitions on Bhārata's own part (recall his confusion at being addressed as king in 65.22, and cf. 75.1), and his unquestioned, innate conviction that Rāma should and would naturally succeed (cf. verse 21).

28. "truthful" satyavrūmāṇāḥ: See notes on 19.7 and 104.3.

"just" sādhu: Apparently, "before you summon Rāma." (Ck on verse 29 takes sādhu in compound with sāndesām, "good message.")

29. "Kaikeyī replies with the intention of destroying his affection for his father, by saying, 'his last thoughts were not about you at all; but only about Rāma,' " Cg.

34. "promptly" yugapāda: Cm, Cg, Ct understand in its more usual sense, "simultaneously," that is, at the same moment as she told of the king's death. We prefer the interpretation of Varadacharya, who comments, "One might expect, in relating something so vicious, that she would have to pause time and again, being unable to get the words out; but in fact she tells everything without any reluctance or difficulty" (1964-1965, vol. 2, p. 127n).

36. "about his brother's conduct" bhrāttud cārītvaḥ: The NR eliminates Bhārata's doubt about Rāma, reading "mother" for "brother."

37. "of any brahman" brāhmaṇa- . . . kasyaḥ: The indefinite adjective is to be construed with the noun in compound, against classical usage (not to be taken independently, "for some reason," Cm, Cg, Ct; [or] of some one [else]," Cr).

38. "unborn child" bhrāṇaḥ: Cn, Cg implausibly want to interpret this as "brahman" (cf. Kane 1962-1975, vol. 2.i, p. 131 n290; p. 148 n334; vol. 3, p. 612 n1,161). Committing an abortion is considered a great sin as early as the Nr (6.27).

39. "with the same" tenāiva: The commentators refer to this at the disposition Kaikeyī has shown throughout her interview with Bhārata: We agree with Varadacharya in seeing a reference to her original transgression (1964-1965, vol. 2, p. 128n).

44. "as you know to be right" dharmacāya: Literally, "knower of dharma." The commentators attempt to be more specific: "knower of political wisdom," Cm, Cg; "knower of the dharma requiring one to obey one's father's command, as Rāma did," Ct.

The NR here has Kaikeyī admit the contemptible nature of her deed (1715*), which does not seem to be implied in our verse by evamvudham, "such a thing," that is, "all that I could do."

Some S manuscripts hereafter insert a vigorous passage (1717*) in which Bhārata violently rebukes his mother (exclaiming at one point, "You who exiled Rāma, who killed your husband, did I pass ten months in your belly! Oh god, I am an object of contempt to all the world"); he exhorts her to kill herself, saying he hesitates to kill her himself only because he shrinks from having it said of Rāma that his younger brother is a matricide, etc. (cf. 72.21, 98.47).
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4. "the night of doom" kālaratīh: "The all-destroying energy arising at the time of universal dissolution," Cm, Cg; "the night of universal dissolution," Ck, Ct.

7. "far-sighted" dīrghadarsīnti: "Seeing the misfortune that would come at a later date (from Kaikeyī," Ct)," Cm, Cg, Ct (we follow their indication of the concessive nature of the epithet).

9. "What possible, purpose" kim nu pañcasi kāraṇam: Translated thus in view of verse 10 (so, too, Cg, Ct explain); in view of verse 9ab, possible also: "what charge could you have brought against him" (see the note on 32.20).

12. "like Mount Meru behind its forest" merur meruwanaṃ yathā: The simile is not particularly effective. The commentators explain: "The Meru forest, springing up from Mount Meru [as Rāma from Daśaratha], acts as its guardian by making the way impassable" (Cm, Cg; so Ct). It's attested nowhere else in epic literature. Various NE manuscripts and D, 5, 7 give, [I resolved to Rāma] as the sun to Mount Meru" (1791.7; see the note on 35.21), a sensible alternative.

14. "stratagems" yogāc: As in Arthād 9.1.15, (sāmādibhir) yogopanuṣadābyāṃ ca, "(conciliation and the other political means) or stratagems [such as spies, etc.] (or alchemical manipulations)" (cf. also 5.1.54: Cm, Cg wrongly take as = sāma, etc.).

"force of intellect" buddhahenena: Again see Arthād: "Power (dakti) is of three sorts: 'force of intelligence' (jñānabala), or the force of counsel (mantramākṣyā)" (6.2.33). Falsely Cm, Cg: "that is, when the intellect is endowed with the eightfold capacity for learning, retaining, and so on" (cf. Arthād 1.5.5 for the enumeration); Ck, Ct, "force—that is, physical force—joined with intellect."

"a woman so blindly ambitious for her son" puragardhūṁ: The NR has the attractive variant mārgaṃdhūṁ, "you who only faintly resemble a mother" (1738.2; cf. 73.12). Here the SR adds a verse to some extent confirmed by the NR (though not by the, NW): "For in this family, among all our ancestors, the eldest (son) is consecrated to the kingship, and the other brothers show him strict obedience. You never considered this law of kings [SR; you destroyed this commendable practice (NR)]" (1735.9-7 nearly = 1732.9-11).

15. "inside a mountain cave" parvatagahyaśrasthakā: The qualification refers not to the supposition that lions roar louder when comfortably ensconced in their caves (Cg), but to the fact that the roar would be painfully amplified in an enclosed space (thus too Varadacharya 1964-1965, vol. 2, p. 138n).

Sarga 68

2. "you... should be expelled from the kingdom" rājyad bhram śasa:na: "That is, as her mother was," Cg, Ck (cf. note on 32.1 above).

"may you weep your eyes out without me" mām ṛte rudatā bhave: The meaning of the pada is uncertain. The crit. ed. prints mā mrṣam, where, mā is taken by the commentators either as the negative or = mām. The first would be translated, "do not weep for the dead (your husband)," do not perform those actions, such as weeping, which a woman should; you are no longer fit to do so since you have lost the feelings appropriate to a wife (Ck, Ct, Cg [second interpretation]); the second would mean, "considering me dead may you weep": since you have done a deed
that could kill me, consider me dead ["because you have abandoned dharma your son cannot be expected to live" (Ct)] (Cm, Cg): As for the first alternatives, no evidence has been provided: that Kaikeyi has been weeping for Daśaratha; if anything, just the contrary. The second alternative, on the other hand, not only fits in poorly with pāda c ("abandoned by dharma, weep for me who am, whom you may consider, dead"), but would be a solecism unique in the Rām, for the pāda would then commence with an enclitic. What Bharata seems to be saying is this: According to justice you should be thrown out of the kingdom and, "in disgrace" with fortune and men's eyes," have all alone to weep for your outcast state, without me, for whom you claim to have done all this. Reading mām rте (cf. the NR's mām rте in a related context [1741.6]) seems the most reasonable solution. Significantly, the rather rare accusative + rte is attested elsewhere in the Rām (for example, 5.36.5, 6.23.31; cf. also the critical apparatus on MBA J.69.27a for a similar case).

4. "You're guilty of murdering the unborn" bhūṣapahatīṣyāṁ as prāptā: "Guilty of a sin equal to the murder..." Cg. Or perhaps Bharata's charge is to be taken literally: What Kaikeyi has in fact done is to annihilate the future generations of the House of Iksvaku.

5. "(such evil... ) renouncing" (kṛṣṇam pāram... ) hitrā: Here pāda c is construed appositionally in the relative clause. Bharata's fear would be that, if Kaikeyi could abandon Rāma, whom all the world loves, what might she do to him (cf. 42.19, 21 above). The alternatives of the commentators are not persuasive: Ck, "the fear that by reason of her transgression Rāma will abandon him"; Ct, "fear, that is, of the people's reproach, namely, that Kaikeyi's son is naturally as corrupt as she is; or that equal guilt may attach to him by associating with her" (that is, on the principle that "one who closely associates or dwells with any one of the four [five] great sinners himself incurs mahāpātaka [equal sin]" [Kane 1962-1975, vol. 4, p. 25]).

6. "infamy" ayasāḥ: Probably "that Bharata would be thought to have colluded with his mother to have his father killed and brother exiled" (Cg), rather than "that Bharata is the son of an evil mother who killed her husband" (Ck). Cā in pāda c coordinates the three acts, and does not imply "also in the world to come" (Cm, Cg).

10. We understand this śloka closely with verse 11; less likely is Cg's construction, taking it as a substantiation of the statement in verse 9, for the acts mentioned in verse 10 would not necessarily endanger the House of Kekaya.

18. "(that Rāma) arose from Kausalyā's very self" (rāmaṁ kauśalyāyātmasambhavam: Considering the context—verses 12 and 14ff.—we understand the pāda (note double samthi, kauśalyāyātmā) as containing the predicate of the object clause (so Ck); Cg (and Ct) prefer, "you were not aware that Rāma, Kausalyā's son, is temperate" ("that is, she thought he would; like some baser man, slay his [affinal] kin").

"very self" ātmā: Quite possibly the word means "body" here (compare verse 23 below).

14. "Limb from mother's limb is a son born" angrapratyaśīgaṁ putraḥ: The line is a near quotation of a famous śānta (cited in the śākatakā A 4.11, Nīr 5.4 and elsewhere; see Kane 1962-1975, vol. 3, p. 641 n1, 220; the verse continues, "you are the [parents'] self with the name of 'son.' May you live a hundred autumns").

"Being born 'limb from limb' means that a child arises from the vital sap [tejas] collected from all the limbs... [sperm in the man's case], blood in the woman's," Cg, Ck, Ct.
"because he is her very own, and not mere kin" pryatvān na tu bāndhavāh: The pāda is problematic. Cg, Ck. Ct read differently, priyā eva tu bāndhavāh, "while relatives are merely dear." Cm, reading with the crit. ed., presses it to mean, "because he is 'dear' he is not (like) (some other) relative, an adopted son, for example." Neither explanation is convincing. The translation of priyatāt as "because he is her very own" relies on an admittedly archaic sense of priya- (compare Homeric ἄφως; cf. Mayrhofer 1956-1980, s.v.; and, for the connotations of the word, Stanford on Odyssey 1.60), but this sense may well have remained in currency through to the late Vedic period (perhaps the KauśīBrU’s mārasya priyān dāmā [3.1, p. 73] presents an example), and it might have been thought to harmonize with the archaic character of the citation in the first half of the verse; it appears to fit well with the content of those pādas.

15ff. The story of the divinie wish-granting cow Surabhī (also the homa-cow of Vasīṣṭha; often, as here, conceived of as residing in heaven [cf. verse 17], though in the MBh [5.100.1, for example] she is said to dwell in Rasātala, the seventh level of the subterranean world), is told also, with some few variations, at MBh 3.10.7-18.

15. "held in esteem by the gods" surasammatā: For alliteration (a yamaka): surabhaḥ surasammatā. So, too, in verse 17, "fragrant" -surabhī.

29. After this verse the NR continues with a narratively irrelevant but interesting story: Indra tells Surabhī not to be sad, for their suffering is a consequence of a decision the cows made themselves. They had practiced austerities and begged Brahmā that they might gain the highest worlds by their own acts. He told them to betake themselves to the world of men: all their sufferings there will be austerities to burn away sin. Any man that hurts them will reap evil, and any that succors them good. In the MBh version, Indra in commiseration causes rain to fall, impeding the labors of the farmer and releasing the ox (for here only one is mentioned) from its toil.

26. "amends" apacitam: The commentators all understand the word in the sense of "honor": 'must pay full honor," but this is less apposite.

29. "like the banner of Indra, Śaiva's lord" sātpateḥ ketur mva: "Raising the banner [a bamboo staff decorated with garlands, etc.] in honor of Indra was a [late summer] festival [called Indramaha] prescribed for kings" (Kane 1962-1975, vol. 2.i, p. 398; cf. also Gonda 1966, pp. 74-77).

Sarga 69

1. Before this verse the NR includes eighteen lines, in which Bharata, addressing Śatrughna, ponders the power of fate; wondering then what he will say to Kausalyā, he begins to weep (1771*). The SR has Bharata vilify his mother in the midst of the counselors, maintaining that he did not just after the kingship nor conspire with his mother; that, living far away, he knew nothing of the planned consecration of Rāma or of all that followed (1772*).


7. "what advantage" kan gunam: "For it was possible for her to acquire the kingship even without exiling Rāma," Cg. "Had he been present, Rāma, in accordance with his father's order, would have behaved just like Bhīṣma [in the MBh epic], and have consecrated you and stood by your side," Ck, Ct.

8. "Why doesn't Kaikēyī ... drive me out as well" mām api kaikēyī prasthāpayitum arhast: "I must be equally an unwitting source of sorrow to her," Ck.

Hiranyanābha: Literally, "Of the golden navel" (or, "of the golden chariot-wheel"). This unusual epithet appears to be some kind of cognomen of the offspring of Kosalan women. See PraśnaU 6.1, hiranyanābha kausalāy rājaputrah (cf. also ŚāṅkhaŚŚ 16.9.13).

9. "and the sacred fires carried at our head" agnihotraṃ puraśāyata: Since Kausalyā suspects Bharata of having conspired with Kaikēyī, she allows him no authority to perform the funeral rites of Daśaratha, and asserts here that she will take with her the king's sacred fires [cf. 70.15 and note] and by implication the body of the king to Rāma for cremation (Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct).

10. "it is up to you": arhast: Invidiously acknowledging Bharata's new kingly authority.

"send" netum: Taken as unmarked causative (cf. Cg on verse 11).

14ff. "Bharata gives voice to imprecations in order to repudiate the charge that Kausalyā levels at him," Cm, Cg. "Bharata's claim—that he loves Rāma even more deeply than in the past, since he now invests him with the status of father—is not now open to Kausalyā for confirmation by personal observation, and so he tries to certify it by his imprecations," Ck, Ct.

The curses, while expressed in a general way, refer particularly to Bharata (namely, "may my mind ... if I sanctioned," etc.), by the exegetical rule that "there is no general statement without particular application" (nirvīdāya na sāmānyam) (Cm, Cg, Ct). This will be made explicit in verses 30-31.

Here the poet, by the artifice of the curses, expounds various aspects of dharma," Cg. It is equally probable that, by demonstrating Bharata's deep-knowledge of dharma, the poet wishes to invite the inference that Bharata could never have done something so unrighteous as to conspire against his elder brother. For another example of how Vālmīki invests conventional epic didacticism with narrative and aesthetic function, see note on 94.7ff.

There appears to be no particular dharmaśāstra that offers an identical catalogue of offenses. Parallels can be cited only elliptically. A rather similar list of imprecations occurs in the MBh (7.51.25ff.).

For the style of the refrain, see the note on 25.5.

14. "May that man never come to think in harmony with the sacred texts" kṛtā sāstrānugd buddhir mā bhūt tasya kadācāno: That is, may he lose all awareness of the commandments and prohibitions propounded in the sacred and secular texts. "This is the greatest misfortune of all, so it is presented as the first curse; all the rest is simply amplification of this," Ck ("the implication is, may he die; cf. 'from loss of mind one dies' " [BhagGī 2.63], Cr).

15. "most wicked of men" pāpyasām: Low-castes (Cg, Ct); for being the servant of a śūdra cf. ManusŚm 11.69.

"pass urine" mehatu: Cf. YājñāSm 1.134 for the prohibition (1.16 for the positive prescription).

"kick a sleeping cow" hantu pādena gām supām: Cf. Āpastāmbo' (cited by Ck, vol. 2, p. 483), "One must avoid touching with one's foot [images of] the gods, a king,
a brahman and a cow" (cf. pādema sprāte gāt ca in a similar list of imprecations in MBh 13, App. 1, No. 20, line 151, and MBh 7.51.30). The qualification "sleeping" means to exclude cases of self-defense (Cg). The verse does not mean "killing" a cow, as Cg seems to interpret, for although that of course is prohibited (see ManuSm 11.59), it is difficult to accomplish by kicking.

The NR adds: touching, when impure, a cow, fire, or a brahman; reviling a guru; lusting after the wife of a friend or guru (1788*).

16. "without remuneration" anarthakam: We follow here Ck, Ct, Cr (so Cm?); just possible is also, "(forces . . . to do a deed) of great inprobity" (cf. GaudDS 21.10, pātakasamyojaka, one who incites another to commit a crime that causes loss of caste).

17. 18. The reciprocal duties of king and subjects: loyalty in exchange for protection, and taxation only in consequence of protection (BaudhDS 1.10.1; Kane 1962-1975, vol. 8, pp. 36ff. and references).

21. The sin of brahmajñānatā, forgetting the vedas (Ck, Ct; ManuSm 11.56; YājñyaSm 3.228, adhitaya nāstanam).

After this verse D3 adds the sin of a brahman's teaching the vedas and vedāṅgas to a Nisāda (1789*), the NR, the sin of those who bear (false) witness in a dispute (1790*).

22. "to no purpose" vṛthā: That is, without ritual motivation, without the pretext of a śrāddha feast (Ck, Ct). The foods mentioned are to be used only in a ceremonial context: cf. ManuSm 5.7 (a close parallel to our verse, cited by Ctr vol.-2, p. 456; cf. also MBh 7.51.28). For the use of meat (goat or sheep) in the śrāddha ceremony, cf. 1.48.9, 2.71.2, 3.10.55, and Ck, Ct noted on 17.15 above (also SatyāŚŚ 28.4.1; YājñyaSm 1.258-61, 269, 272). According to Cm, Cg, the sin is that of cooking for oneself only, and not for gods, ancestors, guests (ManuSm 3.118; YājñyaSm 3.238). The NR seems to have "interpreted" with Ck, Ct, for it reads verse 27 below as though that referred to the sin Cm, Cg mention here.

"may he show contempt for his gurus"-gurumāṇi cāpy avajñātu: Cf. ManuSm 11.55.

After this verse the SR inserts the sins of touching a cow with one's foot (as if it had "interpreted" verse 15 with Cg); criticizing one's teacher, being treacherous to a friend, divulging confidences, and so on (1793*).

23. "while he alone eats delicacies" sa eko meṣam aśīnātu: Whereas the others have to eat spoiled food (Cg) or are starving (Ck, Ct). Compare MBh 5.35.40: "Who is crueler than...the man who eats fine food all alone ... without sharing with his dependents?" (cf. also verse 46). Ctr (vol. 2, p. 458) cites Vānap [untraced]."He who eats by himself, alone, when his dependents are starving, is reborn as a caṇḍāla" (cf. also Suttanūpāta 1.6.102 and MBh 7.51.32).

Some S manuscripts add, "May he never get a seemly wife, and die childless, without performing the rites of dharma" (1794*).

24. "dependents" bṛhiya:- For this general sense of the word (usually "servants"), cf. 98.32 (also Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct, Cr on 1795*). The sin is covered by ManuSm 11.95 and 62, YājñyaSm 3.237, 299.

After this verse the SR adds the sin of selling lak, salt, meat; of being killed while fleeing in battle; of wandering begging like an idiot, carrying a skull in one's hand; of addiction to liquor, dice, women; of never turning the mind to dharma, of giving alms to people who do not deserve it, and so on (1795*).


The NR adds, "May he be an incompetent who gains political power and governs
with the help of incompetents; may he reside six months in a village and pimp for his own daughter" (1796*).


27. "obedience to the gods": devatānām ... sustrām: "This consists of satisfying them with clarified butter, rice or barley oblations, sacrificial animals, cakes, and so on, collected for the fire-sacrifices; 'obedience to the ancestors' consists of propitiating them, on eclipse days, on the death days of the mother and father, and so on, with the previously mentioned things as well as rice, and so on," Cg. The NR substitutes, "May he eat on his own without offering to ..." (see the note on verse 22 above).

28. Hereafter the SR inserts a long list of sins and misfortunes, including: having many children while being poor and sick; disappointing suppliants; engaging in deceit and fearing royal punishment; missing one's wife's proper period for intercourse; renouncing a lawful wedded wife and having adulterous affairs; the crimes of a brahman's allowing his family line to become extinct, of polluting water and giving poison, of impeaching the honor shown to a brahman, of milking a cow that has recently calved, of denying a thirsty man when water is available, of remaining silent during a legal dispute though able to supply corroborative evidence (1802*).

30. "called down upon his head" sāpamānam: The ātmanepada here and in verse 31 is taken as reflexive.

31. "chookes the very breath of life" prāṇān uparūṇatsi: Cg suggests, "You 'hold back,' restore, my life-breath which was ready to depart because of my separation from Rāma; that is, by making these curses you have reassured me." But cf. the use of upa + rūdh with prāṇa- in 3.64.11 (Jaṭāyus on the point of death), uparūddhyanti me prāṇā (dṛṣṭir bhramati), "My breath is coming harder (everything is swimming before my eyes)."

32. "If what you promise me is true" satyapratīṇo me: We agree with Cm and Ct in seeing a conditional aspect here. What precisely the phrase means is more difficult to ascertain: "(If) you are telling me the truth," Cm; "What is suggested is that he should fulfil what he promised to Kaikēyī [68.27], and bring back Rāma," Ct. Perhaps simply, "If your promises—the protestations implied by your oaths—are true, sincere."

After this the NR inserts a passage in which Kausalyā blesses Bharata; informs him that his father has been embalmed, and urges him to cast off his sorrow and protect the subjects (1806*).

33. "confusion" mohit: Ck understands this as "faintness." May it not rather mean that Bharata was racked not only with sorrow over the loss of his father and brother but also by the "confusion" that he was being held responsible?

34. Hereafter the NR adds that when night was over the ministers and others entered the king's chamber and found Bharata nearly unconscious with grief (1810*).

Sarga 70

1. The crit. ed. incorrectly registers two chapters of the NR (App. 1, No. 28) after sarga 74. They rightfully belong here, being the NR version of crit. ed.: sarga 70, to be followed by 1812*. The sargas consist of the following: Bhirāta's lament (lines 1-26), including his repudiation of the kingship and his expression of the desire
either to immolate himself or enter the forest; Vasiṣṭha's admonition and instruction to perform the funeral of Daśaratha (27-54); Bharata's sight of, and lament over, the dead king (55-90); further admonitions from Vasiṣṭha and Jāhāli (90-110), including a reference to "good king Bhūrīdyumna," who after death was caused to fall from heaven by reason of his kinsmen's excessive lamentation, 99-102; cf. Saund 11.46); Bharata's recovery of firmness and his readiness to perform the funeral (111ff.).

2. "obsequies" samyānamuttaram: All the commentators appear to have read uttanam.

3. "regained his composure" dhāranām gatah: Ck criticizes the reading as artificial, offering instead dharaṇīṃ gatah, "[gone to the earth, that is], making a prostration before Vasiṣṭha; such a salutation to the guru being preparatory to the commencement of every-sacred rite" (but cf. the NR, 1812*28, sakavegam ... dhārayan).

"commenced the performance" kārayām āsa: Understanding the tense as a simple past, Cm, Cg allude to a "synoptic" or "abbreviated" aspect (samgraha-, samkṣepa-uka) of the verb (the poet going on then to supply details). It seems clearly inchoative (cf. 1.23.4, 73.2; 3.47.1 and notes).

4. "laid upon the earth" bhūmau nīveśitam: "To cleanse off the oil," Cg.

"protector of the earth ... laid upon the earth" bhūmau nīveśitam ... bhūmipām: Note the poignant iteration.

6. "Why did you take this decision" hiṃ te vyavastāt: That is, to go to heaven (in agreement with Cg). Reproach the dead's "decision" to die and forsake those who love him is a common motif of the ritual lament in epic literature (see, for example Hari Vas 77).

7. "your people" smaṃ janaṃ: Less likely, "this person" (that is, Bharata himself).

11. "Let it all be done" tānu ... kṛyaṭām: A rare case of lack of concord without clear metrical exigency (cf. Michelson 1904, p. 145 [the single example he notes is rejected in the crit. ed., 3.874*], who cites Hopkins 1901, p. 245; see also Edgerton 1953a, p. 129, especially paragraph 25.14). Cg, Ck read the plural.

13. "The sacred fires ... had been placed outside" agnayaḥ ... bahūkṛtyāḥ: Because of the presence of a corpse within (Cg, Ck, Cc).

The three śrāvita fires of the dead agnihuṭram are taken to the place of cremation and used to kindle the fire (cf. Sātṛ 13.8.4.11).

15. "silver" hīranyam: So glossed by the commentators attempting to distinguish it from suvarṇam (perhaps this is not so far from the truth; cf. Rau 1973, p. 18). They suggest also that these were "flowers made out of gold and silver."

The corresponding verses in the NR clarify the significance of the verse: "Wagons full of jewels and gold went distributing riches to the people, miserable now without their leader. All the servants distributed various jewels as the funerary gifts [auḍhvaḍehikādāṇa] of the king" (1812*41-4). Giving gifts in honor of the dead (particularly kings) appears elsewhere in the Rām (4.24.5; related are the gifts mentioned in 71.2-3 below; see Hopkins 1889, p. 17n, for MBh references) and is attested in historical times (Kane 1962-1975, vol. 4, p. 182 n426).

The NR inserts at this point a verse describing how bards, panegyrists, and genealogists went in front of the procession "sweetly praising the king with a recitation, of his deeds" (1812*45-6).

18. "made offering to the fire" hūtānām hūtveda: A kind of etymological periphrasis for "made it blaze," Cg, Ck, Cc read, "gave the fire," that is, lit the pyre.

"intoned prayers" jepaḥ: "That is, the pātra-medhikamantras [RV 10.15.1-13, or more
generally 10.14-18]." Cg. .Ck, Ct. The NR has them recite the mantras “in their minds.” In addition, it describes how the priests cleanse his sacrificial utensils—the plates, ladles, firesticks; etc.—and place them upon the pyre, and then sacrifice an animal [the anustaranākā (sic legendum) or “covering animal!”] and place it [its parts] around the king [cf. 3.64.32]; how Bharata has the area to the east of the pyre dragged with a plow [this should, in fact, have been the first ritual act], releases a cow with its calf, and finally sprinkles the pyre with butter, oil, and suet and ignites it (1812*-66-76).

19. The NR shows that Kaikesi is in attendance (1812*-59).

20. “as the flames engulfed” āgnicīṣita: Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct understand the compound as “one who has erected the fire altar [āgnesu], that is, a performer of the great sacrifices.” We agree with Cr.

“leftward” āparṣayam: We follow Cm, Ct (is apasayam cakara in 4.24.41 to be understood so too? but see MBh 7.162.48-50 with De’s note there). On inauspicious occasions, left rather than right predominates in ritual activity; the sacred thread, for example, which is normally worn so as to come under the right arm, is at funerals (when not brought round one’s body); worn over the right shoulder so as to come under the left arm (cf. KātyāS 25.8.13 and Paranjpe’s note on MBh 11.23.42; also Kane 1962-1975, vol. 4, p. 206). Cg claims that this circumambulation (which he interprets as both leftward and rightward) is normally done while the corpse is still on the litter; that it is mentioned at this point in the ceremony, he suggests, may be because the poet does not intend to suggest any specific sequence, or it may be due to variation in local custom.

22. We are to understand that the whole cortège proceeded afterward to the riverbank to perform the water-offering to the dead. Otherwise the verse seems quite out of order. The NR; indeed, has the funeral take place at the bank (1812*-57, very frequently the site of funerals in the epic, for example, HarihVam 78.44); and suggests the following, more probable, order of verses for the crit. ed.: 14, 19, 15-17, 22, 18, 20-21; 25.

23. “After making the funeral libation” kṛtvodakam: “When [the mourners] have come to a place where there is standing water, having once plunged into it and raised their heads out of it they pour one handful of water, pronounce the gotra name and the proper name (of the deceased)” (Kane 1962-1975, vol. 4, p. 209). The rite is both a purification for the living and an offering to the dead.

“the ten-day period of mourning” daśāhāṃ . . . aukham: The commentators are troubled by this reference to a ten-day period of ritual impurity, when the standard āstras required twelve (or sixteen) days for kṣatriyās; they adduce YājñāSm 3.22 (cf. MaṅgaSm 5.83; in the MBh, the twelve-day period was standard, see for example 1.118.30 [in honor of Pāṇḍu]). They reconcile the contradiction by pointing to [the preśīrptra attributed to Vṛddhaparāśara in] PārśaSm (3.4), which justifies the procedure here. See the note on 1.17.11-12.

Sarga 71

1. “śraddha rites” śraddhakarmāṇi: A memorial service consisting of offerings of balls of cooked rice (pīṇḍa) to the departed ancestors, gifts to and feeding of brahmans (cf. next verse), and similar largesse (see the note on 100.19).
2. "goat’s flesh and much white rice" bāsikām bahu śuklam ca: We take pāda c in apposition to b. The commentators disagree about the meaning of śuklam ("adjective to ‘goat’s flesh’, or ‘silver’, Cg; “pure, fit to be given,” Cm; “silver,” Ck, Ct, Cr); thus, either "(plentiful) white (goat’s flesh)” or more probably (comparing 85.63), "(goat’s flesh and much) white (rice)." But in fact, considering YājñāSm 1.260 and ManuSm 3.272, where among the foods to be given at a śrīdāthā we find mahāśālākam, perhaps the original reading was śālākam (a crustacean, specifically prawns [here a collective singular, jātyekavacana]), a rare word that even the commentators on the dharmaśāstras are uncertain about, and thus easily corrupted. For goat’s flesh cf. note on 69.22 above; bāsikā appears to be a unique usage.

5. "the ceremony of purification" sādhana: The collecting of the charred bones (cf. verse 8). The ritual texts are at odds about the correct time for this rite, though the procedure here appears to agree with ĀsuraGS 4.5.1. Cg adduces Baudhāyanapīrmedhasūtras 1.14.1 (p. 395)), which allows a wide variety of options. Ck believes that the collection of the bones must have been done earlier and that the activity meant here is the cleaning of the place, removal of ashes, and the like.

"His throat choked with sobs" sadāpśvatākanyah: Although not impossible, sadāpśvatākanyah is attested nowhere else in epic literature, and is suspect. It looks like an old, metathesis of bāsāpśvata-, which is offered here by three good D manuscripts, and reappears at 93.38, below.

7. After this verse the NR has Bharata strew garlands upon the pyre and walk counterclockwise around it (1818*).

8. "the place where ... body had met extinction" sarīranivāpam: Follows Cm, Cg, Ct, in accordance with Pā 3.5.117; Ck; (and) his father’s extinguished body.

9. "the way a pole-banner-in honor of Śakra" śakrasya yantradvāra wva: This translation of the simile accords with Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct, "Since Śakra’s banner stands in the sky [that is, the rainbow, but see note on 55.7 above] it cannot ‘fall to earth’; thus the word ‘mechanical’ [yantra-], that is, a mechanical contrivance in the form of a banner used for decorating houses" (?). The NR lucidly reads, ‘like a banner of Śakra fallen from the pole’ (1820*; cf. MBh 7.67.68, 68.65).

10. "at his final hour" antakāla: That is, when his merit had been exhausted (cf. note on 11.1 above). Since the seers in the story of Yayāti are his grandsons, Cg would like to take amadāzh (‘ministers’) as ‘kinsmen,’ which is doubtful.

12. "another of ... virtues" guṇāḥgāni tānu tānu: Literally, "another side, feature of" Cg, Cr (so too Cm?) understand the compound as dvandva, Cg explicitly glossing "his virtues and his [gentle] limbs"; Ck, Ct, "the acts—giving pretty clothes, etc.—which were ‘parts’ of his ‘virtue,’ that is, of his favoring them."

14. "does not dissolve ... it never will" nāsvadrīyate: We agree with Cm, Cg in taking the verb apō koṇou with both half-verses.

21. "their" eṣām: The plural (dual expected) is used in order to include Rāma (Cg), but see note on 3.67.20.

"the wise" vaidyāḥ: "Omniscient one" (Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct), though perhaps “physician” (that is, of the soul; Cr) is correct (all commentators cite Amāk for the two senses), or simply “learned brahman” (cf. 94.51 and note).

"maintaining his usual composure" prakṛtmad: Literally, "having his normal nature"; contra Cm, Cg, Cr, who take the suffix as commendatory (prakṛtsamāyam matyup, "of excellent nature"), and Ck, Ct, "having a nature consisting of pure sattva" (quite improbably Cs, "with the subject").
After this verse the SR adds, "This is the thirteenth day since your father's death (that is, since his cremation [according to commentators]). Why are you delaying in collecting all the bones?" (1831*).

22. Read arhasi (arhāti must be a misprint).

"There are three dualities" *trīśa dvandvāni: It is curious that the three pairs of opposites are not recorded in the text. The commentators try in various ways to make good the omission; Cm is probably closest: "birth and death, happiness and sorrow, gain and loss" (cf. 19.20).

After this verse DŚ adds the following poignant verses: "Like a flock of birds that for a night gathers together in one place and at dawn scatters to the ten horizons—such is one's union with sons and friends. Like travellers who exchange a few words at a roadside well and then go their separate ways—such is one's union with kinsmen" (1834*; cf. Saṇḍhā 15.33-4).

23. "born and so must die" -bhava-bhava: The *saṃbhāravandvata bhavābhavam appears to have greater manuscript support (its sense would be, "the nature of the life cycle").

25. "the other rites" *aparāḥ kṛtyāḥ: "Taking away the ashes, sweeping the ground, pouring out an offering of milk, and so on," Ck.

After this verse the NR inserts a passage (App. I, No. 22), in which Bharata makes a water-offering to his father, grieves further, and even threatens to fast to death in order to follow his father (line 26), until he is deterred by the consoling words of a minister named Dharmapāla [note the apparently Buddhist name], who convinces him to return to Ayodhya.

Sarga 72

1. "making the journey back" *yāreṣāṃ samthaṇāṃ: In disagreement with the commentators, who understand "preparing for" (contemplating; Cm, Ct) the journey, that is, to Rāma, Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct, Cr.

The repeated use of the phrase "Lakṣmaṇa's younger brother" (verses 1, 5, 23) is more than mere epic mannerism: it is meant to suggest that Śatruighna shares Lakṣmaṇa's character traits, particularly his propensity to violent behavior, as we witness in this sarga.

3. The first line is contemptuous in tone, the particle nāmā (like yo 'pi) expressing scorn (Cg, citing Vaiṣṇava).

4. "both sides of the issue" nayāṇayau: Literally, "the [relative] policy and impolicy," that is, of the two options, Rāma's exile or the king's dethronement. Śatruighna speaks, as Ck notes, in accordance with the political theory that holds, "Guru though a man be, if he is haughty ... he must be punished" (cf. note on 18.11).

"would have deposed the king" nigrāhyah ... rājā: As Dāsāratha himself had urged Rāma to do (51.23).

7. "the gatekeeper (..seized)" dvāṣṭihā (...grhītvā): Unless Mantharā's political influence had already begun to wane, it seems presumptuous, not to say dangerous, for a simple gateman to treat her thus. *Dvāṣṭihāṃ has manuscript support, but then Bharata becomes subject (as he would also be if we were to take *dvāṣṭihā adjectively), and against this the use in verse 8 of the second plural *vah (though there are variant readings, or *vah could be majestic plural), and Bharata's words in verse 20 seem to
testify. For these reasons and despite the fact that most of the NR explicitly attributes the deed to Bharata, it appears best to accept the crit. ed.’s decision.

9. The NR here shows Śatrughna seizing Mantharā straightway by the throat and, as she screams, filling her mouth with dirt (1841*).

17. “like the sky in autumn” sāradām gaganāṃ yathā: “That is, [when the monsoon clouds are gone and] the stars can be seen clearly,” Cg.

18. “holding . . . in his powerful grip” balavat . . . grhitvā: Cg understands balavat in compound with krodhāḥ (“towering rage”).

“(heaping scorn on). Kaikēyī” kaikēyīm (abhinirbhārīya): “We infer by this that Kaikēyī had come to set Mantharā free,” Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct.

The NR adds Śatrughna’s address to Kaikēyī here: “How will you ever set yourself free. . . . When you die you shall reap the fruits of your evil,” and so on. He then threatens to kill the hunchback (1847*).

19. “she sought refuge with her son” putram śaraṇam āgatā: Either because Śatrughna attempts to strike her (Cg, Ck) or in order to secure the release of Mantharā (Cm, Ct, Cr).

21. Some N manuscripts add: “Restrain your anger, righteous prince—she is already slain by her own deed, and she is the slave of another, a hunchback, and a woman on top of it all” (1848*).

Sarga 73

1. With regard to the possibility that sargas 73-74 are later additions, see note on 75.1ff.

“deputies of the king” rājakartāraḥ: See note on 61.1; the NR substitutes “counselors.”

2. “our most revered guru” no gurutaro guruḥ: Ck comments: “Statements like ‘First one must acquire a king, then a wife, then wealth’ [MBh 12.57.41, cf. note on 61.10] demonstrate that a king, because he is the most obviously effective in providing victory, is an even more highly revered guru than one’s mother or father.”

3. “by mere chance” samgathā: Comparing MBh 1.145.8 and 175.18-19, where the word clearly has the sense “by chance” (cf. Nālakānta ad 1.184.18 vulgate; this appears to be its meaning in Rām 6.119.16 also, as well as in MBh 12.171.10), and not finding any epic instance of the word in the sense of “agreement,” we concur with Cm [second interpretation], and Cg against Ck (who comments, “because of the agreement, [embedded] in his father’s command, with regard both to Rāma’s exile and Bharata’s succession”).

“come to harm” nāparādhnaut: In agreement with Cm [second option], though there appears to be no parallel for use of the verb in quite this sense (Ck understands, “You-[supplying bhaiḥ; but cf. the second person singular in pāda a] would not be transgressing” if you became king, that is, Bharata would not be in conflict with dharma, his elder brother or worldly custom”). The “harm” meant would principally be invasion by neighboring states (cf. 82.20-22).

8. “I will live” ahaṃ . . . vatsyāmi: “That is, as Rāma’s substitute,” Cg, Ck, Ct; cf. 103.26-29.

11. “like a sacred fire” havyavatām vai: Is the common characteristic (śādharapādharma) of the simile (upamā) Rāma’s brilliant power (his teṣāḥ), as well as the respect he deserves? The commentators are silent.
12. "who but faintly resembles a mother" mātṛgandhinīṃ: Most of the NR reads, "who is so blindly ambitious for the kingship" (cf. note on 67.14).

13. "Let a road be made" kṛṣṇātām ... pāṇdāḥ: "Since Rāma will be king it is correct form to come to him in company with a royal escort; thus there must be preparation of the road," Ck. The Pāṇḍavas march out to see the retired king Dhṛtarāṣṭra in much the same fashion, with large numbers of troops, grand rest houses, and the like (MBh. 15.29.18ff.).

"men to scout out the trackless regions" durgavicārutrādāḥ: Perhaps instead, "to lead the people through..." (so Cm; Cg, "people to prepare the trackless regions, or, guards who know... ").

14. "prayer for majesty" sṛṇadvākyam: The translation agrees with Ck, Ct, to the extent that pāda d cannot construe with pādaś ab (so Cm, Cg, Cr), but the presence of sṛṇ in the next verse requires the translation given here.

15. "of the lotus" pādā: Who dwells in the lotus (Cg), who carries a lotus (Cm), who is called "lotus" and whose emblem is [or who is marked with] the lotus (Ck, Ct). Is the statement a simple benediction, or does it carry the suggestion that Bharata too may some day succeed to the kingship, of which Śṛṇ is a superintending deity? Cf. note on 64.10.

16. "for all to hear" samśravane: cf. 3:57.25, sudārasamśravam (swarām), 5:29.1, 6.88.5; so Ck here. Cm, Cg, Cr: "(spoke out) 'with regard to the promise' of bringing Rāma back" (citing Halāyudha; there appears to be no corroboration in the literature for the word being used in this sense).

Ck, supported by little manuscript evidence and less grammar, but with the enthusiastic endorsement of Ct, reads. "The prince, hearing their words (their blessing) (became happy) and tears of joy over the people) fell down from the noble man's noble face," and observes, "One commentator [we do not know which] thinks this verse irrelevant, and says he offers some comment only because [of the maxim] 'Find some way of accounting for whatever is in the text.' Well, if it is true that the verse is irrelevant, he could do without the whole Rāmāyaṇa; he could get the entire matter from a little epitome and all the rest would be unnecessary." He goes on to say that the purpose of the verse, in fact, is the reference to the change in Bharata's countenance, which must be mentioned because of the action that follows.

Sarga 74

1-8. There is some disagreement among the commentators about the precise meaning of many of the terms appearing here. Reasonable alternatives to, or amplifications of, the translation follow:

"surveyors" bhūmipradesaśajñāḥ: "Familiar with high and low, or various, tracts of land," Cg, Ck: "knowing which areas do or do not contain water," Ct, Cr.

"men trained in measurement" sūtrakarmāvīśraddāḥ: "Trained in working with lines ("by making machines," Ck) for hauling water out of deep tanks, wells, etc., in dry areas; or, weavers," Cg, Ck: "trained in employing lines for measuring out the rest-areas; or, weavers," Cm, Ct, Cr (in HariVām 86.12 the sūtrakārāṣṭāḥ perform measurements).

"who were zealous in their work", svakarmābhīratāḥ: "Guards," Cg, Ck; "adjective to diggers, that is, who would dig even under enemy attack," Ct.
“engineers” yantrakāh: “Builders of auxiliary constructions, by means of logs, etc., for crossing large streams; or, trappers,” Cg, Ck, Cr (“that is, builders of machines for trapping birds and animals,” Cm); “makers of fountains, etc.,” Ct.

craftsmen” sthapatayoh: “Chief carpenters,” Cm; “girders, builders of chariots” (“that is, chief carpenters,” Cc) Ck, Ct (cf. Hazra 1979, especially pp. 420-22; contrast the sense of the word in 44.9).

“men” purusāḥ: “Royal foremen,” Cg.

“skilled in machinery” yantrakudvāḥ: “Skilled in constructing catapults, etc. (‘or, fountains,’ Cm),” Cm, Cg, Ct, Cr.

“road-levelers” mārgmah: “Men appointed to guard this or that particular forest road,” Čk, Ct, Cr.

cane-weavers” vastākarmakṛtaḥ: “Arrowsmiths; or, men who measure off the earth with cane-sticks” [read -dālaś in the crit. app.], Crā.

4. “joyfully” hāratī: “Though the work is basically painful, the people go ‘joyfully’ because of their eagerness to see Rāma,” Cg.

5. “bright and early” puratī: There seems no other way to translate the adverb than in this unattested sense (PW “vorher, zuerst” makes little sense). It looks like a corruption of some sort; the NR, reasonably, gives purataḥ or purās ca (“from the city”).

7. “transplanted trees” vṛṣṭaḥ aropayan: Apparently fully-grown trees, to provide shade.

8. “cleared” udhamaṇti: Cg understands the verb to mean “burn” (a rare sense, if at all possible, and one that makes the qualification “stronger men” uncalled for; elsewhere, 5.12.20, 6.4.60, etc., it is used in the simple sense of “destroy”). The verb is construed with the remainder of pādas cd (in general agreement with Ct); though such a zeugma is rather hard, we do find-parallel instances (cf. 73.13, 90.10, 3.55.10).

9. “dry wells” kāpān: As the NR makes clear, jāraṇkāpān, “old, disused wells” (1871); cf. Cr, “wells that are dry and [dangerously] overgrown with grass.”

11. “various kinds of reservoirs” udapāṇān bahuvṛdhān: “Different ones for men, elephants, horses, and so on [‘tanks, wells, and so on,’ Ck, Ct, Cr]; the benches would be for resting [during drinking],” Cg.

12. “whitewashed” sasudhā: “In those particular areas where the rest houses were to be situated,” Ck (“elsewhere only clay-surfaced,” Ct); so, too, with regard to the sprinkling of sandalwood water in verse 18 (Cg). The compound in pāda c should be understood as pārisipāta for māttadūjīgājanadghupāṇ (cf. note on 41.27).

14. “diligently following the orders they had received” yathāhṛṣṭaḥ yuhūḥ: That is, from Bharata (so Ct, Cr).

15. “rest areas” niṣṭaḥ: Jātīyekavacanam, both here and in verse 16. For the rest areas of a king out on expedition cf. Arthāśā 10.11ff. (they were grand constructions).

17. “spread heaps of sand” bahupāmsacauḥ: We follow Cg here, who glosses pāmsu- as “fine sand.” Ct, understanding the word in its more usual sense, believes the compound to suggest the removal of dirt, but this seems less likely.

“erected poles and crossbeams and bars” yanindrakālaparvagāhāḥ: In pāda c there is a serious corruption. The crit. ed.’s reading, tatindrakālaparvagāhāḥ, is nearly nonsense (“They [the sites?] had the look of Mount Indrakila there,” so the commentators). Indrakīla- is a rare word, meaning “bolt, crossbar, crossbeam”; it is found in
MBh 6.55.119 (cf. Belvalkar's note there), in juxtaposition to yantra, which we find here in our NR. We thus read with the NR, yantrendrakrita-parighah, though without absolute confidence. (See further Rhys Davids and Stede 1921-1925 s.v. indakhila, and Edgerton 1953b s.v. indrakila ["not recorded in this sense in Skt."]).

19. "spire-topped mansions" vstāthāgravimānakāh: Or, "mansions with friezes, cornices (or, dove-cotes?) on their roofs" (vstāthā, glossed kapotapālaka by AmaK, cited by Cm, Cg, Ck, Cr; cf. Cg, Ct, Cr on 5.42.6: "a beam installed horizontally atop a pillar").

20. This verse is to be construed with 21, in agreement with Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct, Cr. Cg adds, "The epithets applied to the Ganges suggest that the rest houses [or rather, the road itself] could not be constructed any farther": note that Mount CitraKūṭa, where Rāma's dwelling, would still be at least twenty miles beyond the end of the road, assuming it reached to the Ganges at Prayag (cf. 48.25).

21. It may be that we are supposed to arrange the tenors and vehicles of the simile thus: road-Ganges-fish—sky-moon-stars (the water of the Ganges is always described as white).

Sarga 75

1ff. The bards come to awaken Bharata, treating him as if he were the king. Bharata protests that he is not (verse 4). Vasiṣṭha calls an assembly to offer the kingship to Bharata (verses 8ff., 76.1-7), but the prince refuses, declaring instead that he will bring Rāma back from the forest (76.8ff.). Finally he orders an expedition (76.21ff.). Now, in light of sargās 73-74, all this is either inconsistent or redundant. In addition, nothing is later said either of the road (only in an SR interpolation, cf. note on 76.18; Guha is unaware of it in 78.15 [see Cg's weak defense ad loc.]), or of the decorated campsites (cf. especially 77.20). The inference one is forced to draw is that sargās 73-74, though attested in all manuscripts (somewhat differently placed in the NR, but this is not decisive), are a later addition. Varadacharyā rather desperately suggests that Vasiṣṭha was not among the "deputies of the king" mentioned in sarga 73, and consequently proceeds with Bharata's consecration until Bharata himself rejects it in his presence (1964-1965, vol. 2, p. 191n).

For remarks on the (misplaced) NR insertion (App. I, No. 23), cf. note on 70.1.

1. "in the night" rātrim: That is, in the second half of the night (so Cm, Cg, and in general Ck, Ct). Note the accusative of time at which (cf. note oj 97.26).

Nāndimukha: Obscure. PW s.v. wants to connect it, in some unspecified way, with the pītra of this name. Indeed, the pītra are thus designated in the vṛddhīśṛṅdha, a śṛṅdha offered to secure good fortune (cf. Kane 1962-1975, vol. 4, p. 359 n920, and cf. ŚāṅkhaGŚ 4.4.1ff.). We should thus probably understand it as a ceremony to be undertaken the coming day in anticipation of Bharata's presumed consecration. The commentators themselves are quite uncertain, though Ck, Ct in a general way support this interpretation.

2. "the drum of the nightwatch" ymaddusundabhīḥ: "That is, signaling when a watch had ended," Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct; "signaling that only one watch of the night was left," Cr.

3. "it brought ... lacerating (grief)" (ātakā) arandrāyat: The verb is a denominative from randhra- (apparently a unique usage).

4. "what great wrong these people are doing because of Kaikeyī" kaikeyīt lokasya-
pakṛtam mahaṭ: The line is translated in agreement with Cg, Ck (Ct specifies that the wrongdoing is with regard to Bharata [their treating him as a king]). Alternatively: "how terribly Kaikeyi has offended against the people" (Cg, second interpretation).

6. Hereafter the SR inserts, "And our great leader, too, Rāghava himself, has been banished—by this mother of mine, who abandoned righteousness" (1885*).

7. "the women" yopitāḥ: Or, "his wives" (cf. note on 8.5).

8. The NR has Vasiṣṭha enter in company with Bharata (and accordingly alters verse 13 below).

9. "with his attendants" sāganaḥ: "With his troops’ that is, of students" (Cm, Cg, Ct, Cr; "or, of assemblymen," Varadacharya 1964-1965, vol. 2, p. 193n).

Sudhārmaḥ: The assembly hall of the gods.

11. "commanders" -vallabhāṅ: The word appears to be unattested in this sense, but thus do Cm, Cg, Ct, Cr gloss it (cf. also 98.71 and note). There is additionally some redundancy here, which Ck, Ct (and Cg, Cr?) eliminate by reading "vāṣṭyā" for "soldiers." Does the verse give us an archaic list of the prakṛtis—the "limbs" of the state, cf. verse 13—later developed into a standard group of seven (cf. 84.6-7 and note for a nearly complete listing on the classical model)? The NR names those to be brought (Sumantra, Jaimini, Śumitra, Vijaya, etc. [1885*]), similarly the SR hereafter (Bharata, Śatrughna, Yudhājīt ["another name for Vijaya," Cg], Sumantra, and so on. [1889*]).


14. "like a pool!" ḥradaiva: Ck may be right to take it in the sense of "great pool, that is, the ocean"; in any case, clearly an oceanside pool (Cg, Ct). Cg and Ck equate the placid water with Vasiṣṭha [cf. 71.21; does it suggest instead the intense but controlled excitement of the assembly?], the fish, and serpent with Bharata and Śatrughna (cf. 37.22 and note), and the gems, etc. with the ministers, etc.; whereas Ck (and Ct) goes on to remark that, while ḥrada, "pool" (masculine), and saḥā, "ḥali" (feminine), are different in gender, the relationship between them of tenor and vehicle can still hold, on the analogy of caṇḍraḥ (masculine) iṣṭa mukham (neuter), "a face like the moon" (Ct, "because the sensitive reader is not troubled by it"). Ct rejects these equations, saying that the qualifications in pādas ab conseque astrally, by morphological change, with saḥā (the fish, shells, etc. would be represented in paintings, the jewels would be found on the pillars, and so on), because if we take it any other way the poet would be guilty of the fault of "deficiency" (nyūnataḥ) (in that the actual upanayyas are not mentioned in the verse?).

Sarga 76

1. "favorably inclined toward Bharata" bharata-pragrahām: Pragraha- appears never to be used as an independent adjective (in the Rām or anywhere else), as the crit. ed. prints and the commentators understand. We read with the NR, which gives it in compound with bharata-, and makes Vasiṣṭha the subject of the verse. On this reading the simile would make better sense, Bharata = the moon (the nobles = stars).

2. "when the clouds have vanished" ghanāpīḍya: "In autumn, when the stars—to which the ornaments worn in honor of Bharata's anticipated consecration would be compared—are visible," Cg.
4. "in the performance of righteousness" dharmam deearan: "Keeping his word," Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct.

5. Cg, Ck, Ct cite: "A son is a son indeed if he obeys his parents when alive, feeds [brahmans] plentifully year by year [at śrāddha ceremonies], and makes the ancestral offering for them at Gayā" (attributed to Manu in Saṅkhyā 74.4).

6. "gladden the ministers" mudātamārjhaḥ: We take the adjectival compound as a prolepsis. Varadārya (1964-1965, vol. 2, p. 196n) suggests, "the ministers are happy with you," that is, executing the duties of kingship will be easy since the ministers have no animosity toward him (an interpretation made with 67.11 in mind).

7. "sovereigns" kevalāḥ: Or, "tyrants" (so Cg, "those who have no [legitimate?] throne"; Ck, "no consecration of the turban" [both construe only with pāda c]).

"the westernmost ones" aparāṅīṇaḥ: Thus, despite the tautology, in light of Asokan Rock Edict V [Manschera], line 4 (see Mookerji 1962, p. 140 n 6, and Arthāśāstra 2.2.15, which he cites). Cg is in agreement: "living in the (western) region, the Yavanas [Greeks]."

"who live by the sea" sāmudrāḥ: "Islanders," according to Cm, Cg; "merchant mariners," Ck, Ct.

9. "like the call of the gray goose" kalahamsasvaravah: Cf. 43.12. Cg claims that the phrase suggests Bharata's "intense determination," by which he presumably means that Bharata, grieved by remembering Rāma, yet steadies his voice to proclaim his intention clearly. The indistinctness of the bird's call and of Bharata's words may in fact be the common property (cf. MBh 11.18.14). But in any case we should probably not look for too much narrative significance here, alliteration being a prime motive for the phrase, -kalavā ... kalahamsa-. Cg goes on to add that the appellation "young prince" is a pregnant one ("how wonderful that he is ready to give up the pleasures of kingship even at the stage in life when he is most capable of enjoying them"), and that, being under the sway of his sorrow, Bharata fails to remember the prohibition against criticizing one's gurus in public.

10: "a person like me" madāvidhaḥ: "Who follows sāstra," Cm, Cg. Ck, Ct believe that Bharata hereby means that he too has practiced chastity, and so on. But there seems no reason to assume that Bharata arrogates to himself the same qualities as Rāma. The qualification seems to suggest just the opposite, that Bharata is emphasizing his own inferiority to Rāma, about which he is explicit elsewhere (98.59-60).

12. "best" sreṣṭhaḥ: Or even, "most regal," as superlative to (an unattested) positive adjective of śrī.

"Dīlpa and Nahuṣa": "Named as representing the best kings of the solar and lunar dynasties [respectively]," Cg, but cf. notes on 5.9, 58.36 regarding Nahuṣa. For Dīlpa see 58.36 and note, and 102.21.

13. "followed only by ignoble men, and leading to hell" anāryagṛṣṭam avargyam: A quarter-verse reappearing at Bhāgīt 2.2c (with reference to Arjuna's "cowardice"), briefly discussed by Jacoby 1918, p. 324.

"in the eyes of all the world" loka: Cg wrongly wants the word to be qualified by ḫvākāryaṁ ("in the eyes of the people of the Iśvākus").

16: The awkward irruption of this verse is removed in the NR by transposition and insertion.

17. "noble brother (Lakṣmaṇa)" āryo (lakṣmaṇaḥ): "The application of the term 'noble' to the youngest brother is because of his zeal in dharma, namely, compliance with the eldest," Cg.

18. "to force him to return" vnumīrtaśīyitaṁ balat: Literally, "to bring him back by
force." This translation of the crit. ed.'s balātī is made with some hesitation. Both Cm and Ck read tanāt, "from the forest," and the NR diverges (the word probably cannot construe with varṇaye; the commentators are silent), but note that Bharata will attempt to force him by means of the hunger strike (cf. 108.19ff.).

After this verse the SR finds it necessary that Bharata mention the workers he has already sent out to prepare the road for the contemplated expedition (1899*).

22. "subjects" prakṛtayāh: Cg, citing AmāK, takes the word here in the sense of "guildsmen of the town"; cf. note on 75.15 above.

25. "in the midst of his gurus" guruśamudhau: "This is added to show that permission had been granted him," Cg.

27-30. These verses recapitulate the contents of the sarga (Cg).

27. "His . . . guru" guru: in contrast to its narrow signification as an English loanword ("spiritual teacher"), guru is in addition applied both to one's mother and to one's father (cf. 108.2-5); and in Bharata's eyes, now that Daśaratha is dead, Rāma is his father (cf. 66.26-27).

"and beg his forgiveness. The words he spoke were fitting" bruvaṇa suyuktaṁ . . . prasādābyantam: Cm and Cg construe, "ready to beg his forgiveness with fitting words."

We agree with Cr.

29. "charioteer" sūtāpatrāh: Here -putra- signifies merely "hereditary affiliation" to the sūta (charioteer) "class" (cf. Alsdorf 1950, pp. 357-60).

**Sarga 77**

3. "according to precept" yathādvāhī: That is, in formation (cf. Arthāśā 10.5.), as Ct intimates; Cm, Cg, "in accordance with Bharata's order"; Ck, "at pleasure" (this perhaps with verse 20 in mind; see the note there).

6. Trying to explain why Kaikeyī is mentioned first in the verse, the commentators believe the implication to be that she is rushing ahead because of her deep remorse (Cg, so also Ct). They see importance, too, in the singular "carriage": either we are to understand that each woman went in a separate conveyance (Cm, Cg), or that all three went in one conveyance, out of (renewed) affection (Ct). It is indicative of the poet's indifference to Kaikeyī (she is a mere narrative device) that he has not prepared us for her apparent repentence here and in 86.16-17 (see the Introducción, Chapter 8).

7. "nobles" ārya-: "Men of the first three varṇas," Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct; "Vasiṣṭha and so on," Cr.

9. "the mere sight of Rāghava" drṣṭa eva . . . rāghavaḥ: "They mean that Rāma does not have to be close to them and smile at them, or even glance at them and say something, nor would they themselves have to make any effort. By a mere glimpse of him their grief will disappear," Cg.

11. "subject" prakṛtayāh: "city-guildsmen" (Cg, Ck, Ct, cf. note on 76.22; we agree with Cr).

"merchants" nāgamāḥ: So the commentators (cf. note on 1.14).

12-15. As in 74.1ff., there is some uncertainty about the identification of several of the occupations mentioned here. Possible alternatives and clarifications follow:

"weavers" sūtrakarmakātāh: Contrast note on 74.1-3.

"workers in peacock-feathers" māyūryākāh: "Trappers of peacocks" ("and parrots, etc.," Ct), Ck.
“bauble-makers” rocakāh: “Those who bring out a high sheen on ivory, walls, pedestals, etc.”, Cm, Cg, Cr (apparently “polishers”).

“workers in ivory” dantakārāh: Artisans who carve as well as paint on ivory (Ct).

“blanket-cleaners” kambaladāvakāh: Presumably dry-cleaners, in contrast to the “washermen” (rajakāh) in verse 15.

“valets” -ucchādakāh: Literally, “coverers”; most S manuscripts and commentators read, more attractively, -uccādakāh, “masseurs” (cf. note on 85.50).

“headmen of villages and hamlets” grāmāgaśaṇamahattarāh: “Village heralds,” Cm.

The “women” of the actors were employed both as actresses and as prostitutes. Entrained by the catalogue style, the NR (1904*, 1905*) extends the list by some thirty to forty occupations.

Note the present in verse 15c. Vālmiki appears to invest this tense with a particular vividness or vivacity in some contexts (cf. 13.7, 8; 70.13, to cite only a couple of notable examples).

18. An SR insertion here has the train reach the Ganges close to Śrīgaverapura (1909*).

19. “stop” anuttitām: The authority for the crit. ed. reading (a)nugatām (“following”) is not in the least compelling. It appears that both the SR (which we adopt) and the NR support some form of -shtām (anuttitām, ca shtām, etc.), whose sense is also superior: We have a slight hysteron proteron in pādas ab (the river causes the army to halt).

20. “anywhere it chooses” abhiprāṣyena sarvataḥ: We agree with Cm, Cg, Cr, particularly in light of verse 22 below; Ck (so apparently Ct), “encamp them ‘with the intention’ of crossing; that is to say, not with the intention of spending two or three days there because the river is so pleasant.”

The reason why Bharata does not have the army pitch a regular camp, and insists on informality, is not wholly clear. In addition to Ck’s argument, we might suppose Bharata does not wish to arouse any suspicion that his is an army embarked on a hostile expedition, as a well-protected, formally ordered camp could imply. He will be suspected of this nevertheless.

“straightway tomorrow” svā idānim: Perhaps we have an idiom here; it is neither possible, with Cg, Ck, Cr, to construe idānim with visrāṇām, nor, with Cm, to combine it with niśtayata.

21. “as part of his obsequies” aurāhuvaśaḥmanuṭṭārtham: “By omitting to report similar rites at any of the other rivers that had been reached during the journey, the poet means to imply that only the offering made with water of the Ganges will enable his father’s to reach the other world,” Ct.

Sarga 78

2. “purpose” antam: Lexica do not record this meaning for the word, but cf. Gonda 1938, p. 485. Less probably “end” in a spatial sense (though this in fact is how the NR interprets it, cf. 1913*, antam asya . . . vistrāyāh, “[I do not see] any end to this expansive [army]”).

Note the double samāthi in aṣyāntam.
NOTES

3. “standard...marked with a kovidāra tree” kovidāradhvagyah: That is, emblazoned with the device of the kovidāra. According to Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct, this constituted the family standard of the Ikṣvākus (but note that the same device is found on the standard of Dhṛṣṭadyumna in the MBh, 6.50.89). Benthall describes the kovidāra as follows: “a small or middle-sized tree with a short trunk and dark brown, slightly rough bark... During the cold season the foliage falls and... the large-purple, pink, or white flowers appear among the falling leaves, until eventually they almost cover the otherwise bare branches, making this one of the most beautiful of all Indian trees” (Benthall 1946, p. 204).

“fishermen”: dāšān: This, as per Maṇśumā 10.34, = kauvarta (cf. verse-7).

6. “with your troops” balayuktāḥ: Several S manuscripts and Ck read instead, jālayuktāḥ, “provided with your nets.”

8. “is not ill-disposed” adustah: For the tustah of the crit. ed. we read (a)dustah, on the basis of manuscript evidence, sense, and 79.1 below. This is an unusually common scribal error; cf. 3.43.22, -dustah, v.l. -tustah (also note on 3.19.10); MBh 12.97.13, [sam]dustah corrupted into -tustah.

9. “fish, meat, and wine” matsyamāmsamadhūnā: The victuals Guha brings are, by later standards at least (recall the five Tantric ritual materials), peculiar. The commentators are silent save for Cr, who characteristically tries to etymologize them off the page. Do they suggest that Guha stands quite outside aryan-brahmanical civilization?

15. “This region is your pleasure-garden” nīkutas caiva deśo ʾyam: That is, you may use it as you wish; another cliché, as in 44.14 (“it is fit to be enjoyed by you,” Cg, Cr; “there is no need to worry that it is a jungle,” Ck).

“caught... quite unaware” saṅcitāḥ: “They were ‘caught unaware’ by not being informed of his arrival; had they been, they would have come out to welcome him. ... Even though the road had been built as far as the Ganges [74.20], Guha says that since no messenger had up to then been sent he had no idea of Bharata’s arrival,” Cg, so Cm., Ck, Ct; the latter two call it “an expression of courtesy,” Cr, “of regret, at not going out to meet him” (lame explanations to solve the problem noted on 75.1). As Guha is not relieved of his suspicions about Bharata until 79.11ff., the sense cannot be that he is “deceived” about Bharata’s hostile intentions.

“us here” te vāyam: Like te sarvāḥ in the next pāda. Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct, Cr all understand, “we are yours,” that is, your servants.

“We all bid you” nvedayāmas te sarvaḥ: Ck, Ct, Cr read sarvaṃ, explaining, “we shall tell you everything, that is, about Rāma” (Ck, Cr), or, “we make over to you our kingdom” (Ct).

Sarga 79

1. “reasoned and purposeful” hetvorthasamhitam: That is, presumably, containing the reason why he refuses (Guha’s offer is in itself sufficient expression of hospitality), and implying the motive behind his refusal (his wish to hasten on to Rāma, cf. verse 4).

4. “to Bṛāsadvāja’s ashram” bharadvaĵāsraram: How Bharata knows that Rāma had visited Bharadvāja is unclear. One suspects the poet nods: cf. note on 5.1, where the crit. ed. shows that Sumantra’s knowledge of Rāma’s whereabouts is
unquestionably an interpolation—perhaps motivated by such inconsistencies as the present one? (Cf. also note on 83.21.)

7. "This great army of yours" ītam te mahāt senā: Nowhere, in fact, does Bharata clearly explain why he goes in the company of such a vast force (but cf. note on 73.19).

8. "pure as the sky" ākāśa īva nirmalāḥ: "The faults suspected by Guha do not attach to Bharata. If one tries to smear mud on the sky it does not stick, and all that is dirtied is one's hand. . . . 'Even voice,' because Bharata is not angry even though faults are [unjustly] being imputed to him," Cg. As students of Vedānta will recall, the sky (also, "space") is considered immaculate and whatever impurities are observed there are in fact superimpositions caused by ignorance.

12. "blessed" dhānyāḥ: Or perhaps, "beneficent," for although elsewhere the adjective usually has a passive sense ("to be blessed"), it seems to have an active one here ("to bring blessings").

16. "such a man" udāraḥ: Against the commentators (except for Cg's second interpretation), this is taken as genitive rather than nominative.

17. "like the flame" agna īva: The simile here is somewhat askew. Cr suggests that what is intended to be compared with the "forest fire" is Bharata's grief for Dāsāratha. Is the "flame hidden within a tree" supposed to be spontaneous combustion (following the heating) deep within the hollow of a tree?

18. "(sweat) poured down . . . (Himalaya) pours down" prasrūtāḥ . . . (śvedaḥ) . . . (himaudān) prasrūtaḥ: The juxtaposition of the intransitive and transitive aspects of the same verbal form is considered inelegant. Many manuscripts have tried to eliminate the former instance because, as Cg remarks, the intransitive location "does not accord with the simile."

19-20. We must not expect too close a coordination of vehicle and tenor in this extended metaphor, though it is worth recording Cg's attempt to provide it: "because his 'brooding' was continuous it is likened to a stream of rocks (falling) when 'split off from crevices' [nirāra-. see below]; the variety of 'sighs' [Cg extracts this from the τιν- in urnkhyānta-] is similar to the variety of 'minerals' [Ct is obscure: "because the sighs bring forth a change in color of his ornaments" (just as the minerals would?)]; 'desolation'—the disinclination of one's operative organs [hands, feet, etc.] to execute their proper tasks—is similar to the trees of the 'thickets,' in point of their insensibility; the 'grief,' etc. [Ck, Ct, Cr understand instead adhi, that is, adhirūpān, "high"] are like 'peaks' because of their solidity; 'delirium' is similar to [wild] 'creatures' in its endangering one's life; 'misery' is similar to 'plants,' etc., because it is so hard to make one's way through it."

"gorge" nirāraśailena: Literally, "mountain gorge," with paramāptā for taśānirāra-. Nirāra is a rare word, but one Vālmiki is fond of. Comparing its use in 3.63.5, 4.42.17 (and 4.19.5, where it must be read in place of the crit. ed.'s mṛtyrāra-), we find that Cm's explanation in 3.63.5 is correct: "paths through openings in rocks." Cg, Ck, Ct, Cr, like Ck, Ct here, gloss "shattered rocks"; Cm, Ct on our present verse are led astray by the context: "rocks 'that will not shatter'."

21. "high-minded Bharata . . . utterly distraught" mahānubhāvāḥ . . . sudurmanāḥ: The adjectives in pāda b (cf. the NR construction, 1985*2) and sudurmanāḥ (a not unusual epic enjambment, cf. note on 21.14) refer to Bharata. The syntax proposed by the commentators is improbable, except possibly for Cg's joining sudurmanāḥ with guhāḥ, explaining, "seeing Bharata's pain Guha became even more distraught than he."
We understand the verse to mean that, after attempting to sleep, Bharata comes out again to speak with Guha, and after their conversation and Bharata’s further lamentation (sargas 80-82), Bharata retires again and Guha departs. Alternatively, the verse is a recapitulation (“So Bharata . . . had met [that day] with Guha”); the events of sargas 80-82, then, would occur before Bharata retires here (verse 15) (suggested by Varadacharya 1964-1965, vol. 2, p. 216n).

**Sarga 80**

1. Before this the NR, rather clumsily, inserts eighteen verses, in order to introduce by way of a question from Bharata the otherwise abrupt and unmotivated account of Lakṣmaṇa’s vigil. Cg prefaces the sarga with the following comment: “There are no differences in the modern as against the ancient way of teaching about the Blessed One. The teacher speaks and the auditor listens respectfully.” So [the poet] here shows us. The preverb ad [in ācārakaḥ, “began to describe”] has the sense of ‘partially’; he told only what was within grasp of his speech and senses, not everything. . . . One who would teach such a thing [the complete nature of the Blessed One] . . . is attempting to take the measure of the ocean with his hand.”

3. Verses 3-23 are nearly verbatim repetitions of 45.2-23 (45.16 is omitted here except in several N manuscripts [1942*]).

6. “simple” kevalam: Cg takes the adjective here to mean “obtained according to reasonable procedures” (in 45.5, “even the mere”); Cts, “free of hindrances”).

9. “Lakṣmaṇa entraéted us all, with righteousness alone in view” lakṣmaṇena . . . an∪nītaḥ yokeṣaṃ sarve dharmam evam pūṣyati: It is not possible to understand an ellipsis in pāda b (such as úktam), and to have pādas cd spoken by Lakṣmaṇa (as in 45.8; for anūnītaḥ cf. asb 81.16). Both the SR and the NR agree in presenting what appears to be a clear corruption in pādas ab (irremediable) and in pāda c (anūnītaḥ for nātra bhīdaḥ): Lakṣmaṇa’s response has nothing to do with “righteousness.”

17. “that just eluded” atkā nhãn atkā nänam: Cm and Cg (again) explain this as an independent sentence, “‘everything has gone beyond,’ that is, everything has lost its purpose” (cf. note on 45.17).

22. “his promise fulfilled” satyapratijñena: Cm, Cg here take the compound as referring to Rāma (in 45.22 they rightly apply it to Daśaratha; cf. note there).

25. “glanced back often” vyavekṣamadnau: Apparently a unique usage, but cf. 3.45.37, akeṣaṃadnau in the same sense (“attentive in every direction,” Cg).

**Sarga 81**

2. “By the attributes mentioned in the verse the poet means to express how little Bharata deserved to suffer such grief,” Cg. Ck, Ct interpret the verse as containing Bharata’s meditation on Rāma.

3. “pierced near the heart by goads” tatra vṛddi vuddhaḥ: An odd image (though thus understood by Ck, Ct, Cr), given the nature and general use of elephant goads in contemporary India. The NR substitutes for the pāda, “like a tree fallen from a river bank [or, mountain slope]” (1946*).
7. "As a loving cow ... her calf" vatsalā stvān yathā vatsam: Agrees with Cr; alternatively, "Lovingly ... as if he were her own son" (Ck, Ct).

8. "you have no illness ...?" vyādkhā na te hacst: Cg artificially: "It is not physical illness Kausalyā is asking about, but the pain of separation from Rāma. Nor does she actually mean that, with Rāma in the forest, Bharata is ruler and protector, but rather this: All of us live only in the hopes of Rāma's return; were he to hear that you [Bharata] are no more, not only would he not return, he would never again even look in this direction."

15. "refused" pratyanujñāsāt: Cf. note on 44.19. The commentators are unsure: "he 'ordered,' (let it be taken) back," Cg; "returned it," Cm; " 'accepted it' merely to please me (and then gave it back to me [Ct, Cs])," Ck: " 'promised,' that 'I will not eat it,'" Cr.

In 44.20 Rāma refuses the food by reason of the ascetic's dharma he is following (cf. Cg, the 'code of kshatriyas' is either the keeping of his promise to live in the wilderness on things of the wild, or the dharma of [not] accepting gifts. On the first alternative we should understand the following verse to mean that Rāma suppressed his real meaning and avoids accepting the food on other grounds'). Cg reports, "Some are of the opinion that Rāma refuses the presentation because it is made by a low-caste man, since he will indeed accept food from seers" [cf. 48.18, 3.6.22, 11.24].

16. "It is not for us to take... Ours is always to give" na ky asmābhīḥ pratigāhyam ... deṣam tu sarvadā: On the vow itself, which Sītā is eager to repeat to anyone who will listen, see 3.45.15: "Rāma has taken a solemn vow ... never to be broken: always to give and not to take, to tell the truth and not to lie" (cf. also 5.31.21). One might have thought the plural here to be simply majestic, but for the parallel in MBh 12.60.13: "I shall explain to you the dharma of the kshatriya: a king is to give, not demand (dadyād rājā na yace)."

As on 44.20, the commentators are particularly interested in the sociological implications of the verse. Cg, "'entreated us': By this we gather that the fruit and so on presented by Guha—the foremost of those devoted to his [the Blessed One's] feet—was purified by his devotion and perfectly acceptable by reason of his being a supreme Bhāgavata, on the model of Śabarī [who though apparently a tribal woman shows ardent devotion to Rāma, cf. Aranyakāṇḍa sarga 70] or Vidura [in the MBh, the low-caste half-brother of Pāṇḍu and Dhiṛtarāṣṭra, who is devoted to Kṛṣṇa]. Rāma therefore refuses to accept it [not because Guha's caste renders it impure, but] only because of his desire to fast on the bank of the holy river. Ahd he wishes to fast because of the profound dejection he feels at the grievous, sorrowful experiences of separation from so many people, foremost among them his beloved mother and father." Ck, "If this [reason given in the verse] is true, why does Rāma accept pāḍā [food offered by way of homage] from Bharadvāja etc. [see previous note]? The answer is, 'because that is customary. A king is to be honored by a brahman with the milk and honey mixture; and the king must accept it, insofar as it works to his [spiritual] benefit. The sixth portion of tax from his own country is accepted by a king for the same reason, because it is customary to do so. Guha, however, as a Nṛṣāda, has no qualifications to make the pāḍā according to precept, and therefore it cannot be accepted. Nor could it be accepted as if it were a tax, because Guha is not a subject in Rāma's country." Ct adds, "The real explanation is that, while Guha knows the truth [about Rāma's divine nature] and so does have
the qualifications to offer pūjā to the Blessed One, Rāma cannot eat it because he has taken a vow."

18. "had" akarot: Note the use of the polysemic root 庠, with the instrumental (Cg, Ck, Ct, "made a drinking by means of").

In 44.24 Rāma is shown to perform the twilight worship first and then drink water. Cm tries unwisely to adjust the sequence of verses 17-18 here to accord with the earlier narrative, whereas Cg remarks that, since Rāma's repast was the topic of discussion, Guha describes that first, though the sequence was just as it had originally been.

"all three" te trayāḥ: "Stā too," Cg; "including Sumantra," Ct. Women do not normally perform the twilight worship.

20. "washing their feet" prākṣāḥya ca kṣayoh pāḍāu: Cg again adds an oversensitive note: "We are to understand that he washed Rāma's feet with his own hands, and Stā's only insofar as he provided her with water" (cf. note on 44.25).

22. "a pair of quivers" iṣudhiḥ: Heroes wear two quivers because they shoot ambidextrously.

"the whole night through" niśām ... kevalām: The two oldest commentators, Cv and Grā, read kevalām, and we follow them. The crit. ed.'s kevalam cannot be satisfactorily explained ("that is, without bed or sleep" [Cm, Cg, Ct]; "that is, without the desire for any allies" [Cr]).

23. Cg curiously suggests that Guha takes up guard in the belief that Lakṣmaṇa had been forced by Rāma to accompany him into exile, and in retribution for that he might be driven to try to harm Rāma while he slept; that Guha's retainers come lest Guha himself do some harm to Rāma, and finally that all these fears were empty, as the poet implies, because Rāma is "the equal of great Indra."

Sarga 82

4. "on a pile" varāṭevānasaṁcayo: Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct, Cr analyze the compound as a bahuvrīhi, with "bed" understood.

5-6. Both the NR (v.l. ad 5b) and the SR (1964*) supply for these verses the verbal upṭud ("having passed the night ... [he would always wake (verse 7)]"), which we accordingly repeat, though there appears to be a certain verisimilitude in the rambling anacoluthic structure established by the crit. ed.

"in the finest palaces, mansions" prāṭadagnimāṇeṣu: Certainly a dvandva, cf. 24.7 above and note there for the translation (against the commentators).

"dazzling with bouquets of flowers" pūpasamsayacasteṣu: Cg is possibly right to see parampāta here (for citrapūṣpa-); we agree with Cr.

7. "ornaments" -ākaraṇa: Those belonging to Rāma's servants (Cm, Cg, Ct, Cr).

10. "Fate" kālena: Literally, "time." Ck, "There is nothing at all that is 'divine,' that is, able to realize its purposes independently. ... Everything must submit to the compulsion of time, even divinity"; Ct, "There is no divinity more powerful than time, for when time had come, Rāma himself was forced to sleep upon the ground." On the instrumental of comparison, see note on 42.26.

12ff. One is reminded, by Bharata's "reading" of these signs, of the famous scene in the cycle of Kṛṣṇa legends, where the village women interpret Kṛṣṇa's footprints (ViṣṇuP 5.13.31ff., BhāgP 10.30.24ff.).
13. “dressed in all her jewelry” sthāravanā: “She fell asleep without taking off her jewelry because she was exhausted from traveling,” Cg. A slight inconsistency: in 54.16 Sumantra said Sītā had taken off (or was not wearing) her ornaments (but cf. note there).

14. Recall that Sītā is wearing her bark clothes over her silk garments (33.12; cf. 34.15).

15. “(such pleasure) that” (ṣukha) . . . yena: The verse is not absolutely clear, but the best way to understand it is probably in opposition to verses 16-17, and to take yena as introducing a result clause. Such is the construction of Cr.

16. “thrown into jeopardy” smālayitaḥ: Perhaps with an intended play on sāyataḥ (“[how could he] sleep”) in verse 17. We agree with Varadacharya, who compares 47.31 above (1964-1965, vol. 2, p. 231n), against the commentators: Cg, “We are ‘thrown into doubt’ about whether Rāma will receive our ministrations or not” (so in general Ck, Cr); Cm, “We have ‘come to doubt’ [whether we will attain] our own purposes in life [puruṣārthā].”

20. “And yet” ca: Note the adversative force; see 6.5.4 for a good parallel.

21. “not one” na . . . kācit: “That is, no vassal king,” Cg; wrongly Ck, Ct, Cr, “any one like me.”

23. vd = eva (so Cr).


26. “If only . . . allow” api . . . kuryaḥ: For this absolute use of the optative with api, see 58.9 above, 3.35.4, 43.31, etc., and Speier 1886, p. 263. Cg, Cr, wrongly: “api in the sense of a supposition,” that is, “can it be the gods will . . . ?”

27. “if I stay” vacam: “That is, he will become his servant. But will Rāma accept his attendance? Yes, he ‘will not be able to ignore’ one who is simultaneously brother, pupil, and slave,” Cg; “because he loves those who are devoted to him,” Ck, Ct.

The NR hereafter adds that the night then came on, and Guha departed (1970*).

Sarga 83

1. “in that very place” tatraiva: Where Rāma had slept (Cg).

2. “the army” vāhinīn: Cg (and Cr) takes this to mean “river” (a sense not found for the word elsewhere in the Rām), and is thus forced to supply asman as prayojna-kartṛ. We translate with 65.9 in view, understanding the causative with ellipsis of karma.

3. The NR supplies Satrughna’s musings: “Will Rāma show his grace to us, when you and I and our counselors beg his grace?” (1975*).

6. “subordinating all other considerations to Rāma” rāmayāmyavatāḥ: Literally, “subordinate to Rāma.” Varadacharya explains the use of the qualification: “Bharata does not want to waste time recounting the emotional difficulties he had experienced during the night. He is totally absorbed in going to see Rāma. Realizing that he has to reply to Guha’s question to avoid further [time-consuming] inquiries, and with an eye only to his coming business, he responds in the affirmative, but not because he actually passed a comfortable night.” For this and the rest of the line the NR
substitutes, "to pay honor to the courteous reception [Guha had shown], though he was deeply sorrowful at heart" (1978*2).

7. "your Majesty" rājans: "Bharata uses the honorific 'king' insofar as Guha is a devotee of Rāma," Cg. But see note on 44.9.

11. "distinguished" -vājīrāh: "To be recognized by, distinguished by," cf. NR "gloss" -cīhānātēhā (so too Cr, second interpretation); Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct explain, "known as, called 'swastika';" Cg adding, "these swastika boats are two boats lashed together." The swastika in ancient India is a symbol of good luck.

"sailboats" patākmyah: Ct takes patāka- in the sense of "oar" or "pole"; contrast Cg on verse 16, "fitted out with patākas for catching the wind" (that is, sails), whom we follow in both places.

"that easily-caught the wind" yuktavatāh: Uncertain; the commentators differ: "where the wind was (made) pleasant" (decreased, 'Cm) by partitions and windows which blocked off the gusts," Cg, Cm; "of appropriate motions," -vēla- as past passive participle in the sense of 'going,'" Ck.

12. "that gave out sounds of festive music" sanandghaṭām: Ck, Ct, "with the sounds of auspicious instruments played by people upon the deck"; Cm, Cg, "with the delightful sounds of bells."

13-14. "the other wives of the king. . . . Before the women . . . next the wives of the king" yāt cānāyā tāyayosthāh . . . itātrapatham rājadārāh: The boarding procedure here is unclear, and it looks as if the poet is correcting himself. Cm, Cg (reading 13cd with 14, and taking rājadārāh in 14c in apposition to Kausalyā, etc.) assume that the mothers cross in different boats, whereas Ck, Ct have them in the same boat with Bharata (understanding in 14c, "attendant royal women").

15. "fired the camp" ātūsam ādīpayatām: "It is well-known that a king's soldiers, at the time of their departure, burn their camp for good luck [frīsamāgamārtham]," Cg, "this is part of a king's [army's, C] procedure (dharma)," Ck, Ct; Cr would have them "illuminate" the camp with large lamps in order to see the equipment better; but of course, as Varadacharya reminds us [1964-1965, vol. 2, p. 237n], they are leaving in the morning, so there would be no need for lights.

17. "the vehicles and teams" yānayugmam: This agrees with Cm, Cg, Ct, Ct, who analyze this compound as a dvandva.

"the great treasures" mahādhanam: May well be bhuvrthā to yānayugmam ("the valuable vehicles"). But presumably the army would be carrying with them the valuables of Ayodhyā, which has been left unguarded (82.20-22).

18. "lovely formations" kāṇḍacitrāṇī: This appears to be a unique usage. We translate in basic agreement with Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct, Cr (though they all explain kāṇḍa- as "water," adducing AmaK). "This describes the fishermen's sport during their return journey, the boats becoming exceedingly light once the cargo had been unloaded," Cg.

19. "caparisoned" savajayatāh: So Cm, Ck, Ct, Cr; Cg suggests also, "with howdahs.

"like flag-topped mountains" sadhavādara parvatāh: The simile does not seem very pointed. Ck, Cr read sapakṣāh, "like winged mountains," that is, before the time when Indra clipped off their wings (see the story of Maināka, 5.66.14). Cg artificially interprets sadhavādah as "moving."

21. "auspicious" punyā: Unexpectedly referring to the army (one manuscript reported by Varadacharya [1964-1965, vol. 2, p. 239n] reads punyām, modifying the
Ganges). The commentators attempt to explain: "[that is,] 'purified', by bathing and the like in the Ganges," Cg; "'purified' by the continuous presence of Vasishtha and the others," Cr. Perhaps the adjective is meant to suggest the army's peaceful intentions.

"at the hour of Mitra" maatra muhurtas: About 8:00 a.m. Cg comments: "The day [from sunrise to sunset] consists of fifteen parts [called muhurtas, each approximately forty-eight minutes long]. . . . The (fifteen) muhurtas are [named,] numbered [and ordered, starting with the dawn hour] by Brhaspati: 'Raudra, Sarpa, Maitra, Paitra, Vasava, Apiya, Vaiśva, Brāhma, Prājaisa, Aindra, Aindrāgma, Nairīta, Vāruṇa, Āryaman, Bhagi' " (Cm gives a similar list but omits Bhagi, thus apparently understanding "Prāja and Isa"; this agrees with Ct, Cr, who, however, are corrupt in other respects). Considerably different is the list given by Cm on 3.68.12 vulgate, while the nancs Vinda (3.64.13) and Vijaya (64.9) do not seem to appear in any of the catalogues.

After verse 21 the NR inserts a passage (App. I, No. 25) in which, after crossing the Ganges, Bharata asks Guha where to go to find Rāma (but cf. 79.4 and note). Guha, though he "knows where Rāma is living" (line 6; cf. note on 51.1), merely tells Bharata to go first to the Prayāga forest, then to Bharadvāja's ashram. Bharata sets out, reaches the forest one and a half yejanas from the Ganges ford and, one krosa further, the ashram of Bharadvāja.

There is no indication in this sarga that Guha continues on with Bharata, despite his statement in 79.6. He will, however, later reappear (see 92.15, 93.40 and notes).

22. We understand (contra Ct) the verse to be recapitulatory, as is often the case with the final lyric (cf. 76.26ff. for a good example). Cg reports the reading -pravarsam, "old," for -pravaryam, "preeminent" (not recorded in the crit. ed.).

The SR inserts hereafter a verse in which Bharata is shown to arrive at the ashram (1982*).

Sarga 84

2. "equipment" -parschedah: "His jewelry, and so on, plus the coronation pitcher and the rest . . . . He also took off his turban and armor [contrast Rāma's entry into the ashram, 48.8 and note], putting on a lower and upper garment [of linen]. . . . Bharata will don the bark garments he vowed to wear [82.23] later, 'after leaving the ashram," Cg.

The NR hereafter inserts six lines describing the ashram: "filled with tranquil animals . . . an open door to heaven, blazing with the glory of the wilderness," and so on (1984*).

5. "Since he had come in the company" samāgamyata: The gerund is surely governed by bharatena (pace Cg). See 41.11 and note for other examples where the subjects of the main verb and a gerund are different.

"knew him to be a son" abudhyata . . . sutam . . . tam: The NR offers a variant in the dual, "he recognized that they were two sons" (cf. Ck on verse 6, who takes the dual to mean Bharata and Satrugna).

7. "But knowing that Daśaratha had passed away" jānan daśaratham triśiṇam: If we must explain how Bharadvāja knows of Daśaratha's death, we can refer his knowledge to the magic power he has acquired through his religious austerities (tapas), cf. note on 48.19.
We have in these two verses a closer approximation to the classical list of the seven "limbs" of the state ("house" taking the place of "kingdom"; the deficiency is made good by the NR, 1985; contrast note on 75.11). In this list "king" would naturally appear, but Bharadvāja tactfully suppresses it.

8. "Since, for ascetics, the body, the sacred fires, and so on are the means by which asceticism is achieved; and because the birds and animals, insofar as they live in the ashram, are as beloved as the students ["and are a means for the ascetics to acquire dharma, by offering them security," Ck, Ct], it is proper that inquiries are made about their health," Cg, Ck, Ct.

9. "in his abiding affection for Rāghava" rāgahavanahabandhanāt: (Rāma, of course [Cm, Cr]), "and not because he found fault with Bharata," Cg. But no doubt, like Kausalyā (69) and Guha (78-79), Bharadvāja initially suspects treachery on Bharata's part (verse 13), as the natural response of a rival claimant to the throne, and apparently, despite his admission in verse 20, he still does even after Bharata's protest to the contrary (cf. note on 85.10).

16. "on my behalf" madantare: We agree with Ct, "the word antara- can have the meaning 'without' only as an indeclinable in the instrumental" (cf. also note on 14.13); "in my absence," Cg, Ck; "without me," Cm; "at a time when I was far away," Cr.


After this verse, the Sr inserts 1996, in which the priests (Vasiṣṭha, etc.) beseech Bharadvāja on Bharata's behalf.

20. "to hear it openly confirmed" drṣṭhikaranam astu ut: In basic agreement with Ct: "to make it firm," to remove the possibility of his changing. Something declared before a multitude cannot be altered." Cg suggests, "that it might be made resolute, according to the proverb of 'driving in a post'" (sthānmukhamanavanīya, that is, fixing a post securely in the ground by repeatedly driving it down).

21. "You are mindful of the desires and needs of others" kāmārthakavandah: We translate the compound literally, with some uncertainty as to the true sense. Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct, Cr all agree in their gloss, "who are proficient in bestowing objects of desire." Cs appears to support the version adopted.

22. "a man of noble vision" udārardonah: Note the recurrence of the epithet used previously only of Daśaratha (cf. 58.57 and note).

"overjoyed" pratitārūpah: Cg is correct to take -rūpa- here as the emphatic suffix rūpa (cf. note on 14.24); Ck, Ct, "whose fame [rūpa-], so defined by Niṅga, cited by Cg] is well known."

Sarga 85

1. "offered of hospitality" dīthyanā nyamantrayāt: Perhaps literally, "invited as guest," predicative instrumental of abstract substantive (a late epic construction, it would appear). Ck, Ct gloss, "with, the purpose being, hospitality" (Cg understands as dative in function).

2. "the hospitality appropriate to the forest" dīthyanam vane yad upapadyate: Āśthyaṁ is included in the relative clause, against all the commentators. Cg, "hospitality" has been shown [by that which is available] in the forest" (so Cm, Ck, Ct).
3. "With a chuckle" prahasann fast: "Because he knows that Bharata thinks him incapable of supplying anything more than what he already has ("since he is a poor forest anchorite," Cṛ)," Ck, Ct.
4. "It is for this army of yours" semāyās tu tavaitasyāḥ: Cṛ mentions a Tatvīrya śruti text: "One must offer hospitality to all the attendants with whom a king arrives" (vol. 2, pp. 490-91).
   "you ... deserve no less" yathārūpā tvam arhak: Literally, "(My pleasure is) [only] such as you deserve" (so essentially Cṛ), though the syntax is admittedly difficult. PW s.v. yathārūpa translates, "extraordinarily great" (a unique usage), which is unlikely and requires a hard asyndeton. The other commentators understand, "my pleasure is such as you ought (that is, to be pleased with)" (Cg), "to accept" (Cm, Ct), "to permit," (Cg, Ck, Ct). The NR reads, "I too would find pleasure in this" (2005*).
6. The Sr adds, "Kings and princes should always assiduously avoid ascetics in their own domains" (2006*).
9. The samādi as the seam of pādas ab, senety lā- (for Vālmīki uncharacteristically harsh), is removed in the NR.
10. "entered the fire-sanctuary" ārgastālam pravāya: "In order to purify himself, insofar as it is a place where divine powers are present. . . . He would sip water three times, wipe his mouth twice and touch with water once his head, eyes, nostrils, ears, and heart, in accordance with the śruti prescriptions of sipping, which is preparatory to all rites," Cg (cf. Manusm 2.60).
   Several N manuscripts add that Bharadvāja wants to provide an exceptional type of hospitality, since Vasiṣṭha and other sages had come (2008*). Indeed, some explanation is offered, as the motive behind the magical entertainment is not clear. In view of such verses as 5 and 54ff., Bharadvāja may still be suspicious of Bharata, and either like Guha (see 78:17) is hoping to learn more of Bharata's intentions by keeping him in his presence as long as possible; or is actually attempting to disaffect (or disrupt) his army (see verse 77 below). For a traditional interpretation, see Ct on verse 36 below. It would appear that 1.52 is a recollection of this episode.
11. "Viśvakarman and Tvaṣṭṛ": Tvaṣṭṛ ("The Builder") and Viśvakarman ("The All-worker") are demiurgic gods, the later Viśvakarman wholly usurping the position of the vedic Tvaṣṭṛ. The commentators find the juxtaposition of the two troubling. Cg says Viśvakarman is the architect, Tvaṣṭṛ the builder; Ck, Ct, Cr understand them as one individual: "Viśvakarman who is endowed with the skills of a builder" (so too alternatively Cg, who claims that the cognomen Tvaṣṭṛ is added to exclude the Viśvakarman of the demons, that is, Maya).
   For this episode compare HariVṛṣṇi 86.20ff., where Viśvakarman, summoned by Kṛṣṇa, magically builds him a mansion in Dvārakā.
   After this verse many manuscripts insert, "I invoke the three gods who guard the world, under the lead of Śakra" (2009*).
13. "date-palm liquor" maireya: A type of intoxicating drink made' from the wild date-palm (khārījārā) belonging [particularly] to the region of Mira [?]," Cm, Cg (cf. Arth Śū 2.25.22).
14. "the gandharvas of the gods" devagandharvān: "That is, as opposed to human musicians," Cg; so Cṛ.
   "Haha, Huhu" -ḥaḥḥuḥuḥ: Thus are the two names to be divided. The compound is generally treated as a duandus of the old vedic type (devatādvandvs, cf. note on
3.45.37), with both members in the dual; the former member retains the dual sign even when the compound is plural (as in the vēdic śardaravatā).

"the apsarases goddesses" apsaraso devāḥ: There appear to be two classes of apsarases, those of the gods and those of the gandharvas (so Cg, Cr).

15. Tumburu: "The singing instructor of the apsarases," Cg (cf. the story of Vi- rādha, 3.3.18).

16. "Kubera's . . . forest" vanaṁ . . . kauberam: "This is the forest called Caitraraṭha, which is found in the land of the northern Kuruś [a fairy-tale land beyond the Himalayas], Cg.

"(whose foliage is) raiment" vāsobhūṣaṇapratravat: Vāso should be printed in compound with the following item.

17. "(the blessed) moon" (bhagavān) somaḥ: By way of a complex mytho-linguistic identification with the sacrosanct soma "plant" (already in AV; for example, 7.81.3, 4), the moon was given the name and ancient epithet of soma, "lord of plants" (cf., for example, RV 9.114.2), and so came to be considered the source of all food.

18. "dropping" -pracṛtyāṇā: The garlands grow naturally on the trees, and do not require stringing (so intimated by Cm, Ct; Cg glosses simply, "new, fresh").

19. "his words-accented in full accord with the rules of pronunciation" śikṣāswarasamāṇyuktaṁ: The compound is to be taken adverbially (with Cg, Cr; Cm adds mantram). With regard to the verse, Ck, Ct cite the famous lines [from MahāBh on Pa 6.1.84], "One word, fully understood and correctly employed, becomes a wish- cow in the heavenly world"; Cg quotes the same text (vol. 1, p. 30): "A word corrupt in point of accent, or phoneme, incorrectly employed, does not express its meaning. It becomes a language-thunderbolt to injure the sacrificer, as the word Indraśatra [injured Tvaṣṭr] by reason of [Tvaṣṭr's] mistake in point of accentuation.

21. "with a faint touch of the spice hills of Malaya and Dardura" malayam darduram cava . . . apasaṭṛṣya: The hills mentioned are, in the epic, the principal sources of sandalwood and other fragrant aromas. Cg places them near the Malabar hills; cf. MBh 2.52.34 (Chitrashala ed.), where the two mountains are paired and identified as the source of sandalwood (cf. RaghuVa 4.51) and aloes.

22. "clouds" ghanāḥ: Cm, Cg, Ck, would understand, "thick (ghana-) showers of blossoms"; we agree with Ct, Cs on ghanā-, and take kusumacṛṣṭayaḥ as bahuprīhi.

23. "Gentle winds" uttamā vātāḥ: Most of the NR avoids the redundancy (cf. verse 21; remarked on by Cg, Cr)-by, reading "fragrances" for "winds."

24. "rhythm" laya: Or, "tempo": "The simultaneous cessation [that is, periodic rests] in singing, dancing, and music," Cg: "the measure of the beat [tāla] in dancing and singing," Ck, Ct, Cr.

28. "the forest" vanaṁ: Kubera's (verse 16).

"the heavenly river" nadi dvīpā: The NR reads, "the Sarasvatī"; the commentators take the crit. ed. reading as a collective noun, save Ck, who identifies it as the Jambūndati.

29. "four-room houses" cautaḥāṭēnā: Understand gṛhāṇī (cf. MBh 1.132.8). (Cg glosses saṁjñavanam, a building enclosed on four sides.) This was the standard urban house: four long rooms (originally separate) arranged in a rectangle with a courtyard in the middle (cf. Schlingloff 1969, p. 25 and the Barhut relief reproduced as Figure 24).

35. "as if the king were there" rājaśvāt: The commentators are divided in their understanding. Cm, Ct, Cr, "fit for a king" (as modifier of rājaśnam [by Pa 5.1.117]);
Cg, "as if [it, the throne, etc., were like] the king, that is, as if it were Rāma" [cf. Pā 5.1.115]. Possible too: "He approached like a king," with a surprise reversal in the next verse. In view of verse 36, we follow Cg and interpret slightly, though the usage itself is inherently ambiguous, and perhaps intentionally so.

36. "He paid homage to the throne" ṣasanāṁ ṗājanāṁ āsa: "Bharata imagines Rāma to be upon the throne, and takes up the fan as appropriate to his subordinate station," Cg (so in general Ck). Here Ct reflects: "The great seer, even though it cost him much of his ascetic power, has provided this hospitality so that Bharata by his actions might convince all the world of his total lack of desire for kingship [shown here by his taking not the throne but the minister's seat], which hitherto had only been asseverated in speech, and which people might consequently mistrust. A second reason is to please Bharata, who is a portion of Viṣṇu, the show of hospitality being like the pājā one offers [to Viṣṇu] with flower{s} and the like. . . . Moreover, the sage wants to demonstrate the greatness derived from [his] loving Blessed Rāma—since those who are wholly absorbed in the Blessed One experience the joy of heaven here on earth—and by demonstrating this, to awaken in them an even greater love of Rāma."

37. "palace supervisor" prāṣṭātā: Thus Kangle on Arthāśāstra 1.12.6, supported by Cr, Cm, Cg, Ct, "officer who manages the camp"; Ck, "guard [chief police officer?] of the city."

38. "running with rice pudding" pāyaskarvadā: Literally, "with rice pudding forming their sediment."


42. Nandana: The pleasure garden of Indra.

"who could madden with passion any man they took in their arms" yāhūr grhitah purusah somāda iva lakṣyate: According to Cg, Ck, and certainly quite rightly [see also note on 29.18], this alludes to the scriptural statement [of the Tāṇḍīs], "It is the gandharvāṇās, to be sure, who madden the man who goes mad" [3.4.8.4]. The variant reading reported for our verse by Cg, "any man they take in their arms, it is said, becomes wild with passion," attempts to make this allusion more explicit.

43. Nārada: Cg wants to distinguish this Nārada from the [brahmārṣi] son of Brahmā, but the two are identical in the early literature (cf. Hopkins 1915, pp. 153ff.).

Śūryavarcasa: The unusual a-stem lengthening in śūryavarcasaḥ (expect -varcāḥ, thus in MBh) has occasioned a host of variants here.

44. "at Bharadvāja's command" bharadvājasya ṣasanāt: "By this we are to understand that the seer is testing Bharata's feelings toward Rāma under the pretext of this show of hospitality," Cg. On verse 45 he remarks further, "Having described how Bharata remains fully subordinating himself to Rāma and has no lust for pleasure, the poet goes on to describe the army's pleasure."

46. "beating the time" samāgrādhāḥ: See the explanation of the term in Raghavan 1963, pp. 559-60.

47. "becoming hunchbacks or dwarfs" kṣuṭā bhātveda vāmanāḥ: Presumably what is meant is that these trees become servants ("hunchbacks") and/or jesters ("dwarfs").

48. The trees mentioned in this verse are all feminine in grammatical gender (contrast the trees in verses 46-47, which are usually masculine), hence the roles assigned them (noticed also by Cm, Cg, Ct).

50. "rubbed . . . with oil" uchādyā: The reading of Cm, Cg, Ck is uchādyā (contra
the crit. ed.'s report), and most of the NR supports -cch- here; thus we read with the S commentators.

52. "by strong men who bade them eat" codeyanto maha-balāh: The line is not entirely clear as the crit. ed. constitutes it. Perhaps, like the celestial women brought down from heaven to serve the men, the "strong men" are stable hands magically provided by Bharadvāja (so Cg), since the soldiers themselves have become incapable of looking after the animals (verses 53, 56; cf. also verse 60).

55. "we will... go" gāmasyāma: Instead of gāmasyāmo, for the sake of the meter (as in 87.7, sma. for smaḥ).

"may... fare well" kauśalam astu: This is not an expression of gratitude to Bharata (so Ck, Ct), but indicates indifference to him, as the second expression indicates indifference to Rāma (so Cg).

58. "turn their thoughts once more to eating" abhavat bhaktane maith: Several manuscripts try to correct the rather uncharacteristic playfulness here, reading, "and no more turned their minds to eating."

59. "accompanying the army" balasthāh: Cg wants this to modify all three previous substantives, but the connective cāḍa tells against this.

"all... dressed in fresh garments" sarve cākata-vāsasah: We may understand either abala-, "new" (Cg, Ck, Ct, Cr), or abala-, "freshly washed" (Cg, whom we follow).

61. "begrimed with dust" rajata dvaṣṭa-: The entertainment being a divine one, the men were treated like gods (cf. verse 75), upon whom dust never settles.

62. "soups prepared from fruit-stock" phalamṛtya-ḥamsasiddhaś śāpaḥ: Some commentators want to take the compound independently, "treacle with ripe fruits," or, "preparations of fruit-stock" (Cm, Cg, Ck); we agree with Ck's second interpretation, on which he remarks, "This type of soup is common in Kerala" (Ct, Cr would have the compound, as translated, modify the meats in pāda a).

64. "wishing-cows" kāmaduḥgāḥ: That is, cows from which anything one desires might be milked.

65. The translation follows the commentators, who take pādas cd in apposition to pāda b.

"prepared in steaming cauldrons" pratāptā-pīṭarāh: By Pā 4.2.16, with luk (though cf. Ck, Ct, v.l. pāṭharāḥ) of an; Cm understands inversion, for pīṭharopratāpaḥ, whereas Ck, Ct gloss, "prepared in cauldrons and heated."

"peacock" māṭra-: Until the Mughals outlawed their slaughter, peacocks were prized as a food throughout northern India, even by such quasi vegetarians as Aśoka (cf. Rock Edict I [Shah-Bazargi], line 3).

66. "well-fired" susamakṛtāḥ: In agreement with, Cr.

"(buttermilk) scented with... woodapple" kapitthasya sugandhah (... rasālasya, verse 67): This follows Ck's indication, making kapitthasya dependent on sugandhah, which itself is adjective to rasālasya in verse 67. (Cm, Cg, Ct, Cr construe kapitthasya directly with pānāḥ in verse 67, "woodapple milk," differentiating it from rasāla, which is milk flavored with such spices as ginger, pepper, cardamom, and clove.) The woodapple leaves would lend an aroma of aniseed.

69. "bristled" anunamataḥ: If Cg, Ck, Ct, Cr, whom we follow, are right (Cm instead glosses, "glistening"), we have a unique reference to bristle toothbrushes (toothpicks were and still are generally used).

70. "Shoes [pāduka-] are made out of wood, sandals [upānaka-] out of leather," Cm, Cg, Ct, Cr.
72. "just right for bathing, with lovely landings" avagāhyasuttrīthān: We read the pāda thus, as a single dvandva compound (for the absence of the usual contrast between the adjectives, see Renou 1968, p. 105), and analyze with Ck; this is supported by the NR, avagāhyān or -dī. Ct (alone explicitly) construes pādas cd with b, which we understand as constituting a separate clause along with pāda a.

"watering" pratipāna-: "Water drunk after eating in order to help digest the food," Cg, Cm ("according to the śāstra of Bāhaṭa" [that is, Vaiṣṇava]), Ck, Ct, Cr.

77. "To show that this was all real and not false ["as in a dream," Ck] is the poet's purpose in this verse," Cm (so too Cg, Ck, Ct, Cr). Ck goes on to add, rather cryptically, "The enjoyments here were just as real as the food enjoyed by a person who eats his fill at the horse-sacrifice of an emperor, real to the point of being actually digested."

Sarga 86

1. "of his own accord" kāmāt: A common meaning of this adverbial form. Varadacharya correctly, "of his own free will, before Bharadvaja had called him" (1964-1965, vol. 2, p. 268n). Cm, Cg, Ct, Cr, "in his desire' to reach Rāma."

2. "content" samagrāḥ: The word is rare in this sense (contrast verse 5 below and the note on 34.31), though thus by the commentators.

Ct comments: "In this verse Bharata is being informed that it is ascetic power which is the great source of all good things, not kingship."

4. Bharadvaja strides out "the moment Bharata arrives in order that all the people, Kausalyā and the rest, might behold him" (Cg, so also Ct).

7. "though" kāmam: The syntax indicates that kāmam, as so often in the Rām, is concessive (cf. 5.22.7, to cite but one example).

9. Cg assumes that Guha and his kinmen knew where Rāma had gone (cf. note on 51.11) and had told Bharata, who here is only asking the sage out of politeness.

10. "two and a half" ardhahṛṣṭaḥ: Numerical compounds with ardhā- are ambiguous. Here, as often when an ordinal is used, half of the uttarapada is added to the next lower number ("the third being a half," cf. German drittehnhalf). In 48.25 Bharadvaja says Citrakūṭa is ten kroas away from Prayāga; at the usual computation of four kroas per yojana, two and a half would indeed be correct (cf. Varadacharya 1964-1965, vol. 2, p. 270n).

11. Mandākīnt: Though this name is often used of the Ganges, Cm, Ck are quite explicit that some other river is meant (see also notes on 50.11 and 22).

12. "(Between the stream) and Mount Citrakūṭa" (anantratam tattaritatt citrakūṭam ca parvataṁ: The crit. ed. is apparently wrong to read the nominative in pāda b. Much of the SR and the entire NR preserve the correct reading, the accusative, which we are to take by analogythoν for genitive (restored in 2050*).

"their leaf hut" parrakūṭa: Probably singular rather than dual (though cf. note on 50.13). The "two of them" surely refers to Rāma and Lakṣmīna (so Ck, Ck), rather than to Rāma and Sītā (Cr).

Hereafter some N manuscripts insert a few lines (2050*) stating that Vālmīki is living where Rāma has established his ashram (cf. note on 50.12).

13. "the southern road" dākṣiṇenaiva mārgena: "On the southern bank of the Yamunā," Ck, Ct (cf. 49.3 above).
20. "(This woman whom) you see" (yāṁ maṁ ... ) pāṣyati: We follow Ck, Ct, Cr on the syntax of the verb.

"grief and fasting" tokānaṇaṇa:- Or, "fasting because of her grief" (Ck, Cr).

21. Dhātr: Viṣṇu (Cg), Upen德拉 [= Viṣṇu] (Cm, Ck; Ct, "Dhātr is Prajāpati, but Upen德拉 can be meant by the name because Prajāpati is another form of him [Upendra]"); cf. note on 22.2.

22. "a karṇikārajya-branch stripped of its blossoms" karṇikārajya sākheva śrūpaṇusā: Cg glosses instead, "whose blossoms have faded." The blossoms of the karṇikāra, though large and fragrant, are not distinguished, and furthermore they open at night. On the other hand, the leaves—which is what most of the NR reads—are remarkable: “The lower surface [of the leaf] is covered with gray down . . . The foliage, when ruffled by the breeze, appears silvery white, and can be picked out from that of all other trees at a great distance" (Benthall 1946, p. 58).

24. "dead in life" jvanādham: On the form cf. note on 60.8 (so Cs analyzes here).

25. "received his benediction" saṃuddhāḥ: So Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct.

31. "like clouds" jīmāvī rā: The elephants resemble clouds not only by reason of their rumbling sound, but in their-color: the gray of their massive bodies, as well as the yellow of their girths (which resemble streaks of lightning).

34. "standing ready" nyūktām: So Cm ("ordered, by Vasiṣṭha, etc.," Cg; "held up, by bearers," Ck, Ct, Cr).

35. After this verse the NR (2061*) has the army cross the Yamunā; the SR (2062*), the Ganges and other streams (commentators differ).

Sarga 87

2. We must here supply the verb "(were) thrown into confusion" from the previous verse (thus also Ct),

"monkeys" rūkā: Cg, Cr gloss, "bears" (cf. note on 1.16.10).

6. "he addressed Vasiṣṭha" uvac : . . . vasiṣṭham: The NR, probably rightly (cf. verses 11, 16), has Bharata address Śatrughna instead (Cg supposes Bharata to begin addressing Śatrughna at verse 10).

8. "at a distance" dūrāt: Ck understands dūrāt ("near by").

10. Ct (and Ck) joins this verse closely with verse 9: "Because the elephants are striking the trees, their branches shake and their flowers drop."

13. We are at a loss to understand this elliptical verse. The probable antecedent to amī is "trees" (so Cm, Ct, Cr alternatively; Ck reads thus; Cg, "'those,' that is, soldiers"), and we agree with Ck, Ct in understanding phalakās as "branches." It is presumably both in point of their chaplets of flowers and their dark limbs that the trees resemble men of the south: "southerners bind up their hair and decorate it with flower-chaplets," Cg; "the trees wear flower-chaplets just as southern men wear on their heads flowers that they have woven onto phalakas [unglossed] bound with dark leather," Cm. However, TB’s munīcanti points persuasively to the conjecture kirantī (for kurvanta): "The trees, with their cloud-dark branches, are scattering flower-chaplets on their heads, and now the men look like southerners." Verses 9ff. are not merely descriptive; they report disturbances in the region caused by the army’s approach. Verse 13 should conform to this, as the conjecture would permit.

15. "as if to do me a kindness" kurvanta va maṇa priyam: "Because his primary interest is catching sight of Rāma’s ashram," Cg.
18. “pathway to heaven” svargapathaḥ: Against the commentators (“like a spot in heaven,” Cg, Ck, Ct; “equal to heaven,” Cr); contrast the sense of the word in 74.13.

19. This verse disrupts the train of thought. The NR either transposes or eliminates it.

21. “warriors with weapons in hand” puruṣaḥ castraṇayāḥ: It is odd that a search party in a region where ascetics dwell is said to be armed. Perhaps the specification is meant only to prepare us for the events in sargas 90-91 (Lakṣmana’s rash inference as a foil to Rāma’s calmness).

22. “the column of smoke” dhūmāgram: “Because it is just a ‘spire of smoke,’ a forest fire is ruled out and so their inference is sound,” Varadacharya (1964-1965, vol. 2, p. 281n; Ct, “they can see the forest clearly and observe there is no forest fire”).

24. “just and reasonable” sādhusammatam: Or, “which the just would credit” (Cg, Ck, Ct).

25. “I... Sumānta and our guru” aham eva... sumantra gurus eva ca: It is curious that Śatrughna is not mentioned here, though he will be present at Bharata’s interview with Rāma later (sarga 98). See also 95.33, 96.29, and notes.

Sarga 88

1. “the long time” dirghākāla: Although calculations are unavoidably conjectural after sarga 70, this day appears to mark the thirty-sixth of Rāma’s exile. Ct on 108.2 calculates thirty-six days, though here he says “one month” (so too Ck, who notes, “‘long is a relative term; in relation to two days even one month can be called a ‘long time’ ”); Cr, “three months.”

2. “wonderful Citrakūṭa” citrāṅga citrakūṭam.

3. Ck interprets the verse allegorically with regard to Rāma’s avatar: “‘expulsion,’ that is, from the position of Supreme Lord; ‘being apart from my loved ones, Garuḍa and so on,” etc.

7. “all of them tame” adustaḥ: Because of the beneficent influence of the sages who dwell there (Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct).

8-10. “soapnut trees” arjuna: Cg, Ct gloss instead, “the neem tree.”

dhavanam: The tree of Indra, according to Cg (so Ct). “pomegranate” bīgaka: Following Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct.

12. vidhyādhar: Mythical creatures, apparently a type of wizard (the name means literally, “endowed with magical knowledge”) or sprite, often associated with mountains.

“swords” khadgān: Cg, Cr assume the swords to be those of the vidhyādharas; Ck, Ct, those of the previously mentioned kimnaras. The epics refer to these and most other mythological creatures in so oblique and superficial a manner that virtually no specific information about them can be gained.

14. “with such pleasing redolence” ghranatarpanam: Cg correctly takes the compound adverbially (so too Cm, but wrongly as modifying prakarasayet, whereas Ck interprets as substantive with abhyetay, whose subject he takes to be naram; Ct supplies kuryapad).

15. “If I might live here... with you” yadiṣa... tvayā sārdham... vatsyāmi: “By the use of the conditional, their coming separation is intimated,” Cg.
18. "marvels ... to experience, to contemplate and talk about" bhāvanā manovākhānyasanyātā. Literally, "things relating to the body, mind, and speech." The reading is disputed: Cm, Ck give -samāyata, "you, by whom the body, mind, and speech are restrained" (cf. manovāgdehasanyātā in ManuSm 5.165). Cg reads with the crit. ed. but explains, "things by which the body ... are restrained," which seems impossible in this context.

"Body, mind, speech:" is the classical tripartition of the psychophysical personality. Though known as early as the RV, it appears to become standard only in post-Buddhist times (replacing an earlier binary division, "mind and body," concretized as "word and deed." For related problems in Greek thought, see Barck 1976, especially pp. 8ff.).

19. "for-kings" rājām: The restriction did not seem relevant to many S and N manuscripts, which replace it with a vocative, "Śitā" or "queen."

"leads to well-being" bhavārthāya: Cf. the sense of bhāva- in 95.3 below. The commentators are mistaken: Cg, "for the termination of rebirth"; Cm similarly, though he joins as if it were in compound with pretya (but for the absolute use of pretya see above, 39.4); Ck, "for the purpose of ending the torments of transmigration"; Ct, "for gaining the world of Bhava, that-is, Śīva, Hirānyagarbha."

20. The verse contains a heavy alliteration, six instances of ś in two pādas.

21. "plants ... blazing ... in the beauty of their own luster" oṣadhiḥ svaprabhālakṣmyāḥ bhīrājamaṁādah: On these magical plants cf. Mallinātha on KumāSaṁ 1.10, where he cites the scriptural statement, "The sun when setting deposits its luster in fire and [various] plants."

22. "Some parts ... look like dwelling places" kcit ḍhāyabhadhā deśāh: "Because of all the caves; others look like 'gardens' because of the vines and trees," Cg.

"sheer rock" ekṣatiḥ: Literally, "monolithic"; Ck is obscure: "with one rock," having a level surface capable of allowing many people to stand there."

24. "lovers" kāmināṁ: Here and in verse 25 we are presumably to see a reference to the semi-divine creatures mentioned in verse 12.

26. Vasvaukasārā: The city of Śakra in the eastern quarter (Cm, Cg [citing ViṣṇuP]), or, the city of Kubera (Cg [citing the lexicographer Yādava]), Cm, Ck, Ct, Cr, Cs).

Nalint: Lake Mānasa, or, Lake Saughandhikā (Cm, Cg; cf. 89.4), or, the city of Śakra (Ck [citing the lexicographer Hari], Ct, Cr, Cs). Similar discrepancies among the commentators at 5.8.12; in MBh 3.186.94 Vasvaukasārā and Nalint are juxtaposed and identified as rivers.

"the land-of the northern Kurus" uttarān kurūṁ: Here the poet may finally be making explicit what appears to be his intention throughout this sarga and the next, of contrasting the two scenes, Bharadvāja's heavenly entertainments and Rāma's simple forest pleasures; to the advantage of the latter (compare also verse 25 with 85.77).

27. "Passing this time ... will be a pleasure to me" vijayahṛūṇā prāpatsye: Rāma seems here to be repeating the sentiment earlier expressed (verses 16-17): his exile is both a pleasure to him and a benefit to his House. The temporal aspect of vijayahṛūṇā is thus coterminous with prāpatsye (cf. the "perfect" in verse 16). Cm, Ck, Ct, Cr make the first verbal conditional, "if I may pass ... I shall then find," whereas Cg sees the two verbs as consecutive, "After I pass ... I shall find [another] pleasure, the kingship." But either such expression, in light of the whole sarga, would be a non sequitur.
Sarga 89

3. In this and the next verse "a figure of speech is suggested [that is, the following simile], that the river is like Sītā, Sītā's wide hips, sounding anklets and beautiful hands, feet, and face [corresponding to the shoals, calling birds, and flowers, respectively]." Cg. The erotic simile appears elsewhere in the Rām (see 4.29.28).


8. "seems almost ready to dance" pramātta ru: "When in real life a person begins to dance, he first scatters flowers about and shakes his arms," Cg. For the inchoative sense of the past participle, see note on 3.5 above.

9. "The suggestion here is, like a broad-hipped woman [= the beaches], dressed in white [= the clear water], surrounded by admirers [= the holy men]," Cg.

10. "That is, [the river looks] like a woman whose dress is half falling off, after her lover has tugged at it," Cg.


12. "in your eyes" tava darsanā: Literally, "from, according to you, your viewpoint," as in 6.32.34. Cg, Ck, Ct agree on a sense we find unacceptable, "and better than seeing you, too" (Cg, "because it [more] inflames [my passion]," thus Cg's gloss of "my lovely" as "one without jealousy"; Cr offers, "[better] by reason of the fact that you are continuously looking at them [with me] in solitude"). It is awkward that the genitives in pādaś ab should be objective while that in pāda d is subjective, but nonetheless this seems to be the poet's intention, as well as the only reasonable interpretation.

14. "as if we were an old friend" sakhiya: So Cr. Rāma here and in the previous and following verses is assuring Sītā that the river is not an unfriendly one, that its agitation is not the result of the presence of dangerous animals, and that she should feel at home here. Sakhiya construes with the accusative (as in the next verse): Cg would join it with the instrumental, "Plunge in with me as if with a female friend of yours" [that is, rather than as a lover], which is not only silly but against Sanskrit usage of voiti. Ck, Ct explain as nominative, "Plunge in like a friend," that is, of the river's.

"submerging" vasamayana: Note the antarbhātvanīyātha. "She 'submerges' them by the waves produced by the splashing of her breasts and loins; or perhaps we have here a poetic fancy (utpāṭha): 'submerge' them, that is, [put them] to shame at being worsted by the beauty of her face," Cg.

17. "at the time of the three oblations" triyāvanām: Morning, noon, evening.

18. As the verse is constituted in the crit. ed. (as in the vulgate), there is no verb for the accusatives in pādas a-c. Cm, Cg supply "bathing in" [upātām] from the previous verse, Ck, Ct, Cr, "plunging in" from nowhere; neither will do. We read pātām for rāmān, with the entire NR.

"lions, monkeys, and elephants" gaajasimhavanārauḥ: "Their innate hostility toward each other has been mitigated by the beneficent influence of the ahrām," Cg.

19. "fondly" samgatam: (Perhaps) literally, "attached," cf. 3.81.22, visāyeṣu samgataḥ (cf. PW s.v. gam, citing Hemacandra = kṛdayaṁgama; Cg, "desultorily," [prasaktām-prasaktam]; Cr, "appropriately").

"a very balm to the eye" nayantarjuna-prabham: The commentators take this compound literally, "that looked like collyrium for the eyes—that is, black."

The entire NR includes hereafter a long sarga (given in App. I, No. 26), which it is worth summarizing and briefly considering critically: Rāma and Sītā return to
the northern foothills of the mountain where, seeing a lovely grotto, they sit down and observe the countryside about them (the trees "crying tears of sap where elephant tasks have struck them, and seeming to weep aloud with the long cries of the crickets," etc.). They embrace, Rāma, painting on her forehead a beauty-mark with glistening red arsenic and covering her hair with keśara flowers. The two set off walking again, when Sītā sees a monkey, who terrifies her; Rāma, after rebuking the monkey, calms Sītā with an embrace, whereby the red mark is transferred to his chest. Next they spot a grove of ṛṣita trees, proceed to it and adorn each other with flowers (līlās 1-64). Upon their return to the ashram, Lakṣmaṇa shows them the ten deer he has killed. Sītā then prepares dinner for Rāma and Lakṣmaṇa [contrast note on 48.15], and afterwards for herself. She sets out the remaining meat to dry and on Rāma's order guards it from the crows. One such crow begins to assault Sītā; Rāma grows angry and shoots a magic arrow at it. Harassed by the arrow the crow throws himself upon Rāma's mercy, supplicating him in a human voice. Rāma cannot, however, render his arrow useless since he has cast a mantra upon it, and so, while prepared to spare the crow's life, he demands one part of its body. The bird resolves to give up one eye, and after doing so he departs (65-115). Rāma then hears the sounds of the approaching army.

The passage is referred to in various ways later in the narrative. In Hanumān's interview with Sītā (5.36.10ff.), when he asks her for some token of recognition to prove to Rāma that he has met with her, Sītā tells him what once happened "in the northeast foothills of Cītrakūta": after bathing she gives herself up to Rāma's embrace (verse 14, see Ayodhyākāṇḍa, App. I, No. 26.80); all NR manuscripts mention here the red beauty-mark (5.834*, 835*), to which Sītā refers again in 5.38.4. A crow, "greedy for meat" attacks her in the breast (verse 16; some NR manuscripts shift the scene to the ashram, having the crow grasp after the deer meat, 5.837*, which seems like a prudish revision, as does the Ayodhyākāṇḍa passage itself). The crow is said to be "the son of Indra" (who had taken the form of a bird). The rest of the incident is similarly reported (Sītā ending with the remarks, "For my sake, and at a mere crow, you released the Brahmā-missile; how can you tolerate that man's having stolen me from you?" 5.36.33). When Hanumān returns to Rāma he reports the incident of the beauty-mark, quoting Sītā's elliptical words, "Remember the beauty-mark of red arsenic" (5.65.21), and again the incident of the crow (5.65.2ff.).

On manuscript evidence the sarga appears to be an interpolation, although stylistically little argues that it is not Vālmiki's (the post-epic word uṣa in line 25 has hardly any manuscript support). Contextually, the passage is necessary only to flesh out Sītā's otherwise cryptic remark reported by Hanumān (5.63.21). Intertextually, the picture is rather more complicated. The incident is absent from the Rāmopakhyāna (mentioned only at 266.67, in what corresponds to the Sundarakāṇḍa passage) and from Bhoja's Rāmadīpaṃ. But the Padmap knows the story (6.269.194ff.), as do Kālidāsa (Raghuva 12.22-23; note that for both Kālidāsa and the Padmap the bird is a son of Indra), and the AgniP (9.14). Most of these adaptations place the story after Bharata's departure from the ashram (cf. Ct on 2.108.2, where he cites at length the Padmap version in what appears to be the Bengali recension; cf. also Raghuva 12.21), whereas all the N versions of the Rām (and Kṣemendra, Rāmadīpaṅ 5.869ff.) place it before Bharata's arrival. (In 5.36.32 the bird bows to Daśaratha, which in a way suggests that Bharata had not yet arrived bringing news of his death.)
See further Jhala 1966, p. xxxiii, and Vaidya 1962, p. xxiii. Vaidya’s strictures against the “interpolation”—“the suggestion of śṛṅgāra [the erotic sentiment] at this juncture is hardly justifiable [why? cf. notes on 89.3, 9, 10 which show that there was a tradition of erotic interpretation precisely in this sarga]. . . . The use of a reed sanctified by mantras . . . against a small bird for such a trifling purpose surely looks strange” [cf. however 5.36.33]—such strictures are impressionistic and unpersuasive.

Clearly, then, the passage is old, in good Rāmā style, and in part necessary for the narrative (though see the remarks on 28.12-13 for similar narrative inconsistencies). It is only impugned, as Vaidya notes (p. 701), by its exclusion from the SR. The commentators also regard it as an interpolation, even though they continue to transmit it. See General Introduction, Volume 1, p. 38.

Finally, attention might be called to an actiological feature of the story: it explains why crows possess, so it is believed, only one eye, which rolls back and forth as they quickly move their heads.

Sarga 90

1. In order to establish a reasonable transition between sargas, the SR inserts before this verse four lines (2091*), in which Rāma, having shown Śītā around the mountain, sits down on the slope and gives her cooked meat to eat (thus attempting also to account for the fire mentioned in 87.21ff. and verse 10 below, cf. note on 89.19; it seems more likely that the fire is the one on the sacred altar; cf. 99.11 and 23, though whether one may unceremoniously douse a ritual fire, as Lakṣmana will suggest in verse 10 below, is questionable).

6. “royal officer” rājamādṛśaḥ: A rare word in Vedic and classical Sanskrit (attested elsewhere, it seems, only in Śāṅkhaś = KausīṭBr and Śāṅkhāṣṣ; cf. PW s.v. and KausīṭBr 27.11.14), though not infrequent in Buddhist Sanskrit texts. Many manuscripts dispute the reading, but it recurs in 94.19 and 6.5.1.10. (Cg glosses, “equal to a king”; cf. mahaṃādīra- in 33.1 above, which in view of AthB 2.5.5, KāmŚū 1.3.12, signifies “state official”; Keith 1920, p. 513, “vicegerent,” the term is “possibly [a sign] of later date,” p. 27.)

7. “a flowering sāla tree” sālam . . . puspāmi: “Because the tree was ‘flowering,’ its leaves would be sparse, and so his vision unobstructed,” Ct.

10. “Put out the fire” agniṃ sansāmayantu: Ck adds a personal note: “Living in the village of Gaṅaka we have often experienced this, the quenching of the fires at times of imminent danger.”

“and take up” kuruṣva: The verb is to be construed with zeugma with pāda d as well as pāda ā (Cg’s second interpretation; cf. note on 74.8).

12. “raging” rustaḥ: In agreement with Cr, taking this item as an adjective with “fire”; Cg (Ck?), Ct join with laksmaṇah (“in a rage”).

13. “wholly in his power” sampannam: We follow Cg, Ct in understanding this pregnancy (they gloss it, “without rivals”; cf. the D manuscripts, which read akṣaṇam). The second half of the verse is appositional to the first (Cm, Cg, contra Ct).

“spreading” udgatasakandhaḥ: Literally, “with upraised branches”; it construes in sense with the (emblazoned) tree, though syntactically with the standard. For the kovīdāra standard see 78.3 and note.
16. Most N manuscripts add another suggestion by Lakṣaṇa, that Rāma retreat with Śiṭṭha, seeing as they are surrounded, while Lakṣaṇa alone fights (2103*, 2106*, 2107*).

19. "first to give offense" pūrvāpakāriṇām: After this many N and S manuscripts insert, "And Bharata was the first to give offense [that is, by causing Rāma’s banishment, not by coming to kill them (as Varadacharya suggests, 1964-1965, vol. 2, p. 304n)], and has abandoned righteousness, Rāghava" (2110*: Cg comments that, since Bharata is said to have “abandoned righteousness,” we are to understand that Lakṣaṇa considers his “offense” to have been intentional):

22. "O giver of honor" mānada: In the opinion of Cg, Lakṣaṇa is implying: “do not deny me [the chance to win back] my honor.”

25. "in great battles" mahāāhau: The crit. ed. reading, mahāvane ("in the great forest"), makes very little contextual sense. We read with the commentators and the majority of manuscripts mahāāhau (or, ārdhe, apparently read also by Ck; one might in fact conjecture -raṇe, cf. 16.2). For the identical problem see note on 3.34.22.

Sarga 91

2. Hereafter the SR adds twenty lines, in which Rāma asks what use the kingship could be to him if to get it he must kill Bharata; refuses to seek anything that would involve the misery of kinsmen or friends; asserts that he desires only the well-being of his brothers, and contends that, Bharata has come out of affection to see him and to offer him the kingship (2112*). The similarities with Bhagavadgītā 2 are striking. See the Introduction, Chapter 10.

6. "How, after all, could a son kill his father?" kathāṁ nu putrāḥ pitarām hanyuḥ: Cg recalls Lakṣaṇa’s previously urging the assassination of Daśaratha (an interpolation, 454* above, cf. note on 18.11).

8. "For" hi: Cg reads instead ṣū (not recorded in the crit. ed.), commenting, “‘when I but tell him,’ that is, without even putting my heart into it.”

9. After this verse all (save a few D) manuscripts add, “Lakṣaṇa, having heard his words, and being ashamed, replied, ‘I think our father, Daśaratha, has come to see you’” (2115*). The commentators here remark that Lakṣaṇa says this out of embarrassment, hoping to change the subject; and that Rāma diplomatically complies in the next verse (Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct).

10. "the great-armed (prince)" mahāāddhauḥ: Ck, Ct, mainly because of the insertion noted on verse 9, take Rāma’s words here to refer instead to Daśaratha; Ck has them apply to Bharata, so too the NR (as it would appear from 2117*); the SR insertion 2119* explicitly mentions the father (Cm, Cg are silent). Verses 12 and 13 might, but do not necessarily, support Ck, Ct; whereas 94.2 gives no suggestion that Rāma assumed Daśaratha had come.

12. "the team of splendid horses" turagottamau: On the assumption that Rāma is in fact inferring the approach of his father, these would probably be the horses that carried Rāma from Ayodhya, and which Daśaratha cherished (cf. above, 44.21-22).

13. Śatrumājaya: Apparently not the elephant of the same name, given to Suyajñā (29.9 above).

“our wise father’s . . . elephant” nāgaḥ . . . tātasya dhīmaticaḥ: Ck here, as Ck and Ct
(cf. also Ctr, vol. 2, pp. 506-507), takes this as another sign by which Rāma infers Daśaratha himself to be approaching.

"aged" vyuddhā: So Cr; Cm, Cg understand "tall" or "large" (and so tone down the force of kampate, "lumbering"), Ck, "great," in years, size, and power.

Hereafter the SR inserts: "But I do not see the white parasol honored by the world, the heavenly parasol of my father. I am worried, my illustrious brother" (2121*).

16. "along" avartya: Cg reads avartya (not recorded in the crit. ed.), understanding thereby that the army encamped in a "circular" formation.

17. "with all the diplomacy at his command" nittatā: Perhaps overtranslating the word (which is employed in part for alliteration), though there appears to be a special importance attached to the qualification. Mentioned as it is together with Bharata's righteousness and humility, his "social and political tact" (nít) acquires an added emphasis: Bharata is going to employ all his powers of nīt to mollify his brother, which becomes even more apparent in the following sarga (so Varadacharya in part, 1964-1965, vol. 2, p. 815n).

Sarga 92

1. This sarga is suspect both on text-critical grounds (it is absent in three important manuscripts, Dā, 5, 7) and for other, narrative reasons: Bharata has already had the forest reconnoitered (87.20ff.) and made his decision to proceed (87.24-25); for him to spot the ashram in verse 14 below and return to the camp, once again encamping the army, seems absurd (it is only added to form a small transition to sarga 93), and moreover conflicts with sarga 98. The narrative, is consistent if we pick up the action with sarga 93, eliminating 92 altogether. Perhaps this section owes its wide currency in the different versions, despite these narrative embarrassments, to Bharata's dramatic proclamations and the moving refrain in verses 4-7.

"who was a guru to him" guruvarakam: Cf. 76.27; 79.2; 93.2, 24, 107.3 and note on verse 11 below. The suffix here is [kar]vār (Pa 3.1.113). The translation offered here runs counter to all the commentators (they gloss, irrelevantly, "who obeyed his guru").

3. "these hunters" lombhāyā... ebhā: Ck, Ct identify them as Guha's servants (cf. 79.6).

Hereafter, in a four-line "insertion" (although all manuscripts that have the sarga have at least one or two of the lines), Bharata orders Guha to search with his kinsmen, and declares that he himself will proceed with all his ministers (cf. 98.7), the townsmen, gurus, and brahmans (2123*).

6. "all the signs of sovereignty" pārthivavānyatiyana:- According to Cm, Cg, signs of the thunderbolt, standard, lotus, goad, vessel of nectar, and so on (the usual markings said to appear on the soles of Viṣṇu's feet; Ck, Ct, Cr, "the line, standard, thunderbolt, parasol, and so on"). Perhaps, the wheel, fish, and so on, which were thought to be marked on the soles of the feet of the cakravarāṁ or universal emperor (cf. Gonda 1966, pp. 92-93).

7. After this verse (or, where it has less propriety, after verse 5) all manuscripts in question (save D6) "insert": "Fulfilled indeed is Saumitri, who can look upon the lustrous face of Rāma, pure as the moon, with eyes like lotuses" (2124*).
9. "like Kubera in Nandana" kubera iva nandane: The simple implication "happily" is insufficient for the commentators, as Cg: "Just as Kubera who, though he actually lives in the Gaitaratha garden, [enjoys himself when living] in Nandana, the garden of Indra, so Rama on the unfamiliar mountain. Or again: he enjoys himself like Kubera, leaving his house and yet dwelling in his own garden, for according to the later statement, 'This land belongs to the Iksvakus, with all its mountains, forests, and glens' [4.18.6], Citrakuta would be within Rama's realm, and the simile of Nandana would then express his deep sense of delight in the mountain." Some manuscripts, apparently regarding the simile as flawed, alter it to read, "(as Kubera dwelling), on (Mount) Mandara," since Kubera's dwelling place is actually Mount Kailasa.

10. Cm, Ct note, "(The forest) has 'fulfilled itself' by being covered with the dust of Rama's feet, which can release it from its insistent state."

11. "on-foot" padbhya: Bharata's going on foot is so often reiterated not only because he more properly deserves to be conveyed (Cg), but because this is the manner in which one approaches an ascetic and, more particularly, one's guru.

12. "The eloquent prince" vadatam varah: 'He is thinking over precisely what he should say in the presence of Rama," Cg.

13. "reaching" adhya: Ct, Cr read instead, "climbing."

"banner of the fire" agner . . . dhyam: Smoke. Ck, claiming Bharata has already seen the smoke (87.26), reads differently: "He saw an upraised banner atop [a sāla tree] at Rama's ashram" (Varadacharya notes that even today in some areas banners are raised atop tall trees to indicate the special sanctity of a place [1964-1965, vol. 2, p. 816n]). Ck calls this the "commonly accepted reading," but again, as is often the case with such claims of his, no other manuscript confirms it. Cg tries to explain away the repetition by saying Bharata had previously seen the spire of smoke, and now because of his proximity sees its source (but see the note on verse 1 above).

15. "the holy men there" puyayandopapannam: We must wait until sarga 108 to have their presence fully explained (see however 89.6-7). The sudden mention of Guha is surprising (cf. note on 83.21), though recall 79.6, where Guha says that he will accompany Bharata (and verse 3 and note above). Guha will be mentioned only one more time, in 93.40, a reading disputed by the NR (but see also note on 105.22).

Sarga 93

1. "showing the way" anudarayanan: 'Showing,' that is, the signs betokening the proximity of Rama's ashram," Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct, Cr.

2. "his guru" guru: That is, Rama (so Cr).

3. "he was" tasya: Ck and Cr rightly understand sumantrayena.

4. Verses 4-5 (and by extension, verse 6), as they appear in the crit. ed., are clearly out of place. They belong, if anywhere, among verses 17ff. Most of the NR rectifies matters by reading, [4] "Bharata, questioning the ascetics in their abodes [4c-5 omitted] [6] saw in that forest the dry dung. . . ." Ck also queries, and alters, the vulgate order, but without appreciable improvement.

"leaf hut and thatched cottage" parrakhyam . . . utayam: Ck, Ct distinguish the "leaf hut," as a sort of guest house situated beyond the "cottage," from this latter, a
wooden structure with walls and doors, where Sītā would sleep; whereas Cm, Cg explain that the former is the fire-sanctuary [therefore the logs piled up in front of it, mentioned in the following verse], the latter the guest house (Cg offers still another alternative: the leaf hut is where Rāma sleeps with Sītā, the cottage a day-house. We probably cannot justify verses 4-5 by considering these to be outlying structures far removed from Rāma's main dwelling place). Perhaps we have here the two separate huts mentioned in the note on 50.13.

“situated within” -samṣṭhitāṃ: Cf. 108.1-2: there are ascetics living nearby (not, “situated like,” Cm, Cg).

5. Ck's commentary on verses 5-38, said to be unavailable to the editor of the crit. ed., is printed full in the Mysore edition (1965).

6. “for use against the cold” sitakrāndat: “They had set out in the latter half of Caitra [early April] and at that time, till the end of Vaiśākhā [mid-May] it still gets cold at night” (Ct), and consequently a fire would be necessary.

7. “the ministers” amātīyān: Cf. note on 92.3.

10. “And that one must only be a path beaten” idām ca . . . parikrāntam: Ck, who like Cg rightly treats parikrāntam as adhiśkarane kta (Pā 9.4.76), notes, “Having recognized the path leading to the ashram, Bharata now sees a forest path, out of possible confusion with which it was necessary (for Lākṣmatana) to mark the one leading to the ashram” (so essentially Ct).

11. “maintain a fire” yam evācavadhātum: For the morning and evening offering (Cm, Cg, Ct). Cg goes to great lengths here to show that the fire meant is the smārta household fire, which Rāma, he claims, maintained with a signal show of faith throughout his exile, until Sītā's abduction; only upon returning would he have established the three vedic fires, which is what Ck supposes this verse to refer to (cf. Cg cited in note on 8.7.3).

12. “his guru” guru-: His father, whom he honors by obeying his order to live in the wilderness.

13. “abuts the Mandākini” mandākiniṁ anu: This follows Ck, Ct on the syntax of anu; cf. Bharadvāja's description of the location, 86.12.

14. “the ‘heroic’ posture in yoga” virāsane: With the left foot upon the right knee (Cg, so Vācaspati on YogSa 2.46); Ck (citing YogVā, as does Mallinātha on RaghuVā 13.52), with feet placed on opposite thighs. This would appear to be the earliest occurrence of the term in Sanskrit literature.

16. “again and again” punah punah: Ck (Ct) instead reads, “and Lākṣmatana's,” claiming that “another” (Cm?) fabricated the reading “again and again” out of excessive piety, since an elder person is not to prostrate himself before a younger. Ck adds that, though highly unusual, such behavior is elsewhere attested, as for example in Daśaratha bowing before Kaikeyī.

19. “heavy” bhārasaḍhānaiḥ: That is, “heavy-duty,” executing the heavy deeds of battle (Ck, Ct). Cm, Cg suggest that bhāra- is a technical term for the weight [if that is, the draw-weight, not the actual weight] of a bow, 100 palas, or about eight and a half pounds (Cg cites as authority the Itānasaṁhitā), but it is unclear how this construes with saḍhānaiḥ.


23. “sloping to the northeast” prāgudakpravaṇām: Sacrificial altars are constructed so that they incline in a northeast direction (cf. Kātyāśī 2.6.2-10 and Kane 1962-

24. The final syllable of the verse (na); corresponding with the seventh syllable of the Gāyatrīmantra, signifies that at this point 6,000 verses of the (traditional) Rām have been completed (Cm, Cg; cf. note on 59.5).

25. According to Cg the hide would form his upper garment, the bark cloth the lower.

27. "He looked like the eternal Brahmā" brahmānapaṁ navā śāvatam: On the significance of the comparison, cf. note on 29.11.

28. Cc explains the repetition of "Bharata" as a sign of the poet's excitement; Cm, Cg join the second occurrence with verse 29; the NR eliminates it.

29. The distinction here is between the dharma acquired by way of vedic rituals performed by the strenuous efforts of priests, and that acquired by physical mortifications (so Cc, Cc).

30. "he reached in vain for Rāma's feet" pādau aprāpya rāmasya: One is reminded of the earlier scene, the encounter of Kaikēyi and Daśaratha (10.41).

31. "The two princes" rājanusau: Rāma and Laksmana. The NR for the most part eliminates the reference to Guha (cf. note on 92.15).

Śukra: Venus.

Bṛhaspati: Jupiter.

41. "The inhabitants of the forest" vanaukaśaṁ: Presumably the ascetics among whom Rāma is living (cf. verse 4).

Sarga 94

2. "What has become of your father" kva nu te bhūtī pitaḥ: "In view of the fact that Rāma asks still more questions; we gather that Bharata fails to respond to this one," Cc.

"While he yet lives you should not be going off to the forest" na hi tvam piyatas tasya vanam āgaṇāṁ arhas: Bharata would not have come, were Daśaratha alive, either because he would be wholly absorbed in obediently serving his father, particularly given Rāma's absence (Cc, Cc, Cc), or because his father could not bear his absence (Cc).

3. "from so far" dūrāḥ: Rāma can hardly mean from the land of the Kekayas (Cc, Cc, Cc, Cc), considering the questions he proceeds to put, which imply that he assumes Bharata to have been consecrated prince regent in Ayodhya.

"looking so somber" duspratikṣam: The word is hapax. Cc, Cc would have it construe likewise, or only, with vanam ("somber forest"), but this is impossible word order, and anyway Rāma had just been remarking on the beauty of the landscape.

After this verse the SR inserts some lines in which Rāma baldly asks whether Daśaratha is indeed dead (2134*).

4. "still true to his given word" satyasamgrahāḥ: For Cc the deeper meaning is: has the king, by honoring his promise, fallen ill from regret or remorse?

"royal consecrations" rājasyaḥ: Not in its aspect as an inaugural ceremony, but as a periodically repeated rite for the reinvigoration of the king's power (cf. Hees-

6. "and Sumitrā" sumitrā ca: We agree with Cg in understanding sukhini with both Kausalyā and Sumitrā.

7ff. Here commences a series of more general questions that will continue to the end of the sarga. A very similar, though longer list is present in the MBh (2.5; some thirty or so of our verses appear there in comparable, sometimes verbatim, form; another close parallel is furnished by MBh 15.9). There seems to be no conclusive evidence to determine the antecedence of either of the versions, and neither Vaidya's argument (1962, p. 702) nor Kane's (1966, pp. 51ff.) against the Rām's priority is cogent. Such kacchiparvans were simply a stock feature of ancient Indian epic, intended to incuticate kingly dhārma (as it is here explicitly said, 95.1), and so the question of borrowing is in a sense misleading. Yet the kacchiparvan of the Ayo-
dhyākṣaṇḍa can lay claim to a special narrative propriety that is lacking in the case of the principal MBh version (where the questions are put in the mouth of the divine sāk Nārada). For it serves to testify to Rāma's profound, encyclopedic knowledge of government, thereby validating his qualifications for the kingship and making his stern refusal to assume it not only the more regrettable and poignant, but incontestible: what arguments could be summoned against such wisdom as he is shown here to possess? See also note on 69.14ff.

7. Rāma assumes throughout that Bharata has already made the key appointments of his court (verses 8, 10, 20, 21, 24, 29). It appears, then, that here he is asking both whether Bharata has appointed a good family priest and whether he honors him (Cg, Ck), not just whether he honors the family priest, one with whom Rāma is already familiar—Suyajña or some other son of Vasiṣṭha (Cm, Ct, Cr).

8. Cg, Cr suppose this verse to refer also to the family priest. According to Yājñāśa 1.313-14, however, it is not the purohita but the nṛūgī who performs the household sacrifices for the king.

9. Sudhanvan: Appears not to be mentioned elsewhere (the name means "good with a bow," or, "having a good bow").

"arrows and missiles" śuvarasto-: Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct, in their attempt to distinguish them, explain that the former are employed without spells (maṇṭrāṇi), whereas the latter require them.

11. We understand asyndeton between pādas cd. Cg appears to join maṇḍrakaraḥ adjectively with amāyavyah, though the word is generally substantival.

13. "neither all by yourself nor with a multitude" nākāh ... na bahuḥsyaḥ saha: "A king framing his plans alone will fail to grasp properly the pros and cons of a matter because he lacks objectivity; and if he takes counsel with a multitude, not only is unanimity impossible, but the counsel can be made more easily be divulged," Ct (so Cm, Cg).

15. "when fully accomplished, or nearly so" suktāṇya eva kṛtaṁpyaḥ va: Cr's construction would be attractive ("they regard the deeds once commenced as wholly achieved") except that it ignores the vā. Kṛtaṁpyaḥ, "nearly so" = kṛtaṁpyāṇi in MBh 2.5.22 (so read by some manuscripts here). For the sentiment cf. MBh 12.57.32 and Arthāśāstra 1.15.17.

The "kings," according to the commentators, would be neighboring (or vassal, feudatory [sāmanta-]) princes (Cm, Cg, Ct).
16. Rāma has already enquired whether Bharata’s counsels are betrayed before they are put into operation (verses 15-15). Now he asks if they might be found out in some other way. We therefore agree with Ck, Ct, CCr so far as to understand mantritāḥ in pāda b, but then construe it (by anacoluthon) as antecedent to mantram in pāda d (for the grammatical irregularity cf. note on 98.6). One manuscript, however, D5, does offer what may well be the original reading in pāda d: budhyante ... mantram (for the gender cf. verse 18). Cm, Cg’s analysis, of pāda b will not do (“[in other ways] not mentioned,” such as, facial expressions”). The MBh parallel, supported generally by the NR, gives, “by reasoning or messengers who have gone unsuspected,” but this looks like emendation.

“reasoning or supposition” tarkair yukhyā vo: Cg glosses, “ūtha [a type of analogical reasoning] or inference”; Cm, “or presumption [arthāpatti]”; Ck, Ct, “inference or presumption.”

17. “great benefits” niḥśreyasam: Cm, Cg gloss instead, “(bringing about for one great) power.”


20. “foremost ... middling ... lowly” mukhyāḥ ... madhyamāḥ ... jaghanyāḥ: Cg considers the qualifications to indicate subcaste (jāti) rank, and he exemplifies the three grades of duties from highest to lowest as follows: “1. cooking and serving up the king’s food [read vacanaparīvēṣana- for vacanaparī-?]; 2. fetchingouches, chairs, and so on; 3. washing or massaging his feet, fetching his shoes, and so on.”

21. “have passed the test of loyalty” upddhātiṣṭān: The technical meaning of the term is emphasized (contra Nilakanṭha on MBh 2.5.43 vulgate, “beyond all fraudulence,” and Ck, “beyond all bribery”), in agreement with Cm, Cg (Cr) (cf. especially Arthāśāstra 1.10ff.). They cite Vaiṣṇava for the meaning and go on to remark, “Kings test their subordinates to see if they are corruptible. They will have someone bring them a precious garment or piece of jewelry and say that it was sent by a woman in the king’s harem, or a rival king [if they refuse it, they are loyal]” (cf. MBh 15.9.14, a verse almost identical to ours).

22. “People have no reason to despise” nāvajīvanānti: For this sort of generalizing plural verb without expressed subject, cf. 101.12.

“as sacrificial priests . . . or women” yajjakāḥ ... yathā ... iva strīyāḥ: We agree with Cm (and Ck, vol. 2, p. 516) in seeing two different similes here (against Ck, “the priests do not despise you as an outcaste”). The first refers to general transgressions against the people (pace Cg), the second to “brutal appropriations,” as of taxes.

23. “a shrewd man with cunning schemes” upāyakukkālam vaidyam: Ck understands differently: A ‘physician’ who, for the sake of acquiring fees from the king, is skillful in ‘the means,’ that is, of aggravating the disease.” Cm, Cg, Cr (so Ck, vol. 2, p. 517) wrongly take the three qualifications as referring to one person; on this issue we agree with Ck. Additionally bhṛtyam is read here (for bhṛtya-), which is well attested in all recensions.

24. “bold”-dṛṣṭaḥ: Divide thus (so Cg’s second explanation).

28. “especially the men of good family” kūlaputrāḥ pradhānātāḥ: Cm, Cg, Ck, CCr gloss “kinmen” (Ck, “family slaves”), and they understand pradhānātāḥ nominatively (“the chief ones”); Nilakanṭha on MBh 2.5.50 vulgate, “from the counselor on down.”

29. “a man of the provinces” jānapadāḥ: That is, someone not involved in court intrigue (cf. verse 30 and note?) Envoy would always, it would seem, be “countrymen” of the king’s, and not foreigners.
30. "the eighteen chief officials" तर्थानि: Cg lists them (cf. Arthāśāstra 1.12.20): chief counselor, family priest, crown prince, general, lord chamberlain, commandant of the palace guards, warden of the prison, chief treasurer, chief of staff, minister of justice, quartermaster, city watchman, civilian paymaster [so Cg explains कर्मांकितका, though it usually = superintendent of mines and factories], chief usher of the assembly hall, chief authority on धर्मासात्र, superintendent of the executioners [so Cg; दंडापाल usually = officer in charge of the different branches of the army], guard of the fort, and chief border guard. The first three would be omitted from investigations carried out in one's own domain because they would be continually in contact with the king, who could thus determine for himself their true feelings. Cm and Cg both cite a nīti text to this effect: "A king should send out men—people such as heretics and the like, [and] who are not known to others or to each other—to spy on his enemies and his own chief officers, excepting his own counselor, crown prince, and family priest."

31. "hostile men who, once deported, have made their way back" व्यपास्ता अहितं प्रत्यसद्यः: "They could not make their way back without someone's assistance, thus [they cannot be weak, and] one must pay close attention to them," Cg.

32. "derive their ideas from logic" बुध्म अविचक्षितम प्रृप्या: Cg cites [from Manuśmṛta 12.106; the Rām. verses is quoted ad loc. by the commentator Bhāruci], "Only he who, in order to resolve problems in the ancient [veda] and the teachings of dharma, employs logic not in contradiction with the vedas and the [dharm-]śtras, knows dharma, no one else" (that is, logic cannot replace or be used to refute the vedas or dharmasātras; cf. also Rām. 3.48.21 and note there). Čk enlarges here, claiming that in no revealed or traditional text is it shown that liberation is secured through logical knowledge, "dialectical reasoning"; all logicians (including Pāṇcasaṅkhya, one of the founders of the Sāṃkhya system of philosophy) are materialists, and even those who accept the word of the vedas do so selectively, and deny that the soul is pure consciousness, nondifferent from brahma, and so on.

33. "true to its name" satyamānāṃ: We agree with Cm, Cg in taking the qualification proleptically. "Ayodhyā" literally means "The Impregnable (City)" (cf. 1.6.23).

34. "shrines" caityā: Cm, Cg, Čk, Ct, Cr all gloss, "places where sacrificial altars are constructed," but see note on verse 52 below.

35. "the boundary lines are well spaced" sūkṛṣṭसमाम: Cf. note on 43.3.

36. "disasters" हिमसाधिन: Or, "acts of violence," of one villager against another (Cg).

37. "still nourished beyond the whim of the rain god" adevasaṃtāryak: That is, well irrigated. Clearly in the eyes of this epic poet, the king was interested in supporting, if not initiating, irrigation projects (contrast Ritschl and Schetelig 1970).

Because of the repetition of the interrogative particle kasācid here (cf. verse 37), Cg supposes each qualification to be the subject of a question, and we follow him (so too in the preceding verses). Curiously, he quotes a śloka to this effect, which states that if the particle is used at the beginning and at the end of this verse, it should construe with the middle as well, questions being equally appropriate there too; further, that this shows Rāma's deep respect and affection for Kosala.

40. "a well-founded economy ... promotes the world's happiness" वृद्धिम सांस्कृतिस ... लोक सुखम उद्घाते: Literally, "(well-)founded upon its economy, the world gains happiness." The latter half of the verse supplies the reason for the question in the former (pace Čk, Ct, Cr, who see two questions; cf. MBh 2.5.69 crit. ed.), whereas pāda c appears to be a syntactical unit (against Cm, Cg, "If there is a
[good] economy (vārthaṁ), the people who have resorted to you” (sanśrutaḥ ... lokah).  
42. “your women” strīyaḥ: Cf. note on 8.5. “place . . . trust in them” śraddhaḥsīśaṁ: This agrees with Cr on the genitive of person (Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct, “trust,” believe what they say to be true”).  
43. “display yourself” dārayase: “Otherwise the people might believe the king to be ill,” Cg. Giving dāraya or a view of the kingly (or holy) person is what is meant. Read the vocative for nājaputraḥ, a misprint.  
44. “craftsmen” śilpaḥ: Cf. ManuŚm 7.75 (brahmanaṁ) śilpaḥ (yantraḥ) (cited by Ck, vol. 2, p. 528). But for this parallel, one would be inclined to interpret the word adjectivally, “crafty archers” (so Cr, and cf. the parallel verse Cg cites from Nīśā[4.58], which offers the glossing reading vīṭayodhaḥ, though the commentary Upādhyāyanarājakāśa ad loc. reads dhrayodhaḥ, glossing sauryasīlaśampampaṇaḥ).  
45. “unworthy hands” apātreṣu: “Dancers, procurers, singers, and so on,” Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct. The reference, however, may be to the control of the treasury passing into the hands of an untrustworthy superintendent.  
47. “out of greed” lobbhīt: Presumably in order to seize his property, whereas in the following verse bribery would seem to be at issue.  
49. “engaged in a suit” vyāsana: The word does not appear to be recorded elsewhere in this sense. It is thus explained by Cg, Ct, and see the NR gloss, vivadato ‘ṛtheṣu (2161).  
50. Obviously this verse has greater propriety after verse 47 (noticed also by Varadacharya 1964-1965, vol. 2, p. 347n), though no manuscript offers such a sequence.  
51. “brahmans” vāsīṣyaḥ: The parallel verse in ManusŚ (8.395), shows clearly that vāsīṣya—here does not refer to “physicians” (Ck, Ct), but rather to śrotiye, brahmans learned in the vedas (cf. also the NR variants vāsdyaṁ or viḍāṁ sasomapān), and that bubhīṣyaṁ means, not “win over” (all commentators), but “honor” (saṁpājayet). Though Kullūka ad loc. does suggest that the king should honor them with “gifts, high regard, and kindly deeds,” our pāda c may in fact contain, an old emendation, dānena displacing an original kṛṣena (cf. 88.18 and 101.21 and notes). This would give, “Do you . . . show regard (to them) in all three ways, in words and deeds and thoughts.” The reason for the emendation is self-explanatory.  
52. “shrines” caityaḥ: “Large trees at crossroads where divinities dwell,” Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct, “a place where fire altars are constructed,” with which he construes the adjective siddhārthaḥ (glossed, “through which one’s goals are achieved”). See note on 6.2.  
53. “You never deny the claim of righteousness” . . . dharmam . . . na vībādhaḥ: “Either: by pursuing artha in the morning (the time appropriate for dharma), dharma in the afternoon (the time appropriate for artha), or either of these two by pursuing kāma other than at its appropriate time, in the evening [the “seasons” or times mentioned in the following verse]; or, by pursuing artha to the exclusion of dharma, or dharma to the exclusion of artha (for example, failing to provide for one’s family), or kāma to the exclusion of both (for example, if one were attached to a prostitute one would thereby destroy both dharma and artha),” Cg.  
56. “atheism” nāstikyaṁ: Actually, “belief that the world to come does not exist,” Cg, Cr.  
58. “auspicious rites” maṅgalasya: Such as looking in a mirror early in the morning (Cf. MBk 12.53.9).
“indiscriminate courtesy” pratyutthānam sarvaśaḥ: Literally, “rising [from one’s seat, as a mark of respect] before everyone” (so Cg, Ck, Ct). Specific rules are prescribed in the dharmasastras regarding salutations. They are strictly regulated according to the age, caste, and degree of learning of the two parties involved in the exchange of greetings (cf. Kane 1962-1975, vol. 2.i, pp. 386-39). Cm, Cg also suggest as an alternative gloss for pratyutthānam, “a retaliatory campaign undertaken simultaneously against enemies in all directions,” that is, attacking on more than one front. But there appears to be no evidence for the use of the word in this sense (though cf. abhyutthāna- in 6.80.55).

Hereafter the NR inserts (omitting or reordering verse 59), “Thus Rāma questioned him, and with a shaken mind, broken by grief, Bharata informed him of the death of their father” (2164*), whereas the SR extends the list of questions by fourteen lines (2165*).

59. “you never eat savory foods all by yourself” svādūkṛtaṁ bhujyam eko nāśnāsi: Cf. 69.23 and note; in view of MBh 2.5.88, the implication would be that he should be feeding brahmins fine foods as well (rather than denying his family and dependents wholesome food).

Sarga 95

1ff. Cm, Ck (who argues vigorously against, most probably, Cṛā), Cṛt and a host of N and S manuscripts incorrectly read this sarga and the next after sarga 97 (which itself seems to be a later, clumsily integrated interpolation). Although this sequence would require the impossible succession of sarga 97 after 94, it would of course, conversely, result in the juxtaposition of sargas 96 and 98, which would seem to be authentic; Ck argues this point at the beginning of 98. There are lengthy arguments in the commentators both for and against the order presented in the crit. ed., but all of them are subjective and without much text-critical value.

1. “when I am wholly lost to righteousness” dharmad vihīnayaś: Bharata’s loss of righteousness is specified in the next verse, thus also Cṛ (“the ways of our family”); wrongly Cm, Cg, Cṛt, “the chief dharma, that is, of serving Rāma”; Cg, Ck, Cṛt, “that is, the kingship itself.”

4. “The purpose of the verse is to explain that not everyone [meaning Bharata] is capable of executing the duties of the kingship,” Cg. Cm, Cṛt assume the verse to answer Rāma’s unspoken question, “Why should I give up the performance of asceticism, which will secure divinity for me? What need have I of the kingship,” whereas Cm goes on to say, “Divinity may be achieved either by way of self-torment, through asceticism, or by way of pleasure, through guarding the kingship.”

“1 esteem him a god” devata sammato mama: The NR reads (and Ck understands), “But I esteem you to be a god.”

The two “they say” phrases are suspect. Cg is forced to add for the first, “the common people.”

5. After this verse the SR and some D manuscripts insert a verse (2171*) clarifying that Daśaratha died of grief (and not of illness).

6. “make the funeral libation” kriyātāṁ udakam: Cf. note on 70.23.

7. The verse answers the implicit question, if Bharata and Śatrughna have made the funeral libation, why should it be repeated (Cg, Ck, Cṛt). Hereafter the SR adds the poignant verse, “It was you he was grieving for, you he wanted to see, it was
on you his thoughts were immovably fixed. Bereft of you, and broken with grief for you, your father passed away, thinking only of you" (2173*, the parallel with Odyssey 11.202-203 is noteworthy).

8. "piteous words" karunāṇa vācām: Grā, Cm (not Ck, as per the crit. ed.) understand, "pitiless words."

9. "flowering" puspatāgāh: Ct tries to find some point to the qualification: "‘like a flowering tree,’ because he was still happy to see Bharata."

10. "striking a riverbank" kālaghāta:-: "As elephants will do when they are in rut and their tusks itch," Cg.

11. "sprinkled water upon him" sipcuḥ sāhileṇa: Their tears, possibly, as Ctr takes it (vol. 2, p. 550), though cf. 6.70.12.

15. "no longer has direction" anekārām: So in general Cm, Cg, CR, Ck, Ct, "has [now] many chiefs."

17. "noticed good conduct" prekyya svatram: The NR more persuasively offers, "would send me out and I would return," for as verses 15-16 show, Rāma would be thinking about other occasions on which he came home after an absence.

19. "sorrowful news" duḥkham: Pāda d stands in a sort of apposition to this (so Ct; Cm, Cg, Ck, Cr understand it adverbially, "sadly reported").

Note the editor's corrigendum here (Vaidya 1962, p. 706), which admits 2178* and 2179* (with SR reading) into the crit. ed. Vaidya wants 2179* to come first, but there is insufficient manuscript evidence for this (if anything, the verse should be rejected altogether, being-absent in D4, 5, 7), and it would grate contextually.

21. "a cake of almond meal" sthūdipyākham: "A cake made of the nuts of the 'ascetic tree', which are eaten by ascetics [cf. note on 44.5 and verse 31 below]. This would be only figuratively a 'cake'; actually the nuts would be just crushed and pulverized, and without their oil being extracted." Cg (so Ck, Ct). It is a coarse food, one prescribed for penances (cf. Manusm 11.92, Yajñasūtra 3.321), for which Rāma makes apology in verse 31, below, and which Kausalyā beweeps in 96.9ff.

22. "the procession of mourning" gath... sūdrānum: A type of hypallage, for gath sudrānum. A prescription for the cortege is cited by Cm, Cg, Ct, Cr from the [Bhāravadāja]Primaḥsadātras [1.4.6]: "The youngest go first, the others behind them, women at the very head."

26. Cg discovers significance in each of the adjectives in verses 25-26; to cite a couple of examples: "lovely" implies that the river assuaged their sorrow; where the woodlands were always in flower implies that they were shaded over until they completed the water-offering."

"Father, let this be for you"; tata etad bhavāti, ita: The reading of Cm, Cg, Ck is (pace the crit. ed. and the printed editions) tatastet, that is, tata (vocative, = tata, as often in vedic). Vaidya is probably right to print tata etat, with absence of sanḍhi (pragṛhyā) by reason of the (presumed) pluit vowel (cf. 43.12 and note).

Normally the gotra name of the deceased would be proclaimed (cf. note on 70.23), for which "father," or so Ct claims, does duty. Others, he reports, adduce this very passage to show that such a proclamation is not obligatory.

27. "facing the direction of Yama" daśaṃ yānyāṃ abhinukkhaḥ: Toward the south. Ct mentions a "recent digest" compiled by one Sumantu, which reports that kshatriyas are to offer water facing north. He dismisses this as groundless, precisely because it conflicts with the procedure here described, or as referring to low-rank kshatriyas.
29. "made the offering of food” cañāra ... nuññapam: The procedure here is apparently out of keeping with traditional practice. Ct addresses the issue: “One must not raise the objection that, since a smṛti declares that a son enters a state of impurity for ten days upon hearing of his father’s death (whenever the death itself may have occurred), the offering of food therefore should not be made now, on the first day, to the father for whom funeral rites have just been performed. For the smṛti in question must either apply to varnas other than the kshatriya, or to ceremonial procedures of the Kali Age” (whereas the Rāma is traditionally held to occur in the Tretā). Cg claims they simply “prepare” the cake, but do not offer it, since it is not to be offered till the tenth day.

31. The verse contains a hypermetrical pāda (c) rare in Vālmiki; there is only one other in all of Books Two through Six: 3.10.70. It may be that bhavaṇi is to be pronounced disyllabically (a Prākritism). The NR eliminates the irregularity, reading for the most part rājan for bhavaṇi, perhaps in recollection of MBh 13.65.59 (yadanno hi naro rājan; cf. Brahman 123.175).

33. “Bharata and Lakṣmīnāraṇa”: Ct desperately notes, “Śatrughna’ is included in ‘Bharata’ and need not be separately mentioned.” As previously (note on 87.25), Śatrughna will again be ignored in 96.29 below; see the note there (for a discussion of the role of the junior brothers in the epic, see Goldman 1980).

37. “the delicate ories” sukumārāḥ: Cg (and Cm) applies the qualification to the first two groups as well: “Were one not exceedingly frail one would necessarily proceed on foot to the sorrowful Rāma” (see note on 92.11).

40. “Vehicles with hooves are horses, and so on; those with wheels, chariots, and so on,” Ck, Ct, Cr.

41. “perfuming the way with their scent” dvāsasyantō gandhena: Apparently their fear causes the bulls to exude ichor (Cg fancifully, “this implies that even the elephants of the wild were eager to see Rāma”).

42. “cow-earred antelopes” gokarna: The word is obscure. The commentators are uncertain (they suggest a type of gazelle, or deer).

43. “plovers” pāvudāḥ: It is not known whether this identification is ornithologically correct; the commentators are guessing when they gloss, “a type of plump crane.” Pāvus, however, like plovers, are shore birds (cf. for example, 9.33.18), and the two words are cognate (deriving from I-E *pleu).

44. The SR inserts here some lines in which the people see Rāma and approach, all the while reviling Kaikeyi and Manthrā (2186*).

45. “he embraced them” tān ... paryayajata: “He embraced only those worthy of being embraced; cf. the next verse,” Ct.

46. “restored to all ... each according to his station, their one true kinsman or one true friend” cañāra suraṇā savayasyabhāndavān yathārham: The bahuvrīḥ compounds function predicatively. Highly improbable is Cr’s explanation: “he showed appropriate honor [yathārham; Cm, Cg impossibly supply as direct object “esteem”] to all, with their kinsmen and friends.” On Rāma’s punctilious observance of degrees of social rank, cf. also 15.4 and note.

47. “the mountain caves” guhā girñam: Guhā (feminine accusative plural) girñam should be understood thus separately (so Ck), and not in compound.
Sarga 96

4. A difficult verse, which we understand as follows: This spot on the river used to be deserted, never visited by men, but our children, who are used to comfort and have been driven from their home into the deep wilderness, are now using it, for one can see it has been disturbed. We reject all the commentators (Cm, Cg, because kevalam is nowhere attested in the sense of “surely, certainly”; Ck, Ct, Cr, Cs because, despite Ck’s protestation that kalanam is the old reading, kevalam is clearly supported by manuscript evidence). The word order in the Sanskrit shows a complex interlacement (schematically a B a b A b). Again, the dislocation is probably by design, meant to suggest Kausalya’s deep anguish (cf. note on 24.16).

5. After this verse the SR inserts four lines in which Kausalya explains that, humble though Lakṣmana’s task might be, it is virtuous, and expresses the hope that he will soon be released from his labors (2189*).


10. “the whole four-cornered earth” ceturārthān mahat: The earlier geodetic conception, later to be replaced by the round disc model (see Lüders 1951, p. 79).

11. “should have only such meal to offer his father” putrā dayād tirādikṣodam: Normally a ball of fine rice would be offered to the departed.

17. “clinging to” āsaktam: Cm, Cg (citing the late lexicographer Halāyudha), “without ceasing”; Ck, Ct, Cr, “affectionately.”

26. “lastly” jaghanyam: Cm, Cg, “‘directly after’ Rāma and Vasiṣṭha seated themselves”; Ct, “behind.”

Some N manuscripts include Guha in the company (cf. note on 92.15).

27. Bharata’s folding his hands before Rāma would appear to be a signal that he wishes to address him (Ck, Ct include this verse in the next, as part of the people’s reflections).

“like great Indra before Prajāpati” yathā mahendraḥ . . . praṇāpatam: On the simile cf. note on 29.11.

29. Despite the position of the first ca, we apportion the adjectives one to each brother, which seems to be the poet’s intention. Observe also that several trustworthy manuscripts (D4, 7, G3) read sa for this ca.

Note the omission, once again, of Śatruighna (cf. note on 95.33). Cs here tries to explain this by saying that, since Lakṣmana and Śatruighna are twins, there is no need to mention them separately.

Sarga 97

1. On the text-critical questions relating to this sarga, cf. note on 95.1ff.

“comforted” samādāväya: Several manuscripts and commentators, with greater narrative logic, read “acknowledged” (cf. note on 96.27; Cm, Cg take “who so cherished his guru” predicatively with this verb).

2. “in barkcloth” caṅga:- Cf. 82.23.

4. “holding them out stiffly” pragyā baḷavāda: In light of such passages as 60.14, 95.9, 95.27, we must either read bāhā (for bhūyāh) with the NR or, what amounts to the same thing, understand an ellipsis of -arjalam with pragyā, as translated.

17. Hereafter follows an SR insertion, in which Rāma explains that gurus have absolute license to act as they would toward their sons and wives (2201*).

21. "in the presence of all the world" lokasamādhānu: Perhaps "before witnesses," for Daśaratha made—or rather, acquiesced in—the apportionment in private, with only Kaikeyi (and, in a sense, Rāma) present (sargas 10-12, 16). The more "public" scene of sargas 31-34 cannot be meant, for no "apportionment" was made then.

"And after giving his orders" vṛddihṣya ca: Throughout the following six sargas (as in verse 24 below), Rāma will repeatedly make reference to his father's express "order" to live fourteen years in the wilderness of Daṇḍaka. As noted above (on 12.16), however, the text so far has made evety effort to deny that Daśaratha had any direct involvement with Rāma's banishment, and nowhere has he given such an order. For further discussion of this problem, see the Introduction, Chapter 4.

Sarga 98

4ff. Many of these verses will be repeated in 6.116.2ff.

4. Having bestowed the kingship on Bharata, Daśaratha met the conditions of Kaikeyi's request and fulfilled his obligations toward her (he "honored" them, sāṃtvitā here = pūjātā in 6.116.2), and now that Bharata possesses the kingship it is within his rights to transfer it to Rāma; their father's word will still have been respected. Thus in the main Cg, Čk, Ct. On the proposed transfer of power, however, Cg remarks that, being Rāma's slave, Bharata wishes to make over to him the kingship according to the well-known proverb that "there are three who are propertyless" [a wife, a slave, and a son; cf. MBh 1.77.22], that is, that a slave's property is his master's.

5. "the kingdom will utterly disintegrate" rājyakhandam udam mahat: The commentators all misunderstand the meaning of -khanda-, taking it in the sense of one of the nine "political sectors" of the world. Rājyakhandam here = rājyaacchudram in 6.116.4.

6. Tārka: Garuḍa.

Note the anacoluthon: the nominative construction in pādas ab (kharabh and pa-taṁr̥uḥ, requiring for example, saktah) is changed to an oblique one in pāda c, na saktir me.

7. "depend" upasthitate: Literally, "live off": Bharata's point is not that, although incapable himself of ruling (verse 6), he is reluctant to become dependent on others in order to acquire that capability (so Cg, Varadacharya 1964-1965, vol. 2, p. 385n). He is rather referring to the life of a king in exile in the wilderness, who must look to others for support (so Cr and, in the main, Cs). This may be not merely an inducement to Rāma to return and become his own master, but also a suggestion that forest life is not only "hard" but prohibited to kṣatriyas (cf. MBh 12.22.7). The king is often referred to in Sanskrit literature as the one whom subjects "depend on," as creatures depend on rain (cf., for example, MBh 12.76.13, 36-37).

8-10. Cg analyzes the simile ("Bharata refrains from doing so himself out of deference... knowing Rāma is clever enough to understand it on his own") as
follows: The planter of the tree = Dāsaratha; the tree = Rāma; the flowers = the stage antecedent to the consecration; the fruit = the assumption of the kingship. (Ck., "The effort of the king in begetting you would be vain if you did not supply the means of subsistence to us who depend on you; you would then be ‘fruitless,’ like the great tree."

"its being grown" prabhātvahā: = sa rōpyate, 6.116.7; Cg, Ck take as kartari kta ("he grew it").

Note in verse 10d the exceptional use of the imperative (with na) in a conditional clause. Curiously, none of the commentators remarks on it (the unusual terminal hi might suggest some indicative in -si, as read by several manuscripts, though it is hard to suppose that the strange imperative dislodged a simpler form).

12. There is a slight word play here between nardantu ("trumpet") and nandantu ("rejoice").

15ff. "Rāma begins to assuage Bharata’s sorrow by showing him the true view of things, namely, that it was neither the king compelled by Kaikeyi nor Bharata who caused his exile, but fate," Cm, Cg. This is an artificial and unsatisfactory explanation for the narrative function of the following verses. However moving at times they may be, verses 15-36 are evidently non sequitur with regard to Bharata’s plea. Perhaps the verses are out of place—note that the NR removes them to a separate sarga. Or maybe the poet has inserted here, rather awkwardly, material from a parallel legend, that of the Wise Rāma (rāmaprāṇitak), partly preserved also in the Dāsaratha Jātaka (cf. note on verse 17 below, also Lüders 1940, pp. 38-39, 105ff.; who calls attention to echoes in other jātakas for our verses 15, 18, 20, 21, 26). The wisdom verses in the jātaka, in fact, make considerably more narrative sense, insofar as there Rāma is shown never to grieve at all for his father (contrast above, 95.8ff., and his far more violent grief in Aranyakāṇḍa 56ff.).

15. "No one acts of his own free will" nātmānāḥ kāmakāro 'stu: Ātmanāḥ is essentially reflexive. It has none of the theological overtones suggested by Ct, Cr: "the individual soul," as opposed to "the lord" (śvāra, rendered here as "[not] independent"). They also overinterpret the phrase "this way and that": "from this body and world and from the other body and world it drags [the soul] in accordance with its karma."

"fate" krāṇātah: Like daivo ("chance," literally, "what comes from the gods"), kāla ("time"), adṛṣṭa ("the unforeseeable"), and so on, this signifies more or less our "fate." Observe again Rāma’s profound fatalism (cf. for example 20.12 ff. and note). The foil to it in this section will be not Laksmana but Jābali, who discourses in sarga 100.

16. A famous verse, appearing in many texts, such as MBh 11.2.3, 12.27.29, Vasupū 5.29. It is also found in the "consolation" sarga of some dhārmastāstras, such as Gobhaśm 3.40 (cf. Kane 1962-1975, vol. 4, p. 237).

17. This verse, and it is the only such one, appears almost verbatim in the consolation scene of the Dāsaratha Jātaka (Jātakas #461.85, cf. Sūtampāta 9.8.175). The one important difference is nucan (for nānyatra): "Ripe fruit need always fear falling, and men that are born must always fear dying." The Sanskrit version, as it is normally understood (by Lüders, for example) is suspiciously opaque; in the repetition of the verse in 7.10.16 it was felt necessary to add nityam. Either the transmission has been faulty, or perhaps we must take nānyatra in the sense "not at some other time," that is, "all the time." But as this signification is unattested, and conjecture is not efficacious, we let the opacity stand. Although the NR reading in pāda c is vindicated
by the (southern) Pāli version, as Luders observes, the SR reading is authenticated by the northern Buddhist Udānavarga (ed. Bernhard 1965, 1.11).

18. After this verse the SR adds: "The night that comes on will never return, and the full Yamunā goes to the ocean, the abode of waters" (2208*).

20. "You should be grieving for yourself" ṛtmānam anusocca tvam: The commentators are not satisfied with the natural implication: Cg, "give thought to the world to come"; Cm, "you should be grieving for yourself; who are engaged in seeking to attain ephemeral things"; Ck, Ct, "that is; you should think: death is ineluctably coming. What is to be my course in this world and the world to come?"; Cr, "make an attempt to free your embodied soul from suffering."

21. "Death walks" mṛtyur ṛrajati: "Because the lines etched on one's forehead by god are death's form." Cm (Cr, "because one's Inner-Controller has the form of death, and so it cannot be evaded").

23. "when the sun rises, or ... when it goes down" udita tāt̄ye ... asatamte ravau: The translation agrees with Cr in seeing an alternative in pādas ab. Cg, however, is possible, too: "They rejoice when the sun rises, realizing that the hour to make money has come; and when it sets, realizing that the time for pleasure has come."

24. "the face of each new season come" rṣumukham ... navam navam tvāgatam: Many manuscripts read instead, "(the face, or beginning, of a season) that seems to come each time brand new."

25-26. Famous verses appearing also in the MBh (12.28.36, 168.15).

27. "this course of things" yathābhādvaṁ: The compound is virtually substantival (so Ck, Ct; Cm, Cg, falsely, "one cannot stay; that is, with one's kinsmen 'as much as one wishes').

30. "Since life trickles away" vayasaṁ patamānasya: Pādas ab form a genitive absolute construction (though not anādare). Note also vā in the sense of iva (compare MBh 12.188.3, with Belvarkar's note).

"happiness" sukham: Though used elsewhere in the Ayodhyākṛta simply in the sense of "comfort" or "worldly happiness," the word must have a more transcendent meaning here, "ultimate happiness," as in 3.6.27, "One cannot derive happiness [sukham] from mere' pleasure [sukham]" (see note there). Cg, Ct, Cr, "happiness, that is, the cause of happiness, that is, dharma" (so read by the NR; note also BuddhaC 7.18, 'sukham hi dharmaḥ yodants mūlam, 'bliss is the ultimate end of dharma,' Johnston).

"have found happiness" sukhabhūjaḥ: Rather differently the commentators, such as Ck: "happiness is the proper lot... creatures receive life that they may acquire the means to happiness."

34. "heavenly treasure" daivaṁ rddhan: Cg, "a heavenly body, etc."; Ck, "the attainments of lordliness, wisdom, high station, and bountiful bliss"; Ct, "ascetic power."

36. "different griefs" bahuvaṁdhiḥ sukāḥ: At his father's death, his brother's exile, and so on (Cm, Cg, Ck). "Grief," a mental affect; 'lamentation,' a verbal one; 'weeping,' a physical one" [the three aspects of the person, cf. note on 88.18], Ck.

37. "of his own accord" vaṁśā: So Cr (cf. 10.1).

38. "where" yat: Agrees with Cg (Ck, Ct, Cr, "with regard to what duty").

40. "wonderful" cītram: "Since Rāma spoke in such a way that no response seemed possible, Bharata has to reply [as it were] with another mouth [with exceptional
eloquence], thus the adjective, Cg ("invested with remarkable argument and expressions, capable of amazing the audience," Ck, Ct [Cr]).

42. "in their existing and not existing both" yathāsat satā satā: The meaning of the second half of this verse, particularly the change from nominative to locative, is not entirely clear (the NR reads locative in both pādās). Rāma's speech centered on the transience of life—on death in the midst of life—and this may explain one part of the verse (the nonexistence of the living); whereas verse 34 above may help us grasp the second part (the continued existence of the dead). The commentators explain more or less improbably, for example, Cm, Cg: "just as a dead person is not an object of hate, 'so' neither should 'a living person' be; 'just as' there is no passion 'for a nonexistent object,' 'so' there should be none 'for an existent one.' " Ck-remarks at the end-of his rather confused (or at least confusing) analysis, "This verse [42cd-43ab] illustrates the meaning of the scriptural passage, 'If a person comes to know that ātma, that he is it, what would he want, in the desire for what would he cling to the body?' [BrĀraU.4.4.12], as well as the meaning of the entire Bhagavadgītā. To our thinking, the verse offers opportunity for vast exegesis, treating as it does of the spiritual discipline of our innate ideas (intellect)."

44. "courage" -sattva: So Cr; or, "power," Cs. Cf. 5.66.18.

45. N manuscripts hereafter insert (or substitute) a few lines in which Bharata explains that he himself is not so endowed, is all alone, suffers unspeakably, and cannot bear to live (§219*).

48. "a deed so abominable" karma jugusttam: That is, usurping the kingship (Cm), not slaying his mother (Cs).

49. "he was a god to us" davatam: So Cr (cf. 16.15 above, and MBh 12.41.4); equally possible, and perhaps preferable, "(now-departed and become) a deity," which is how Ck understands (cf. also 95.31, verse 34 above, and especially 3.62.4 and 4.61.10).

50. "But still" hi: Note the adversative force of the particle.

"contrary to all that is right and good" dharmārthaḥ kānām: That is, "based totally on the urgings of desire [kāmā]" (Cm, Cg, Ct; cf. 47.19).

51. "There is an ancient saying" purāatrutā: Cm, Ct call it a gāthā. We find no sloka exactly like this, though there are many verses of a similar import. In the Rām cf. 3.54.16: "When a man is to be ruined by implacable doom, he loses all sense of right and wrong—and it is this that dooms him." In the MBh cf. 2.72.8 and in particular 2.58*, which concerns the Rāma legend itself; "The nearer a man's downfall, generally more wrong-headed his thoughts become."

52. "out of anger" krodhā: Cm, Cg, Ct try to explain, "that is, [from fear of] Kālīkeya's anger," quite unsatisfactorily. D4, 5, 7 persuasively read, "from greed" (though see Rāvaṇa's words in 3.34.10). No doubt Rāma's declaration in 101,17 is to be juxtaposed to this.

53. "corrects" sādhu manyate: In view of the context here and verse 54, there seems to be no other way to interpret the phrase than in this unusual fashion, with the commentators (Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct; contrast its sense in 57.22). Most N manuscripts have the easier [sādhu] kūrute.

Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct etymologize, "He is called a son—apattam—because he prevents his father from falling—patana—[into hell]"; cf. 99.12.

54. "(do not) endorse" (mad ... ) abhimāna: What the crit. ed. means by abhi*patat is unclear (is it an emendation? It is not so noted on pp. xxvi-xxvii of the Introduction
to the text volume). We read with Crā, Cm, CgL abhipattā (periphrastic future of the root pad; for the use of mā with the future in prohibitions cf. Renou 1968, p. 462).

56. Hereafter the SR inserts 2298*, in which Bharata says the first obligation of a kṣatriya is the consecration, in order to govern, and that this clear and unequivocal duty should not be abandoned in favor of some other one that is ill-defined and uncertain.

58. “the foremost is that of the householder” gārhasthiyam sṛṣṭham āśramam: Ck cites Gauṭ DS [3.8], “Of these [three other stages of life] the householder stage is the womb, because the others do not bring forth offspring,” and he remarks, “One should envisage [entering] the other stāges only when the householder’s is no longer possible, and not when it is.”

59. “rank of birth” sthānena janmanā: Literally, “in rank by birth.” We agree with Ck, Ctt in taking the two words thus closely together (see the next verse; Cr, “position [or station, stature] and birth”; CgL, “position, that is, the order of succession,” but that, of course, is determined by birth).

60. “in both virtue and intelligence” -budhiyugauḥ: Note the “gloss” of B1 and G3 (hinbududdhr hinayugauḥ, gupair hinauḥ). Cm, CgL suggest instead taking the compound as a tatpurusa rather than dvandva, “virtues of intellect,” “mental powers.”...

64. “Discharge the three debts” pāṇi trīṇy apādikvarau: Cf. note on 4.14 above. Ck, Ctt, adducing the TatS [6.3.11] (which states that a brāhmaṇa is born with three debts), claim that a kṣatriya likewise incurs them, either because “brāhmaṇa” is meant to include kṣatriyas (Ct), or because the activities—studentship and so on—by which the brahmans pay off the debts are enjoined upon the kṣatriya as well, and this implies his obligation to meet the debts.

65. “the ten directions” dхо dха: The four primary and four intermediary points of the compass, plus the zenith and the nadir.

67. “Great lord” mahētvarah: Usually the name of Śiva (occasionally, in the epics, of Indra, cf. Hopkins 1915, pp. 122-23). The identification with Śiva is made more certain by the fact that he is often called Bhūteṣa (lord of creatures), or Paśūpati (lord of beasts). CgL offers various reasons why the word must signify Viṣṇu, the least ridiculous of which is that Śiva, given the task of destroying creatures at the time of universal dissolution, could not possibly be said to “take pity” on them. Note that Rāma is compared to Śiva elsewhere, 2.15.59, 23.27, 24.10, 26.

70. “merchants” naugamāḥ: Cm, CgL, Cr, Ctt, Cr gloss, “townsmen” (citing Vaiṣṇa, which also gives “merchants”); cf. note on 1.14 above.

“commanders of the troops” yāhavallabhāḥ: Cm, CgL, Ctt, “chief men of the troops” (“that is, of counselors, and so on,” Cr); cf. note on 75.11.

Sarga 99

1. The crit. ed. notes here that Ck is absent for the rest of the second book of the Rām. The Mysore edition of the commentary (1965) is, in fact, complete.

3. “our father . . . made a brideprice pledge” putā naḥ . . . samātausūṣṭi . . . sūkham: On the significance of this startling piece of intelligence, see the Introduction, Chapter 4. The commentators try desperately, here and elsewhere in the sarga, to explain away a fundamental inconsistency in the narrative (see also on 4.25). Ck is naturally led to wonder why, if the kingship were given to Kaikeyī as her brideprice,
she used a boon to ask for it. He cites a passage from a smṛti text which states, "A lie is not considered reprehensible if told to a woman, at the time of a love-match, to protect one's livelihood, when one's life is in danger, on behalf of cows or brahmans when violence is offered them" [BrDharmaP 1.47.69, BhāgP 8.19.43, and cf. Johnston on BuddhaC 4.67], and suggests that Kaikēyī was afraid the king would not actually give her son the kingship [since Kausalyā was already chief queen and Kaikēyī's marriage was a love-match], and so she uses the boon. Cg (on verse 6 below) adds that she only asks for the [two] boons because the brideprice agreement had happened long ago, when she was only a child. It is reasonable, he adds, that she might have forgotten what happened long ago since she had to be reminded even of the two boons [cf. 9.5 and note], though that incident occurred in her adulthood. (It is, of course, totally unreasonable.)

4. "a boon" varam: Some N manuscripts read, "two boons." Cm, Cg, Ct, Cr gloss "boon" as "pair of boons," that is, as jātyekapacanam; but this is to extend the grammatical principle beyond the range of usefulness.

5. Cm comments, "If Daśaratha at the time of his marriage had promised the kingship to Kaikēyī's son, how could he have been ready to give it to Rāma? According to the proverb, 'They say five lies entail no sin: one told at the time of marriage, at the time of love-making, when one's life is in danger, or one's whole property is on the point of being seized, or on behalf of a Brahman' [VāsīD ś 16.57; cf. MBh 1.77.16], Daśaratha realized there would be no fault and so acted as he did." As noted in the Introduction, if the agreement were not binding on Daśaratha, Rāma would not cite it as an argument here.

6. Cg remarks, "[Not only did Daśaratha think his deception about the marriage pledge no crime; cf. note on verse 5] but the king of Kekaya, too, being deeply impressed by Rāma's virtues, did not demand the kingship for his grandson [obviously he suspected nothing of Rāma's coronation; cf. also note on 1.35]. Rāma had heard about this secret (pledge) from Sumantra and others, and so we must assume that they approved [of Daśaratha's behavior in awarding the kingship to Rāma?] when they learned of it." We never learn from Vālmiki when Rāma is supposed to have come to know of the brideprice agreement (see also the Introduction, Chapter 4).

8. "brook no opposition" apratidvandvah: So Cm, Cg, Cs; possible is Ck's, "without any animosity."

10. "Free the . . . king from his debt" rṇān mocaya rājānam: The king would remain in debt as long as Bharata is not consecrated king (so Cm, Cg, Ct, Cr).

11. "glorious Gaya" yasasmā / gayena: A Gaya is recorded as author of two vedic hymns (RV 10.68, 64), and is mentioned in all of them (line 17 of each), though the verses attributed to him here are not found in the vedas. Buddhist and Jain tradition considers Gaya a king of the environs of Gayā (it is located in Bihar state), one of the holiest regions in India, where sacrifices attain their greatest efficacy (and where the Buddha attained enlightenment). If a son performs a śrāddha at Gayā he most assuredly rescues his father from the torments after death (cf. note on 76.5).

12. "rescues" trāyate: The most ancient, and the standard, "etymology" of the word putra: "he saves [trāyate] his father from [the hell named] Put" (already in Nr [2.11]).

"or because he protects his ancestors" pīṭhān yat pīṭhā vā: As the text of pāda d is
printed, one must agree with Ck, Ct in seeing a second possible "etymology" being proposed, *pāti* ("he protects") *putm* ("his ancestors"). A variant reading found in Ctr, *var for *vā, gives the more reasonable, "For a son indeed protects his ancestors" (the NR reads with *ManuSm* 9.158, *suvam eva suyayasthuvā, "[was called . . .] by the Self-existent Brahmā himself").

A son "saves" his ancestors by conveying them to heaven by means of sacrifices, public works, and so on, which are performed in their name (Cm, Cg), and, as here, by preserving their truthfulness.

13. "journey to Gayā" gayāṁ *vrayet*: That is, to perform a śṛddha there for the father ("the field of Gayā is the place providing the most efficacious means of securing the release of one's father," Ck). The verse is famous, appearing in various forms in *MBh* (3.85.7), VāyuP (105.10), KārmaP (2.34.13); and elsewhere.

17. "I shall become sovereign king of the beasts of the wild" vanyānām āham api rājarāṇ megaṁām: "Perhaps this line 'plants the seed of events to come,' of Rāma's pleasing (so they gloss *rājarāti*, "sovereign king") Sugrīva (the monkey king), his slaying Vālin, and so on," Cm, Cg (Ct, "his coming overlordship over the monkeys is here intimated").

19. "his principal sons" *tanayavarādhi*: Is the adjective significant, suggesting that the king had other sons by his lesser concubines? Otherwise, "us, his good sons."

"Do not despair" mā *vijādam*: We understand ellipsis of a singular verb, that is, *kuru* (cf. the NR's *vijāda*, so read also by Ct), cf. 3.59.18, 6.38.22 (Ck would supply *cārāma with *vijādam* ("let us not despair").

**Sarga 100**

1ff. The minister Jābāli (mentioned also in 2.61.2, 105.2 where he is called "strictly observant," and elsewhere in the *Rām* will present the *cāvaka* (Cg) or *lokāyatika* (Ck, Ct), "materialist" or "realist," position. On Jābāli, his disquisition, and related matters, see the instructive discussion of Ruben 1956.

1. "at variance with righteousness" *dharmāpetam*: The NR reads either "in accord with righteousness," or, "correct" (cf. also Ruben 1956, p. 40).

Several N manuscripts insert hereafter 2237*, containing some of Jābāli's preliminary arguments: Daśaratha had already given Rāma the kingship; Bharatā is ready to return it, as is Kaikēyi; Rāma should relieve Laksmana and Śītā of the burden that has been placed on them; gurus often act recklessly, renouncing their sons, as for example Reśka, who renounced Śunāḥsephha [sic] (cf. AṭBṛ 7.13ff.; *Rām* 1.60).

2. "in distress" *tapasvah*: Cf. note on 58.25 above. Ck's construction, "like some miserable commoner," is impossible. Cm, Cg and a number of good S manuscripts read, "and you a wise [manasvah; T1, 2, or, "powerful," *tapasvah, M3*], noble-minded man."

Jābāli here and in most of the following discourse is probably addressing the opinion Rāma expressed in 99.12 (so Ruben).

3. The idea here is indeed close to Rāma's own (98.25ff.), but in this instance directed not to consolation but to political action.

4. A very similar sentiment in *Saund* 15.31.

7. “kingship of your fathers” 

8. “wearing her single braid of hair” ekavesṭisthā: Faithful wives separated from their husbands would braid their hair into a single tress (note again that the word “city” in Sanskrit is feminine in gender).

9. “Expressed here on a deeper level is the notion of [perpetual] change, according to the [Buddhist] doctrine of momentary destruction. . . . The father [in the Buddhist doctrine] has no more relationship with the son than with the egg of a louse,” Ct. Most manuscripts add: “The father is [supplies] but the seed of an offspring; the sperm and blood combine in a woman during her fertile period to bring about the birth of a person” (2239).

10. “where he had to go” gantavyam yatram tatra: “That is, he has been reduced back into the five elements,” Cm, Cg, Ct.


12. “who place ‘righteousness’ above what brings them profit” arthadharmanapārah: Since Jābāli goes on to consider actions by which artha is frustrated (and because we would naturally expect him to promote artha), the compound cannot mean, “devoted to dharma and artha.” Ck (unrecorded in the crit. ed.) reads, arthe dharmaparāḥ, “who, when artha [exists ready to hand, abandon it and] devote themselves to dharma” (so Ct also understands). We suggest, thus, analyzing, arthād dharmaṇaḥ paraḥ vṛttaḥ, rare though such a vṛttaḥ might be.

13. “the Eighth Day, the rite for the ancestors” aṣṭakā pūrṇavatvam: Śrāddha offerings for the departed ancestors (cf. note on 71.1) were prescribed for the eighth day of three different months. Brahmans would be invited to partake as representatives of the ancestors (cf. ÁstraGS 4.7.2), the food they eat being thought to feed the spirits of the departed.

14. This sentiment appears, attributed to the Cārvāka school, in the SarvaDaSaṃ (p. 14 verse 5); in the ViṣṇuP (3.18.28) it is voiced by Viṣṇu in his delusive avatar as the Buddha.


16. “world to come” param: Cg, “anything to be experienced in another world”; Ck, Ct, “anything beyond this world, whose purpose is for the world to come—that is, dharma.”

The insertion after this verse, 2241*, is discussed in the note on 101.29.

17. “of the wise” saṁtām: Cf. verse 6. “Wise” is not often the sense of this adjective (normally = “good,” sometimes “wealthy”), but this is clearly what it means in both our places. Compare 5.26.3, where saṁtaḥ corresponds to punḍitaḥ in the first occurrence of the proverb at 5.23.12 (cf. for other remarks Ruben 1956, p. 41). Rāma pointedly employs the word again in 101.5, 19, and 30. (Ck, Ct, Cr understand, “realists,” “those who maintain the doctrine that only those objects are real [saṁtām] which we can perceptually validate” (“and not those which depend only on scriptural authority,” Ct); Cm, Cg deviously separate as sa tām, “to these [ideas].”)
"concurs" - *nīdarśinām*: So Cm, Cg, Ct, Ck, "in harmony (with the whole world)"; Cr, "which enlighten (the whole world)."

After this verse some N manuscripts insert a passage (App. 1, No. 27): a catalogue of kings is given, all of whom died, leaving their wives and children, "and no one knows where they have gone." Rāma is urged to devote himself to pleasure: those who are righteous are often unhappy, those who are unrighteous often happy (lines 21-22). Rāma is angered, replies that he will not disobey his father's command, and asks why Jābāli does not accept as valid [corroboration of a metaphysical reality] Indra's attaining heaven by means of sacrifices (lines 38-39, cf. 101.29), the successes of Viśvāmitra, and so on.

**Sarga 101**

3ff. In the following verses Rāma seems not to be directly addressing Jābāli's argument, but to be contemplating the contradictions between his own professions and actions were he to follow that advice. The *truly* wise (cf. note on 100.17) value virtuous conduct, not virtuous declarations. Principles are only authenticated by deeds, and if they are not thus authenticated, they are mere pretense.

5. This verse appears to be the apodosis of the conditional clause in verse 6 (Cm, Cg take the apodosis to be verse 7; Ck, Ct supply their own). Ck cites: "Whoever abandons the precepts of āśtra and acts according to his own will [kāmakārataḥ] does not find success or happiness, or the highest goal" [BhagGīt 16.23]. In pāda b the conjecture yaibha (for tathā) easily suggests itself, but has no manuscript corroboration.

7. "a corrupter of the world" lokadīśanam: Cf. verses 9-10. (Ck, Ct, "resorting to a type of behavior that corrupts, destroys, the world to come.")

8. Only by conforming to the practices of one's ancestors can one hope to reach them in heaven. Ct gives the hint for the somewhat difficult pāda a by making oblique reference to a tenet we find in *Manu Śm* 4.178: "Let him walk in that path of holy men which his fathers and his grandfathers followed; while he walks in that he will not suffer harm" (Bühler).

9. "the entire world would follow suit" ayam lokah kṛṣṇah samupavartate: The doctrine that the king sets the standard of behavior for his subjects in all matters of conduct is set out more explicitly in 3.48.8-9.

13. "Truth is the lord of this world" satyam evaśvaro loke: Ck, perhaps rightly, understands samādritah here, "In this world the lord resides in truth."

"goddess of the lotus" padmā: Śrī, goddess of wealth and royalty.

15. How is it that some men are able to achieve success in this world? Why is it that after death one man goes to heaven and another goes to hell? There must be some reason—and that reason is their adherence (or lack of adherence) to truth. Such seems to be the main point of the verse; see also *MBh* 12.188.3 (Cr, "The verse supplies proof that deeds are rewarded"); Cm, Cg, "The poet is showing the worldly and heavenly rewards of the man devoted to truth, and the damnation of the man who is not").

16. This follows Cm in construction of the verse; he refers to 16.19 above as the instance of Rāma's pledge (to Kāikeyī; Ck [on verse 17] refers to 16.49).

17. "Not out of greed or delusion" navā laḥhān na mohād vi: See the note on 98.52.
"the dam of truth" *setuṃ satyaśya*: Cm, Cg (so Ck, Cr) construe gurav with satyaśya, "the dam of my guru's truth" (that is, 10.19 above). This seems improbable in light of verse 24 below (and 103.11), though of course there have been several promises: Dasa ratha's to Kaisey (10.19), Rama's to Kaisey (16.17, 16.49) and to his father (31.25), and all of these form a single complex.

19. "personal code of righteousness" *pratyaṭṭam ... dharmaṃ*: Not entirely certain. *Pratyaṭṭam* is evidently adjectival, construing with *dharmaṃ*, and contrasting with *kṣatram dharmaṃ* in verse 20. It appears to have no theological overtones, though the word is attested with such as Early as *KāhU* (2.1.1). We agree with Ck in taking *satyaṃ*, "the true one," as the predicate.

20. "I reject the kṣatriya's code" *kṣatram dharmaṃ aham tyakya*: Ck, Ct comment: "He means, I give up (only) the debased kṣatriya code, where one takes the kingship against one's father's command, and I follow the true one." Not dissimilarly Ctr, who in his long comment here argues that Rama is distinguishing between two levels in the code: one holding that protection of his subjects is a kṣatriya's primary duty (cf. *ManuSm* 7.144), the other, that for a kṣatriya to keep his promise is most important. It is the former aspect of the code, he claims, that Rama is rejecting here (similarly Yudhisṭhira in the *MBh*; Ctr appositely cites 2.35.14, 21). We cannot know for certain whether the relative clause in *pāda b* ("where unrighteousness ...") is nonrestrictive (so we punctuate) or restrictive, defining. But note that Rama has often been shown to revise if not reject out of hand the conventional behavior of his social class (see, for example, 18.36 and the Introduction, Chapter 10).

21: "And sinful action is, of three sorts" *truvadhām karma pātikam*: Here Rama apparently wishes to show how all three types of sin are of equal weight, lest he be reproached with recollecting from the seemingly trivial lapse of breaking his word (for the tripartition see note on 88:18). Ct suggests that all three types of sin would be committed were he to break his word and take over the kingship. Ct quotes an interesting verse from the *BhāgP* [1.18.7] to show that in the present age, the Kali Yuga, whereas good *karma* can be produced from good thoughts, evil thoughts do not produce bad *karma* (not the case in the Tretā Yuga, that in which the Rām is traditionally thought to take place).

22. "the man who holds to truth" *purusham ... satyastham*: The crit. ed., offers *svarga stham*, "when a man is in heaven." It is not clear how we can simply say, "'a man,' that is, the truthful man' with Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct, Cr; but the verse would make little sense if we do not. But even then, that "land" should attend a man in heaven is as absurd in Sanskrit as it is in English. Considering the reading of Dr, Dd, Dm: *satyam samanuvartante*; and 99.19: *naṛendraṃ satyastham*, we feel confident in conjecturing *satyastham* for *svarga stham* in *pāda c* here.

23. "What you consider the best course" *śreṣṭham ... avadhārya*: Translated in agreement with Cg, Cr with respect to the syntax of *śreṣṭham*. Might it not, however, be a superlative marker for *āryam*, "(what you are suggesting is) a most ignoble thing"?

"mere sophistry," *yukti karuṇa*; Literally, "have the force of mere logic." Cf. the later idiom *yat kṛ*, "to employ a stratagem"; cf. also 94.33.

25. "it brought delight to the heart of Queen Kaisey": *prāṛṣṭamanaśa devi kaiseyā ca bhavaś tatā*: Ct comments, "[Rama is saying], 'It would be totally inappropriate for me to take away the delight I once gave Kaisey [by my promise].' " Here Rama appears either to be rejecting the argument that adherence merely to the letter of
Daśaratha’s boon is sufficient, as Bharata claimed (98.4), or to be denying that Kaśyapa has had any change of heart (cf. the insertion reported at the note on 100.1).

26. “restricting my food to holy things, roots, fruit, and flowers” nīpatābhōjanam mālahiḥ puṣpāh phalaḥ puṣpāh: Construing the verse in agreement with Cī. Aśeetics, particularly those who “adhere to the Vaikhānasa doctrine” (as apparently is the case with Rāma, cf. 46.58 above and note there), are “to subsist solely on flowers, roots, and fruit,” according to MānuŚa (6.21, cf. 6.13) as well as the MBh (“Those who have adopted the Vaikhānasa doctrine... subsist, some on roots, some on fruit, some on flowers”[12.256.13-14]). Accordingly, in Rām 3.1.21 Rāma will be offered “fruit, roots, wild flowers, and other sorts of food.” Alternatively, of course, we may adopt the easier syntax and join pādas c and d (“satisfying the gods and ancestors with holy things; roots...”), though offerings of roots are not commonly met with. (Note also that pāda d of our verse is one that frequently appears without expressed instrumental, cf. for example MBh 3.8.3.52, 125.11; 13.152.7.)

27. “the world on its course” lokadīrṣṭam: “The course of the world is obedience, the keeping of one’s father’s word,” Cm, Cg, Ct (Ck, “the maintenance of one’s body”). Rāma would “corrupt the world”[cf. verses 7, 9 above] were he to disobey, because kings are exemplary figures (cf. 101.9 and note, also Bṛhagṛt 3.21).

28. Cg rightly considers this verse to be a response to the denial of efficacy in vedic rites voiced above, 100.13.

“On entering this realm of action” karmaabhāṣm imam prāpya: That is, having been born into this world: The MBh distinguishes between this world as the “realm of action,” and the afterworld as the place where the fruits of those actions are reaped (3.247.55; cf. also Rāmacandra on Saṅtṛayi 2.98; the distinction, and the terminology itself, are common in the Jaina tradition).

“Fire... have reaped them” agniḥ... phalabhāgnah: “In another birth fire and the others performed good works and thereby became Fire, etc.; therefore everyone should perform such works,” Cm; Ck cites śruti, “Fire desired, ‘Let me be the food-eater for the gods’ [and having performed the appropriate rite, he became such” Tāūṛi 3.1.4.1]. Cf. note on 29.18 on Vālmīki’s familiarity with the Tāittiriya scriptures.

29. “king of the gods” devarāj: The designation is proleptic.

Contrast the MBh verse (12.22.11-12) cited in the Introduction, Chapter 10 (Indra becomes king of gods by slaying his ninety-nine “brothers”).

S and most D manuscripts insert hereafter a number of lines in which Rāma continues to criticize Jābali’s position, two of which deserve notice: “A Buddhist [or, the Buddha; buddha]-is like a thief; and know that a Cārvāka is (like) a Buddhist” [tathāgata, sū Cm] (2241*14-15; this is apparently the only occurrence of the word buddha in the Rām tradition). Jābali thereafter responds (2249* = 2241*21-26) with the denial that he is a Cārvāka, and declares that he only spoke as he did to win Rāma over.

30. “strenuous effort” parākramam: That is, the vigilant effort to be truthful and righteous. On this sense of the word see note on 19.7 and compare stāyadharma-parākrama in 108.7. The commentators understand the word in its more frequent epic sense, “bravery,” and are then forced to restrict the prescription here to the kshatriya class (so Ck). Or, in order to preserve the wider application of the ethics, they gloss it fancifully (for example, “ascetic acts,” Cb). Attempting to maintain the sense “bravery,” Cb adds an interesting parallel from the MBh (12.60.18ff.): “(1
shall explain to you the dharma of the kshatriya. . . .) He must be always ready to
slaughter Dasyus, he must show bravery in battle (raše . . . parākramam) . . . Those
are the ones who most effectively conquer the worlds" (that is, of heaven, as Cg
would understand). It would appear that this is precisely the kshatriya code as it
was conventionally understood that we see Rāma revising here and in the next verse,
as elsewhere in the poem. See the further remarks in the Introduction, Chapter 10.

Sarga 102

1. "the true course" gataśastra: Literally, "comings and goings." Apparently a
unique usage; perhaps similar is āgaśī ca gatiś caiva lokasya (MBh 12.16.6). Cg, Ct,
Ct take it differently: "departing and returning, that is, death and rebirth," but
Rāma was not addressing himself to such metaphysical questions.

2. Vasiṣṭha commences a genealogy of Rāma's lineage, in order to corroborate
historically the right (and obligation?) of primogeniture (cf. 95.2 above), as a means
of dissuading Rāma from his purpose (Cg; so Čm, Ct, Ct). Though Vasiṣṭha does
not explicitly enunciate this purpose, it is implicit in the making of genealogies (cf.
also note on verse 13 below).

"master of the world" lokanātha: "You were there to perceive all this," Cg; Ct
likewise explain the vocative by reference to Rāma's being an avatar of Viṣṇu.

3. "He then became a boar" sa varāhas tato bhūtvā: In the later epic and purānic
period the myth of the cosmic boar rescuing the sunken earth comes to be associated,
like so many others, with Viṣṇu; it is only in vedic and Brāhmaṇa texts that Prajāpati
(= Brahmā) has the main role, cf. Tāt 7.1.5: "This was in the beginning the waters,
the ocean. In it Prajāpati . . . becoming a boar seized her . . . She extended, she
became the earth" (cf. also SatBr 14.1.2.11). The preservation here of this archaic
feature (cf. also note on 12.8) is of some significance for the relative dating of the
Rām (cf. the General Introduction; several N manuscripts alter the text to read,
"Viṣṇu became"; Čm refers the pronoun to Nārāyaṇa, so essentially Ct, Ct; Ct
alone resists the revisionist temptation, Cg remaining silent).

"sons" putraḥ: That is, the ten (or eleven) sons of Brahmā, among whom are
counted the seven seers.

4. Recall the line of descent reported in the Bālakāṇḍa (1.69.17ff.). We must not
make too much of the discrepancies among the various genealogies of the sun
dynasty. Beyond two or three generations from the principal heroes, most epic (not
to speak of purānic) genealogy is confused and cannot bear close scrutiny (and is
historically worthless).

"eternal" nityah: "This must mean, 'long-lived in comparison with others,' other-
wise it would conflict with his 'arising from space,' " Cg.

5. "he was the first lord of creatures" sa . . . praṇāmaḥ pāruam: Literally, "he was
a Prajāpati for the first time." Ct explains: Before Manu all progeneration had been
"mental"; with Manu begins physical progeneration (thus Ck: Manu "was authorized
to create mortal creatures by way of his sperm"; see also Hopkins 1915, pp. 201-
202).

Cg cites 1.5.6 on Manu's founding of Ayodhya.
9. Anaranya: The name means "[under whose rule there is] no wilderness." Cf. Johnston on *BuddhaC* 2.15 for other epic references.

10. The story of Trisanku’s elevation to heaven by Visvamitra is told in 1.56ff. (especially sarga 59); cf. also note on 96.10 above.

13. By referring only to the són of the eldest, Druvasandhi, the law of royal primogeniture is implied (so Cg, Ck, Cr; cf. verse 29).

15. “became a contented sage” bāhūtvābhīrato muniḥ: Ck, Ct suggest that Asita practiced asceticism in order to acquire the power to defeat his enemies (Cg, that he remained “contented” lest they drive him from the mountain as well). It is unclear who “exiled” him; Cr says his father, Ct implies it was voluntary. One would suppose rather that the enemies did it, after defeating him. The story of Asita and the birth of Sagara appears in a (sometimes verbatim) interpolation in *Bālakṛṣṇa* (1274*). See note on 1.69.24.

16. The childless wives of Sagara himself will similarly approach Śiva, according to the *MBh* (3.104.9ff.).


17. “the sage greeted her” sa tām abhyavādād vipraḥḥ: Perhaps a modest allusion to *nyojana* (a sort of levirate). Compare the remarks on Rāyaṛṭiga in the Introduction to *Bālakṛṣṇa*.

18. “along with that very poison” gareṇa saha tenaiva: The “etymology” of the king’s name: “[born] with (sa) poison (gara).”

19. “when it swells under the full moon” parvaṇi vegena: This agrees with Cm, Cg on the syntax of *parvaṇi* (cf. 38.11, 74.4 above). Ck, Cr, however, may be right to join with *ṣūvaḥ*, “while sacrificing on a full-moon day,” considering the use of the word in 1.98.7 (cf. 3.36.4). For the story of Sagara cf. 1.37ff.

20. Asamaṛṭa: Cf. 32.15ff. and note above.

21. On these three figures, and the descent of the Ganges finally achieved by Bhagiratha, see *Bālakṛṣṇa* sarga 41.

23. The story of Kalmāśapāda, his association with Visvāmitra, his demonic possession (by reason of a curse called down by Vasiṣṭha’s son), his devouring of the one hundred sons of Vasiṣṭha, and so on, is narrated in MBh 1.166ff. It is odd that he should be reckoned the son of Raghu, since Saudāsa is clearly patronymic (“son of Sudāsa”; in Rām 7.57.10ff. “the story is told of Mitrasaha son of Sudāsa” [called Kalmāśapāda in verse 34], who slays a demon and is cursed by its companion to “suffer a deformation,” and so on). For a discussion of the different versions of the legend, see most recently Ensink 1968. See too Goldman 1978.

24. “and whoever came up against his might perished utterly” yas tva tadvṛtyam āśāya . . . vyasat: We take this line as a general statement of Saṅkaṭhaṇa’s prowess (cf. the NW variant 2271*). There appears to be no version of the Kalmāśapāda legend in which he devours his own son, as Cm, Cg suggest in their interpretation of the pādās (yaḥ = Saṅkaṭhaṇa, tad = Kalmāśapāda), or in which Saṅkaṭhaṇa perishes possessed by a demon (Cr). Even less likely appears the interpretation of Ck, Ct, that “Saṅkaṭhaṇa met by chance with the well-known [tad] force [death? doom?] and so perished” (though cf. the NE variant, daivama vidhānā . . . vyasat, 2270*, “he perished . . . by fate’s decree”).

27. Nahuṣa: Normally reckoned a member of the lunar dynasty, and father of
Yayati (cf. notes on 5.9 and 58.36), which is how NW manuscripts read here, dropping Nabhaga.

29. “show regard for the world” aukṣaya jagat: Several manuscripts as well as Cg, Ck offer what may well be the correct reading here, aukṣya suṣṭanam, “showing regard for your own people,” that is, for your family tradition.
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3. “The father begets the man” pūtah bhenaṃ janayati puruṣam: “Father,” is meant to include ‘mother’ also, Cg.

Cg, Ck, Ct cite ApaSaṃ [1.1.1.15ff.]: “[One should never offend one’s teacher; (he is the best of gurus [not in ĀpaSaṃ]) for he brings about a second birth for the pupil by imparting sacred learning to him. This second birth is the better one; the father and mother produce only the body.”

5. “The men of the assembly’ are the brahmans; the ‘guildsmen,’ the townsmen, that is, kṣatriyas and vaṣyas,” Cg.

“in practicing righteousness on their behalf” eṣu . . . cāraṇ dharmaṃ: That is, by protecting them (Cm, Cg, Ct).

6. “Your mother” mātṛhaḥ: Cg, Ct cite, “A mother is to be revered a hundred times more than a father” [cf. MBh 14, App. I, No. 4.2530].

“disobey” avarṣitum: Note the rare use of the negative aśi with the infinitive (cf. aṣṭavītim in 6.38.33).

7. “when supplicating you . . . you will not go astray” yācmaṇṇaya . . . āttānam nātaṃteḥ: We agree with Ck, Ct, Cr in construing āttānam (as second person reflexive pronoun) with yācmaṇṇaya, and taking aṭṭvārteḥ absolutely. Varadacharya, despite Ck’s strictures, suggests, “you will not stray from yourself,” that is, from your own limits of propriety,” which is quite possible (1964-1965, vol. 2, p. 441n; so also Ctr, vol. 2, p. 684).

8. “gentle fashion” evam madhuram: Varadacharya points out the possible significance of this: Vasiṣṭha does not actually order Rāma to abandon his purpose, so there is no fault in rejecting his advice (1964-1965, vol. 2, p. 441n)

9. Compare the very similar verse in ManuSaṃ (2.227): “The pains a mother and father must suffer in raising a child to manhood can never be repaid, not in a hundred years.” Cg comments: “The parents provide one with life, which is the foundation for the execution of all acts of righteousness [dharma], according to the maxim, ‘Only when there is a subject [dharma, a person to possess dharma] can righteous acts be contemplated.’ . . . So a father’s command takes precedence over a teacher’s” (similarly Cm; both these commentators wrongly take tamaṃ as “[what parents do] for the purpose of [bringing forth] a child,” that is, vows, fasts, and so on”).

11. “he begot me” janayet . . . māma: The clause is meant to exclude any possibility of Daśaratha’s being an adoptive father (Cm, Cg, Ct).

“promise” ayātām: Rightly glossed pratītyātām by Cg (cf. the NR variants sampṛṣṭaṃ, pratītyātām).

“He promised his father first [that is, by promising Kākeyī], and so cannot fulfil the (later) requests of his mother or brother,” Cg.
12. "(So Rama) spoke" *uktah*: The locative is widely attested in place of the nominative, which, despite its occurrence in several N and S manuscripts, need not be original (it is the type of scribal error that could arise independently). As the crit. ed. stands, however, we must take *pada* a as an independent sentence (with *vasisthah* understood).

13. "I will fast against" *pratyupavekyayami*: See the note on 18.23. Ck, Ct describe the procedure of the hunger strike: "Before the front door of the person one aims to coerce, one lies down upon some *kusa*-grass and fasts, covering one's face and lying on one side without turning over on the other, until the goal is reached."

14. "a penniless brahman" *dhanahinah* . . . *dvyah*: "The phrase refers to the creditor who has lent out [all his] money for interest and, to recoup it, obstructs the house of the debtor" (Cm, Ct; this is the most common reason for such a public hunger strike).

17. "a brahman" *bramaasa*: "That is, a creditor (who acts thus) to recoup his principal plus interest from the debtor," Cm.

"those whose heads are anointed" *murdhasavastaanam*: Kshatriyas. The verse suggests to Ct that if a kshatriya does attempt this, expiation is required (cf. verse 23 below).

20. "what Raghava is telling Kukutsha is correct" *kakutstham . . . samyag vodatis raghavanah*: The reply of the people is ambiguous (perhaps intentionally so), for both patronymics can apply equally well to Rama and Bharata. But we agree with Ck, Ct, Cr, Cs in identifying Raghava as Bharata; Kukutsha as Rama; and so give an adversative sense to the particles in verse 21a.

21. "truly" *arjasa*: Or "(incapable of dissuading him) at all quickly" (such is its sense in 62.14 above, and 3.11.6).

23. "sip water" *sprta . . . udakam*: Rama asks Bharata to do this in order to atone for the fasting, which is prohibited to kshatriyas (Cm, Cg), and thus of course to reestablish his purity (cf. 22.1 and note; 46.14). Cg, additionally, interprets "touch me" as "swear to me you will never do this again" (Ck, "in order to redeem yourself from the sin of fasting against me").

25. "But I do recognize" *abhiyana*: The second half of the verse may be conjunctive rather than adversative: "And I know that my brother is supremely righteous," that is, most worthy of becoming king (so Ct, vol. 2, p. 689), but this seems less plausible.

29. "substitute" *upadhah*: Apparently unique in this sense. Contrast the use of the word in 3.41.5, "guise," which suggests that the word here connotes dishonesty or deceit.

It is "repugnant" insofar as a substitute is required only for something one cannot do oneself, and Rama is perfectly capable of living in the wilderness. If he were not to do so, his abilities would be impeached (so Cr, Ck, Cg).

31. "shall rejoin my . . . brother and become supreme lord" *bhratru saha bhavisyami . . . patir utmanah*: Or, "with my brother I shall be." On this second interpretation, Rama would be saying that he will share the kingship with Bharata. So the construction of Cr implies (the other commentators are silent). But Rama will make no such offer later in the story, except insofar as he appoints him heir apparent when Laksana refuses the office (6.116.79).

32. "her bidding" *tadvacaanam*: In accordance with the entire NR, which explicitly
refers vacanam to Kaikesi (2292*, 2293*); thus Cm, Ct also explain. One might have
otherwise assumed “his bidding,” given Rāma’s frequent references to Dāśaratha’s
order in the previous sargas.
“saved” mocayāna: Present participle atmanepada (so too Ck, Ct understand); Cm, Cg, Cr divide [mocaya] anena, “(save father) by this,’ that is, by your guarding
the kingship” (Cg), “by your doing my bidding” (Cm).
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2. “hosts of seers . . . supreme seers” rṣigadāḥ . . . paramarṣayah: “‘Hosts of seers’
= royal seers . . . ‘supreme seers’ = divine seers, cf. verse 7,” Cm, Cg.
3. “who know and follow the way of righteousness” dharmajñau dharmavrākhamau:
We consider the two compounds to be complimentary (so too Cr, Cs, who gloss
the latter, dharmapravartakau, “promoting [acts of] dharma”). Cf. satyaprakramah, 19.7
and note, and 58.50, dharmasatam . . . satyapratikramam (note the bipartition here,
“knowing and acting,” as opposed to the tripartition in 19.7, and cf. also note on
1.20).
“How envious we are” stṛhayāmahe: That is, we envy him, the father (against the
commentators, “We are eager [to hear it again],” Cm, Cg, Ct, Cr; “We are pleased
[with them],” Ck, Ct).
4. This would appear to be the first reference to Rāvana in the (original) Rām,
and to have it made in so offhand a way, without any preparation, seems narratively
and artistically improbable. However, there are no variants for the pāda (at least
the crit. ed. reports none). The line, in fact much of the sarga, may be late. As
pointed out in the General Introduction, it often happens that passages which
contain a sectarian element and which therefore on the grounds of “higher criticism
must be late, are unexpectedly well attested in the manuscripts and unusually free
of variants. The very unanimity of the witnesses seems at times to suggest inter-
polation. However, whether the present passage is to be included in that category
remains unclear.
“tiger among kings” rājaśardāla: Two good S manuscripts (G2, M1) read, “tiger
of the Raghus,” but unlike the identical case in the note on 28.16, no N support is
recorded. Here, of course, the reading accepted by the crit. ed. can claim greater
narrative propriety.
6. “forever keep his father free from debt” sadānṛṣam . . . pūtak: We agree with
Cr (so also Ck, Ct, though they implausibly understand, not sadā, but sad, “by means
of his good actions”). Possible but less likely in view of verses 5 and 6cd, “to be free
from debt to his father forever.”
“If Rāma were not to keep his father free from debt, if he were to go back on
his word or employ a substitute, Dāśaratha would fall from heaven,” Ck, Ct.
13. “restore its stability” sthāpayya: Ck, Ct understand, “accept the kingship and
afterwards entrust it to my guardianship [Ct, “to someone’s care”; Cr, “to the min-
isters, and so on”]. By your simply accepting it you are able to guard the people;
all that is required to protect them is the general belief that the kingship is Rāma’s.”
This interpretation conditions their understanding of the significance of verse 22
(see note there).
15. "dark" Syāmam: In traditional pictorial representation, Bharata, like Rāma himself (and unlike the twins, who are always fair), is generally shown to be of a swarthy complexion (so Rao, 1914-1916, vol. 1:i, p. 191 and plate 57, and Goldman 1980, p. 154 and n21). In some schools of painting, however, such as that of Malwa, this seems not invariably to be the case.

16. After this verse several N manuscripts add an irrelevant but interesting passage in which Rāma explains how the ways of a king should approximate Indra, the sun, the wind, Yama, Varuṇa, the moon, the earth: as the earth, for example, bears all creatures equally, so should a king support all his subjects; when a king gladdens his subjects, he is following the moon’s vow, which when full gladdens the mind; just as a person is bound by Varuṇa’s bonds, so a king, by following the vows of Varuṇa, restrains brigands, and so on (App. I, No. 29; cf. 3.38.12).

18. “my promise to my father” pratiṣṭām...pituh: Less likely, “my father’s promise,” but cf. 101.17 and note.

Note the rhetorical figure here (see also 10.39). Though very common in Sanskrit literature, it does not appear to have a technical name in the alaṃkāraśāstra (= Greek adynaton).

19. “on your behalf” tudhyam: This agrees with Cr; Ck, Cc understand as dative or genitive, “your mother (did this).”

“treat her as she is, your mother” varṣitānyam...mātirvat: “According to the shastric precept, ‘One must ever obey one’s mother, even were she to be an outcaste,’” Ck.

21. Much of the NR gives this statement to Vasiṣṭha (Cm, Cg, Ct say Bharata is speaking under orders of Vasiṣṭha; cf. 105.9-11), and has Rāma simply take off his own slippers and give them to Bharata (cf. note on 105.12). By contrast, and likewise in an NR insertion (App. I, No. 50, lines 35ff.), the slippers are brought by the pupils of the sage Śarabhaṅga (cf. Aranyakāṇḍa sarga 4), and are made of kuṣa grass. Bhavabhūti knew this tradition (cf. Mahāvīr 4.53ff. [pp. 172-73], and Raghavan 1968, p. 597).

22. Ct (on verse 21), Ck, “By his stepping into the slippers, which will be placed on the throne and which are a substitute for himself, Rāma has been made to accept the kingship...and consigning the slippers to Bharata he charges him with guarding the kingship as his proxy. Thus Bharata’s request in verse 18 [see note there] has been answered.” Ct continues: “By his stepping into the slippers they have become invested with a special power, so that by the mere sight of them one acquires wisdom. Thus in the Padmapurāṇa [Bengali recension] ‘By coming to know their command, and by means of them, Bharata ruled the land.’ That is to say, merely by beholding the slippers Bharata learned what Rāma’s command would be on each and every matter, and so administered the kingdom” (see 107.22 below).

Cc notes, “Bharata must have brought these slippers with him, for it would have been inconsistent for Kālekey to have given Rāma golden slippers when she took his clothes away and gave him only hides” (cf. note on 105.12).

Hereafter the SR inserts 2904*, in which Bharata declares that he will wear matted hair and hides for fourteen years, subsist on roots and fruit, and live outside the city, during which time the powers of the kingship will be invested in the slippers. If after fourteen years to the very day Bharata does not see Rāma, he will commit suicide by self-immolation.
23. "he placed them atop a splendid elephant" cakāra . . . uttamanāgamlārdhāni:
"That is, one fit to bear a king. He wishes it to seem as if the newly consecrated
king were being mounted thereon; his purpose here is to make a public proclamation
of this," Ck, Cst.
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1. "upon his head" śravā: For Bharata to put the slippers upon his own head (after
taking them from the elephant's, so Cm, Cg; alternatively Cst, "having placed them
upon the head," of the elephant," but cf. 107.12), is an act of profound self-abase-
ment. Compare the scornful idiomatic expression "to put one's foot on another's
head" (MBh 2.36.3, 41.51; to strike a person with one's shoe is considered a great
outrage in contemporary India). Cst comments, "Bharata is now delighted to be
wearing a head-crest consonant with his express wish—see 92.6. Previously he was
terrified by [the prospect of his political] independence; now, having the slippers,
his is 'delighted.'"

2. Vāmadeva: In his note on BuddhaC 9.9, and in his introduction (p. L), Johnston
offers the curious argument that our Rām knows of no visit to Rāma paid by Vasisṭha
and Vāmadeva, and that Aśvaghoṣa's reference to them in BuddhaC 9.9 implies that
"the entire passage recounting Bharata's visit to Rāma was not in the text the poet
[Aśvaghoṣa] knew, that it had in its place an account of a mission headed by Vasisṭha
and Vāmadeva," while "in the process of gradual sentimentalising, to which the epic
was subject for many generations, this passage was deliberately replaced by one
which it, was thought would do more honour to Bharata's character, leaving as its
sole trace the MBh's mention [3.261,96] of the purohitā and minister." Johnston
seems to have missed Rām 2.102-108, and the present reference, and additionally
to have forgotten the old gāthā in the Dasaratha Jātaka (verse 81), which presupposes
Bharata's presence.

"and strictly observant Jābali" jābaliṣ ca drdhavaraṭaḥ: By the epithet the poet per-
haps means to corroborate Vasisṭha's remark in 102.1 (note that he is "the glorious
Jābali" in 61.2),

4. "observing the thousands" pāṣyān . . . sahasrāṇāṃ: This detail suggests that Bha-
rata is not as hurried to return as he was to arrive (so in general Cg and Varādacharya

9. "deeply displeased" param aprītaḥ: As in 8.6, cf. note there. His displeasure (cf.
102.1) comes from the suggestion that he should break his promise.

10. Again, the promise is probably Rāma's to Daśaratha (via Kaikeyī), rather than
Daśaratha's own promise to Kaikeyī (so Cm, Cg, Cst). The genitives in pādas a and
d are therefore to be taken as objective (note the variant readings, especially of the
D manuscripts). Cf. 101.17, 104.18, and notes.


12. "by the fact that the slippers are called 'gold-trimmed' we gather that Bharata
brought them 'from the city, having had them newly made to present to Rāma,'" Cg
(cf. Cs on 104.22). The verse implies, however, that Rāma had them on, and was
asked simply to take them off (cf. note on 104.21). N2 reads, "touch these shoes
and give them."
17. The same words are addressed by Rāma to Lākṣmaṇa on a much less significant occasion, the construction of the house at Pañcavañ (3.14.27).
22. After this verse some N manuscripts add, “He dismissed Guha saying, ‘I am pleased with you’ “ (2310*). Cf. 92.15 note, 93.40 and note.
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2. Here commences a series of seventeen similes (technically, a maḷopama, or “garland of similes,” according to the rhetorical textbooks), which takes up most of the sarga. Note that all the vehicles of the similes are feminine singular, identical to the tenor (Ayodhyā).

“elephants” toṛaṇa:- Ck, Ct understand this word to mean “doors,” which is difficult to construe intelligibly in the compound (“the doors of the men?”).
“dark as night” kalīm . . . niśām iva: So Ck, Ct; or, “like a night of the dark [fortnight] (when the moon is waning),” Cm, Gg.
3. Rohiṇī: Five stars in Taurus (according to Kirfel 1920, p. 36). The constellation is considered to be the wife of the moon as early as the AV (13.1.22).
4. “scant, hot” alpoṇa:- Taking the compound as a dvanda (so Cr); or, as a karmadhāraṇa, “tepìd” (Ck, Ct).
5. Ck, Ct, Cr understand that the flame is put out when the oblation is poured onto it, but this seems unlikely in view of other passages where fire is said to flare up smokelessly; after an oblation is poured on (cf. 6.67.8, MBh 1.219.82).
6. “raised” bhūta: Bōhlingk finds the form to be a problem, since a continuative must construe, in his view, either with the grammatical or the logical subject of the sentence (1887, p. 224). But cf. note on 41.11 above. (His conjecture bhūtām finds no manuscript support.)
9. “herd of cows” gavṛṇa paṭktum: The crit. ed. reading, gavṛṇa paṃtin (“wife of cows”), makes no sense, unless gavṛṇa is to be explained as a highly irregular (in fact, unattested) accusative singular. Ct, whose reading this is, does nothing to explain it. We read paṭktum with the best S manuscripts and Ck (one might hypothesize that Ct emended in order to eliminate the apparent incongruity of the collective noun, all the other upamānas being true singulars). Cm’s lection paṭtim (misread by Ct) is unrecorded as a synonym of paṭkti-, despite his explicit claim.
10. “like a star . . . when its merit is exhausted” punyāksayā . . . tātām iva: Stars were thought to have reached their eminient place in heaven by virtue of their good karma, and this is exhausted in the course of time. Apparently this is the popular explanation of shooting stars. Cf. 3.50.80 and note, and 6.23.19.
13. “All the merchants were in a daze” saṃmūḍhanigamām: Thus Ck. Alternatively with Cm, Gg, “The merchants’ quarters were stupefied,” that is, devoid of people.
“bazaars and shops” vipanāpoṇa:- See Schlingloff 1969, p. 8 n7 (contrast the sense of the compound in MBh 12.139.19 [cf. Belvākar’s note there]).
16. “fitted out with loops” yukitaḥ: Paramāśa for pāśayukāṃ. The loops are for taking the nocks of the stave (so explained by Cm, Ct, Cs).
17. “one that should still be running free” uṣṭīm: We understand the adjective quite pregnantly (cf. Gg, “that is, one that should not [yet] have to bear a load”), and hear a critical tone in the first half of the verse.
20ff. Bharata's questions are, narratively speaking, illogical. One wonders whether the passage may not be a later thematic variation on 65.16ff.
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2. Nandigrāma: A village located some two and a half miles east of Ayodhyā (cf. 6.113.26).

9. "in great joy" paramaprītāu: Presumably joy at leaving Ayodhyā and its painful memories, and commencing his period of penance. Or (as in 8.6 and 105.9) param aprītāu, "in deep misery" (cf. verse 19)? "together with their counselors and family priest" vītāu mantrīpuḥobhāiḥ: We are to understand that, like the army and the people at large (verse 11), the ministers unexpectedly decide to accompany Bharata and share in what looks like an expiation for the injury done to Rāma.

14. "it is these gold-trimmed slippers that will guarantee its welfare and security" yogakṣemavanena cete pādāvā hemabhāṣāte: "Bharata wishes to show that, though given the kingship in trust, he will arrogate to himself no autonomy in ruling." Cm, Cg; "that even the guarding of the entrusted kingship is not dependent on himself but on the inconceivable power invested in the Blessed One's slippers," Ck, Ct.

Many N and S manuscripts insert here after pāda d: "Hold up the parasol at once [over the slippers]; these are to be considered the two feet of my noble brother. In these two, slippers of my guru has the power of the kingship been invested. This is a trust committed to me by my brother, out of love" (23267). The antecedent to tam imam in pāda e of verse 14 is saṃyāsā- in b, contrary to classical usage.

15. "tying them on: ... with my own hands" samyogajīvitu... svayam: As in fact he will later do, cf. 6.115.42.

22. The NR ends the Ayodhyākāṇḍa with this sarga; Vaidya adequately vindicates the book division of the SR followed by the crit. ed. (1962, p. xx). It is not until 1.1 of the Aranyākāṇḍa that Rāma is actually said to enter "the wilderness" (arāṇya) of Daṇḍaka.
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1. "after Bharata's departure" pratprayāte bharate: Ck, "These events do indeed take place after Bharata's departure, but considerably later" (cf. Ct on verse 2).

"uneasiness" ausūkṣyam: Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct understand, "the 'yearning' to go to another ashram"; Ct, "an 'eagerness' to tell him something."

2. We agree with Ck, Ct in seeing double saṃādhi in tāpasāśrama.

Ct remarks here, "It was on Pūṣya day—on the tenth day, of the bright fortnight of Caitra [early April]—that Rāma was sent to the forest; it was [six days later, cf. note on 51.4] on the full-moon night, at midnight, that Daśaratha died; a fortnight later that Bharata came to Ayodhyā, while a fortnight elapsed with the funeral service. Vaiśākha [mid-April to mid-May] had thus passed, and in Jyeṣṭha [mid-May to mid-June] Bharata proceeded to Citrakūṭa. Between the time of the monsoons and the end of Kārtika [mid-October to mid-November], Rāma continued to live on Citrakūṭa, and thereafter he noticed the ascetics' uneasiness, that is, not directly
after Bharata’s departure. So in the Padmapurāṇa …” (he then goes on to quote at length the section in the Padmapurāṇa recounting the incident of the crow [cf. note on 89.19], apparently to demonstrate that some time at least does elapse between Bharata’s departure and that of the ascetics).

6. We take tva as eva (cf. verse 8, so Ct ad loc.; Cm reads iha, not recorded in the crit. ed.).

8. The NR adds two verses hereafter, in which the seer denies any wrongdoing on the part of Rāma or Lakṣmana (2399*).

10. “because of the rakṣasas” rakṣobhyaḥ: We follow Cm, Cg, Ck, Ct, Cr, who all construe rakṣobhyaḥ with pādas ab (on the one-word enjambment cf. note on 21.14).

14. “show themselves” darśayantā: Ck, Ct, Cr correctly interpret the verb as reflexive (with active for middle termination, cf. 51.11 and note; Cm, Cg, “show, that is, danger”).

21. “does some harm” avyaktam … pravartate: “That is, in revenge for Rāma’s ‘crime’ of serving as their protector for so long,” Ck.

25. This verse is in the very rare meter asamādādha (cf. Chandah Śūtra 7.5), which runs M,T,N,S,G,G, with yāt after the fifth syllable (-----/-----). There is a nearly irremedial corruption in the first pāda (amugamandū); uncertain conjecture: amugacchaṃ sa (cf. 2392*, amugamya). A similar problem is in the second (what Vaidya’s tasmāc cid is supposed to mean, or what manuscript it is based on, is unclear; all commentators drop the cid and, to avoid the submetric, read abhibhāya yāt, but this results in yatibhartāgadosa, and wrecks the cadence); conjecture: kasmāc cid.

26. The meter of this verse appears to be corrupt (Cg alone notices this, remarking that the meters of both this and the previous verse are “questionable”), and not surprisingly requires some twisting to render it at all intelligible; the causal relationship between the two half-verses, however, if it is causal, remains obscure.
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1ff. In the MBh (3.261.39) Rāma is said to leave Cīrakūṭa because he feared the townsfolk might return (in Rāghu Va 12.24 he is worried that Bharata might return, since Cīrakūṭa is relatively near Ayodhyā-Nandigrāma). Recall that Kaikśī had expressly demanded that Rāma live in Daṇḍaka forest (cf. 16.25), which he is said to enter only in Āranyakāṇḍa sarga 1. In any case, the poet here wants to make it clear that Rāma is leaving for reasons other than fear.

2. “in their … grief” anusocataḥ: Taking the participle as accusative plural (so Ct). It might equally well be genitive singular, “(the memory of me) grieving (for them)” (Cr), though the assertion that the source of Rāma’s painful memory is their grief for him seems more to the point.

5. Atri: One of the legendary seven seers, son of Brahmā, father of Durvāsas.

9-10. “ten” daśa: Evidently the figure has some numerological significance in the Asaṣṭdāśa legend.

“caused the Jāhnavī to flow” jāhnavī ... pravartitaḥ: Kālidāsa alludes to the story in Rāghu Va 13.51.

11. “obstacles” pratyādāḥ: “To the ascetics’ austerities,” Ck, Ct. Similarly the roots and fruit were created to feed the seers, and the Jāhnavi (Ganges) provided to allow them to bathe (so Ck, Ct, Cr).
12. "reduced ten nights to one" dasarātram kṛtā rātrāh: Literally, "a period of ten
ights was turned into one" (the verbal is attracted into the gender of the predicate).
NE manuscripts seek somewhat greater intelligibility by reading dasarātṛī.

The incident related here seems not to be recorded elsewhere in epic literature.
Cg claims one may find it in the purāṇas, but we have not (MārkP 16.14ff. is similar,
but differs in certain essentials). Ck reports: [The sage] Māṇḍavya cursed a woman
named Nalini, that on the following day she would be widowed (the VSP of Cm, Cg
p. 1,310 note) gives, "at dawn on one of the next ten days". She countered with
the curse that there would be no tomorrow, and as a result of the curse, night
was indeed not followed by dawn. The gods [distressed by the interruption of the
morning offerings to them] besought Nalini's friend Anasūyā, who reduced the
period of ten nights to one, and so obviated her friend's being widowed.

13. "ever amiable" akrodhanām: Literally, "never irascible." The word anasūyā itself
means "never complaining or grumbling" (cf. also note on verse 16; there Cg
suggests an alternative analysis of the name, "One against whom no complaints
can be made," because of her inimitable grandeur").

16. "Her name is Anasūyā, and her deeds have won her renown" anasūyētvā yā... karmabhūh khyātm āgatā: More literally, "Through her deeds she has won renown...
as [an] Anasūyā," Ck, Ct (similarly Cg) here remarking on the propriety of the
name.

21. "when she saw how... Sītā was following the way of righteousness" sitīm...
dṛṣṭvā tām dharmacārvaram: This does not refer to Sītā's humble abatement (that would
be expected), but to her clothing and general mien, which would indicate that she
is adopting her husband's vow to live as an ascetic.

23. "good or evil" pūpo vā yad vā subhāh: That is, not vā asubhāh. Given the contrast
in the first pādās, it seems that a comparable opposition is wanted in the second (as
Ct, Cīr, accepting subhāh... vāsubhāh). The reading of the crit. ed. is virtually
tautologous, and the three negative traits in the next verse do not mitigate this.
(The NR offers sūcīh [again, not sūcīh, as per the crit. ed.], "[whether evil or] honest,
which is also the lection in the Hītoṣa (cf. Sternbach 1966, p. 246).)

24. "indigent" dhanār... pārvavārṇāh: Note the parallel verse in Manus Sm (5.154)
where gunāh is read for dhanāh (but cf. 34.21 above, which serves to authenticate
the crit. ed. reading here).

25. "ascetic power... once acquired" tapah kṛlam: Ck, Ct take these two items as
a compound, "the performance of asceticism"; so Cr, "the effect, the reward of
asceticism."

**Sarga 110**

1. "ungrudgingly" anasūyā.

7. For Kausalya's instructions, cf. 34.19ff.


"Arundhāti, too, went up" tathāiva-arundhāti yātā: We reject the reading of the SR
adopted by the crit. ed. in pāda c, tathāsṛttī ca yātā svam, "So you have behaved,
and you too shall go to heaven." First, yātā would be very hard here. The sense of
immediate futurity of the past participle is not of course impossible (cf. note on 3.5
above; so here Cm, Cg, Cs, and Varadacharya 1964-1965, vol. 2, p. 489n), but it is highly unlikely; even more unlikely is Ck’s, “you have gone to heaven,’ that is, in another form, and are present on earth now only for the sake of asceticism.” In the second place, verse 12 requires another example of wifely devotion from out of the past. The NE and NW reading seems correct, *tathauvārundhat yātā*. Arundhati, the wife of Vasishtha, is praised again in 3.12.7 (cf. 6.99.15). Like Rohini in the next verse, Arundhati is also considered to be a star (in the constellation Ursus major), and the phrase *yātā...divam*, “went up to the heavens” (as in verse 11), would be apposite in reference to her. The SR might have revised under the impression that some compliment to Anasūyā was in order here.

11. Rohini: Cf. 106.3 and note.

17. “a cream...a precious salve” *aṅgarāgam...mahārham anulepanam*: We follow Cm (first interpretation), Ck, Ct, in taking *anulepanam* in apposition to *aṅgarāgam*. Cg, Cr wish to distinguish the two, the first as saffron, sandalwood and other creams, the second as ointments perfumed with camphor, aloe, musk, and so on.

In reference to this episode, Jacob (1893, p. 137) mentions the *sīghara aḷaṃkara* (read *sīghara*, a cosmetic powder made of the fragrant *sīghara* [plant?], so Sāyana ad loc.) on the TaBr (2.3.10), whereby one Sitā is able to win the love of King Soma (“the moon”; this, he claims, is perhaps partly responsible for the identification of Rāma with the moon); an interesting story but probably irrelevant to the Rām (but cf. also note on 29.13 on Vālmīki’s familiarity with the Taittiriya corpus of Vedic scripture).

Whether or not it is these flowers and ornaments that will later play a role in the search for Sitā (cf. 3.60.15ff., 4.6.18ff.) is unclear. Anasūyā’s gift will not be explicitly mentioned again (except as noted on 3.50.15).

19. Note the reference to Viṣṇu, one of the few in Book Two.

20. “gift of love” *prīṇānām*: “This implies that Sitā could accept it, though kṣatriyas are normally prohibited from receiving any gifts,” Ct, Cr (cf., for example, 81.15-16 above), but this seems hypercritical.

23. “self-choice rite” *svaṃvarṇa*: This is the literal translation of the term, though as the reader of *Bālakāṇḍa* will recall, the husband in this instance was not selected by the girl, but won her by a feat of strength (the *ūrṇasūla*); see 1.65.15ff.

26ff. Although it would not be easy to demonstrate precisely how, Vālmīki does seem to invest Sitā’s narrative with a wonderful simplicity and artlessness. Anasūyā in the next chapter will specifically remark on the “sweetness” of Sitā’s storytelling.

26. After this verse the NR inserts twelve lines, which relate how Janaka once saw the *opārasa* Menaka flying through the sky, and expressed the wish to have a child born of her. A nonhuman voice from the sky tells him he shall one day acquire a daughter equal in beauty to the nymph (2385*).

27. “he was tilling the circle of fields” *kārayataḥ kṣetramanḍalam*: Cg understands the king’s plowing as a purification of the sacrificial field (cf. 1.65.14) where a fire-altar is to be constructed (he cites *śrutis*, the chapter on plowing the sacrificial ground [TaS 5.2.5.2]); so Cm, Ck, Ct, Cr). Perhaps the ceremony is instead the ritual first plowing and sowing that a king is required to perform, as is familiar to us from the Buddhist tradition, where it is called *vippamaṅgalam* (cf. Nidānakathā, in *Jātakas* vol. 1, p. 57).

28. “sowing grain by the fistful” *mūṣṭukṣerpa* : Cm, Cg, implausibly cite *śrutis* to
substantiate their view that the king is "strewing plants about" [?], whereas Ck believes he is casting about clay to level the land.

50. For the second line of the verse the NR offers, "This human child is yours, born of Menakā" (cf. note on verse 26), and adds, "Since she broke the earth and arose like a furrow [Sanskrit, śūṭā], she shall be called Śūṭā" (2389*). It is interesting to note that the word śūṭā occurs in the earliest work on statecraft in the sense of "crown lands" (Arth Śā 2.5.3; cf. Scharfe 1968, pp. 277ff., especially p. 281), and that Rāma’s recovery of her will often be likened to the reacquisition of land (3.59.22, 5.14.22). See also 2.39.12.

51. "had obtained vast wealth" ayāpto vpopulām ādhibhim: Ck appears to take this literally, “after he obtained me he became very wealthy.”

52. "favorite queen" stavāvaddavī: This agrees with Ck, Cr; alternatively, "the queen who wanted [me?]" (Cg), or, "who wanted' continuation of the line" (Ct).

53. "right age for" -sulahām: So Cm, Ck, Ct; Cr, "[an age at which] marriage would easily be arranged" (Cg, [an age able to be borne (?) only if one is married]). This of course does not prove that Śūṭā had reached puberty (on her age see note on 17.26).

"like a man impoverished by the loss of his wealth" viśāntāśāt viśāthkaṇah: The simile is probably not meant to refer us back to verse 31 in particular, but in general ahead to verses 34 and 36.

54. Compare Manuśm 9.4: "It is considered reprehensible when a girl is marriageable but not married, and the father of the girl is held responsible."

55. Several N manuscripts substitute: “When my father held a sacrifice long ago he was given a bow and inexhaustible quivers by great Śāṅkara [Śiva] as a pledge” (2392*). In the Balākṛṣṇa version adopted by the crit. ed. (1.65.8ff.), the bow belongs to Rudra (Śiva), left as a pledge with Janaka’s ancestors (Cm, Ck thus, “given by Varuna, that is, who was sent by the gods,” Ck citing 1.30.8; such too is Cg’s intention; cf. also 1.74.12, 20, and note on 2.28.12-13).

56. "put ... on display" sthāpya: Reading with the NR for the crit. ed.’s vapid prāpya (“had gotten [the bow]”).

57. "a sacrifice,” yajnam: The reference may be to Janaka’s sacrifice, mentioned in the Balākṛṣṇa (cf., for example, 1.30.6), or the dhanurmāha, the festival of the displaying of the bow; or finally, the “self-choice” rite itself, which is still in effect (cf. verse 52).

58. “and ... Viśvāmitra” uṣṇāmitras tu: Tu has conjunctive force (the participle agreeing in number, as often, with the closest referent).

59. “raised up a splendid water vessel” uduyanāya jalalhbājanam uttamam: To sprinkle the heads of the bride and groom, as part of the wedding ceremony (cf. above 26.16 and note).

51. Note that, with one unimportant exception, there is full manuscript support for this verse narrating the marriage of Lākṣmaṇa (cf. notes on 8.17.3 and 35.5 above), but none for the marriages of Bharata and Śatrughna (cf. 1.72.19-20). However, that Bharata was considered to be married by the poet of the Ayodhyākṛṣṇa is clear from various references (cf. 8.5, 47.11, etc.).

52. "as is right" dharmena: Most of the NR reads less frigidly, “with all my heart” (bāvema).
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5. "carrying their waterpots" kalaśodratāḥ: The crit. ed. prints the improbable phalaśodhanāḥ, "who have cleaned their fruits" (a suggestion of karmaphala is quite out of place here). All the commentators (whom we follow here) and the NR support kalaśa- ["waterpot"], with either "upraised" or "in hand" as second element—and this is also sensible (cf. also 3.15.9).

7. Even those trees with little foliage seem to have grown thick, because the space between their leaves has been obscured by the darkness. The reason for this is implied by the final clause (so Cm, Cg); Ctr takes the final clause as the effect, "and so the horizons cannot be seen." Nevertheless, the verse is unclear and disappointing, particularly pada c. Reading niśreṣe [ḥy api], "even in the nearby areas," would improve matters somewhat, but there is no manuscript support for this.

9. Ctr would like the verse to imply that it is now the occasion of the first day of the lunar fortnight after Kartika (that is, early November); cf. his remarks noted on 108.2.

19. The sages point out the one safe path by which Rāma can travel through the forest (so Cr, and pace Vaidya 1962, p. 704); the copulative force of tu is not infrequent (cf. 110.44).
Glossary of Important Proper
Nouns and Epithets

Aikṣvākū: "descendant of Ikṣvāku," patronymic used mainly of Daśaratha and Rāma
Anasūya: wife of the sage Atri, famous for her devotion and chastity
apsarases: celestial maidens or nymphs, known for their beauty
asuras: class of demons, the brothers of the gods
Aśvapati: father of Kaikeyī and maternal grandfather of Bharata
Aśvins: twin deities of the vedic pantheon renowned for their beauty
Ayodhyā: capital city of the Ikṣvākus
Bhagirathī: epithet of the Ganges
Bharadvāja: sage who renders hospitality to Rāma and to Bharata
Bharata: Daśaratha's second son, by Kaikeyī
Brahmā: creator divinity of the Hindu "trinity," regarded as the "Grandfather" of all living creatures
Bṛhaspati: family-priest of Indra
Citrakūta: mountain where Rāma, Sītā, and Laksmana live during their exile
dānavas: class of demons descended from Danu
Daṇḍaka: forest where Rāma, Sītā, and Laksmana spent the greater part of their exile
Daśaratha: Rāma’s father and king of Ayodhyā
Daśarathī: "descendant of Daśaratha," patronymic used of Daśaratha’s four sons, especially Rāma
gandharvas: class of semi-divine beings known for their musical abilities; gandharva women are noted for their beauty
Ganges: a famous and holy river
Guha: king of the Niṣådas and lord of Śṛṅgaverapura; he was an ally of Rāma, and assisted him during his exile
Ikṣvāku: family name of the royal house of Ayodhyā
Indra: king of the gods
Jābali: a minister of King Daśaratha
Jāñnavī: epithet of the Ganges
Janaaka: king of Mithilā and father of Sītā
Jānakti: "daughter of Janaka," patronymic used of Sītā
Kaikeyī: younger wife of Daśaratha and mother of Bharata
Kailāsa: mountain peak in the Himalayas
Kākutsthā: "descendant of Kakutsatha," patronymic used of princes of the Ikṣvāku dynasty, especially Rāma and his brothers
Kālindī: epithet of the Yamunā
Kāśyapa: son of Mārtci and father of gods and demons
Kausalyā: senior wife of Daśaratha and mother of Rāma
Kekaya: name of the father of Kaikeyi, and of the country of her birth in northwest India
Khara: a brother of Rāvana
Aṃśukavas: mythical creatures with the head of a horse and a human body; ṛṣṇara women are famed for their beauty
Kosāla: kingdom of the Ikṣvākus
Kubera: god of wealth, son of Viśravas and half-brother of Rāvana
Lakṣmaṇa: son of Daśaratha and Sumitā, and Rāma’s constant companion
Maithili: woman of Mithilā, epithet of Sītā
Mandākini: river flowing near Mount Citrakūṭa in Rāma’s place of exile
Mantharā: hunchbacked slave-woman of Kaikeyi
Manu: traditionally considered the father of the human race; the legendary founder of the Ikṣvāku dynasty
Marut: companions of Indra
Mihīlā: Janaka’s capital city
Nandigrāma: village where Bharata lived during Rāma’s exile
Nṛ ṛṣyaṇa: epithet of Viṣṇu
Niṣadas: forest-dwelling hunters and fishermen, ruled by Guha
Prajapati: “lord of creatures,” epithet of Brahmā
Rāghava: “descendant of Raghu,” patronymic used especially of Rāma and his brothers
Raghu: son of Kutustha and ancestor of Rāma; also used like “Rāghava”
Rājaṛtha: capital city of the Kekayas
rākṣasa: class of violent and bloodthirsty demons, ruled by Rāvana
Rāma: eldest son of Daśaratha and Kaushalyā, and hero of the Rāmāyana
Rāvana: main antagonist of the Rāmāyana, the ten-headed overlord of the rākṣasas
Śaci’s lord: epithet of Indra, Śaci being Indra’s wife
Sagara: an Ikṣvāku king, ancestor of Rāma
Śakra: epithet of Indra
Sarayū: river flowing on the outskirts of Ayodhyā
Sātrughna: son of Daśaratha and Sumitā, and Bharata’s constant companion
Saumitri: “son of Sumitā,” patronymic used of Lakṣmaṇa
Sītā: daughter of Janaka, wife of Rāma, and heroine of the Rāmāyana
Śrī: goddess of royalty and consort of Viṣṇu
Śṛṅgaverapura: town on the Ganges, ruled by the Niṣāda king, Guha
Sumantra: charioteer and adviser to King Daśaratha
Sumitā: youngest wife of Daśaratha and mother of Lakṣmaṇa and Sātrughna
Suparśa: epithet of Garuḍa, Viṣṇu’s mount
Tamasā: river near the Ganges
Vāidehi: “woman of Videha,” epithet of Sītā
Vaiśravana: “son of Viśravas,” patronymic used of Kubera
Vaivasvata: “son of Vivasvān,” patronymic used of Yama
Vāmadeva: a minister of King Daśaratha
Varuṇa: lord of the ocean
Vāsava: epithet of Indra
Vasiṣṭha: Daśaratha’s family preceptor
Videha: country of Sītā’s birth
Viṣṇu: one of the three main gods of the Hindu “trinity,” along with Brahmā and Śiva
Yama: god of death
Yamunā: a famous and holy river
Yudhājit: son of the king of the Kekayas, brother of Kaikeyī and maternal uncle of Bharata
Emendations and Corrections
of the Critical Edition

Below are listed the emendations and corrections of the critical text that have been adopted by the translator. For specific discussions the reader may consult the notes to the translation. Question marks identify conjectures.

**READING OF THE CRITICAL EDITION**  **TRANSLATOR'S READING**

1.20 pragrahāṇugrahayoh  pragrahāṇugrahayoh (?)
6.10 cakre śobhāṁ purāṁ punah  cakre śobhāyitum purīm
6.15 rāmābhīṣeka-  rāmābhīṣeka-
6.16 rāmābhīṣeka-  rāmābhīṣeκa-
8.1 abhyasūyā  abhyāṣṭāya
9.31 śāntam  śātām
11.3 katthase  katthāya
11.12 saddhuvṛttasya  sadhuvṛttasya
12.6 samaye  samayam
12.22 rāmo 'bhiṣekārtham ihāyasyati  rāmbhīṣekārtham ihāyasyati
13.16 sampratibuddhāsya  sampratibuddhāsya
14.14 madirekṣaṇā  madirekṣaṇa
16.24 *sa nideśe  saṁnideśa
16.57 avicālayan  avicārayan
17.33 kimnarī  sauraḥī
d 19.9 punah  purāt
19.19 kaścit  kaś ca
19.20 yasya  yac ca
20.5 mahān ayam  mahānayah (?)
21.11 uvāca supṛttā  uvācāsupṛttā (?)
22.1  śuci  śuciḥ
22.5 mahāvaṇāṇi carataḥ  mahāvane vicarataḥ
23.21 sa samayo  sasamayo
23.30 *lakṣmaṇaṣatrughnau  bharaṭaṣatrughnau
24.17 sammatā  samyata
27.10 api  iva
28.16 rājaśārdūlaḥ  rāghuśārdūlaḥ
29.12 agastyam  āgastyam
30.10 daśarathāḥ  daśarathām (?)
30.22 abhijanam  api janam
31.25  add: 816*
32.10 viṣaṇṇā, gatajanam  vivarṣaṇa, gatađhanam
34.14 deśakālañño, śuci  deśakālaññam, śucīm
37.10 samuddhavastam  samuddhavastam
40.28 uddhatavegibhiḥ  uddhataveginaḥ
43.14 nātyartham
45.10 sukhā-
46.5 gaṅgām
46.32 tādā
guhena sārdham tatraiva
sthitō 'smi divisān bahūn
53.10 vyaktam
58.48 ālayeta
58.51 cāru-
60.2 vividham
63.4 śāntim
63.15 bhayāvahām
68.2 mā mṛtam
71.5 śābda-
71.22 arhati
tatrendrakaṇḍapratimāḥ
74.17 bharataḥ
77.19 anugatām
78.8 tadas tuṣṭas
81.22 kevalām
85.16 vāso bhūṣanā-
85.50 utādya
85.72 avaghāya sutṛthāṃ ca
86.12 citrakūṭaḥ ca parvataḥ
89.18 ramyām
90.25 mahāvane
93.23 -svaṇaṃ
94.23 bhrtya-
rājaṇtraḥ
94.43 rājaputraḥ
guhāgiriṇām
98.54 abhiṃpattat
101.22 svargastham
106.9 patnīm
108.25 anugamanat ... tasmāc cid
109.23 vāsubhaḥ
110.10 tathāvṛttiṣ ca yātā tyam
tathaivārundhati yātā
110.40 prāpya
111.5 phalaśodhanāḥ

EMENDATIONS

atyartham
guha
gagā
tathā
guhena saha kṛṣṇam ca
tatraiva divasaṁ sthitaḥ
'vyaktam
ālapeta
cāru
dvividham (?)
gānti
bhayāvaham
mām ēte (?)
bāspa-
arhaśi
yatrendrakaṇḍaparighāḥ
bharata-
anutthitām
yadādūṇas
kevalām
vāso bhūṣaṇa-
ucchādya
avaghāyasutṛthāṃ ca
citrakūṭaḥ ca parvataṃ
paśya
mahāhave
-pravaṇam
bhṛtyam
rājaputra
ghūhā giriṇām
abhīpattā
satyastham (?)
pāṇkītām
anugacchan sa ... kasmāc cid (?)
vā śubhaḥ
tathaivārundhati yātā
stāpya
kalaśodātāḥ
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Index

Abhikāla, 217, 445
Achilles, 53, 64
Adhyātma Rāmāyaṇa, 386
Agastya, 25n, 173, 380-81, 402, 415
Āgastya, 144; 381
Agni, 414
Agniāyurvāna, 488
Agniivāraṇa, 304
Aja, 304
Ajātaśatru, 18
Alambusā, 259, 261
Alarka, 107, 349
almond tree, 403
Amarāvatī, 338, 409
Ambārīja, 304
Aṃśumān, 304
Anaranya, 303, 515
Anasūyā, 427, 523-24; her audience with Sītā, 317-23, 524-25
Aṅga, 346
anthropomorphism, 391
Aparaparpata, 220
apārasītes, 259, 261-62; 480-81
Aranyakāṇḍa, 3, 52n, 357, 363, 473, 504, 519, 522-23
Arjuna, 17n, 67, 68n, 437, 467
artha, 60, 69, 498, 510
Arthāśāstra, 495-97
Arundhāti, 319, 524-25
Aryaman, 370
Asamān, 151-52, 304, 385, 515
asceticism, 70, 409-10, 473-74, 478, 513
Asita, 303, 515
Aśoka, 17, 67n, 70n; edicts of, 71n, 304, 423, 426, 467, 482; edicts of, as an analogue for the Rāmāyaṇa, 23-24; edicts of, and dharma, 5, 23-24
Aśoka (minister), 216
Aṣvaghoṣa, 368, 420, 520; and the Rāmāyaṇa tradition, 28, 29
Aṣvapati, 79, 219-20, 327, 444, 448
Aṣvins, 442

Athena, 410
Ati, 317, 523
audience: of the Rāmāyaṇa, 15, 19; of the Sanskrit epic, 15
Ayodhyā, 16, 338, 420, 424, 497, 521, 523; as capital of Kosalā, 3; citizens of, follow Rāma into the forest, 166-67, 169-71; citizens of, lament Rāma's exile, 146-47, 158-62, 171-73; citizens of, mourn Daśaratha, 213-14; founded by Manu, 514; readied for Rāma's consecration, 99-94; as Vaikuṇṭha, 388, 415
Ayodhyākāṇḍa: Buddhist jātakas as a prototype for, 38, 62; commentaries on, 75-76; compared to the Sabhaparvan, 39-41; concept of dharma in, 65-73; concept of free will in, 34; critical edition of, 74-76; and the edicts of Aśoka, 71n; fatalism in, 33, 62; fate in, 33-35; formal aspects of, 43-47; its function in the Vālmikirāmāyaṇa, 4; and heredity, 19; historical context of, 9-24; ideological dimension of, 22-24; manuscript evidence for, 74-76; morality in, 19, 22, 33; narration of myths in, 38; philosophy of, 35-36; and the question of audience, 19; Śāmaṭātaka as prototype for, 62; social concerns of, 72-73; structural features of 44-47; synopsis of, 6-8; time span of, 45-46; translation of, 74-76; women in, 53-57
Bāhlika, 217
Bālabālabāla, 27n, 59, 391, 418, 514-15, 525-26
Bālārāmāyaṇa, 28-29nn
Bali, 349
Bāraṇa, 303
Bhāga, 370
INDEX

Bhagavadgītā, 17n, 67, 467, 490, 506, 511, 513
Bhāgavata-purāṇa, 474, 512
Bhagāratha, 304, 437, 515
Bhāgārathī, see Ganges River
Bharadvāja, 56, 248, 264-65, 309-10, 413, 415, 470-71, 473, 477-78, 486; his audience with Rāma, 187-89; feasts Bharata and his army, 258-64, 478-83; visited by Bharata and his entourage, 256-58
Bharata, 88, 96-102, 104, 116-17, 142, 150-52, 160-67, 169, 180, 184-85, 214, 216, 237-38, 241-42, 356, 372, 379, 412, 420, 427-28, 439, 441-42, 445, 461-62, 470-75, 490-91, 502-507, 519, 517, 523, 526; age of, 397; and his army encamp on Citrakūṭa, 272-76, 484-85; and his army feasted by Bharadvāja, 258-64, 478-83; arrives at Ayodhyā, 221-22; characterization of, 49-52; compared to Duryodhana, 40-41; curses himself, 230-32, 455-57; departs for Citrakūṭa, 264-66; and dharma, 455; his dream of Daśaratha's death, 217-18, 446-48; encamps with his army on the banks of the Ganges River, 246-54; ferries across the Ganges River, 254-56, 476-77; goes to Ke-kayā, 79; informs Rāma of Daśaratha's death, 284, 499-500; laments Rāma and mourns Daśaratha, 254-36, 457-58; leads expedition to fetch Rāma, 244-46; learns of Daśaratha's death, 223-25, 450-51; learns of Rāma's exile, 225-26; leaves Ayodhyā for Nandigrāma, 513-14, 522; leaves Rājagṛha for Ayodhyā, 220-21; meets with Rāma on Citrakūṭa, 277-309, 492-99; orders that a road be built through the forest, 288-39, 465; as a partial avatar of Viṣṇu, 481; performs obeisances for Daśaratha, 232-34, 458-59; performs śrādha rites, 234, 459-61; and the problem of succession, 16-17, 27; reaches Citrakūṭa, 266-68; readies his army to fetch Rāma, 243-44; receives message to return to Ayodhyā, 219; receives Rāma's slippers, 308-309, 519-20; renounces the kingship, 243, 465-68; returns to Ayodhyā with his army, 310-13, 448-50; reviled by Daśaratha (northern recension), 382; reviled by Kauśalyā, 230, 455; reviles Kaikēyī, 226-29, 452-54; revisits Bharadvāja's ashram, 509-10; urged by Vasiṣṭha to undergo consecration, 242-43; urges Rāma to be consecrated, 290-92, 295-97; visits Bharadvāja, 256-58, 477-78
Bharata (of the lunar dynasty), 42
Bharata (son of Druvasandhi), 303
Bhavabhūti, 365, 417, 519
Bhūṣma, 10, 29, 455
Bhoja, 435, 488
Böthtingk, Otto, 357, 521
boons, 60, 507-508; granting of, as theme, 26-28, 31; granting of, to Kaikēyī, 26-28
brahmicide, 362, 434-35
brahmans: treatment of, 498
Bṛhaspati (Jupiter), 370-71, 494
brideprice, 59-60, 424, 507-508; and Daśaratha, 30, 31; and the problems of succession, 12, 28, 28n
Buddha, 70, 407, 510, 513; legend of, contrasted with the Rāmāyaṇa, 4n
Buddhacarita, 368, 393, 407, 420, 424, 505, 515, 520
Caitrāratha, 221, 261, 480, 492
cakravartin, 346, 491
cōroka school, 509-10, 513
Chandaka, 407
characterization, 48-73; of Bharata, 49-52; of Daśaratha, 48-50, 58-63; of Kaikēyī, 48-50, 55-56; of Kauśalyā, 48-50; of Lakṣmanā, 49-52; in the Mahābārata, 51; of Rāma, 49-52, 64-73; of Śīta, 49-52
chronology: problems of, 384, 405,
INDEX

417, 419, 430-31, 485
Citradhāta, 188-89, 258, 264, 266-72, 418, 483, 485-86, 523; Rāma establishes an asram on, 190-91
Citradhāta, 144, 381
city: as center of interest in literature, 3; contrasted with forest, 3-4
comentaries, 75-76
consecration: preparations for the, of Rāma, 108-109
coral, 352
critical edition, 74-76
crow, legend of the, 488-89, 523
Cuchulain, 54
curses: Bharata curses himself, 230-32, 455-57; of Daśaratha, 62, 210, 436-39; Daśaratha cursed by the blind sage, 210, 436-39
Cyavara, 304
Daśasvinapathas, 346
Daṇḍa, 356
Daṇḍaka forest, 99, 104, 115, 356, 522-23; described by Rāma, 136-37
Daśaratha Jātaka, 504, 520
Devabodha, 438
Devavrata, see Bhīṣma
dharma, 60, 123-24, 126, 141-42, 146-47, 157, 165, 327, 361, 368, 372, 410, 419-15, 436, 473, 478, 494-95, 497-98, 505, 510, 516; in the Ayo-
dhyākāṇḍa, 65-73; and Bharata, 455; in the edicts of Asoka, 5, 23-24; existence of, denied by Lākṣmaṇa, 366; of forest dwellers, 375-378; of kaha-
triyas, 66-73, 123, 357, 363, 473, 512, 514; in the Mahābhārata, 66-69, 71; and Rāma, 64-73; in the Rāmā-
yaṇa, 4-5; and Vālmiki, 5; of women, 129-30, 135, 138-39, 155-56, 202-203, 318-20, 376, 524-25
Dharmapāla, 461
Dharmāśatra, 37, 361, 373, 387, 437, 499, 504; Rāmāyaṇa as, 75-76
Dhṛta, 370, 484
Dhṛtaśattra, 374
Dhṛṣṭadyumna, 470
Dhṛtarāṣṭra, 39, 60n, 378, 436, 463, 473, 478
Dhundhu, 488
Dhundhumāra, 209, 303, 437-38
Dīghanikāyā, 20n
Dīlpa, 209, 304, 437, 467
Draupāndī, compared to Sītā, 41
Drāviḍa, 346
dreams, 38, 217-18, 446-48
Druvāśāndhi, 309, 515
Dumont, Louis, 69n
Durvasā, 523
Duryodhana, 9-10, 35n, 39, 60n; com-
pared to Bharata, 40-41
Dvāravati, 479
Dvayam (mantra), 379
Dvīpāda Rāmāyaṇa, 417
Ekāstā, 221
Eladhāna, 220, 449
epic literature, 76; the family in, 3; kingship in, 10; and patronage, 20;
epic literature (cont.)
political problems in, 9, 14; the role
of fate in, 33; themes in, 9-10; trans-
mission of, 9, 42-44
epic poets: concerns of, 3; social rela-
tions of, 60n
epithets, 50

family, in epic literature, 3
fasting, 361, 399, 404-405, 473-74, 517
fatalism, 39, 504; in the Ayodhyākāṇḍa,
33, 35, 62
fate, 125-27, 329, 366-67, 504; in the
Ayodhyākāṇḍa, 33-35; in epic literature,
33; in the Vālmikirāmāyaṇa,
35n; role of, in narrative, 47
feast of Bharadvāja for Bharata and
his army, 258-64
folk motifs: in the Vālmikirāmāyaṇa, 37,
42-43, 62
formal aspects of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa, 43-
47
fratricide: in the Mahābhārata, 18
free will: concept of, in the Ayodhyā-
kāṇḍa, 34; concept of, in the Vālmiki-
rāmāyaṇa, 35n
funeral rites, 442
Gadāyatra, 331, 355
Gandhamādana, Mount, 415
gandharvas, 259, 261, 480-81
Gāṅgā, see Ganges River
Ganges River, 174-78, 186-89, 214,
240, 246-50, 254-56, 311, 317, 403,
410-11, 413-14, 469-70, 476-77, 484,
515, 523; forded by Rāma, 182-83
Garuḍa, 370, 485, 503
Gautama, 214
Gaya, 508
Gaya, 508-509
Gāyaatrīmantra, 395, 450, 494
genealogy, and kingship, 13
Ghrācī, 259
Girivraja, see Raṅgagṛha
gods, vedic, 370, 479
Gokula, 413
Gomat River, 173-74, 221, 402, 449
Gopa, 261.
grammatical forms: adverbia, ablative,
368; conative perfect, 351, 414; dan-
gling gerund; 399; dangling relative,
366; future with optative sense, 410;
instrumental for locative, 373; nu-
umerical compounds, 483; past partici-
ples with immediate future sense,
333, 356, 444, 524-25; use of the
imperative in a conditional clause,
504; use of the present tense, 469;
vedic dvandva compound, 479-80
grhyāṣṭras, 418
Guha, 182-83, 192, 276, 279, 404, 420,
465, 475-77, 483, 491-92, 494, 502,
521; extends hospitality, to Rāma,
175-78, 473-74; extolls Lakṣmaṇa's
virtues to Bharata, 249-51; hosts
Bharata and his army, 246-54, 470-
72; orders Niṣādās to ferry Bharata
and his army across the Ganges
River, 255-56
Haha, 259, 479-80
Haihayas, 303
Hanumān, 16, 488
Harmāṇḍa, 9-10, 15, 18, 70n, 479
Hastinapurā, 214, 445
Hastipṛṣṭhaka, 221
Hecuba, 410
Heesterman, Jan, 69n
Hegel, G.W.F., 14
heredity, and kingship, 11-12, 19
hero: Rāma as, 4, 32, 64-66; concept
of Greek, 33
heteronomy, of Rāma, 20-21
hierarchy, 16, 72; and heredity, 11; in
ordering of society, 10-11, 14, 16, 21
historical context: of the Ayodhyākāṇḍa,
9-24; of epic narratives, 9, 14-15; of
the Rāmāyaṇa, 14, 32
Homer, 4
Huhu, 259, 479-80
hunting, 403, 411

ideology, in the Ayodhyākāṇḍa, 22-24
Ikṣvāku River, 445
Ikṣvāku, 303, 402
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Ikṣyāku dynasty, 15n; and ritual exile, 12n
Ikṣyākus, 82-83, 390; as ancestors of the Śākyas, 28n
Ilīad, 25, 410, 424, 427
Ingalls, D.H.H., 51n, 339
irrigation, 497

Jāhāli, 34, 68, 214, 309, 458, 504, 520; encourages Rāma to accept the kingship, 299-300, 509-11
Jacob, Hermann, 3, 341, 390, 405, 431, 467, 525
Jāhnadv, see Ganges River
Jambūnadi (River), 480
Jambūprastha, 221
Jameson, Frederic, 18n, 72n
Janaka, 143, 215, 320-22, 379-80, 525-26
Jānaki, see Sīta
Janamejaya, 42, 209, 437
Janasthāna, 315
jātaka, 349, 370, 374; as a prototype for the Aṣṭabhydkhyāya, 58, 62; as a prototype for the Vālmikīramāyaṇa, 37-38
jāni, 496
Jayadatta jātaka, 370
Jayanta, 216
Johnston, E. H., 520

Kaccāyaparaṇa, 42, 495
Kaikeyas, homeland of, 15n
Kakutṣtha, 304
Kākutṣtha, 336
Kali Yuga, 501, 512
Kālidāsa, 3n, 18n, 50n, 342, 417, 432-35, 498-39, 488-523
Kālind, see Yamunā River
Kālindī, Queen, 304
Kaliṅganaṇaga, 221
Kalスマホpāda Saudāka, 304, 515
kāma, 60, 498, 506
Kāmasūtra, 412
Kāmpa, 35n; in Haravanśa, 10
Kanḍu, 122, 362
Kanva, 362
Kapīvatī River, 221
karma, 154, 164, 185, 347-48, 361, 373, 497, 512, 521; concept of, in the Vālmikīramāyaṇa, 35
Karna, 66, 446
kanyākāra tree, 484
Kāśi, 346
Kāśikaurudās, 349
Kāśyapa, 214, 303, 361-62
Kāṭyāyana, 214
Kausalyā (cont.)
and her co-wives meet with Rāma on
Mount Cītракūṭa, 288-89; and the
death of Daśaratha, 212; grieves for
Rāma, 163-65; homeland of, 440;
implores Rāma to remain in Ayod-
hyā, 122; informed by Rāma of his
implores Rāma to remain in Ayod-
hyā, 122; informed by Rāma of his
ments Rāma, 119-20, 128-29; op-
oposes Daśaratha, 55; property rights
of, 379; reviles Bharata, 230, 455;
reviles Daśaratha, 200-202; reviles
Kaikēyī, 212-13
Kaūṣika, 144, 581
Kekeya, king of, 424, 508
Kekayas, 327
Khara, 315-16
Kingship, 29, 31, 503-504, 511; divine
status of, 21; fruits of, 336; gene-
alogy, 13; and heredity, 11-12, 19;
in the Mahābhārata, 29; as major
concern of the Rāmdāyaṇa, 14; and
obedience, 22; paternal aspects of,
21-22; and primogeniture succes-
sion, 39, 334, 341, 514-15; and
prince regency, 12; and Rāma, 64-
73; Rāma expounds on, to Bharata,
280-84, 495-99, 519; in the Rāmd-
āyaṇa, 11; as sexual metaphor, 15n,
55n; and succession, 12-13, 16-19,
27, 39; as theme in epic literature,
10
Kosala, 3, 172-74, 346, 402-408, 440
Kosalā, 440
Kṣudrā tree, 470
Kṛṣṇa, 17n, 67, 68n, 342, 355, 402,
413, 473-74, 479; attitudes of, com-
pared to those of Rāma, 18; in Har-
yanā, 10
Kṣemendra, 488
Kṣatriya dharma, 66-73, 123, 357, 363,
478, 512, 514
Kuberā, 16n, 17, 259, 261, 358, 480,
492
Kuksī, 303
Kuliṅgā (city), 217, 445
Kuliṅgā River, 221, 449
Kumārasambhava, 439, 486
Kumbhakarṇa, 446
Kuṭikā River, 221
Lakṣmī, 34, 79, 89-90, 98, 112, 117,
119, 123-25, 143-50, 153, 167-70,
174-79, 182-83, 186-91, 225-27, 278,
285-86, 289-90, 317, 322, 358, 364,
367, 372, 378-79, 388, 399, 408,
410-14, 426, 428, 461, 472, 474,
488-90, 494, 502, 517, 521, 526; as
an avatar of Śeṣa, 365-66, 395; begs
Rāma to take him to the forest, 142-
43; characterization of, 49-52; com-
pared to Indra, 427; his denial of
the existence of dharma; leaves Ayod-
hyā with Rāma, 157-59; Rāma
confides in, 184-86; supports Kausa-
lyā in opposing Rāma’s exile, 121-
22; threatens to slay Bharata and
Kaikēyī, 272-74; urges Rāma to pro-
ceed with the consecration, 126-28;
virtues of, extolled by Guha to Bha-
rata, 249-51
Lauhiya, 221
liberation, see mokṣa
literary history: place of the Vālmīkīr-
āṇa in, 37-47
Lüders, Heinrich, 504-505
Magadha, 346
magical deer, see Mārīca
Mahābhārata, 9-10, 12, 15, 27n, 60n;
495-96, 505-506, 513-15, 520, 523;
characterization in the, 51; dharma
in the, 66-68, 71; and kingship, 29;
problems of succession in the, 18;
and its relationship with the Vālmī-
kirāṇa, 38-43, 46
Mahāvīra, 67n
Mahāvastu, 432, 435, 438
Maithili, see Stā
Mallinātha, 439-54, 439, 486
Mālayāvatī River, 192, 419
Mādhakī River, 264, 267, 270-72,
286, 288, 418-19, 483
Mandara, Mount, 422
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Māṇḍavya, 524
Māṇḍhāt, 503
Mandodari, 395
Manthara, 26, 28, 295, 338-39; 343, 441, 501; incites Kaikeyi, 94-102, 344; seized by Satrughna, 236-38, 461-62
Manu, 303, 514
Manusmṛti, 53, 361, 375, 409-10, 419, 429, 456, 497-98, 509, 511, 513, 516, 524, 526; its affinities with the Vālmikīrāmdyaṇa, 37
Mārica, 374, 396, 403
Marici, 303
Mārkaṇḍeya, 214
marriage, 55-57; as political alliance, 12, 13n, 28-30
Maru, 304
Mātali, 388
Matsyas, 346
Maudgalya, 214
meat eating, 358, 411
Megasthenes, 360
Menaka, 525-26
mētra, 43, 44; asamāhādā, 523; sloka, 16
Mīrakāśī, 259, 261
Mitraśāha, 515
mōkṣa, 401, 413
monogamy, 340
morality, 19, 30; in the Ayodhyākānda, 19, 22, 30, 33
muḥārta, 477
myths: narration of, in Ayodhyākānda, 58; narration of, in the Vālmikīrāmdyaṇa, 41-42, 949
Nābhaga, 304, 516
Nāhuṣa, 42, 209, 304, 437, 467, 515-16
Nala, 10, 70n
Nālīni, 524
Nālōpākhyāna, 10
Nanda, 444
Nandana, 261, 263, 481, 492
Nandigrāma, 313-14, 522-23
Nārada; 261, 481, 495
Nārāyanā, 92, 377, 514
narrative: chronology of the, in the Vālmikīrāmdyaṇa, 384, 405, 417, 419, 430-31, 485; problems of, 25-32, 491, 499, 502
Nilakantha, 496
Niśadās; 19n., 175, 182, 246-47, 404; ferry Bharata and his army across the Ganges River, 255-56
nīū, 563
Nītīśāstra, 497-98
oath taking, 361
obedience, 16-19, 21-22, 30-31, 33; of Rāma, 30-32, 64
Odyssey, 76, 500
Oldenberg, Hermann, 374, 432
oral poetry, 76
Pādampurāṇa, 388, 488, 519, 523
Pañcāla, 214
Pañcavaṣṭi, 418, 521
Pāṇḍavas, 70n, 399, 463
Pāṇḍu, 473
parricide, 18
Parvata, 261
philosophy, of the Ayodhyākānda, 33-36
Pippalāda, 362
poetry: the didactic function of, 29n, 22, 29, 31, 50-52, 455; oral, 76
Prajāpati, see Brahmā
Prasenajit, 303
Praśūrākura, 304
Prayāga, 186-89, 256, 261, 414, 477, 485
primogenital succession, 39, 384, 341, 514-15
Prithu, 308
pūjā, 357, 481
Punḍarikā, 261
Punjab, as vedic homeland of the Kaikeyas, 15n
Pūṣan, 370
Puṣya (constellation), 330-31, 334, 371
queens of Ayodhyā lament Rāma’s exile, 160
Raghavan, V., 20n, 383, 445
Raghu, 304, 327, 515
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Raghuvamśa, 417, 432-35, 438, 488, 523
Rāhu, 431
Rajagrha, 214, 217, 327, 342, 444-45; Vasiṣṭha dispatches messengers to, 216-18
Rajasakhara, 28-29mn
rākṣasas, 315-16, 324, 446, 528
Rāma, 79, 96-105, 107, 111-12, 160-61, 169-71, 173-74, 224-29, 353, 355-56, 372-74, 378-81, 386, 399, 410-13, 419-20, 422-23, 425, 428, 434, 465, 468, 472-74, 490-91, 502-507, 509, 517-18; addressed by the brahmans of Ayodhyā, 167-68; addresses the citizens of Ayodhyā, 166-67; age of, 358-59, 395, 397; argues with Bharata against his own consecration, 291-94, 300-302; asceticism of, 409-10, 518; asents to Lākṣmaṇa's wish to accompany him to Dāndaka forest, 143; assents to his own exile, 116; assents to Sītā's wish to follow him to the forest, 141-42; his audience with Bhaṛīḍvāja, 187-89; his audience with Dāsaratha and Kaīkeyī, 115-17; as an 'avatar of Viṣṇu, 357, 388, 398, 427, 485, 514; banishes Sītā, 364, blessed by Kauśalyā, 190-92; characterization of, 49-52, 64-73, 380; citizens of Ayodhyā lament his exile, 146-47, 158-62, 171-73; compared to Yudhiṣṭhira, 89-90; confides in Lākṣmaṇa, 184-86; consoles Kauśalyā, 129-30; contradictions in the character of, 414; deceives the citizens of Ayodhyā, 400-401; defends his decision before Kauśalyā, 122-23; as a descendant of the solar race, 390; describes hardships of the forest to Sītā, 136-37; designated as prince regent, 81-89; his desire for glory, 66; and dharma, 65-73, 363, 598; dismisses Sumantra, 178-83; dispenses his wealth to brahmans and dependents, 143-45, 378; his display of human emotion, 369; encamps on the banks of the Ganges River, 174-78; encamps on the banks of the Tamasā River, 168-71; establishes an ashram on Citrakūṭa, 196-92; etymology of his name, 948; as an example of behavior to the citizens of Ayodhyā, 397, exile of, 16, 27, 29, 46, 59, 61, 64-67, 116; expounds on kingship to Bharata, 280-84, 495-99, 519; his final audience with Dāsaratha, 148-56; fords the Ganges River, 182-83; fords the Yamuna River, 189-90; gives his slippers to Bharata, 308-309, 519-20; as hero, 4, 32, 64-66; heteronomy of, 20-21; implored by Sītā to take her to Dāndaka forest, 135-36, 158-41, 375-78; implores Bharata to return to Ayodhyā and rule, 297-98; informs Kausalyā of his impending exile, 118-19; informs Sītā of his impending exile, 132-34; instructed by Vasiṣṭha prior to the consecration, 90-92; and kingship, 64-73; learns of Dāsaratha's death, 284, 499-500, leaves Ayodhyā for Dāndaka forest, 157-59; meets with Bharata on Citrakūṭa, 277-309, 493-95; meets with Kausalyā and her co-wife on Mount Citrakūṭa, 288-89; mollifies Lākṣmaṇa, 274-75; monogamy of, 340; mourns Dāsaratha, 284-87, 500-501; obedience of, 30-32, 64; prepares for his consecration, 92-93; prepares to meet Bharata and his army, 272-75; priests prepare for the consecration of, 108-109; and the prince regency, 329; reasons with Lākṣmaṇa, 123-25; rejects Jāhāli's argument, 300-302, 511-14; as role model, 19-21; seers of Citrakūṭa inform him of the presence of rākṣasas, 314-16, 522-23; tours Citrakūṭa with Sītā, 268-70, 485-86; tours the Mandakini River with Sītā, 270-72, 487-89; urged by Lākṣmaṇa to proceed with the consecration, 126-28; virtues of, 80-81; visits Atri's ashram, 316-24, 523-24; visits Prayāga, 186-89
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Sitā (cont.)
364; birth of, 525-26; characterization of, 49-52; compared to Draupadi, 41; compared to the Mandakini River, 487; compared to Rati, 427; compared to Uma, 427; implores Rāma to take her to Daṇḍaka forest, 135-36, 138-41, 374-75; informed by Rāma of his impending exile, 132-34; instructed by Vasiṣṭha prior to the consecration, 90-92; as Lākṣmi (Śrī), 388, 395, 427; leaves Ayodhyā with Rāma, 157-59; opposes Rāma, 54; self-choice rite of, 321-22, 525
Śiva, 371, 416, 507, 515, 526
Skanda, 370
śloka meter, 16
solar dynasty, 437-38, 514-16; Vasiṣṭha recites the genealogy of the, 303-305
Soma (the moon), 370, 480, 525
soma-sacrifice, 397, 429.
śraddha rites, 234, 456, 459-61, 508-10
Śrī, 320, 353, 395, 427, 463, 511
Śrīgarveṣapura, 174, 311, 403, 420, 469
stars, 521
state, concept of in relation to city, 3
Śhānumati River, 221
structural features of the Ayodhyākanda, 44-47
Subāhu, 396
Sudāman, Mount, 217, 445
Sudārsana, 304
Sudāsa, 515
Sudhanvan, 280, 495
Sugrīva, 374, 427, 441, 509; as counterpart to Rāma, 15-16; exile of, 16
Śukra, 356
Śukra (Venus), 489, 494
Sumitṛā, 66, 89, 142, 157, 177, 180, 185-86, 190, 194, 226, 228, 230, 245, 255, 264-65, 280, 288, 365, 379, 388, 440, 495; consoles Kausalyā, 165-66; and the death of Daśaratha, 212; her knowledge of Rāma’s divinity, 395
Śunahṣepha, 509
Sunda, 396
Suparśa, see Garuḍa, 370
Suras, 370
Śūrpaṇakha, 414
Śūryavaracasa, 261, 481
Susandhi, 303
Suvrata, 304
Śuyajna, 143-44, 380, 495
Śyama (banyan tree), 189-90, 417
Śyandikā River, 174, 402
Tattvārtha Brahmaṇa, 37
Taittirīya Samhitā, 37, 381, 513, 525
Tālajaṇghas, 308
Tamaśa River, 168-71, 418, 483
Tārā, 395, 440-41
Tāṭāka, 396
Tejoḥbhībhavana, 217, 445
temple cult, 337
Teṅgalai sect, 381-82, 412-13
text-critical problems, 491, 499, 502
Timidhvaja, 99, 343-44, 396
Toraṇa, 221, 449
translation, problems of, 74-76
transmigration, 413
Tretā Yuga, 501, 512
Trīṣa, 145, 381
Trīṭa, 446
Trīśanā, 70n, 303, 391, 438, 515
truth, acts of, 487
Tumburu, 259, 261, 480
Tvāṣṭṛ, 259, 479-80
twilight worship, 580, 436-37, 474
Udānavarga, 505
Ujjīhāna, 221, 449
Umā, 427
universal monarch, see cakravartin
Upasunda, 396
Upendra, 484
Ūrmiḷā, 322, 388
Uttanakā River, 221
Uttarārāmaṇa, 356, 364
Uttarasadacarita, 365, 417

Vadagalai sect, 332
Vaidheśī, see Sițā
Vaijyantya, 99, 396
Vaikāhāna doctrine, 513
Vaikuṇṭha, 388, 413
Vaishnavism, 381-32, South Indian, 379
Vaivṛavaṇa, see Kubera
Vinaya rite, 397
Vālin, 15, 59, 71, 440, 442, 509
Vallabhadeva, 439
Vālmiki, 18-19, 22, 26, 31, 418, 431,
455, 483; addresses urban concerns,
4; and Aśoka, 24; as author of the
Rāmāyaṇa, 25; and the characters of
the Rāmāyaṇa, 49-73; and dharma, 5;
and epic genre, 15; and formal as-
pects of style, 43-47; his humanism,
19n, 404; and the plot of the Rāmā-
yaṇa, 29; and the śloka, 16; and so-
cial criticism, 16; and his use of the
vedic corpus in the Rāmāyaṇa, 37
Vālmiki-rāmāyaṇa: allusions to vedic
corpus in, 37; chronology of the narra-
tive in, 384, 405, 417, 419, 450-51,
485; discrepancies and inconsistenc-
ies in, 25-50; folk motifs in, 37, 42-
43, 62; Buddhist jātakas as prototype
for, 37-38; morality in, 19-30; and
its place in literary history, 37-47;
and its place in the Rāmāyaṇa tradi-
tion, 25; and the question of audi-
ence, 15, 19; and its relationship to
the Mahābhārata, 38-43, 46; and its
relationship to Manusmṛti, 37; critical
edition of, 74-76; manuscript evi-
dence for, 74-76; psychological moti-
vations in, 364; text-critical problems
in, 491, 499, 502

Vāmadeva, 84, 214, 309, 520
Vāmanā, 261
Vān̡ga, 346
Varadhacharya, K. S., 345, 354, 363-64,
385, 389, 402, 415, 422, 424, 429,
451, 454, 465, 467, 475-78, 483, 516
Varunā, 25n, 143, 321, 379-80, 519, 526
Varūṇa, 221
Vasiṭṭha, 64, 70n, 84, 143, 226, 232-
33, 235-36, 241-42, 266, 276, 288-
89, 309, 313, 350, 380, 386, 407,
441, 458, 477-79, 484, 495, 502,
519-20, 525; addressed by brahmans
upon Daśaratha’s death, 214-16; in-
structs Rāma and Sițā prior to the
consecration, 90-92; sends messen-
gers to Rājaṅgira, 216; urges Bharata
to undergo consecration, 242-43,
465-68; recites the genealogy of the
solar dynasty, 303-305, 514-16;
urges Rāma to accept the kingship,
305; visits Bharadvaja, 356-57
Vāstuśānti rite, 418
Vatas, 411
Vedāntadēśika, 355, 379
Vedas: in the Vālmiki-rāmāyaṇa, 37
Vedaśrut River, 173, 402-403
vedic gods, 370, 479
Vessantarakīṭaka, 384
Vibhūṣaṇa, 16
Vidhātra, 370
Viḍūṭābha, 18
Vidura, 473
Viḍyādharas, 485
Vijaya, 216
Vikūṣṭi, 303
Vinata, 221
Vinatā, 370
Vinayapīṭaka, 373
Vipāśa River, 217, 445
Virādha, 414, 480
Virāj, 370
Viraj River, 413
Viśakhaḥ (constellation), 391, 431
Viṣṇu, 92, 118, 320, 328, 332, 385,
337, 350, 355, 370-71, 374, 418,
419, 484, 491, 507, 510, 525; Bha-
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Visnu (cont.)
rata as a partial avatar of, 481;
Rama as an avatar of, 357, 388, 395,
398, 427, 485, 514
Visnu, Foot of, 217, 445
Visṇupurāṇa, 474
Vīśvānātha, 259
Vīśvadevas, 419
Vīśvakarman, 258-60, 479
Vīśvāmitra, 25n, 27n, 70, 322, 369,
374, 380-81, 396, 511, 515, 526; and
Vāsīṣṭha; 70n
Vīśvāvastu, 259
Vivasvān, 503
Vṛtra, 370

weapons, divine, 25, 143, 369, 379-80,
396
Wezler; Albrecht, 373
women: affection of, for Rama, 402;
chastity of, 573; dharma of, 129-30,
135, 138-39, 155-56, 202-203, 318-
20, 376, 524-25; role of, 53-57; tra-
ditional life span of, 428

Yajñadatta, 436
Yama, 433, 346-37, 500, 519
Yamunā River, 186-89, 221, 311, 414,
416-17, 484; forded by Rama, 189-
90
Yamunācārya, 331
Yavanās, 467
Yayāti, 10, 42, 336, 348, 422, 437, 460,
516
yoga, 493
Yuddhakanda, 71n, 350
Yudhājīt, 79, 220
Yudhīśhira, 9, 68n, 71n, 410, 421,
512; compared to Rama, 39-40
Yuvaṇāśva, 503
Zeus, 427-28